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FOREWORD

by Air Chief Marshal Sir Kenneth Cross KCB CBE DSO DEC
Air Officer Commanding in Chief Bomber Command

1959-1963

This hisiorv records the circumstances and events tliai led to probably

tbe greatest ebange in British defence policy in peacetime, and its

implementation by Bomber Caimmand of the Royal Air Force. It is an

account of courage, determination and devotic^n. beginning with the
decision bv a small number of Ministers in 1947 to develop an atomic

bomb. It then takes us through the brilliant work of our scientists and

engineers in designing Blue Danube, the first operational weapon,

tbe foresight and planning of tbe .\ir Staff resulting in the specification

and building of the A” bombers - X’aliant. Wilcan and \’ictor. the best

aiicraft of their tvpe anvwhere in the world at the time, and the final

execution of the deterrent policy by Bomber C'ommand.

The task given to tbe ('.ommand was immense. It was to prepare and

maintain for instant retaliation against an attack more than 180 A’

bombers and 00 Thor intermediate-range ballistic missiles. Tbe

maintaining of this force at virtually war readiness called fc^r a sustained
effort bv all ranks in the ('ommand and considerable sacrifice in the

private lives of commanders, staffs, air and ground crews. That these
of their belief in thesacrifices were made willingly was a measure

C.ommancrs role and its importance in deterring war.

This account also tells of the remarkable partnership between

.Strategic Air ('ommand c>f the United States Air Force and Bomber

Command of the Royal Air Force. These two ('.ommands alone

provided the Western deterrent in the nineteen fifties and sixties; theirs

was a great working partnership based on a common aim. a mutual

respect for each other’s professional capabilities and. as time went on,

personal friendships at all levels.
It is excellent that all this historv should be reccjrded now whilst many

so usefullv
of the participants are still alive and their memories can

supplement the official papers.
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INTRODUCTION

This is an “official” history in the sense that it fi.

official records, to which the authm has had

I

mii

from

and

H-rn w ! metS

vsn ii tfd at t i'ns

from which he has quoted extensivelv: mam of du-m. Iiasing been

subjected to the reviewing process and < tinscqut nib ufedetl"-

only exist in this form.

The history covers a period of 21 \eais. l‘> i;>-()b. fmin the enditi>4

the Second World War and the contempoi at \ Chiefs of Staff t on^i***^*'’

ations of the possibility of future wai ami the wc aptms that mi.ub‘ 1’*^“

employed, to the handing-over h\ the R.\I-

mid-1969 of responsibility for British strategic nm k-.

so-called QRA (quick reaction alert) standl)\ dm

highest Slate of operational readiness ever at hic vt-d I

peacetime, then transferred from htnnhei s to snhma

Initially there had been considerable debate, it

whether Britain should manufacture muleat bond

«o thf Ko\.d Naw iti

- thetk tet i i-nt e

les, ivpi rsi iiting
I K fottes It)\

I nifs.

.IS toMM.')- Hi.

all)s at . Oiui-

b\ iIh*decision had been taken by a group of senitn .Minisu is.

Government, early in 1947 - and it cantiot lie stii sst-d too

crucial was the role of the former Cdiief of the .\ii Staff. I.ord |»oi tal. in

influencing that decision (as will subsetjuetiiK Ik- dost i ibc-d) - the t est

followed: the issue by the Air .Staff t>f Operational Ketjuiu-nu-iits lot an

atomic bomb and for aircraft capable of tlelivt-iing it; pl.ms for the

training of aircrew and the preparatititi of suitable airfields; a test of the

first atomic warhead and the ct>nset)ueni piodm tion ,,f nut leai botnirs;

the build-up and deployment of a jet bondier foite; finther de\elo|)tnent

of both aircraft and weapons, includitig thei inoniu leai btnnbs; the

introduction of a guided bomb and the |jit)posed intituluction of

entirely new w'eapons like the Blue Streak .MRB.M and I  .SR.2 (tac tical

strike/reconnai.ssance) aircraft - cancelled pmjet ts wlmse

fall” form the themes of chapters in this histoi y.

While two of the three atomic-capable medium btunbi-i s whit h were

produced were developed into more powerful (B.IA and B.2) versions

and the kiloton-range nuclear btimbs they oiiginalh tanied were

succeeded by megaton-range weapons, the means of ck-jivc-t i

warheads only changed twice during this pet iod f rtini the n aditiomil

free-fall bomb technique: with the introduc litm of Blue .Steel aii-

launched guided bombs in 1962-63, and with the deployment in Britain

of American Thor intermediate range (1 ,.500-mile) ballistic missiles

from 1958 to 1963, manned by RAF Bt)mber (iommand  c rews. Plans to

build and deploy a British medium range (2.000-mile) liallistic missile.

Blue Streak, were abandoned in 1960 in the expectation that the R.AF

would be supplied with the 1,000-milc range Ameiican Al.BM (air-

launched ballistic missile) Skybolt for its B.2 VAdcans, but this weapon

cancelled at the end of 1962; and r.SR.2. whic h was to have replac ed

Bomber Command’s Canberras and Valiants in the 1960s and would

lOt

●atl\ la*"

and"rise

uc leafig I

was

VI
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additionalK have had a hm-lovcl strategic role, was cancelled in 1965.

The development of RAK jet homhers - Canherras. \aliants. \ nlcans
f  the British nuclear weapons the \’-boinbersand \ ittors - and o

earried' are desc ribed in separate, self-contained c hapters in this historv.

which has been written from an impartial viewpoint, to give future

reseat c hers and historians a c lear and consec utive acconnt of each stage

of development during the RAF strategic nuclear deterrent period.
In those vears. Bomber Command made its most massive effort since

the .Second World War. bnilding-np and deploving 52 Canberra’- and 15

\ -liomber sc|iiadrons and embodving the CK policv of deterrence with

QRA (c|ihck reaction alert) and dispersal technicines. What might be

called the Canberra period began in 1951 when the first scpiadron was

ec|ihpped. while the \-bomber period began in 1955 wben the first

\ aliant sc|nadrons were formed, giving the Command a tmclear weapon

deliverv capabilitv.
Its Commanders in Chief at these most significant stages in its history

weie Air Marshal (later .\ir Chief .Marshal) Sir Hugh Pugh Lloyd, who

had distingnished himself as .Air ('.ommander in Malta when the island

was desjieratelv def ending itself against attac  k and w ho during his term
as ,\C)C in C (1950-55) “saw in” the first C'anberras after his

Command had had to borrow B-29s from the L’nited Slates to keep up

its long-range capabiliiv until its Lincolns could be replaced; .Air

Marshal C H (later .Sir Cieorge) Mills, w hose term of office (1955-56)

covered the arrival of the \aliants and who spotisored a “blueprint”

for the .Air .Staff covering every aspect of the .setting-np of the \’-bomber

force .Air (Ihief Marshal Sir Harry Broadhnrst (1956-59). w ho with vast

wartime exj)erience of fighter and tactical air operations behind him

introduced a “fighter-pilot type” mentality into \’-force aircrew

(w hose aircraft were having to get off the ground as cpiicklv as Spitfires
and Hurricanes had done in the Battle of Britain), and who initiated

close co-oj)eiation with the L’SAF Strategic .Air ('ommand: and .Air

Marshal .Sir Kenneth Cross (1959-65), who had formerly been .AO('. No

5 Croup in Bomber ('.onnnand and who.se period as AOC. in (' .saw the

RAF strategic nuclear deterrent forces rise to the greatest height of

their destructive powers, with thermonuclear-weapon-armed \-bombers

supplemented by .American Thor missiles with megaton warheads, who

fostered the close Bomber (a>mmand/S.A('. co-operation and who

infused V'-force personnel with a dedicated sense of di.scipline and

purpo.se, during 1962 introducing an all-the-year-round QRA standby,

which was maintained until the transfer of strategic nuclear deterrence

to the Royal Navy's Polaris-armed nuclear submarines in mid-1969.

Bomber (Command had had a difficult time in the years following the

' The iiiterdiclor Canbet ms. ihe \ aliants of the TBF (Taetk al Bomber Force) and some of

the V'ldcans and Vic tors c at t ied L'S nuc lear weapons, held under L'S.AF custodianship.

■ .Six (ianhen a sc]uadtons wet e suhseciuently formed in ('●erman\. four in Ca prus and one
in the Far F.asi.

* A Rrvifir of tin- T' Foirr — 7 March (.-\HB II H/272/;t/4S).

VI1
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Second World War, not only because of ilie ol)s<»K st eiic i- of its j)isioii-

engined aircraft but also because of offuial aiul publu ii lut t.iiu e t<»

acknowledge the great contribution it bad made to \i( toi\ m 1 in<»l>t ●

and with Fighter Command maintaining popular esUH in tbroiigb the

annual Battle of Britain displavs - evotativeh nanuti tbougb p«n tia\ing
the whole of the RAF. Further, the \ast inunlK is of ainiaft aiul

personnel involved in the wartime bombing offensiw- bad nu ltetl a\%a\ :

the mighty force which had been able to put up 70n/snn lu aw homiH i s

nightly over Germany was reduced to a few s(|uadroiis of l am asters

Lincolns and Moscjuitoes, and most of its bigliK skilled am rew .itid

groundcrew had returned to civilian life. When the ’Cold \\ai ‘ began

in 1947 and the .Soviet L’nion became a potential eneim the K.\ F bad no

bombers with sufficient range to reach signifuant targets ibeiv: the

Lincolns would scarcely have been able to penetiate lu Nond tlie Russian
frontiers. In 1948 the Chief of the .Air Staff (I.okI ledder) s.ii<l that "if

war comes we must fight as best we can with what wt- ba\e got *', and in

1952 his successor (Sir John .Slessor) admittefl that if a Russian attat k

came earlier than 1957 "we should have to do the best [we (oiildj with
what we had”*^.

Becau.se of the lack of a long-range bombei the loan <>f R-29

Superfortresses from the United .States was arranged: tbe\ wen- nanu-d

Washingtons in RAF service: and produc tifm oideis for Canbei i as (to
be used as tactical dav bombers in the event of a Warsaw Pat t adsaiu i*

across Europe - hopefully with more siu t ess iban the ill-fated Battles in

the 1940 “blitzkrieg”) anrl for N’alianis were at (titrated to fill the
bomber until the arrival of the \ ult ans and \ it tot s ot iginallNgap

ordered by the Air .Staff .

The Air Staff had drawn up its retjuirements fot new bombet s and an

atomic weapon in 1946, and these were implemented om t- the t rut ial

nuclear bomb policy decision bad been taken earlv in HM7. But w hile

there seemed to be no particular problems about developing the bomb,

apart from its uniqueness (given the high-level impetus and impiessivc*

technical skill devoted to it), the aircraft, owing to their ad\aiuc“d

configurations, took a long time to rlevelop: the \aliant seven \eais.

because of its comparatively straightforwai fl design to a less d(‘manding

specification, the Vulcan nine and the Victor ten years. Bomb delivei \,

because of the much higher operating altitudes and spec'ds of the

turbojet bombers compared with their piston-enginefl pivdei essors,

raised the problem of guidance to ensure accurac  y of results: an initial

concept, Blue Boar, for a TV camera in the bomb and a joystit k tontrol

in the aircraft, was abandoned in favour of a powered guided bomb —

Blue Steel, to be launched from the V-bombers and fly on a parabolic

course to its target 100 miles aw^ay.

' Note for the Chiefs of .Staff on the Motici nisation of the .Sitatfgi< ICoinhet Ior<e.
'■ Minute to S of S for .Air (Lord De L’IsIcaiul Dudlev VC) on 10 Man h

vin
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Bm aside from the airborne "hardware*, nuieli planning Itad been

going on lor the X’-fdree'. the first eoniprehensive summary of which

had lx‘en sent to the .Air .Stall in earlv just as the first \aliants

began to appear on RAF stations.

I bis Revinv of tin- V-forcc was a remarkable blueprint for the future-

British strategic nuclear deterrence in R.AF terms. Its premises were as

unambiguous as mathematical etpiations. The force would have to be

one that a would-be aggressor “must reckon with" il resorting to

hostilities to gain his ends. It would pose a threat ol retaliation "ol such

consetiuence** as wouUl "negate the advantages of conquest bv

destroving the aggressor industrially. administratively and
economicallv”.

If Russia, as a would-be aggressor, contemplated challenging the

Western nations to a trial of armed strength, she would seek ways of

forestalling British retaliation from the outset  - w ith a strong probability

that her first hostile act might be to attempt to destrov the \'-force on its

bases bv surprise, fherefore. “we must ensure that the Force can deliver

its first, and strongest, retaliatorv blow w ithin the time limits of warning

we can relv upon” - the genesis of the earlv-warning svstem and QR.A

((|uick reaction alert): and “the Force must be deploved in such a way

that Russia w ill need to expend the largest possible number of her own

nuclear weapons in order to be sure of destroying it" - the origin of the

dispersal plan, aimed at getting as mam as po.ssible of the \’-bombers

off the ground and ensuring that the \'-force presented as widelv

disj^ersed a target as possible.

From these basic parameters all the rest of the planning followed. Fhe
\-force was to be based on ten Class 1 airfields, each with a single

‘.l.OOOft runway of L(^\ (iO or above weight-bearing capacitv'* and each

w ith three sc|uadrons of eight aircraft L'F. (unit establishment), ie a total
force of 240 \’-bonibers‘. Fhese main bases, defended by Bloodhound

surface-to-air missiles, were to be equipped with major support facilities

- an electronics centre, ring mains for fuel and power. ILS (instrument

landing system) and ACR7 surveillance radar for recovery of aircraft,

synthetic training and briefing equipment and weapon storage areas

(the principal weapon being the Mk 1 att>mic bomb, plus l.OOOIb HE

This toiin sfi-ms lo have oi iginau-d in .\l an .\ii Cmnuil nu-fting on 2 Ottobci the
(;.\S (SIcssoi) said that .A V Roi- wfio anxious that ihcir veision of the .Spet ifnation

should he named Ottawa - in line with Wellington and ('.anherra: hnt it would not be in line
with X'aliani. and "his own iiuliiiation was to establish a A" elass of tiiediinn jet bonibefs".

An unsigned note in a file on Aiutaft Nomeiulatnrc (Il).‘t/*I4/S (Pt I)) savs: "nccidcd Oct
l!l."»2 that the A V Roe version of the should be named Videan. following Valiant and

pteie«ling \ it tor. thus making a A" class of mediiini hombers. I bus a break from tradition

of naming bomber aircraft after towns in Cotnmonwealth or those associated with British
historv".

■ .4 Krvinr of thr ‘I" h'on v — B('/rS.iS44;k». 7 March 19.')a.

' Piovitling lot aircraft weighing up to I (iO.OOOlb.

This was the total originallv hope<i for. bin snbsec|nentlv whittled-down to 184, as will be
desi ribed.

I

IX
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Im « ii liHfd. NO iIk'

1/ till I -/(// < /■ ol
have been: some of ilie \IiS ('(|iii|>iiic-|il ii.id
crews had had no real eNpeiu iuc of it In ih< /»''

March 193") the feat had been e\|>iess<-d that tb< nii|>|>I' \ bS an<l iin
associatefl components imj'bt lie del.oed. umIi the lonimeiii that

would be a irageth if aircraft atid an fields ate iea<

operational eciuipmem" was ■ piohibited' l>\ dela\ s
riie \'-fc)rce uas to be doj'^ed b\ otlu i dela\s.

during its I l-\ear hisiot\. a dc|a\ m bl inking dn- bine Me
bomb into service; cancellation of the- Skvbolt \l b\I

ballistic missile) which v%as to succeed it; atid  c atic ellaiton o
|,i( h uoiild ba\e taken

f hot IKbM

ii( It
.  It

u
p lint the tise of

i  ( atic ellalions.
●c-l statid-off

atic

I an -lantu he el
I  the- blue

Streak MRBM (medium-range ballistic missile)

up the experience gained in opeiatmg the-
(intermediate-range ballistic missiles). I be se-  c \eiiis ait

in the chapters which follcm.
What cannot be reccimited. 01 c \c ii c sinnatc-d. is

would have been successful had it lic-eii called upon

deterrent power; whether all the- iianiing. all the skill, all ibt coinage,
would have got it off the ground in the fac c- of  a missile- atiac k upon the

United Kingtlom, and whether if it dc-liveic-d its lioiiibs. it would i\ti
have l)een able to return to its bases in the lac c- of nut leai tIt \astaiic>u .uic

rale iii eat nest tail

w

,\ met IC an
●  f nll\ I ft c >iinlt‘d

lic-ibei the forte
lc) e\ei t ise its

w

fall-out. I he fact that it was ne\ei called upon i‘> *>P‘‘
be adducetl as success fcji the deient-ni lineal  n posc-d. I bat it was

created and trainetl and exetcised in c at nest, in c o-ojk-i atioii with its

American counterj)ari the LSAI- .Siiaiegic \ii (.onunand. should )c

evident from the pages w hie h follow.

i  1

\;
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CHAPTER 1

ORIGINS OF THE BRITISH ATOMIC BOMB AND
NUCLEAR DETERRENT STRATEGY

THE IDEA OF an atomic bomb and its effect upon warfare had been

germinating in British military and political consciousness since well
before the end of the Second World War. and steps had been taken to

aetjuire such a weapon before the Americans dropped their A-bombs on

japan.
In November 1944. with the war in Europe far from won and victorv

in the Ear East even further from being achieved, the UK C.hiefs of Staff
asked their Technical Warfare Committee to look into the future: it was

to investigate the potentialities of weapons of war and make a report on
them'. In the C.hiefs’own words: —

'“.Among the most important factors affecting the future defence of

the British Empire are the likely development of existing weapons of

war. the further development and improvement of weapons now in the

experimental stage, and the development of entirelv new weapons and

methods which though considered practicable in theorv have not vet

been attempted in practice...

“The joint Technical Warfare (Committee, availing themselves of the

best scientific advice available, are reejuired to review the position and to

forecast to the best of their ability developments in weapons and

methods in each important field of warfare during the next ten years,

having regard both to theoretical possibilities and also to the practical

limitations at present foreseeable".

What the JTWC did was to set up an ad hoc scientific committee under

the chairmanship of Sir Henry Tizard. he and his distinguished fellow

scientists" producing a report which came to bear his name.

Although the Tizard C^ommittee was denied access to any information

on atomic bomb developments - "we have been given no information",

its report said, “on what has been and is being done in .America, nor
have we been informed of the policy of the British (iovernment" - it

nevertheless, in discussing atomic energy, .sowed the seeds w hich were to

burgeon into future government polic\'.

The Tizard Report of 3 july 1945 urged that the (iovernment should

encourage large-scale research into atomic energy; it foresaw the

' (;()S(44>:t(iOth meeting (O). 7 Nov 44.

- J D Bernal. P M S Blackett. C D Ellis anti G P Fhompson. I his Committee on Defence
Re.scart'h Polity was the post-war sutcessor to the pre-war Committee for the Scientific Siirvev
of .Air Defence, also chaired bv Tizarcl (see Ronald \V Clark's Tizoril - Methuen & Co.
DHm).
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devastating effects of atomic weapons’; it envisaged the deNelopimnt <>l

jet bombers able to cruise at 500 mph at 40.000fi. cat r\ ing a l)«)mh l«»a<l

equivalent to that of the Lancaster; and it also postulated the idea ol

nuclear deterrence. If the atomic bomb were perfetied (it said) and

could be produced without prohibitive cost, sudden attac ks n

made without warning, though it was unlikely that tests (ould he kept

secret because of earth shocks. “.Assuming the worst", the committee- c oii-

cluded, "the only answer that we can sec to the atomic homh is to he pi epai c-c I

to u.se it ourselves in retaliation. .A knowledge that we were preparec

the last resort, to do this might well deter an aggressive nation '.

Thus the Report spelt out the main parameters of British strategic

defence policy in what the scientists foresaw as the unclear age: the

production of atomic energy for nuclear purposes; the design and

manufacture of very fast, very-high-flying jet-powered l)oml)er airc raf t;

and a preparedness to use atomic bombs against a possible aggressor -

the idea subsequently enunciated by the Chiefs of .Staff as the luu lear

deterrent philosophy.

When the Report first appeared tlic war in Knrope had lieen

no-one could foresee how long the Far f'ast conflic t would go on

although the Allies had gained victory in the West a giant shadow

loomed on the European horizon - that of the .Soviet L’nion, now w ith a

foothold in Western Euiope and emerging from the .Second World War

as one of the Great Powers, unlikely to disarm or  w ithdraw w hen \ ic tor\
had been won at the cost cjf fearful losses-'. The other .Allies — partic nlarl\

the Americans - were anxicjus tcj re-group their fortes against the

Japanese or to demobilise.

In a telegram to President Truman on 12 May H)45  ' after (iermam
had been defeated. Prime Minister Winstem (dinrthill had set clow n his

views on the state of Europe after more than five-and-a-hall vears of
warfare: —

“I am profoundly concerned about the European situation. 1  learn

that half the American Air Force has already begun to move to the Pacific

theatre. The newspapers are full of the great movements of the

American armies out of Europe. Our armies also arc. under previous

arrangements, likely to undergo a marked reduction. Fhc (Canadian

>nld l)c-

. m

won hnt

; and

' “If atomic energy can be released explosively, the character of wat. ..will he c (Miipleteh
changed...
“There is...a possibility that some practical method may be foiind to rek-ase atomic enetg\
explosively. The total energy involved... is about twe^ million times that released h\ the-
explosion of an equal weight cjf TNT. Kven alUnving for a low efflc ienc y. and for the piohahle
need of elaborate and heavy gear to release the energy, we conclude that a single Itotnhei
could do an amount cjf damage ecptal to that cjf  a thcjusand bcmihers using not inal bombs".
Cf the attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki by single B-2(»s with the R.AF 1 .ono-bombet t aids
on Cologne, Essen and Bremen in 1942.

The German invasion and subsequent defeat cost the Russians 20 tnillion casualties.
■’ The so-called “Iron Curtain" telegram, quoted in ChurchiU's The Second World U'm \hl VI

Triumph and Tragedy (Cassell & Co. 1954), pp 498-499. “Of all the public docutnents I have
written on this issue", he said, “I would rather be judged by this".
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Anm will certainly leave. The French are weak — .Anyone can see that in

a very short space of time our armed power on the Continent will have

yanished. except for moderate forces to hold dow  n(iermany.

“Meanwhile what is to happen about Russia?...! feel deep anxiety

because of their misinterpretation of the Yalta decisions.' their attitude

towards Poland, their overw helming influence in the Balkans, excepting
(ireece. the difficulties they make about \ ienna'“. the combination of

Russian power and the territories under their control or occupied,

coujded w ith the Communist technic|ue in so mam other countries, and

above ail their power to maintain very large armies in the field for a long

time. What will the position be in a year or two when the British and
.American .Armies have melted and the French have not vet been formed

on am major scale...and when Russia mav chcxise to keep two or three
hundred divisions on active service?

“.An iron curtain is drawn down upon their front. We do not know

what is going on behind..

■fhis was a global statesman’s view of a Western Furope devastated
and debilitated b\ war. a Kurope into which a new World Power had
entered whose potentiality was greater than that of the defeated
(iermanv. and who.se credo was worldwide domination — bv political,
economic or militar\ means. If there were to be a military clash in a few
years’ time, the Western Powers b\ themselves could not withstand the

overwhelming forces of the Soviet Union: nor could they automatically
rel\ on .American aid.

Fhe Churchill telegram - hardly a victory salutation, more a erv of
despair - was sent to Truman only four davs after the Cierman
surrender on 8 May H)4o. In the following month, on 2b June, the
United Nations charter was signed in San Francisco b\ 50 countries —
leading to the formal emergence of the United Nations Organisation on
24 October 1945. Here was a hope for the future - an organisation in
w hose Assembly all nations had a voice, and in whose Security ('.ouncil
the major Powers could act in concert to deter aggression.

But the emergence of the atomic bomb (the possibility that the Tizard
Committee had fore.seen - the release of atomic energy explosively) so
soon after the UN (Charter had been signed - the first one tested on lb
July 1945. the second and third dropped on japan on b and 9 .August -
created a dangerous imbalance among the world Powers, so recently
allied for the clefeat of Germany and Japan. The United States had a
monopoly of the most potent weapon yet devised, and had show n that
the use of it could destroy an enemy’s resistance overnight; the Soviet
Union, having greatly extended her territory and her area of influence,
had nevertheless been placed in a position of inferiority as a
non-nuclear Power: and the United Kingdom, having contributed to the

' On broadening the Polish (iovernnient to include all parties, and on ensuring that free
elections were held and democratic governments established in countries occupied bv .\llied
armies.

■ .Austria did not regain her independence until ‘J7 )ulv
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original knowledge leading to atomic bomb development .
three-sided dilemma: she could not willingly acquiesce in an A merit an

monopoly of nuclear weapons, yet could not see the

Nations Organisation being strong enough to enforce iniernaiional

control of atomic energ)' development; she knew that the scientific and

industrial capability to make an atomic bomb existed in Hi itain. subjet t

only to Governmental authority to proceed: and she realised that the

possession of atomic bombs would be an effective deterrent tt> Russian

domination of Western F^urope.
The AOC in C RAF Bomber Command (Air Chf Mshl Sir Arthur

Harris) had referred at the end of March 1945. when victt)rv in Kurope

was at last in sight, to the problem of defeating the Japanese and the

part bombing might play in bringing about victory in the Far Fast,

the end of a long letter to the Deputy (^AS (Air Msbl Sir

Bottomley) on 29 March he had commented: —

“Japan remains. Are we going to bomb their cities flat -

Germany — and give the Allies a walkover — as in France and (iertnans —

or are we going to bomb only their outlying factories, latgeb

underground by the time we get going, and subsetjuently invade at the
cost of 3 to 6 million casualties? We should be caref ul of precetlents”".

These were the comments of a strategic bt)mber force coininandei

who had been able to launch between 500 and 1.000 aircraft per night

against targets in Germany, made on the basis of his Command’s

contribution to the war in Europe. Having propountled the thesis that

an all-out bombing campaign would lessen the horrific casualties likelv

to be incurred in landings on Japanese soil. Sir Arthur could liardlv

have foreseen that Japan wcjuld be defeated by bombing attacks on two

cities, each made by one aircraft carrying a single bomb. .Such were to be

the stark, simple statistics of nuclear warfare.

On 18 August 1945 the distinguished RAF bomber pilot (ip Capt (i I.

Cheshire VC, who had done more than a hundred operations over

Europe, made a report on the USAAF atomic bomb attacks on

Hiroshima and Nagasaki \ Of the Hiroshima operation he wrote: —

“Zero hour was timed for 0915, August 6th, Tinian time *. Fhere were

three particular aircraft - one to drop the bomb, the second to make

was now m a

L’niiednew

AI

Norman

as in

I  ●
‘The early British work embodied in the 1941 Maud Report was det isive in ̂ eiiiiif' ilie

.American atomic bomb project off the ground" dudpfmxlmcr and Di-tcnma- Bnlani mid Alninn

Energy 1945-1952 Vol I. Policy Making, by Margaret Ciowing. assisted by l.oriia .Ainold
(Macmillan. 1974). In her earlier work. Britain and Atomic Energy 1939-1945 (Macmillan.

1964) Prof Cowing commented that "Without the work of the Maud Committee... the

Second World War might well have ended before an atomic bomb was dropped". I his

committee on the uranium bomb was set up in London in mid-1940 in the Ministrv ol

Aircraft Production; its first Report (July 1941) was on the use of uranium f or a bomb.

Quoted in Bomber Harris - The Authorised Biography, by Dudley Sawartl (Cassell Ltd and

Buchan 8c Enright Publishers Ltd. 1984).

* Quoted as .Appendix 9 in The Atomic Bomb An Account of British Policy in the Second World

War. by John Ehrman (Cabinet Office. London SWI. 19.5’i).
^Tinian was the Pacific island from which the L’S.A.AF B-29s flew to drop the atomii

bombs.
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scicniifk observations, the third to photograph the explosion. To mv

siirjjrise the operation was executed as planned, the bomb being

dropped within one minute of zero hour with both the observation

plane and the photographic plane in its correct position. On the

explosion of the bomb the two leading aircraft had turned on a

reciprocal course and were thus free from danger, \vhile the photographic

aeroplane was flying directiv towards the target at a distance of some 25
miles. Two severe shock waves were felt which all aircraft interpreted as

flak and consequentlv started taking evasive action. The scientific

observations were succe.ssfully made and after watching the spectacle
for a short time the aircraft returned to base. No defences of any sort

were encountered”.

On the .August attack against Naga.saki he reported: —

■■ The plan for this operation was exactly as that for the previous one.
The three aircraft were to rendezvous over Vakushima. south of

Kvushu. at 0915 and proceed in formation to the target, the priniarv

target being Kokura and the secondary .N’aga.saki. Weather reconnaissance

was carried out one hour prior to the attack .so that the attacking aircraft

could be diverted to whicliever of the two targets was clear. In point of

fact both targets were reported wide t)pen.

“On arrival at the rendezvous point the three aircraft failed to make

contact, which did not surprise me in the least, since instead of orbiting

\’akushima in a tight circle, they flew around in dog legs some 40 miles

long at varying heights. There being no adequate arrangements in the

event of contact not being made and the leader not being willing to

break radio silence although there was no conceivable rea.son why he
should not. the three aircraft continued to orbit for an hour and ten

minutes. The pilot of the photographic aeroplane, in which both

Penney and my.self were riding', then proceeded to fly around the

approaches of Kokura wondering what he should do. Eventuallv. almost

two-and-a-half hours after we had arrived at the rendezvous point, we

noticed the explosion of the bomb some 80 miles to the west. The pilot

said he was unable to go up to observe it since he was short of petrol. On

my pointing out that we could always land at Okinawa he agreed to fly

up and circle the target. We reached the target some ten munutes after

the explosion at a height of 39,()0()ft. At this time the cloud had become

detached from the column and extended up to a height of approximately

' i)i W Penney and (ip Capi Cheshire were the only British observers. One of the vic tims of
itie Nagasaki bomb was CpI R F Shaw. R.-\F. who fiad been t apiiired b\ the Japanese when
with N<» S-t .Scpi in Java in HM2. When the citv was attac ked he was working in Fukuoka
camp, being trapped and killed bv falling masonrv (.AHB.a c-orrespondence D/.\HB(R.AF)/
P;t7.")87‘l/-12, H) Jul 84). Cip Ciapt Cheshire sub.seciuentlv published his recollec tions in a book
t ailed Thf Lighl oj Many Sans The Meaning of (he Bomb (Methuen. 108.^). In Britain and Atomic
Energy (Macmillan H)(i4) Prof Margaret Cowing comments that "Cheshire, with his
gieat experience of bombing attacks on Cermanv, was not impressed with the organisation
of the operation; but it must be remembered that the organisation of raids on Cermanv had
been brought to a high pitch of efficiency by hard experience, whereas the atomic weapon
sorties from Finian were the first operation of their kind".
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●\iflkiii
soim- foiii

w.js

60,000ft. From the bomb aimer’s compartment I had an t
of the ground and could see that the centre of the impat t was
miles north-east of the aiming point and that the  t it\
untouched.' Fortunately however the bomb had atcidentalU Int the
industrial centre north of the town and tonse(|uentl\
considerable damage. Had it exploded in anv othet direi tion it
have fallen in open country

“From subsequent interrogation of the crew it transpited that tlnee
unsuccessful attempts had been made at bombing Kokina and that the
aircraft had then proceeded to Nagasaki and had drojipeil the bomb on
its first run, although the crew realised that it was not an act mate inn.
By this time the crew must have been tired anti a little w rought up and
I do not think that any blame can be attached to them for the gros?'

proper

●dh.id laiisi
w< uild

error in aim
●d

The British official history of the war against Japan has toinmentt
"notthat the damage at Naga.saki, a town with 270.000 inhaijitants. was

so great as at Hiroshima since the bomb did not exploile over the centre
of the target area, but 23,753 of the inhabitants were killed and 13.020
wounded. It is perhaps interesting to reflect that, in the big fire raid
a small area of Tokyo on the night of the 9th/10th March. 8-f.OOO were
killed and over 40,000 wounded. The view expressed that the use of the
atomic bomb against Japan, though it might cause almost complete local
destruction, would save far greater and widespread destruction elsew here
was not far from the mark’’.*^

on

It was against this background of scientific advice about nuclear
energy altering the character of warfare, of Ru.ssian armies potentiallv
capable of marching across Europe, of American exploitation of atomic
bombs to defeat Japan and of a new- United Nations Organisation onlv
just brought into being, that Britain’s leaders - political and militarv -
had to decide whether her future defence policy should be based on the
possession of nuclear weapons, and if so, how these were to be acejuired
and operationally deployed.

The development of a British atomic bomb, eventually to lie carried
by the V-force aircraft of RAF Bomber Command, was based on an Air
Staff Operational Requirement (OR 1001) issued on  9 August 1940 and
on a Government decision, made on 8 January 1947, to authorise
research and development work on atomic weapons. But these major
steps were taken only after several high-level expressions of opinion,
from 1945 onwards, had created an “atomic climate” favourable to
British design and manufacture of A-bombs. The Royal Air Force did

' Ruin from the Air The Atomic Mission to Hiroshima, by Gordon Thomas and Max Morgan
Witts, published in the UK by Hamish Hamilton in 1977, says: "the atomic bomb missed the
Aioi Bridge” - the aiming point - “by 800ft..." The attack on Hiroshima therefore seems
to have been much more accurate than the subsequent one on Nagasaki.

History of the Second World War The War against Japan Vol V, by Maj-Gen S Woodburn Kirby
with Brig M R Roberts, Col G T Wards and AVM N L Desoer (HMSO, 1969). This view has
subsequendy been challenged: see Hiroshima The Strange Myth of Half a Million American Lives
Saved, by Rufus E Miles Jr in International Security. Fall 1985.
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not initiate this atomic polic\; it reflected official — that is. militarv.

|>olitical and scientific - tliinking. But because the weapons were to be
delivered hv aircraft - no other means of delivery being practicable at

that time - the Air Staff took the responsibility for setting-down the

parameters (derived from the predicted size of the warhead) of the

bomb to be carried bv high-speed, high-altitude aircraft to be designed

for that purjiose.

On .5 julv l^M.5 a L’K C;eneral flection had brought a Labour

(iovernment to power; and following the Japanese surrender on 10

August, hastened bv the .American bombs which British scientists had

plaved a part in developing, the new administration had to consider -

along witii mam other urgent matters — what Britain's post-war atomic

energy policy should be. During the war. Prime Minister C.hurchill “had

vigoroush insisted that knowledge of the atomic bomb be kept to the

smallest possible circle of Ministers and advisers. .About .seven Ministers
in the wartime coalition had been involved in the bomb project in

varying degrees and at varying times but onlv two of them. Sir John
.Anderson and Lord Cherwell. knew continuously and in detail about

the whole business"'.

On 10 .August, the day after the second .American atomic bomb had

been dropped on Japan, a committee of senior Ministers known as Gen
73 - which became a "forum for decision-making on atomic energy

policy"" - held its first meeting and was told bv Prime Minister .Attlee
that an .Advisory G-ommittee on .Atomic F.nergv (.AG..AK) was to be set up.

to ensure continuity of knowledge and to advi.se on future policy. On the

21st he announced its formation, with Sir John .Anderson as chairman.

Its most numerous regular members were scientists  - Sir Edward

.Appleton. Profe.s.sor P M S Blackett. Sir Henry Dale and Sir George
Thomson; its other members were from the Services (Lord .Aianbrooke

and Lord Tedder) and the G.ivil Service (Sir .Alan Barlow and Mr Nevil

Butler). Other scientists who attended its meetings were Sir James

G.hadwick. Sir Robert Robinson and Sir Henry Tizard. while the

Services and the Cavil Service had other representatives from time to
time. The AC^AF.’s terms of reference were twofold: "to investigate the

implications of the use of atomic energy and to advise the Government

on what steps should be taken for its development in this country for

military or industrial purpo.ses”: and “to put forward proposals for the

international treatment of this subject”. It was "responsible for making
the recommendations which led to the first decisions on the shape of

Britain’s atomic programme and the attitude to international control”'.

' The seven Ministers were Sir John .Ander.son. Lord Cherwell. Mr R .A Butler, Colonels JJ
Llewcllin and J T C Moore-Brabazon. Mr .Anthony Eden and Lord Hankev. See Ittdependemi'
and Deterrence Britain and Atomic Energy 1945-1952, bv Margaret Cowing, assistetl bv Lorna
.Arnold; Macmillan. 1974.

- Ibid.

’ Independence and Deterrence, by M (Jowing: see previous reference.
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f Sir joliiiAl ils first meeting, on 21 August under the t hairinansliip
Anderson, it discussed the effect of the atomic homh on future nut hod''

of warfare and set down a number (d (|uestioiis

o

whiih it re(|uiri-dto

answers.

At the Gen 75 committee’s second meeting, on 2‘> .August, the Prime

Minister circulated a memorandum on The .Atomic BomI). It liegan

unequivocal!)

“A decision on major policy witli regard to the atomir Ixnnl)

imperative. Until this is taken, civil and military departments are un.ilile

to plan. It must be recognised that the emergeiue of this ueapoti h.is

rendered most of our post-war planning out of date".

Probably the first British leader to expound a polic\

deterrence, Mr Attlee then gave historical pcrspccti\e — in muompmmismg

terms — to the idea which subsc(|uently became embodied in

philosophy of strategic nuclear deterrence

“We recognise, or some of us did before this wai, that boml)ing would

only be answered by counter bombing. We were tight. Beilin and

Magdeburg were the answer to London and Goventrv. Both dei ive 11 oin
Guernica'. The answer to an atomic bomb on Uonchm is an atomic Ixnnb

on another great city".

He also propounded the irresistible conclusion that any attempt to

keep atomic bomb technology in American and British hands would be
useless:-

“Scientists in other countries are certain in time to hit upon the secret".

The most we may have is a few years’ start. The (|uestion is. what use

are we to make of that few years’ start?".

Attlee’s Memorandum was discussed by the (ien 75 Ministers (those

who would eventually take the decision to authorise A-bomb R I)) at

their meeting on 29 August, when they al.so considered a .Memorandum

by the ACAE, which eight days earlier had di.scussed the effect of the
atomic bomb on future methods of warfare.

At the same time the Ghiefs of Staff had reacted to the immense

change which had affected the military scene with the emergence of this

new weapon, and on 20 September instructed their rechnical Warfare

Committee to revise the Tizard Committee report on Future

Developments in Methods of Warfare - referred to at the beginning of

this chapter - in the context of this change. Meanwhile, a powerful

individual opinion had been expressed from the United States - that of

IS

of mu leal

the

* Bombed on 2(3 .Apr 37 by German aircraft co-operating with the .Nationalist (iovenintent
in the Spanish Civil War.
-The Russians exploded their first atomic device on 20 .Aug -Itl. (See Thr A(li’isn\

Oppenheimer. Teller and the Superbomb, by Herbert  F York; \V H Freeman & Co, 197(3). In 194.'i
Attlee had hoped that the US.A, UK and the USSR would collectively declare that the new
invention had made it essential to end wars; he declared that .America and Britain were

“responsible as never before for the future of the human race". But within a year or so his
Government had to abandon its hopes for world peace through the United Nations

Organisation.
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Sir )aim> ClKulwic k. who had hcen closely involved in Anglo-American

aioinii enei g\ ielationships during the last two years of the i\ai . On

10 SepteinhcT he sent *1 telegram to London saying that the militai)

applications of atomic eneig\ made a production plant of oui oun
essential for the defence of the L'nited Kingdom and Commonwealth.

“1 hc‘lie\c‘ thc*rc‘ can onl\ he* one' ojiinion on this c]uestion . he said. His

telegram' was seen h\ the .\dvisor\ Committee on .Atomic Energ\ at its

second meeting on the ‘JOth.

Hie Chiefs of Staff expresed their views ejuite unequivocally on

international c«>ntrol of atomic energ\ and — it that should be impossible

to ac hic‘\e — on possc*ssion of the' mc'ans of retaliation, in a minute to^lhe
Prime* Ministc’ron lOOctohc'r'. Rc'plving to his reejuest for comments on

.Sir John .Andc'ison’s Mc*morandum on the International Contiol of

Atomic Knerg\ '. the Chiefs of Staff agreed that “we must aim at

international control — it is prohahiv the only alternative to mutual

destruc tion". But in their opinion it was “of vital importance that any

international agreement into which we enter should include the most

unec|uivocal and comprehensive rights of inspection .  It seemed to

them that “the w hole conception of international control .  . . stands or

falls on the ef lie ac \ of the arrangements for such an inspection . Their
minute continued:—

"Russia is a countrv w hich appears to have both the natural resources

and the remote areas for the secret development of atomic weapons,

riiere is the oh\ ions danger that we and the .Americans might be led to

agree not to produc e atomic wcxipons w hile the Russians secretly carried

out their research and production in the remote areas of the Soviet

L’nion. The right of inspection will provide no security unless it is

completely coniprehensi\e. How this is to be achieved under the present

.Soviet system is the crux of the problem.
“ The ('.hiefs of Staff recommend therefore that, before entering into

international discussions about control of atomic energy, it should be

our policv to make an agreement with the .Americans to ensure that in

any international agreement the right of inspection will be insisted upon

and full) exerc ised in respec t of the Soviet L’nion*'.

rite last paragraph of the ('oS minute contained  a crucial

enunciation of their views on the possession of atomic weapons and
cjn nuclear deterrence:-

“It is clear that in the event of failure to secure an international

agreement, possessicjii of atomic weapons of our own would be vital to

our security. I'he best method of defence against the new weapon is

likely to be the deterrent effect that the possession of the means of

' (iowiiig. h>f/rl»nfirnir and Ditnirna- Britain and Atomn Eiifrgx 19-f^-I952.
- .Aiicam4l2.
' CO.S 144Wr..
' Minute I).7/4') (>f (> ()i t.

Dated 2 Oct 4,» ((iKN
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retaliation would have on a potential aggressor. Flic (:hic fs of Scaff

therefore consider that we should press ahead in the field of lesf.m h

and that it is essential that British production of atomic weapons should

possible. To delay production pending the

negotiations regarding international control might well prove

the security of the British C^ommonwealth .

“Means of retaliation” comprehended both the weapon

delivery system, and there was never any question in the 1 i/ard Report

■hich the Chiefs of Staff accepted - that the means of deliverv woidd
be manned aircraft, which “for the next ten years (in the view of its
authors) were “likely to be the only practical means of delivering atomic
or biological weapons to ranges of over 400 miles .

On 12 October the CoS Committee had considered a memorandum
“Central Direction of .Scientific Kfforl”. w hich

outcome of

’  fatal to
start as soon as

and its

— w

by Sir Henry Tizard on
pened with the words: “The atomic bomb has vividly impressed upon

us all the tremendous influence of scientific progress cm everv aspect of
national and international life . . . . T he broad problems of war can no

longer be separated from those of peace”. He proposed the
appointment of a Scientific Adviser with a small planning staff, saving
that he had been convinced that “far more time and continuous

thought, by scientists of considerable authority in the heart of the
Government machine, would alone ensure that the Chiefs of Staff get
scientific advice reliable enough to guide their strategic decisions. . . .
The Chiefs concurred: on the 26th they expressed themselves "in

general agreement” w'ith the Tizard memorandum, and on 1 November
they asked for a draft report, “containing their views on the (.entral
Direction of Scientific Effort, including the terms of reference and
composition of the proposed Defence Research Policy (Committee”.

When the Gen 75 Ministers met again on 16 October 1945 to discuss
the international control of atomic energy they decided to ask for a
Report by Officials, “presenting a summary of the problem and
setting-out the alternative lines of policy which might be adopted"', and
this was produced wathin two weeks. Like the CoS Minute to the Prime
Minister, it recommended that the United Kingdom should produce

o

atomic bombs.

Dated 29 October, the Report by Officials'^ was a ten-page printed
document entitled “International Control of Atomic Energy”. No
authors’ names were appended to it. On the same date, the Prime
Minister had told the Commons'* that an establishment was to be set up at
Harw'ell to engage in research on all aspects of atomic energy. He said
that, following a recommendation from the Advisory C>ommittee on
Atomic Energy,

“the Government have decided to set up a research and experimental

* GEN 75/5th nntg.
^ GEN 75/10.
^ Hansard Vol 415. Cols 38-39.
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t)f the use of atomic energy.estal)lishment covering all aspects

.Accommodation is being pro\ided for the establishment at Harwell
airfield near Hidcot. ... It has further been decided that in view of the

importance of this work to the Service Departments, responsibility for

research on this subjc'ct which has hitherto rested with the Department
of .Scientific and Industrial Re.search should be transferred to the

Ministr\ of .Supplv. The l ube .Allovs Directorate (which is the name by

which the technical organi.sation dealing with these matters has hitherto

been known)' will accordinglv become a part of that Ministry. . . .

When asked whether the change of control to a Department more
closeh associated with the .Services meant that the C«overnment weie

more concerned "about the weapon value of atomic energy than about

its production value" the Prime Minister replied:-

can hardlv have escaped the Hon GentlemanV-

noti(e that the .Ministrv of Supply is al.so engaged on civilian

production. It is a mistake to suggest that it is entirely concerned with

“\o, not at all. It

weapons”.

1 he Report by Of ficials w
November. ’ Its recommendations as to what should be done were clear

and forthright. One of them was that “the United Kingdom

Oovernment should itself undertake the production of atomic bombs as

a means of self-defence as soon as po.ssible": another, that “in the course

of his forthcoming conversations with the President, the Prime Minister

should inform him that “we intend to proceed as rapidly as possible with

the large-.scale production of bombs for defence purposes". One of the

Report's ('.onciusions was that “the Advisory Committee [on Atomic

Energy I should be given an indication of the Government’s views in

regard to the relative importance of (i) the production of bombs

quickly as possible; (ii) the development of atomic energy for industrial

purposes; and (iii) re.scarch and development on new and more

powerful tvpes of bomb. The Prime Minister should issue a directive

that priority is to be given to the first of these objectives.

When the Ministers discussed this conclusion, they felt that further
information was needed on the nature of the choice involved, and

as considered bv the Gen 75 Ministers on 1

as

decided to ask the ACAE to submit a report on the technical factors

which might make it necessary to lay down an order of priority between

the three suggested courses.

A(]AE’s report. Large Scale Production, dated 10 December 1945,

was circulated to Ministers and considered by them on the 18th.

Signed by the committee’s chairman. Sir John Anderson, it pointed

out that “for military applications, in the present stage of development,

' VVarlime code name for the atomic energy project.
■ Mr James Maxton. ILP.
'* GEN 75/7ih mig.
The Truman-.Aitlee-Mackenzie King meetings were held 10-15 Nov 45.
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and that “for iiufusnial
dial

U235”‘

clear, but it is proliable
first rccommciuiation

plutonium is greatly superior to

applications, the position is not so

plutonium will prove superior to U235.” AC.AF.

was that “either one or two piles should be constructed on a suit.tble sitt

in this countr)' for the production of plutonium  . In discussion on tin

report, the Prime Minister said that how many piles should l)c built in

the UK for the production of plutonium “depended in part on the-

output of bombs which the Government thought necessar\ .  1 he
Ministers therefore decided to ask the Chiefs of Staff to submit a repot t

on requirements for atomic bombs, and on the possibility of making

consequential reductions in other forms of armament production. 1 he\
on a suitable site for the

also gave approval to the building of one pile

production of plutonium - work which was to be treated ;

highest urgency and importance”.
When the Chiefs of Staff, at their meeting on 17 December, disc ussed

the large-scale production of atomic energy" in response to the Piiine

Minister’s request for their views on the Af.AK report. Lord Potial

(who was in the chair) handed-round a graph shcjwing the cumulative

total of bombs which the major Powers might be able to produce during
entirelv

of “theJS

the next 15 years, emphasising that these estimates were

conjectural. The comments he then made can be seen now as the

genesis of the British strategic nuclear deterrent fcirce.

On the assumption (he said) that it were decided  m “insure” against

the failure of the United Nations Organisation, and the breaking of the

agreement not to use atomic weapons, it seemed to him that the L K

ought to manufacture as many bombs as it could and take all practicable

steps to develop means for delivering them to targets. In the event of a
future outbreak of unlimited warfare, it seemed likely that the conflic t

would be largely waged on the capital of bombs accumulated in

peacetime. The UK would therefore be w-ell advised to “build up and

disperse” stocks in the hope that such action would tend to act as a

deterrent to a possible aggressor \

The Chiefs of Staff made their own report in the form of a Minute to

the Prime Minister, dated 1 January 1946. Signed by Lords Alanbrooke.

Cunningham and Portal, it urged the construction of a least two atomic

piles. “Until the United Nations Organisation is proved’”*, they .said,

“we require as quickly as possible the greatest capacity to make atomic

bombs that economic factors and the supply of raw materials will allow ”.

In three key paragraphs, they expressed the hope of future world

' Separation of the fissile material from natural uranium involved complitaicd ami
expensive physical processes. Plutonium had to be manufactured from uranium using a
‘pile’. The bomb dropped on Nagasaki (‘Fat Man') contained plutonium, as did the
prototype US atomic bomb tested at Alamogordo on 16 Jul 45. ‘Little Boy’, dropped on
Hiroshima, contained U235.

^ /cas opposed to small-scale production for, say, medical purposes.
® COS (45) 285th Mtg, Confidential Annex.
It had formally come into existence on 24 Oct 45: .see previous reference.
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national nuclearsfcuriiv tlin)iigh L NO but put their faith in
(leienvnt:-

“While we hope that our future niilitarv securitv will be assured by the

l iiited Nations Organisation, that organisation has not vet been proved.

Fioni a inilitar\ point of view, therefore, we must consider the position

should the I’NO fail and a potential aggressor be in possession of
atoinit bombs.

"We are convinced that the best inetlu)d of defence against the atomic

bomb is likeb to be the* deterrent effect that the possession of the means

of retaliation would have on a potential aggre.ssor. We must be prepared

for aggressors w ho have w idelv dispersed industries and populations.
This means that in order to lie effective as a deterrent we must have a

consideralile numlier of bomlis at our disposal. It is not possible now

the precise numlier w Inch we might retjuire but we are convinced

that we should aim to have as soon as possible a stock in the order of
hundreds lather than scores.

“It is evident, therefore, that in the next ten vears the output of one
determined

to

assess

pile would be comjiarativelv insignificant against a

aggressor. .Although we cannot sav that two piles will produce sufficient

bombs at an carl\ date, clearlv two piles are better than one and in the

number of bombs we have w ill lie our strength.”

I he Chiefs added that starting the construction of two piles now did
not tommit Britain to the manufacture of atomic bombs:-

"1 he (let ision whether to devote the output of atomic piles to

industrial development or to atomic bombs need not be taken until the

fissile material is produced from the pile, which need not be until the
fif th vear after construction has started".

When the (iKN 7."i .Ministers considered the ('oS report, and a paper

from the .Minister of Supplv. on 2‘i (anuarv 194b thev decided in the

light of what the latter advised that work should proceed on the

building of the first pile and on setting-up the research establishment at

Harwell and that the production programme should be reviewed in

three or four month.s’ time. The stage was therefore set. by the

beginning of that year, for British Ris:D work on A-bombs, and one of

the leacling actors in the scenes which were to follow was shortly to make

his appearance in a new role - as ('ontroller of Production of Atomic

Knergv. One of Lord Portal's final acts as (diief of the Air Staff had

been to sign the CoS report on Production of .Atomic Energy, and on 29

Jaiiuarv the Prime Minister announced his appointment as CPAE and

that of Professor J D Cockcroft as director of the research establishment
work. The

Harwell, which would "require fissile material for its

(iovernment have accordingly had under consideration the most

suitable organisation for the production of such material. .  . . The

object in view w ill be to make available as speedily as possible material in

sufficient quantity to enable us to take advantage rapidly of technical

developments as they occur, and to develop our programme for the use

at
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defence against enemy action in lime of war. and sabotage .iiiH U ak.ige

of information. In thus bringing this matter to tlie attention

Chiefs of Staff, the value of Portal’s prestige in relation to

demonstrated, for the benefit of the atfimic energ\ progi amine - w hu h.

during 1946, was beginning to take organisational shajH-. alt hough no

Governmental decision about weapon rievelopinent had as \et bii ii
made.

In May of that year (^PAK visited the L’nited States, w here althongh

he was received with great friendliness and shown the main .itoinit

energy' establishments it was made clear to him that it would bi- nseU-

to enter into any further negotiations at that juiuture. I hen shortU
after his return to the UK the .McMahon Bill was introdiui'd into, and

passed by, the US Senate. If this became law (as it snbse<|ueiitl\ did

1 August 1946) it would effectively prevent the US (.overnment horn

disclosing any information of a secret character to Britain
conclusion, after his American visit, was that if Britain were

hopelessly behind the United .States for many years in nuc lear energ\

achievement .she would have to “think big, take chanc es and abo\c- all

translate into reality the pricjrity which H.M(i have accorded to the-

project”.

An inhibiting factor, however, was the country's economic situation;

and the question inevitably asked later during that vear (when tin-
senior Ministers concerned met on 2.5 October) was whether the

Government could afford to divert from civilian consumption and the

restoration of the balance of payments the economic resources recjuireci

for a project of this scale, since the country might find itself fac ed w ith

an extremely serious economic and financial situation in two or three-

years’ time. On the other hand, the United Kingdom could not afford

to be left behind in a field of such revolutionary importance, from an

industrial as well as a military point of view. The country’s prestige in

the world, and her chances of securing American co-operation, would

suffer if she failed to exploit tcj the full a discovery in which f rom the

outset she had played a leading part.

In the meantime, during the momentous post-war autumn

winter when the key decision to set up an organisation

production of atomic energy had been taken, and when the Chiefs of

Staff had expressed themselves unecjuivcically in favour of Britain

making atomic bombs, the Tizard Committee Report on Future-

Developments in Weapons and Methods of War was being revised at

their request,** to take account of the existence of atomic bombs — to

)f tin-

hc-m

SS

on

.  Portal’s

lot to lag

2

and

for the

‘ The McMahon Act, which got its name from Senator Bricn .Me Mahon, diairman of ilit-
US Atomic Energy- Committee, “destroyed general .-\nglo-.American (ollahoraiion in nm leai
energy” (Britain and Atomic Energs 1939-1945. by Margaret Cow ing: Mat millan. ItMd).

●^Quoted in Independence and Deterrence Britain and Atomic Energy /9-/5-/952. Vol / /W/rv
Making, by M Gow-ing assisted by Lorna .Arnold (Macmillan, 1974). p 178.

^ Gen 75/15 ministers meeting: see Gowing and Arnold, Vol I. pp 178-179.
●* COS (45) 229th Mtg. 20 Sep 45.
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whic h the- original Report had rcfcnccl onlv in hvpotlietical terms.

I his re x ision was done li\ the Joint rcc hnieal Warfare ('ommittee of

the (aiS Cominittc'e. and the revised report was ready on 1 July 1946. It
contained conc lusions and reconiinendations and  a long annex dealing

with facts al)out new weapons, targets and rec|nirements for them,

resultant c hanges in the nature of war. and consec|nent problems for
civil defence and for defence research. In sum. the revi.sed report

ptov ided a comprehensive initial guide to atomic warfare.

Its first conclusion expressed the total effectiveness of a small number

of atomic bombs in accomplishing the defeat of a nation without the
need for a land or sc*a invasion, as had been the case of Japan in August
194."k-

“(iiven sidflc ient accumulation in peace and adec|uate means of

deliverv. atomic and biological weapons might achieve decisive results

with relativelv small effort' against the civil population of a nation

without a clash between the major militarv forces and too rapidly to

pc-rmit either the building-up of military forces or the exerci.se of sea

power”.

On the' means of clelivet v of such wcxipons. the report .said:—"

“ rile development of high-performance long-range aircraft for

offensive purposes must proceed on the highest prioritv concurrently

with methods of accurate navigation, preferablv automatic ”

In these two conclusions alone, and their sub.secjuent implementation

in terms of atomic bombs and jet bombers to carry them, can be seen the

origins of the R.\K strategic nuclear deterrent force. '

In its recommendations the) TWC'. said that should the ('.hiefs of Staff

accept its conclusions they should “invite the Deputv (oS Committee

(or the ptoposed Committee on Defence Research Policy'') to consider

the tasks in respect of naval land and air weapons given in Annex I.

paragraph ."il”. I'liis part of the .-Xniiex was headed “Main Problems for

Defence Research” and listed (though not in an order of priority)

atomic and biological weapons, high-performance manned aircraft

capable of c arrying atomic bombs to the range rec|uired and supersonic

pilotless aircraft and/or rockets capable of carrving atomic and biological

warheads to ranges recjuired, plus fully automatic means of navigation,
interference-free.

On H July the Chiefs of Staff recommended’ that the (Cabinet Defence

(annmittee should accept the conclusions of the revised Report as a

basis for planning ancl should approve its recommendations; and at its

meeting on the 22nd the CDC made three decisions; it accepted the

' In its attac ks on Japan from I'inian Island, the L'S.A.AF used three B-2t)s each time - one
t<) dt ()p tlie bomb, a second to make seientifie observations and a third to take pliotographs.

Paragraph 7.
* .See .Appendix (I) lor full text.
' Kventualb set up. under the c hairmanship of Sir Henrv lizard, in Jan 47.
’  I heir report to the Cabinet Defeiue Committee w.is signed by MR.AF l.ord Fedder, C.AS:

.Admiral I H I) Cunningham. CNS; and Lt-tien F F  W Simpson. VCKkS.
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of iIk* I 1 A't ■ ''I'l’-conclusions contained in paragraphs 7 and H

committee report attached to the (>oS report "as  a basis lor planning ;

invited the Chiefs of Staff “to arrange for consideration to he gi\eii

the tasks “in respect of naval, land and air \vea|)ons given in

paragraph 51”; and authorised the (diiefs to set up a joint iniei-Sei \ u e.
civil and scientific staff to maintain a continuous stud\

to

Anmx I.

(it tuiiire

developments in weapons anti methods of warfare.

This Cabinet-level approval of plans for new weapons, in the conte xt
for the .An

of atomic developments', meant that the way was now t lea

Staff to issue its first rec|uirement for an atomic hoinh - ()R 100 I. dated

9 August 1946, for “the development of a homh emplosing

principle of nuclear fission". This object is stated in the second issue of

the OR (dated 17 August 1948), no copies of the original issue being

now in existence. The weapon envisaged was not to exceed lU.OdOlb in

weight, 290in (24ft 2in) in length and 6()in (5ft) in diameter'. It had to be

suitable for release at all heights between 20,000ft and .50.000ft

speeds of between 150kt and 500kt. Ballistically. it hatl to haw a

(terminal velocity) suitable for accurate aiming at these heights

speeds, “with bombsights now under design”. Because it would oul\ just

fit into the bomb-bays of the aircraft whose configurations were being
sketched at that time, the new bomb would have to have flip-out fins.

the

and at

W

and

extending after its release.

Thus by mid-1946 the Chiefs of .Staff had recommended that a stoe k

of atomic bombs be built up; an atomic energy production organisation

had been formed and a controller of production and director of

research appointed; an Atomic Energy Bill had been published, putting
had

the Minister of Supply in charge of development; the .Americans

started peacetime testing of atomic weapons, had given Strategic

Command the responsibility for delivering them and had passed the

McMahon Act, designed to secure a L’.S monopoly of atomic weapons
until international control of them could be achieved; the (Cabinet had

.Air

accepted CoS proposals for the inclusicjn of atomic weapons, and the

means of delivering them, in Britain’s future military plans; financial

provision for atomic energy R&D had been approved;' and the .Air Staff

had written down its requirement for an atomic bomb. \et the

Government had not yet authorised the development of atomic

weapons, and it was not until early 1947 that they did so. The final

' See .Appendix {1).

' By that date, the United States had exploded its fourth atomic bomb, on I lulv. dropped

on ships by a B-29. On 25 July, three days after the CDC; met. a fifth weapon was explodi-d

60ft under water. British observers were present at these trials and wrote a detailcvl repot t on

them — 1946 Atomic Bomb Trials (Olteralioti Crossroads) Report of the British Sen'ire Obsen’eis at

Bikini Atoll - Parts I U and Appendices.

■’ A Defence Research Policy Committee Report on the Strategic .Aspet ts of .Atomit Knei g\
(22 March 48) explained that the diameter (for a plutonium bomb) was a non-decieaseable
dimension.

DO (46) 17 (Revise). 12 Feb 46. The sum was £5.9m.
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iinj)t‘tus lor this decision was provided by two key figures in British

atomic energv development. Dr William Penney and Lc^rd Portal.

At that time (the latter half of Dr Penney did not have an

official position in the British atomic energv programme; he was Chief

Superintendent of Armament Research in the Ministry of Supply. Vet
he knew more than am other man in Britain about atomic weapons,

having been involved in the development of the .American bombs and

luiving onlv recentlv participated in the Bikini trials. During Lord

Portal's visit to the L'S in Mav, Sir James (Miadwick had spoken with him

;ibout work on the exjilosive aspec t of atomic energy, and had written to

Penne\ about Portal that "he seems to be very willing it should be put

in \<)ur c harge with final responsibilitv devolving on him".’ Later that

vear. CS.AR and CP.AF. met. and the former - perhaps as a result of

their discussions - began to plan an .Atomic Weapons section in his

.Armament Research branch. Subscc]uently he .sent these plans to

Portal. obser\ ing the utmost secrecy, with a hand-written note covering a

doc ument he had tvped himself fhe note referred to a meeting on the

following .Montlav and also suggested where atomic weapon design

work might be located. Dated 1 November 194(i. it said:—

"Here are the results of mv efforts. 1 hope to see you on Monday 4th

Nov in vour of fice at p.m

"I have looked at Whitchurch carefully. There is no doubt in my mind

that it is not snitahlr.... Only if we were prepared at great expense to run

the place as a highlv inconvenient temporary measure would I agree to

go there. We can do much better at Woolwich and Halstead".

The tyj)cd document, headed “Proposals for an Atomic \Veapons

.Section in the .Armament Research Department Written and typed by

Dr W (i Penney, CS.AR-’". said in its Introduction:-

" f he manufacture of atomic bombs of present design naturally falls

into two parts. First, there is the production of the active material; and

second, tliere is the ordnance part which is briefly the manufacture and

as.sembly of the components causing the explosion of the active

material. Without any cloubt, it is possible to begin and carry the second

part of the work to completion without any necessity at any stage of

using fissile material. Formally, but not with a clear conscience, it could

be maintained that the whole of the second part of the work was

conventional armaments reserarch. The implications of this fact are

profound and must properly be taken into account by all schemes

purporting to ‘control’ atomic energy. The purpose of the present
memorandum, however, is not to comment on the difficulties of

International Control, ...but rather to suggest how the ordnance part
of the manufacture of atomic bombs and other atomic weapons could
be carried out, if it were decided in the National interest that such

work should proceed.

' (lowing ami .-Xi nohi. Hnlaiti aiift Aloinit Fiinfr\ (previouslv referred

● (!hief Supei intcndeni of .Armameiu Researc h.
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“The assumptions are made that the Ordnaiue parts ol thr atomn

weapons must be complete in the fourth year, that the highest pi i<

will be given to certain motlest building re(|uireineiits. and that sonic-

loss of performance elsewhere in Arniainents Research

accepted”.

The proposals then went into detail about the organisation of work on
and

MIt\

will Ik-

atomic weapons, the numbers of j5crsonnel — both scic-iitific

industrial - required, and its location at Fort Halstc-ad and Woolw it h.

In sum, the document' formed a blueprint for British atomic wc-apon

design and development.

Referring to Broad (iroupings of the Work. Dr Penney w rote*:—

“The present designs of atomic weapons using plutonium arc- sue b

that the main problem on the ordnance side is the production of

explosive lenses with the correct performance. It is proposed to call tbe

group which makes the lenses the ‘F.xplosives Braiu b’. I here w ill lie

two main groups servicing the Explosives Branch, namelv the

Engineering Branch and the Physics Branch. Fbe chief func tion of the-

Engineering Branch will be the preparation of working drawings of

well-designed moulds for casting the lenses, to the recjuirements of the

Explosives Branch as advised by the Physics Branch, and the- making <>f

these moulds either in the workshops of the Engineering Branc h or
elsew'here. The chief function of the Phvsics Branc h w ill he to test and

ade by the Explosives
recording

advi.se on the performance of the lenses, m

Branch. Special high-speed photographic and c-lectronic

apparatus must be designed and built by the Physics L

to carry through its assigned section of the work.

“Besides the three main groups of work mentioned above, there- must

be several smaller groups, perhaps attached to one or other of the thre-e

main groups. For example, there is the group which designs, tests and

provides the firing mechanism of the weapon. Another group must

study the ballistic problems associated with delivery. A most important

group must consider ail aspects of performance of atomic weapons both

for offen.se and defence, and this group must certainly be prepared to

Branch in order

advise on strategic planning”.

As to the number of personnel involved, Penney estimated a
scientific staff of about 90, and from the skilled industrial class — mainly

highly skilled fitters - also about 90. “The lens mould job alone”, he
said, “will need the full-time services cjf about 20 highly skilled fitters

of the tool-making or instrument-making class. (Clearly, a first-rate

Superintendent for the Engineering Branch is needed immediately...".

Referring to the locations of the different kinds of work, Penney
said;-

total

“The proposal is made that the Explosives Branch be placed on ARD

ground at Woolwich... ; that the Physics Branch be placed at Fort

In L0.351 (Aldermaston file) - Development of .Atomk Weapon Polit y.
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Halsu-ad...: and ihai the Knj^inccring Branch be placed partly at

Wnolwic h and partlv at Fort Halstead. Small-scale field te.sls are to be
made both at Woolwich and Fort Halstead, hut the heavier firings are to

be made at the .\RD range at Shoebur\ ness,...”

.After his meeting with Pennev and first-hand appraisal of these

proposals. Portal met the C’.hiefs of Staff on \'^ Xovemher'. when he said

that he wished to consult them on two (|ucstions; the secrecy governing
British manidacture of the atomic bomb, and the allocation of

ponsibilit\ for this. If thev agreed that British manufacture should

proceed under a Fop Secret categorisation, it would be unwise to allow

the subject to be dealt with bv the normal departmental machinery for

weapon development. He woidd he prepared to accept responsibility for

development and manufacture of the atomic bomb. I his would provide
a tonvenient link between the ('.o.S and MoS. and he would be a.ssisted in

res

the latter bv an adjustment in the position of Dr Penney.

Questioned bv the ('..AS (l.ord Fedder). Portal explained the method

of cover which would gtwern the manufacture of the bomb in the UK.
Fhere were three wavs in which allocation of responsibility for

inamdacture c(udd be made: bv an official mandate from the Prime

Minister: bv unofficial mandate whereby, after explaining the position

to the PM. nothing would be recorded but authority would be given to

proceed with manufacture under his responsibility; or. by allowing
details of manufacture to be di.scussed by the normal departmental

machinery for weapon development.

I he ( '.hiefs of Staff agreed in di.scussion that Portal should approach

the Prime Minister and. after explaining the position, state that they

agreed with his recommendation that the most appropriate method of

proceeding woidd be to authorise him to a.ssume responsibility for
manufacture of the atomic bomb: and that details of the production

procedure for the bomb should be kept outside the departmental

machinerv for weapon development. On the question of secrecy, the

(k)S would endeavour to suppress any reference to details of the

manufacture being raised officially in their Ministries; but it would be

necessary to inform Sir Henry l izard, chairman-designate of the DRPC

(Defence Research Policy ('ommittee), of the background to the

arrangements decided upon.

Six days after this meeting, on 19 November, Portal sent a note to the

Prime Minister saying that he considered that a decision was required

about the development of atomic weapons in the United Kingdom. It

concluded with the words: “I.. .ask whether it is your wish that I should

take responsibility for initiating and supervising research and

development work on atomic weapons. If .so, I suggest that I should

report periodically to the Chiefs of Staff, and on matters requiring

Ministerial authority (including the actual construction of a weapon

(;O.S(4(i) lli7th Mtg.
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when this becomes possible) to yourself Or lo the Minister ol Dcleiui".

On this note, which was at once a bridge between tlie (ioS meeting of I .'i

November and the (ien 1(53 meeting of 8 )anuar\ l‘.M7 and also .i

catalyst for Government action, the Prime Minister wrote: "I want a

meeting of the Atomic Bomb Gmte on this. .Snlise(jnentl\ ilu-
words “Atomic Bombe (ante" were amendefl in tlu- Setivtar\\

Memorandum to “.Ministerial Atomic Knergy Gommittee".

The Prime Minister’s reaction had been extremelv prompt, lor latet

that same day Portal wrote a note for the file that "the P.M had dec ided

to bring the matter before a meeting of .Ministers, iiu hiding the

●Minister of Supply”. Some changes to the draft had appareniK been
suggested, and Portal recorded: “1 promised him a new note vui ilu-
Minister here and this is enclosed "

It was the Minister of Supply (.Mr John Wilmot). therefore, whose
memorandum - “I forward for the consideration of .Mitiisters a note In

the Controller of Production of .Atomic Knergy” — introdiu ed a fon i f nl
document by Lord Portal to a Meeting of .Ministers at 10 Dow ning Street
on 8 January 1947' which took one of the most tnomentous Bi itish
Government decisions in the 20th (Century, to develop atomii weajions.

The note this meeting had before it was the one oiiginallv sent on
19 November 1946 to the Prime .Minister. It shows clearly that Portal s
persuasion brought the (iovernment to a decision on a militarv atomic
energy programme. He conveyed his views quite unequivocalK :-

“I submit that a decision is required about the development of atomic
weapons in this country. The .Service Departments are beginning to
move in the matter'"^ and certain sections of the Press are show ing interest
in it.

“My organisation is charged solely with the production of fissile
material’, ie of the Tilling’ that would go into any bomlj that it was
decided to develop. Apart altogether from producing the filling’, the
development of the bomb mechanism is a complex problem of nuclear
phy.sics and precision engineering on which some years of research and
development would be necessary.

“I suggest that there are broadly three courses of action to choose frotn:
(«) Not to develop the atomic weapon at all;
(b) To develop the weapon by means of ordinary agencies in the

Ministry of Supply and the .Service Departments;
(c) To develop the weapon under special arrangements

conducive to the utmost secrecy.
“I imagine that course (a) above would not be favoured by HM

Government in the absence of an international agreement on the subject.
“If course (b) is adopted it will be impossible to conceal f(>r long the

' Gen 163/lsi Mtg: changed from Gen 75 - as the meetings of Ministers onuerned with
atomic theory were known - to ensure secret y.

●Presumably a reference to the .Air .Staffs Operational Retpiireinents for an atennit
bomb and aircraft to deliver it.
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fact that (his dcwlopmoiu is taking place. .Many interests are involved,

and the need for constant consultation with my organisation (which is

the sole tepositorv of the knowledge of atomic energy and atomic

weapons detived from onr wartime collahoration with the United

.States) would result in verv main people, including .scienti.sts. knowing

w hat was going on.

“.Moreover, it would certainlv not he long before the American

authorities heard that we were developing the weapon 'through the

normal c hannels’ and this might well seem to them another reason for
retie ence over tec hnical matters, not onlv in the field of military uses of

atomic energe Inn also in the general 'know-how' of the production of
fissile* material".

.So. having argued fdrcefullv against two of his suggested courses of

action. (d’.AK came with remorseless logic to persuade the Government

to accept his third suggested course — to develop the atomic bomb in

great sec rc*c v:-

"If. for national or international reasons, the special arrangements

referred to in (c) above are thought desirable, we are at present well

placed to make them. The (‘.hief Superintendent of Armament Re.search
(I)r IVnnev) has been intimatelv concerned in the recent American

trials' and knows more than anv other British .scientist about the secrets

of the .American bomb. He has the facilities for the necessary research

and development which could be 'camoufiaged' as 'Basic High

Explosive Research' (a subject for which he is actually responsible but

on which no work is in fact being done). His responsibilities are at

present to the .Armv side of the Ministry of Supply, but by special

arrangements with the head of that Department he could be made

rcsponsil>le also to me for this particular work and I could arrange the

necessary contacts with my organisation in such a way as to ensure the

maximum sec recy. Otilv about five c^r six senior officials outside my own

organisation need know of this arrangement.

"1 have already di.scus.sed this matter with the (diiefs of Staff, who

authorised me" to say that they are in agreement with me in strongly

recommending the special arrangements outlined in paragraph 6

above\ If these were adopted, the Chiefs of Staff would see to it that

security was not prejudicecl by eiu]uiries from the Service Departments.

( The chairman of the Defence Research Policy C^ommittee'* would of
course be informed).

“I therefore ask for direction on two points: first, whether research

and development on atomic weapons is to be undertaken; and if so.

' Bikini .Atoll. Iiilv
■ .At their tnectingon l‘t Nov -t(j.
* h\ beginning "If. for national or ..
' .Sir Henrv ri/artl.
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whether the arrangements outlined... above arc to be adopted”.
Such were the terms of CPAF/s ‘ultimatum’

Government via the Minister of Supply’
December 1946.

Lord Portal referred again to the matter of secrec v when be spoke at

the meeting on the afternoon of 8 January 1947'. The (Ihief s of .Staff, be

said, “were naturally anxious that we should not be without this weapon

if others possessed it. About three years’ work would be needed to soK e

the problems of nuclear physics and engineering involved in developing

the bomb mechanism. If this matter were handled through the orclinar\

agencies responsible for weapon development, the result would

inevitably be that a large number of persons in the Servic e Depart nu-nts

and in the Ministry of Supply would be made aware of what was l)c*ing

done. The alternative would be m make special arrangements whet c*b\

research could be carried on by the Chief Superintendent of .Armament

Research (Dr Penney)”, who would set up a special section at Woolw ich,

the work of which would be de.scribed as “basic high explosive

research”. He would be responsible fcjr this work to Portal, w ho would

arrange for the necessary contacts with the Atomic Department in such

a way as to ensure maximum security.

The Foreign Secretary stressed the international implications

developing the new w'eapon. In his view, it was important that Britain

should press on w ith the study of all aspects of atomic energy; she could

not afford to acquiesce in an American moncipedy of the

development. Other countries might develop atomic weapons. L’nless

an effective international system ccjuld be set up under which the

production and use of the weapon ccmld be prcihibited, Britain must

develop it. The Minister of Defence agreed with this and said that in his

view the arrangements suggested by Lord Portal should be effec tive in

securing the greatest possible secrecy. The Minister of .Supply
commented that a considerable amount of wc^rk would have to be done,

particularly on the engineering side. In two years’ time, the staff of all

grades being employed would amount to about 180 people.

The meeting

(7) Agreed that research and development work on atomic

weapons should be undertaken;

(2) Approved the special arrangements for this purpose, outlined

in paragraph 6 [beginning “If, for national cjr international

reasons”] of the memorandum circulated by the Minister of

Supply.

So, at the beginning of 1947, the decision was made fiom which

depended the subsequent development and deployment cjf the British

presented to the-
memorandum of

of

nc‘w

* Those also attending were the Prime Minister, Foreign .Secretary (K Beviii), l.ord
President of the Council (H Morrison). S of S for Dominion Affairs (l.ord .A«l«lisoii).

Minister of Defence (A V Alexander), Minister of Supply (J Wilmot). .Sir F.dward Bridges
(PS, Treasury). N Butler (Foreign Office) and G Barnes (Downing .Street).
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airhonir luu Icar deicnent force - a decision which, in the

\iew of the atomic enetg\ j)i()ject historian,

"had not heen .i response to an innnediate tnilitary threat but rather

something limd.imetttalist atid altnost ittstinctive - a feeling that

i^ritain must possess so clitnacteric a weapoti iti order to deter an

atotnicalh .mned etiemv. a feeling that Britaiti as a Cheat Power must

at(|uiie all major new wc'apotis. a feelitig that atcnnic weapons were a

tnanifestation of the scientific and technological superiority on which

Bt itain s sti ength. so deficient if measured in sheer numbers of men,

must dej)end...
That sec t ec \ had heen well maintained was shown by a Minute sent to

\(:AS (Ait Mshl Sir William nickson) bv AC:AS(TR) (AVM j N

Boothman) on 7 (anuat v l‘M7. the dav before the Meeting of Ministers

authorised R^l) wot k on atomic weapons. Showing that even the Air

.Staf f had heen kept in the dark, Boothinan wrote:-'
"I am verv won ied about the lack of information which exists or is

indeed given to us about our own progre.ss in the atomic field. As you

know, we stated a re(|uirement to the Ministrv of Supply last September

for an atomic bomb.* (1S(.A)‘ immcdiatelv got in touch with the

Department of .Atomic Knergv and di.scussed the whole matter with

them. It now ttanspiies that there is no organisation in GB to develop

the militarv side of atomic energv and in the c^pinion of individuals in

the Dept of .Atomic Knergv. there is not likely to be such an organisation
for some time to come.

“ The Air side of the MoS have also been told that they will be ill

advised to finalise the dimensions of the bomb-bays of our future

bombers until they obtain offlciallv the probable dimensions of the

bomb. In view of the fact that there is no organisation to do

development on the bomb, things have now reached  a complete

‘impasse’.

"I also understand that Profes.sor Penney, who is the only technical

authority in this country on the design of atomic bombs (which he

gleaned during his work in America) is in honour bound not to give

away his information to anybody.
"We have therefore arrived at the (iilbertian situation in which we

have asked for long-range bombers and atomic bombs to go inside

them, hut the one individual who is able to satisfy the major part of our

demand is unable to start things going because there is no Government

(jrganisation which can produce the necessary items, and also because

of .some wartime promise.

“In view of the fact that all our appreciations on future strateg)

' IiidefM’tulruir and Drlertrmi’ Hiitain anti Atomic Energy I9-)’>-I952. by Margaret Gowing.
assisictl bv l.orna Arnold (Mac tnillian. 1974). V'ol 1. chapter 6. page 184.

- 9;^9/.A(;ASn R) in Atomic Weapons- 109/518 (Pt 4).
' OR 1001. issued in Augii.st 1940.
' Air Mshl Sir .Alec Gorvion.
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hinge on the atomic bomb and on the dales when tbev will be availabh-

in quantity to ourselves and other Powers, I would therefore ask voiir

guidance as to the next step to take —

“The information which I have given above is all bearsav and 1 am at a

loss to know what steps to lake in order to get things moving. .\lv own

view is that po.ssibly the best line would be for the (lliiefs of Staff to

make a firm request for a statement of progress to the .\Iinisti v of
Defence...”.'

In fact, much more had been going on in the second half of lU hi

than ACAS(TR) realised and it could be said that by the entl f>f that

year - following the US ban on atomic information of 1  .August (the

McMahon Act)-the framework of a British atomic energv organisation

had been erected. The Official Committee on Atomic F.nergv had met

for the first time on 25 September; Dr Penney had sent I,ord P<n tal

his proposals for atomic weapon development (1 November); Sir Hen
Tizard had told the Chiefs of Staff (6 November) that he woidtl be

willing to chair the newly formed Defence Research Polit y (iommittee

from 1 January 1947; and on the 6lh also the Atomic Knergy .Act had

become law, providing for “the development of atomic energv and ihe

control of such development” and giving the Minister of Supply the

duty of “promoting and controlling” this development.

With the Governmental decision of 8 January 1947 to authorise R^D

work on atomic weapons, and the issue on the previous dav (b\

coincidence) of the specification for jet bombers to carry them, the

beginning of 1947 marked the start of the development and

manufacturing programme which was to lead, nearly  a decade laiei. to
the RAF V-force with a stock of Blue Danube atomic bombs. Both

aircraft and weapon development, therefore, started at about the same
time; but there was a remarkable difference in the way each proceeded.

V-bomber development followed well-established procedures —

Staff OR, Operational Requirements Committee, MoS Specification,

tenders by aircraft companies, etc. Weapon procurement was cpiitc

different, because of the uniqueness of the A-bomb (only the

Americans had previously built them) and because the whole

programme was shrouded in secrecy, knowledge of it being limited to

those people actually involved*^.

Bomb design and production was a familiar activity for the RAF, the

Ministry of Supply (or its predecessor) and the British armaments

industry, which had turned out bombs by the million during the Second

rv

Air

' CoS meeting on 22 Mar 48 Conclusions say that ACAS(TR) had been appointed Co.S
representative on the Atomic Energy (Defence Research) Ctte which was under the
chairmanship of Sir H Tizard (43rd(48) mtg).

It was as a result of the atomic weapons programme that PV (positive vetting) security
clearance was introduced for RAF personnel.
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Woi ld W .ii Alt Him lit Hill) RiA'DaiKl jmuliu tioii was another niaiter.

Ii should lu‘ added dial die 111 si report In tlie newlv formed

Defeme Ri seanh l’olii\ (.oiiiiiiiitee set up in jaiiuarv 1947 under the

I hail niansliij) ol Sir lleiiiA I i/ard. its report on Future Defence

Reseanh l*olii\. puhlished on |ulv 1947. added to the “atomic
diniale” to nliiili refereme has alreadv heen made. It said that the

flrsi of die Iuiid.iiiUMii.il ieipiiieinents which had heen assumed In the

toininiiiee "to iiu i*t our initial strategic aims" was "an effective bomber

forie" and added: ■'Furiliernioi e we ha\e kept in mind the views of the
Chiefs of Staff dial one of the essential measures required in lime of
j)eac e lo gi\i“ us ,i i liaiue of sur\ i\al and viciorv in the event of war is
to iiu rease .iiid i xploii our jireseni scientific and technical lead over
our poieiiii.il eiu'inies, espet ialK in the de\elopment of weapons of
mass desii 111 lioir".

rile rejxHi further said, under the heading ‘.Atomic War', that "for
atomic wiajxHis to he a useful deterrent, we must hold a stock, of the
order of l.dOd. of such homhs. and we must have the means of

deli\ei ing them immediateh on the outbreak of war". Referring to
‘Loiig-iaiige strategic homhai(linent'. it commented: “We do not
believe that for the next ten vears. and possiblv much longer, either the
vei \-loiig-t aiige paraholii rocket or the unmanned bomber will have
been de\elo|)ed suf flcieiuh to replai e the manned bomber as the main
iiistrunu'iit of our sirategii bombardment. Moreover, we do not think
that a manned supersoiiii bomber with the requisite characteristics will
be achieved within ten vears or. indeed, within a much longer period".
Its Ioiu hisioii oil the means of deliverv was:-

“We considei therefore that the main operational requirement in this
field is a fast subsonii maimed bombei capable of high-altitude fiving
and delivi-t iiig atomii and other bombs at a radius of the order of
2..")00 miles. . . . Whether such a radius is practicable remains doubtful'
at j)i esent and a radius of the order of 2.000 miles would be acceptable
as an iiUermediale aim. Full advantage should be taken of the increasing
bias ill favour of the Offence and we thus regard it as rea.sonable to
atiept an unarmed bomhei fdi this purpose, a decision which would
probabb be forced upon us in am case bv reason of the range/load
requirements".

' Kvfii Ml. till' Mi|)|»l\ |)(iMiion li.id hcfi) oilii.il .u linu's (luring tlic lioighi of ilie hombei
ufleiisiie - tfi .iwiiige moiiihiv Allied produt lion from .\ugusi lo Deieinlier 1944 was
lU.'J.'ill l.unoll) hoinhs .111(1 ivjo.oon .MIOll) hoinhs. lull average inontlilv expenditure by the
K.\l- and I S.\.\I- toi |mie and Jiih 1944 Ironi L’K bases onb was .■)9.000 l.OODlb bombs
and 290.00(1 .'lOOlb lioinbs (dr.dt letter Ironi IKi.-V.S to .■\OC. in C Bomber tiommaud on

Weapon l*oli(\ ((:s.229:10 IK ..\.S. in Bombing I’olii v - Knemv-oiTiipied lerritoi v. .\1R
20/.‘l24K|. ()n 1 I Dei 44 the I)/(: in (. Bomber ('.onimand reported to Air Ministry that storks
of l .OOOll) tioinbs were running ver\ low and the allixation of .Ameriran bombs to the
Coniniand had been falling off. the oiil\ other sonixes of supply being the total LK
prodni tion ol ahonl I 7..‘)00 honihs per month. .AM were retpiested to take immediate artioii.
as attaiks on i lose-suppoi t targets for the .Ariiiv rei|uired 1,0001b bombs (Bomber
Connnaiid ORB.Jnlv-Dei 1944 (AIR 24A07)).

- 0R2:K) asked foi a 2.000inn radius of aetion. OR229 fin I ..">0011111.
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A “big advance in bombing acciirac\" (ompart-d wiili

standards was necessary to achieve ‘‘true etonoim of foK t ":-

“Therefore, in the associated fields the main rmpliasis

should be directed to improving navigation methods and msmiinenis.

bomb-sights, high-altitude ballistics, and bomb tontrol. tbe .nm being

that by 1957 a bridge will be considerd a suitable target for nu

blind bombing from high altitude".'
Here were foreshadowed all the elements (jf the e\eninal \ -boinlK i

force - small in numbers compared with its wartime piedeci ssoi

capable of inflicting mass destruction: its stock of kiloton- and then

megaton-range nuclear weapons; its tjuick-reaction (QR.\) alert posinre;

its high-flying, fast subsonic unarmed bombers; their navigatmi

bombing systems ensuring accurate delivcrv of bombs; and the bombs

themselves so designed as to fall accurately from high altiindes.
was no case at that time, the committee considered, for tbe nu ket

delivery of nuclear warheads: the Royal Air force would have ilu- same

basic equipment with which it fought the 19.‘^9-f.5 strategic bombing

campaign - aircraft and free-falling bombs, but both of immeasnral>l\

greater power and capability.

As to the development of atomic bombs in the I K. tbe repot t

commented that contemporary effort on atomic weapons w as ‘ extremeb
small, less than O.IS? of the total scientific effort" and was ‘diiected

mainly to research on the material effects of. aiul protec tioi

atomic weapons". It recommended that "the effort oi

should be increa.sed as rapidly as ptjssible and. in the first instance,

should be concentrated on the development to the stage of a sc-aled

design of an atomic bomb based on present knowledge".-'

.irtnne

f  RX.-I)( >

li\ idii.il

blit

and

I here

against,

atomic weapons

' R,\F bombs were successfully dropped from 30.0()()fi in trials ai iVluroc . Caliioi iiia. in
mid-1937. Similarly successful results were obtained in the Farge (near Bremen) trials that
year.
‘ However, the Defence Research Policy Committee "did not directly totu ei n itself with the

development of nuclear weapons, a situation which was curious if not ludicrous" { Tizmd. bv
Ronald W Clark; Methuen & Co. 1965).
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CHAPI'ER II

DEVELOPING THE BOMB

riic onlv man in Britain in with Insi-hand experience of

designing, building and testing atomic bombs was Dr Penney (although
there were ”Ilve former inhabitants of Los Alamos at Harweir'): and

when the (km 1(>:I Ministers approved RiLD the work was done by a

Roval Air Force team under his aegis at the Armament Research

Kstablishment, Fort Flalstead. Kent. Fhis team had a two-headed chain

of command, in that A\’M K D Davis, an armament specialist of great

experience who after retiring from the RAF in 194b had been given a

special atomic energy appointment at the Ministry of Supply,

responsible for the nuclear weapon programme not only to Lord Portaf“
but also to the X’ice-Chief of the .\ir Staff (.\ir MshlSir Ralph Cmchrane)

as ●customer" for the finished product. From 1942 to 1945 AV’M Davis
had been .ACK'. No 25 (noup. When formed in 19S4 this was the
.Armament (boup. but during the war it was transferred to Flying

1 raining Command and a.ssumed responsibility for observer and air
gunner training and afso lor bomb dispo.sal.

One of AVM Davis’s first tasks in 1947. at the Department of Atomic

F.nergy in the Ministry of Supply, was to pick a Royal Air Force team
who could not only design an atomic bomb to the rec]uirements of
OR 1001 - the first priority - but also work out methods of handling,
storage and training in readine.ss for its introduction into service. He
chose as leader oi this team the then Stpt Ldr ]  S Rowlands, serving at

Farnborough. who had been an armament specialist since 1940 and had
been awarded the (ieorge (boss in .August 194‘i for “conspicuous
courage" on bomb dispo.sal dutie.s'. He was interviewed at Farnborough
in julv or August 1947 ‘ and when his appointment to work on the bomb
had been approved (by V’C'.AS and A\'M Davis) he and the latter went to
“F” staff at the .Air Ministry and picked the rest of the team - nine more
members - with the aid of a Hollerith computer. These were all “good
cjuality technical men - brought in from all over the world". In other
words, whatever their current posting or career state, the need for them
on the atomic bomb programme had overwhelming priority"’. They were

\vas

' liriUnu and Atomic Eiirr^- 7^75—7952. 1)v M tiowing. Vol II. p
"A special olFit ei had ix-en appointed to Loi tl Portal's staff with non-seciet responsibilities

as a lover, wlmse real job was to act as a focal point for this work. .Ml contact between
Pennev's teatn atnl the ttutsitle world tttok place through him. and the connection between
Pennev's wttrk and the .\tomic Knergv Division in the Ministrv of Snppiv was hidden” (ibid.
Vol l.p2IO).

' Roval Au Force .Awards No (il8 (Pt 8). .AMB No 1108b. 10 .Aug 4‘1. His appointment to
Fort Halsteatl was appnned at VC..AS level.

'  I bis and suhsetiuent information on the atomic bomb programme has been based on
interviews with .Air MshI .Sir John Rowlands Gt; KBK R.AF (Ret) in Dec 7:f-Jan 74.

’ "F.vervbodv wanted these ihaps with gt)od degrees". When the Hollerith computer was
used, "the same names kept dropping out" (ibid).
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the first RAF personnel to be subjected to 1*\’ (posiiise \emii^) sec in ii\
clearance, introduced into the atomic in advance of the- miliiai\ field.

With two excepticins — Scjii Ldr J H Hunter-lod and (  1’ I’l ioi — tlu-\

were all Flight Lieutenants: C S Betts. A II Bullock. I) \\ I )c-nsb.nn.

H Durkin, D Mercer, F F .Mitchell and .M K Fulverniac bei.

The RAF team worked at Fort Halstead under the- ae gis of l)i l’enne\.

to design a warhead for the atomic bomb for wbic  b ibe An .Staff b.id

issued their ORlOOl rec|uirement. This had specified a di.nnetei of

60in, so that parameter determined the si/e of the spbei ical u.n bcad

which could go inside it'. .A simple descrijjtion of a plutoniutn fxnni)" sa\ s

that “a number of wedge-shaped pieces of plutonium, ubic b logc tlic i

will build into a sphere, are arranged at ec|ual intei vals aiound a nc iiii al

source. F.xplosive charges of exactly ecjual weight ate placed bebind

each wedge and all are detonated together. The wedges shoot lowai cls
the centre and touch each other at the same moment. 1 bis tc c linic|iie

was used for the second American bcjinb, which was dioppc'd on
Xaga.saki”.

Only the Americans, with Dr Penney as a member of the team, bad

previously designed and built an atomic bomi). I be R.\F team was

starting from scratch, but had the benefit of Fennev's knowlc'clgc* and

experience in the cjversight of their work. \Vg Celt Rowlands’ task was

“to see that everything we were making could be put togetbei in one*

case”; he ccjntrolled the ARK building where the team asseml)led the

prototype warhead.
Fort Halstead, where the team worked on their calc illations and

designs, was only cjne site in a complex chain of establislimenis w hose

work produced the Blue Danube atomic bombs for Bomliei Command.
Chief link in this chain was the .Mo.S Kstablislimenl at .\ldei tnaston.

which was responsible fcjr assembling the bombs for delivei v to the R.\F.
The fissile material came from the .VIo.S factories at .Springflelds (the

uranium metal factcjry near Freston, I.ancashire) and at Windscale.

Cumberland, site cjf the plutcjiiium-pioducing pile; metallurgic al wot k

to the RAF team’s designs was dcjne at .ARK VV’oolwicb. one of the Fort

HaLstead stations; RAK Farnbcirougb were reponsible for ballistic

design of the bomb carcass; and Hunting Aircraft, the onlv non-
Government concern invcilved, under contracts from HKR and R.AK.

were responsible for making the whole of the Blue Danube centre-

section, including the sphere with its "lenses" and the superc harge -

although they did not themselves handle any explosives, using inei t

' In a Report on the .Strategic .Aspec ts of .Atomic Rnergy dated 22 .Marc It I'.MK ilie .Atomic
Energy Sub-committee of the Defenc e Research Policy (Committee ga\e the ditnemsions of a
plutoniutn bombas lO.OOOlb in weight. (iOin in diameter and lift in length, and said that
"the dimensiem that cannot be decreased (except possibly bv a few inches) is the diatneiet.
The weight can hardly be decreased: the lengths are fixed simply by ballistic and cai rving
considerations" (.AES(48)I (Final)).

- How it Worlu - A Marshall Cavendish Encyclopaedia. Pt I.
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replicas instead'.

1 liis form of weapon proc urement. w itli a Royal Air Force learn being

responsible for design of the explosive part, with C'.overnmeni agencies

and one civilian contractor conirilniting materials and hardware, and

with a former Chief of the Air Staff controlling the whole project

thiongh his nominated representative in the .Ministry of Supply, was

prohabb unicjne in R.\F historv. In the interests of secrecy, the normal
channels had been avoided. .\s Lord Pcirtal had remarked in his

submission to the (ic*n meeting of Ministers on 8 January 1947,

develop the weapon bv means of the ordinary agencies in the Ministry

of .Suppiv and the Service Departments’ would have meant that it

would be "impossible to conceal for long the fact that this development

is taking place. Main interests are involved, and the need for constant

consultation w ith mv organi.sation... would result in very many people,

inc hiding sc ientists. know ing w hat was going on"“. Hence "the proposal

for the Portal-Pennev arrangement, with Portal as the channel for

comiiumicaiion for the Chiefs of Staff and Penney's work camouflaged

under a misleading name such as ‘basic high explosive research"''^. Thus

“a third and largclv independent kingdom was added to the atomic

empire, under the loose su/eraintv of Lord Portal, as Dr Penney took up

office alongside Dr Cockcroft and Mr Hinton [in charge of atomic

industrial organisation!. Britain was now going in for independent
deterrence in earnest”'.

Surprisingiv. Dr Pennev did not know of the Gen 163 meeting in

Januarv, nor of its momentous decision, and was not given a go-ahead

on the atomic weapons programme until the following May. In June

1947, the historian of the .Atomic Energy Authority records, “Penney

invited a carefully selected group of 34 scientists and engineers

mainly from Fort Halstead and Woolwich, both establishments of the

Armaments Research Department, with a few from some of the other

ARD establishments, to a lecture in the library at Woolwich. He told

them they were going to make an atomic bomb”'*. Penney “had only one

immediate and specific task - to develop and test  a nuclear ‘device’,
that is, a bomb without its ballistic case; the device would be made of

plutonium and be similar to the bomb that had destroyed Nagasaki, The

device was to provide proof of British capability in nuclear deterrence”*’.

to

'  Interview with R P Pedlev Esq. who was research engineer in the Hunting .Aircraft
researcli tlepartment when the Fort Halstead and R.AE contracts were placed, and
suhsequently became research manager of the weapons research division then technical
director tjf Hunting Engineering when that company w.as formed in 1957.

* One leading scientist who probably "did not in fact know of the decision to make an
atomic weapon" was Sir Henry l izard, newly appointed chairman of the Defence Research
Poliev Committee ((iowing. Vol 1. p 181. footnote).

* Ibid, p 181.
Ibid, p 188.

’’ Cowing. Vol 2. p 442.
●’ Ibid, p 448. "On 11 .Aug 48 Portal told the Chiefs of Staff "Our own programme

. . directed to the development of the Plutonium type bomb as used at Nagasaki"(48)l 1.was.
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The lime-scalc for devclopmcni of tlu* iiuilrai ulii< li

the prototype of the warhead for the Blue Daniitu- ImmiiI) was

dictated by three factors: the

1948—49, which gave a greater impetus to defeiue prej)ai atioiis; the

production of plutonium, from 1951 otiwards; and |)laiis foi the first
British test explosion.

VV^hile work on developing the atomic liomi) and the V-homhei s was

going on, the “iron curtain"' descended across Knropc-: tlu- (lonnnnnists
took over Czechoslovakia (22 Kebruarv 19 IH) and from tlie l)c-gmning of

April the USSR inhibited Western access to Bc-iiin. ()n 17 M.n c Ii tlu- fl\c*

Western Powers (Belgium, l-'rance, l.uxembcjnrg. the- Nc-tlu-t lands and

the UK) had signed a self-defence treatv in Brussels, .nul I'S.AF

Strategic Air Command B-29(iroups were dc-plo\c-d to Kiiropc-"’. In these

circumstances when “the Hast—West disagreements and clispntc-s of 194(i
and 1947 hardened into the (>old War of 19 IH" the (.overnnu-nt made

its first public admission that atomic bomb devc-lopnu-nt was going on.

the Minister of Defence (.Mr A V Alexander) saving in answe-r to a

Parliamentary question on 12 .May that "all types of mode rn weaj)ons.

including atomic weapons”, were being developedWhen on 29 .August

1949 the USSR explcjcled its first atomic bomb — ending the I S

monopoly of nuclear weapons — there was shoe kc-d reac tion in the UK.

where those concerned with the military atomic energv programme had

confidently expected that Britain would be the sc-cond Powei after the

United States to po.ssess them. On 20 SejJtemher the Prime .\Iinistc-r said

in a minute to the Minister of Supply that Rik-1) on atomic weapons and

the means of delivering them were prefects to whic h he attached the

highest importance - reinforcing his directive early in 19 19. when the

atomic energy production programme was expanded by the addition of

a third pile and a low separation plant, by ccmitnenting: “1 attach to this

expanded programme the same high degree of importance* and

urgency as 1 attached to the original. ... 1 hope nothing w ill he allowed

to interfere with its realisation ajid that you will let me know at once if

any difficulties are encountered...

.ts to he

worsening itc-rnat lon.i sitn.ition i

' In a speech ai Westminster College. Fullon. Mo, on Man h Mi WiiiMon C :iiim hill
said that “from Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the .Adriatic, an iron cm tain li.is clesc ended
across the Continent ”

“A ready air atomic striking fcjrcc was becoming  a major insininu-nt o| L’S police, and
althcjugh the Strategic Air Command (SAC) with its B-29 Snpei fortresses as vet h.id few
atomic bombs, it did seem to offer some kind of deterrent to aggti-ssion"(/ 'iiitnl S/c/^ \ .\/r

Forces in Europe and the Beginning of the Cold War, by Walton .S Moodv; Arnnfxnr liistoiuni.
Summer/June 1976 issue).
^ Cowing, Vol I, p 214.
■* Commons Hansard, Col 2117 in Vol 450.
^Cowing, Vol I, p 224. See also Vol 2. p 474: "The Americans and the Ritssiatts had

acquired a plutonium bomb much faster. Even though the British started with so inuc h
knowledge from the American project, Penney ccjuld not. with the resources at his disposal,
have achieved an earlier date: for example, even if work oti design prohleins had started
earlier, the plutonium core and the polonium would not have been available before 10.52 and
the shortage of electrical experts would have prevented earlier prodiu tion of the firing
circuit”.
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WliiU- tin- muiiMiuMMl Muunon nuuMscd inv;ciu\ lo the

niilitaiA .nomu ciumi;\ ii** u’*d p.uc'-in.iki'i was llu* supj)l\

“I |)IiHoimiin I Ins did n«n lu ionu- .n.iil.d'U* imlil alioui Maiili l^a'J -

●I tlu- R \| u am 'Hil lo

Monte lUllo loi the ()«inlu i evplosi
Up to six (H c ii^ht uri ks lu !«»u- tiu’ U‘''t Unik plaio.
"limitini' laitoi" ni tlu- date <»l llu' a\

"capon. 1.01(1 I’oital li.id told the ( lucls ol Stall on S .\ugusi
"i ll l>e that the hnntiu^ tat lot In now the dale h\ which

1. The ( oS will he aware ihai. ajiari Ironi ihe
pinionium pt (uhu iit>n retjuires an

ihe memhei S i

had not seen .in\ plutoniinn
Reteniiu; lo ihe

ailahiliix ot ihe I'nsi alomic

on

. . . It ina\

l)lutoninm i an he pi odm
tonstiiution ol the jnles theinsehes
clahoiate and novel plant lor its sejiaration Iroin the nraniinn and troin
tile iission prodm is i;eneraied in tlu“ pile. 1 he desiv»n ol this plant nuisi
depend upon dai.i supplied h\ teseanh and j)ilot-scale work, and this
has had to he done almost enlirelv in Canada heianse ot the lack ot
lacilities in this lonntrv. The reseauh taiililics here were lo have been

e<

provided in the hot lahoratorv’ at Harwell, and the MoW. wlm are
●niildini; it. have been about a \ear late with the llrsi part t>t tlie
programme. I he Canadi.m establishment is also alnnii eqnallv late in
their researt h and pilot-st ale work on this matter.

*■ The prodniiion organisation, nnahle to wait am longer lor the tnll
data, has been tompelled to design and start lo hnild the plntoniinn
separation |)lani without it. so this great plant mnsi he regarded as
exiierimental. and the date when it will come into tiperaiion. the
ctllciencv w ith w hii h it w ill work and the outi>nt to he expected from it
are all uncertain. . . .”

.Almost a \ear later, on 1 1 )nne 1930. the C.hiets ol Siatt noted that
“production ot ])lntoninm at Windscale . . . starts in 1951. and hv the
end ol 1952 apprei iahle (|nantilies would he available *. . . .“

The historian ot the atomic energv project has recorded that
“development ot the non-radiiiactive components of the bomb had
started earlv. On two ot the radioactive components, plutonium for the
core and polonium tor the initiator, onlv preliminarv work could be
undertaken by (i 1. Hopkin and his staff until the materials themselves
were available - at the verv end ot 1951 in the case of plutonium and a
little earlier for polonium"’.

The third parameter for work on the atomic bomb project was the
dale of the test, tor which the prototype warhead had to be ready; and
associated with this was a decision on its location. On 10 August 1950

' " riic (l;iu- ioi ihe piodiulion ot ttie pluloniuni shapes for ■Hunieane’ was 1 .■\ugusi
(lespiie llie sliori lime availalile atier ilie <teli\er\ ol the plutonium from Winclsealc.

this dale was met" ((lowing, Vol II).
■ Memorandum hv die (iontroller ot Piodiu lion ol .\tomie F.nergv. MoS.
'  .Ai Wiiidsi ale - "our onlv plutonium produeting plant", it was noted at the time of a visit

hv .Air Ministi \71’avmaster Cicueral representatives in jiih 11)52.
'  ‘ (;O.S/7:tH/N/li/50.

’’ (lowing. Vol II. p Kiti. Hopkin. a metallurgist, was a divisional head in the .ARE.
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The time-stale lor He\elo|Hnent (»1 the mu Ic.ii <lc\ m r w hu h \%as to he

the prototype of the uarheaH h»r the Hhie D.iiiuhe a
the uorsemiit; mtei iiatioii.il situ.ttioii in

(leh iH e pi ep.iratMMis; the
s  lot the first

Iximl) wastoinu

clittatetl bv three faetors:

194H-49, which gave a greater impetus

production of j)luionium. frotn I9.)l oiiwaids; .uid j)l.in

British test explosion.

While work on tieveloping the atomic bomb and the \-bcnnbei

going on, the "iron t in tain
took over O.edmsiovakia (22 l ebrnai \ 19 IS) and fmm the beginning of

April the USSR inhibiletl Western at t ess to Berlin. On 17 .Mart h the five
Western Powers (Belgium. Frame. I.iixembniirg. the .Netherlands and

lii iisM'Is. and I S.\I*

to

s was
●●1

tiestended at ross 1-mope: the ( annmunists

self-tlefelite treat\ in

Strategic Air CommantI B-29 (»ronps
circumstances when "the Fast—West tlisagreeme
and 1947 hardened into the Coltl War of 19 IS" the (.o\erniiieni matle

its first public admissitin that atomit bomb tievt lopmeiit was going on.
the Minister of Defence (.Mr A \’ Alexamler) sa\ing in answer to a

Parliamentary question on 12 .\fay that "all i\pes c
including atomic weapons", were lieing tlevelopetl'. W ben on 29 .August
1949 the USSR exploded its first atomit bomb - eiitling the US
monopoly of nuclear weapons - there was shot ketl reat tion in the L K,
where those concerned with the military atomit energ\ programme hatl
confidently expected that Britain woultl be the sec c
United States to possess them. On 20 Septemfiei the Prime .Minister saitl
in a minute to the Minister of Supply that RK l) on atomit weapons anti
the means of delivering them were prcijects to whit h he attat lietl (he
highest importance — reinforcing his tliret tive earl\ in 1949. w hen the
atomic energy production programme was expantletl bv the atltlilion t)f
a third pile and a low .separation plant, by t fnmneniing: "1 aitat b to this
expanded programme the same high tiegree of importance and
urgency as I attached to the original. . . . 1 Impe nothing w ill be allowed
to interfere w'ith its realisation ajid that you will let me know at once if
any difficulties are encountered. . . '

the UK) had signed a
leplo\ed to F.umpe-. In these

)f 194(1
were c

ts and disputes c

)f model weapons.

nid Power after (he

*  In a speech at Westminster Ocllege, Fullon, Mo, on .'> Marc li l!l 111 .\Ii Winsioti (iliim liill
said that “from Stettin in the Baltic tc^ Triesle in llie .Acli iaiic. an iron t in lain h.is desc enclecl
acro.ss the Continent ''

“A ready air atomit striking fcjrte was becoming  a inajot insiinim-ni of L'.S polics. and
although the Strategic Air Command (.SA(;) with its B-20 Snperfoi nesses .is vei h.id tew
atomic bombs, it did seem to offer scjme kind of deierreni to aggiession"(( 'mini \ An
Forces in Europe and the Beginning of the Cold War, by Weiion .S Moods; Afmspaii- Histonan.
Summer/June 1976 is.sue).

* Cowing, Vol I, p2l4.
■* Commons Hansard, Col 2117 in Ved 450.
^Cowing, Vol 1, p 224. See also Vol 2. p 474: “The .Americans and the Russians had

acquired a plutonium bomb mucb faster. Even though the British stalled wiih so much
knowledge from the American project, Penney could not. with die tesoiirc es ai his disposal,
have achieved an earlier dale: for example, even if wcjik on design pioldems had stal led
earlier, ihe plutonium core and the polonium would noi have been available Itefoie 1952 and
the shortage of electrical experts would have prevented earlier prodiic lion of the firing
circuit”.
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Wliilc iIk- initM iiaiioiial situation gave increased urgency to the

inilitai N atomic energv jjrogranune, its real pace-maker was the supply

of j)lutoniuni. I his ditl not become available until about March 1952 —
the members of the RAF team who were to take the test device out to

Monte Bello lor the ̂  October explosion bad not seen any plutonium

up to six or eight weeks before the test took place.' Referring to the

“limiting factor" in the date of the availability of the first atomic

●apon. 1.01(1 Portal bad told the ('.biefs of Staff on S .\ugust 1949':-
“. . . it mav well be that the limiting factor is now the date by which

plutonium can be pioduced. Fbe (MS will be aware that, apart from the
construction of the piles themselves'', plutonium production requires an
elaboi ate and novel plant for its separation from the uranium and from
the fission products generated in the pile. The design of this plant must
depend upon data supplied bv research and pilot-scale work, and this
has had to l)e done almost entirelv in Canada because of the lack of
facilities in this countrv. The research facilities here were to have been

|)rovided in the hot laboratorv’ at Harwell, and the MoVV. who are
imilding it. have been about a vear late with the fi rst part of the
j)rogramme. I he Canadian estabiishment is also about equally late in
their research and pilot-scale work on this matter.

" rile production organisation, unable to wait any longer for the full
data, has been compelled to design and start to build the plutonium
separation plant without it. so this great plant must be regarded as
experimental, and the date when it will come into operation, the
efflciencv with which it will work and the output to be expected from it
arc all uncertain. . . ."

.\lmost a vear later, on 14 june 1950. the (diiefs of Staff noted that
"production of plutonium at Windscale . . . starts in 1951, and by the
end of 1952 appreciable quantities would be available'*. . . ."

Tbc historian of the atomic energy project has recorded that
"development of the non-radioactive components of the bomb had
started early. On two of the radioactive components, plutonium for the
core and polonium for the initiator, only preliminary work could be
undertaken bv (i L Hopkin and his staff until the materials themselves
were available - at the very end of 1951 in the case of plutonium and a
little earlier for polonium"’.

The third parameter for work on the atomic bomb project was the
date of the test, for which the prototype warhead had to be ready; and
associated with this was a decision on its location. On 10 August 1950

wc

I  ■
■ riie (laic tor the production of the plutonium shapes for 'Hurricane’ was I .\ugust

despite the short time available after the delivery of the plutonium from W’indscale.
this date was met" ((iowing. Vol II).

'■ Meinot andum hv the Controller of Production of .Atomic Energy. MoS.
'  .At Windscale - "our onlv plutonium producting plant", it was noted at the time of a visit

bv .Air Ministrv/Pavmaster General repre.scntatives in Julv 19.'>2.
' (:O.S/7:lH/M/(i/30.
’ (iowing. Vol II. p Hopkin. a metallurgist, was  a divisional head in the .ARE.
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Lord Portal had written to Air MshI Sir William Kllioi. (dm-f Siaff

Officer to the Minister of Defence aiul Deputv Se< retar\ ( Miliiar\ ) m

the Cabinet’, to say:—

“I wish to put before you our latest thoughts on the trial of the tlrsi

British atomic weapon.
“As you know, we told the Chiefs of Staff in .Mav that we must kimw h\

1 July 1950 whether and on what conditions the .Americ ans would allow

us to use their range. We are still without anv answer excej)! that ihev

invite us to make a formal request and Lord ledder inforicied ns on 2/

July that he was making such a request.

“Failing to get a reply from the US by the nccessarv date, we have

been thinking of alternatives to the use of an .American range'.
“A site in northern Canada has been considered, and at first

appeared to have attractions, but it is now losing favour on
examination.

“Our thoughts then turned to a site off the west coast of .Australia

where it might be possible to arrange the prototype trial to represent an

attack on a port by a ship with an atomic bomb concealed in it. This is a

type of attack which presumably must be taken into account as a
possible form of ‘bolt from the blue’, but its effects have not vet been

studied by the Americans. The Strategic Aspects Committee of the
DRPC have endorsed our view that the effects of such an attac k shoidcl

if possible be investigated... .

“Preliminary enquiry by the Admiralty shows that  a suitable site
probably exists in the Monte Bello Islands (apprcjximately latitude 20°.S.

longitucie 115°E), some 50 miles off the north-west coast of .Australia
and 700 miles north of Perth. These islands are uninhabited, though

seasonally visited by shell or pearl fishermen. Fhey include a channel

about six fathoms deep close in-shore. . . .

“It is thought that the main HQ of the expedition could be

shipborne, and that a temporary tented camp could be erected to

accommodate the range party for the preparatory period of about
three-six months.

sight
C lose*!

“Dr Penney has envisaged a force of abcjut 150 to 200 scientists and

about 250 working party.

' Ref 330/207/1/1. On 8 September 1949 he had put  a paper to the CoS Cnee hea<led

Operation “Hurricane" (COS(49)292) which began: “Lord Portal of Hungeiford has
written to suggest that it is not too early to start thinking about the problem of testing out
first atomic bomb".

.  . since Anglo-American military collaboration was flourishing, it was hoped that

testing could be dealt with as a purely military, not an atomic, tftpic. With the Prime
Minister’s approval Lord Tedder approached the American Chiefs of Staff, who were

encouraging. An official request was therefore made to them, but it posed difficult politic al
and practical problems for the Americans and an official reply was long delayed" (Ciowing.
Vol2.p476).
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our atomic weapon under our own arrangcnicnts ai Monte lU llo l athei
than with the US Government in Nevada", and this view was <nn\e\i <l

to the Atomic Energy (Official) (a)mniittce for suhniission to Ministeis

On 20 December the Cabinet Office informetl HJSM Waslnnj^ton' that

“Ministers have now decided to proceetl with anangenients for test m

Australia”. A test in Nevada, it was pointed out. "would have the

disadvantage that it would not provide a shallow water i x|)losi<m. w Im h

from the United Kingdom point of view wouhl gi\e the most usi lul
results”^.

The proposal for a test site in the .Monte Bello Islands thus turned out
to be not an alternative but the location of the fust British at«nnit

explosion on 3 October 1952 in Operation Hun irane. From its stai t to

that successful conclusion, the programme took just ovet fl\e \eai s -
far as the RAF were concerned, from the dav in the summei of 19 17

when Sqn LdrJ S Rowlands had been picked to lead the desij'ii team.

During that time, Rowlands and his nine-man team had made theii

calculations and drawn up their designs for "a homh eni|)lo\ing tin-

principle of nuclear fission”, as required by the .Air Staff - a weapon of

which few in the UK had any previous practical knowledge, notahlx

Dr Penney, civilian head of the project’. .Although the R.AF team was

numerically small compared with the overall manpowei involved at the

various establishments, they were at the heart of the programme. the\

were involved in design leadership, they were responsible for seeing that

an Air Staff requirement was met and — hioking beyond the design and

building of the prcjtotype - for a production weapon that lould he

handled, transported*, stored, serviced and loaded by theii colleagues in

Bomber Command. Their part, as both makers and ultimate users of

the production Blue Danube Mk 1 atomic bomb, was criuial to the

success of its development.

A memorandum of 31 May 1949’, de.scribing work in jjrogress at that

time, gave a very good indication of the technical problems and

challenges facing the team:-

1. The final processing of all radioactive components.

2. The design and manufacture of numerous internal parts of the

weapon mechanism,

3. The design, method of manufacture, testing and proving of

as

' Telegram C.ANAM 356.
‘■'The text of this and the other 1950-51 telegrams relating to plans tot the fhst British

atomic test are in the fi le ID3/190/I - .Atomic Bombs - resting. Iheie was "imuh
correspondence between London and Washington concerning the possible nse of .-Xinei it an
ranges . . . but to no avail, owing to restrictions imposed by the M< Mahon .At t anti similai
legislation” (Operation "Hurricane" fi le - 11/127/4/20).

^ “Britain had had a strong wartime team at Los Alamtjs.
been spread through various departments there so that they hatl t>btaiiietl a vet v gtiotl
coverage of the work.. . .” (Cowing, Vol 2. p 456).

■* Transport was specially designed.
■’ Aldermaston file 0023. Quoted in htdepeudence and Deterreua-: Urttam and Atnmu

1945-1952, Vol 2. Policy Execution, by Margaret Cowing; Macmillan. 1974.

Her nineteen st ientists hatl
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till' lompniuMHs. /<● ilic fissile core, the initiator, the tamper and
tlu’ lens and suj)erchari^e. leading up tt) the manufacture of

Huponents foi the field test of the prototype weapon,
f he design, proof and manufacture of detonators.
The design, proof and manufacture of firing circuits,
f he design, jiroof and manufacture of a fuse to give the required

ail -hurst perf onnaiu e.
1 he design, proof and manufacture of sect)udary tiring and fuse

I in nils should the main ones fail.

The research, design and iiroduction of a large number of ex-
high-perfdrmance photographic and electronic

t <

i e|)tionall\

1.
.1.

h.

/ .

S.

instruments needed for the field trials of individual components
and of the j)rotot\ pes.
The mu lens of a team for conducting the field trial of the

proiotx pe. iiu hiding the assembly.
10. Research on the climatic storage of individual components.
1  I . Resean h on the methods of gauging of all components.
12. Research and design problems to minimi.se the time of assembly,
l.'b riu‘ nucleus of a team to assemble every weapon and mate the

mmponents together in the best wav. and then disas.semble for
storage.

M. I raining R.\F officers to undertake the assembly of weapons
for operational use.

Considering that, during the following vear (1950). a date in
October 1952 was fixed for Operation Hurricane, the atomic bomb
test in the Monte Bello Islands, and considering that membership of
the team was limited bv technical qualifications and by the need to
ensure sec ret v. it is striking proofOf the team's determination, devotion
to its task and applied skills that the development stage of the project
was siittessfulK comjjleted. fhe object of Hurricane was to bltiw off
the prototype warhead, so painfully designed and precisely constructed,
to see that it worked. If it dici. the production warheads for Blue
Danube Mk 1 would follow the pattern set.

What the tcxnn at Fort Halstead were designing was a plutonium
bomb, similar in princij)le to that which the Americans had dropped on
Nagasaki: this followed the decision, taken in 1945, to produce plutonium
in Britain rather than L-255, which had been used for the fi rst

American A-bomb dropped on Hirc^shima. As the historian of the
atomic energy prcqect described it'

“An implosion ciesign had been cho.sen, in which the mass of high
explosive, surrounding a sphere containing both the fissile material and
a tamper, was so arranged as to produce a shock wave travelling rapidly
inwards and thus compressing the material. This design had the
advantages of high velocities, which reduced the chance of pre-deto-

P.

(lowing. Vol 2. p 4.'i7.
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nation despite the many backgrouiul neutrons j)resrnt in plnionmm;

at the same time, the material was com|)iessttl to su< li (lrnsn\ iImi

supercritical conditions were obiaincfl with t oinparati\el\ little m.itn i.il.

It had been realised at Los Alamos that pet lot tn.nu e would lu-

improved by using explosive lenses to tiit tt the di\etgent w.i\t s, whu h

started from detonators, into parts of a (oinmon sphei it.d \\.i\r

converging on the centre of the sphere.

“The main components of the gadget can be lister!, wot knig f tom the
outside trj the centre. First came the rletr)tiatot s. whir It opei.iterl h\ .111

impulse from a firing device anrl invr)lverl r)thei anxiliat ies like safet\

switches and arming circuits. Ihe detr>natir)n harl tr> l)e started

simultaneously in all the lenses: the lenses themsebr s we re rarefulb

calculated shapes', crjntaining a cr>nibinatir)n r>f fast anrl slow e\plosi\i-

so that transit from the detrjnatrjr tr> everv pr)int on the inner spliei ital
surface of the lens was simulianer>us. The rletonation from the lenses

then reached a spherical shell r>f hr)mr)gener)iis high explosive t allerl the

supercharge. VV^ithin the supercharge was the tamper, wliith ronvei terl

the convergent detonatirjn wave inlr) a cr)inergent shot k wave, i t fler lerl
.some of the neutrons back intr> the fissile material anti genetallv

increa.sed the efficiency tjf the explr)sit)n. Within the tamper was the
plutonium and within that the initiatt)i. Fliis last roinponent

necessary because, althr>ugh the implt)sit)n resulterl in a powt rinl

compression of the fissile material anrl the surrounrling tanij)ei. the

material would stay compressed t)nlv frjr a few mit rosetontls anti woiiltl

then expand again very quickly. It was therefr>re essential tt) make snif

that the chain reactitjn started at the right mriment. This tonirl l)e tione

by creating at the centre tjf the fissile material an intense neutron
source”'^.

It is clear from their “work sheet”, anrl fVt)m the nature t)f the niu lear

device, that a knowledge rjf physics, mathematics, chemistrv. metallm gv

and telemetry was required, in varying degrees, frrjin the meml)ers of

the team at Fort Halstead, so that they wr)ulrl knrjw w hat vvoulrl happen

as a result of their designs, and srj that they were in a prjsitir>n to i heck

the hardware produced at tjther establishments. Frn example, the

high-explosive lenses — a term derived frtmi fr)cusing. I>eranse thev batl

to fit so perfectly together - were matched with  a tr>leranr e r>f one-tenth

of a millimetre^ The original moulds, rjr shapes, frn the lenses were

was

There were 32 lenses. 20 of them irregular hexagons and 12 legiilat peiiiagons. ami 32
detonators.

‘●“Nuclear weapons consist in general of a large (|iiaiiiiiy of < oiiveniioiial MF, whi< h is
detonated to compress a mass of fissile material, either plutonium or I ■-23"). into a t ritic al
shape” (Nuclear Weapons - Safety and Handling Note by DC.VS. in Sirategii .Aspec ts ol
Atomic Energy - I D(5/R. 13 Pt 6).

‘A much higher accuracy was retjuired. both in dimensions and in unifoiniitv of
composition, than ever before, especially in explosive stores where a dimensional ac < in a< v of
the order of one thousandth part of an inch was esseniial" (Gowing. Vol 2. p 1()2).

:i .
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made at (’.hatliam Dockvard: atid the prototype lenses, and the

siipcri harge for the Hurricane weapon, at Woolw ich, one of the Atomic

Research Kstahlishment stations. \Vg C'.dr Rowlands’ task was

that everything we were making could be put together in one case He

also, at the same time, got together a team who were to write the RAF

training manual on the Mk 1 atomic bomb.

.Meanw hile, ballistic work on the design ot the case was going on at

R.\K Farnborough. Fherc was not quite the same urgency on this,

however, as there was t)ii the prototype warhead  — because of the date

fixed for its test, the number of people going out to Monte Bello for that

purpose and the ilotilla of Royal Navy ships transporting them and

their e(|uipment. But there was nothing that could be done to speed up

tbc {levcU)pment work: the team were dependent on getting the

plutonium out of Windscale and the manufacturing process there could
not be hurried — it was “a matter of Kilowatt hours and days”'.

Nevertheless, the fact that a UK atomic test was to be held ”at a site in

.Australia■■ was announced on 18 February 19,52“.
Although the Royal Fngineers who were to build roads and jetties

and to erect buildings for the test had sailed from Portsmouth on 19
February' and the party of scientists ' left in April, it was not until during
.August that the first plutonium was delivered from Windscale via
.Aldermaston: and the way in which the fissile core for the test explosion
was carried out to Monte Bello by Wg Cdr Rowlands and two of his
colleagues gave Operation Hurricane a tense last-minute drama before
its scientifically triumphant conclusion.

HMS Plvn. the Naval frigate which was to be destroyed in a lagoon in
the Monte Bello Islands in Operation Hurricane, was loaded with the
seeds of her destruction in the Thames Estuary on  5 and 6 June 1952 -
the No 1 as.sembly having been taken out from Shoeburyness on the
first day. the No 2 being loaded on the following day. These grim
spheres had been transported to the Jetty by open lorry, under a
tarpaulin. Aboard ship, they were held in place by a ring made by
Hunting Percival Aircraft; this was a highly successful and appropriate
assembly, similar to that which would hold the warhead in place in the
Blue Danube bomb, for which the company made the whole of the
centre-section. This warhead weighed approximately three tons - that
is, two-thirds of the total weight (10,0001b) of the bomb. As Ply?n made
her wav out to Australia and her ultimate doom off the Western

to see

Windscalc - the plutonium production pile — “attained its scheduled production only
weeks befoie the Monte Bello explosion" (R N Rosecrance, Defense of the Realm. British Strategy
in the .\uelear Epoch: Columbia University Press. 1968).

- ID:V190/1 (Pt 2) .Atomic Bombs - Testing.
* See Histoiy of the Corps of Royal Engineers. Vol X, C.hapter X - The Nuclear Test Programme

(Institution of Royal Engineers).
.  . . staff required for the first trial would be 200 scientists, .50 technicians and 100

industrial workers" (tiowing. Vol 2. p 477). Their main base was the former aircraft carrier
HMS Campama. which sailed in .April, her vovage lasting "just over eight weeks".

I ..
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Australian coast, the key ingredient in the Monte Bello test, the

plutonium for the fissile core, was arriving from Windscale lor
fabrication at Aldermaston, to be carried out to the test site h\ air l>\ W g

Cdr Rowlands, accompanied by Sqn Ldr P K .Mitchell of the R.\I- team,

and W J Moyce, an explosives expert f r<jm .\ldei tnastoi

Rowlands had written the .Movement Order for the join ne\ to .Anstrali.i.

This began with a road convov from .Aldermastoi

.  \\ g (air

two gifi-n

furniture vans (one of them a back-up vehide. in  t ase of a hreakdow n).
a car with the RAF officers in civilian clothes and an esiort of R.AI-

Police - to RAF Lyneham, whence they were to llv out liv Hastings <»l

Transport Command to Singapore. Fhe plan

officers, with their "two small loads of special e(|uiprnent". to transfer to

Sunderlands of the Far Fast Flying Boat Wing and he flow n dirc*t t to the
te.st site in the Monte Bello Islands'. For this reason the Hastings

diverted to Seletar airfield when in the circuit of Changi. .Singapore,

facilitate transfer to the flying-boats, Seletar being the base of the Far

East Flying Boat Wing (Nos 88, 205 and 200 .S(|uadrons).

The plutonium - a “darkish metal” - was liernietii allv sealed in an

extremely strong metal container, 18in deep arul 18in in diameter. I his

had a flotation collar, in case of a forced landing in the sea. either In the

aircraft or by the three officers - who were supplied with parachutes.

They were also given fireproof boxes, “made like safes", to protect the

plutonium from fire. Wg (xlr Rowlands “signed for the stuff going ‘>m

-and had to certify that it had been destroyefl”.

The first Sunderland flight from .Seletar to Monte Bello was made on

10 September 1952 and the second on the 18th: the Royal .Navy had

provided facilities for flying-boats in the islands anti at Onslow. 70 miles
south-west.

When the three officers touched down on the lagoon with their c argo
of radioactive material, last link in the chain cd Britain’s first atomic

test, they would have seen HMS Plym, the ve.s.sel which was to he blow n

up by the device placed below' her water-line - with an explosion

equivalent to 10,000 tons of TNT, anchored cjff the western shore of

Trimouille, one of the four main islands. Control centre for the test w as

on another of the four, Hermite (to the south-west); and HM.S

Campania, the former aircraft carrier which served as floating headcjuartcrs

for the scientific and Naval personnel, lay scjme four miles to the

south-east. What Wg Cdr Rowlands and his colleagues had to do was to

put the fissile core into the device which they had designed and

assembled, which was now suspended inside the frigate’s hull. Phis was

the very opposite procedure to the wartime w'ork which he had done —

1 foi thethewas

was

to

‘ Loose Minute, Operation Hurricane, 23 May 1952 (CM.S.2056/2653).
'-'The ORB of No 88 (MR) Sciuadron for .September 1952 says that "Fli l.i Houtheiiseii

with specially selected crew, and including the Officer Commanding. Far Fast Flying Boai
Wing (Wg Cdr MacKenzie), were engaged on Top Secret transit trip to .Australia in
connection with the Monte Bello atomic tests”.
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unloving fuses from uncxplocfccf bombs.

Dm iiijn assembb aboard HM.S Plym ihcv wore protective clothing and

lubber glows. In addition to tlie plutonium, they had to put in the

polonium/lier\Ilium initiator and the ■’urchin" — so-called because its
shape resembled that of a sea urchin: it was a standard neutron source.

1 his work of arming the* device was done in the last tew hours before
the test, oil 2 October 1‘>">‘2. and after it had been completed the men

coiuerned left the ship tor HI (the main camp and laboratories) or by
lauiu b for HM.S (:<nn(><inia - a rough ride across the open sea in the
earlv hours of the morning of the :b d.

At ()‘i:i() hr local time on that dav the (levice was exploded by cable
from the island of rrimouille. dOO vds oftWhose shore the frigate lay. and
2‘i mierosecouds after the explosion the fireball was ob.served by Kerr
cell ( amera “as a faint segment of a circle on the water-line of Plym' *.
I bis fireball grew vaster; after about 0.1 .sec water was ob.served
emerging f rom it. its eolumn increasing and forming a mushroom shape.
" fbe fliameter of the column reached a maximum of 1.150ft after

w hich fall-out and the effect of the w ind began to obliterate the clear-cut
outline"'. 1 he top of the cloud rose up to about 1.800ft at 1 sec and
reached a maximum of about 10.000ft at four minutes. Nothing
remained of Plytn, and the effects on various other objects, like Spitfire
wings and tailplane and l.ancaster wings and fuselage section\ were
c;irefullv measured. Britain's first atomic test had been a complete
success.

On 10 October Dr Penney — to whom Prime Minister Winston
(ihurchill. w hose Ciovernment inherited the atomic energy programme
on their election to office a year previously, had sent a telegram
beginning “Well done. Sir William"’ - left for the UK by Transport
Oommand Hastings from RAAF Onslow. Among the nine other
passengers were Wg Olr Rowlands and Sqn Ldr Mitchell’.

For the RAF. the test had meant that the principle of an atomic
explosion had been succe.ssfully put into practice, but the work of
incorporating the nuclear device into a weapon for Service use still
remained to be done. It was to be just over a year before the fi rst

' ".S< icniifu Data obtained at Opeiatit>ti Hun itanc" (Director’s Report).
- Ibid.
’ ()ne oljjec t of the test uas to discover the effects of an atomic explosioti on aircraft on the

('round (see file Operation "Hurricane" - II/I27/4/20).
' The official announcetnent about the Monte Bello test was made by Mr Churchill in the

Conimons on 2.‘) October 10.^2 (Hansard. Cols l2(iS-127l). "'rhe weapon was exploded in
the morning of :trd October", he said, "'rhousands of tons of water and of mud and rock
fiom the sea bottom were thrown tnany thousands of feet into the air and a high tidal wave
was caused.” .At the .same time. 10 Downing Street said that the Queen had approved Dr
Pennev’s appointment to Knight Comtnander of the Order of the British Empire. In
.Australia the C.AS-designate. .Air MshI Sir William Dickson, on a round-the-world tour, said
that Britain had started to make atomic bombs and the aircraft to carry them.

’ Over whose departure a complication arose, because havitig arrived by flying-boat on the
Monte Bello lagoon they had never booked-in at R.A.AF Onslow: fortunateiy an .Australian
sec iirit\ officer who was on board verified their credentials.
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A-bombs were delivered to Bomber (>omniaiul. in Noveml)i i

At the end of the latter year the Minister of Works (Sii l).i\id ImiU n)

summed-up in Parliament what had been ac hieved'
“The House will remember the historv of the L nited Kingdom

the
atomic energy' programme; how during the war it was phu e<l nndei

Lord President, Sir John Anderson (as he then was), hetanse he had

great personal qualifications, and also because the Lord President w.»s

the Minister responsible for scientific matters at ising

ment policy. After the war the project was transferred to the Ministi \ of

Supply.
“As I understand it. there were two reasons foi that,

armament programme was being rapitlly run down and. therefore, the

Ministry of Supply had spare capacity; and. setamdh - pet haps

important - at that time the overriding aim of the atomit enei gv j)ro)ei t

was to produce a Briti.sh bomb. That is the kev to the anangeinent
which was then made.

“In 1946, when the Act was passed placing the piojett under the

Minister of Supply, the United States knew how to tnake an atomic

bomb. We did not, although our scientists . . . had made gnat

contributions to knowledge of nuclear fission. But the .Amerit tins, for

reasons which we understand but nonetheless regret, felt unal)le to

share with us all the secrets of the production process. I herefore. the

Labour Government - and Her M:tjesty’s present Ministers think the\

were right - determined to make a bomb here; and.  w ith this their t hief

object, it was natural tcj give the job to the Minister responsil)le for the

manufacture of weapons. From 1946 to 19.51, tlOOm oi more w ;is spent

by the Ministry of Supply on this project, and. in the last two vears.

further great sums of money have been laid out for the same purpose.”

Sir David added that “enormous though the expendituie on the

atomic energy establishments'*^” had been, the results had been “etpiallv

enormous. The bomb has been made and has been exploded, and th;it

achievement has greatly increased the defensive power of this counti ̂

and the help and comfort we can bring to our allies. .  . .”

Before referring to the introduction of atomic bombs into the R.AF.

however, it is appropriate to describe the development of the airendt

w'hich were to carry them - the V-bombers, and also of the Canfierra,

the first British jet bomber.

)Ut of (.o\ein-

First. the

mot c*

' Atomic Energy - Ministerial Responsibility ((■.onimons Hansard - 10 l)e< C.ols
2314-5).

^ Harwell, Risley, VVindscale, (balder Hall, (iapenhurst, Springfields ami .Aldei iiiasion.
AERE Harwell was concerned with research; Mo.S Factory. Risley, with design lor fissile
production; MoS Factory. Windscalc. with fissile production; MoS Factory. Spt ingfields. with
uranium extraction; MoS Establishment. Aldermaston, with HER tiesign. assenihlv. eu.
Other establishments were ARE Fort Halstead and ARE Woolwich Coninion. both
concerned with HER design; ROF. Chorley. with HERE. HE production; ROF. Cardili. with
her mould production; and HER (RAE) with electronic design.
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CHAPIKR 111

V-BOMBER AND CANBERRA DEVELOPMENT

One of the 1 eeomnieiulaiions of the Tizarcl ('.ommittec had been that

“the de\elopnieiit of high-performance long-range aircraft for offensive

j)nrposes must jiroceed on the highest priority concurrently with

methods of accurate nevigation, preferalily automatic. Once the latter

has been achieved, supersonic pilotless aircraft and/or rockets may well

replace manned aircraft, but we do not consider this latter development
likelv within ten vears “

It was the two post-war Chiefs t)f the .Air Staff, Marshals of the RAF

Lord Tedder ( .aO) and Sir John Slessor (1950-54). who firmly

linked the idea of the nuclear deterrent with the assumption of its being

delivered b\ high-fl\ing. long-range jet bombers. In a Note for the

Chiefs of Staff on “Modernisation of the Strategic Bomber Force”,
written earlv in 1948'. the former said that “in the furtherance of the

supreme aim of our defence poliev - namely, to prevent war - the air

striking force will plav a role of such paramount importance that 1 am

sure my colleagues will wish to be informed of the present programme

for its development and of the earliest date at which we can expect it to

constitute an effective deterrent to a potential aggres.sor”. Hecontinued:-

“It has been appreciated that the risk of war between now and 1952

must be accepted and that, if war comes, we must fight as best we can

with what we have got. Thereafter the risk will greatly increase until
about 1957. bv and after which date it will become really serious. As

stated bv the Minister of Defence", we must place emphasis on ‘those

sections of our .Armed Forces which have an obviously deterrent

effect’; and ‘the RAF must provide a striking force equipped with

strategic bombers capable of reaching and hitting all the principal

targets in Russia, and the gravity of the risk in 1957 may be materially

reduced if we can build up a strong deterrent force before that date’” ’.

Sir John Slessor. writing early in 1952^, was even more forthright

about the importance of air-delivered nuclear deterrence in VV’estern

defence plans. As he put it:—

“1 have always been sceptical about the popular conception of World

War 111. 1 believe the supreme need is to prevent it, and that we can

prevent it. But if it came, I do not believe the Red Army could be

stopped by the Divisions and Tactical Air Forces which Nato can in fact

build up without busting Europe and UK economically - which may

well be tlie Ru.ssian game. 1 believe the only really sound course would

be to build up a completely overwhelming British/American bomber

' riicflraft i\asd.ited S .Apr H»48.
- 1)0(-4S)2. para (>.
' lbi<l. para 14.
' In reply u> a Mituite of.") Mt h 1 ‘l")2 from S of S for .Air.
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force with ihe A-bomb, capable ol piil\t*risin^ Russia itsell ami
eliminating the Red Air Force at its bases”.

Slessor pointed out that “since 10-17 the Chiefs of .Staff and 11M

Government had adoptetl for planning purposes (iiu hiding

and development) the assumption that a Russian atta( k might
1957, and that if it came earlier (which was not considered likc l\) "t*

should have to do the best [we could] with what we had”. I Ic* expic“ssed

the view that there had been, and still was, "a tendeiu \  to g<> far too

fighter-minded. The Western Union (;ominanders-in-C ;ihef had prodiu c*d

a plan which in my view seriously neglected the bomber, and at a

meeting in Paris the previcjus August I had succeeded in getting a

considerable increase in the proportion of bombers to flghteis in the

plan which was subsequently adopted by .Sll.M’F..  1 he R.AF were* the

only people (apart from the Americans) who could make am serious
bomber contribution to NATO The \aliant had not flown, but wc'

placed a small order off the drawing-board'. Ihe only other bet was the

Canberra, and we ordered as many as we could get to build up a

first-line force...in the UK, all for the support of .SH.\PF.”“.

The account which follows traces the development
medium bombers — Vulcan and Vhetor to the B.!U5/ l() .Spc*c if u ation.

Valiant to B.9/48 - and a subseejuent chapter that of the (lanbcM i a light

bomber, whose origins were rather more complex, as will be explained.

Early in 1946 the Air Staff had drafted a recjuirement for a long-

range bomber, unarmed and with a 2,(K)0nm radius of ac tion. .Although

this OR remained in draft form, it is interesting as showing the trend

of Air Staff thinking on a high-altitude, high-speed bomber, very much
on the lines later formulated in the ORs which led to the \'aliant, \’idt an

and Victor,

This long-range bomber reejuirement (OR2SO) asked for a landplane

capable of carrying one 10,0001b bomb - that is, an atomic bomb' — to a

target 2,000nm from a base situated anywhere in the world. Fliis

aircraft would be required tcj attack targets at great distances inside

enemy territory; assuming that it wcjuld be plotted by radar and other

means for a large part of its flight, it had to be capable of avoiding

destruction by making attack from ground- and air-launched weapons

difficult. In order to achieve such comparative invcdncrability,  it had to

have a high cruising speed (500kt was envisaged), manoeuvrability at

high speed and high altitude (cruising at heights from .‘U5,()()() to

50,000ft) and capacity for carrying adecjuate warning devices to detect

the approach of ground-launched weapcjns and opposing aircraft, and

eseaic h

come 111

of the R.Af

The initial Valiant order, for 25 aircraft, was plat ed on ‘.1 l eh .51. The V’it kers (i(iO
prototype made its first flight on 18 May that year f rom Wisley.

Canberras were not deployed to (iermany until the latter half ol 1 ‘»5 1, when the build-up
of the Canberra force in the UK was nearing its peak.
^ORIOOI (see previous chapter) specified that the bomb was not to exteetl lO.OOOlb in

weight.
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oxiniiiv fuse exploders and missile jamming
)t the btnnber was not to exceed

deleiisi\e apparatus like pr
de\iies. Maximum all-up weight

2()()OOOll). ,,f this reuuirement. which was issued in
1 here were several diatts oi i j . ●.

The Ministrv of Supplv at first refused to accept it,
fif fit lilt, but at least one manufacturer thought it

to build an experimental

I.;,If.sc.I. mocld ,o i„v.-s,i«au- .cclvnamic p.ol>lems. Thejse, hmveven
. „o, ,tu- onlv cimi.cKic-s. u was estimated that the resultant attcraft

o.OOOmI take-off run to clear a mi barrier, thereby

DeieinlHM 19 fb.
tonsidenug it to<» t
tould be met and was given a contract

were
would ret|uire a
nosing problems of ruuwa\ length.

Mtitmieli was net piceeded with, heeattse tts requirements
were lo.md uuac.eptalile at the time', its impot tauce lav iu the fact that
the prac tic tthilitv ,,l jet hcmihers was accepted. ●●In IHdti. the chotce that

helcue the .\ir Stall was elite cil deciding between an armed
relativeh low altitudes and

lav

piston-engined bomber, operating at
relativelv 'low speeds, and an unarmed verv-high-nving. high-speed jet
bomber ! be decision was a difficult one to make. .After prolonged and

●fill consideration, however, the .Air Staff decided in favour of the

unarmed jet bomber. . .
The Operational Requirement

OR229. was first circulated iu draft form on 7 November 1946.
Broadlv. it differed little from OR2:iO except in the all-important

aspects Of range and weight. “ I'he .Air Staff [it saidl require a medium-
range bomber landplanc capable of carrying one 10,0001b bomb to a
target l.oOOnm from a base which may be anywhere in the world”.
Further, “it must be possible to operate this aircraft from existing HB
(beavv bomber) tvpe airfields and the maximum weight when fully
loaded ought, therefore, not to exceed 100,0001b. The Air Staff is to be
informed if this weight will be exceeded”'.

Although OR229 was specifically envisaged as the carrier of an
atomic (lO.OOOlb) bomb, it was to be capable of carrying a 20,0001b load
of conventional high-explosive bombs of lO.OOOlb, 6,0001b or 1,0001b
sizes. Fhus, if a decision had not subsequently been taken to develop
and produce atomic bombs in Britain, the new bomber could have gone
into service as a carrier of conventional bombs. The lO.OOOlb “special”
bomb bad larger dimensions than its HE equivalent  - a length of 24ft
2in and a maximum diameter of ,5ft as against the same length but a
maximum diameter of ,Sft 4in.

cart

which led to the RAF V-bombers.

'  It was fvfimiallv ( antt-llcfl on 17 .September l‘ir>2. the DOR(.\) notiee commenting that
it lia<l been “in abesance lor some time".

- Paper on Polu \ for Bomber Development (DRP(-t‘.l).v8). <i May "The R.AF did not
wait to beat whether .Attlee's ititier ('.abinct had ratifieti the decision that the UK should

‘go lUH leat '. belore it slat ted to lav plans m biiiltl aircraft as 'delivery vehicles' for nticlear
bombs. .As a result, three new \'-bomhers were being readietl for deployment by the end of
the l‘l.")Os" (Soils /uckermati - Moiiki-w. Mrii inid Missiles: An Aiitohiogivphy 1946-SS:
Collins. 1<ISS).

'  .All-u]) weight of the Lintoin - svhicb the jet btmibers were to replace - svas 82.0001b.
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The new bomber differed from its wariimc prcdetc ssors in four t liii f

ways: it had jet instead of piston engines; ii bad no guns for
self-defence: its five-man crew were all accoininodaied c lose logeiber:

and their compartment was pressurised for Ingh-aliiiudc- fl\ing.

Another completely new idea was that this crew cal)in should he-

jettisonable, “provided with parachutes to reduce the falling speed lo a

value at which the occupants will be unhurt when hitting the ground

while strapped in their seats”. This emergency escape t ecjuireinent was
not in fact fulfilled, and the alternative added that "if suc li a jetiisonaljlc-

cabin cannot be provided the seats must he jettisonahle"'.

OR229 was discussed by the Operaticjiial Recjuirements (iommitiee
on 17 December 1946, when the Committee also had ()R2:i() hefoie it.

The chairman (Air Mshl Sir William Dickson. \'C.\S) and the c hief

MoS representative (Mr SScott-Hall, P/D'rD“) explained tlie signific anc e

of the two requirements, and also what was envisaged as to tlu'ir

practical realisation. Thus VCAS said that while modifications to the

requirements might be found necessary as

examination, the Air Staff would prefer that they should go forward,

accepting such delayasmightari.se owing to tlie necessity of developing

flying scale models.

In fact, OR230 did not go forward, only OR229 being put out as a

Specification by the Ministry of Supply. What P/D  I D said at the'

meeting on both requirements proved to be exceptionally prescient —

that after a good deal of discussion in the Ministry "tlie conc lusion had

been reached that the long-range bomber, tlie all-up weight of which

would be in the region of 200,0001b, and have swept-hack wings',

represented too great an advance in design to be entertained at the

present juncture. Considerable research and development would be

necessary - including, in all probability, the construction of liall-scale

flying models. He therefore recommended that consideration should be

given to the medium-range aircraft, holding the long-range i ec|uirements

in abeyance for a time”.

He added that his remarks regarding the long-range aircraf t were to

some extent true of the medium-range bomber, but  a mcne conventional

type of aircraft could be designed, at .some sacrifice in perf ormance, as

an insurance against failure to develop suitable aircraft to meet the f ull

medium-range requirements. He explained that what he had in mind

was a three-phase development. Firstly, what he would call the insurance

type, which would replace the Lincoln; then the medium-range bomber,

which he referred to as the long-term prcjject; and thirdly the

long-range bomber which he regarded as a very long-term prefect.

In the event, four types of jet bomber were built to .Specifications

based on OR229: Shorts’ B. 14/46, which did not prcjceed beyond the

result of detailed

‘ In the event, only the pilots’ seats were.
Principal Director of Technical Development (,-\ir).

^ OR230 made no mention of this design feature.
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●ati Oiamed Sperriii) being buili;|)rot(K\|)i- stage. onl\ two aim
\ ic kers' IS "interim elass ’ \ aliant. Inst of ihe V-bombers to be
otdet ed and the th st t<> entei service w ith RAF Bomber Command: and

the .\\To X’nlt an and Handlev Page X'ictor versions of B.35/46.
After OR229 had been discussed bv the Operational Requirements

(a)ininittee on 17 December H)4(i the approved OR was i.ssued on 7
[anuar\ D.M7. and on the following dav - bv coincidence the day when
the (ien 16.3 .Ministers decided to authorise the development of atomic
weapons (S Januarv 1U47) - the Ministry of Supply started to send out
lettets to various companies inviting them to submit tenders. These
went from Mi S .Scott-Hall. IVD l Df-A) (Principal Director of Technical
Development) (.Air). MoS, to technical directors and chief designers—
Mr R S Stafford (1 landlev Page) on the 8th. Sir John Buchanan (Shorts).
.Mr I I.lo\(l (.Armstiong Whitworth). Dr .A F Russell (Bristol) and Mr R
Chadw ick (.Avro) on the Oth. aiul Mr W K W Better (English Electric) on
the 1.5th'. .Suhsetiueiulv. on the 24th. four companies - .Avro. Armstrong
Whitworth. English Electric and Handley Page - were invited to tender
lor the supph of prototype aircraft to Mo.S Specification B.35/46, based
on the .Air Staff Operational Rct|uircment OR229 fora medium-range
bomber. .Six companies — the four just mentioned plus Shorts and
X’ickers-.Armstrongs - prepared technical brochures to Spec B.35/46.

The foul companies — .Armsming Whitworth, Avro. English Electric
and Handlev Page - were invited to tender by 30 April, and on 28 July a
Tender Design Conference was held'. This recommended that an order
for a prototype of the .Avro version of Spec B.35/46. and for a flying
model, should be placed; and. additionally, that either the Armstrong
Whitworth or the Handley Page version should be ordered, with a flying
model, after further investigation by the Royal .Aircraft Establishment,
Farnborough. This investigation would include high-speed wind tunnel
tests of Handlev Pages crescent-wing design — “following which a
choice" would "be made between this and tlie Armstrong W'hitworth
design"'.

At the Operational Re(|uirements Committee meeting on 17 December
1946, w hen .A.SR No OR229 for a medium-range bomber was discussed,
Mr .Scott-Hall had said that a more conventional type of aircraft - one
wiili straight instead of swept-back wings - could be designed, at some
sacrifice in performance, as an insurance against failure to develop
suitable types to meet the full medium-range requirements. In
fulfilment of this "insurance" policy another Specification, No B. 14/46,
w as issued by the Ministry of Supply on 11 .August 1947.

This spet ificaiion was based on .Air Staff Requirement No OR239 for

'  .\s it )ia]>|KMU-<l. tlif liMifis wliit h wfin to tlic two iilliinately siiccc.ssful coiucnders both

bc^an. "Mv (k-.ir . .
' On ‘2.'> |ulv Sit 1 rf<k-ri< k Han(llf\ Page h;ul written to Ml Scott-Hall a letter headed

“(aest eiit ainl Delta Wings", giving reasons wliv his conipanv “considerd but turned down
the delta wing".

' rite .AW.A tailless design was subse<inentl\ ruled otit as tin.tcceptable.
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a Medium Range Bomber ‘‘Insurance" Aimaii. issued in |.iim;u\

1947, which began as follows: —

“The Air Staff have set out in their Re(|iiireineni NO the

details of a medium-range bomber which thev would like lo ha\c‘. This

requirement, however, is a severe one and will nec essitate* an aii t t alt

with swept-back wings and other features which ate at ptiseni
somewhat unconventional and not proved'. I he .Air .Stall theielore

require an additional aircraft built as nearly as possible to Rec|uireinent
No OR229 but constructed on more or less conventional lines, so that it

could go into service in the event of the more exac ting rec|uiri‘inent

being held up or delayed an undue length of time.

“This requirement for an ‘insurance aircraft should theieloie he

read in conjunction with OR229, which provisions should In* met in all

respects except as follows...”

These exceptions referred tcj weight (to he kept dow n to 1 lO.OOOII)

or if possible 120,001b when fully loaded, to enable the aii c t ali to

operate from existing heavy-bomber airfields); speed (tnaxinuini
continuous cruise at 435kt at heights of .S.5-.5().0()0lt); climb and ceiling

(ability to reach 45,000ft after flying 1,500 miles - relei eiu es to heights
of 50,000ft in OR229 were to be taken to lead 45.()00lt); and also to

take-off performance and flight with one or two engines stopped.
Even as early as August 1947, however, doubts were being expi essc'd

in the Ministry of Supply as to the ability of the Shorts’ bomber to nu-et

even the OR239 requirements. On the ISth D.M.ARI) (Director of

Military Aircraft Research and Development) (Mr J  K Seibv) wiote to
ACAS(TR);-

“It has been apparent for some months nenv that the Short B.I l/ KS

design will not quite meet the performance recjuiremenis written b\

DOR in OR239 and incorporated by us as the .Appendix B  in

Specification B.14/46. The advisory design conferenc e on this aeroplane

was held on 10 July and we are now fairly clear on the probable extent

of the deficiency....

“I consider that Shorts have made the best job they c an ol this design,

and it is no discredit to them that they have fallen a little short on

performance. DOR, however, is feeling rather conscious of these

shortcomings and, at the ADC, somewhat naturally declined to revise

' The first operational swept-wing aircraft were the .Sovic-i amt L S tigliu-i s the Miti-I.-J.
which first fiew in the latter half of 1947, and the North .Amei i< aii .Sabre (F-SC)) which first

flew on I Oct 47. The first successful British operational swe]>t-wing istte. the Hawkei

Hunter, made its maiden flight on 20 Jiil riie Snpermarine .Swift, onieretl as an

“insurance” against the failure of the Hunter, first flew on n ,Aiig .">1 : it proveil iinsncc essful

as an intercepter. The US equivalent to the British V-honihei s. the six-engined swept-wing

Boeing B-47, made its first (prototype) flight on 17 I)e< 47. ‘ The XB-47 was the first large

jet-propelled aircraft to be fitted with swept-bat k wings atid tail stii hues" (}nm \ AN (hr

World's Aircraft, 7957-54). The U.SSR first flew  a four-enginerl jet homliet. the 11-22. which

had a high-mounted tapered wing and podded engines, on 24 |ul 47. hut onlv the pmtotv pe
was built. The Soviet contemporary of the V-botnbers was the lii-IC) "B.idger". f irst seen

during 1955.
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his writU'ii jJi'rtorni.uuc ivtjuirt'nu'nis On our side we feel that we

should make- the position jtei feeth dear that there are these differences.

... that tlie aeioplane is tlie host we can offer at the moment, and that

... we .It e j;oiiu> ahead with our order for prototypes on this basis."

report on future defence

leseai c h |)olic \ ' at its lueetitig oti 8 .September HM7 the comment was

made ou Spc-c ificatiou that “when OR229 was sent to the

MiiiistiN of ,Suj)|)l\ the\ wanted us that the liigh speed would involve

much reseaich work and that there tnight be long delays in getting

satisfactorv airtiaft flving. I hev therefore advised us to write a

retjuiiemetit lot att airctaft with a top speed of 435kt and a lower

ceiling so that a tnore cotiveiitiotial straight-wing design could be used.

This design would he cotnpleted as ati ‘insuratice’ against delays in the

t\pe. hut would oulv he put itito production if these delays

became set ions. l’n)totvi)e should llv about H)31/5.'r.

rile mailt ditfeieiices between .Specs B.14/4B and B.35/46. affecting

the t\pe ol aircraft to he desigtied. lav in the height and speed
re(|uireim-nts. B..3.5/4(i had to he able to cruise at maximum continuous

cruising powet at heights of frtmi 35.000 to 50.000ft at a speed of
5()0kf. it had to c ruise at 50.000ft with a full load less two-and-a-half

bout s’ f uel. B.14/4(i had to he able to crui.se at maximum continuous

Cl uisiug powet at heights of from 35.000 to 45.000ft at a speed of
390kt: it liad to cruise at 40.000ft with a full load less one hour’s fuel.

Ill othei respects, like range, radius of action and bomb load, the

rccjuiremeiits of the specifications were identical,

riii ee companies - .Avro. Handley Page and Shorts - were given ITPs

(Intention Id Proceed, marking the official contractual start of design

work, although this had alrcadv been going on for some months) by the

Ministry of Supply in December 1947 - Shorts for the B. 14/46

“insut ance ” bomber and .Avro and Handlev Page for the B.35/46.
I here seemed to have been more confidence, at the time, in Avro’s

delta-winged versioti of the advanced requirement: for a Ministry of

Supply tneeting in November 1947 recommended that they should be

given fitiancial cover, while official approval was not forthcoming for the

Handley Page crescetit-winged design until an Advisory Design
(amference on 23 December 1947. In that month it was forecast that

A \' Roe could start production by mid-1955 and Handley Page by
mid-1956.

On 17 .September 1947 P/DTD(A) (S Scott-Hall) and DOR(A) (Air

C;drc f (i Pike) had visited X’ickers-Armstrongs at Weybridge, Surrey,

When the .Air (louiuil considered

' DRFiaKl'iM - Kiimtc Dcffiuc' RfstMii h Police - Report to the Minister of Defence - Brief

.SntmiiiiiA of Researc h ;ukI Deeelopinent Projects now incliicied in the Operational

Rec|uirements which liave heen put to tlie Ministrv of Supple (Folder IDt)/.A20(Pt 2) on

Science and Delencel. Koui tepes of hoinher evere listed: OR22t) (B.'53/46). OR2:50.
()R2;5‘I( B. 1 1/1(1) and ()R 1 !l‘l( B.:5).
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and a report signed by the former gave this a( ( »nmt ol tlu ii \ isit:

“In preliminary discussions DOR(A) and I had agieed that in.isimu h

as the long-range bomber is by far the most impurtani item in out

future programme we should re-examine the possihilitx <>1 pronediiig

with interim types to Spec B.SoMb to take a j)late in the programme

between the Short B. 14/46 and the atlvanced t\pes envisaged, mu h as

the HP crescent wing and the Avro delta wing B.;h")/4(i. We agreed that

this would be in line with the policy proposed In I)RP(
“We accordingly dfscussed with Fahvards'. who («)iisi<lers the dif lk nlties

of a delta or crescent wing will be very great. \ ic kers have now made an

examination of such a project and their work lulls endorses Kdwards'
views.

“We asked Edwards to reconsitler his Ii.;i.')/4<) proposals' on the
following basis:

/. Avon or .Metro V'ickers F9s ’ instead of the Napiei 1.2/1(> which it

was agreed would probably not be deseloped in time for an
interim bomber even if it is ordered. . . .

2. All-up weight 11.5,0001b />/// with tandem whei4 anangement

(4ft wheel centres) on the unrierstanding that this allows

existing heavy bomber runways to he used.
3. Total bomb load limited to 10,0001b (third (iOOll) bomb

eliminated).

4. Cabin jettisoning not re(|uired'’.

5. The discarding of any items of ‘luxury' e(|uipment whit h cause

special embarrassment such as cloud and iollision warning.

“Edwards will submit new proposals on these lines.

“DOR and I agreed that Fetter of English Klet tric should be invited to

resubmit his proposal on the same lines."

These thoughts were conveyed in a letter to (i R Edwards on 7 Oc tober

1947 from DMARD (} F. .Serby). English Elccti it (W F, W Fetter) were also
asked for a statement on further studies of the B.S5/ Ki ret|uirement.

Thus by the end of 1947 three medium bomber types based on

OR229/239 were in the design stage; but the Air Staf f were t learly not

happy about the procurement situatitjn, and this dist|uiet was expressed

by the VCAS (Air Mshl Sir William Dickson) when he summarised the

position in September 1947:-

‘ From MoS files 7 .■\ircraft 1.505 Medium-range li«>mbei
Policy Pi I.

* Defence Research Polity Committee report t>f :t0 jidv l‘.M7 - "one or more iiiiei iiietliaie
types.. . may well be necessary".

■* G R (later Sir fieorge) Edwards, then < hief tlesignei at Wevln itim-.
■' Vickers were one of the six companies whi< h suhmiitetl te< hni« al Inot Imres.

The development of this engine was taken over in 1‘MS hv ,\i tnsirong .Sitldelev Mtnoi s
and it became the Sapphire.

The original retiuircment, for the complete pressurised t tew t ahin to he jettisoned itt an
emergency and to float to the ground under parat hiites. was ahandoiietl owittg to the desigti
and constructional difflcullies it involved.

l.ong-tettti Design leihtiiral
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"...uc have set the Miiiistrv of Sujjply two main tasks in the

ptodiution of leplaeeinents for the Lincoln [he wrote to the CAS.

MRAF Lord ledderj. The first is a long-term replacement...a bomber

which will have the approximate performance of 3,350nm range at

La.OOOft at .aOOkt. In our specification we have said that it is desirable

that the all-up weight of this tvpe shtiuld not exceed 100.0001b and we
have stressed that this aircraft should be able to operate from existing

heavv-boinher airfields', lb meet these requirements it is inevitable that

we must venture intt) revolutionarv changes in aerodynamics. In other

words the delta wing. .\t the current rate of research and devlopment

it is unlikeh that an aircraft of this performance will be ready for

prodiu tion inside eight vears. fenders are...to be placed with Handley

Page and .\vro.

' .\s an insurance against the possibility that the firms in question will

not he able to solve the aerodvnamical problems involved in the

production of this new tvpe of bomber, we have asked the Ministry of

.Supplv to build a bomber of conventional design with a reduced

performance of not less than 3..35()nm at a height of 40.000ft and a

speed of 4.35kt. While this reduced ret|uirement is less than we think to

be essential, we cannot afford not to have a replacement for the Lincoln
w hich is iilread\ olisolescent if not ob.solete.

“ Ib meet our rct|uirements for this ‘insurance* bomber, the Ministry

of .Siipplv have already placed an order with Shorts. We are not at all

happy alxiiit this, because from what we know, the Short design is very

unimaginative and its estimated performance is already dropping below

the .Air Staff figures I ha\e quoted above. From our knowledge of the

work of this firm it is probable that the performance will drop still

further, w Inch is verv serious bearing in mind that we do not expect to

get even this ‘insurance* type into production inside 6—7 years. We also

know that since the Ministry of Supply have placed this order..., two

further designs have been submitted for this ‘insurance* specification;

one from English Electric' and the other from V'ickers. From what the

Air Staff know these designs are superior to that of Shorts. On the other

hand, the.se two alternative designs are based on  a new jet engine, which

is still on the drawing board, whereas the Short design employs an

engine which is much fiirther advanced in design...**’

Such uncertainties about the medium bomber programme led to its

being thoroughly reviewed towards the end of 1947. In the October-

November issue of the Air Ministry Quarterly Liaison Report, reflecting

the situation in (say) early September, the summing-up had been

' \'(..AS s (omim-Mis lovctcd papt-is «)f 21 .Aug 47 bv DRPS(.Air) (.AVM R Ivelaw-

( diapinan) on "l.iinilalioii in all-iip wciglit of laiulplane aimafi for the Roval .\ii Fone" and

"Limitation on lengtli of runways".

KF. were already engaged in developing the B.:W4.i (C.anberra) high-altitude bomber.

’ In the c\ent. both the .Short S.A.4 .Sperrin (B.14/4(i) atid the Vickers Valiant (B.9/48) had

R«)lls-Rovte .Avotts, although the secotid piototvpe Valiant was otiginallv due to be powered

bv .Armstrotig Siddekw .Sa|)phires.

.0 1
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complacent, though there was an inipli(aiion that all was iun wi ll:-

“The Short bomber B.14/4b is proceeding according lo pl.m. 1 lie

mock-up conference has now been held and also the .\d\isor\ Design

Conference. Orders have also been given to procc-ed with iIk- Amo

bomber of delta wing design, and also with the Handles Page- cn st t-ni

wing design. The Handley Page design was subjec u-d to wind tunnel

tests at the RAE and these proved cpiite satislac tors. Woi k is now

proceeding on the design of both these bomliei s.

“In view of the great importance of the botnbc i. howi si i. the .\it

Staff are now considering a contract for set one mote ses sion of the

same specification...".

In the next (January-.March I‘MH) A.MQI.R this fourth — ■ insin atu c* '

— version of the medium-bomber rec|uiretneni made its a|)|)earaiu c*. as

a result of re-thinking by the ,\ir Staf f:-

“As mentioned in the last Report a complete tesiew of the Ihnnhei

Programme has been made in vicsv of its gre-at importance-. It has hc-c-n

decided that another type of bomber should he hnilt to hridge the- gaii

betsveen the conventional medium-iange bomhei - the .Shot t B. 1 1/ Hi —

and the two more advanced types which base been orcletecl frotii

Handley Page and Avro - the Design studies ssete letc-isecl

from a number of firms and that of \’ickei s has lieen judged to he- the

most promising and a ccjiitract is about to he placed lor protots pes of
this aircraft. The V^ickers medium-ratige homhei svill base- a still air

range of 3,350nm carrying a bomb load of lO.OOOlhat a spec-cl of about

465kt and height of abcjut 45.000ft. It svill sseigh apjnoximatels
110,0001b and this will be distributed on a multi-wheel undercarriage.

...The aircraft will be powered by four Rolls-Rovce .\voti engines and

will start with an initial sweep-back of 20° on the outet-platie w ith the

possibility of increasing this in future development to .30'^ atid latei 42°.

The inner section of the wing is swept back to 42° itiiiialh '. '

Further comment on the V'ickers design was made in the 1040 (2nd)

edition of SD573 (Future Aircraft and F.cjuipment), where it was stated

that “since the first issue of this publication (Septetnher 1047) it has

been decided to order prototypes of a third botiihet to the B.35/4(i

specification. The general features are not so advanced as the Handley

Page and Avro versions. By accepting some reduc tion in pei fdniiance it

is hoped to avoid the lengthy period cjf development assoc iateci w ith the

advanced designs. The anticipated performance, however, shoidd be
better than the ‘Interim’ Class bomber B. 14/4(i".

Vickers received a prototype ITP (intention to proceed to the

construction of prototypes) ccjntract from the Ministrs of Supply in

' When on 6Jan 48 the DRPC; (I)cfciue Researc li  v (ioininiltcc-) lu-lrl its first tnc-cting

it "endorsed the proposals for atcclerating ami strciigtlu-niiig  tin- lu-aw homhet

programme". One of the suggestions made was that Canada might In- im itt-d to imdi-i take

the production of an interim homher prototype to Spe< B.:f")/4(i (File
Long-range Bomber - 1 1.58).

Future of the
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April I‘MS and a contrac i lo build two prototypes - delivery to be made

"as early as possible" - in February l‘M‘>. A specification for the \’ickers

\ersion of ()R22‘.b Specification No was issued on 19 July 1948.

.Shorts. bowe\er. onl\ received an order for two prototypes, which

they built and flew. Fbev had originally been invited to tender for the

design and manufacture of these on 18 January 1947 and started

design work in .March of that year. B\ September they had a sizeable

work force engaged on the programme and on 11 December 1947

ret eived an I I P from the Ministry of Supply. This was followed by a

contrat t on l‘> February l‘.MS for the design, manufacture and supply

of two protot\pes — the first of which flew on 10 .August 1951 from

.\ldergrove airfield. Northern Ireland.

While the Short S.\.4 Sperrin (as it was known) was being developed,

however, the \ ickers B.9 version — two prototypes of which had been

ordet ed in Februai \ 1949 — had been taking shape and the Air Staff

considered that it would have a better performance than the Sperrin.

.Summing-up the medium bomber situation in the autumn of 1949,

.\( ;.\S ( FR) (.WM (; B R Pellv) gave the follow ing comparative figuresh-
B.14

4:U)kt

2,900nm (8,85()nm
with tanks when

cruising speed
is 420kt and

height over

target 87.600ft)
40,000ft

B.9

(a uising speed

.Still air range

445kt

8.850nm (4.350nm
w ith overload tanks:

speed and height
not affected)

48.700ftHeight over target
465ktSpeed over target

He went on to sav that

“in examining the re.search and development programme of the

Ministry of Supply, with a view to imposing financial cuts", it was

suggested that the B. 14/46 could be abandoned now in view of the

progress made with the B.9 and its improved performance over the
B.I4....

"The Air Staff has...been asked to state its views on the possible

abandonment of the B.14. At a meeting held at the Ministry of Supply
on 1 1 October, 1 said that we could do without the B.14 for the following

reasons. If the long-term planning dates to which the whole of our

programme is aimed are still valid... there is every reason to hope that

one of the B.85 designs will be available in time, but... we still need one

earlier type with which to re-equip Bomber Command, to practise the

technicjues inv(jlved in long-range operations at such high altitudes and

' Minute to V( ..\S (l.MAI .S(i/.A( ..VS( I R)) of M On 49.
- Ibid.
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lo be ready ai the same time as the special boinli. Ncvei tlieless. onK one
type of aircraft would be required, and I feel sure (hat die B.‘>. in view

of its performance, offers a far better solution to our pr»)hlem. (he oiil\
disadvantage being that it is six months hehiiul the li. 1 1. .Although the

B.9 is of more advanced design than the B.ld, the im l eased knowledge*

gained lately on swept-back wings and other high-speed toinplic ations
leads to the belief that no major troubles neeel to he expet ted with the
B.9 and, therefore, production of that aircraf t coultl stai t eat iv in Id.AB

if need be and would, 1 understantl, match up with the |)rodiu tion of
the special bomb.”

ACAS(TR) said that he had told (;.S(A) (Air .Mshl .Sir .Alec Corvton)

that “we can agree to stopping all further development tin the B.M”

and asked for confirmation of this poliev.

In the event, no production order was placed for the .Sperrin. which

made its first public appearance at the SB.AC Flving Displav at

Farnborough in September 1951. Suhseciuentlv. both prototypes were

used for various trials, including ballistic trials of the Blue nanuhe

atomic bomb in April 195.S from RAF VVoodhridge. The first protot> pc.
VX158, was eventually scrapped in 1958; the second, \’X Mil, had been

scrapped the previous year.

The Vickers bomber built to Spec B.9/4H, the \aliant, like all the

V-bombers, had a distinctive design: a shoukler wing (in which the

engines were hou.sed) with compound sweephack. aiul a  tailplanc

mounted halfway up the fin. Internal fuel, in the fuselage and wings,

could be supplemented by large under-wing tanks.  I he airc raf t was

powered by four Rolls-Royce Avon RA.28 Mk 204 turbojets, each gi\ ing
10,0001b (4,540kg) static thrust; and take-off couhl he assisted hv two dc

Havilland Super Sprite liquid-propellant rocket motors in jc*ttisonahlc
pods under the wings',

Four Valiant variants were produced and entered scrvii c: the B. 1, the

bomber version; the B(PR).l for bombing or photographic reconnais

sance; B(K).l flight-refuelling receiver aircraft for honihcr or tanker

roles; and B/PR(K).l flight refuelling receiver aircraf t for bomber, PR
or tanker roles. As will be seen. Valiants were the initial ci|uipnient of

the V-force and pioneered and performed all its roles apart from the

carrying and launching of powered bombs. 'Fhey were used for the

air-dropping tests of Britain’s atomic and hydrogen bombs and the>

equipped the TBF (tactical bomber force) committed to Saceur

(Supreme Allied Commander, Europe).

The Valiant was the most quickly produced of the three \'-bomber

types. From the issue of an ITP (intention to proceed) to V'it kers on 16

April 1948 and their receipt of a production order for 25 aircraft on

' R.ATO (rockct-assistccl take-off) was originally considered to be a retniiremeni for the
V-bombers, particularly for operations from dispersetl airfields, but when the thrust of their
engines was doubled (from 11,0001b in the Vulcan and Vioot B.ls to 20.0001b in the B.2s)
the requirement was curtailed (,Air Count il meeting No 17 (.AO). 2:l |ul\ .")<)).
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^Vhnl;^^\ P.l'il lo tlu' arrival of ihc firsi B.l for No 138 Squadron at

(iasdon on 8 IVhruarv the uliolc process took just two months

uiuler seven vears. partiv due to the fact that the aircraft was ordered

●●off the drawing hoard"*. It was also the onlv one of the three medium
homhers for which no flving scale tnodels were huill. and \’ickers were
uni(|iie in maititaining good relations with their customer, whereas at
times those between the' Roval .\ir Force and their other contractors—

partic niat l\ ovet alleged delavs — became acrimonious".
■ \vro and Handle\ Page hatf received an official go-ahead for their

designs to the B..3.^Af(i Specificalioii during November 1947. Writing on
S Decetniter of that vear in a note headed "B.35/46 - Avro and HP

designs". 1)M.\RD (Mr j K Serhv) recorded that "ITPs have now been
issued to both .Avro and Handlev Page to enable them to go ahead with
the design of proiotvpe aircraft as well as fiving models. This is the
official contractual start of the design...". What had led up to it was
l ecalled in some briellng notes prepared for AC^AS (OR) (Air Cdre H
Satterlv) when he visited .Avro's factorv on 16 May 1952:-

"The draft OR229 for a medium-range bomber was circulated on 7
Xovemlici 1946. The ORC (Operational Requirements Committee) was
held on 17 Decemfier 1946 and the approved OR was issued on 7
[anuary 1947. .Armstrong Wliitworth. English Electric. Handley Page
and ,A \’ Roe were invited to tender by 30 .April. The Tender Design
('onference was held on 28 Julv. This conference recommended that an
order lot the prototvpe of the .Avro design of the B.35/46. and a flying
model, should be placed. .Additionally, either the Handley Page or the
.Armstrong Whitworth should be ordered with a flying model, after
further investigation bv R.AE. Nothing much happened until a meeting
at the Ministrv of Supplv in November 1947. This meeting
recommended that financial cover should be given to A \' Roe’s. An
.ADC (achisorv design conferencee) was held on the Handley Page
version on 23 Decetnber and bv 9 January 1948 we were advised that
token sums of monev had been granted to cover ITPs issued to A V
Roe’s and Handlev Page. In the same month it was forecast that A V
Roe’s could start production by mid-1955 and Handley Page’s by
mid-1956”.

Armstrong Whitworth’s proposal was rejected because of the
companv’s absorption at that time in the AW’52 tailless designs, and
liecause the MoS did not seem confident of its ability to tackle an
operational requirement. The English Electric proposal had been
turned down because that company was already fully committed on the
B.3/45 (Canberra) specification.

' \\ t iiinj» in I't.'i'i. tlu- tluMi ('..AS (MR.AK Sii J«ihn Slessoi) recalled that when defence
expeiuliuiee was dranialicallv iimeased after the Decetnher 1930 meeting of the North
Atlantii Coum il in Brussels, new tvpes of aircraft were ordered in quantitv. "The \ aliant
ha«l not llown. hut we plat ed a small order ttfl the drawing board. . . .".

■ .\hont half the tost of A'aliani procurement was paiti for under the L’S Militarv .Assistance
I’ll igramme.
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It was on 19 November UM? that the MoS sent Haii(Ile\ l’a,i;e a

contract for two prototypes, and on the 27tli it was aj^ieed that an I I P

should be issued to A V' Roe to cover tlieir tlcsign of the If) hoinhei

and two flying models (Avro 707s). The forecast of dates f«n w lu n the

two companies could start production proved to he pessimistii ;  in fai t

the Vulcan came into RAF service during lOafi and the \ ii toi din ing

1957 - the former nearly nine years, and the latter lu ai 1\ ten \eai s.
after the initial contracts were issued. .Mo.S .Aimaft Spci ifkation .No

B.129P for the Vulcan B Mk 1, to cover prodiution of the i\ j)e. was

issued on 25 September 1952, and a reprint (incot porating amend

ments) on 1 September 1954.

Two aspects of the original design requirements for the \ -homl)ei s'

which were later to cause controversy weie the exihision of self

defensive armament and the attempt to proviile a com|)rehensive crew

escape system.

OR229 in its first version (published as an .\|)pendix to .Specification

B.35/46) said unequivocally: “The aircraft will rely upon speed, height

and evasive manoeuvre for protection against interception. It will not

carry orthodox defensive armament, therefore, hut will he eiphpped

with early-warning devices to enable effective avoiding manoemres
to be made, radar countermeasures to deflect a beam on w hich a

controlled weapon may be launched against it, and equipment to cause

premature explosion of proximity-fused weapons”. Howevei. in the

second issue of OR229, dated 19 January 195.3, this reijuirement was
modified to read: “When a suitable installation becomes available the

aircraft may need to be equipped with rear armament. I hercforc basic

structural and aerodynamic provision is to be made hit its retrospective

fitment ” Then the third i.ssue of OR229, dated 2 |u

reverted to the original policy; it simply said: “No provision need now
be made for rear defensive armament”'.

This change in the requirement had undoubtedly been made in

deference to opinion on the Air Staff which did not like the idea of

crews being sent over enemy territory without anv guns to

counter-attack intercepting fighters. Such feelings were reflected in a

paper of 6 May 1949 by the Director of Operational Requirements (Air

Cdre G W Tuttle)^ in which, writing about the “Basis of Unarmed
Bomber Decision”, he said:-

“In 1946, when the Air Staff examined the policy for f uture bombers,

the practicability of jet bombers was firmly established and a decision

had to be made between continuing to use piston-engined bombers or

1954,le

* Which got their names in 1952: “Decided Oct 19.52 that the A V Roc version of the B.:V>
should be named Vulcan, following Valiant and preceding Victor, thus making a 'V' class
of medium bombers...." (Unsigned pencilled note in fde on .Aimaft .Nomeiulaturc -
ID3/94/8 (Pt D).

ORI116- Rearward Defensive Armament for Bombers - was c am died in 19">:U

* "Policy for Bomber Devit” (DRP(49)58).
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s Whit lifvt'r tvpc was decided on. each would have

same range. This meani that the jet bombers would

liigh and fast. I’ision-cngined aircraft would.

ad()j)(inyr j^.| l)oinber

*>0 callable of the !

inpcllcd to ^ ^ tapable of much lower speeds and heights, and

' .vK cva,.ins auack. Thev would du,s
li... „ , , , I, ined- On the other hand, no form of armament

‘‘H*n exisled or'ipfH**"'^'*' c«evelop which could be fitted to jet
'^‘>mbcM s lb u could n.)t (●>' added weight and drag) so greatly reduce
'I'ci, pcM fonn ince (unless ibev were made verv large) as to make them
" lu.llv iiu amble of achieving the reciun cd minimum range.

"Unis in l‘M(i. the choice that lav before the .\ir Staff was one of
‘It'eidinu’ between an armed piston-engined bomber, operating at
’●elativelv low altitudes and relativelv low speeds, and an unarmec^.
'crv-high-flving. high-speed jet bomber. The decision was a difficult
uue to make After prolonged and careful consideration, however, the
Air Staff decided in favour of the unarmed jet bomber....

'AVhile the Air Staff are convinced of the correctness of the decision,
satisfactorv to send our bombers over enemy

be C(

In C(

U cannot be regarded as s. .
lerritoi V without am form of armament whatever. This is a question
"hidi is under constant di.scu.ssion in the .Air Staff. Until recently,
however, the chances of successful evasion have been thought to be very

Ihgh and the possibilitv of developing any form of armament for the
bomber that would iu)t unacceptably reduce its performance has
aiJpeared remote. A little while ago. however, it was concluded, from

being made into the problems of developinginvestigations that were
a supersonic fighter, that the possibilities of doing so before 19o/ were
thstinctly better than they were at fi rst thought to be. While this may
bring some comfort to us from the point of view of our own air defence,
it has increased the Air Staffs latent uneasiness about the future
bombers having no means of self-protection. The Air Staff could not,
therefore, ignore so significant a change in one of the principal factors
involved in bomber development policy. C:onsequently the matter was
re-opened with the Ministry of Supply to see w hether any developments
had occurred since it was first decided to adopt jet bombers, which

form of self¬
might make it possible to give these bombers some
protection, which would not have such an adverse effect upon their
performance. . - ●

“In the light of the.se new factors, it is the view of the Air Staff that
research into the possibility of arming a jet bomber without prejudicing
its primary function should be vigorously pursued, and that, should a
possible solution to this problem emerge, they would attach great
importance to the rapid development of prototype equipment. . .”.

for self-defence were ever fi tted to theIn the event, no guns
V-bombers, although there were strong feelings in the Air Staff about
arming them. In a minute of 7 April 1949 ACAS(TR) (Air Vice-Marshal
(] B R Felly) had put forward arguments for continued re.search “into
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the possibility of arming a bomber without j)rcjiuli( ing its priinars
function", as a matter of Air Staff policy. In this (ami also in ad\ot ating

target-marker versions of the B.14, B.9 anti B..S">) he

ACAS(Ops) (AVM C E N Guest) and also by DCAS (Air .\lslil Sir Hugh

Walmsiey), who said on 13 April: “I have never been liapjjN alxnit the

unarmed bomber policy, nor do 1 consider that this polk\ should he

accepted as final”. He was supported, in a minute of the following da\ to

PS/VCAS, by the Scientific Adviser to the .Air .Ministi v (Dr R (.ockl)iM n)
who considered that “research on . . . defensive armament must . . .

continue”'.

The other problem, that of emergency escape for new members,

particularly at low level, was never satisfactorily solved and was to cause

controversy throughout the whole period of V-fdree oj)erations.

particularly when accidents occurred in which the two pilots were able

to escape by means of their ejection seats but the rear crew menihers

were unable to get out of the aircraft.

When OR229 was approved, and issued early in HM7 with the

Specification No B.35/46, it said unecjuivocally under the heading

“Emergency Exits”

“The complete pressure cabin must be Jettisonable. Such a cabin imist

be provided with parachutes to reduce the falling speed to a value at

which the occupants will be unhurt when hitting the ground while

strapped in their seats. If such a Jettisonable cabin cannot be pnn ided

the seats must be Jettisonable”.

However, in the second i.ssue of OR229 (19 January 1953) this

original requirement had been modified and now read:-

“When Jettisoned, the canopy above the pilots’ seats [ie ejector scat s |
must leave the aircraft under all conditions of accelerated flight and fall

free without damage to the remaining aircraft structure. .A separate

emergency battery must be provided for the escape facilities which arc

dependent in the first instance on electricity.
“The crew' members other than the pilots are to be provided w ith an

escape exit which protects them, during the process of abandoning the
aircraft, from the blast of the airflow”.

The reason for this change was that the manufacturers had found it

impossible to fulfil the original requirement for  a Jettisonable pressure

cabin. When an advisory design conference on the B.9/48 was held on 4

June 1948, the difficulty of developing a completely jettisonable cabin

in time for the prototype w'as discussed and Vickers’ chief designer,
Mr G R Edwards, said^ that the structural difficulties in providing

ejection seats for all the crew' were too great; the extra space required

would prejudice the design of the cabin canopy. As a result, the require

ment w'as re-worded: Specification B.9/48 for the V^aliant, dated 19 July

1948, said: “A completely Jettisonable cabin is desired. If this is not

supported b\was

‘ File on .Air Staff Policy for Future Bombers (1D9/.A. 10).
Minutes (7 Airft 3458).
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pnu iicalilc. an angeincMits should be made for good emergency escape

means for the crew". .\vro’s chief designer. Mr W  S Farren, wrote to

DM.ARD earlv the following year (8 February 1949): "there is no doubt

that the provision of [cabin Jettisoning) in a manner which we feel could
command both vour conficlence anti that of those who would use the

aircraft, is ver\ difficult, and would certainly involve a considerable

increase in complexitv and in structure weight. ..  . I am ... concerned at

the real difflcultv of solving a problem of such  a novel kind at the

the manv other problems which are vital to the success of the

same

time as

project. . .". Design development by Handley Page of a jettisonable crew
cabin for the \ ictor continued, however, until 1951. On 10 May, DDOR

wrote': "we wish the development of the jettisonable cabin on the

Handlev Page B.85/40 to continue. On the other hand we would not

wish [its] development to delay the second prototype". Eventually, even

the Handlev Page effort in this direction was abandoned.

L'nfortunately. the problem of emergency escape from the V'-bombers

was highlighted by accidents earlv in the careers of these aircraft. When

the \ aliant prototype (WB210) caught fire during engine relight trials

on 12 Januarv 1952 and the crew abandoned it. the pilots ejected and

the rear crew members baled-out through the hatchway. The co-pilot.

●Scjii Ldr BHD Foster. Bomber C'.ommand liaison officer at V'ickers, was
killed as a result of striking the fi n after ejecting - the aircraft was in a
descending turn, fhe other crew members landed safely.

During 1951 there had been criticism of the pilots' ejection seats in
the \aliant as being uncomfortable. On 13 August the AOC in C
Bomber Command (Air C:hf Mshl Sir Hugh Lloyd) had written to the
Ah' Ministry (.AC.\S (OR)) to say that a pilot’s endurance on them was
"something of the order of one-and-a-half hours". At that time, as was
pointed out in a reply to him on the 30th, the jettisonable cabin was still
“under development". One of those who attended a meeting at Martin
Baker Ltd on 3 September, to discuss the comfort of ejection seats, was
Scju Ldr Foster. His succe.ssor as liaison officer after the V'aliant accident,
Stju Ldr R (i \V Oakley, substantiated his opinion that the pilots’ seats
were "verv uncomfortable".

Flic fi rst R.AF \ aliant to be lost - indeed the fi rst \-bomber in service

to be destroyed in an accident — was WP222 of No 139 Sqn, which on
take-off from Wittering on 29 July 1955 suffered  a runaway aileron trim
actuator and struck the ground in a steep de.scending turn. One
member of the crew (the signaller. Pit Off A R Lyons) baled out through
the entrance door, which had been Jettisoned, but was killed. In its
report the Caiurt of Inquiry recommended that "further investigation
be conducted into the general problem of abandoning Valiant aircraft
when the aircraft is in an unusual attitude, as in this case; also to see if
the arrangements for the crew cannot in .some way be improved. At

Ref
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present the fact that it is so difficult for the creu to ahamloii aii 11 af i i<>

some extent negatives the provision of ejector scats for the pilots".
The second Vulcan to be delivered to the RAF (XAHU7) crashed on an

approach to London Heathrow on 1 October H>ob at the conclusion of

what had been a most successful "showing the flag" visit to Australia

and New Zealand, code-named Tasman Flight. The t

D R Howard and Air Mshl Sir Harry Broadluirst, .\OC in C Boinlier

Command) ejected successfully but the four reai crew members were
killed, as the aircraft was at such a low altitude there was insiif flt ient

pilots t.S(|n I.drwo

time and airspace for them to get out through the exit hatchwav and use

their parachutes. Controversy over the provision of eniergeiu \ escape
facilities for V-bomber rear crew members continued until the late

1960s, as will be seen in subsequent references.

At the heart of the V-bombers was their navigation and bombing
system - NBS Mk 1, which in the 1952 issue of F.SD 575 was tlescribed

in the following terms:-

“This navigation and bombing computer is an electronic computer of

groundspeed and drift, and ground position. Its purpose is to take the
load off the navigator by performing continuous automatit dead

reckoning of position, and to improve the accuracy of blind and visual

bombing, making use of the navigational information so obtained.

“It obtains the information on wind speed from

navigational source including H2S . . ., and its output is bombing data

on the radar display or on a visual sighting head, and navigational data

in the form of ground position in latitude and longitude.

“The visual sighting head is capable of giving vector or tac hornetric

solution of the bombing problem. The complete equipment, less

cabling, is expected to weigh approximately 8001b."

Because of the sophistication of their equipment  - the NBC

(as it became known - navigation/bombing computer), pressurisation,

turbojet powerplants, radar self-defence, all-weather landing aids and

aerodynamic design for operations at great heights and airspeeds - the

V-bombers took a long time to develop and get into service: no wonder,

considering the complications of their design and construction; but

there was never any move on the part of the C;overnment to cancel

them, as there was with its missile projects. The> were a

availableanv

svstem

quantum leap
in technology compared with their predecessor the Lincoln, a develop

ment of the Lancaster. Gone were the propellers and gun-turrets,

gone the isolation of individual crew members, gciiie the tailwheel

undercarriage: the nosewheel, so grudgingly adcjpted by the British

compared with the Americans - indeed, apart from the Armstrong

Whitworth Albemarle, not at all until Jet engines became the

was an understood feature of the Operational Requirement for the

V-bombers. The wings were swept back to cope with much higher speeds

and altitudes and the wing area greatly increa.sed: indeed the delt;

norm.

i-
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" inK«l Av,„ V»Ua.. «as <losc ril>c<l as having ●■vim.allv no fuselage"'.
r«) issisi them in oveiroming acrod\namic problems m hitherto

nnexplorcd areas ot flight, both manufacturers of the more advanced
u pcs of \ -homher - Avro and Handler Page (who went for a

n est cut wing sitape) - built firing scale models: Arro built and flew four
707s aiul Handler Page the HPS8. which unfortunately crashed, killing
tlic test pilol - as did one of the 707s. But in general neither the \’ickers
^■aliant nor the .Arro \ ulcan and Handler Page \ ictor. encountered

problems in dcrelopment. a tribute to the Air Ministrr/MoA
supervision and to the manufacturers responses and skills.

One problem which arose during development was that of weight -to be rer\ much heavier than

serious

the fnew our-jet bombers were going
wartime predecessors, and a ceiling of lOO.OOOIb was set if Bomber

to operate from existing hearr-bomber
their

Command's new trpes
airfields. “I cannot help feeling". C:AS wrote to \'CAS on 19 September
1947. “that the trend towards very large and heavy aircraft is an

oxtremeir*dangerous one. . .: . . .br accepting these proposed increases
weight we tie ourselves to long and verv heavy concrete runways, of

which wc can onlv hope to have a verv limited number, and in so doing
gravciv limit the mobility of our striking foice —

●As w ill be seen, however, this mobility was never limited - as a result of
the dramatic contribution made bv the aero-engine manufacturers to

were

m

the \'-bomber programme.
During development the powerplant of the \'-bombers - a crucial

feature in giving them the range, height, speed and take-off performance
which were retiuired - increased greatly in thrust from that originally
specified. Thus the B.9/48 X'aliant fi rst flew with Rolls-Royce Avon
RA.3s of (5.5001b thrust but went into service with Avon RA.14s of
9.5001b thrust, fhe prototype B.35/4(i \'ictor had Armstrong Siddeley
Sapphires of 8,000lb thrust but production versions had Sapphire Sa.7s
of 1 1,0001b thrust. Similarly, the prototype B.35/46 Wilean flew with
Rolls-Rovee Avon RA.3s of 6,5001b thrust (like the fi rst Valiant), but

from the second prototype was powered by Bristol Olympus engines of
9,7501b - increasing in power on production versions to Olympus 101s
of 1 l.OOOlb thrust. 102s of 12,0001b or 104s of 13.0001b thrust, all in
the Vulcan B.ls. These engines were all newly developed: the Avon, in
different versions, was used in other military aircraft like the Canberra,
Hunter and Scimitar, and in civil airliners like the Comet and Caravelle;
Sapphires were used also in Gloster Javelins, and the Olympus was the
progenitor of (x>ncorde’s powerplant.

In mid-1952 the B.35 programme was accorded special priority.

'  I)( :.-\.S t<i S of ,S. .ifter the X'ulcan .'Uficlent .at Heathrow on I Ort ,a(i.

re<ldei/l)u kson eorrcspoiKleme in Folder (1158) on the Future of the Long-range
Boniher. .^MQl.R for )an-Mar 51 reports on "inediuni hoinber airfields...now in progress
of (oiisti IK tion” as "being providerl with a runwav of t>.000ft length bv 200ft width with
an oven tin at either end of 1.000ft”.
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along with that for Glosier F.4 Javelin all-weatiu i  llgliu rs. ilie Caljiiiei
deciding on 12 June that - subject to detailed IVeasiiiA ai)|)K»\al - an
order for 50 should be placed'. However, a decision on die grant <>l

special priority to the B..S5 programme (as the .Minister .Snppiv liad
urged) was postponed until after the review which was to lie made of the

defence production programme".

During the latter half of 1954 the number of \ ictors and \ nlcans on

order was substantially increased: the .\ir Ministrv Quarterh Liaison
Report for July-September 1954 noted that "orders have been plac c-d

for a further 32 Victors and 32 Vulcans. bringing the numlier of eat li
type on order to 57”.

When the Air Council discussed progress with the  \ -l)oinbers at its

meeting on 20 January 1955'^ DCA.S (.Air .Mshl 1 (; Pike) reported that
the Valiant had now been released; two were awaiting colleition. the
next three would be available in March and thereaf tei deliver\ would he

at the rate of three per month. The first \’ulcan was expected to lie-

available in a year’s time and the V’ictor in 1H months.

Referring to the two latter types, C:A (.Air Chf Mshl .Sit John Bakei)
said that the Victor “still needed a great deal of assessment”. While he

felt that aerodynamically it would prove a success, Handle\ Page wei e

“showing a good deal less enterprise than wete .A \’ Roe with the

Vulcan”, Avro were “making substantial progress” amd "displa\ing

marked willingness to develop well-thought-out improvements and to

enlarge the scope of their development work". He commented that in

the MoS this was felt to be “psychologically a valuable opportunity of

illustrating to the industry the importance, in relation to the price factor

and the need to avoid time-lags in production, of the lewards and

penalty principle by placing an order for ten or 12 \ ulcans additional to

those already ordered”. The Council agreed that C.A should explore

this possibility further with DCAS.

On 21 October 1955 S of S (Lord De L’Isle and Dudley \’C.)

approved a proposal that orders should be placed for an additional

24 Vulcans and 18 Victors'*. By mid-1956, according to papers jirepat ed

in the Air Ministry at the request of the Minister of Defence for
submission to the Chiefs of Staff ’, the numbers of the three types of
V-bomber ordered were 92 Valiants, 75 Victors and 89 Wtlcans (plus 18

sets of long-dated materials). At that time, according to an Air Ministry

' CC(52)59th Conclusions, Min 5 (in VCA.S Defence Programme I‘r')2/r>.‘» - .M IB file

ID9/11/4, Pt 1). See also AUS(A)/CAS minute. 21 Jun .^>2. in I D:V942/r.. Pi 2 - \'ic ioi7ViiU an

(B.35) Development & Production.
CC(52)59lh Conclusions. “Byjuly 19.52. although neither of the prototypes had flown, a

production order was placed for 2,5 each of the B.3"> series airt taft.. (Sotne notes on the
Avro Vulcan... - Brief for AC.AS(OR)'s visit to the firm iti )ati r>:C) I he Vnkan flew foi the

first time on 30 Aug 52 and the Victor on 24 Dec 52.
* Air Council Conclusions 2(55). Review of the .Air Staff Reseat < h and Developttieiu

Programme-November 1954 - AC(54)73. Note by DC.AS.

AHB file 1D3/942/5 Pt2 Victor/Vulcan (B.35) Development aiul Ptodtn tion.
^ COS(56)26 4 and 5. See ID3/901/6 (Pt 2) Medium Bomber Force-Size ( attnposiiion.
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Nou- of 1 1 julv l‘J3(> on the Si/c of ihe Deterrem. the ultimate size of
the MBF was to he 200 instead of the 240 origionally planned'.

.Sulisc(juentlv the total was 1S4. including a front line of 120 Mk 2

Wdeans and \ ictors. These figures were to be the subject of many
and much debate between the Services and the Ministries in the

mid- and late-1050s~.

The three types of \ -bomljer which emerged from  \ ickers. Avro and

Handlev Page were arguablv the most impressive and beautiful military

aii ci af t e\et designed in Britain atid gave splendid service to the RAF.

.\lthough the \aliant was in service tor less than ten years it was metal

fatigue, not am design failure, which caused its withdrawal from

operational use and the scrapping of every aircraft except one-XD818.

which dropped the first British thermonuclear bomb on 15 May 1957

in the Operation Chappie trials from C'.hristmas Island and has been

preserved. The \ ulcans and \'ictors continued in RAF service for over

80 vears. long after the role for which they had originally been designed

— strategic nuclear deterrence - had been handed over to the Royal

Navy.

1 iiese three aircraft had two design features in common - wing

sweepback and “buried" (as opposed to "podded") engines, giving

them all exceptionally clean lines. Because the \’aliant was produced to a

less demanding specification — B.9/48 — as has already been described,

its aerodvnamic sliape was tiot as dramatic as that of the X’ictor and the

X’ulcan. Its wing leading edge had compound sweepback. and the

wingtips and trailing edge were both straight. The four jet exhaust

pipes of its .\voti engines protruded above the trailing edges of the

wings and the tailpline was set clear of the efflux, halfway up the fin.
The \ ictor and X’ulcan can be directly compared as both were

designed to the same Specification, B.85/46. Handley Page adopting a

crcsccm-wing and .Avro a delta-wing configuration. This led to marked

differences elsewhere in the shapes of these two aircraft. The X’ictor’s

leading-edge sweepback was compound, like that of the X'aliant, but its

wingtips were rounded and the wing trailing edge had a backward

sweep, the onlv straight portion being where the jet pipes protruded.

The fm and tailplane added to the dramatic appearance of the XMctor

design, for the tailplane - repeating, both fore and aft, the sweepback of

the main wing and itself as large as a jet fighter’ - was set right on the top
of the fin.

By contrast, the X’ulcan was a pure delta shape, like a huge paper dart,

with no fuselage to speak of. only the pressurised crew compartment

protruding in advance of the wing area - which housed engines,

weapons and fuel. Its leading-edge sweepback was graduated, coming to

a point at the trailing edges, which were straight, apart from the

protrusions of the jet pipes. Control surfaces - ailerons and elevators -

pape-rs

* an<l ■ Sfc IO;V‘l()l/li (Pi 2) Medium Bomher Force-Size Composition.

' .Span of the V'ii ioi tailplane was S2ft Sin. the wingspan of the Hawker Hunter SSft Sin.
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incorporated in this trailing edge as “di voiis"'. so tlu‘ flu uas

entirely uncluttered, giving the Wilcan a icmarkahK dt-an ac to(l\ namic

shape.

When the design of the \'-bombers. whidi bad the IhirIIi of jfi

engines and carried no gun turrets, is compared with that of their
predecessor the Lincoln the contrast is remat kable: die bomber bad at

long last become a match for fighters and had been designed t«> o\ er-fl\
missile defences-at least those of the foreseeable f ui

were

lire.

Canberra Development

Side-by-side with the medium bombers, another bomber

developed - like them, capable of higb speed at high altitude,

turbojet-powered, pressurised, unarmed, but twin-engined and with

only a two- or three-man crew and a range of l,.500nm. .A product of
the English Electric Co and subsequently named Canberra, it was not

designed to deliver atomic bombs, nor could it operate - like the
medium bombers-against targets in the .Soviet L’nion from bases in the

UK. It played an important part in the development of the R.AF

airborne nuclear deterrent force, because the original \'-bomher

squadrons all initially operated (^anberras and their crews rec eived their

first jet-flying experience on the type; but at the time of its inception

there seems to have been no clear idea of the o|)erational ie<|uiiement

fora high-altitude light bomber. In fact, the company apjieai to have
taken the initiative in putting the idea into the minds of the .Air Staff , bv

showing them a mock-up and brochure description of the jiroposed
machine. This followed discussions between English Electtic and the

Ministry of Aircraft Production in 1944 ciii a design |irojc‘ct for an

experimental high-speed bomber.

The company had been building Hampdens, Halifaxes and X'ampii es

during the war; they wished to prcxluce their own airci af t again and a

design department set up under Mr W E W Pcitei started work on a

high-speed, high-altitude, unarmed strategic bombet referred to as

a “Mosquito replacement”, notwithstanding the fact that the opera
tional scenario for which that aircraft had been designed no longer

existed. In February 1945 the firm sent formal proposals on this to the

MAP, requesting a design contract. The Ministry responded by writing

to both English Electric and to de Havilland, manufacturers of the

Mosquito, suggesting that they might like to design a successor to it.

During June, English Electric submitted a preliminary brochure on a

single-engined, high-speed, high-altitude bomber and this was passed

to the Air Ministry. The company were given a contract for a design

study and the manufacture of mock-ups.

Discussions betw^een the Air Ministry and MAP led to comments on

the proposals being .sent to English Electric during July, expressing

beingwas

' In the Mk 2 Vulcans, which had four full-span clevons in plat c‘ of ilu- ouihoai ci ailei tms
and inboard elevators of the Mk I.
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general approval but recommending certain alterations. A major

change was the decision to use two engines (Rolls-Royce Avons) instead

of the large single centrifugal compressor engine originally envisaged,

and the firm issued a new brochure embodying the changes.

In July also the Director of Operational Requirements (Air Cdre A R

Warcile) visited English Electric to discuss the proposals, a visit which
was referred to in a letter from Mr Fetter to ACAS(TR) (AVM J N

Boothman. who had recently taken up the post) on  3 August, in which
he said:-

“Vou may have heard that since joining this company to start up a

design organisation with a view to continuing permanently in the

aircraft business, we have been working on a high-altitude bomber

(nominally a Mosquito replacement although in fact much larger). I

have discussed this with Breakey” - AV'M J D Breakey, BoothmaiVs

predecessor as A(LAS(TR) - "and DOR who recently came up here to

see a preliminary mock-up and I should like, if possible, to take an

opportunity w hen next in town of running briefly over the layout with

you”.

AC;.\S(TR) responded on the following day by saying that he could

see Fetter on the suggested date (23 August), but that he might forestall

him by paying a flying visit to English Electric before then.

As a result of these meetings and discussions between the company
and members of the Air Staff and OR Directorate an Air Staff

Requirement was drafted - ASR No 199, for a high-speed, high-altitude

bomber. Based on the English Electric brochure, it envisaged an aircraft

capable of cruising at not less than 440kt at 40,000ft with a range of not
less than 1,400nm in still air. Received at the MAF during September,

this draft ASR represented the first official Air Staff thinking on the
aircraft w hich became the Canberra, and it resulted from the English

Electric initiatives of 1944-45. “The Canberra project began as a design

project of our experimental high-speed bomber in discussions between
the firm and the Ministry", it was stated in a Frocurement Executive

document (Draft Outline of MoS Frocedure for Flanning Aircraft

Development and Froduction for the RAF, with special reference to the
Canberra B. 1 and B.2); “it was not related to an OR until a later stage".

In November 1945 the MAF drafted Specification E.3/45 (later

B.3/45), based on ASR No 199, and an advisory design conference was

held; and in December the Ministry issued a contract for the design and

construction of four prototypes to Spec E.3/45, based on the English
Electric brochure of July and the draft OR (ASR No 199). Then on

3 January 1946 the Operational Requirements Committee, bringing

together representatives of the Air Ministry, MAF and Bomber

Command, discussed the requirements for a high-speed, high-altitude

bomber (ASR No 199) and approved details of OR No 199 which was
issued in March 1946 and resulted in the Canberra.

This chronology clearly shows that the Canberra stemmed from an
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English Electric initiative, fostered by the Minis(i \ of Ain rati I’n)dii‘

leading to an Air Staff Operational Rctjuirenu iit. In tati. alu i ilu* OK
had been issued’, ACAS(TR) wrote to the AOC in (; Bomber (;omn>i'iicl.

on 29 March 194(3“, to explain the reitsoiis for it and to put it it****
perspective of the bomber programme: —

“...the aircraft under discussion |he explainedi is being bnili b\ the

English Electric Co, not as a private venture, but in response t«» a .\l.\l’

specification based on requirements prepared bv the Air Staff. It

evolved as an operational aircraft and the re(|uii emenis uei e not l)ased

entirely on technical considerations as you suggest, alibougb of tom se

the employment of jet propulsion, while offei ing

advantages in speed, did impose limiiaiions in the langc- pm lot inniic e
for which we could ask

“The suitability of the V..'MAo specification should l)e examined in
relation to the bomber fleet as a whole; it must not be regaided as an

aircraft intended for the whole sphere of IjoiuIkm emplovmeni. It

appears impracticable, and it wouhl certainly fie unecononiii al. to co\ei

every role of our bomber forces with one type of aiix iaft. and out

intention is to provide two types - a long-range l)oml)er. the pt imai \

feature of which will be long range at very high  c ruising speed, and

a much smaller bomber with a relatively modest range l)ut a ver\ high

cruising speed.

“The long-range bomber is likely to be an aircraft capal)le of .a.Odd

miles’ range in still air at a speed of odd mjjh or more and a fioinb

capacity of 20,0001b or less. Such requirements are likely to produce an

aircraft of well over 100,0001b gross weight, and although such a typv*

may be the primary bomber of the RAF, it would obviously be

uneconomical to employ it for the many tasks at shorter ranges w hich

will undoubtedly be required. A smaller aircraft is therefore indicated,

even though only a small proportion of the total force ma) l>e etpiipped

with this type. It then becomes possible to take advantage of the smaller

size and shorter range to obtain even a higher speed than is possible

with the larger aircraft’*.

“...Air Staff requirements for the E.3/45 bomber have delilierately

limited the role for w'hich the prototype is being designed to

high-altitude operations and completely ‘blind’ bombing in order to

concentrate technical effort on the most difficult problems for w hich

msidei ablet <

' On 8 March ACAS(TR) had written to the Controller (jf R&I). MAP. to say that "the Ait

Staff have formulated operational requirements for a high-spee<l, high-altitnde bomhei

In reply to a letter of 7 Feb 46 from C in C Bomber Cominaiul whit h iinfoi tiinatelv seems

to have been destroyed.

^ At the ORC meeting on 3 Jan 46, when the Deputy Director ot BtJtnher Operatittiis

(Gp Capt W' C Sheen) commented that for strategic bombing the range fell shot t t»l i etjuiie-

ments by approximately 1,000 miles, the chairman (AVM Boothinan) said that the aircraft

was intended to be a Mosquito replacement atid that long-range hoinhing would he a

requirement of the new bomber to be discussed later.
■* In the event, not only tvere the Canberras more numerous than the V-hoinl>et s. but the

latter were faster than the Canberras.
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soliuions arc rccjuircd —

“ The range ret|nireineiu in ihe K.3/45 specificaiion is a mininunii; as

the design progresses it is apparent that this one can be very appreciably
increased".

After further remarks on possible different roles for the type.

ACAS( I R) concluded his letter in terms which suggested that the AOC

in i '. had complained that Bomber C.ommand had not been consnlied in

the draf ting of OR 199, for he assured him that they would be consulted

in the drafting of the medium bomber reciuirement (OR229):-

"Outline requirements for the long-range bomber will shortly be

readv and this will be fully discussed with you before any order for a

prototype is placed with MAP. With the rapid advance in the

development of turbine engines it is difficult to choose the apprcipriaie

moment for establishing a specification; requirements which were

regarded as impossible of attainment three months ago are quite

j)i acticable today, and the advance still goes on. ...
‘ The high-speed bomber must be regarded as complementary to the

long-range bomber and judgment as to its value in relation to the

long-range bomber and the place it shall take in the long-range bomber
fleet of the Royal .Air Force must be reserved at least until the

specification for the long-range bomber is completed. The E.3/45 will in
am case, as you suggest, be useful for the study of the many tactical

and technical problems involved in the great advance in performance

which will be obtained by the employment of turbine engines".

I'he final sentence of this letter from .ACAS(TR) about the usefulness

of the Canberra "for the study of . . . many tactical and technical

problems” was remarkably percipient, in that the type provided
training and experience in jet bomber operations before the advent of

the V’aliants. X’ulcans and Victors, V-force squadrons of which were

nearly all initially equipped with (.anberras.

Originally B.3/45 (as tbe E.3/45 specification became known)

envisaged as a "blind" bomber; OR 199, on which it was based, stated

clearly under Bomb Sighting: “The aircraft is to be laid out for bomb

aiming by radar and other mechanical vision systems and for the use of

guided projectiles".
Unfortunately the equipment which was to give the C:anberra this

pability, H2S Mk 9, failed to keep pace with the aircraft in

development. I'he AMQLR for July-September 1949 noted:-
"H2S Mk 9 was originally required for use in the B.3/45. It has now

been decided not to put H2S into this aircraft and the Mk 9 will be used

for experimental purposes

being developed for use with larger bombers than the B.3 and

incorporating a larger scanner. This is now known as H2S Mk 9A..
On 13 Mav 1949 the first ('.anberra prototype, the English Electric

A.l. made its maiden flight; but the B.l version (the "blind" bomber,

built to Spec B.3/45) was not given a CA Release and no production

was

ca

The same basic equipment, however, is
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order was placed for it. The delay in the devchipim-in of hliiul l«)inbing

equipment made it necessary to proceetl with (level«)|>nK-nt aiul

production of the tactical day bomber version (B.2). leaving the* blind-

bombing role to the V-bombers. On 12 July DOR (Ail (;<lie (i W luttle)

wrote to DMARD (Director of Military Aircraf t Reseau li and Develop

ment, MrJ ESerby) about the English Electric Blind Bomber (B.:V lf>):-
“VCAS has decided that in view of the fac t that H2S for the above-

aircraft could not be ready before that for tlie B.h [ir the Xaliani]
.Air

jot iec|nire
without delaying the H2S for the B.9, the B.:V I.5 is no longer an

Staff requirement and therefore the .Air Staff will

production of this model of the English Electric blind bombei.

“He has asked me to request that you will ensure that anv effort

released on the abandonment of the B.3 should be applied to the

development of the B.9 and its equipment”.

Referring to the operational role of the Canberra before it entered

service (in May 1951), VCAS (Air Chf Mshl Sir Ralph Cochrane)

commented in a note to CAS (MRAF Sir John .Slessor) on 29 January

about a conference which had been held at HQ Bomber C.ommand on
the 25th-26th:-

“There was ... a tendency to look upon the (ianberra as a long-

range, high-flying bomber, and to press for ecjuipment to enable it to

undertake this role. At the end, however, it was generally accepted that

the Canberra is a short-range tactical bomber, that there is no

equipment which will enable it to hit a small target f rom lo.OOOf t. and

that it must therefore come down m a height from  w hie h it can achieve
results...”.

The change in Air Staff thinking frcim the original D.H.5 concept of a

high-speed, high-altitude bomber (OR 199) able to operate at dO.OOOft
and with radar bomb-aiming equipment, to tbe tactical day boml:)er

requirement (OR235) which resulted in the Canberra B.2, reflects a

more realistic appreciation of the original English Electric concept of an

unarmed bomber to replace the Mosquito'.

OR235 did not ask for the aircraft to carry a lO.OOOlb bomb load (as

OR199 had done), but to deliver a 7,5001b weight of bombs — in addition

to other kinds of weapon, up to a maximum of 8,0001b — and to operate

at 15-20,000ft with a ceiling of 40,000ft, rather than cruising at 40,000ft

with a ceiling of 50,000ft, as had been required by OR 199. In other

' “The requirement for this high-spcetl, high-ahitucle, iinarmccl ligiii sii airgit Ixmiher was
issued in January 1946. It was the intention that this type of airc raft should he an interim
replacement for the Main Forte bombers held by Bomber Command, pending the
introduction of the medium-range bombers, viz B.9 and B..‘l.'>.
“In July 1949, an examination showed that the H2S Mk 9/NB(; Mk 2 ecpiipment was

delayed to a date when it would be required simultaneously by both the Canberra B. I and
Vickers B.9/48.... As only one type of blind bomber was recjuired and situ c the piodiu tion
date of the B.9/48 compared favourably with that of the fully eejuipped (Canberra B Mk 1.
the development effort for the H2S/NB(^ was devoted fidiv to the B.9/1S and further
development of the Canberra B Mk I was cancelled.” (File on .Aire raft Ihodiu tion and
Repair-AHB ID/53/1/465 D of Polity (AS) 4 I I/.5.)
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words, rctjuircmcius tor ilic aircraft which eventually entered service as
tlie first C.anherra. the B.2 version, had been considerably scaled-down

from the initial concept. Its bomb-aiming equipment was also simpler.

Instead of H2S Mk 9 plus NBC Mk 2 or C'.ee-H Mk II which had

originallv been requested (and which, at the design stage, had been

tbund to add considerably to the all-up weight and therefore to affect

performance adversely) the aircraft was to have C'»ee-H Mk II. This of

cour.se limited its bombing range, by contrast with that of the

\’-bombers. to the effective available (iee coverage.
()R23.t. for a tactical dav bomber version of the B.3/45. was issued in

Februarv 1947. and the stages leading to a prototype contract occurred

during that year. In .August, an advisory design conference was held; in

October, a mock-up conference. Then on 12 November the Ministry of

Supply issued Specification No B.5/47. for a tactical day bomber version

of the B.3/45. and in April 1948 placed a contract with English Electric

for one prototype. By that date the first R.AF jet bomber, the Canberra

B.2. was within sight of becoming an operational reality.
These different versions of the Canberra cau.sed confusion, however,

even at Bomber ('ommand. On 20 September 1950 the AOC in C (.Air

Mshl Sir Hugh Lloyd) expressed “serious concern" about the new

bomber. Telling the ("AS (MRAF Sir John Slessor) that they were

“drifting into a mess" over it he said that there had originally been three

versions - the B.3/45 high-speed, high-altitude bomber, the B.5/47

tactical day bomber and the PR.31/48 PR version. The B.3/45 had been

given first priority, but becau.se “the essential blind navigation and

bombing equipment would not be available in time, there was no point

in completing the special nose for the H2S .scanner" so “the tactical
version came ahead". As a result, it was intended to u.se the B.5/47 “in

this Command for operational flying at great heights and speeds whilst

we waited for the future four-engined type.s". While this “was admirable

in every way", from that concept the Canberra had developed “from

being not only a replacement for the light marker Mosquito (B.22) but

latterly even as a replacement for the Main Force aircraft - and now, so it

seems, to about two-thirds of the total planned main force*. I feel,
therefore, it is as well to know what we are in for”.

Adding that (^AS was “aware of the magnificence of its speed, height

and range”, the AOOin-C went on to point out that, navigationally, the

(Canberra’s onb aid was Gee — it was “a hostage to Gee cover”, a

comment w hich was remarkably percipient in view of what happened in

the Suez operations of October 1956“. He added that it was possible “to

'  This was an at curate reflection of the policy described by C.AS in a minute to S of S for Air

in I‘).t2 (see page 44) when he said that, in H)51—"j2. "the R.AF were the only people (apart
f rom the Americans) wlu) coidd make any serious bomber contribution to Nato. t he Valiant

had not flown, hut we placetl a small tjrder t)ff the drawing-boartl. rhe only other bet was

the Canberra, anti we ttrtleretl as many as we could get to build up a first-line force ... in the

L’K . . . f«)i the support of SH.-\PK".

■ .See (Chapter X.
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go beyond (ice ancr by DR and visual fixt s’. ibnu^b ■ al)o\c- tiu-

overcast and at altitude at night" this would ●uoi Ik- uni ih \i r\ imu h".
The navigator could only get fixes in leaving his st at. di\esting luiusell
of all his equipment and . . . crawling through au e\( c edingh small
tunnel into the prone position” - a jourue\ whit  h was so
that some navigators had been “unahle to get out wlu n in" and had had
to be “hauled out by their feet”.

Commenting that there was "no planned hlind-l>«unliing method" lot
the B.2, the AC)(j in C concluded his I’eisonal and loj) Set rei U-ticn to
CAS' by pointing out what he considered to he "the grave i isks . . . being
taken in replacing the Lincoln as a main loKe airoplaim with the
Canberra”, which was “too ill-e(|uij)ped at present to peiiorm its task".

exhausting"

Air 8/1518 fi le.
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The Aircraft
All photographs are Crown Copyright

English Electric Canberras were Bomber Command’s first jet aircraft -
precursors of the V’-bombers. This B.2 of No 9 Sqn shows the type's
manoeuvrability

Graceful lines characterised the Canberra: a B.2 of No 12 Sqn
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Aerobatic
bombers: the
No 231 OCU
team of four
T.4s in 1956,
led by Son Ldr
F P Walker

A

Vickers Valiant, first of the V-bombers: a plan view showing compound
sweepback of the wing leading edge
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Another view of the Valiant, showing shoulder-high wing and tailplane
mounted halfway up the fin. In white anti-flash paint, this No 49 Sqn
aircraft had been specially modified for the Operation Grapple series of
megaton weapon trials flown from Christmas Island during 1957-58

m

A Valiant of No 214 Stju at Mavham being towed past Bloodhound
SAMs, deployed for low-level del'enee of the V-bomber airfields
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Enter itu* Avro X’ulcan: B.I.s of No 2!^D OCA' ;u Waddiiinmn. uiil
Canberras (’irainini' aid for ilic V-I'oirc in ilic backniouiul

Vulcan B.l at takc-ofl', with another l)cliincl it on the runway and a
third laxying
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\'\iican B. I
airl)unu\ showinif
ils clflia-wiiiif

|)lanlorm

Hoad-on aspoc i of iho \’ulcan, which had '‘virtually no lusolago
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I

\’iil( an iindiTsicIc v iew , sliow in^ ilic heat (lakiny on ilir jci pipes, llio
hilt(e wiiu' area aiul llic si/c ol' llic l)oinl)-hay

l-'our Vulcan B.2s on an ORP Copcraiional readiness plai(drm), one of
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I>()\v-lr\-fl c'ammil]aj2;i': \'iilcan R.2 XM647 of ihc Akrotiri Strike ing
Nns 9 and 3’) Scjnss o\er Cvprus in 1969

Cresc eni-wingcd \'-l)oml)cr with a high-set tailplanc: tiic Handley Page
Victor B. I
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Tlirec-quarlfr view ofiiic Victor in the all-whiu- anti-Mash paint sclu-mc

On the climb; Victor B.l of No XV Sc|n
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C lamoiillagrcl X'ii’tor K.2 XL513 of No 55 Sqii on [lie ORP. wiili lour
while \'iileans in ihc background

f''
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rlT:.

Vidor B.2 of No 139 (^Jamaica) Sqn armed with an Avro Blue Steel
stand-oH' bomb
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Command, shows that to hrin^ the effu it iu \ of ,, 1 .,,,n lo tlic

standard necessary will nct'd a vci \ j'm-.h dr.il of t ffon .md "ill t**!^*-*

time. The .Americans have hrouj^ht their Str.iie^ic \ii (.ominand to a

high pitch of efficieiuA. hut oiiK afu r sew i.il m-

have lavished upon it massive human and material

take special measures we shall not ^et \alue from the capital we are
spending. VVe certainly shall not ac hie\e o

which commands the resj)ect of our friends and
whit h

1
hii h thev.Us .  (lul lin' w

vsouKes. 1’nlc‘ss we

ur ohjiHi of ha\iiig a force

oni potenti.il enemies,
a maximum effort of

organisation was recfuired - personnel, partii ul.u K in the selei tion of

commanding officers for stations and sijuadrons.

sense of supporting hardware being introdmed for the ainraft for

which it was required, and the projier phasing

bomb-handling equipment and vehides. etc . and

services, particularly for the (ilass I airfield
mented: “we have become used (as on

V^CA.S outlined several areas I

- in thee<|uipmeiit

of ground and

spares; and works

programme. He com-

experieme with the (ianherra

force, for example, shows) to a situation in whidi units do not get all

they need for operating effuieiuA until some \ears after a tvpe has
been introduced”, aclding; "We cannot afford this with the medium

bombers”'^. He recommended that the offu ei s pai tic ulai Iv conc erned -

the Air .VIembers fen* Personnel and for SuppK and Organisation, and

the Ccjntroller of .Aircraft - should report on the* specific measures

they thought should he taken to ensure- the effic ieiu\ of the medium
bomber fcjrce.

In its discussicins on this force during 1‘.).">1. the .Air Oouncil agreed

that special measures wciuld he nc-c c-ssai \ for its c reation and that the

progress cjf its development should he spec iall\ watc hed. For this

purpose the normal machinery provided hv the Expansion and

Re-equipment Policy Ccjmmittee. the .Air Ooniu il .Standing (‘.ommittee
and the Council itself should he used.

The Chief of the Air .Staff (-Air Chf .\lshl .Sir William Dickson)

expressed the view that everything should he done* short of giving a

special priority m the medium hotnher force, hut that any explicit
declaration of such an intention should he avoided. In agreeing with

this, VCAS said that the importance of the force had been stressed in

the Defence White paper and it would soon become clear to the Service,

without any declaration in so immy words by the .Air Council, that

special attention was being given to it. I he Secretar\ of State (Lord de

L’Isle and Dudley VC) felt that it was impossible for the council to

decide whether or ncjt to give special priority to the medium bomber

1
Strategic Air Command had been established on ij  1 Marc li 1 ‘MC) as one ol the three inajur

combat commands of the US .Army .Air Forces (see the booklet Dii’ilnfiim nl «/ Stratcfric Air

Command 1946-1976, dated 21 March I‘l7lj and published b\ the Of flee of the Hisiorian.

HQ Strategic Air Command. Sec also Thr Hntor\ of tin- I S .\n li»n\ b\ David .A .Anderton
(Crescent Books, New York. 1981). pp 1 :Uaff

However, it did occur in the case of the Valiants; see sid)se<|ueiit c haptei on the Suez

operation.
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force until it had had an opportunity to consider the specialised reports

from the members responsible. But he thought that the principle to

adopt was one under which staff's at all levels concerned with work

directlv or indirectly connected with the force should give their first

attention to matters concerning it. subject to this causing the minimum

of distraction from their other tasks. It would probably be as well for the

council to avoid making any statement of policy: they should let their

actions speak for themselves.

The sort of problems the council considered in 1954. and asked for

reports upon, were those of personnel - getting the right men in the

right place; for example, first-class Group AOCs should be chosen and

effective teams built up under them - and training, particularly the

matter of keeping aircrew together for a considerable length of time

w ithout disruption by postings for any reason, including promotion. As

far as groundcrew were concerned a great deal had already been done,

in co-operation with Bomber Command, towards screening technical

ground staff. On this point. CAS stressed that the council “should be

quite clear that they were concentrating on the medium bomber force
and not on Bomber Command as a whole”.

.As far as equipment was concerned, the council considered that

extraordinary measures - particularly in the provision of spares, for

example — and “extraordinarily expensive measures” should not be

considered unless the situation itself became extraordinary.

In his paper. VX'.AS said that although Government approval had

been given only for an establishment of 144 medium bombers plus 16
PR aircraft, and a firm decision on the total numbers to be purchased

was not expected in the immediate future, the Air Staff must continue

to plan for the size of force outlined in Plan “K”. This was a revised plan

for strengthening the RAF. superseding Plan “H” of 1952; it was aimed

at preserving the spirit and ideas of the “global strategy” concept‘

despite cuts in defence expenditure. Under it. the Air Staff hoped there

would be 200 medium bombers by the end of 1957 and that they would

ultimately reach a strength of 240~.

Referring to equipment, VCAS said that Treasury approval had been

given ’ for the purchase of 229 aircraft, including both bomber and PR
versions, 115 of them — 90 bombers and 25 PR versions — being Valiants.

Any reduction in final size of the planned force of 240 aircraft would

mean that it would contain a higher proportion of Valiants, which had a

poorer performance than the Vulcans and Victors. He said that all three

types had suffered from development troubles, and there would also be

‘ The Chiefs of Staff Report on Defence Policy and Global Strateg>’ (.^nnex to COS(52)361).
approved by the Cabinet Defence Committee on 9 July l9.o2. had propounded the doctrine
of nuclear deterrence.
' A total never in fact achieved, as will be shown.

■’On 9 Sep 1954 the Chancellor of the Exchequer (Mr R A Butler) had agreed to the
placing of orders for a further 32 Vulcans and 32 Victors (Medium Bombers - Future
Ret|uirements (1D3/942/9 Pt 1)). 25 of each type had already been ordered.
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delays in production of some items of equipment, such as the NB( .

(navigation and bombing computer) Mk 2/H2S Mk 9. Red (iarier

tail-warning device, autostabiliser and autopilot, \'SA (visual sighting

attachment) and radio countermeasures ecjuipmem. With one or two

exceptions, like test gear for the \B(7H2S, the provision of ground

equipment for the medium bombers was satisfactory.

VCAS expressed some reservations about the suppiv of bombs; he

said that by January 1955 the V^aliant would be cleared to carr\ “onl\ the

10,0001b HC, the 1,0001b MC' and 1001b practice bombs", and of these
only the last-named would be available. The l(),0()()lb MC bomb" w hich

the Valiant would be cleared to carry by the same date was "fat from

ideal in its present form” and had “many undesirable features”; it

should be transportable over any distance by surface and ait ’ and lie able
to remain on an aircraft for at least 48 hours without inspection.

He also expressed concern about the provision of synthetic opera

tional flight trainers; the Service had little experience of the use

them, but the ‘‘vastly increased capital and operating costs of new types

of aircraft” made them an obvious requirement. They were expensive —
approximately £150,000 each. Three Valiant OFTs had been ordered

but were a long way behind scheduled delivery; the prototype was

expected to be installed at Gaydon by the end of Februarv 1955 iintl a

further three to six months would be required for initial adjustments

and for training instructors. Prototype V^ulcan and V'ictor OFTs had
been ordered^.

Complaining of a lack of effort and insufficient priority, said

that the medium bomber force had been accepted by the Cdiiefs of Staff

as the “primary weapon in the national armoury”, but it had not been

accorded the necessary priority to enable it to reach an efficient

operational state as quickly as it could. Many of the delays in design and

development of items of aircraft equipment could “presumably be
avoided if sufficient effort were devoted to them”; there was a shortage

of scientific personnel and money for R&D.

Referring to the high standards set by Bomber Command for aircrew

- particularly pilots and bomb-aimers - in the MBF, VCAS commented

that the pilot requirement could be met initially by taking the best pilots

already in the command; later, calls would have to be made on other

commands. As for bomb-aimers, 75 navigators who were bomb-aimers

had been selected for the MBF; all had previous experience of H2S,
and from their number the instructors would have to be drawn. The

balance would have to be made up as far as possible from bomb-aimers

of

' High capacity and medium capacity.
● ie Blue Danube.

^ ORlOOl had specified “use in any part of the world".
HQ Bomber Command informed HQ 3 Group on 11 Dec 1953 (BC/S.85837/Trg) thai

the synthetic trainer establishment for Gavdon would be one Valiant OFT Mk 1, two Link
Trainers Type D4 Mk 2 (Jet), one H2S Mk 9/NBC Mk2 Trainer Type 418. two Gcc-H
Trainers Type 99.A, one .■\MBT Mk 5 and one DR trainer Mk 3.
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who liaci conijjleted a lour on ('.anberras. Provision and training of

navigators should not be a formidable problem, he said; it was planned

to take them as far as possible from the ('anberra force. Radio officers,

responsible for the aircraft electrical systems, RCM and communications,

were a new category: a scheme for the provision of suitable personnel

was re(|uired‘.

If the MBF were to be really efficient, stability of aircrew postings was

essential, \'CAS considered. It had been proposed that “combat" and

“.select" crews should do 5'/i- and 7'/i-year tours respectively, the length

of these tours easing the training commitment and raising the standard

in the Command; the subject was currently being examined. He

thought that the highest state of morale should prevail in the MBF, as

training would be hard, domestic problems sometimes acute and tour

lengths long. Some way should be found of bringing home to the public

the fact that Bomber C'ommand had fought the Second World War

continuously from start to finish, and by so doing to restore the spirit of

prestige and greatness in the Command. Referring to groundcrew, he

considered that there would be no major difficulties apart from the

Service-wide shortage of some skilled trades: the complexity of some of

the equipment in the medium bombers would demand  a very high

standard of ability and training among the tradesmen.

W'hile the original plans for the MBF envisaged its operating from ten

C>lass 1 airfields, the development of the Soviet long-range air force,

rapid increases in the power of atomic weapons and the fact that the
initiative was certain to lie with the Russians had made it obvious that

the force was extremely vulnerable to surprise attack - so dispersal was

essential", and that raised a series of problems, such as the availability of

suitable airfields, the facilities and servicing to be provided at them, and

the possible use of overseas bases.

Other problems outlined by V^CAS were the protection of the MBF

by countermeasures, should it be called upon to operate by da); the

possible production of unmanned “spoof’ aircraft; and whether the

V^-bombers should be equipped with wing nacelles, at about £40,000 per

pair, to increase their conventional bomb-carrying capacity. He also

expressed concern about delays in development of the MBF, because no

special machinery had been set up to ensure progress. Much preliminary

work remained to be done to provide a sound foundation.

That was the situation as reported upon towards the end of 1954, and

the points made by VCAS form an instructive basis for comparison with

the first V-force summary of progress \ a copy of which was sent to CAS

' .An entirelv new groiindcrew trade. .Aircraft Servicing Chief, was introduced in the V-

force: he was responsible for the operational serviceability of a particular aircraft.

‘ "With the deployment of the first V'-bomber squadron at Wittering during July, urgent

attention is being directed towards drawing up detailed plans for the dispersal of the
Metlium Bomber Force in war. or during times of international tension (.AMSO Qtly Liaison

Report .No - Quarter ending Sep 55 - .A2S20‘h)/55).
’ A Rrvu'ir oj thf 'I” Fora' - BC/T.S 84^35, 7 Mch 55. referred to in the Introduction.
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by the AOC in C Bomber Command (Air Mshl Sir (ieorge Mills) on 15

March 1955. “Broadly speaking”, he commented, “the report slums

that, within the limits set by the late arrival of the aircraft and of

essential equipment like NBC, all concerned are getting together well in

starting training and in the build-up itself’.

At the time of this report the V-force, which got its name from a

remark made by the CAS (MRAF Sir John Slessor) in 1952', had two

Valiant B.ls at Gaydon and a small stock of atomic bombs at Wittering.

By mid-March 1955, six of the 12 Class 1 airfields' from which it was to

operate were virtually complete; these were Gaydon, Wittering, W’\ ton.

Marham, Honington and Waddington, and the aim was to have the

remaining six^ available by the end of 1957. Aircrew training had begun

at No 232 OCU, Gaydon, where first Valiant and then V'ictor crews

would be trained. Preparations were being made to convert the first

Vulcan .squadron and to form the Vulcan OCU at Waddington.

Referring to aircrew requirements, the report said that the successful

manning of the MBF depended to a great extent on the willingness of

the Air Ministry to direct the best flying officers in the RAF to it. An

uninterrupted tour of five years in V-bomber squadrons was mandatory,

though a clear policy on this had yet to be stated. The Canberra OCX’

(No 231, at Bassingbourn) would “indirectly bear the brunt of V-force

crew training”. All its pilots must have Canberra experience and must
therefore complete the OCU course; disbandment of C>anberra

squadrons had to be “slotted in” with the build-up of MB squadrons;

“. . . a great deal of latitude is required”, the report commented, “in

overbearing establishments by ranks in both Canberra and V-bomber

squadrons. The disbandment of Canberra squadrons must be coin

cident with the peak requirements of the V-force”. There was an

urgent need for training aircraft equipped with NBS; bomb-aimers

and navigators would require at least 100 hours’ experience with this

equipment before they were operationally proficient and reliable —

training on H2S in Lincolns alone was not enough.

NBS components, the report commented, noting that early Valiant

squadrons would “suffer from delays in production and Service

clearance of airborne equipment”, would not be available until early

1956. The first squadron, already formed**, w'as “unable to u.se Green

Satin, NBS, ILS or the radio equipment for one of the above rea.sons”.

RCM/ECM would not be available in effective strength before 1959, with

the exception of Window launchers, already being fitted; the forecast

date for delivery and fitting of RATOG (rocket-assisted take-off gear),

the use of which had been emphasised by the decision to operate from

' When names for the B.35/46 were being discussed by the Air Council (AC64 (52)) CAS
said that his own inclination was “to establish, so to speak, a ‘V' class of medium jet
bombers".

~ An increase on the ten originally proposed.
^ Coningsby, Finningley, Cottesmore, Scampton, Bassingbourn and Walton.
■* No 138.
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dispersed airfields', was the end of ihe first quarter of 1956.

Omitting no detail of requirements for \-force operations (“we have

tried to gather together all the salient points into one document”, the

.AO(^ in C'. said in his covering letter to the CAS), the review went on to

refer to the setting-up of electronics centres, where NBS equipment

^vould be serviced, and which would not be read)’ to service a full

scpiadron until early in 1956; to the “present opinion of MBF strategy”
that each aircraft was to be considered as an atomic weapon carrier, and

that therefore production should be adequate to allow maximum effort

for the first and second strikes; to the need for approach aids in both

directions to the main runway - at present the force was committed to

the use of ILS in an east—west direction only; to the establishment of

aircrew leaders; and to the “serious thought” that had to be given to

Bomber C^ommand reorganisation to ensure that the operational force

could be effectively controlled at all times — particularly when dispersed.

Referring to operational planning and tactics, the review said that a

study of suitable strategic targets was being made; this would not be

complete until agreement had been reached to integrate target planning

with Strategic Air Command of the USAF“. Target material and briefing

procedures were being prepared; crews would be allotted targets in

advance and the bulk of their training would be devoted to procedures

for attacks on these. As for the tactics to be employed, these were dictated

by the rigid flight profile of the aircraft and had to be pre-planned;

there might be limited tactical routeing for the Vulcan and Victor, but

the Valiant’s radius of action allowed practically no flexibility. For self

protection over “the vast expanse of enemy territory” the force had to

depend on RCM/ECM. Trials of V-bombers and fighters were planned
for the latter half of 1955, to determine the most effective defensive

manoeuvres to be used with tail-warning devices. Problems of recovery

on return from operations were also being studied; these were extremely

complex, including rapid let-down and landing arrangements, which

had to be flexible to permit diversions in the event of enemy attack
on home bases.

Other aspects of operations being considered were overseas commit

ments, which it was thought that V^aliants could fulfil more suitably than

Canberras; anti-shipping strikes, which V-force aircraft could be used

for with Green Cheese^ as a weapon against surface craft, or with their

radar reconnaissance capability employed for search, location and

identification; and minelaying - though there was no weapon which

could be dropped accurately from normal medium-bomber heights

and speeds.

' See map.

■ Talks between the R.AF and US.AF on integrated atomic operations were initially held at

the Air Ministry on 1.5 June 19.55.

’ A special anti-ship weapon under development. It was a joint Air Ministry/.Admiralty

project for a 4,0001b fully active homing bomb based on a Red Dean head and a Blue Boar
body (ref ID3/946/6 Development and Production of .Anti-Ship Weapon - "Green Cheese").
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In his covering letter of 15 March 1955 to CAS, the AOC^ in C

Bomber Command said that there were two important subjects whic h

“overshadowed everything”: one was dispersal; and the other, training

of air and ground crews. On the former, he said that the Coniniand

hoped to submit a plan setting-out recjuirements up to 1957/5S; this

was based on a maximum holding of “four atom carriers on one

airfield”, but he regarded this as too many - “we look on the plan as

the basis for getting down to pairs at the most". Extremely wide

dispersal was a “must” and could not be limited by financial or
establishment constraints; if need be, a token £10m or £20m must be

asked for in advance of detailed estimates'.

As to air and ground crew training, the AOC in C wanted it to be set

out as firm policy that aircrew and ground crew must remain in the

V-force for at least five years or possibly more. “VVe cannot", he said,

“afford any of the usual drain away because people are promoted and

wanted for overseas or for staff colleges.. .If we heed these calls we w ill

not build up and what we do get w ill not be efficient”. He expressed the

view that the summary of the Review “might form the basis for an ERP

(Expansion and Re-equipment Policy) Committee" meeting to discuss

progress, which I think might be useful before long”.

That such a development indeed occurred was confirmed by a Note

to the Air Council dated 3 June 1955 by VCAS on Deployment of the
V-bomber Force‘s, in which he said at the outset that "the ERP

Committee has been made responsible for progressing the development

of the V-bomber force”. While, therefore, not proposing to report to the
Council about all the questions which came before the committee, he

sought endorsement of a number of the more important decisions it

had taken - relating to dispersal of the force. He invited the C:(mncil to

agree that deployment in a period of tension should provide for
dispersal over ten Class 1 airfields and 45 other airfields, and to endorse

the committee’s decision that planning for the force should proceed on
the following assumptions: that the airfields needed a 2,000yd runway
and LCN** of 40; that there would be three sorties by a diminishing force;

and that there would be a period of tension, not exceeding 30 days,

when the force would be deployed and ready to operate at 1 'A* hours’

notice. Also, to approve these proposals as a basis for planning and

long-term costing, and to agree that action to implement them should

' On 11 Nov 60 the Treasury approved estimates totalling £2.1m for works services at :i(i
Bomber Command dispersal airfields (2-DM126/127/06).
^Originally formed during the war and reviewed in 1950 (.Air Council Standing

Committee Conclusions 17(50), Para 14). Its terms of reference (ERP Committee -
Constitution and Proceedings, ID3/90/4) were “to progress and co-ordinate action on the
programme for increasing the fighting power of the Royal .Air Force”.

=* AC(55)26.
■' Load classification number. Another factor in dispersal plans was the support of other

Commands; “The majority of Commands at Home will be called upon to provide basic
deployment facilities for elements of the Force" (AMSO Quarterly Liaison Report No :36.
Quarter ending 30 Sep 55).
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proceed progressivelv to match the build-up of the force.

.\s far as svnthetic training on the \’-bombers was concerned. CAS

asked whether a X'ahant flight simulator was being considered. The
Controller of .Aircraft confirmed that it was in hand and that synthetic

training plans were well advanced. On the matter of works - the

problems involved in modifying airfields to appropriate standards, the

(juestion was asked whether the Council still thought that a minimum of

ten \ -bomber main bases would be wanted - excluding those necessary

for the PR sc|uadron and the OCU. The Council considered that ten

represented the absolute minimum necessary if a medium bomber force

as then conceived was to be able to operate at all.

S of S raised the cpiestion of disper.sal. He thought that the \'-bomber

airfields would represent first priority targets for enemy attack, and

posed the question as to whether the force was going to be concentrated
at too few airfields. It would be an immense advantage, he thought, if it

could operate - even accepting certain limitations - from airfields other

than those designed for the \’-bombers. C'.AS pointed out that length of

runwav was not the only consideration to be taken into account in

dispersal airfields; runway strength and the existence of refuelling

facilities were also relevant. Plans for dispersal airfields, bearing in mind

the additional expenditure involved, were to be considered and any

proposals clarified. One further point made, by the Air Member for

Supply and Organisation (up to 30 April 1954 Air Chf Mshl Sir John

Whitworth Jones, succeeded by .Air Mshl Sir Donald Hardman), was

that changes in the forecast all-up operating weight of the \ -bombers

had recently come to his notice: these might well mean reconsideration

of airfield plans and a great deal of additional expense.

It is interesting to note that, at this stage, dispersal of the V-force,

which later became an integral part of its operations, was considered as

something additional to the ten designated Class  1 airfields. The

importance of dispersal was stressed by the AOC in C Bomber

Command (AM Sir George Mills) when he wrote to CAS (MRAF Sir

William Dickson) on 15 March 1955 forwarding a copy of A Rnneio of the
‘V' Force. “I am more than ever convinced”, he said, “that we can never

be a true deterrent force until we can really disperse. Nor can we wait

until our build-up is nearing completion; we must match our dispersal

plans to our build-up.. .”.

When the Air Council considered these V-force deployment proposals

at its meeting on 23 June 1955' it agreed that plans should provide for

dispersal in a period of tension over ten Class 1 and 45 other airfields in

the UK, subject to two conditions: a review of the number of dispersal

airfields in the light of later information about the ultimate size of the

force; and the development of the dispersal plan being geared to the

build-up of the force. It also endorsed the ERP Committee decision that

■Air Council Conclusions 11(55) (Special).
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planning should proceed on four assumptions: that dispersal airfields

required “extensible” 2,000yd runways; that subject to further dis

cussions, these airfields should provide for LCN 40; that there would

be three sorties by a diminishing force; and that, subject to review, there

would be a period of tension not exceeding 30 days during which the

force would be deployed and ready to operate at 1 '/.* hours’ notice.

The Council also agreed that planning should provide for the deploy

ment being completed within 72 hours, and - subject to points made

in discussion - approved the proposals put forward by VCAS as a basis

for costing and long-term planning.

Thus dispersal became an integral part of plans for the MBF from its

inception; as VCAS had said in his Note on deployment, “the V-bomber

force is being built up primarily as a deterrent and one of the main

objects of the deployment plan is to ensure that the enemy realises that

the Force cannot be wiped out by ten bombs on ten Class 1 airfields”.

The Air Council did not disagree with this principle; the question was.

how many dispersed airfields would be required; and the ultimate

number depended on two factors - the final size of the force' and the

cost of its dispersal^ in relation to overall expenditure on the RAF. As the

S of S for Air (Lord De L’Isle and Dudley VC) said during the Air

Council discussion, it was necessar)' “to weigh the risk that too lavish

an expenditure on the dispersal of the V-bomber force might reduce

our ability to spend money in other highly necessary and important
directions”.

In fact, the overall cost of the V-force - its aircraft, weapons, training,

support equipment, airfields® and dispersal - was
sometimes controversial, element in British defence policy during the
1950s and ’60s.

Writing of the potential tasks of the V-bomber force, the Secretary of
State for Air said in 1955’*:-

to be a major, and

Anglo-American operation.

The role of the V-bomber force will be to Join with the USAF Strategic

Air Command in (i) striking immediately and in overwhelming strength

at the arteries of Russian life — her centres of Government, production

and communications; (ii) limiting the Russian nuclear offensive by

The strategic air offensive must be an

' At that time a force of 240 V-bombers was envisaged; but under the revised Plan K (Star)
Government approval had so far been given for a front-line UE of 144 medium bombers
(Air Council Conclusions 3(55) - 3 Feb 1955).

The VCAS Note quoted the costs of a Bomber Command dispersal scheme as £25m and
of an ERP Committee scheme as £19m.

●'* On 2 Apr 54 the Treasury approved an estimate of £982.000 to bring Marham up to
Medium Bomber standard, this expenditure including hardstandings, domestic and
technical facilities (£528,000), bomb stores (£290,000), approach lighting (£10,000) and an
HF/DF station (£998) (A 42992/50, Pt II Marham, Bomber Command (VHB) Works
Services). An additional bulk fuel installation (to bring storage capacity up to 504,000 gal)
was to cost £138,000 and a pressure refuelling system £122,000.

Letter to the Minister of Defence (Harold Macmillan) on 23 March 1955. covering a
paper on the size of the V-bomber force (Defence Review - Medium Bomber Force Private
Office No 1922 Pt V).
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destnninjf her airfields and nuclear potential; (iii) reducing the sea

power of the enenn at source and supporting the war at sea; (iv) acting

in suppon of the Allied front in Europe and the Middle East. The force

must he c;ij}ahle of surviving a surprise attack and of penetrating the
Russian defences."

Referring specificallv to the offensive against airfields. S of S said that
there were ;thout 150 in the Soviet L’nion and her satellites from which

nuclear attacks could he launched against the United Kingdom. "The

priinarv objective of the British homber force", he concluded in the

sunnnarv of his paper, "must he the airfields from which nuclear attack
t)u this countrv can he launched. In the face of the thermonuclear

threat' the destruction of these airfields must he immediate. It must be

our aim to achieve this in the first sortie." Looking to a future situation,

he added: "When the threat of a ballistic rocket develops, the only

effective countet will he an immediate and overwhelming attack upon

the internal organisation of Russia; and unless by then we have

developed our own ballistic rockets in sufficient numbers and with

sufficient range, bombers will still he required."

It was against this strategic background, and its operational

implications, that S of S concluded that a force of 240 medium

bombers was "the minimum required", and made a recommendation
to that effect to the Minister of Defence.

From onuartis.
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CHAPTER V

THE UK POLITICAL BACKGROUND, 1947-1955

The years during which the V-bombers and their weapons were under

development, 1947-1955, were marked by great difficulties for Britain
in both home and international affairs. So much so that it is remarkable

that such a big military undertaking as the creation of the \-fbrce

should have been carried through with such steady detertninatioii  to a

successful conclusion - because the possession of an independeni

nuclear deterrent capability was a cornerstone of British post-war

defence policy.

The difficulties, both economic and political, arose directly from the
Second World War. On the one hand, more than five-and-a-half \ears‘

sustained conflict had left Britain’s economy in  a debilitated state; on
the other, the war had seen the rise of the Soviet Union to World Power

status and her advance into Europe. Both these factors combined

harshly in the post-war years, when the economy needed to recuperate

under peaceful conditions; for instead, new strains were placed upon it

by dangerous international circumstances - the threat of a third world

war was never far away in the late 1940s/early 1950s. It was a case, for

Britain, of ‘Qui desiderat pacem, praeparet bellum’' — certainly from
1948 onwards, after the formation of the Western Union defensive

alliance; and this saying, in fact, could aptly summarise the philosophy
behind the creation of the V-force.

Economic difficulties were reflected in the continuance of wartime

restrictions and regulations, like the rationing of some foods and of

petrol; in fact, an ‘austerity plan’ was announced by the Prime Minister

(C R Attlee) in August 1947. There was a fuel crisis in January of that

year, during an exceptionally cold winter; and for young men of military

age there was conscription, under the National Service Act of July 1947.

In fact, many of the things which people longed for with the succe.ssful

conclusion of the war-freedom from authority, unrestricted supplies of

food and fuel, the ability to live in an individual and unregulated way,

and security of existence - had not come to pass. Uife at home was hard
and difficult, and there were dark clouds on the international horizon.

The wartime Allies, having defeated one major enemy in Europe, now

faced another one of greater potential and even more sinister character,

armed with more terrible weapons; for to the ambitions and intransigence

of the Soviet Union in the post-war world had to be added her

possession of nuclear capability from 1949 onwards, and between then
and 1955 both the USA and USSR advanced into the thermonuclear

weapon era.

The other major political factor in these years was the return of the

* Flavius Vegetius Renatus (c AD 386), De Re Militari. .Alternatively, ‘Si vis pacem, para
bellum’.
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L’niicfl Stales to Europe - unlike after the First World War, when

following the \ersailles IVeatv she withdrew into isolation. In the

post-Seeond World War period, however, the circumstances were quite
(linerent; the einergence of the Soviet Union as one of the victor

nations was allied to her ambitions as the leading Communist Power,

ambitions which were strengthened bv the foothold she had gained in

countt ies of Kasiern Europe never before subjected to Communism. It

was not therefore surprising that, with all to gain and nothing to lose,

the .Soviet Union uiuler Marshal Stalin proved an intractable ‘ally’

when the drafting of peace treaties was discus.sed with the three Western
Powers. Britain. France and the United States. Even as early as 1947 the

peacetime gulf which had opened up between the wartime allies was all

too evident. "For all practical purposes the Moscow conference of 1947

[to discuss the dialling of peace treaties] marked the end of post-war

co-oiieration Ix'tween Russia and the democratic countries", wrote
Ford Ismav in his historv of Nato'. The United States, by the

promulgation of the IVuman Doctrine and initiation of the Marshall

Plan in that >ear - the former pledging support for peoples resisting

subjugation and the latter offering economic aid to war-shattered

European countries, widened rather than narrowed the rift between

Communist and democratic ideologies by these imaginative and

humanitarian measures. When Poland, for example, reacted enthusi

astically to the idea of Marshall .Aid she was quickly pulled back into line

by the USSR and her representatives forbidden to participate in the
Paris conference on the Plan. The ‘iron curtain" which Winston

Churchill referred to in the previous year' had been effectively pulled

down between western and eastern Europe.

Ehe original dependence on American nuclear deterrence, and the

need for Western Europe to combine in self-defence, were emphasised

by Lord Ismay. During 1947 (he wrote)

“the danger to the Western democracies was not only economic.

Russia had paralysed the work of the United Nations Security Council

by the abuse of her power of veto. She had armed forces amounting to

some 4'/j million men on a war footing and equipped, for the most part,

with the latest weapons. In addition, she was engaged on organising the

armies of her .satellites on Soviet lines, despite the fact that to re-arm

Roumania, Bulgaria and Hungary was a direct violation of the Peace

Treaties signed with those three countries in 1947. Finally, the Soviet

armament industries were working at high pressure.
“In face of this threat, the armed forces of the West were weak,

unco-ordinated, and drastically short of modern equipment. There

was, in fact, nothing - except America's possession of the atomic bomb

' .\alii: Till- First Fivi- )i’firs I949-'s4.

- In a speech at U'csmiinstet t'.ollcge. Fiiltoii. Missouri, on 3 March I94ti when the
ex Prime Ministei saiti that "from Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the .Adriatic, an iron
curtain lias descended across the Continent..
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- to deter the Soviet from over-running Western Kuropc. I lie oiilv hope

of beginning to restore the balance of power lay in the free Kiiropeaii

countries combining together, not only for the sake of economic

recovery, but also for the defence of their hearths and homes ’'.

Worse was to come, for 1948 saw open confrontation between the
Soviet Union and the Western Powers, with the (Communist take-over in

Czechoslovakia and the Russians’ closure of Berlin to traffic from the

West. In the face of these events the countries of Western Kurope

retaliated with the Western Union Treaty, binding them into a

five-power defensive alliance (Belgium, Britain, France, The Netherlands

and Luxembourg)'^ which formed the basis of N’ato; and, even more

dramatically, with the Berlin Airlift - which brought the United States

back into active military participation in Europe, for the transport

aircraft deployed for it were supported by F-80s in Germany and by

B-29s, based in Germany and the United Kingdom as  a deterrent force.

It is pleasant to record that, in those cheerless days of the Gold War.

when the Berlin Airlift was in full swing to keep the beleagured city

supplied, when Palestine was becoming a crisis area for Britain, when

the Malayan Emergency occurred, when a State of Emergency had been
declared in Britain itself because of a dockers’ strike, and when US.AF

bombers were back on English soil as they had been only a few years

previously in the strategic offensive against Germany, that - amidst

“wars and rumours of wars’’ - the first post-war Olympic Games should

have been held in London, symbolising reassurance in the present and
faith for the future.

The immediate future, however, saw little respite from the tense

international situation - rather, a drawing of demarcation lines between
East and West with the formation of Nato and the Warsaw Pact; a

beginning of nuclear rivalry between the USA and USSR; and the

threat of world — or even nuclear — conflict through the escalation of the
Korean War, the first conflict to involve the still-new United Nations

Organisation.

The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation effectively came into force on

24 August 1949, following signature of the Treaty in W'ashington on 4

April. Its first Council meeting was held there on 17 September, but of

more significance to Britain was its Council meeting in Brussels a year

later (on 15 September 1950) which resulted in the biggest-ever UK

peacetime defence programme - costing £3,600 million over three

years, a figure later increased to £4,700 million. Later, meeting in New

York, the Council decided that an integrated force should be created for

the defence of Nato European countries, to be placed under a Supreme

Commander appointed by Nato. That decision was implemented when.

‘ “In December 1947...Ernest Bevin decided to seek a military relationship with Western
Europe that would eventually include the United States” {Defense of the Realm: British Stratefry
in the Nuclear Epoch, by R N Rosecrance; Columbia University Press. 1968).

'■* The Brussels Treaty, 17 March 1948.
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19 December 1930, C'.eneral Eisenhower was appointed Nato

Supreme Commander. .-\i the same time, the Council took the first

steps to bring about West C'.erman participation in Nato. .After only four
vears, (ieneral Eisenhower was back in Europe heading the military
forces of the Western .Allies; but unlike the 1944 situation, the enemy of

those clavs was becoming an ally and the former ally in the East was

officiallv designated an enemy. This Nato framework was to set the

pattern for British militarv defence planning for future years, as were

the SE.ATO and Baghdad Pact treaties, entered into respectively in July
1934 and March 1933.

Behind these defensive alliances lay the great shadow of nuclear
rivalrv between the United States and the Soviet Union, which by 1953

had progressed to thermonuclear dimensions. The first Soviet atomic

explosion, near Semipalatinsk on 29 .August 1949, was significant not

only as a scientific achievement but also as ending the American

monopoly of nuclear knowledge.

When the United States decided to proceed to the production of

hvdrogen bombs', and exploded her first thermonuclear weapon

experimentally at Eniwetok on 13 November 1952 - just six weeks after
the first British atomic test in the Monte Bello islands, there may have

been hopes of a new monopoly with this infinitely more powerful and

devastating weapon. But the Soviet Union was not far behind, with her

first thermonuclear detonation on 12 August 1953. And with the

United States’ thermonuclear weapon tests in the Marshall Islands in

March 1934, the hydrogen bomb could be said to have entered the

military inventory. Its advance, Winston Churchill told the Commons on

1 December 1934. “has fundamentalh altered the entire problem of
defence”.

The nuclear background gave the Korean W^ar, which started with

the invasion of South Korea on 25 June 1950, a triply-significant

importance. First, there was the significance of conflict between

Communist and non-Communist forces; secondly, of possible war

between (diina and the United States; thirdly, of the possibility of

atomic bombs being used in war for the second time by the Americans

- with the prospect of nuclear retaliation. Yet another significant

feature of the war for the Western military world \vas the emergence of

the Russian-built swept-wing MiG-15 fighters - only effectively

countered by the American F-86A Sabres.

The Cold War, the Korean War. continuing operations in Malaya, a

State of Emergency in Kenya, the British nuclear test and the American

and Russian thermonuclear tests, the emergence of Nato and the

Middle and Far East alliances, marked the early 1950s as times of crisis

and sinister portent; and against this strategic background, with a

on

’ Noi without an agonising and terrible debate, for a brilliant account of which see The

Advisors: Ofipenheimet, Teller and the Superbomb, by Herbert York (W H Freeman & Co.
San Francisco. 1976).
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rearmament programme imposed upon an already weak cconom'. the
new RAF bomber force - an important element in the Nato arniour\ -

was steadily brought into being. “The creation of the British mulcar

deterrent force”, wrote the American historian Alfred (ioldberg.

“required almost 15 years of effort and the expenditure of tl.OOOni.

It resulted from a conjunction of military, technological, poliiital.

economic and psychological currents in 1952 that persuaded the

Churchill Government, newly returned to power, to adopt the nuclear
deterrent strateg)^ and accept the consequences. The evolutionary span

of 15 years falls into two periods of approximately equal length, " ith the

year 1952 as the watershed between the two. During the first period -
from 1945 to 1952 - the foundations of the nuclear deterrent idree were

laid and the basic decisions arrived at. The second periotl - from 195:?
to 1960 - saw the production of nuclear and thermonuclear weapons
and the V-bombers.... I

Article in International Affain, October 64 (Vol 40 No 4).
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CHAPTER VI

THE INTRODUCTION OF ATOMIC BOMBS

I'lic keynote of the Air Staff Requirement (OR 1001) for the first British

atomic bomb was simplicity. The .Air Staff, said the second issue of the

requirement (17 August 1948 - superseding the first of 9 August 1946),

“are prepared to reconsider any of the military characteristics if by so

doing simplicity of design, manufacture and maintenance can be

achieved”. Later, “the bomb must be designed for use in any pari of the

world by Service personnel who have been given adequate training in
maintenance and assembly, and to this end must be made as simple as
possible”.

Tbe weight of the weapon had been specified in the OR - it was not to

exceed 10,0001b; its dimensions had also been specified - to fit into the
aircraft bomb cell it was not to be more than 290in long and 60in in
diameter (only on diameter was flexibility allowed - it could be, and in

fact was, 62in)’; it had to be capable of being dropped at heights of
between 20,000ft and 50,000ft and at speeds of between ISOkt and
500kt; and because accommodation in the bomb cell

to have flip-out fins - an entirely new feature.

Several working parties were involved in designing the ..

part of Blue Danube" - that is, the approximately 3,5001b
structure which was to enclose the nuclear sphere and carry it down to
a target. One working party was concerned with installation in the

aircraft, another with the fuse, another with handling and transpor
tation, and another with the ballistic case and supporting structure.
Long before the Monte Bello test, at a meeting on 11 May 1948,
design of the ballistic casing was the subject of preliminary discussion

- how to enclose a sphere of 57‘/sin diameter and two cylinders, each
about 3ft in diameter and 1ft long, weighing about 6,5001b in a casing
giving good ballistic performance^. This design work was done by RAE

Farnborough and a report by its Armament Development Division on

26 September 1950‘‘ referring to full-scale ballistic trials said that 11

ballistic models had been dropped, from altitudes of bet

28,000ft and 35,000ft. These early dropping trials were done from a

was so light it had

non-atomic

\vorth of

ween

In a letter to Gp Capt C H B Bullock, DDOR2, on 2 Jul 51 Dr Penney wrote: “.\s t'on
know, R.'SiE and ourselves have recently examined the possibility of reducing the diameter of
the Mk I bomb. It %vas found that even a small reduction in diameter - con.siaerablv le.ss than
2in - would prove technically difficult and the advantages that would accrue from such a
small reduction in diameter would be of doubtful value. It has therefore been decided that
the diameter of the Mk 1 bomb will remain at 62in".

* ,\lso referred to as Smallboy.

Working Party “C”. File No .AF/CX 31/66.
' ARM.1775/F/S.AH/98. When HER Working Party “C” held its first meeting at Fort

Halstead on 28 Sep 50 and assembly of the bomb was discussed. Wg Cdr Rowlands said that

it had to be possible to hold the ball during assembly and that one lens had to be removable
for insertion of the inner component. Other Working Parties discussed Aircraft Installations

("A") the Fuse (“F”). and Handling and Transportation (“H").
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Lincoln*; the first dropping trials from a Valiant did not start until

November 1954, after the first production weapons had been delivered
to Bomber Command.

High explosive for the atomic bomb was manufactured by the Royal
Ordnance Factory at Chorley in Lancashire, and HER placed
with Hunting Aircraft, who were to handle the explosive elements and
assemble the sphere^. This was prior to the first ball being built, but the
system had been determined. The company had two contracts, one with
Woolwich (via Fort Halstead) and the other with RAE, and made the

whole of the Blue Danube centre section. They did not themselves,

however, handle explosives, but used inert replicas.
Royal Air Force planning for the introduction of atomic weapons had

begun in 1948. On 14 June that year Lord Tedder told a Chiefs of Staff

Committee meeting that he had received a suggestion from the Ministry
of Supply that training should begin in the RAF on the handling and
storage of atomic weapons. In its discussion, the committee agreed that
the slight risk to the security of information involved in carrying out
training under these two headings should be accepted, and agreed that
the RAF should proceed with such training.
Subsequently, a committee was set up to discuss and decide upon all

matters relating to the introduction of atomic weapons into the RAF.
Known as the Herod Committee^, it met under the chairmanship of
VCAS and consisted of all the senior officers responsible for the use and
handling of such weapons, like the C in C Bomber Command, DGMS,
ACAS(Ops) and DGM, etc, plus AVM E D Davis from the Ministry of
Supply, and its first meeting was held on 22 November 1948. At one of
its subsequent meetings, when storage and explosive risks of atomic
bombs were being discussed, the comparative risks were outlined of the
component parts - HE charge, fissile material, urchin (a standard
neutron source - so-called apparently because its shape resembled that
of a sea-urchin), electronic components and fuse, and detonators. It
was expected that the prototype weapon would be ready for test by
midsummer 1952, and that the issue of bombs to the RAF would start in

1953'*, and one matter discussed by the committee at its first meeting was
whether Lincolns could be modified to carry the A-bomb, should the
B.9 (Valiant) not be in service when the first was delivered. The finding
was that the Lincoln could be so modified®, though it was not possible
to give an answer to this question until the modifications necessary for

a contract

' Which were to be modified to carry atomic bombs operationally,  should the V-bombers
not be available.

^ Author’s interview with R P (“George”) Pedley of Airwork (ex-Hunting Aircraft) on
22 Jan 74.
^This code name stood for “High Explosives Research Operational Distribution” (letter

from AVM E D Davis to D of Weapons, 30 April 1951).
■* Memorandum on RAF Assembly Teams for atomic weapons (undated).
® Minute from D of Wps to ACAS(Ops), 9 April 1951. Conversion of Washingtons for this

purpose would have had to have been done in the US.
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ballisiic trials had been completed - in fact, until 1950. when notes on
the inodificaton necessarv were circulated to Herod Committee

members'.

At its meetini][ on 24 Januarv 1951 the committee agreed that

planning for the accommodation of nuclear weapons should proceed

in respect of Witteritig and Marham‘“. Later that year, on 11 June, it

made the important decision that in-flight insertion of the lube

containing the fissile components and corresponding sections of the

metallic and explosive lavers (replacing the lens assembly procedure)

should be an Air Staff requirement - for safety reasons'^.

In the two-dav defence debate of 14—15 February 1951 the Oppo

sition (in the person of its Leader. Winston Churchill) look the Govern

ment to task for its “inabilitv ... to produce any atomic bombs of our

own in the five-and-a-half years which have passed since the war”. The
Prime Minister (Clement .Attlee) retorted that it was “utterly untrue”

to suggest that there had been a failure to develop the atomic bomb

in Britain: there had been successful development''.

During Septetnber 1951 the Air Staff was able to report confidently

to the Secretar\ of State for Air on progress with plans for the

introduction of atomic weapons into the R.AF. Writing about what had

been achieved. \’C.AS said ’ that Ministry of Supply development of a

British atomic bomb was now nearing fruition; active steps were being

taken to ensure that the R.AF was in a position to accept the new

weapons and employ them effectively. Project work was directed

through the Herod C.ommittee. whose membership was restricted to

heads of sections of the staff directly involved from the Service point
of view.

Referring to differences between the British and American bombs,

VCAS said that as the bomb-bays of the British aircraft were larger than

those of the US ones, a somewhat longer bomb had been designed. It

would be more efficient ballistically than the American version; its

intrinsic efficiency should be high, and its power greater than that of

the bomb dropped on Nagasaki.*’ The policy was to use the new Jet

medium bombers, initially the B.9, for carrying the bomb - which was

likely to be ready before the aircraft.

Under the aegis of the Herod Committee, plans were well advanced

for storage of the weapons, for the design of the buildings required, for

maintenance and for security; a training scheme was being developed to

provide the numbers of personnel needed to handle the weapons from

' VC.\S/154 of 24 July 1950.
● Minutes. C.MS 1074/D of Wps.
* Minutes, ibid.
■* Commons Hansard, 15 Feb 1951. Cols 630—631. On 31 Oct 51 a Conservative Govern

ment came into power.
® Draft Minute to S of S. through C.AS, in Herod Committee Papers (AF/CMS 999/66 Part

*’ Also a plutonium bomb.
II).
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delivery to the RAF to their despatch on an operational mission. A

training establishment was to be set up in Bomber Command, to start

work in about March 1953, although a nucleus of Service personnel -

including instructors - would be trained by the Ministry of Supply prior

to that date, in fact at Fort Halstead from the beginning of 1953.
In November 1951 the Herod Committee considered two important

matters, the location of the RAF Atomic Weapon School and aircrew

training on atomic weapons. It was decided to locate the school at the

first medium-bomber airfield where the weapons were to be stored,

namely Wittering*, and as this base eventually housed the first Valiant
squadron (No 138) and before that the Valiant Trials Flight (No 1321),

it could be described as the birthplace of what became the V'-bomber
force.

When the committee discussed aircrew training on atomic weapons,

at a special meeting on 16 November 1951^, they agreed on certain

main principles - such as, that a practice bomb should be the same

size as a real one, of the same weight and ballistic characteristics, and

should incorporate in-flight loading; also that lead crews (as they were

referred to)^ should drop three practice bombs each year.

By the spring of 1952, plans for the introduction of atomic weapons

into the RAF, with all their implications - transport, storage, handling,

training and location — had been fully laid down: at a meeting of the

Herod Committee on 29 April 1952, attended by Dr Penney (who had

been invited by VCAS in August 1951 to attended Herod meetings and

to see the committee’s papers), all these aspects were discussed and also

- with especial reference to his design and production knowledge - the

questions of in-flight arming of weapons and their state of readiness

(governed by the supply of initiators).

On 29 August 1952, Penney wrote to VCAS to advise him as to when

the RAF might expect to receive its first atomic weapons. He said that

assuming the Monte Bello explosion - now just over a month ahead -

was successful, “we have then to prove fully airworthy (a) ballistic case,

(b) radar fuze and contact fuzes, (c) firing circuits, (d) in-flight loading.

The programme has been tight, not only on the weapon side, but also

on the Valiant. It would be optimistic to assume that we shall have a

completely proven weapon in service before mid-1954. This, however,

does not mean that HER will not be handing over weapons to the RAF
until then”.

Expressing confidence in the capabilities of the Royal Air Force,

‘ Honington had originally been chosen as location for the Armament Training School,
when it was planned to be the first station operating Valiants, but Wittering was subsequently
chosen for both purposes (letter from DofO to DDO1,9 Jan 1953).

Minutes, D of Weapons, 21 November 1951.
^ Referring to training after Valiants were introduced. Bomber Command said in July 1952

that it would be the aim to qualify all medium bomber crews as Lead Crews and to classify a
limited number of specially selected crews as Senior Lead Crews or “A" Bomb Crews (letter
from C in C to D of Wps on the subject of practice bombs: BC/TS81/AIR of 18 July 1952).
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Penney comniented:-

“My philosophy is that the RAF has handled aircraft for a long time,

and can fly \ aliants as soon as they come off the production line. But
the R,\F has not vet handled atomic weapons. Therefore, we must get

some bombs to the R.AF at the earliest possible moment, so that the

handling and servicing can be practi.sed and fully worked out "

Weapons delivered. Penney said, might well “be the same as those

which arc fulK proved later on"; they would not need much modi
fication. ● Fhe sort of modification which might have to be made is the

wor.st. if the IFl' needs someof the cartridge. .At the very
modincation. and if vou have to use the first few bombs in 1954, you

may have to load the cartridge just before take-off instead of in-flight

loading."

Describing the woi k of the Herod Committee, the Director of

Operations (B it: Recce) wrote to DC.AS on 15 january 1953 that it was

“formed in 1948 for the explicit purpose of introducing the atomic

bomb into the service and examining all associated training, personnel,

equipment, storage and works problems". He said that, in addition to

A\'M Davis of the Ministry of Supply. Dr Penney or his representatives

usually attended meetings; and that the scope of the committee’s work

could be judged from the items that it had considered: selection of
Bomber C.ommand airfields as .A-bomber bases; determination of the

type of storage, both at airfields and at depots; phasing of the

production of weapons with aircraft availability; training of ground

personnel and setting-up the armament school; the provision of

training weapons and laying-down of the scale of reserve; and

co-ordination of the overall security plan.
Another committee, known as the Salome Committee, was set up to

deal with all technical and supply aspects of the introduction of atomic

weapons into the R.AF“, and held its first meeting on 1 April 1953. This

committee ruled that the armament training school at Wittering must

open on 1 August 1953, the first course being scheduled for 1 October^.

The training manual was being prepared to Fort Halstead, where

servicing techniques were also being developed.

By mid-1953, preparations were well advanced for the receipt and

storage of atomic weapons at four medium-bomber airfields. A report

to ACAS (Ops) on 27 August 1953'* said that the present policy was to
have two bomb clutches at each MB airfield and that construction had

started at Wittering, Marham, Honington and Waddington - the first

' Presumably in-flight initiation, referred to by the R.-\F as IFL (in-flight loading). From
mid-1953. Penney's title was changed from CSHER (Chief Superintendent, High Explosive
Research) to D.-UVRE (Director, .\tomic Weapons Research Establishment).
‘‘CMS ll)74/4S/DDOps(B). Note on the Formation of the Herod Committee, 10 April

1953.:« .
’Note on Progress towards .Acceptance of the .Atomic Bomb into the Royal .Air Force",

prepared for the Herod Committee meeting on 20 July 1953 (CMS 1074/48/DofOps(2)).
■* .Aide-memoire for .AC.AS (Ops) Special Weapons  — .Atomic. CMS. 1074 27 .Aug 1953.
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should be ready by 1 November and the second by 1 January 1954. A

bomb depot at Barnham, Norfolk, should be ready by 1 May 1954'; the

Training School at Wittering was in position, the first course starting on

1 January 1954^. Ancillary aircraft equipment for the first 100

V-bombers, and 50 training weapons, were being provisioned. The

report said that what it called “day-to-day detailed problems associated
with the introduction of the bomb into the RAF” were being tackled bv

the Salome Committee: these were listed as packaging; transportation

equipment; servicing and preparation; safety, disposal and transport

regulations; training; and supply procedure and supply security.
AOC in C Bomber Command was told in October 1953 that the

Ministry of Supply expected to deliver the first atomic weapon to his

Command on 1 November 1953 and that five weapons would be

delivered during the year, three in November and two in December\

Despite the fact that at that time the RAF had no aircraft capable of

carrying them, DCAS was keen for political reasons that the new bombs

should be accepted into service as soon as possible *.

In fact, the first atomic bombs for the Royal Air Force were delivered

to the Bomber Command Armament School at Wittering on 7 and 14

November 1953. The unit’s Operations Record Book said of their

arrival: “One complete set of Smallboy weapon components was

delivered to the BCAS on the nights 7th and 14th November.

Subsequently, one centre section and four tail sections arrived direct

off production. . . .” Summing up that momentous period, the ORB
remarked: “November 1953 has been a historic month for this unit, and

indeed for the Royal Air Force and the country. During this month the

first atomic bombs have been delivered to the Royal Air Force, and they

are now held by this unit. These bombs will raise the striking power of

Bomber Command to an order completely transcending its power
hitherto.

“The arrangements for storing and servicing these bombs have been

left entirely to the unit, reliance being placed on the knowledge and

experience of the staff.”

BCAS had been formed at RAF Wittering on 1 August 1953; its first

CO was Wg Cdr J S Rowlands, who had led the design and assembly
team at Fort Halstead and who later echoed the words of the ORB about

the “knowledge and experience of the staff’ (the first members of

which reported for duty on 4 August) when he said that they had “the

confidence of knowledge®”. With the advice and help of those civilians,

like Dr Penney, who had been involved in the American atomic bomb

project, they had worked out everything themselves from scratch; they

‘ There was another one at Faidingworth, Market Rasen, Lincolnshire.
^ The first courses at BCAS were being trained before the end of 1953 (ORB).
^ Two seem to have been delivered during November 1953; subsequent numbers were not

disclosed.

■* Loose Minute, Ops(B)3 to DofOps{2), 14 Oct 1953.
® Interview with Air MshI Sir John Rowlands GC KBE BSc CEng, 19 Dec 1973.
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had written the RAF training manuals and drafted the movement

orders. Fittingiv. the two officers who had taken the plutonium out to

the Monte Bello test accompanied the second convoy to arrive at

Wittering from .WVRK .Aldermaston on the Saturday night of 14

November .According to the ORB account, this "conveyed, inter

alia, the radioactive materials. .At the request of SASO No 42 Group*,

Wg (xlr I S Rowlands, OC, BC'.AS, and Sqn Ldr P FI Mitchell, Arm 2,

BCAS, travelled with this convov, since they had previous experience of

the transport and handling of radioactive materials during the Monte
Bello trials. . .”.

Initiallv, the task of the Bomber Command .Armament School was

defined as “providing instruction for servicing personnel in advanced

forms of armament eciuipment". and its original staff numbered seven

officers and 1 1 airmen. That it clearly had no illusion about its unique

function was shown bv the compiler of its first Form 540 (ORB) entry,
who wrote

“The first atomic bombs are expected to be delivered to the Royal Air

Force on 1st October 1053 and it will be necessary to train personnel in

their custody, storage, servicing, transportation and use. This will be
done at the Bomber C.ommand Armament School (BCAS). The RAF

has no experience in dealing with atomic weapons, and it was therefore

decided to staff BC^AS largely with R.AF personnel who had experience

in the design and development of atomic weapons at the AVV'RE.”

The compiler was also clear, however, about BCAS having more than a

training role — sited as it was on what was to be the first of the

V-bombers’ operational bases. Describing the unit’s functions, he said

that it had been established for training purposes only, but that “from

casual discu.ssion it is clear that .Air Ministry and FiQ Bomber

Command intend to place extensive additional tasks on the unit and, so

far as can be gathered, its functions, inter alia, will be as follows:-

(fl) To train RAF personnel of all ranks and branches on atomic

weapons and associated matters.

{b) To train selected Naval, Army and civilian Government

personnel on atomic weapons,

(f) To accept the first atomic bombs delivered to the RAF, and to

be responsible for the custody, storage and servicing of these
bombs.

{d) To develop and formulate the servicing procedures relating to
atomic bombs.

(e) To prepare the full servicing procedures relating to atomic
bombs.

(/) To write the Air Publication relating to atomic bombs.

(g) To carry out trials as required for Air Ministry and the Atomic

Weapons Research Establishment”.

Maintenance Command Group controlling the ammunition depots.
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At the start, BCAS had visits from the AOC-in-C and SASO, Bomber

Command (Air Mshl G H Mills and AVM G D Harvey); \Vg Cdr
Rowlands himself visited MoS factories at Windscale, Springfields and
Capenhurst', accompanied by Gp Capt D A Wilson of the Directorate-
General of Medical Services, Air Ministry; and several of the School’s
officers went on temporal*)' duty to AWRE Fort Halstead, in connection

with the provision of test and training equipment, and the transfer of
security-classified documents. Meanwhile, bomb stocks were accumulat

ing at Wittering - the ORB recording that the build-up “is proceeding
in accordance with the AWRE policy of delivering components to the
RAF immediately they are produced. BCAS is the only unit in the RAF
which is, at present, capable of holding atomic bombs, and the atomic
bomb storage depots in Maintenance Command will not be completed
for some months*^. In the meantime, BCAS must hold all atomic bombs

delivered to the Royal Air Force...”.

Training had also begun at BCAS, the unit’s ORB for December
1953 recording that “the training of the first courses on atomic weapons
has continued satisfactorily during the month*^.  . .  .” No 1 Aircrew
Course was held during 2-15 December 1954. However, the weapon had
still to be matched with the aircraft which was to carry it, and although
there were hopes that trials would begin during 1954, these did not in
fact start until 1955 because the first Valiant which could be provided
for them, WP201, a B.l of the first batch ordered, was not delivered to

Wittering until 15 June 1955. This was the third production aircraft,
and it was flown in by Sqn Ldr D Roberts and his crew - Fit Lts
R MacA Furze (co-pilot), K L Lewis (navigator/observer), T E Dunne
(nav/plotter) andj H Sheriston (signaller) - of No 1321 Flight.

This unit has been formed at Wittering in April 1954 to carry out
MoS (AWRE and RAE) Trial 248/54 - that is, trials of the ballistics and

internal working apparatus of the 10,0001b Blue Danube bomb, thus
proving the design and assembly work which had been done at
Farnborough and Fort Halstead. MoS Valiant WP201 was used, the

crew having started their work more than a year before (prior to the
formation of BCAS) at Vickers-Armstrongs’ Wisley test airfield**.
Sqn Ldr Roberts went there on 20 April 1954 from Binbrook, where

he had been commanding No 617 Sqn (Canberra B.2s), for a
three-week Valiant conversion course; instead he stayed there for 15

‘ Windscale produced the fissile material, Springfields was concerned with uranium
extraction and Capenhurst was a gaseous diffusion plant.

Initially there were to be atomic bomb clutches at Wittering, Marham, Honington and
Waddington airfields and special storage depots at Barnham and Faldingivorth.
^ Referring to Aircraft Loading Procedure, a Progress Report for Nov 53 said that the

erection of a Valiant Model Bomb Bay had been completed and also a crew cabin console. A
supply of aircraft control boxes, snatch plugs etc from AWRE was awaited “before the model
can be utilised as an efficient training aid".

■* “It is proposed to run trials on atomic weapons at Wittering. These . . . will involve drops of
training weapons for AWRE and RAE to check the bomb ballistics and the performance of
electrical and electronic bomb components" (BCAS ORB, May 1954).
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monihs. until lie went to Wittering on 13 |une 1933 in command of No

1321 Flight'. 1 he R.\K liaison officer at \\ islcv at that time was Sqn Ldr

R (; W Oaklev (successor to Stpi l.dr B H D Foster, killed in the accident

to the prototype \ aliant on 12 Januarv 1932). who was subsequently to

command the (li st \ aliant scjuadron. No 138. \ ickers test pilot Mr

Brian Frubshaw had droppetl some bomb shapes from  a \aliant. the

RAF crew built up their experience on the tvpe. and a trials team which

had been formed at Wittet ing began work in preparation for the tests

which were to prove the \aliant/Blue Danube combination as a viable

weapon-system.

The trials team prepared servicing schedules and gained ground

handling experience using a BCl.A.S practice store. It received equip

ment for transportation trials, inchuling five complete stores, during

October 1931 and in the following month did the first phase of these
trials. I wo .\WRF. stores were each taken on 20-. 40-. 80- and 100-mile

,  then broken down and examined. In a second phase (December-runs

Januarv 1934-1933) these trials were completed using three stores; then
in Februarv the tiials ended and the etjuipment was returned. During

March-.April 1933 preparations were made for the first airborne trial:

equipment was accepted, a site prepared and .servicing platforms made,
and the stores ser\iced. For the whole of May. \aliant WP201 was at

RAF Farnborough for tests and etjuipment preparatory to the ballistic

trials, while the crew remained at Wislev for further \aliant flying

experience.
Then on 13 June thev flew WP201 to Wittering to start the MoS trials

programme and on 0 Julv ballistic store B. 1 was successfuly dropped
from 12,000ft. \’-bomber and .A-bomb were at last starting to come

together. At Ciaydon (as will be described later) the first RAF \aliant
B.l, WP200. had been delivered to the first Bomber Command

squadron to operate the type. No 138. on 8 February 1933.
Two kinds of trial were being conducted at Wittering under the

collective title MoS Trial 248/34: ballistics, which were the concern of

RAF Farnborough. and involved the performance of the bomb shape at

differing speeds and altitudes; and monitoring of the internal equip

ment, designed and assembled by .AWRF, to .see that it worked in its

operational environment.

The No 1321 Flight \'aliant was parked about 200 yards from the

Bomber (Command .Armament School and shrouded by canvas screens

during the bomb loading. Like the .American B-24 Liberator, the V'aliant

stood low off the ground and its bomb doors opened upwards inside the

fuselage, on the roll-top-desk principle. The bomb, comparable in

' Interview with CpCapi D Roberts DFC .-\FC. R.AFon I.A February 1074. In a report toOC

Bomber Command Development L’nii. datetl 14 .August lO.Vi. when he was OC: No 40 Sqn.

he ha<l retalleti that “in .April lOo l .No l:l21 Flight was established at Wittering to undertake

armament trials with a .Vlinisti v ol Supplv \ aliant on behalf of .AWRE ami R.AE. known as

BC Trial ‘i4S/r)4. There was a delav in releasing the aircraft and operations at Wittering

started on l.ajune lO.A.V’(ref 40/.S. lOO/l/.AIR).
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dimensions to those of the 22,0001b Tallboy of the Second World War

(though of less than half its weight), was loaded upwards from

underneath the Valiant, hauled up into the bomb-bay by a rod with a

hook on the end of it, lowered from an arm or gantry.
The B.l trials (‘B’ for ballistics), the first of which was flown on 6

July 1955, were designed to check the bomb’s ballistic performance

and to determine its accuracy for aiming purposes. This first release,

from 12,000ft at 330kt over the Orfordness bombing range,
successful; but on 22 July, when the first F.4 (‘F’ standing for internal

workings) trial was flown, it proved to be abortive, the first successful F.4

drop being achieved on 28 July. Another achievement on that day was

“the first-ever assembly and dismantling of live radioactive components
within the Royal Air Force’’*.

On the following day (29 July) Bomber Command lost its first Valiant

when WP222 of No 138 Squadron, which had moved to Wittering from

Gaydon on 6 July, crashed shortly after take-off with the loss of all its

crew - Sqn Ldr E R Chalk, Fit Lt A G Allen, Fg Off T S Corkin and
Pit Off A R Lyons. This accident is referred to later in the chapter on
the introduction of Valiants into the Command.

was

From Wittering (where No 138 Squadron was now engaged in its

working-up programme^) the No 1321 Flight Valiant flew a “race-track-

like” course to and from the Orfordness range on the Blue Danube

dropping trials, first reaching the required altitude, then positioning

for its “bombing” run at the designated speed and height. WP201’s

track was monitored in a hut on the ground, being checked like the

“crab” in a Link trainer making its chinagraph line across a transparent

plastic surface. Flying, along a beam, had to be very accurate; Sqn Ldr

Roberts found the Valiant “a very stable bombing platform”. The trials

had to be done in clear weather because the weapon’s trajectory was
followed visually by theodolite. Blue Danube’s ballistics were found to

be so good that when released, it might “fly” beneath the tail area of the
Valiant. To counter this, strakes were fitted to the underside of the

fuselage, forward of the bomb-bay: these created an initial disturbance

of airflow which had the effect of giving the bomb a push downwards.

In the trials, a bomb-sight was not used as the weapon was released on

instructions from the ground; at the same time, however, a visual

bomb-sight was being developed®. When a Blue Danube was dropped, it

was not recovered; the navigator. Fit Lt (later Wg Cdr) K L Lewis,

probably knew whether it had fallen into the water or on land. In order

to save weapons’*, an effort was made to combine different types of trial

' BCAS ORB entry for July 1955.
Including, during August, concentrated practice for the SBAC Display at Farnborough in

the following month.
^ This was the T.4, later used in the atomic bomb trials over the Maralinga range in South

Australia (Operation Buffalo) and in the Suez operations.
■' It was estimated in 1952 that the cost of a practice bomb would be £4,750 (D of Wpns

draft paper. Provision of Practice Bombs, 29 August 1952 (CMS. 1074/D of Wpns)).
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on the same drop. After the initial tests of B.l and F.4 during July 1955

there was a gap in the trials until September, when F.4 stores were again

dropped, successfully, at high altitude/high speed (from 45,000ft at
Mach 0.73) and at a lower altitude/lower speed (12.000ft at 175kt).

Then in October two ballistic stores were successfully dropped and an

F.4 from high altitude at a comparatively low speed (46.000ft/194kt).

During November the activity of the preceding months was doubled,
and included a drop from 47.000ft at 184kt. The new weapon was thus

being thoroughly put through its paces, and in recalling work done

during the trials programme Gp Capt Roberts paid  a retrospective
tribute to No 1321 Flight’s “marvellous groundcrew”. whose crew chief

was

com

Chf Tech Small. From 23 January 1956. after its trials role had been

pleted, the flight became “C” Flight of No 138 Squadron, whose

“B” Flight had joined the squadron from RAF Gaydon on 16 November
1955. its aircraft flying to Wittering two days later. By the end of

January 1956. therefore, the first V-force squadron was complete - with

eight V'aliant B.ls - and the force’s atomic weapon had been

exhaustively test-dropped, although it was not released in its live form
until 11 October 1956 in the Operation Buffalo tests*.

On 8 February 1956 a conference was held at Bomber Command HQ

discuss the programme preparatory to Operations Buffalo and

Grapple. It was then that No 1321 Flight was re-named “C” Flight of
No 138 Squadron, six specially modified Valiants being established,

including two for Operation Buffalo. The RAF ballistic trial was to be
discontinued and the AWRE series called the “F” Series Trial. Then

1 May “C” Flight of No 138 Squadron became No. 49 Squadron,-

“equipped and manned for work on the ‘F’ Series Trial and in process

of being equipped and trained for a trial code-named ‘Grapple’’’.^ The
, commanded until 3 September 1956 by Sqn Ldr Roberts,

the 4th command was taken over by Wg Cdr K G Hubbard

to

on

squadron was
then on l

^Operation Buffalo, based on Edinburgh Field, South Australia, in

September-October 1956, included the first airborne trial of a British
atomic bomb. The whole operation lasted from July to November but

the Rounds were fired on 27 September 4, 11 and 22 October - that on

the 11 th being air-dropped from a Valiant of No 49 Squadron captained

by Sqn Ldr E J G Flavell, as will be subsequently described in more
detail. The Air Ministry Quarterly Liaison Report for October-

December 1956 commented that Round No 3 (on 11 October)

which the Koyal Air Force had dropped
was “the

an atomicfirst octa§l011 on
bomb".

' From 15 June to 25 November 1955 eight 10,000 stores Type F.4 and one Type F.6 were
dropped at Orfordness for AVVRK and five 10,0001b ballistic stores for RAE (No 49 Sqn ’F'
Series Trial-Reports IIH1/1 1/1 Pi. I)

Progress Reports - ●‘F" Series Trials in IIH I/I7(i/I/I No 49 Squadron "F" Series Trial -
Reports (Pt 1).

^ No 49 Sqn ORB. Nov 56.
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It could be said, however, that the Royal Air Force had

bombing capability from July 1955 onwards — with the conjunction of (he

Bomber Command Armament School, No 1321 Flight and No 138

Squadron at Wittering.' On the 6th of that month the scjuadron had

arrived there from Gaydon and the flight had made its first drop of a
ballistic store; on the 25th the school had loaded a fully assembled

atomic bomb on to a modified Queen Mary transporter and then

removed it, as an exercise; and on the following day it was re-loaded and
taken to HQ Bomber Command, where it was viewed bv the .A.OC in C

and Staff Officers on the 27th, being returned to BC^AS on the same day.

Then on the 28th, to quote the school’s ORB:-

“The first-ever assembly and dismantling of live radioactive com
ponents within the Royal Air Force was carried out ... in accordance

with procedures which had been previously approved by representatives

of the Air Ministry (Armament Engineering)”.

The ORB further noted that “this assembly was done by Sqn Ldr D Ci

Beal and Fit Lt J G Whitaker. Previously the only other Royal Air Force
personnel who had handled live materials

and Sqn Ldr P E Mitchell during the first trials done on the British
atomic bomb at Monte Bello in 1952”.

The ORB added the rider that “the mishandling of fissile materials

could have catastrophic consequences, and the success of this assembly

by Service personnel, following Service procedures, is of vital signifi
cance to the Royal Air Force.

“BCAS have urged that live assemblies be done, as soon as possible, by

all appropriate personnel trained at BCAS and this live assembly was

the first step towards implementing this policy. Live assemblies were

recommended because there is a great psychological difference between

handling live and dummy fissile materials, and it was felt that personnel

who will be expected to assemble these materials in an emergency

should become accustomed to doing so”.

Since Wittering held a stock of atomic bombs, since BCAS was the

repository of RAF knowledge about them and experienced in handling

them, and since the first Valiant bomber squadron and the atomic

weapon trials flight were based on the airfield, there was an A-bomb

capability there which, had an emergency arisen in mid-1955, could

have been deployed operationally by the RAF.^

At the same time, however, as the RAF was introducing its A-bombs

into service — bringing the new weapons and their carrier aircraft

together at Wittering — the Government was deciding to proceed with

an atomic

Wg Cdr J S Rowlandswere

' SSAs (Supplementary Storage Areas) for the storage of nuclear weapons were originally
sited in 1955: see 1D9/R.2-30C (Pt 2) A, B & CW, Explosives, Weapons - Atomics Project ‘E*
- Security (Storage of Nuclear Weapons).

The Statement on Defence 1954 (Cmnd 9075) had said that "atomic weapons are in
production in this country and delivery to the forces has begun", and "we intend as soon as
possible to build up in the Royal Air Force a force of medium bombers capable of using the
atomic weapon to the fullest effect".
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the clcvelopnu'iu of thcrni(»iuKlcar bombs,

a generation bcbind the L nited Stales and the Soviet
acbieveinent: within six weeks of the first

Britain

Lnion in mu fear weapon
British atomic test at Monte Bello the .Americans had exploded their
first two thcrmoiiuelcar devices at Kniwetok and about ten months later

the Russians too entered the H-bomh age by successfully testing a
thermonuclear device on 12 .August 195S. Early in 1954 the Americans

again exploded thermonuclear weapons, in the Marshall Islands; on 1
December that vear the Prime Minister (Sir Winston Churchill) said in

Parliament that "the advance of the hydrogen bomb" had "funda

mentally altered the entire problem of defence"; and the following
Fehruarv. in its Statement on Defence.' the Government set out its policy

on the second generation of nuclear weapons and their effect on the
means of deliverv. first recalling that
“in the Statement on Defence. 1954 (Cmd 9075). HM Government set

was ;

out their views on the effect of atomic weapons on UK policy and on the
nature cjf ^\ar. Shorth afterwards the US Government released

information on the experimental explosion at Eniwetok. in November

1952. of a thermonuclear weapon many hundred limes more powerful

than the atomic bombs which were used at Nagasaki and Hiroshima in

1945. On 1 March 1954 an even more powerful thermonuclear weapon

was exploded in the Marshall Islands. There are no technical or scientific

limitations on the production of nuclear weapons still more devastating.

"The US (iovernment have announced that they are proceeding with

full-.scale production of thermonuclear weapons. The Soviet Government

are clearly following the same policy; though we cannot tell when they

will have thermonuclear weapons available for operational use. The United

Kingdom also has the ability to produce such weapons. After fully

considering all the implications of this step the Government have thought

it their duty to proceed with their development and production.

“The power of these weapons is such that accuracy of aim assumes

less importance; thus attacks can be delivered by aircraft flying at great

speed and at great heights. This greatly increases the difficulty of

defence. Morever. other means of delivery' can be foreseen which will, in

time, present even greater problems".

This was the world nuclear weapon situation, and the Government’s

defence policy reaction to it, in 1955 when RAF Bomber Command was

matching its newly acquired V^aliants to its Blue Danube Mark 1 atomic

bombs at Wittering.

2

' Cmd 9391.

- “If the noble Earl. Lord .\ttlee. had not taken what I believe to be the courageous and

seminal decision to set about making the atom bomb; and if, in his turn. Sir Winston
Churchill had not decided to initiate the manufacture of the nuclear fusion weapon, we
should have been miles behind, both industrially and militarily" (V’iscount De L’Isle and

Dudley V’C’.. former .Air Minister (19.'»l-,'i.^). in the .Air Estimates debate. House of Lords. 7
Mav 1958 (Lords Hansard, Vol CCdX, Col 47)).

/<●. bv missile, either land- or under.sea-launched.s'
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CHAPTER VII

CREATION OF AN RAF JET BOMBER FORCE

During December 1950 the Bomber Command Jet Conversion Flight
was formed at RAF Binbrook, north-west of Louth, in the Lincolnshire

Wolds; it had two Meteor 7 two-seat trainers and two Meteor

single-seaters. Reporting this, the Air Ministry Quarterly Liaison Report

forJanuary-March 1951' said that “during that period under review the

first Bomber Command pilots detailed for Canberra conversion have

been trained in the techniques of high-altitude, high-speed jet flying.

When the Canberra re-equipment programme commences the jet

Flight will be responsible for the conversion of the squadrons concerned
on to the Canberra.”

Binbrook was at that time (early 1951) one of six heavy-bomber

stations in the Command; it had four Lincoln squadrons - Nos 9, 12,
101 and 617. There were three other stations with Lincoln squadrons -

Hemswell (Nos 83/150 and 97), Waddington (Nos 61/144 and 100) and

Upwood (Nos 7/76, 49/102, 148 and 214) - and two stations with B-29

Washington squadrons: Coningsby (Nos 15/21, 44/55 and 149) and

Marham (Nos 57/104, 90 and 115/218). The work of transforming the

Command into a Jet-bomber force was continuous; the first four

Canberra squadrons to be created were formed from the Lincoln

squadrons at Binbrook, w hich was the original repository of knowledge

and experience on Canberras in the RAF, as Gaydon was later for

Valiants and Victors and Waddington for Vulcans.

The first Canberra for the Royal Air Force, a B.2,*^ WD936, was

delivered to Binbrook, to No 101 Squadron, on 25 May 1951,

appropriately by Wg Cdr (Ret) R P Beamont, the English Electric chief

test pilot whose brilliant flying had contributed greatly to the successful

development of the new' bomber. The squadron ORB recorded on that

date: “Today has been a day of note for Bomber Command. This

squadron has received the first of the Command’s Jet bombers. Wg
Cdr Beamont flew' in a Canberra, WD936. Before lunch he gave a talk

about the aircraft to pilots and navigators who will be flying this type.

The aircraft is now on acceptance checks by the Technical Wing.”

A Meeting on Canberra Policy, held on 9 January 1951,'^ had had
before it a brief which said that “the Canberra B Mk 2 is designed as a

short-range day bomber. Owing to its navigation limitations it cannot

effectively be operated outside Gee cover except in visual conditions. Its
role in Bomber Command has therefore been defined as bombing in

‘  Issue No 18.

- There was no B. 1. as explained earlier, as the original concept for a high-altitude strategic
bomber had been abandoned. The B.l would have needed H2S/NBC equipment required
for the Valiant.

* .^nncxure B (C.37724/48), Appreciation of Navigation Requirements for a Medium-
range High-altitude Canberra Bomber/Marker.
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I
suppoi i ot ilic land battle within 250 miles of the frone line

rhis brief went on to stress the importance of marking targets which

were beyond tlie range of ground-based aids. It said that means of

accurate blind bombing bevond the range of such aids “were not yet in

sight. From high altitudes, target identification makes visual day

bombing difficult. For accurate bombing therefore, there is a con

tinuing need Inith by day and bv night to be able to mark targets

accurately. Fhere will therefore be a requirement for an aircraft to mark

visualb f or a medium-range C'.anberra force”.

Fhe implication was that, provided the Canberras operated over

Furtipe. wliere thev could use Ciee. they could bomb effectively. Outside
of Ciee co\er. the\ needed a marker force. This was dramatically

demonstrated in the Suez operations towards the end of 1956 (31

October-(5 November) because over Egypt the Canberra squadrons

operating from Malta and C'.yprus did not enjoy the benefit of

ground-based aids and there was only one target-marking squadron

(No 139 (^)amaica) Squadron), target-marking having been officially

abandoned some time previously in a change of policy."

Reports written after the Suez operations, commenting on the

difficulties, said that “the Canberra aircraft forming the bulk of the

forces deployed [were| equipped only with Gee-H as a blind-bombing

device and it was not possible to position ground beacons to give

coverage for this equipment over Egypt. ... It was considered that it

would be prudent for the early attacks to be made at night, and this
necessitated a reversion to the marking techniques successfully used in

the Second World War. . . . .Another report commented that, in 1956,

Bomber C.ommand “was geared to a ‘radar’ war in Eastern Europe and

was not constituted nor organised for major operations overseas”.’*

In 1951-52, however, when the Canberra force was being built up, its

prime task ̂ \●as operations over Europe in support of Shape. Although
the build-up was slow at fi rst, with only one squadron in existence by the
end of 1951 (in the seven months after the Canberra's introduction
into service only nine aircraft were delivered), 1952 saw a rapid increase
in the size of the force - to eight squadrons (seven bomber and one
reconnai-ssance).

On 13 March 1952 the Cabinet had decided to accord “Super

' Following a tonferemc on Bomber ('oinmand held al the Command's HQ on 25-26
|aniiary l‘)5l, VCAS minuted CAS on 29 January (VC.-\S File No \’C.-\S/4505): . . There
was . . . a leiulem y lo look upon the C^anberra as  a long-range high-flyingjet bomber, and to
press for etpiipment to enable it to undertake this role. A{ the end. however, it was generally
aeecpted that the C.anbcrra is a short-range t.actieal bomber, that there is no equipment
whii h will enable ii to hit a small target from 45.000ft. and that it must therefore come down
to a height from which it can achieve results. . . ."

In the summer of 1955. when it was decided to eliminate the marker squadrons (HQ BC
Report on Operation Musketeer - BC/S. 87926). But the decision was reversed, marker
trials were completed in the spring of 1956 and one squadron re-established.

■' The Technic|ues L'sed and the Results .Achieved by Bomber Command during Operation
Musketeer.

^ Musketeer Report (both in AHB 1IH/272/5/40A).
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Priority” to the production of the most up-to-date jet aircraft, includiiii^

the Canberra,' and (reported the Nfinistcr of Supplv (Mr Duncan

Sandys) in a memorandum to the Cabinet on 10 June)," output was

building up steadily and the type gave “no cause for concern".

There was as yet no formal operational conversion on to the (Canberra
- that was to come later, when \o 2!M OCL’ was established at

Bassingbourn; at Binbrook, Bomber Command was learning as it went

along, while No 101 Squadron re-e(|uipped with the new t\pe. Some

aircrew had gained experience earlier in the vear with the Knglish

Electric Co; in its issue of 15 February 1051 /●'%/// had j)ublished
air-to-air photographs of “(Canberra B.2 threc-seater tactical bombers . . .
flown by English Electric pilots, . . . carry[ing| R.\F |)ersonnel for
‘acclimatisation’”. The caption named the “much-envied R.\F crew . . . -
the first operational crew to man a (lanberra ” as \Vg Cdr F (i .Mahaddie
DSC) DFC] AFCJ and Fit Lt E C^assidy DF(] (pilots), and Fit Lt R .\ C
Barlow (navigator). The magazine also said that an R.AF-mainied
Canberra was shortly to fly to the US.\, “where it will demonstrate the
qualities which have led the US (iovernment to order tjuantitv
production in their own country.” This flight was made on 21 Febriiar\
by a crew from A&AEE Boscombe Dow

(pilot), and Fit Lts E A J Haskett (navigator) and .\ J R Robson
(signaller) — and by it Canberra \VD952 became the first jct-propcllcd
aircraft to make a direct unrefuelled .Atlantic crossing. .\t Baltimore,
Maryland, the aircraft was demonstrated by VVg Cdr R P Beannont aind
the Cilenn L Martin Co there sub.sequcntlv produced the tvpe its the
B-57A under contract from the L’SAF.

By the end of June 1951 \o 101 .Sciuadron haul two Canberras and on
5 July experienced the fi rst CJanberra accident in the RAF with am
electrical power failure on the second aircraft, VVDO.'IH, during a
practice overshoot. Despite the loss of both engines
Fit Lt Thomas, managed to make a wheels-up landing
Neither he nor the squadron commander, Sqn Ldr E (^assidv. who was
instructing him, nor the navigator, Sgt Dix, were injured; nor was the
aircraft seriously damaged. The Canberra was not fiown again until 24
July-

- .S(|u Ldr .\ K C;illard 1)F(^
DFC

as a result, the pilot,
on the airfield.

The .squadron, which ended its association with Lincolns during Jid\
1951 when the last Lincoln B.2 4A departed, built up its Canberra
strength slowly. Authorised to have ten B.2s, it still had only three by the
end of August, four by the end of September, six by the end of October
and nine by the end of the year, when it was still the onl\ Canberra
squadron in Bomber Command. But from the start, it operated its
aircraft intensively on Service trials and operational training.

What was the role of the Canberra squadrons considerd to be?

' CC(52);tOth Coiulusious. Min
- C(52)187.
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The first four of these - Nos 101. hi 7. 12 and 0  - were all formed (in
that order) at Binhrook; the fifth - No 109/105 - at Hemswell; the

reconnaissance st|uadron - No 540 PR (MR), which did not in fact
receive its first PR.5 until December 1952 - at Benson: the seventh - No

50 - at Rinhrook: and the eighth - No 159-at Hemswell. The AOC. in C

Bomber Command (.\ir Mshl ,Sir Hugh Llovd) had expected to have ten

Canberra s(|uadrons bv the end of 1952. Referring to the expansion plan
in a letter to L’.S of .S on 4 October 1951 he said: "Plan ‘H’ shows my

Command as being etpiipped with ten Lincoln, eight Washington and

ten Canberra s(|uadrons bv December 1952. My Lincolns will be

etjuipped with H2.S Mk LA.', niv Washingtons with .APQ 15“ and the
(^anberras with (iee-H. I'hese are all radar methods of bombing "

In a directive from C.AS on 20 .March 1950 the .AOC' in C'. had been

told: "\'our principal effort is likelv to be directed against targets within

250 miles of the Rhine so that full advantage can be taken of maximum

bomb-loads anti navigational aids to bombing": and in a note of 1

March 1952 on British Bomber Policy' ('.AS said that "the ultimate

build-up of the [bomber| force under Plan H (extended) aims at the

provision of 560 light bombers and 152 medium bombers.' .All the light

bombers are committed to the support of Saceur and in fact constitute

the main part of his striking force”. He described the C'anberra as "a

good modern light bomber for tactical use at night and in bad weather

against airfields, communications, etc". The (5hefs of Staff, in their

Report on the Si/e and Shape of the .Armed Forces over the Three Years

beginning 1951/52, dated 12 October 1950 ’. said that most of the 56

sc|uadrons to which Bomber ('ommand's front line would be increased

by the end of 1955/54 would be equipped with the C'anberra - "which
can onlv carrv 7.5001b over a radius of 500 miles: and its hitting power

will be small in relation to its commitments in support of the defence of

the UK and the land battle in Europe"”.

' Mk -t.A (or was one of the variants of railar bomb siglit. in the Lincoln Mk 2.

■ .APQ L‘t was the .American version of ilie British H2S radar.

' Descrihetl in a covering note to \’t:.AS as "t^AS’s counterblast to the PM s tioubts about

the need for a bomber force". .After the loss of the prototvpe \'aliant on 12 January 1952
Winston Cburchill had miiuitetl .S of .S for .Air on the 17th; "I suppose we have lost a t|uartei

of a million pounds. I his is a heavy blow to all that line of .Air thought who argue that

Britain shouhl plunge heavilv on the largest class of .Air bombers. The .Americans will do this
and also have the things to carry. We should concentrate not rnliirh but fat more on the

fighter aircraft we need to protect ourselves frotn destruction. 1 am tint at all comforted by
the a.s.sertitJii that you are going to make a lot more A'aliatits.. . ".

* The terms "light" and “medium" followed the L'S.AF categorisatioti referring to radius of

actioti - light, less than I .(H)Ontu: medium. 1.000-2.aOOtim.
'■ COS(50)409. in VC..AS folder Defence Expendititre - Size atid Shape (.AHB 1D9/11/1 Pt

The mediitm bomber force was also likely to be involved. ".Although the Canberra Light
Bomber Force is part of R.AF Bomber Command". VC..AS wrote to S of S on 20 Jatutary
195(i. "it is wholly assigned to Saceur except for the Marker Squadrous. The Medium
Bomber Force is retained under HMC’s control but the Minister of Defence agreed oti 17
December 195:i that one of its primary tasks in war would be retardation operations
designed to assist Saceur" (file oti L’S/L'K strike platis. in .AHB ID9/240/IO - Co-ord of
L K/L'S Strategit Bomber Force).

>)●
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The build-up of the Canberra light bomber force directly reflected

the pledge made by Britain to the North Atlantic (Council at its meeting
in Brussels in December 1950 "to strengthen the defences of the free

world”, as the Prime Minister (Mr C R Attlee) put it in a statement on

the defence programme in the Commons on 29 january 1951 Writing
to S of S for Air (Lord De L’Isle and Dudley \’C). who had asked him

about the assumptions on which the projected size and shape of the

RAF in 1955 were based, CAS (MRAF Sir John Slessor) had said on 10

March 1952 that the RAF were “the only people (apart from the

Americans) who could make a serious bomber contribution to Nato".

Because the Washingtons and Lincolns were obsolescent and the \ aliant

had not flown (though a small order had been placed “off the drawing

board”) and “the only other bet was the Canberra”, “we ordered as

many of them as we could get to built up a first-line force of 500 in the

UK, all for the support of Shape. . . (This figure, however, “plus 64

in the Middle East where we had nothing but 16 obsolescent Brigands",

he subsequently said would be reduced “to provide for the new
mediums”).

Thus from its inception the RAF Canberra force was committed to

the defence of Europe^ Initially all its main force squadrons were based

in the UK; not until August 1954 were the first Canberras deployed to

Germany, and even so, they were still operationally controlled b\

Bomber Command. A full list of Canberra squadrons, showing w hen

they were formed and what aircraft they operated previously, is given in

one of the Appendices.

By the end of 1952 there were six bomber and one PR C^anberra

squadrons. By the end of 1953, an impressive year for the C4inberra

force, there were 17 bomber and three PR squadrons; and by the end of

1954, 24 squadrons (all bomber except for one PR stjuadron) in the L K

and three in Germany, the latter being described as "under overall

policy control of Bomber Command but under day-to-day operational
control of 2nd TAF”. The Canberra LBF reached its zenith at the end

of April 1955, with 305 on hand, equipping 23 squadrons in the UK

and four in Germany. Until June 1954 the force had been entirely

composed of B.2s, but on the 11th of that month No 101 Sqn. which

had been the first to be equipped with Canberras, collected its first B.6 -

a mark which had more powerful Rolls-Royce Avons and greater fuel

capacity.

No 101 Squadron’s original conversion on to Canberras had taken a

' Commons Hansard Col 579.

The Plan H expansion programme for the R.\F.
' "The light bomber component of your force will be operated wholly in support of the

Supreme .-Vllied Commander. Europe, and controlled by you on his behalf (Commaiul
Directive from the C.AS (.Air Chf MshI Sir William Dickson) to the .AOC: in C Bomber
Command (.Air Mshl G H Mills). 13 Mav 1953 in Medium Bombers - Future Retpiiremcnts
(ID3/942/9PI D).
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long time because (liere were clela\s in production of the aircraft'. Thus

although thev received their first B.2 in Mav 1951 it was not until the

end of that vear that then coinjileted re-eejuipment with ten aircraft and

crews. The administration of the jet conversion flight at Binbrook was

then han(led-o\ei to No bl7 .Squadron, the second .squadron to be

converted. The crews, originallv planned as three-man. became two-

man din ing 1951. I'his followed a decision bv the .AOC'. in C Bomber

Command (.Air .MshI Sir Hugh Llovd) in June of that vear. On the 22nd

he wrote to (i.AS (MR.AF .Sir John Slessor): " Thank you for your letter of

IS June ... in whic h vou asked me to consider the two alternatives, ic two

or three in a crew for a C.anberra. I accept the recommendation that we

should plan for a crew of two.”~
It was in the earh vears of the Canberra LBF, also, that the decision

was made to i lassifv crews into select, combat or non-combat categories.

In a directive of 9 Jidv 19.52 to his two .AOCs, .A\’.\I D .A Boyle (No 1

(n-oup) and .A\'M \V .A D Brook (No .S (uoup). the .AOC in C said that,

so that he might be informed of the Command’s state of readiness, he
desired that all crews should be classified as select, combat or

non-combat from 1 Jub. .An .Appendix to the directive described the

qualifications for these categories, qualification being for a crew as a
team. .Select crews were to hold their classification for six months and

were authorised to land anvwhere outside the UK: combat crews were to

hold their classification for four months and could land in the UK and

Ciermanv onlv; non-combat crews could land only in the UK. Squadrons
with less than four select or combat crews were to be regarded as

non-operational. Qualifications for captains of .select crews included a

current green IR (instrument rating) and. for Lincoln and Washington

captains. 250hr on any four-engined aircraft, of which 125hr had to be

at night: and for Canberra captains. lOOhr on type, of which 50hr had

to be at night. Other crew members had to have comparable qualifications.

A (Irew (ilassification Scheme issued by HQ Bomber ("ommand on

so December 195.S’ revised a previous scheme of 14 September. It

outlined the .Air Qualification for C'.ombat and Select Canberra. Lincoln

and Washington bomb aimers, and combat and select standards for

pilots and navigators in low-level marker squadrons with Blue Shadow

(sideways-looking-search) radar.

' .\.\iy)l.R foi Jiily-.Scpictnbei (Nt> 20) rcpoitecl that "five Canberra aircraft have
been tleli\ered to R.M- Biiibrook anti the service trials of this aircraft ate now under way.

rile formation date of the nrsi Canberra OCC [tlic original plan was to have two OCL’s. but

this idea was siibseciuentlv abandonedi has been postponed until lanuary 19.i2 due to delays

in Canberra prodiic tion".
.Ahhougb .\o 2:11 OCC seems to have trained three-man crews and initially No 101 Sejn

had them (see subse(|uent references) two-man crews became standard on the s<iuadrons. In

announcing a revised polici' on Cee-H bombing on II Dec HQ Bomber C^ommand

(BC.S.S4')47) said that two na\ igators were to he carried on all details involving the release of

practic e oi live bombs, the second being there "soleh- for monitoring purposes".
' BC/.S.H420/Trg.
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During 1951, No 101 Squadron had not only been engaged in

converting pilots to the Canberra but also in carrying-out intensive

flying trials “covering the complete operational range and perfonname

of the aircraft”, as well as testing a completely new range of living

clothing'. When the squadron had been fully re-etjuipped with aircraft

and crews, the Air Ministry organised a Press visit to Binbrook in Jaiuiai v

1952 and The Aeroj)lauc reported“:-
“The introduction of the (Canberra is more than a re-etjuipmeni

programme, and marks the start of the general expansion of Bomber

Command. Selected crews from existing Linc(jln, and later, from

VV^ashington, squadrons will convert on to Canberras to form new

squadrons, but the piston-engined bombers will remain in service with
Bomber Command until the introduction of the \ ickers \aliant

multi-jet bomber. In the case of No 101 Squadron, commanded by .Stpi

Ldr E Cassidy DEC, its Lincoln crews were strengthened by experienced

pilots from Bomber Command, many of whom had been flying
instructors.

“No wireless operator is carried in the (.anberra B.2. which has a

crew of three - pilot, navigator/plotter and observer, each \\ith a

Martin-Baker ejection seat. The observer acts as an assistant navigator,

and as bomb aimer when the target is reached. With the re-introduction

of the observer category into aircrew, the wheel has turned a full circle,

now that bomber crews are being reduced in size and individuals must

specialise in more than one task".

Referring to the intensive flying trials, the magazine reported that in

accordance with a recent Air Ministry decision, IFTs of an entirely new
character “are to be made with all new aircraft in the future, as soon as

the first squadron is equipped" - a procedure which was later followed

in the cases of the Valiant, Vulcan and Victor squadrons. “With the

Canberra”, the report continued, “No 101 Squadron is flying at two or

three times the intensity of normal peacetime squadron routine. When

an aircraft is in large-scale production, it is preferable that any changes

found necessary under intensive operations should be incorporated as

soon as possible on the production line, rather than made retro

spectively on a large number of aircraft in general squadron service.

This system of intensive flying trial should assist in accelerating the

re-equipment of RAF squadrons with aircraft ready for immediate and

effective operational employment.

“The Canberra, however, has proved exceptionally easy to service and

maintain, even though the squadron aircraft have been used on

intensive training and conversion. There have been very few snags or

' .An article in Air Clues for January H)77 on "25 Years with the Canberra at No 251 OCL "
commented that students on the courses there, "coming as they ditl HKJstly from
piston-engined squadrons .. .. particularly the navigators, felt a little like space cadets when
confronted with pressure-breathing equipment, hone domes, pressure cabins and ejector
seats".

■ In its issue of 18 January 1952.
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dcfct is in a total ll\ ini; time dm in}’ w hic li six Rolls-Royce Avon engines

have completed their overhaul life. In the large number of take-offs and

landings, there were no brake failures or hvdraulic snags, and the

turnaround time between sorties compared favourably with that of jet

figliteis’.

In its ojjeraiional training No 101 S(|uadron. doubtless setting a

precetleni for the subse()ueni (Canberra s(|uadrons. concentrated on the

use of (iee-H ecjuipment. In doing so it had to contend with some
unserviceabilitv. It should be remembered that the new jet bomber force

was being built up in man\ wavs on a framework left over from the

wartime force of Lancasters. Halifaxes and Mosquitos. On 20 April
1051 a note on (iee-H. the results from which were said to be ‘’very bad"

and the e(juipment "(juite frighifid" — according to a letter from the
AOC. in O Bomber Command to the \'ice-('.hief of the Air Staff (Air Chf

Mshl Sir Ralph Cochrane) on M) March 1051. was sent to \'CAS. This
commented that

“When the (iee-H organisation was disbanded at the end of the war.

the skilled operators and computers were lost to the Service or absorbed

in other jolis. Most of the equipment was put into store. We are now

suffering from the inevitable difficulties which arise in trying to get the

organisation re-started.

“As regards the technical aspect. (iKE ((iontroller of Engineering and

Equipment) is working closely w ith Bomber (iommand. and are giving
the matter their close attention. CEE appears to be sanguine that, as the

defects due to long storage are progressively removed, the reliability and

technical accuracy w ill steadily improve".

However, a more hopeful note about (iee-H was

later that vear w hen in a minute of 21 September 1951 to .ACAS(OR) he

said: “My own feelings are that (iee-H has surprised us by the accurac)
which can be achieved, now that crews know how to use the set; but that

the serviceability is bad and will never be good, but with growing

experience will undoubtedly gel better. Nevertheless, we must consider

seriously how tpiickly we can replace it by a better equipment".

During 1952. Bomber Command formalised Canberra training by

opening a Canberra CXiU (Operational Conversion Unit), No 231
OCU, at RAF Bassingbourn.

No 231 OCiU was authorised to form by a Headquarters Bomber

Command Organisation Memorandum No 54/51 of I December 1951;
it succeeded No 237 PR OCU. which was disbanded, and the official title

of the new unit was No 231 OCU RAF Bassingbourn. In its ORB for
December 1951 its title and task were set down as “Bomber Command

Operational (Conversion Unit. Training pilots, navigators

operators to reinforce PR and light bomber squadrons at home and
Initially the unit operated with Mosquito and Meteor

and PR aircraft. In January 1952 its ORB reported that “most of the

flying carried out in Meteor 7 aircraft this month has been devoted to

sounded b\ \’CAS

and radar

trainersoverseas .
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instrument flying and standardisation of instruction prcparatorv to

Canberra flving". During February the unit carried out acceptance
checks on its first two C^anberras. In March (the ORB reported) the

of instructional staff on to Canberras continued satis-conversion

factorilv; a high aircraft utilisation figure of 8‘)hr aOtnin on the two
Canberras was achieved. During .\pril. Canberra familiarisation living

continued, all the instructors completing one night solo. I he unit s
aircraft establishment was to be 2(5 (ianberra B.2s and four PR.:5s. In

May, further intensive C^anberra flying was carried out, pro\iding

experience for the instructional staff, anrl day visual bombing exercises

were completed.

By June 1952 No 2:51 OCC had gone into business with its first two
Canberra courses, the first of which assembled on 27 .Mav and the

second on 24 June, and the number of B.2s on the unit had risen to 14.

The first course, totalling five crews, passed out on 2(5 .August; bv that
time, with the aircraft establishment still at 2(5, there were 21 B.2s at

Ba.ssingbourn. The second course (nine crews) passed out on

September, and at that time the 0(5U was still converting crews to

Mosquitos. The Mosquito task, however, graditally diminished and bv

July 1953 there was only one 1.3 left on the unit. By that date there was
an establishment for 30 Canberras: there were 30 B.2s on strength jilus
a T.4 trainer and ten Meteor 7 trainers. The unit's Hying task ])ut

considerable pressure upon the engineering staff and the groundcrew -

particularly the latter, who,

“largely National Service and poorly paid, worked in ptiniitivc

conditions from unheated, poorly lit and unsanitated dispersal huts.

They were under constant pressure to produce serviceable aircraft for

the intensive flying effort....

“Shortage of components and inadequate stock control necessitated

frequent ‘robbing’ of items from one aircraft to make another

serviceable for the flying programme. For example, bomb racks were so
scarce that if an aircraft became unserviceable before flight, the crew
had to wait for a second aircraft to be armed from scratch with the

bomb rack from the first”.

No 231 OCU seemed to have been operating the three-member crew

configuration - one pilot and two navigators - during 1952 and 1953,

certainly from the sad statistics of the fatal accidents which occurred on
the unit. On 19 December 1952 a Canberra crashed just after take-off
and all three crew- members were killed, the aircraft being destroyed.

On 16 February 1953, at night, a Canberra crashed at Choydon Hill,

again with the loss of its three crew' members. On 7 April 1953 a Meteor

crashed during local night flying and the pilot was killed. These

accidents may well have been due to the comparative inexperience of

crew's passing through OCU compared w'ith the aircrew w-ho formed the

17

1

' "25 Years wiih the Canberra ai No 2:il OCL"’. by Fit Lts D Cloag and C M F Webster
(dir C/jifA. January 1977).
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1
first Canberra s(|ua(fron at Binbr(H)k.

On the other hand, the good flving characteristics of the C'.anberra

were illustrated in an accident to a B.2 from Bassingbonrn on 11 August

when lioth engines cut at 15.000 feet after steep turns (according

to the ORB). The pilot was unable to relight the engines and the aircraft

was force-landed near Debden without injurv to its crew members. The

accidents w hich occnn ed should be set against a monthly flying total by

the OOL' of approximately l.OOOhr. Bv the end of 1055. 23 Canberra

courses had been completed on the unit.

While the Canberra was noted for amiable aerodynamics, however, it

sidfered from rnnawav actuator trim problems from mid-1053
onwards. The first incident of this kind occurred on 26 July that year,

and there wei e snbse(|nentlv 50 reports" of serious actuator faults. 14 of

the incidents resniting from rnnawav tail trim - seven of them occurring

on Mk 2 (^anberras with single-speed actuators and the others on

aircraf t w ith two-speed actuators (Mks 4. 6 and 7). Five of the accidents

were fatal, and snbset|uentlv all Canberras with single-speed actuators

were grounded.
In one inci<lent of this kind w hich occurred to  a B.2 of No 231 OCU

on 26 September 1055 \ three of the four crew members survived after

the tailplane actuator moved to the fully nose-up position and the

aircraft become uncontrollable. But by rolling it into a steep turn the

instructor ‘'regained partial control until the two navigators had ejected

and the student pilot had escaped through the entrance hatch. He then

made a safe ejection himself, but was slightly injured during the descent

w hen his parachute became tangled w ith the ejection seat. The student

navigator's bodv was found still strapped into his seat; the remaining

two crew members landed without injurv".

One feature of the introduction of new jet bomber aircraft into the

RAF was that they were taken on trips abroad as soon as possible after

coming into service. This occurred with the (Canberra, and later with the

Valiant anti Wilcan. Thus during 1952 the .AOC in  C Bomber

Command. Air Mshl Sir Hugh Lloyd, flew to the United Stales in a

Canberra on 18 April and returned on 9 May; then on 28 September he

went to Nairobi by the same means, in 9hr 55min. But the first

impressive show of strength overseas was put on by four B.2s of the

new ly reformed No 12 Sqn, which left Binbrook on 20 October on a

' "ll says tmifh for tlic expertise of the living instructors that the accident rate was not

higher in comlitions whicli todav woiiki be considereti unacceptable", commented the article

on No 2;ll 0(;L’ in .4/> <.hii \ (piev ionslv (pioted). pointing out that "on the flight safety side,

airfield and aie;t radai had not vet appeared at Bassinghoinn and landing aids were

primitive. The circuit not inally included a mixture of piston and jet aircraft, with a wide

range of skill ami experietue in both the aircrew and ground controllers." The authors

tonchide that "perhaps ines itablv the accident rate was high, with contributions both from

handling eriors and serious tet hniial defects."
- .See Mo.A Tile BL7‘.l(>/()2 .Aircraft .Accidents - Poliev. which contains a cttmpleic list of these

."lO ini idents.

' ,\o I (i)} ORB. .Sep ."i.").
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24,000-mile goodwill tour of South America led by the AOC \o I

Group, AVM D A Boyle.' The third Canberra squadron to form. No 12.

had begun its conversion from Lincolns in March 1952. In .August its

ORB noted: “All crews are now qualified in Ciee-H bombing with one

exception. This crew is expected to qualify shortly". During that month

the squadron had dropped 200 251b practice bombs  - 140 by Cice-H

and 60 visually. By the time of Flxercise Round Trip, the South

American gooclwill tour, the newest C^anberra sciuadron was opera

tionally qualified.

Each aircraft had a three-man crew (pilot, plotter and observer -

though the AOC had a .second pilot and a plotter) and on the outward

flight AVM Boyle set up an unofficial record on 23 October of 4hr

27min for the South Atlantic crossing from Dakar to Recife. The

squadron ORB devoted five pages to a complete description of Round

Trip and subsequently Flight's American correspondent reported" that it

had been very good for British prestige in Latin America, which

meant much in terms of goodwill and trade. He also made the point
that in some of the smaller C>entral American states the aircraft were

described locally as being American, because it was believed that only

the United States made jets; and he further commented that it w as not

considered necessary to .send out any spare Avon engines for the

Canberras - nor did they need any, and he regretted that this fact was

not publici.sed.

In addition to the prestige accruing from it, such an overseas trip

useful in proving the new aircraft over long distances, and giving their

crews the experience of flying and navigating over foreign territory. It

was also a test of servicing the Canberras away from their home base.

After No 12, No 9 became the next squadron to be converted to

Canberras, receiving the first three of its new aircraft on 2 May 1952.
This meant that RAF Binbrook became the first station in Bomber

Command to house four Canberra squadrons — Nos 101, (317, 12 and 9.

Another station in No 1 Croup, Hemswell, then began to re-ecjuip

with Canberras. In its case, however, the change was not from Lincolns

but from Mosquito B.35s - the two squadrons concerned. Nos 109/105

and No 139 (Jamaica), making up the Bomber Command Marker
Force. The former started its conversion on to Canberras in August

1952 and completed it during September. No 139 received its first

Canberras during November 1952, was somewhat delayed in its

conversions by bad weather - especially during January 1953, but in its

February ORB was able to record: “All crews are now converted to

Canberras”. The compiler went on to comment that “the general

opinion seems to be that the Canberra handles well on instrument

approaches and its single-engine performance is exceptionally good”.

Both squadrons subsequently took up their original role with the new

was

' Later C.AS (193(5-59) as .Air Chf MshI Sir Dermot Boyle KCVO KBE CB A FC.

● Issue of 17 .Apr 5:5.
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tvpc. forming a marker foree in Bomber (lommand exercises.

A fifth s(|iia(lron formed at Binhrook during .August 1952. This was
No 50 and its first four crews came direct from No 231 OCU at

Bassingbourn. a filth coming from No 101 Stjn; another came from No 12

●Scjii on 15 .September and two more came from No 231 OCU on the
18th. The scjuadnm’s first Canberra B.2 had arrived on 18 .August.

Towards the end of 1952. No 5-10 (PR) Stpi. part of the Bomber
Comimmd .Strategic Photographic Force and originally equipped with
Moscjuito Mk 34.As, received its first ('anberra PR Mk 3 at its base.
Benson in Oxfordshire. The squadron ORB for December 1952
recorded that "the first Canberra PR .Mk 3 has been delivered. It is not

equipped with the necessarv mountings for cameras and photographic
trials cannot vet be carried out. However, aircrew and groundcrew
conversion and familiarisation is proceeding". Thus by the end of 1952
Bomber Command's Canberra force consisted of fi ve Main Force light
bomber stjuadrons. two marker squadrons and the beginnings of a
Canberra photographic reconnaissance squadron. Official totals at the
end of the \ear were 70 B.2s authorised and 48 on hand, plus eight
PR.3s authorised and one on hand. .AMQLR for Oct-Dec 1952
reported:-

“The five Canberra s(|uadrons at R.AF Binbrook. Nos 9. 12.50. 101 and
617. arc now etjuipped to eight UK and are carrying out full operational
training. The two Light Marker Force squadrons. Nos 109 and 139. at
RAF Hemswell have been etjuipped to eight UF and 109 Sqn crews are
carrying out operational training: some of the 139 Sqn crews are still
undergoing conversion training by the Jet Ckmversion Flight".

During 1952 R.AF Bomber Ck)inmand experience of high-level jet
operations was increased when a special reconnaissance flight, known as
the Special Duties Flight, was formed at Sculthorpe (then a US.AF base)
with three North .American RB-45C Tornados, reconnaissance version
of the B-45 (four Ceneral Electric J-47-GE-3 turbojet engines), whose
prototype the XB-45 had been the fi rst American multi-jet heavy
aircraft to fly, on 17 March 1947 at Muroc'. The RB-45C was the high
altitude photographic reconnais.sance version, with a crew of three
(pilot, co-pilot and photo-navigator) and five camera stations capable of
carrying ten different types of camera. The aircraft were equipped for
flight refuelling and the three RAF RB-45Cs were supported by six
USAF B-50 tankers. The loan of them had been offered by General
Hoyt S V^andenberg. (diief of Staff, USAF, in early 1951 to give the RAF
an experience of reconnaissance flying above 40,000ft, and the flights
made in them in 1952 - on 17-18 April and 12-13 December - were the
fastest and longest high-level sorties flown by the RAF in jet aircraft up
to that time. The captains were Sqn Ldrs J Crampton (flight
commander) and VV' Blair and Fit Lt G Kremer; the sorties were flown at

fniif \ AH thr Worltl's Airi ratt. edition.
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32,000-42,OOOfi, and their objectives were to obtain radarscoj)e

photographs of potential targets in Western Russia - ie to obtain target

information for the V-force. Three routes were planned, one to cover

targets in the southern area and two to cover those in the northern area:

and when the crews were briefed they received three sc|)araie weather

forecasts for each route - a genuine one and two bogus ones, one for

their Sculthorpe “cover story” and the other for possible Russian

interrogators (who were to be told they were on a met reconnaissance -
of the Black Sea in the case of the southern route and of the (iulf of

Bothnia in the case of the northern ones) should misadventure occur and

capture follow. In the event, all went well, and the first flights were

deemed to have been successful in their results, although weather and

engine troubles delayed their return to Sculthorpe: for aliout 20

minutes before the first aircraft (Scpi Ldr Blair) was due there low
stratus started to roll in from the North Sea, so he had to divert to

Mansion. Sqn Ldr Crampion arrived during a temporary break in the

fog, so got in successfully; but Fit Lt Kremer, who had had to go into

Copenhagen because of engine trouble (icing-up of the fuel filters), had

to divert into Prestwick. The later flights were not so successful, and

after them the AOC in C (Air C:hief Mshl Sir Hugh  P Lloyd) wrote on
16 December 1952 to the Commander, 7th Air Division (MaJ-(ien John

P McConnell), to say: “I am only sorry that the operation ended as it did
— without the answers”.

1953 was an interesting year in the build-up of the Canberra

because for the first lime squadrons began to be formed which had not

previously operated Lincolns. For example, at the beginning of the yeai
No 10 Squadron, whose previous existence had been in a transport role

(Halifaxes), was re-formed at Scampton, on 15 January. Its

recorded that “the squadron commander, Sqn Ldr D  R Howard DfC,

was posted in from RAF Binbrook where he had completed a tour of

duly as flight commander on No 101 Squadron. Fight crews, two from
RAF Binbrook and six from No 231 OCU, assembled at Scampton*.

During the year the run-dow n of the B-29 Washington force and the
re-equipment of its squadrons with Canberras started. The AMQLR for

January-March 1953 noted that “the run-down of the Washington

Force began on 1 March 1953. No 44 Squadron was the first to start

conversion training prior to re-arming with Canberras, and will be

followed by Nos 149, 57 and 15 Squadrons”.

No 44/55 (Rhodesia) Squadron, which during the Second World

War had been the first Bomber Command squadron to convert

completely to Lancasters (and which with No 97 Squadron made the

daring daylight attack on Augsburg' on 17 April 1942), became

non-operational during January 1953 owning to its conversion to

Canberras; and during that month its Washingtons were offered for

LBF.

' Out of a force of 12 aircraft only five returned, the CO of No 44 Stjuaclron (\Vg C:dr J D
Nettleton) being awarded the VC.
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(lispo^;!! among the- otiu r Washington siiuadvons of Bomber Commatid.

Din ing die following month it nMuentrated on jet eonversion flying in

Meteors, and got its first ( anherra B.2s in .April, when it al.so became

the first Canberra sipiadron at ( .oningsln airfield near Lincoln. \o 149.

the second Washington s(|iiadron to be converted to ('.anberras, was not

far behind. In Iannar\ I9.a.‘? its ORB noted: ” The .squadron has

completed its o|)erational lommitment on Washington aircraft and as
from I l ebruaiA will commence its re-arming with the English E.lectric

Canberra". Its jiilots went to Hemswell for a short Meteor course atid

thence to Bassingbourn: its navigators went to Bassingbourn via R.AF

Lindhoinu-. the Command Bombing .School. The compiler of No 149's

ORB had been a little ojitimistic as to dates. On .1 Februarv he recorded

that "af ter fl\ ing two Washingtons on Exercise King Fin on the night of

."1 FebruaiA all Using on the stpiadron ceased and the remainder ot the

month was taken uj) with transferring the aircraft to other squadrons,

dealing with postings-out and preparing in general for the arrival of the

(ianben a ait i raft, news and e(|uij)tneiu“. The C.anberras. however, had
be modified at Ibnbrook and the first flid not reach No 149 at

Coningsbv until 17 .Ajn il. three tnore arriving during that month. In

.Mas two tnoie Washington s(|uadrons began to re-equip with

Canberras. No .77 reieiving its first two B.2s on the 12th and No 13 its

to

first on the 29th.

Flu* Canbei ra bomber build-uj). which reached its peak in .Apr 1933
when there were .490 of both marks on hand at bases, includitig those in

Cermam. was lonqiarable with that of Bomber Command in the

.Second World Wat; for bv then 27 st|uadrons had been formed - the

bombei asjx'ct of the R.AF part of the British rearmament programme
instituted aftet the Brussels meeting of the North .Atlantic Council in

December 1930. Fhus b\ the titne the second stage of Bomber

Command's re-eipiipment began, with the appearance of the \’aliants.

considerable experience in the operation of jet bombers had already

been gained b\ its fl\ ing and engineering personnel.

With its low wing loading and docile living characteristics, the

Canberra was a well-liked aircraft: as the first jet lx)mber in the R.AF. it

Bomber (Command a pride and prestige it had lost in the yearsga\e
following the Second World War. when its aircraft became slow and
obsolestent. ft can ied a b.OOOlb conventional bomb load; not until 1938

were Canberras armed with nuclear weapons, as will subsequently be

described. Powered bv two Rolls-Royce .Avoirs, the Canberra was

manoeuvrable enough for a formation aerobatic team to be formed (in

193b) with font aircraft, and for the L.ABS manoeuvre employed by the

inierdictor (B(l).8) squadrons in R.AF Germany, as will subsequently be
mentioned. But the Canberras' role was tactical: they were visualised as

battlefield-support weapons, had the Warsaw Pact forces embarked on a

land invasion of Western F.urope; though whether they would have
fared better than the Blenheims and Battles of 1940. considering the
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generous target area and large radar profile thcv presented, is an

arguable question. In the context of this history, which is concerned

with the RAF strategic nuclear deterrence role, thev rej)resented a

stepping-stone in the build-up of the \'-bombcr force, particularh in

providing high-altitude and jet experience for the crews to be
converted on to the Valiants, Vulcans and Victors in 19."ia-(>7.

By the end of 1955 there was a reduction in the Canberra B.(i fort e,

from six to five squadrons: as the .VMQLR for ()ct-I)ec 1955 put it. ‘ in

order to relieve acccjmmodation problems at Heniswell and Binbrook and

to permit the timely formation of the H2S attack wing of the Bombing
School. . . .”
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CHAriKR \ III

V-BOMBERS’ ENTRY INTO SERVICE:
THE VALIANT SQUADRONS

Wiitci ini>; lias alrcadv hctai rcfcnccl to as (he home of the Bomber

Command Armament Sehool and the repositorv of the first Blue
Danube atomic bombs in November 193'h d’he airfield was also to be

the site of the initial \aliant living in Bomber C.ommand. for a special

unit. No 1 1 Flight, ah each referred to. was formed there on .-Vugust
19.54 to conduct trials of (he \aliant on behalf of the Ministry of Supply.

Finis Wittering, as far as both weapons and aircraft were concerned,

plaved a pioneer part in the ot igin of the \ -force.

(iavdon had a similar pioneer role, for on 1 March 1954 authority was

given for the oiiening-up of the airfield there' as the base for No 232

OCl’. wbere the first purelv RAF living on \aliants was to be done and

(he first sc|uaclron (No I3S) formed, before it moved to Wittering. The
Idle of the OCl' was to train \aliant crews. Unlike the ('anberras,

sc|uadrons of which were formed before an OC.U was started, the
\’-boinbers were introduced at OCUs where training began con-

(einporaneouslv with the arrival of the aircraft. Sc|uadrons were then
formed as soon as enough crews had been trained; but it had been a

matter for debate whether a \'aliant OCU or a sejuadron should be

formed first'-. In the case of the \'aliants at Caydon. the first squadron
was formed before (he OCU. bv a matter of weeks: No 138 was

established with effect from 1 januarv 1955 and got its first aircraft on

8 Februarv; .No 232 OCU was established on 21 February. The latter's

task was to convert crews to the new tvpe, from that date onwards, and

also to conduct intensive living (rials with the N’aliant.

While the \'-force crews were formed at Caydon. and later at

Waddington. their members had received initial training in their roles

elsewhere. .As .W’.M .S W B Mcnual, who as a Group Captain had

commanded the Bomber ('oinmand Bombing School at Lindholme

from 1957 to 1959. put it in his book CouiiUloioi: lirilaiii's Strategic
A'uclear Forces:—

' OrigiiKillc (oinplfii-il in I'.i l'J. ii liatl Ik-i-ii .i >au-lliu- for RAF Chipping Warden, base of
No 12 O I L' wliiih iiaiiie«t news for Wellingion Ills. From September 1942 it eraseontrolled
t>\ R.AF WelleslxHirne Moumford and used bv Nos 22 and b 01 L s. In July 1943 part of the

airiield was used tn No (didei IVaining .Svbool in Fix ing Fraining ('.onnnand. tlien it was
rediu ed to inat lixe status until March 1934. xvben revived and developeti on a large scale to
receix'c the first V-bombers.

■  I here xvas tonsideialtle .Air Stall discussion as to xvhether the hrsi \aliant unit to be

formed should he a s(|uadron or an (K'.L’. .A meeting held bv DC-AS (.Air Mshl Sir Ronald

lvclaxv-( lhapman) on 2b |nne 3:t decided in faxour of a st)uadron. as far as nomenclature xvas
(oncerned: but its luiu iion xvtnild baxe to be lombined xvith that of a dexelopmeni unit and of

a training unit.
' Roliert Hale l.td.

(:«)minand. I fib I -b3.

I9H9. .A\’M Menual later became S.ASO at HQ Bomber
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“To support the front line, there was a large training organisation

including the Bombing School, the Operational C.onversion Units . . .
and a nuclear weapons school.. .

Earlier, he said that

“the Bombing School at Lindholme, in Yorkshire, where voting

aircrew were trained in the complex radar, navigation and bombing

equipment they would have to use on joining an operational stjuadron
in Bomber Command, was a very important link in the training

organisation. On completion of the cour.se at Lindhohne, crew
members went to Gaydon or VVaddington (later Finningley) where they

joined captains and co-pilots for the remainder of their training as

complete crews. Lindholme had been specially prepared and e(|uippcd
to fulfil its important role in training the bomb aimers and navigators,

and as the build-up of the V-force gathered momentum, it worked at

ver)' high intensity turning out the crews needed for newlv formed

squadrons. Although the course was already long and demanding, it
was decided to add to it elementary instruction on nuclear weapons and

their effects,' so that navigators and bomb-aimers, in addition to

mastering the intricate equipment of their trade, would alstj have a got)d

working knowledge of nuclear weapons. After all, they might one day

have to drop them in anger”.

Referring to the part played by Lindholme in the training of \'-force

aircrew, A Review of the V-force, issued in March 1955 (pre\ iously

quoted)'^, said that Valiant aircrew training began in earnest at Ciaydon in

February 1955 and that “preparatory training on NBS and H2S” was

“in progress at the Bomber Command Bombing School. Lindholme.
and in the H2S training squadrons at Hemswell”.

From the beginning of 1955 onwards Ciaydon had as significant a role

to play in the development of the \'-force as Binbrook had had in the
creation of the Canberra force and VVaddington was to have from 195(i

onwards in the build-up of Vulcan squadrons - although no operational

squadrons were based at Gaydon, as at the other two airfields. .After the
first Valiant (WT206) had been delivered there on  8 February 1955 the

first course on the type - of four crews who were to form the first flight

of No 138 Squadron - began on the 21st. Meanwhile, the Aircraft

Servicing Flight did a Primary Star Servicing on \VP20(5, and the same
on the second Valiant (VVP207) which had arrived on the 19th.

During its fii\st full month of operation (March 1955) No 138

Squadron flew 58hr 40min with its two Valiants, two QFls being

converted to the new type and the conversion of “A" Flight crews
started. At the same time, courses for airframe, electrical and armament

mechanics were being given in the V'aliant Servicing School, and the

Intensive Flying Trials team were hard at work in the first three months.

' The first Nuclear Weapons Course at Liiulholme was hel<l f rom S lo 12 Sep .">8.
- BCn S 8443.1 7 Mch .i.">.
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when approximately 40()hr living was completed.

In April. No 138 got tour more B.Is — \VP213, 212, 211 and 215 —
and did 52hr Hying, during the course of which two "A" Flight crews
went solo; armament, instrument, electrical and radio instruction

continued in the Servicing School; and the IFT team produced detailed

and searching reports on aircraft performance.
One more X'aliant (\VP217) arrived at (iaydon during May and was

“temporarily allocated to No 138 Squadron pending re-allocation to No

543 Squadron” (as the ORB put it). No 543 was shortly to be formed,* as

the second X’aliant st|uadron, the No 2 V'aliant Conversion Course -

which began on 2 June — becoming its “A" Flight. Its role was to be

photographic reconnaissance, with B(PR).ls. During July “A” Flight

got its full establishment of four aircraft - VVP217, 219. 223 and 221 -
and its four crews did their first solo on the type. In August the total of

Valiants at Ciaydon increased to 11 and No 3 Conversion Course, which

began on tbe 25th, consisted of “B" Flights of Nos 138 and 543

Squadrons. .About half the hours flown during this month were devoted

to practice formation for the SB.AC Display at Farnborough in

September: “training suffered severely", the ORB commented, quoting

the flying hours' totals as 44hr training and 43hr formation. In the

latter month there was an even larger imbalance: out of Ui9hr total

flying, 87hr was spent in formation. 55hr on training and 27hr on

“other" flying.

It was not until 16 November that “A” Flight of No 543 and “B”

Flight of No 138 Squadrons left for their respective operational bases,

VVyton and Wittering.

No 138 Sc|uadron had moved to Wittering on 6 July; this is recorded

in the squadron ORB, but not in that for RAF Gaydon/No 232 OCU -

though the latter does record that “B” Flight of 138 Squadron started

its conversion training on 25 August, in No 3 Valiant conversion course.

On 11 December “B" Flight of No 543 Squadron, their conversion

training complete, left Gaydon for Wyton; and by that month over 500

pupils had passed through the Servicing School for courses in airframe,

electrical equipment, engines, armament, instruments and radio. These

inevitably rather dreary dates and figures do indicate, however, the

logistic problems involved in introducing into RAF service the most

complex type of aircraft it had so far operated - the Valiant, first of the

V-bombers, which was to be used over the next ten years in the bombing,
strategic reconnaissance and tanker roles, and also to test-drop the

British atomic and hydrogen bombs.
The three stations where the Valiants were first based - Gaydon,

Wittering and Wyton, all in No 3 Group of Bomber Command - formed
the foundations for the V-force which started to come into being during

1955. By the end of that year the first tw'o squadrons. Nos 138 and 543,

' Its official dale of formation was 1 .^pr 55 (.AMSO Qtly Liaison Report No 35 - Quarter
ended 30 May 55).
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Sydney, Melbourne, Canberra, Hobart (Tasmania) and Adelaide, and

on 19 September flew to New Zealand. There they gave demonstrations
- over Christchurch and Wellington - then returned to .'\ustralia on

26 September, demonstrating over Brisbane and Amberley. Three days
later both Valiants left for Changi, and after primary inspections began
their homeward flight on 2 October. Flying via Negombo and Karachi

(for refuelling) they reached Abu Sueir, Egypt, on 4 October. The
intention was for them to fly direct from there to Wittering: WP206 did

this and arrived back on 6 October, but WP207 developed a fault in the
transfer tank feed, diverted into El Adem and after refuelling reached

Wittering some three hours after WP206.

During this operation the Valiants were supported by a four-Hastings

transport force (two aircraft from No 24 (Commonwealth) Squadron
and two from No 47 Squadron), and the report said that it showed that

the Valiant was “capable of flying to high intensity, in a variety of
climates, without the immediate backing of a static base". Also that, as it

developed, the thoughts of the aircrew became globally rather than

parochially inclined - suggesting that operations away from the UK were
essential part of the V-force aircrew’s education”.

The Operation

engines and equipment. The diary noted that “of the components and

equipment carried in the aircraft the modified Avon engines. Green
Satin and STR18B2 probably provide the most interest, and the

general results, in spite of unserviceabilities in WP206 [which had the

engine change at Sharjah], are sufficiently complete to prove the
efficiency of all three”. As to aircraft performance, “half-hourly

recordings were made on all flights and have been forwarded to the
Bomber Command Development Unit for analysis”. Green Satin, the

main navigational aid used, became unserviceable in WP206 after the
first 53 hours’ flying, but in WP207 “behaved magnificently

throughout the flight”. Likewise, STR18B2 radio equipment “was used
continuously throughout the operation with good results” in the latter

aircraft, but in WP206 became unserviceable after being used

continuously during the first 20 hours of the operation.

Although the experience gained in Too Right could not be said to read

across directly to V-force operations from UK bases, it was valuable in

giving the Valiant a long work-out under varied climatic conditions and
also in demonstrating what kind of support was required at bases along

the Far East - thus providing information on provisioning
overseas deployments. The Royal Air Force, and Bomber

an

a very useful proving flight for the Valiant, itswas

the route to

for future j , , r , ... .
Command, also gamed kudos from the publicity given to the

appearance of the first of its V-bombers in Australia and New Zealand.

T^e report noted that “the press gave very good coverage and were
ticularly understanding about Security Regulations governing the

disclosure of detailed information”. Flight recorded during the visit (30

September 1955) that the Valiants’ first public appearance in Sydney
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“aroused considciable iiiiercsi". ami ihc AC)('. in ('. Bomber C'.ommand.

Air Mslil Sir (ieori>e Mills, weiii out to .\usiralia ai the same time in one

of the support Hastinj»s and met the No l!?S Sciuadron news there.

They were led b\ .S(|ii l.dr R (i Wilson. ()(’. ".X" Flight.

Early in three more \ aliant s<juadrons — Nos 214. 49 and 207 —

came into being and another (’.lass I airbeld. Marham. was added to the
\-force bases: until then it had housed four Canberra .stjuadrons. Nos

35, 90, 115/2 IS and 207. No 214 Stpi. based there, collected its first B.I

on 15 March from Cia\don; its CO. \Vg Cdr I, H IVent \’(' DFC..

captained the deli\er\ llight. On the 2Sih he participated, fiying one of

214's three \ aliants. in a formation fiy-past - with aircraft from Wyton

- for yisiting Soxiet Ministers. 1 he new stjuadron’s role was to form

part of the .Main Force of Bomber C Command.

The fourth \ aliant stjuadron to form - No 49. at Wittering - had a

different, specialist role to pla\: that of carr\ ing-out 'F' Series Trials

(Operation Chappie, the first li\e drop of British atomic bombs at

Cdnistmas Island in the Pacific). Its lust CO was Wg C.dr K Ci Hubbard

OBE DFC. who took oxer in September 1956 from Scpi Ldr D Roberts
DF(> AFC. who had commanded N4> 1321 Fit which did the Blue

Danube aerodynamic trials from Wittering during 1955. The first sortie

recorded in the re-fbrmed stpiadrons ORB' xvas in \aliant WP201

which had been No 1321 Flight's aircraft. No 49 therefore took on No

132 Fs trials role and immediately started on preparations for
Operation Cirapple~.
No 207's formation was the first instance of the conxersion of a

C^anberra into a X’aliani scjuathon: until February 1956 it had been

operating (Canberra B.2s from Marham. Fowards the end of May it

re-formed there as part of the Main Foice. Bomber C.ommand, and in

June began \ aliani fix ing — its first fixe sorties being three delixery flights
and two continuation training exercises.

Two more Main Force \ aliant scjuadrons came into being before the

end of 1956, both conxci ting from Lincolns - No 148 forming at

Marham. on 1 July, its CO (Wg Cdi W j Burnett DSO DFC: AFC.) and

his crew ccdlecting their first B.I from Wislcy on the 26th; and No 7 at
Honington — another of the C.lass I airfields — on 1 Noxember. its CO

(Wg C.dr H C. Boxer DSO DFC) and his crew delixering their first
Valiant at the end of that month

Thus by the end of 1956 the \’-fbrce had sexen X’aliant squadrons —
six in the bomber and one in the reconnaissance role, which xvas to be its

total complement of this type. These X’aliants occupied four Cla.ss 1

' It hatl Ihcii <i|H tatinff I.iiuolns.
■ During its first lumiili's cxisu-nn- ihf ORB ifioi tls im-ftings .at the Air Ministrt ami witfi

X’ii kvrs-.-Xrinstrniigs to tlisi uss the o|)eration.
' No 7‘s t)RB ret Olds that "the first Valiant was tolleetetl from No 4‘l .Sqn at Wittering hv

Wg Cdr A H C Boxer DSO DFC. and n ew on :M1 Nov. I'he arrival of this aircraf t was to have
heen the oct asion for a small t eremonv at which the .\OC No Croup. .AVM K B B Caoss CB

CBF. DSO DFC was to have l)een present hut the aircraft proved to be unserviceable...."
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airfields in No 3 Group - Gaydon (the O(X'). VViiierinjr, Marham and

Honington.

During 1956 also, Vulcans made their first appearance wiili ilie

V-force-on Operational Reliability Trials (see Chapter XI).

No 138 Squadron had another commitment during late 1955. in

addition to the engine trials and Operation Too Right - practising lor.

and performing, fly-pasts during that year’s SBAC Display at

Farnborough. Its ORB for August reported that “flying for the month

was almost entirely spent on fly-past practice for the SB.\C Show”: and

at the end of September the ORB noted that there had been a dress

rehearsal for the fly-past on the 5th (opening day of the Show), two

further fly-pasts being performed on the (5th and the lOth.

Subsequently, on the 13th, No 138 was visited by the Prime Minister (Sir

Anthony Eden), for whom a fly-past was organised; and on the 21st the

squadron’s CO (Wg Cdr R G VV Oakley) demonstrated the \ aliant at
Marham to the Netherland’s War Minister (Mr Cornelis StaO and

other Dutch visitors, who were accompanied by tbe Under-Secretarv of

State for Air (Mr George Ward).

Dispersal was an aspect of operations w hich was stressed very early in

the existence of the V-force. Referring to “dispersal of the Medium

Bomber Force in war”, the AMSO Quarterly Liaison Report for the

quarter ending 30 September 1955* said that “with the deployment of

the first V-bomber squadron at Wittering during July, urgent attention

is being directed towards drawing up detailed plans for the dispersal of
the MBF in war, or during times of international tension. 7'he plan is

intended to give full effect to HM Government’s declared defence

strategy based on the deterrent value of the V-force. The majority of

Commands at home will be called upon to provide basic dephjyment

facilities for elements of the force”“. The full implications of dispersal

are described in Chapter XVI11 of this history.

' No36-.A232030/55.

* In the event there were 27 dispersal airfields, belonging not only to hotne-basetl R.\l-
Commands but in some cases to the Royal Navy atid the Mtj.A. iti additioti to the teti tnaiti
V-bomber bases.
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CHAI’l l.R IX

CANBERRA LIGHT BOMBER
FORCE DEPLOYMENTS

During 195-1. as lias hccn noted. iIr- Canberra light lionilx’t loive

grew towards its llnal si/e and shape; and on 25 August that

first ('.anberra s(|uadron was deplo\ed to (ierinam: tins was No 1-19.
which went initiallv to .Milhorn. B\ the end oi the \ear there was a total

\eai the

of 24 stjiiadrons. Main Force ( '.anberras totalling 21 1. 19 of which were

B.6s, more powerful and with greatei range than the B.2s.

stage of Bomber Command's post-war re-eeinipment programme with

jet aircraft had thus been completed and preparations were well uiuler
That

The first

way for the next stage — setting-up the medium bomber toree.

year's Stalnunit ou nifritrr, published on IS Februar\'.

quite unetjuivocal in its forecasts. "We intend as soon as possible ", it

said, “to build u|) in the Roval .\ir Foue a force of medium bombers

capable of using the atomic weapon to the fullest elleet and it ;idded:

“atomic weapons are in production in this countiN and deli\ei\ to the

forces has begun". Fhe Canberras. howe\er. constituted a conventional

bombing force. It was not until 195S. in Cermanv. that the\ were given a

nuclear capability with .Americ an weapons.

By 1954. when the \’-force was about to rc*cc'i\e its fust aircralt.

Bomber (lommand had built uj) a considerable bod\ ol experience and

operational knowledge oi jet aircralt with its Canbenas: it was trom this

force that aircrew ioi the \'-bombers were largeh to come. 1 he .Air

Ministry Quarterly i.iaison Report for October-Dec ember noted that

“captains and navigators for the first \aliant sciuadron have been

selected and are now undergoing training with Messrs X'iekers-

Armstrong" and that "bomb aimers for the Ihst \ aliant sc|uadron have

been selected and arc now undergoing intensive elec tronic s and radar

bombing training at the Bomber C.ommand Bombing .School at R.-\l*
Hemsweir.

had been

Another important development during this \ear in planning for the

future was that on 24 .August authorit\ was given for the formation of

the Bomber Command Development L’nit at R.-\F Wittering, its main

tasks being to undertake trials of aircraft and ec|uipmcnt as directed,

and “tcj study tactics and operating jjrocedures and make recommen
dations which will assist the C in C. to fulfil his operational tasks with

the resources at his disposal". .At about the same time and on the same

station, No I.S21 Flight was formed “for the purpose of conducting

special trials on the \'aliant aircraft on behalf of the Ministrv of

Supply”. Bomber Command was thus now urgenth preparing for the

build-up of its jet medium bomber force, armed with nuclear weapons.

Cmnd
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The light bomber force of Canberras reached its peak si/c in U)3b.
when there were 24 squadrons (five of B.6s and 19 of B.2s) witli a total

UE of 230 aircraft'. Describing its capabilities in a report to S of .S'" in
March of that year, VCAS said that the Canberras were c(|uippecl for
visual bombing from heights of up to 43,000ft: their only radar

bombing aid was Gee-H - “a ground-based aid liable to jamming”
VCAS’s report went on to refer to a chain of stations in north-west

Europe extending to about 200 miles east of the Rhine, and said that

provided seven days’ warning could be obtained, plans existed to

position equipment at certain forward sites, extending this coverage.

The Canberras’ main radar navigational aid was (iee Mk 2. but

again the cover this provided was restricted (to the UK. France and

Germany up to a line Rostock-Magdeburg-Munich). .Additional
navigational aids were Rebecca - fitted to all aircraft - and the radio

compass, with which a small number of C^anberras were fitted for

operations overseas. But all these aids, like Ciee-H. were liable to

jamming. Two of the B.6 squadrons were also fitted with Blue Shadow, a

sideways-looking search radar. None of the Canberras currently had

any RCM equipment, but could carry Window; a dispenser was being

developed, but could not be in squadron use before mid-19.37.

Referring to the Canberras’ atomic potential, V’C.\S said that the

development of Red Beard [a tactical nuclear bomb) was going ahead;

current estimates indicated that the first weapon would be available to
the Service at about the end of 1957. He added that English Electric

were working on a full trial installation of an .American weapon' and

dropping trials from a partially modified (Canberra were due to begin

shortly at RAE. It was proposed to modify the B(I).8 version first, as the

modification was simpler on this aircraft and would provide “an atomic

capability in the shortest possible time”.

Canberras were deployed to the Middle East theatres during 1957 by

the re-equipment of V^enom squadrons — Xos .32. 73/6 and 249 in ME.AF

and No 45 in FEAF - with B.2s". The ME deployment stemmed from a

Baghdad Pact planning decision in May 1956 that the UK should

declare four light bomber squadrons to the organisation’s forces’’ and

' Most of the squadrons had a L'E of ten aircraft.
In VC.AS flic Operational Readiness of the R.\F (lOtl/'lO/I.S (Pi I)). .S of .S was then Mr

Nigel Birch and VC.AS was .Air Chf .MshI Sir Ronald Ivclaw-Chapinaii.
'The reliance of the Canberras on Cee-H limited iheii effei liveness dining the Sue/

operation later in HI5(i. when Pathfinder Force ici hnicpies were rc-inirodiit ed.
Presumablv the US Mk 7 weapon, with which Canberras were eipiipped from lll.AS

onwards (initially the squadrons in R.AF Ccrniany). is refci reil to here.
See Conversion of ME.AF and FFl.AF Scpiatlrons to Canherras - .AHB 11 ll/27;i/;t/|‘J Pis I

and 2. The first of four B.2s for No 4.'i Sqiuulron arrived ai R.AF Tengah. Singapore, on Ut
December 1937; one was delayed at Kaiimayake with  a technical defet i and two lollided

when about five minutes away from the airfield, only two of ihe aircrew (Sipiailron Leader t:

C Blount, the squadron commander, and his navigator FKing Officer F N Buchan)

surviving (ORB. R.AF Tengah. Dec 57). (See also page 127).

Baghdad Pact - Planning (lD3/4-K)/2 Pis 1-2).
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the Far East clcpU)\ nient Ibllowed-on tVoni the detachment of UK-based

Canberra B.O squadrons from 1935 onwards during the Malayan

Emergency'.

The Baghdad Pact (C.cnio) Treaty had been signed in March 1955

when the United Kingdom acceded to the Turco-Iraqi Pact; then

Pakistan and Persia joined, making the Pact a five-power organisation,

and a permanent Council was established. In 1956/57 the United States
became a member of the Pact's Economic and Military Committees.

Following the Iraqi coup on 14 July 1958 and the fall of its Government

that country withdrew from the Pact, in March 1959, and on 20 August

the Pact's name was charged to C.entral Treaty Organisation, the

Secreiariat-Cieneral and the Military Planning Staff moving their HQ to
Ankara in October.

When the Baghdad Pact had been formed the UK was the only

member country" which (as in the case of Nato in 1950—51) could

provide a bomber contribution, and in November 1955 the plans were

for two (Canberra B.2 squadrons - totalling 16 aircraft — to form in
the Middle East Air Force at the end of 195(k It was considered that

they would then, or shortly afterwards, be capable of carrying nuclear

weapons\ At the end of 1955. however, this view was modified to one

that “a real nuclear potential" could not be produced in ME.\F before

1959^, and this more realistic appreciation was confirmed in early
1956\

It was in May of the latter year that the idea of four light bomber

squadrons as part of the UK commitment to the Baghdad Pact was
considered and approved by the UK C'.hiefs of Staff’, and in July that

intention was confirmed: two fighter/ground-attack squadrons were to

be re-equipped in the near future and "at a later date two further

sejuadrons with Canberuts". This was the origin of the re-equipment

of the V'enom squadrons previously mentioned — Nos 32, 73, 6 and 249

- with B.2s. This committal of four light-bomber squadrons to the Pact

was approved by the C^oS on 13 July 1959.

The deployment of the first two (Canberra B.2 .squadrons. Nos 32 and

73, was mounted from Weston Zoyland, the base of two Canberra

squadrons. Nos 76 and 542'. and the first two B.2s sent to Cyprus.

WH870 and WK103 of No 32 Sqn, reached Nicosia on  3 March 1957

(subsequent flights were routed to Akrotiri). Two more B.2s arrived on

the 7th; on the 19th the squadron completed its move from Nicosia to

Akrotiri; and by April it had been equipped with eight aircraft. Its ORB

' See The Malayan Einnj'i-my (MoD Jim 70).
■ riie US was never a f ull iiieiiiboi.

' BricnorihctatiSin m‘)/4/:W(Pi 1).
^ .\C.\S (P) Baghdad Pact .Apprei iation of the Militarv Situation. Dee .")■>.
●’ jPS 18 lanuarv 50.
" COS(5(i) 270.
^ No 7(i was involved in the Christmas Island (Operation Grapple) trials and No 542 was a

PR(MR)s(|ua«lron.
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for Februar)' had commented

“No clearly defined operational policy exists at the moment, but a

preliminar)' directive from AHQ Levant lays down that
become familiar with ME air routes and are to attain a high standard of

visual bombing as soon as possible. A shallow dive marker element is to
be trained w ithin the unit”.

No 73 Sqn flew out its first four aircraft to Akrotiri on 19-20 March

1957 and another four at the end of the month, completing the

Canberra move from Weston Zoyland. In its first month (April) of

operations from Akrotiri the flying had been “quite varied” (the ORB

noted) and included flights to El Adem, Malta, Aden and Teheran,

“giving experience to the crews ... of their operational area”.

The other two MEAF light bomber squadrons. Nos 6 and 249, formed

and flew out from Coningsby in the summer and early autumn of

1957: No 6 arrived at Akrotiri in two flights. A’ on 15 Julv and ‘B’

on I August. No 249’s departure from the UK was held up, however,

first by the fact that its Venoms were involved in Oman so consequently

its ground crews might not be back in Cyprus for the originally planned

arrival dates there in September, and secondly by non-receipt of a signal

in the Air Ministry and by fog in Lincolnshire: it eventually arrived at

Akrotiri on 16 October, its two flights having left Coningsby on the

same day with a two-hour interval between them'. Its arrival meant that

the station then housed five Canberra squadrons (four bomber and

one PR-No 13).

The B.2s’ role was a conventional bombing one, and although in

1958 references were already being made to “the theatre nuclear strike

force” in Air Ministry comments on Baghdad Pact air defence" it was

not until the squadrons had been re-equipped with B.6s in 1960 and a
tactical nuclear bomb (Red Beard) became available that the .'\krotiri

Canberra squadrons achieved a strike capability.

While the Canberras sent to the Middle East represented a new element
in that theatre, those sent to the Far East confirmed an existing element,

the presence of Canberras in the offensive air support forces of

Operation Firedog from 1955 onwards^. These were B.6s of Nos 101,

617, 12 and 9 Squadrons detached from the UK to RAAF Butterworth

in northern Malaya for Operation Mileage, from March to August

1955. Canberra B.2s were then based in Malaya from the end of 1957
onwards, with the arrival of the first aircraft for No 45 Squadron at

crews are to

' File IIH/727/3/121 Conversion of ME.AF and FE.AF sqiiadons to Canberras.

■ File Baghdad Pact - Planning ID9/4-I0/2 (Pt 7). the comments being made in May of that

year in reference to CMPS (Combined Military Planning .StafO paper on .Air Force

Requirements for the Baghdad Pact .Area ".Not Limited by existing potentials".

* See The Malayan Emergency 1948- I960 (MoD. June 1970).
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Tengali on 1!^ Dcccinhc-i '. its ic'-f(|uipnuMit (troin X'cnoins) being

followed during l‘)oS b\ the re-e(|uipinent of Nos 2 (B) RAAF and 7o

RNZAF Squadrons. ,\s the olikial historv of the Malavan eanipaign~

puts it:-

“The potential air-strike forte reteived lonsiderahle reinforeeinents

in the secontl hall of l‘.)58 with the huild-up of the ('.onnnonwealth

Strategic Reset\e in .Malava hut onl\ a small part of this force was

actually required for the remaining of fensive air support commitments

in Operation Firedog'. Fhe X’enoms of No Id (RNZ.XF) St|uadron were

replaced at Tengah hy the C.anherras of No 73 (RNZ.XF) St|uaclron on

1 July 1958. while Nos 2(B) and 3(F) Squadrons of the R.3.\F. equipped

with Canherras and Sabres respectively, arrived at Butterworth on
11 November, where a small detachment of Bomber ('.ommand X’aliants

was also deployed for short periods of two weeks at three-monthh

intervals (Operation Profiteer). Fhe arrival of these forces at

Butterworth restored the ability of the air forces to respond tjuicklv to
bids for strike action in Northern Malava. that had been affected bv

the withdrawal of No -43 .Stpiadron to Fengah in November 1937. but

such action was hardly ever retiuired at this stage in the campaign . . .".

The re-equipment of No 43 Stiuadron was completed with the arrival

of its .second flight at Fengah on 9 Januarv 1938. but its B.2s were not

used in Firedog operations until March, continuing until they made

their final strike in .August 1939'. Fhe historian of the campaign

expressed .scepticism about the ('.anberras' operational value in

Malaya, saying’ that thev were “too elaborate for the task thev were

required to carry out” and adding:—

“They carried half the bomb load of Lincolns and their cruising speed

of 250kt at the optimum bombing height retpiired more elaborate

navigational aids and made map-reading inijiracticable and visual

bomb-aiming difficult. Fhe pilot had a poorer visibility than in a

Lincoln and the (lanberra coidd not be flown at night or in close

formation and could not be employed in a strafing role. They suffered,

in common with all jet aircraft in the tropics, from a serious limitation in

their endurance at low level, which precluded the possibility of

postponing or delaying an air strike once they were airborne. This was a

serious disadvantage in the uncertain weather conditions of Malaya,

especially in 1938 when C.anberras were operating in the northern part

' Unfortuiiaicly an ill-fated arrival, a FK.AF Press Release daietl Fridav. l:t Dee .A7. staling:

"Two of three R.AF Canberra twin-jet airt i al't tm a ferr\ flight from the L'K to a Roval .Ait-

Force station in Sitiga])ore this afternoon collided in dense cloud near Kiilai in the Potitian

district of Johore. Each of the aircraft carrietl  a crew of three. Fwo of the oempants. the

pilot and navigator, of the leading aircraft parachuted to safetv...". (.See also page 124).
* See note * on page 12(i.

■'The campaign against Communist terrorists in Malava lasted from |une IU4K to |ul\
i960.

FEAF News .Service Release of Oct 60 in 111.AO/140/4/7 (Pt I) Command Information
Office - R.AF Tengah No 4."> Stpi.

●’ In The Malaxnu Enirrfri-nf\ l94S—h(l.
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of the country far from their parent base at Tengah near Singapore,
and was reflected in an increase in the rate of abortive air strikes wlien

they replaced Lincolns. When flown at their normal speed at low

altitudes the swirl vanes of Canberra engines suffered badly from metal

fatigue in the hot, turbulent air which also made flying conditions

difficult for their pilots. For those Canberras that were not fitted with

Godfrey air coolers, sun canopies, cooling trollies and external

compressed air supplies had to be employed to combat the danger of

loss of bodyweight through sweating which could amount to as much as

31b per sortie.

“Both from the point of view of maintenance and flying conditions

Lincolns were preferable to Canberras in the type of campaign that

prevailed in Malaya...”.
The Canberra squadrons at Akrotiri encountered different

environmental problems during 1958 - those of internal security

during the EOKA campaign and of a Middle Flast crisis centred on

Jordan and the deployment of British forces there. From that year

onwards, as a bomber wing they took part in MEAF, C^ento and
Nato/Mediterranean exercises. In 1959-60 two of the squadrons. Nos 6

and 249, were given a target-marking capability b) being re-etjuipped

with B.6s with Blue Shadow sideways-looking radar; then in 1961 the

re-equipment of the squadrons with B.15s (Nos 32 and 73) and B.16s

(Nos 6 and 249) began: these were conversions of the B.6 for NEAF

and FEAF, equipped to operate in the tactical nuclear or conventional

bombing roles, or as ground-attack aircraft; and in November of that

year Akrotiri achieved its nuclear storage capability for this B. 15/16

force when on the 28th its Supplementary Storage Area was “taken

over and occupied”'. The Strike Wing, as the C^anberra squadrons
then became, was operational from the station until early 1969. being

succeeded in March of that year by two Vulcan B.2 squadrons. Nos 9

and 35, as w ill be described in a later chapter.

Station ORB.
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Weaposas
All photographs are Crown Copyright

‘Fai Man’ - the American plutonium bomb dropped on Nagasaki, killing
23,753 inhabitants and wounding 43,020. It had no ballistic streamlining
and was described by aircrew of the B-29 which dropped it as ‘just a

huge iron cask’

●Little Boy’, the U-235 bomb dropped on Hiroshima: like ‘Fat iVIan'. an
unsireamlined weapon
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Blue Danube, ihe firsl British atomic bomb (employing U-235), produced
after the successful Operation Hurricane lest in the Monte Bello Islands
in October 1952 and issued to the Bomber Command Armament School,

Wittering, from November 1953

A sectioned model of Blue Danube; note the ballistic streamlining and
how the “ball” determines the size of the case
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The first RAF thermonuclear weapon - Yellow Sun Mk 1, the “interim’'
megaton bomb designed after the Operation Grapple tests and issued in
1958

Yellow Sun Mk 2, the definitive British free-fall megaton-range bomb,
seen here on a Type L trolley
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Yellow Sun Mk 2 in a dissasscmblcd slaic

Red Beard, ihc ‘laciical nuclear bomb’, on a Type  J trolley
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Another view of Red Beard, giving an indication of its size
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A Symonds Hoist, used for loading Red Beard (2,0001b) into a Victor
B.I of No 100 Sqn - denoted by its skull-and-crossboncs badge
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Red Beard on a Type J trolley for lifting into a Vulcan

A| V

55L.
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\

VVE177B 9501b retarded low-level weapon on an O trolley
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US Project ‘E’ weapon, the Mk 43 (2,I001b), on a Type J trolley

Another view of the 2,1001b Mk 43 US bomb
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Loading an inert Yellow Sun Mk 2 bomb during a Naio Exercise Unison

Conventional

(1,0001b) bombs
being loaded: the
Victor could

carry 35 of these
in its capacious
bomb-bay
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A tlicrmonuclcar

explosion

photographed by
a Canbe rra PR. 7

of No 58 Sqn
after a drop by
Valiant XD825

of No 49 Sqn on
8 November 1957

during the
second series of

Grapple trials

Vulcan B.2 depicted witli two Douglas Skylioii.s, the US wliich
would liave extended the Q_RA role of the V-force: instead, this was

taken o\’cr b\’ the Royal Navy's submarinc-latinched Polaris missile
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Avro Blue Steel being carried by a Vulcan B.2 of No 617 Sqn

A Blue Steel-armed Victor B.2, XL158, of No 139 (Jamaica) Sqn
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Low-lcvcl Blue Sled carriage by Vulcan B.2 XM572 of No 9/35 Sqns

Mating Blue Steel to its carrier: the Vulcan procedure
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Victor/Bluc Sled mating - with limited ground clearance

Blue Steel being lowered on to its trolley for Victor arming
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Vulcan B.2/B1lic Steel weapon system

4?

Victor B.2/B1lic Steel, the kneeling figures showing close ground clearance
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A Blue Steel being unloaded on to a trolley from an AEC Mandator
ten-ton guided missile transporter

A Blue Steel being refuelled in the HTP (high test peroxide) bay at
Scampton, base for the Vulcan/Blue Steel force
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Blue Steels in the servicing and storage bay at Scampton, their exposed
rear ends showing the Bristol Siddeley Stentor rocket engine which
powered them to the apogee of their flight path

Another view of the Blue Steel refuelling procedure: note the protective
clothing worn by the airmen
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CHAPTER X

THE SUEZ OPERATION

Although the compiler of the No 7 Squadron ORB had noted that its

aircrew “were warned to stand by for flying duties in connection with

operations in Egypt", the newest Valiant squadron was not in fact called

upon to participate in Operation Musketeer (31 October to 6 November

1956). It could only have made a nominal contribution, however, unless

the operation had gone on longer, since at the time it only had one
aircraft and three crews.

Four of the six other Valiant squadrons participated - Nos 138, 148,

207 and 214, all of them Main Force squadrons. The other two. Nos 49

and 543, had specialist roles — nuclear weapon trials and strategic

reconnaissance respectively. In addition to the Valiants there were ten

squadrons of Canberras in Operation Musketeer: Nos 9, 12, 101 and
109 (all with B.6s) flew from Malta and Nos 10, 15, 18, 27, 44, 61 and

139 (all with B.2s except for No 139 which had B.6s and operated in a

marker role) from Cyprus. The Valiants’ sorties over Egypt were the

first, and only, time these V-bombers ever bombed “in anger".

Before referring to the exhaustive report made on Operation

Musketeer, the squadrons’ own comments - made at the time in their

ORBs - are worth noting.

Summarising its activities for October 1956, No 138 Squadron
recorded that

“the important event of this month has been the detachment of the
squadron to Luqa. Malta, and the subsequent bombing attacks
airfields and military barrack areas in Egypt. On 31 October six crews

were briefed to carry out an attack on Cairo West airfield. Led by the

squadron commander, these crews took off during the afternoon but

after roughly one hour’s flight all aircraft were recalled, as it was
believed that American civilians were being evacuated by air from that

airfield. After burning off fuel, all aircraft brought back their bombs

and landed safely. Later that evening two crews, captained by Sqn Ldrs
Wilson and Collins, carried out an attack on the airfield at Abu Sueir.

Both crews dropped proximity markers and 11,0001b of bombs and

both marking [techniques similar to those used in the Second World

War being employed] and bombing were observed to be extremely
No enemy opposition, either by fighters or anti-aircraft fire,

was encountered by either crew.

“The squadron groundcrew were flown out to Luqa in Shackleton
aircraft and worked extremely long hours in a cheerful manner to keep

all aircraft serviceable. Before operations commenced, two aircraft took

part in an exercise from Luqa and two other aircraft carried out
bombing details at Filfla Island”.
No 138 was the only squadron to have its full strength of eight

on

accurate.
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Valiants at Luqa; Nos 148 and 207 each had six and No 214 only four.
The three latter squadrons told their operational stories in ORB entries

for October 1956, No 148 noting that on the 81st it ‘’became the first

V-force squadron to take part in operations by leading the attack against
Almaza airfield”. This was made “by five V'aliants of No 148

Squadron and one from 214, four Canberras of No 109 Squadron and

three of No 12 operating from Malta. The visual marking was done by

Canberras operating from Cyprus'. Canberras from Cyprus also carried

out bombing on the same target. Little opposition was encountered.

There was light flak around the target area but it was sporadic and well

below the attacking aircraft .... Intelligence reports stated that there

were ten Vampires, ten MiCi-15s, ten ll-28s, nine Meteors and 31

twin-engined transports on the airfield . . .

Nos 207 and 214 Squadrons’ ORBs both referred to Operations
Goldflake and Albert - the former being a deployment to Malta as a

measure against a Pearl Harbour-type attack on (Cyprus by Egyptian
forces, and the latter, sorties against Egyptian targets, - and the

compiler of No 214’s operational record' provided  a vivid vignette of

the squadron’s experience in Malta when he wrote:-
“For the record, it is interesting to note that in spite of every

endeavour, it was impossible to discover throughout the long period of

standby at Marham just w ho the future enemy was likely to be.

“Crew-room diplomats and students of Middle Flast history were of

the opinion that Fighter Command and Jordan’ would be arraigned

against Bomber Command and Israel. Other well-informed crew'
members had little doubt that we were standing by to assist Egypt

against Israel.

“The looks and expressions of surpri.se can only be imagined when,

within two hours of landing at Luqa, all crews gathered in the Bomber

Wing Operations briefing room for the first operational briefing and
the curtains were draw n aside to reveal Egyptian airfields as the targets.

“Targets in Phase 1 were the Egyptian airfields operating Russian-

built 11-28 bombers and Mig-15 fighters and at dusk on 30 October

operations commenced.
“Airfields attacked by the squadron were Almaza near Cairo (on 30

October) and Abu Sueir (on 31 October). The aiming-points were the

runway intersections and crews w'ere briefed to avoid the camp areas.
Further instructions were given that bombs w’ere not to be Jettisoned

‘live’ in case Egyptian casualties were caused”.

During Operation Musketeer the airfields on two Mediterranean

islands, Malta and Cyprus, were crowded with RAF bombers. On the

' Presumably by No 139 (Jamaica) Sc|uaclron with Canberra B.tis. the only target-marker

squadron at the time of the Suez operations.

Flying Officer RAC Ellicott.
●’.At the time of the .Suez operations No ,32 .Scjuaclron. with Vemnii FB. Is. was based at

Mafraq in Jordan.
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former, Luqa had 24 Valiants (the entire commitment of the V-force to

the operation) and seven Canberra B.6s of No 109 Squadron; Halfar
had 22 Canberra B.6s of Nos 9, 12 and 101 Squadrons. On Cyprus, a

59-strong Canberra force was concentrated at Nicosia - consisting of
Nos 10, 15, 18, 27, 44 and 61 Squadrons with eight B.2s each and No

139 (the target-marking squadron already mentioned) with 11 B.6s.

Operations against targets in Egypt, for the six-day period (31
October - 5 November) during which 131 sorties were flown from Malta

and 264 from Cyprus and 942 tons of bombs dropped, proved to be a

disappointing experience for Bomber Command - whatever excitement
there was at the time among the crews, either those with Second World

War operational tours behind them or those without wartime memories,

at the prospect of "live” bombing. In fact there were more hazards in

recovery to the island airfields than when over Egypt, where very little

opposition was encountered.
Abu Sueir, Almaza, Cairo West, Fayid, Kabrit, Kasfareet and Luxor

airfields were the chief targets, in addition to Almaza and Huckstep

barracks, El Agami Island (where a submarine repair depot was believed
to be located) and Nifisha marshalling yards. One of the many reports

written subsequently commented: “The operations over Egypt met litde

opposition and the targets bombed were large and distinctive..
The chief themes of these reports were that the bomber force

was not geared to this kind of operation, and that its navigation/

bombing equipment was either not suitable or non-existent - not yet

having been fitted in some of the Valiants.

The Musketeer Report^ said bluntly that “in July 1956 Bomber Com

mand was ill-prepared to undertake a Musketeer-type operation ....

The Command was geared to a ‘radar’ war in Western Europe and

was not constituted nor organised for major overseas operations ....

The majority of the Valiant Force had neither NBS nor visual

bomb-sights and were not cleared for HE stores ... ”.

As for the Canberras, “the Canberra aircraft forming the bulk of the

force deployed are equipped only with Gee-H as a blind bombing device

and it was not possible to position ground-based beacons to give

coverage for this equipment over Egypt .... It was considered that it

would be prudent for the early attacks to be made at night and this
necessitated a reversion to the marking technique successfully used in
World War II ...

Bomber Command nevertheless had to perform the tasks it was called

upon to undertake with the aircraft currently available, even though the

Canberras needed Gee coverage for efficient operation and many of the

Valiants were not fully equipped. Lincolns, which no doubt would have

' Appendix'C to 1395/S 1/2/Air dated 16 Nov 56.
“ AHB file 11H/272/3/40A: Musketeer Reports, which contains all the reports quoted from

here.

●* The Techniques Used and the Results Achieved by BC during Operation Musketeer.
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done the job effectively (although vulnerable to jet fighters), had been

retired from front-line service by the end of 1955.

The Musketeer Reports commented critically on the bombing and

navigation equipment in the Valiants and Canberras at that time'. For

bombing, Valiants had NBSl/Gee-H and 12 sighting head and

Canberras (both B.2s and B.6s) the T2/T3 bombsight and Ciee-H. *’Of

these equipments [Annex ‘G’ comments|, it is understood that the

NBS initially had a fairly high unserviceability rate" mainly due to the

difficulties of servicing a new equipment away from the parent base,
and that serviceability later improved. Gee-H could not be used as there
were no Gee-H beacons in the Middle East. Thus the bombing

capability was reduced to visual bombings of target indicators in good
weather only with, in the case of V'aliants, fixed sighting angles at all

heights, and in the case of Canberras the T2/3 bombsight. capable of
visual bombing at all operational heights . . .".

For navigation, equipment in the V'aliants was XBS, Green
Satin/GPI(iv),^ VHF, ILS and peri.scopic sextant; and in both marks of
Canberra, Gee-H, Rebecca Mk 4 and (“in some aircraft”) radio

compass. The Annex comments that “of these equipments. Gee and
Gee-H could not be used as there are no stations or beacons in the

theatre. Some Valiants had serviceable XBS. The range of Rebecca
Eureka was limited to 80 and 90 miles. This meant that the \'aliants were

still capable of accurate navigation with Green .Satin when sea states
were suitable and when NBS was serviceable, and of reasonably accurate

timing by monitoring the Green Satin by astro. The (Janberras, however,
had to rely entirely on DR (dead reckoning) navigation monitored by

visual pinpoints and in a few cases by radio compass bearings. 4'his was
a handicap to the Malta Canberras operating at ranges near their

operational radius of action at night, but navigation of Nicosia-based
aircraft on their relatively short sorties was not seriously affected”.
Two further observations, on recovery of aircraft by their island bases

and on weather during the operations, as well as  a general

recommendation for any future “limited war" bomber operations, were

made in Annex ‘G’ to the Musketeer Reports.

On “the landing problem”, it commented that “with no accurate

navigation system covering the operational area and the landing bases,
it was not practicable to operate large forces from either base, as all

aircraft had to be brought overhead to establish position before they

could be separated for landing; this restricted the operational radius of
action of the Malta Canberra and Valiant forces”.

As to weather, “the.. .conditions prevailing in Cyprus and Egypt were

' Annex ‘C to ATF/TS. 11/56 of 11 November 1 ?)56.

* On the first sortie, against Almaza airfield, two out of the five No 148 .Sqii airt raft
reported that their NBS was ■‘unserviceable" and "not functioning proper l\ ".

^ Green Satin was the code-name for a navigation computer, operating on the Dopplei'
principle, providing a continuous and automatic measiit eineni of dr ift atui groirtidspeed.
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excellent throughout the period of operations. At Malta, local ueather
conditions were sometimes bad and three raids had to be cancelled...”.

In conclusion, the report

bomber operations are again to be mounted it is consideied essential
that the force should have an all-weather bombing and navigation

recommended that “if ‘limited war’

capability "
Bomber Command itself produced

appendices, on the Suez operation', from which it is clear that this had
which led to much hard thinking about

15-page report, with eight

been an experience
organisation, techniques, equipment and training. When the crisis
occurred, the Command “was capable of operating the two Alaciit)

squadrons- in the Middle East at 96 hours’ notice”. For many reasons,
the rest of the Command “could not undertake such operations”

pending the positioning of the necessary equipment and supplies, the
preparation of additional marker aircraft and crews to enable the force

operate independently of Gee-H, clearance of the Valiant for HE
bombs, the fitting of an improvised bomb sighting head to the aircraft

and training crews in visual bombing, recovery of the temporary
leeway in Canberra visual training caused mainly by the grounding of B.2s
for actuator modifications and by the formation practice for the Royal
and Russian visits to Marham”, and the exercise of the whole force in

to

marker techniques.

On marking, the report said that no up-to-date photographs and

intelligence on targets were available for briefing marker crews;

marking equipment was inadequate - no flare clusters were available

and old t\ pe flares had to be used; the flare carriage system was devised

and produced on the initiative of Bomber Command. Nevertheless,
“the marker technique was successful and 50 per cent of all bombs

plotted fell within 650yd of the target’.

Referring to aircraft recovery from sorties, it commented that this was

effected proficiently, GCA proving invaluable in Malta, where “the
prevailing weather. . . and . . . lack of an alternative overshoot airfield

equipped with a landing aid reduced the recovery rate”. In operations
from both Malta and Cyprus, “the bomber forces involved displayed a

very high degree of training and proficiency in operating at intensive
rates from congested airfields without an accident or incident”.

Among its recommendations for future limited-war operations, the

report suggested that the necessary overseas base, supply and servicing
communications facilities be provided; that suitable air-transportable

equipment should be developed; that Canberra effectiveness should be

improved “by the installation of navigation and bombing aids which are

' HQ Bomber Commami Report on Operation Muskctcci  - BC/S.8792(i.
.●\lacrity referred to two Canberra sqitadrons being on standby to reinforce ME.AF.

’ A majttr cause of Canberra fatal accidents attributable to technical reasons in the 1932-5(5
periotl was malfunction of the tailplane operating electrical system, resulting in runaway tail
trim actuators.
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independent of ground stations”, that adequate air transport should be

provided to airlift personnel and equipment in support of overseas

deployments, that “Command diversionary commitments such as

fly-pasts be strictly controlled and — when unavoidable - should not
involve unproductive flying”,* and that overseas reinforcement

squadrons should “undertake regular deployments to, and training in,
areas in which they may be required to operate".

I
A clear references to the “formation practice for the Royal and Russian visits to Marhani”

referred to earlier. Four Valiants of No i38 Sc|uadron had flown past the Queen at Marham
in July.
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CHAPTER XI

FIRST VULCANS AND VICTORS;
THE IMPROVED (B.IA) VERSIONS

As Gaydon had been the alma mater for all Valiant crews (and later was
to be so for Victor squadron personnel) so Waddington was the centre

for Vulcan knowledge. There, at No 230 Operational Conversion Unit,
the second of the V-bombers was introduced into service. Preparations

for this started in 1955, but because the Vulcan operational reliability

trials were done at A&AEE (Aeroplane and Armament Experimental

Establishment) Boscombe Down, the OCU did not receive its first

aircraft until January 1957. Some of the frustration felt by the unit’s

staff at the delay in getting its work going is conveyed by entries in the

Operations Record Book, which also voices criticism of the way things
had been done at Gaydon (No 232 OCU) in introducing the Valiant.
No 230 OCU had trained Lincoln crews at Upwood until January

1955, then in the middle of that year moved to Waddington and there

began to get organised for its new task - setting-up office
accommodation, refurbishing the ground school block, drawing-up

syllabi, drafting lectures and holding dummy courses attended by
members of the resident Canberra squadrons (Nos 21 and 27). The

unit’s new CO, Wg Cdr F L Dodd DSO DFC AFC, arrived on 19

October and subsequently a Memorandum on the Formation of the

Vulcan OCU at Royal Air Force Waddington was prepared (dated 5

November) in which the unit’s aim was described as: “To train crews to

operate the Vulcan efficiently to its limits’’. Copies of this paper were
the Headquarters of No 1 Group and of Bomber Command. It

criticised the procedure followed at Gaydon: “At the Valiant OCU an
made to train crews for the first squadron concurrently

sent to

attempt was
with staff for the OCU. This method inevitably delays the date by which

the OCU is ready to undertake its proper task; and in the haste to form

a squadron, or part thereof, it is possible that the OCU does not have
the time to discover the full capabilities, and limitations, of the aircraft

on which it is supposedly responsible for the teaching. This is a risk
which must be taken in war but may be difficult to justify in peace”. As

to the flying syllabus at Waddington, “it is proposed to take advantage

of the greater range of the Vulcan by including grid navigational trips to
high latitudes, as well as routine Mediterranean trips .. while as to

ground training, “. . . the Vulcan itself, compared with the Valiant, is

simpler in that it has an automatic fuel cycling system, and is devoid of
tailplane, flaps and manual reversion .. .”.

The Vulcan was given its Service release on 31 May 1956, as DOR(A)

(Air Cdre H J Kirkpatrick) informed PS to CAS in  a minute of 4 June', a

In AHB file 1D3/942/5 (Pt 2) Victor/Vulcan (B.35) Development & Production.
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release which, he said, “clears the Vulcan for speeds up to 0.98 indicated

Mach number. It also permits flying at up to 167,0001b all-up weight.

This is the weight with full internal fuel plus a 10,0001b bomb load...”.
As it happened, the official formation date for No 230 OCU coincided

with the Release: “Authority is now given”, said  a postagram from the
Air Ministry to Bomber Command on 23 March, “for the formation of

No 230 OCU at RAF Waddington, equipped with 10 UE Vulcan B.l,

with effect from 31st May 1956”'. It was later agreed that the unit
should also have three Canberra T.4s.

The decision to base the Vulcan trials at Boscombe Down had been

taken in mid-1956. A letter from SASO, Bomber Command, on 23 lune
said:^-

“It has been decided that Operational Reliability Trials for the Avro
Vulcan are to take place at A&AEE Boscombe Down.

“Vulcan XA895* is to be detached from Waddington to Boscombe
Down for the duration of the trials, which call for 150 flying hours”.
SASO (AVM S O Bufton) added that the trials were to be carried out

“as intensively as possible”, with a minimum of 30hr per week as the
target. This trials flying was also to be “utilised fully by No 230 OCU for
the conversion of flying instructors”.

At the same time, the OCU was keeping a sharp eye open at
Waddington on what was going on at the A&AEE. The unit’s ORB

for April 1956 recorded that “heartening news was received from

Wg Cdr F L Dodd after a visit to Boscombe Down about the progress of
our first production aircraft, now undergoing acceptance trials with the

Boscombe Handling Squadron”. Then in May, pre-dating what SASO
said in his letter, the ORB quoted the Operation Order for the trials:—

“It has been decided that the Operational Reliability Trials for the
Avro Vulcan, involving about 200 hours’ flying, are to be carried out on
Vulcan VX895^ at A&AEE Boscombe Down. All aircrew and servicing
personnel are to be provided by No 230 OCU”.

Before the new delta-wing V-bomber was in service, enthusiastic plans
were being made to show it around the w'orld. In July the ORB
recorded :-

“The unit has been involved in the planning for two special flights to
be made by the AOC in C (Air Mshl Sir Harry Broadhurst) in a Vulcan.

One is a flight to the USA in company with two Valiants to observe the

SAC Bombing Competition, and the other is a trip to Australia and New

Zealand to participate in the Battle of Britain celebrations in these two
countries”.

Everything possible was to be done to speed the preparations:-

“As well as paper planning [the ORB recounted] a certain amount of

'OS9A file No A177010/53 No 230 OCU - Establishment of.

^ BC/87949 in A225139/35 Pt I Intensive Flying Trials Vulcan Aircraft.
* XA895, seventh production aircraft, was allotted to the OCU on 16 .Aug 56.
■* This should be XA895: see subsequent reference.
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physical help has been given. A team of groundcrew from the station,

many of whom belong to this unit, has been detached to A V Roe Ltd at

Woodford to assist the firm in the fitting of Column 9 equipment
[Green Satin ARI5851, NBS (H2S Mk IX and NBC Mk II), Blue Devil^,

Gee Mk III ARI5186, Marconi radio compass, radio altimeter, radar

altimeter, AMU Mk IV, AMI, periscopic sextant Mk II and mounting,

STRI8 and ILS] to XA895 and XA897. This will considerably reduce

the period required by the technicians for the aircraft to be on the

ground after their delivery to the RAF. Also at the works is one airman

who has been painting station and unit crests and the C in C’s

markings on the two aircraft ”
These two Vulcan B.ls were, in fact, the first two of their type to be

delivered to the Royal Air Force - allotted to No 230 OCU but initially

operated from A&AEE Boscombe Down. The ORB for August 1956

expressed some frustration at having two Vulcans on the unit strength
but not being able to fly them from Waddington, commenting: “The

drawback of having to operate the aircraft at Boscombe Down still
remains a major problem, particularly administratively, but it is one

which we must accept until the Operational Reliability Trials are

completed”.

September 1956 saw the first substantial amounts of flying by Vulcans

in the RAF. On the 9th, the planned trip to Australia and New Zealand -

Operation Tasman Flight - began (the other planned overseas sortie, to

the USA, had been postponed in August); and on the 20th, operational

reliability trials on XA895 began at Boscombe Down, 46hr 50min flying
being completed by the end of the month. No 230 were obviously
pleased about this achievement; as the ORB recorded: “When it is

considered that two Primary Star and one Primary inspection had also
been carried out during this ten-day period, it is obvious that a very

high utilisation rate indeed has been achieved. Although this reflects

favourably on the aircraft’s inherent serviceability it is largely due to

the unremitting efforts of the groundcrew, who have worked long hours

under difficult conditions to keep the aircraft flying.”

Operation Tasman Flight, in Vulcan XA897 which had been painted

with the station and unit crests and C in C’s markings, had as its aim

route-proving and survey to Australia and New Zealand. Aboard the
Vulcan were the AOC in C Bomber Command, Air Mshl Sir Harry

Broadhurst, flying as second pilot; four Squadron Leaders — DR

Howard (captain), E J Eames (navigator), J G W Stroud (observer and

spare pilot) and A E Gamble (air electronics officer); and a civilian, Mr F
Bassett, representing A V Roe the manufacturers. Accompanying the

1

' le, equipment enabling the aircraft to fulfil its assigned task.
A minute of 20 Jan 55 from DMARD(RAF) to DOR(A) refers to “the question of

adopting Blue Devil in place of VSA for the V-bomber visual sight" and “an estimate of the
time required by the three firms to complete a trial installation of Blue Devil equipment”.
This was the T.4 bomb-sight to OR/3041 (file B.35/46 Medium-range Bomber - Type
Requirements. OR/299 - Vulcan (C48971/52/Pt IV)).
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Vulcan and under command of the AOC in C were three Coastal

Command Shackletons carrying technical support teams and equip
ment, and a Canberra PR.7 flown by the PSO to the AOC in C, which

the latter would use as emergency transport to keep to the planned
itinerary should the Vulcan become unserviceable. In addition, Vulcan

XA895 at Boscombe Down was held in reserve to fly out in case XA897

became unserviceable for a long period. This did not occur, XA897

being “able to adhere precisely to its planned itinerary over a period of
23 days”' (the 9 September-1 October duration of Tasman Flight).
The Vulcan flew from Boscombe Down to Aden (Khormaksar) in 7hr

20min on the first day and on the second from Aden to Singapore (Paya
Lebar) in 8hr 20min. On 11 September it arrived in Melbourne

(Avalon), having flown from Singapore in 7hr 35min, and subsequently
visited Sydney (Mascot) and Adelaide (Edinburgh Field). At Sydney the
Vulcan did fly-pasts over RAAF Richmond and Bankstown, as well as
over the city and Mascot airfield; at Edinburgh Field a great deal of
servicing assistance was given by the ground crew of the Operation
Buffalo Task Force^.

On 18 September, XA897 went on to New Zealand - to Christchurch

(Harewood); and after departing from there on the following day for
RNZAF Ohakea it did a low-level tour of the South Island, flying at
2,000ft over the towns en route at precise times  — which had been

announced in advance by local radio stations. On 19 September it flew
low level over towns in the North Island, achieving all its ETAs within
one minute. When the Vulcan landed back at Ohakea its tail parachute
was streamed “by popular request”, to make up for the disappointment
caused when this was not done on the first arrival there.

With its departure from Ohakea on 22 September for Brisbane
(Amberley), XA897 was homeward bound, flying on to Darwin the next

day and thence to Singapore (Changi). The report made an interesting
comment on the Vulcan’s landing at the last-named airfield: “Changi

runway is only 2,000yd^ so it was decided to stream the parachute. No
difficulty was experienced and without harsh use of brake the aircraft

was stopped in about 900 yd. . . .” On the outward flight XA897 had

landed at Singapore’s civil airport, Paya Lebar.

Landing in Ceylon on 27 September was not, however, quite so

straightforward: “Because Negombo runway is only 2,000yd with

difficult approaches, it was decided to stream the tail parachute . . . but

as soon as it developed it immediately jettisoned, necessitating fairly

strong braking to bring the aircraft to a stop. The Vickers release unit

was found to be burnt out, which caused the parachute to jettison”. The

Report on Operation Tasman Flight (BC/S89168/Ops. HQ Bomber Command, February
1957).

^ Operation Buffalo was code-name for the atomic bomb dropping trials in which Valiants
of No 49 Squadron were involved.

® Compared with the 3,000yd, plus overruns, available at Class I aiiTields in the UK.
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report also commented that “during the flight to Negombo it was

hoped to make contact and speak to CAS by HF R/T. The necessary

arrangements were made”.

The hope was that these would result in a successful air-to-ground

conversation during the flight to Aden on the 30th; but the attempt was
abortive: “Contact was made with Farnborough by HF R/T, but before

arrangements could be made for the AOC in C to talk to CAS,
conditions deteriorated and further contact was arranged for the

following day”.

This was 1 October, the final day of Operation Tasman Flight, and the

report recorded:
“The aircraft was loaded to 168,0001b and take-off conditions were

much the same as they had been on 10 September.

“Contact with Farnborough was soon made on HF R/T and the AOC
in C had a conversation with CAS.

“Instruction to land at London Airport* had been received at Aden,

together with the procedure to be adopted. The flight was uneventful

until another Vulcan (XA895, Wg Cdr Dodd) made contact over

Sardinia and kept in company to the French coast.

“Vulcan XA897 crashed while doing a GCA approach at London

Airport.”
In the accident, which resulted from the aircraft touching-down

short of the runway during its ground-controlled approach, the four
rear-crew members lost their lives and the two pilots ejected safely.

After a Court of Inquiry had considered the circumstances and pre

pared a report^, the Secretary of State for Air (Mr Nigel Birch) made a
statement in the House of Commons on 20 December 1956^ clearly

describing the circumstances of the disaster and detailing subsequent

investigations into its causes. The Vulcan, he said,

“had left Aden at 0250hr GMT where the captain had been given

forecasts of landing weather at London Airport and certain other
airfields to which he might need to divert. He obtained later

information en route, including further forecasts for London Airport.

The last of these was given to him when he was over Epsom. This
forecast, which indicated broken low cloud, heavy rain and little wind,

with visibility at 1,100yd, proved an accurate description of the weather

actually experienced”.
The Minister continued:—

“The aircraft had ample fuel to divert, and Air Marshal Broadhurst

emphasised to the captain that he should divert if he was dissatisfied
with the weather conditions prevailing. The captain decided to make

' Where a VIP reception had been arranged for the Vulcan crew; see The Aeroplane for 5
Oct 56: "Unhappily, the disaster occurred while the distinguished party gathered ... to
welcome the aircraft home was tvaiting in the VIP enclosure”.

DFS Accident File XA897; in 90/29 Aircraft Accident Vulcan XA897 (London Airport).

* Commons Hansard 20 Dec 1956 Cols 1476-1479. Although the Court of Inquiry Report
had been prepared by 17 Oct 1956 there were some dissentient views on its Findings.
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one attempt to land at London Airport. At about lOOOhr, at a height of
1,500ft and about 5nm from touch-down, and with both altimeters

correctly set, the aircraft began its descent under the control of the

Talkdown Controller at London Airport. The captain set his ‘break-off
height’ at 300ft. That is to say, he intended to come down under the
talkdown control until his altimeter stood at 300ft and, if he then found

that it was not possible to make the landing, to overshoot at that height.
The GCA talkdown instructions were followed, with some undulation

relative to the glidepath and some corrections in azimuth, up to a point
about three-quarters of a mile from touch-down, when the pilot was

informed that he was 80ft above the glidepath. At this point the weather
was at its worst. The pilot received no further information on elevation,

and at a point about 1,000yd from the touch-down point and 700yd
from the threshold of the runway, the aircraft struck the ground. Both
main undercarriage units were removed, and the elevator controls*

damaged. Subsequently the aircraft rose sharply to a height of
200-300ft, when it was found to be out of control. The captain then
gave the order to abandon the aircraft and himself used his ejector

seat. The co-pilot repeated the order and after trying the controls also

ejected. Within seconds of the order being given the nose and star
board wing of the aircraft dropped and the aircraft crashed to the
ground. The remaining three members of the crew and the passenger
were killed instantly on impact.”

Referring next to subsequent investigations, the Minister said:—
“The Royal Air Force Court of Inquiry, which assembled the following

day, found nothing to suggest any technical failure in the aircraft

which could have contributed to the accident. They concluded that the
captain of the aircraft was justified in deciding to make an attempt
to land at London Airport but it considered that, in the circumstances,

he made an error of judgment in setting himself a break-off height of

300ft and also in going below that height. The Court drew attention,
however, to the facts that though the GCA controller informed the pilot

about seven seconds before the aircraft first hit the ground that he was
80ft above the glidepath, he did not subsequently advise him that he

was below it, and that after the aircraft had hit the ground he continued
his talkdown as if the approach had been normal. The Court concluded
that, since the aircraft was under GCA control, the failure of the

controller to warn the captain that he was going below the glidepath
was the principal cause of the accident.”

Having given the main finding of the RAF Court of Inquiry^, the
Minister went on to refer to the inquiry into the GCA system. He said:—
“On receipt of the Report, I referred the passages relating to the GCA

were

* The Vulcan B.l had four trailing-edge control surfaces on each wing, the outer pairs
acting as ailerons and the inner pairs as elevators (A V Roe brochure SB. 10 Issue 1, Jul 54).

With which Captain V A M Hunt, Director of Control and Navigation, MTCA, dissented,
issuing a separate statement.
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aspect to my right hon Friend the Minister of Transport and Civil
Aviation ̂  who immediately arranged for an inquiry into the operation

of the GCA system to be undertaken by Dr A G Touch, the Director of
Electronic Research and Development at the Ministry of Supply.

“In a report which he submitted last week^, Dr Touch concluded that
there was no evidence of technical failure or malfunctioning in the GCA

equipment. His investigation confirmed that the pilot was not warned
by the GCA unit of his closeness to the ground, but despite a detailed
and exhaustive examination of various possibilities. Dr Touch was

unable to establish the reason with certainty. He thought that the most

likely explanation was that throughout the approach the controller
concentrated too much on azimuth at the expense of information on

elevation. He felt, however, that there were extenuating circumstances

connected with the unusual speed of the aircraft and the number of
corrections in azimuth. He also considered that even if a warning had

been given in the final five or six seconds of the ten seconds which, in
his opinion, elapsed after the pilot was told that he was 80ft above the

glidepath, it w'ould have been too late.

“My right hon Friend the Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation

and I have given most careful consideration to these findings. We are

agreed that there was an error of judgment on the part of the pilot in

selecting a break-off height of 300ft and in going below it, and also that
the GCA controller did not give adequate guidance on elevation during

the descent and, in particular, that he was at fault in the concluding

stages in not warning the pilot that he was below the glidepath and
therefore dangerously close to the ground. The apportionment of
responsibility is difficult. I accept the conclusion of the Royal Air Force
Court, but neither I nor my right hon Friend feel able to define the

degree of responsibility precisely.

“It would be unjust to the pilot and co-pilot were I not to make it clear
in conclusion that it was their duty to eject from the aircraft when they

did. The Court of Inquiry were satisfied on the evidence put before

them that there could have been no hope of controlling the aircraft

after the initial impact. In these circumstances, it was the duty of the

captain to give the order to abandon the aircraft and of all those who
were on board to obey if they were able to do so. Both the pilot and

co-pilot realised when they gave their orders that, owing to the low

altitude, the other occupants had no chance to escape and they
considered that their own chances were ... negligible.

“The House will wish to join with me in expressing regret that so

successful a flight should have ended so tragically and in tendering

sympathy to the bereaved.”

The last point the Air Minister made in his statement, about the

* Mr Harold Watkinson.

MTCA Report of the Special Investigation by Dr A  G Touch into Certain Aspects of the
Accident to the RAF Vulcan ... XA897 at London Airport on 1 Oct 56; HMSO ’57.
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ejection of the two pilots from the Vulcan, was the only aspect of the

Heathrow accident which had a bearing on future operations by the

V-bombers - for means of escape for rear-crew members in emergency
at low altitude continued to be a matter for debate throughout the life
of the V-force.

On the day after the loss of Vulcan XA897 the Air Minister asked the

Air Staff to set out their policy on ejection seats, and DCAS (Air Mshl G

W Tuttle) replied on 15 October 1956 with a minute describing the

design arrangements for escape from the V-bombers. He recalled that

when they were “originally conceived between 1946 and 1947
“it was the intention that each of them would have a jettisonable

pressure cabin which would separate from the aircraft and then do a

parachute-stabilised descent. As design and development proceeded it

became clear that this facility could not be provided, and agreement not
to have a jettisonable cabin was reached in the case of the Valiant in June

1948, the Vulcan in May 1949 and the Victor in October 1952.

“In all three bombers the layout of the cabin, which was operationally

very satisfactory, made it impossible, for structural reasons, to produce
ejection facilities for aircrew other than the pilots. It was, however,

agreed to provide ejector seats for the pilots so that they could remain

with the aircraft longer and help the other crew members to escape.

Facilities for the other crew members were provided by means of side

doors in the Valiant and Victor and through an underneath hatch in the

Vulcan, which has virtually no fuselage.
“The result of this is that all three bombers and the developments of

them will, according to present planning, have ejector seats for the
pilots and escape by door or hatch for the three other crew members. A

trained crew takes approximately 20sec from the time the order to jump
is given until the last man leaves the aircraft, but it is important to

remember that it is unlikely that the three non-pilot crew members
would escape in conditions where high G forces are being applied

through battle damage or loss of control, when the aircraft is at a low
level. On the other hand, when the first Valiant had a fire in the air all

five members of the crew got out of the aircraft successfully at high

altitude - unfortunately the second pilot was killed by striking the fin*.

“1 have discussed a possible modification plan for the V-bombers with
Mr James Martin^ and with the Ministry of Supply, and am of the

opinion that it is certainly not impossible to incorporate ejection

facilities for the three non-pilot members of the crew of the V-bombers
... but the implementation of such a policy would naturally raise very
grave issues.
“The first issue is whether or not we would rather be right to go in for

such a policy, and the second issue is whether we could afford to do so,
both in terms of money and effort as well as in the delay of the V-force

‘ See page 59.
* Of the Martin-Baker Aircraft Co, makers of ejection seats.
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build-up... A retrospective modification programme would naturally
be an immense undertaking but it is not technically impossible, and if

we do not go in for it we must realise what may be involved. My own
view is that we should not attempt to adopt such  a policy..

At No 230 OCU, regret was expressed on both professional and

personal grounds at the loss of such highly skilled crew members. Its
ORB for October 1956 noted sadly:-

“Overshadowing all things this month has been the disaster to
Vulcan XA897 on 1 October, which crashed at London Airport whilst

landing on its return from Tasman Flight, with the loss of four lives.

The captain, Sqn Ldr D R Howard DFC AFC, and second pilot. Air
Mshl Sir Harry Broadhurst KCB KBE DSO DFC AFC, escaped from a

low altitude by using their ejection seats. Sqn Ldr J G Stroud, pilot*,

Sqn Ldr EJ James AFC, navigator, Sqn Ldr A E Gamble, air electronics
officer, and Mr F Bassett, A V Roe’s representative, were killed in the
crash. Their loss is deeply felt by all members of the unit, and in one
blow the OCU lost the Senior Flight Simulator Instructor, the Chief

Navigation and Weapons Instructor, and the Senior Air Electronics
Officer.”

The Air Staff had made it clear that the accident did not affect plans

for forming Vulcan squadrons, which would go ahead as fast as

deliveries permitted^.

During October, operational reliability trials continued on XA895 at
Boscombe Down, and most of the No 230 OCU flying instructors were

converted to type on this aircraft by the CFI, Wg Cdr C C Calder
DSO DFC. On 8 November, the latter visited A V Roe’s at Woodford

to get up-to-date forecasts on the delivery of subsequent Vulcans to
the unit; and during December, with the ORTs completed, XA895
returned to Waddington.

It was during January 1957 - “the best month that the unit has had
since its formation”, to quote the ORB — that No 230 OCU really got
into its stride. “On the 18th . . . both XA895 and XA898 became

available to the unit for flying and at 0920hr on the 19th the first
aircraft took off on the first sortie of the Intensive Flying Trials On
the 29th a conference was held on the station to decide .  . . future . . .

policy in respect of the participation of the Strategic Air Command
Bombing Competition, the training of our courses and the Intensive

Flying Trials. . .”. It was decided that the order of priority should be:
the SAC Bombing Competition, training the first course, and the IFTs.

The competition commitment “had priority over all others in respect of
the Vulcan in Bomber Command".

' In the RAF Proceedings of the Court of Inquiry into the Vulcan accident Sqn Ldr
Stroud’s crew duty is given as “2nd Nav" and his hours on type and hours on all types
entered as “Not known”. But he was a qualified Vulcan pilot with a Master Green rating.
(See V-force, The History of Britain’s Airborne Deterrent, by Andrew Brookes; Jane's 1982).

Minute. DCAS/SofS, 5 Dec 1956.
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1957 might well be described in Bomber Command history as the
of the Vulcans and Victors (the Valiants, whose activities will beyear

described later, had come up to full strength by May 1957 with 59

aircraft in seven squadrons)*. The first two Vulcan squadrons. Nos 83
and 101, were formed and at the end of the year the Victor entered
service with No 232 OCU.

Vulcan activity during 1957, which was to culminate in the new'

bomber’s participation in the SAC Bombing Competition at Pinecastle
AFB in Florida during October^, was centred on No 230 OCU at

Waddington where the first two squadrons were formed. The spirit of
that unit, now it was beginning to operate its own Vulcans, was

epitomised by an ORB entry for January which said: “This has been the
best month that the unit has had since its formation. The commencement

of really serious flying has had a wonderful effect on the morale and

spirit of all our personnel, despite the 24hr-a-day seven-day-a-week
work which has been involved. As we have always believed, our aircraft is

inherendy serviceable and with reasonable luck our commitments can
be met without any undue trouble”.

On 20 February No 1 Course on the Vulcan, consisting of 25 students

- ten pilots, ten navigators and five signallers (one of them an AEO),

began conversion; their three months’ training included a month’s

ground school, two weeks’ ILS flying and lectures, and six weeks’

flying (captains were expected to do 31 hr day and 20hr night) - with
15 May as target date for completion. The ORB commented: “After 18

months of planning, talking, organising and not a little frustration, we

have now begun the task for which we are primarily established. It is
upon the training which we give to this course and its successors that the

efficiency of Bomber Command and hence the hitting power of the

Royal Air Force very largely depends...”.

During March three more Vulcan B.ls arrived at Waddington —
XA896, XA901 and XA900; but (commented the ORB), “although

there are [now] five Vulcans on the station, the combination of a large

modification programme and normal periodic servicing has meant and
will continue to mean that we can rarely hope to have more than one

aircraft flying at any time. This places an appreciable limitation on the

amount of training which can be carried out”.

No 1 Course at No 230 OCU graduated during May and on 21 May

the first Vulcan squadron. No 83, was formed at Waddington with

graduates of the course as crews - these five five-man crews being

commanded by Wg Cdr A D Frank DSO DFC and the squadron

‘ Last of these to form was No 90, on 1 January 1957, although it did not receive its first
Valiants until March. There were also an SR (No 543) and an ECM (No 199) Squadron.

® “After an absence of several years, the Royal Air Force entered the competition with two
Vulcan and two Valiant aircraft and crews” {The Development of Strategic Air Command
1946-1971, HQ SAC brochure). An invitation had been extended by the USAF in 1956 but
it was “reluctandy decided" to decline it (RAF Participation in SAC Bombing Competition
(AHBfi!eID3/921/62, Pt 1)).
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(formerly flying Lincolns at Hemswell) having an establishment of four
Vulcan B. Is. Unfortunately, it did not have any aircraft as yet; as its ORB

said, in reporting its royal inauguration: “On the day of the formation

of the squadron, the station was honoured by a visit from HRH the
Duchess of Kent, who watched the first take-off by a squadron crew at

1445hr that day, flown by Sqn Ldr Staff on a practice bombing mission.

It was unfortunately abortive, owing to unserviceability of the radar

bomb sight. Since no squadron aircraft had arrived, all flying was by
courtesy of No 230 OCU”.

During June 1957 two crews of No 83 Squadron, captained by Wg

Cdr Frank and Sqn Ldr D R Howard, competed in the Bomber

Command Bombing Competition, winning it and carrying off four out

of the six prizes awarded. Then in July the squadron got its first two
Vulcans — XA905 delivered on the 11th and XA904 on the 16th — its

ORB recording that “both aircraft are finished in white and have the

new Olympus 102 engines”*. Two more were collected from A V Roe’s

at Woodford during August and in that month there was practice flying

for the SBAC Display in September and the SAC Bombing Competition

in October. To quote the ORB: “Sqn Ldr F R C Staff and crew and Fit Lt
P M Woodward and crew did several practice formation fly-pasts with

two Valiants from Wittering in preparation for the SBAC Show at

Farnborough. On Friday, 30th August, the three crews for the SAC

Bombing Competition did a practice formation fly-past. This was in

preparation for the ceremonial fly-past to coincide with the arrival of
HM the Queen at the Jamestown celebrations^. This is believed to be
the first three-Vulcan formation...”.

The two crews selected to take part in the SAC Competition,

captained by Wg Cdr Frank and Sqn Ldr Howard, left Waddington on

26 September together with a crew from No 230 OCU. Their
destination was Pinecasde AFB, Florida, and their first leg was flown to

Goose Bay, Labrador, which was reached in 5hr 10/15min despite a

130kt headwind over part of the route. Meanwhile, No 2 Course at the

OCU had completed their training in August and No  3 in September -

the latter being the first course to be posted off the station, to

Finningley, to form the first flight of the second Vulcan squadron.
No 101.

The two Vulcans and the two Valiants which formed the RAF entry

for the SAC Bombing Competition represented the first Vulcan and

Valiant squadrons. Nos 83 and 138, and their two parent formations -

Nos 1 and 3 Groups. A total of 90 crews took part, making up 45 teams,
each of two aircraft. In the team results for blind bombing and

navigation combined, the Valiants were placed 27th and the Vulcans
44th. One of the Valiant crews achieved the second-best blind bombing

’ Of 11,0001b s.t.

The Festival celebrating the 350th anniversary of the founding of Jamestown, first

English-speaking settlement in America.
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score and was placed 11th in the final analysis of the 90 individual

results; this was the crew captained by Sqn Ldr R  W Payne of No 214

Squadron, representing No 3 Group. Overall, however, the results were
disappointing for the RAF and for the V-force crews making their first

appearance in the competition.
The AOC in C Bomber Command, Air Chf Mshl Sir Harry Broadhurst,

who was at Pinecastle, commented that “the results have rather hinged

on the experience of the ground crews in maintaining the equipment

rather than the aircrews using it”. As to the malfunctioning of some

electronic equipment, he said that “the humidity has been affecting the

Vulcan more than anything else”*. A leading article in Flight for
15 November 1957, headed “Back in the Nuclear Club”, referred to the

C in C’s comments and added some pertinent ones of its own:-
“...The Valiants and Vulcans failed to do well: not through lack of

effort or skill, but mainly through a combination of adverse circumstances

— malfunctioning of electronic equipment; operations at an altitude

much lower than the V-bomber crews prefer^; and, in the case of the

Vulcans, comparative unfamiliarity of crews with their machines.

“Yet Sir Harry rightly stresses the benefits of the contest. The RAF

crews and their USAF counterparts have become ‘mentally integrated to

an extraordinary degree’; SAC has been informally invited to take part

in the RAF competition next year; and a satisfactory exchange of
information exists between the two Commands. All to the good; for

what matters above all is the high standard set by the Americans and the
experience gained by the V-bomber crews of working overseas. Suez

gave Valiant crews a taste of this, and the tropical atmosphere of
Pinecastle^ has provided an even stiffer lesson.

“Sir Harry summed up one aspect of the competition when he said,
‘We are back in the nuclear club’. But the technical implications must
now be taken to heart by his Command. Much remains to be done

before it becomes a wholly effective nuclear force.”

On the 12th the Prime Minister had himself expressed concern about
the poor showing of the V-bombers at Pinecastle. In a minute to S of S
for Air”* Mr Macmillan commented

“We do not seem to have done very well in the bombing competition
in Florida. I remember that we used to take pride in surpassing the
Americans at navigation and bomb-aiming.
“I see that the Valiants were 27ih (out of 45), and that the Vulcans

crew

' Report in The Aeroplane for 15 Nov 1957.
'■* Bombing runs were made at a height of 34—35,000ft (Operational Research Branch,

Bomber Command, Memorandum No 185 Results of the SAC Bombing & Navigation
Competition 1957).

® Near Orlando, Florida, where the competition was held 30 Oct - 5 Nov. On 9 October the
detachment commander, Gp Capt John Woodroffe DSO DFC, who was station commander
at Wittering, was killed in an accident to a B-47 in which he was flying with Col Michael N W
McCoy, USAF, 321st Wing Commander.

■' PM's Personal Minute, M.560/57.
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(which are, after all, supposed to be much better) were very much worse.

“I am sure there is a good explanation for all this ”

Replying on the 13th, Mr Ward expressed disagreement with the
Prime Minister, saying: “I don’t think we did at all badly” and that next

year the RAF would have longer squadron service with their aircraft,

and pointing out that it was ‘‘the culmination of the year’s training” for
SAC, the two best crews from each of its 43 Bombing Wings being

selected to take part. Its B-47s had been in squadron service for six years
and the B-52s for nearly two, compared with 2‘/a years for the Valiants

and nearly a year for the Vulcans. One of the Valiants had recorded the
second best individual bombing score (25 yards) and finished 11th

overall. The ‘‘primary advantages” of the Vulcan  - speed, range and

height over target - could not be fully used in the competition, in which

the bombing height was 36,000ft - the limit of some of the American
aircraft but ‘‘well below” that at which the V-bombers regularly

practised. In brief, S of S concluded, the RAF crews had Shown that

they could hold their own with the best SAC crews'.
While the VulcanA^aliant teams were participating in the SAC

competition the first Victors were coming into service. On 25 April 1957

a minute referring to Victor B Mk 1 Operational Reliability Trials^ said

that ‘‘arrangements have been made with the Ministry of Supply for the
operational reliability trials of the Victor aircraft to be carried out at
A&rAEE Boscombe Down....The aircraft used will be XA930 and

Bomber Command crews will be participating in these trials”. The

debut of the third type of V-bomber was officially made with its Air

Ministry Initial Release to Service on 29 July 1957. This said that
‘‘subject to the observance of the limitations defined in subsequent

paragraphs^, the Victor B Mk 1 is released for Service use by day and
by night in temperate climates only”. Describing this latest addition to
the V-force, the Release said: —

‘‘The Victor B Mk 1 is a crescent-wing medium bomber powered by

four Sapphire 7 Mk 202 engines. A crew of five, comprising two pilots,
two navigators and an air electronics officer, is accommodated in a single
pressure cabin. Power-operated flying controls are incorporated; these

have sub-divided or duplicated components as safety measures. There is
no manual reversion.”

The CA Release of the Victor for Service use, dated 29 July 1957'*, was

subject to many limitations - eg, airframe and engine anti-icing systems
were not to be used, nor was the autopilot - and an Appendix listed ten

pages of modifications as the minimum to the standard of production
aircraft before delivery to the RAF.

It may be that the number of modifications which had to be

' RAF Participation in SAC Bombing Competition-AHB file ID3/921/62 (Pt 1).
“ Ops(B)2 - C.62164/DDOps(B).
* Eg, maximum take-off and emergency landing weight, 160,0001b.
■‘AH/521/01.
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incorporated accounted for the delay - over two months - before the
first Victor B.l (XA930) arrived at A&AEE Boscombe Down on 9

October for operational reliability trials. (Boscombe Down had had the

first production Victor for preliminary assessment in June 1956, when

13hr flying was done. It was reported that the new type “showed

promise” in its primary role as a medium bomber, but that defects which
A&AEE had listed had to be rectified before Release to Service could be

recommended. Problems which had arisen were “probably no greater

than” those experienced at a similar stage with the Vulcan *.)
Meanwhile, preparations had been made at what was to be the first

Victor unit — No 232 OCU, Gaydon, which had introduced the Valiant —

for ground instruction on the new type. During May 1957 the Victor

flight simulator there was given final trials prior to acceptance; in June
the ORB reported that “a staff Victor ground school course was . . .
completed .... attended by 27 instructors and simulator operators of
this OCU and three officers from HQ BC, BCDU and RAF Defford^.

Fit Lt E Protheroe and FS Brown designed and constructed working

models of the Victor hydraulic and power control systems. These
demonstration models greatly assisted the instruction during the

course”. In August the Victor simulator was put to good use — the

target was 75hr, of which 67hr were achieved, eight hours being lost

through unserviceability. “All the training hours used”, the ORB

reported, “were taken up by the simulator and flying instructional
staff’. In September the simulator was used for 60hr 30min, giving

continuation training to its staff and to the “A” Squadron QFIs. The
ORB recorded somewhat plaintively in October that “the Victor
simulator is still awaiting the first Victor course. However, training of

instructors continues”. The VictorA^aliant ground training school had

49 personnel on its electrical, airframe, engine, armament, instrument
and radio courses on the Victor. In November the first Victor aircrew

course, and the first Victor aircraft, arrived — the ORB reporting that
“No 1 Victor course commenced ground school on 21 November”,
and that “at 1536hr on 28 November, Victor XA931 landed safely at
RAF Gaydon. This was the first Victor aircraft to be delivered by the
makers, Handley Page, to the RAF”. The ORB added that on the

following day the AOC No 3 Group, AVM K B B Cross, “visited RAF
Gaydon and flew a one-hour demonstration detail in the Victor”.

So, ten years after the prototype contract for it had been placed, the

' Minute, DOR(A)/PS to CAS (C.82117/ORl, 30 June 56). That the date 9 Oct did not
mean that XA930 was ready for trials is indicated by Report No 1 (AH/311/03) dated 18 Dec
37, which said that the Victor arrived at A&AEE on 9 Oct “but was not handed over to the

Establishment by the firm, Messrs Handley Page Ltd. until the afternoon of 14 Nov —
During this time a firm’s working party was engaged in modifying the aircraft up to
Standard No Victor l/Y/2...”. The Release to Service had cleared the Victor for speeds up
to 330kt below 35,000ft or M0.95 indicated above it and a maximum auw of 160,0001b.

Base of the MoS Radar Research Flying Unit.
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Victor - last of the three V-bombers - entered RAF service*. But no kind

of exhilaration attended its debut at No 232 OCU, no enthusiasm com

parable with that which had marked the Vulcan’s entry into service at
No 230 OCU in the previous January, and the excited anticipation which

had preceded it. Possibly because No 232 OCU had been “in business”
with Valiants since the beginning of 1955, when the first squadron had

been formed before the OCU itself, the Victors might have been regarded

rather as successors to the Valiants - though like the Vulcans they were

the embodiment of the B.35/46 Specification, whereas the Valiants were

a less complex interim type which had been got into service more quickly.
A second Victor B.l, XA924, reached Gaydon on 27 January 1958

and during that month Operational Reliability Trials continued with
XA930 at Boscombe Down. On 21 January the three types of V-bomber
now in service - a Valiant from Marham and a Vulcan from Waddington

joining one of the Gaydon Victors - had “posed” for Air Ministry

photographers flying in two Javelins and a Meteor.
In the early months of 1958 the Victor ORTs continued at Boscombe

Down, where there was a two-crew detachment for this purpose, while

at Gaydon the new type increased in numbers - there were five by the
end of February - and aircrew and ground training courses continued.
On 15 March the Air Ministry approved the formation of the first

Victor squadron. No 10 (formerly operating Canberra B.2s from

Honington but disbanded there in January 1957), weflb April.

During April, the No 232 OCU ORB noted, the strength of Victors at
Gaydon “decreased to five; Victor XA924 and XA925 left the unit with
No 1 Course for RAF Wyton”. The latter station was the base of two PR

squadrons. Nos 543 (Valiants) and 58 (Canberras). No mention was
made in No 543’s ORB of the arrival of the Victors or of No 1 Course

from the OCU.

No 10 Squadron received its first Victor B.l, XA935, at Cottesmore

9 April; it was flown in there by tlie CO, Wg Cdr  C B Owen DSO DFC
AFC. He subsequently made two further deliveries from the Handley

Page airfield at Radlett - of XA927 on 16 April and XA928 on 5 May. In

June, this first squadron with the new type noted in its ORB that it was

“part of Main Force, Bomber Command” and that it had an establish

ment of eight Victor B.ls with six on strength. During July, with the
arrival of two new crews, the squadron achieved a total of six crews.

Meanwhile, IFTs (intensive flying trials) of the Victor had been going

on at Gaydon; by the end of June, 694hr 25min had been flown on
these, and the target - 1,000hr - was reached on 29 July.

Later that year a second Victor squadron. No XV, was formed at

Cottesmore, on 1 September. Its first aircraft, XA941, was collected from

Radlett on the 16th by the CO, Wg Cdr D A Green DSO OBE DFC
and his crew.

on

' The Ministry of Supply had sent Handley Page an ITP (Intention to Proceed)-a contract
to build two prototypes - on 19 November 1947.
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As a third Vulcan squadron. No 617, had been formed at Scampton in
May, the V-force consisted by the end of 1958 of seven Valiant bomber

squadrons, plus one PR and one f'CM squadron with Valiants, three

Vulcan and two Victor bomber squadrons. At 31 December there were
82 V-bombers on hand and 104 crews.

Having V-bombers on stations, however, did not necessarily mean that

they were fully operational - in terms of equipment or crews. In a letter

to CAS (MRAF Sir Dermot Boyle) on 2 June 1958 the AOC in C (Air

Chf Mshl Sir Harry Broadhursi) made the startling comment:

“Although we have had V-bombers in the Command for over three

years it was not until last year that we had a single aeroplane complete

to operational standards. VV'e had no groundcrew, aircrew' or staff

officers with any experience of the equipment and its associated

problems...”. Nearly two years later, in a minute of 16 May 1960 to
the Minister of Aviation (Mr Duncan Sandys), the Minister of Defence

(Mr Harold Watkinson) commented:

“I have just returned from a visit to a V-bomber station, where I was

surprised to learn that the Victor 1 bombers . .  . there had no

auto-pilots. I was assured that the V'ictor 1 As and 2s would be supplied

fully equipped in this respect.”
His minute had been annotated with the note:

“There is an auto-pilot installed. But it is not cleared for use pending

modification (re-positioning) of pitot static head. The aircraft are being
modified now.”

Referring in May 1958 to the cost and capabilities of the V-bomber

force, the Earl of Gosford, Joint Parliamentary U nder-Secretary  of State

for Foreign Affairs, said in a House of Lords debate on the Air
Estimates':

“. . . even allow ing for research and development on aircraft, bombs
and ballistic missiles, less than one-tenth of the Defence Estimates this

year is being devoted to the strategic nuclear deterrent - that is, the
V-bomber force and the ballistic missiles with which it will be

supplemented. . . . Much of this expenditure fulfils a double purpose.
The V-bomber force is fully capable of being used in the conventional

role with high-explosive bombs. The same is true of the reconnaissance

squadrons of the V-bomber force. Therefore, to say that this force is

entirely for deterrent purposes only is not strictly accurate”.

In opening the debate. Lord Balfour of Inchrye had said that “out of
some £1,500 million defence expenditure we are spending about IV2

per cent on the deterrent and another IV2 per cent on the protection of
the deterrent. That is to say, out of a total of .some £1,500 million about

£250 million is spent on the deterrent and its protection in the form of

Fighter Command, radar chains and other protective measures ..

' House of Lords Hansard, 7 Mav 1958, Col .50.
-Ibid, Col 32.
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While the Valiants were not developed beyond the  B Mk 1 version the

Victors and Vulcans were improved to a B Mk lA standard in a

programme which began during 1959, these changes reflecting a
reaction to the strategic situation and also to the availability of much

greater engine power. Referring to the development of the Vulcan B.l A,
AVM D B Craig said in 1980* that Intelligence estimates during 1957

about improved Soviet air defence capabilities led the Air Staff to press
for improvements to the Vulcan B.ls, and their efforts were rewarded in

two ways:—
“First, from 1959 until March 1963 some 29 B.ls were individually

withdrawn from the front line for conversion to B.l As. This involved

fitting ECM equipments in order to improve the ability to penetrate

enemy air defences safely. The bulk of the kit was carried in an
enlarged, extended tail cone, and a flat ECM aerial plate was mounted

betw'een the two starboard jet pipes. Flight-refuelling equipment in the
receiver role was also installed. The first Mk lA (XH500) went to No

617 Squadron on 29 September 1960.

“Secondly, a dramatic increase in engine power became available as a

result of further work by Bristol on their Olympus. The Mk 1 aircraft

had only 11,0001b s.t. per engine (Mk 101), and during 1957-58 plans

had been prepared to provide rocket-assisted take-off (RATO) for the

MBF to ensure adequate runway performance at the smaller dispersal

airfields. By mid-1959 these plans were abandoned in the light of

engine developments”, following a decision to introduce the uprated

Olympus 301.

At the same time a Victor B.l improvement programme was under

way, as described by the historian of Handley Page^, who comments that

“The Air Staff had declined a suggestion in 1959 to re-engine Victor

B.ls with 10,0001b s.t. Rolls-Royce Avon RA.28s, but gave full priority to

rapid conversion of the last B.ls to a new standard incorporating ECM,

using equipment developed by trials in XH587; the modified aircraft
were to be knowm as Victor B.l A and XH613 was allotted for trial

installation of the retrofit modification... which entailed revisions to the

crew stations as well as the ECM equipment itself®. In the event XH617

w'as written-off, after damage on 19 July 1960, so only 24 Victors were
converted; the first, XH613, was flown in from No XV Squadron to

‘ Chadwick Memorial Lecture at the Manchester Branch of the Royal Aeronautical Society,
19 March 1980 by AVM D B Craig. AOC No 1 Group (subsequently VCAS, then AOC in C
Strike Command and CAS as Air Chief Marshal Sir David and subsequendy CDS), whose RAF
career had been closely associated with the Vulcan — as CO of a squadron (No 35) and station
commander at .^krotiri when the two B.2 squadrons of the NEAF Bomber Wing were based
there.
- C H Barnes, Handley Page Aircraft since 1907 (Putnam, 1976).
“During 1959 the basic Victor B.l underwent several important changes; these included

the provision of a flight-refuelling probe, the fitting of drooped leading-edges, tail-warning
radar, new ECM equipment under the nose and in the rear fuselage, and the strengthening
of the pressure cabin. This modified aircraft emerged as the Victor B.l A...” (V-bombers, by
Robert Jackson; Ian .Allan 1981).
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Radlett soon after the last new B.l, XH667, had been delivered from

Colney Street on 31 March 1960. It completed its flight tests in May and

was prepared for the final ECM conference on 28 June, by which date
the second B.l A, XH618, was also ready for despatch —”

XH613 arrived at Cottesmore, where Nos 10 and XV Squadrons were

based, on 22 July 1960. As the first Vulcan B.2, XH558, had been
delivered to No 230 OCU on 1 July it becomes clear, as AVM Craig

pointed-out in his lecture, “when we consider the parallel work on B.ls
and B.l As, that there was no clear-cut switch from procurement of

the...Mk Is to the Mk 2s”. He was referring to the Vulcan programme
but the same was true of the Victors: “The fortieth B.l, XH619,

[was] completed at Colney Street in May [1959] with the second B.2,
XH669, close behind'”. He went on to comment that
“as Bomber Command received its new marks of V-bombers into

service, conversion courses, IFTs^ and the formation and re-formation

of squadrons were telescoped into a very tight time-scale — Bearing in

mind the parallel introduction of the Mk 1 and Mk  2 Victors, there was

clearly great urgency and determination to develop and maintain the

credibility of our contribution to the West’s deterrent strategy of
massive nuclear retaliation in the event of an attack by the Warsaw
Pact..”.

' C H Barnes, Handley page Aircraft since 1907.
** “The differences between the Mk 1 and 2 variants were.. .sufficiently great to justify

holding further in-service intensive flying trials, although previously it had not been usual to
hold IFTs on new marks of existing in-service aircraft" (AV'M D B Craig lecture on The
Vulcan in Service, previously referred to). By October 1959 all 45 Vulcan B. Mk Is had been

completed (DCAS Progress Report on \Vcapon Systems up to 31 Oct 59 - AC(59)88).
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CHAPTER XII

VALIANT ROLES:
FLIGHT REFUELLING, NUCLEAR TESTS,

SR AND ECM

While the Vulcans and Victors were in the throes of being brought into
service the Valiants had been active in six different types of operation -

bombing (their part in the Suez operation has already been referred to,
and before other V-force squadrons were formed they were the

spearhead of Bomber Command’s Main Force); strategic reconnais

sance (the second V-bomber squadron formed was No 543 (PR) with

Valiant B(PR).ls which worked-up in the second half of 1955);

dropping tests of the first British atomic bombs in 1956; ECM

(electronic countermeasures), equipping No 199 Squadron from 30

September 1957 onwards; flight refuelling, which No 214 Squadron
pioneered from February 1958; and Blue Steel trials, which will be

referred to subsequendy. Thus the Valiants not only made up a

complete strategic force, with bomber, SR and ECM elements; they also

had the special roles of introducing jet tanking to the RAF, and

air-dropping the atomic bombs.

Commenting on the countermeasures requirement, the Air Ministry

Quarterly Liaison Report for April-June 1952 had said: “It has now

been agreed that a specialist RCM aircraft is required to operate with,

and in support of, bomber forces. Consideration is being given to the

suitability of the Canberra or the Comet for this role as a short-term

measure. It is proposed to meet the long-term requirement by a

suitably equipped Valiant.” During 1956 a Signals staff minute,

referring to the rearming of No 199 Squadron with Valiants, described

it as “a specialist RCM squadron whose role is to meet the RCM training

requirements of Fighter Command and other formations”, adding that

it was “at present equipped with Lincoln aircraft, but... being rearmed
with seven Valiants”.

Flight refuelling, by contrast, did not have an easy introduction into

the post-war RAF. There had been pre-war experiments and successful
transfers of fuel, but the system had never been developed operation

ally. There seems to have been some official scepticism as to its

operational value, and it was largely through the determined per
sistence of Sir Alan Cobham in the 1945-60 period that the idea came to

be accepted. He kept up a “slow bombardment of letters” (as the AOC

in C Fighter Command, Air Mshl Sir William Elliot, described

Cobham’s epistolary offensive), with the then ACAS(TR) (AVM J N

Boothman of pre-war Schneider Trophy fame) as his chief initial target.
That official scepticism existed about the operational value of IFR

was indicated by an item in the AMQLR for January-March 1947,

which announced: “The Air Ministry have come to the conclusion that
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flight refuelling on future types of aircraft is not a paying proposition.
Since FR fittings have already been ordered for the Shackleton, it has
been decided to complete these and test the equipment on one aircraft.

Thereafter it is not proposed to continue any further development of

flight-refuelling equipment, but to rely on the aircraft carrying internal
fuel for the ranges required.”

However, views changed. On 8 January 1954 DCAS (Air Mshl T G

Pike) reported to S of S (Lord De L Isle and Dudley) that the Air Staff
had decided that all Vulcans and Victors should be capable of flight

refuelling and that it was “desirable” that the Valiants should be

similarly capable. Later that year, on 29 October, ACAS(OR) (AVM H V

Satterly) told CAS (Air Chf Mshl Sir William Dickson) that the “overall

policy” was that “as many V-bombers as possible” should be capable of

flight refuelling in the double role of tanker or receiver. In A Review of the
‘V’ Force which the AOC in C Bomber Command (Air Mshl Sir George

Mills) sent to CAS on 15 March 1955 there were two references to flight

refuelling, one saying that “about half the Valiants and all Victors and
Vulcans will be capable of accepting fuel in flight. It is also possible to

the aircraft into tankers”; the other that “flight refuelling for 80

of 117 Valiants will begin to be available at the end of the first quarter of

1956. Flight refuelling will be available to all Vulcans and Victors for the
RAF”. However, there was no mention of a tanker force in the Review.

But a month later an Air Staff Requirement — No OR3580 for an

Electronic Positioning System for Flight Refuelling - was issued, which
said at its outset: “V-class bombers are to be fitted to enable them to

carry out flight refuelling.” The OR quoted from the ASR as follows:
“It should be noted that, with the exception of some early Valiants, all

V-class aircraft will have fixed fittings to enable them to be operated
either tankers or receivers. No aircraft will, therefore, be designed solely
for use as tankers.” The ASR concluded with a reference to a target

date: “The Air Staff require this equipment first in the V-class aircraft.
It should therefore be in service as soon as possible and not later than
1957.”

Although the principle of in-flight refuelling had been accepted for

the V-force and preparations made for it, by mid-1955 there

aircraft to spare for it. All the 84 Valiants ordered in 1954—55 were to
form front-line squadrons, and it was not until the Vulcans and Victors
came into service that Valiants could be spared to form tanker

squadrons; there was no question of an order being placed for
additional Valiants to perform the flight refuelling role - those aircraft

so designated were withdrawn from the Main Force, and care had to be
taken to ensure that its striking power was not diminished. The range

and extent of arguments which had to be marshalled to make a case for
the provision of FR capability from the resources of the V-force can be
seen in papers prepared for the Air Council towards the end of 1957. So
complex was this matter, involving the total number of V-bombers and

convert

as

were no
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the assignment of bomber forces to Saceur, that Treasury agreement to
a Valiant tanker force was not finally obtained until early in 1959. In a
minute of 3 December 1957 to CAS (Air Chf Mshl Sir Dermot Boyle),

DCAS (AVM G W Tuttle) commented that everyone had “under

estimated the size and difficulty of the problems in developing FR

equipment for the RAF at heights and speeds hitherto not attempted”,

and there had been “doubt in the minds of the Treasury and those

responsible for development regarding the size and shape of the
bomber force and its method of operation”.

A paper prepared early in 1957‘ set out the plan for the V-force

as envisaging a total of 184 aircraft UE made up of 120 Mk 2
Vulcans/Victors, 40 Mk 1 VulcansA^ictors and 24 Valiants. As to tankers,

it went on to say that no aircraft were included in the plan specifically as
tankers; bombers would be used as necessary and “suitably fitted

Valiants and Vulcans Mk 1 could be kept as tankers when they disappear
from the front line”. As to the physical capability of the three types of

V-bomber in the flight refuelling role, in the case of the Valiants 42
would be fitted as tankers and receivers and 32 sets of tanks for the

tanker version had been ordered (if there were no technical hitches, it

was hoped that these 32 sets would be delivered by March 1958). Vulcans
from the 16th aircraft onwards would be fitted as receivers, and from

the 26th aircraft onwards would have fixed fittings as tankers - tanks

had been designed but none had yet been ordered. All Victors had been

fitted for receiving fuel but none had yet been equipped as tankers^.

Another paper, dated May 1957, set out the reasons - including the

flight-refuelling role - for retaining the Valiants and Mk 1 Vulcans and
Victors in addition to the 120-strong Mk 2 VulcanA^ictor force.
Unattributed, but nevertheless indicative of Air Staff thnking at that
time^, it delineates two of the roles eventually performed by Valiants -

support for Saceur and flight refuelling. It gives as chief reason the size

of an attacking force - the larger this is, the greater will be the
percentage that will get through the defences - and lists “the main

tactical methods of employing the Mk 1 aircraft”: in support of the

deep penetration force {ie the Mk 2s), attacking fringe targets, in

support of Saceur - “if, as seems likely, it is necessary to detach medium

bombers for this purpose” - and in the flight refuelling role, “for which

there are several possible uses, including routeing some deep penetra
tion raids far round the flanks of the enemy defences”.
Towards the end of 1957 the VC AS, Air Mshl E C Hudleston,

prepared a Note for the Air Council on Deployment of Valiants in 1961

and the Provision of Flight Refuelling Capability after 1961“*. Dated 6

' In Medium Bomber Force - Size and Composition (ID3/901/6(Pt2))-AHB.
' The subsequent role of the Victors, when they succeeded the Valiants as tankers in
1965. could not then have been foreseen.

^ In Medium Bomber Force - Size and Composition (as above - Pt 3).
■* Air Ministry File No CMS.2228/53; .Air Council paper No AC(57)92.
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December 1957, this set out the requirements for flight refuelling,
principally that “as the Russian air defences improve it will be essential

for the medium bomber force to be given the maximum tactical

freedom in routeing in order to maintain the viability of the deterrent”.
Flight refuelling would give this tactical freedom by increasing the
force’s radius of action.

In global war, the Note went on, the greater range obtainable could be

exploited in various ways: more diversionary routeing would be possible
so as to reduce penetration distance (and hence aircraft losses), to avoid

heavily defended areas, to achieve a measure of tactical surprise and

to exploit the inherent advantages of the powered bomb; further,

especially important targets such as nuclear stockpiles, beyond normal
operational range, could be attacked. In limited war and in peace, the

greater flexibility conferred by flight refuelling could be exploited in

several ways: deploying overseas more quickly by making longer
stage-lengths possible, flying around territories which might become
unfriendly, ensuring the safe use of short-runway airfields (especially
when HE loads were carried) by refuelling after take-off, and “basing

our bombers beyond the radius of action of any enemy air force yet
within our own increased radius”.

As to the size of tanker force needed, VCAS said that HQ Bomber
Command estimated that four squadrons would meet the requirement;
but after careful study, and bearing in mind the financial implications, it
was recommended that there should be two Valiant tanker squadrons
plus a “shadow” tanker squadron which would be formed in the

Bomber Command Bombing School. In addition to these two tanker

squadrons VCAS recommended that three squadrons of Valiants should
be formed in 1961 to replace the Bomber Command Canberras

assigned to Saceur, who had “repeatedly stated his requirement for a

blind bombing capability and also his dislike of ground-based aids to

achieve this capability”. None of the solutions proposed for modifying

the Canberras to meet this requirement were really satisfactory; the best

solution would be to re-arm the assigned Canberra squadrons with
surplus V-bombers, annual running costs of three Valiant squadrons at
24 UE being approximately the same as those for four Canberra

squadrons at 64 UE. Valiants “to build and support five squadrons in

addition to those patterned for the . . . training units” would become
surplus in 1961.

After VCAS’s paper about the employment of surplus Valiants in
new roles after 1961 had been circulated, the Treasury asked for an
assurance that any aircraft used in the tanker role would be found

within the agreed UE and backing for the V-bomber force, and that if

they agreed to expenditure on completing the development of Valiants
as tankers, the Air Ministry would not seek future authority to develop
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the Vulcan or Victor for the same role. ’

When the Air Council considered VCAS’s Note on 20 December

1957, they agreed^ that Saceur should be asked to accept that the

Canberras assigned to him should in due course be replaced by a
smaller number of Valiants, and also that there was a requirement for

Valiant tankers. They further decided that representations should be

made to the Treasury for authority to resume work immediately on
Valiant tanker development.

At the Air Council meeting on 9 January 1958^ the PUS (Sir Maurice

Dean) said that the Treasury had given authority for Valiant tanker
development work to go ahead on a hand-to-mouth basis until the end
of the month; it was therefore difficult for him to approach them on this

question until the Air Council were ready to state proposals for a tanker

force, and he suggested that a study of logistic and financial implica

tions of VCAS’s proposals was required - to which the Council agreed.
The Treasury subsequendy insisted that any aircraft used as tankers had

to be found “within the agreed UE and backing” for the V-force, and
that if the Valiant was used as a tanker the Air Ministry would not seek

to develop the Victor or Vulcan in the tanker role.
On 22 December 1958 the Chancellor of the Exchequer (Mr D

Heathcot Amory) told the Minister of Defence (Mr Duncan Sandys) that

he had no objection to 24 V-bombers being provided for Saceur in

replacement for 64 Canberras, but he considered that room had to be

found for a tanker force “within that part of the front-line strength of

144 aircraft which it has been agreed shall not be equipped with Mk 2
aircraft”.

The Air Ministry disputed the Chancellor’s contention, emphasising
that a force of not less than 144 VulcaiWictor bombers was the

minimum necessary to provide a viable deterrent, and that the

requirement for tankers should be considered on its own merits - it did

not depend solely on support for V-bomber operations: flight refuelling
would be essential to any overseas reinforcement by Fighter Command

in limited war or peace, and might also be essential to the deployment of

tactical transport aircraft^.
As the Chancellor of the Exchequer had expressed his views to the

Minister of Defence, a reply had to come from the latter, and the Air

Ministry were anxious that it should convey their determination to form
a Valiant tanker force. When, after several weeks, no such reply was

forthcoming, the Air Minister (Mr George Ward) wrote to the Minister

' Brief for CAS (ACAS(P)), 19 Dec 57. But lime had its revenge, for when the
Valiants had to be withdrawn from service in 1965, Victors succeeded them in the tanker
role.

® Air Council Conclusions, 28(57).

^ Conclusions of Meeting 1(58).
■* Minute to CAS/PUS from DUS 11, 17 Jan 58, in ID9/94/8 (Pt 3) Flight Refuelling of

Aircraft, Jun 55-Dec 62.
® Letter DUS I/MoD (DUS 1/5791) of 7 Jan 59.
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of Defence on 1 April 1959:-

“I should be grateful for your assistance in resolving one outstanding
issue affecting the Royal Air Force’s front line.

“In spite of your approval last November of proposals for the

formation of the Valiant tanker squadrons, the Chancellor in his letter

to you of 22 December contended that these squadrons should be

within and not additional to the approved bomber front line. I do not
think that the Chancellor’s contention can be sustained for reasons

stated in a letter from the Air Ministry to the Ministry of Defence dated
7 January last'.

“I should be grateful for your continued support since our detailed

deployment planning for the bomber force is delayed pending

acceptance of the proposals which you have approved.”
The Minister of Defence did not have time to write to the Chancellor

before leaving for a SEATO meeting, so discussed the matter with Sir

Richard Powell, Permanent Secretary, MoD, who took it up with his

opposite number at the Treasury, Sir Roger Makins, setting out the
merits of the proposed tanker force in a letter of 6 April 1959^. He said

that it would give increased flexibility to match the growing effectiveness

of enemy defences; that in some areas it would be possible to concert

tactical plans more closely with the USAF Strategic Air Command; that
in limited war loaded V-bombers could take off from short runways and

refuel immediately afterwards, increasing their ability to reinforce
overseas Commands; that the ferry range of the P.  1 (Lightning) could
be extended, allowing it to be deployed overseas, and the new AW660

tactical freighter could also be flight-refuelled; and that the tanker force

could provide a means of recovering other aircraft which might be

caught in bad weather without adequate fuel for diversion.

All these capabilities advanced for two squadrons of Valiant tankers

seemed to have alarmed, rather than impressed, the Treasury; for on 16
April Sir Roger Makins replied cautiously:-

“Our understanding is that a front-line strength of 16 tankers would

add some £2.8 million a year to the running costs of the V-force. This is

a fairly substantial addition to current defence expenditure; but

our main concern is about the potential refuelling commitment
outlined in your letter. (1 gather that, in addition to the aircraft which

you mention, the TSR.2 may also have to be made capable of refuelling
in flight.)

“Does not all this amount to a very formidable task for a tanker force

of 16 aircraft? Are you satisfied that the Air Ministry’s immediate

proposal will not be the forerunner of a plan to establish a much larger
tanker force?

' Quoted above (page 157). In addition the letter said it was essential "to consider the
requirement for tankers on its own merits since it does not depend solely on the value of
tankers to support V-bomber operations”.

RRP/404/59.
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“If we are thinking in terms only of the force of 16 tankers, the cost of
their operation as an addition to the V-bomber force might be
acceptable. If however there is any question of a substantial build-up to
a larger force, perhaps we should together consider now whether the
Air Ministry should be asked to find compensating reductions else
where. ...”

In a reply on 20 April' Sir Richard Powell assured the Treasury that,
while he could not rule out the possibility that at some later date a

proposal to increase the size of the tanker force beyond 16 might be put
forward, there were no current plans of that kind. He hoped that the
Treasury would be able to agree to the immediate establishment of a
tanker force of 16 converted Valiants.

This approval was forthcoming on 27 April, though the Treasury
added a word of caution about possible future expenditure:-

“. . . In the light of your assurances [Sir Roger Makins wrote] we can

now agree to the establishment of a tanker force of converted Valiants
with a front-line strength of 16 aircraft in addition to the agreed
front-line V-bomber strength of 144 aircraft.

“There remains one point of uncertainty. It appears that within a few

years a large part of the total front-line strength of the RAF will be

equipped to refuel in flight. The cost of this must be considerable. Has

thought been given to the question whether flight refuelling facilities

should be provided only for a smaller proportion of the front-line

strength so that the number of aircraft so equipped may bear a closer

relationship to the tanker force? ..
Preparatory work for the use of Valiants in flight refuelling had

begun more than a year previously, in February 1958. During that
month CA (Controller of Aircraft) Release was given for both the B(K).

Mk 1 and B(PR.).K. Mk 1 versions to be used - subject to certain
conditions - in the tanker role in day or night flight refuelling, in the
receiver role “to take on fuel from Valiant Tanker by day and night up to
the maximum quantity of transferable fuel”, and in the training role as
tanker/receiver for day and night training. This Release followed joint
trials by Vickers-Armstrongs and A&AEE, and in a covering note to
ORl, Air Ministry, on 24 February 1958^ AD/RAF/B.2 commented that

“A&AEE are particularly concerned over the training of aircrew for this

type of flying. They recommend at least 30 satisfactory ‘dry contacts’
should be achieved before a crew attempt fuel transfer”. The note

added that “pilots from Vickers-Armstrongs and A&AEE are available

to give instruction on both tanker and receiver techniques. Tanker panel

operators from Flight Refuelling”' can be made available for their

' RRP/464/59.

All this correspondence is in CAS file on Use of V-bombers in Tanker Role (1D3/901/11
(Pt 1)-AHB).

^ AH/369/036 and AH/491/02 in file Vickers Valiant Release to Sert’ice (AF/CT5537/64 Pt II).

■* Flight Refuelling Ltd, Tarrant Rushton airfield, near Blandford, Dorset, the firm of
which Sir Alan Cobham was managing director.
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technique instructions”.

The last paragraph of the note indicated that it would be some time

before Valiants could be modified as tankers up to CA Release

standards, but that training could proceed

“As regards the actual aircraft used, whilst it is appreciated the

Service require fitment of outstanding modifications prior to return,
the time lost could be an important factor. We would not expect to see

these aircraft up to full standard before September. You may wish to

look into the possible use of the tanker before then either for crew

training or even for development of other receiver aircraft.”

In fact, preparations for the tanker role had begun even earlier in the

Valiant squadron at Marham - No 214 - which pioneered jet flight
refuelling in the RAF, a task which does not seem to have been

welcomed by personnel of a Main Force squadron. Its ORB for
December 1957 recorded “A general reshuffle of aircraft between the

flights. . . . ‘B’ Flight now have all the under-wing tank aircraft* and A’

Flight are preparing to do the initial work converting the whole
squadron to the tanker role, a gloomy and unpopular prospect”^.

At the beginning of 1958 - in January - Sqn Ldr J  H Garstin and his

crew were detached to A&AEE Boscombe Down to gain experience in

air-to-air refuelling, while three A’ Flight crews were detached to

Flight Refuelling Ltd at Tarrant Rushton for a week’s course on the

equipment, in preparation for the squadron’s forthcoming role. At

Marham, the ORB noted, “flight refuelling equipment is building up in

the hangar and it is possible that the first training flights will take place
towards the end of February”.

Progress was indeed made in the latter month, when (the ORB

reported) “A Flight crews began the indoctrination of flight refuelling.

No ‘hook-ups’ have been made as yet; to date, experience is being given

in practice trailing. . . . Valiants XD869 and XD870 are now equipped

with flight refuelling hose drum units; the remaining ‘A’ Flight aircraft

are to be equipped as facilities permit”.
It was in March 1958 that formal trials began for the new role — when,

to quote again from the ORB, “Phase ‘A’ of Trial 306 - Flight Refuelling

commenced. . . . This . . . involves training of ‘A’ Flight crews in

positioning of aircraft and making and maintaining dry contacts by day.

Crews are being trained in both the ‘tanker’ and ‘receiver’ roles.

During the initial training Sqn Ldr P Bardon from AScAEE and Mr B
Trubshaw, deputy chief test pilot of Vickers-Armstrongs Ltd, assisted in
the conversion of crews.” Ground training was concerned with the

operation and servicing of the new equipment, Mr  K Wickenden of
Flight Refuelling Ltd giving lectures and Mr Trubshaw a talk on flying
techniques. An Interim Report drawn up by the squadron on Trial No

’ These tanks held 1,650gal each, giving 9,440gal total fuel.
^ No 214 had four aircraft modified as tanker/receivers and four as receivers only for the

Service trials of the in-flight refuelling system.
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306 (dated 30 June) included a recommendation that a flight refuelling

ground school should be established at Marham “as soon as possible”,
and this was approved by HQ Bomber Command on 1 August.

No 214 Squadron, however, with their Valiant B(K).ls, were still part
of the Main Force of Bomber Command; and on 6 June 1958, during

Exercise Full Play, they were visited at Marham by a representative of
The Times who wrote an article on the V-force - based on his talks with

squadron personnel and a flight in one of the Valiants — which was

published on the 9th. In it he said that the force “in some three years of

operation, have worked up first in their Valiants and now also in the
Vulcans and Victors, into a formidable weapon in their own right, well

able to press home their attacks with superb efficiency”.

Describing V-force aircrew as “the ̂ lite of the Service”, the article
commented that the “overriding impression” to an outsider was “the

extent to which the policy of avoiding war by being capable of waging it

better than their opponents is the mainspring of the force”.

Saying that “automation has come to the bombers”, the writer
described the V-force crews as “qualified technicians”, with salaries in

the £1,500-£2,000 a year bracket, living in £3,000-£4,000 houses*. Most

of them could be “something in the City” - except for an “unmistakable

air of quiet confidence and pride of Service in their bearing”. This “air
of self-effacement” was deceptive, however: “top-level British policy is

based on the premise that there would be a period of warning in any
future war and, therefore, crews are not in constant batde readiness as

are their colleagues in SAC”.
On a three-hour sortie with Sqn Ldr F Furze and his crew - “a mere

2,000-mile flight which covered the English Channel, Devon, Scotland,

the tip of Northern Ireland, the Shetlands and the north-east coast” -
the Times correspondent felt that “there is no sense of flying;... simply
the subdued hum as in a power station, and three men sitting quietly,

two of them watching radar screens and dials which give position, height,

speed, courses and ‘who won the Test match’. Occasionally the aircraft

trembles slightly, but there is nothing to indicate movement. Even in the

cockpit the bomber seems suspended in space, with hundreds of miles
of cloud stretching far away below”.

Making a comparison of the V-force with the American airborne
deterrent, the writer said that “Strategic Air Command circles the

world, and it is their boast that somewhere they have an aircraft in the

sky every minute of the day and night, they are the embracing shield of
the free world, and if at times they seem fanatical in their approach to

ensuring peace^, they nevertheless have reached a superb degree of skill.
But Bomber Command’s V-force — smaller and run on less lavish lines

than SAC - is served by men and aircraft who are the equal of any, but
who are still past masters at the art of hiding lights under bushels”.

' At mid-1958 prices.
'■* SAC’s motto, adopted in 1957, is "Peace is our Profession”.
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become Chief of the Air Staff from 1 August 1977]  - and crew on the

23rd and Sqn Ldr Price and crew on the 24th”. Gradually No 214’s

role was changing: “Emphasis this month was placed on flight

refuelling training and little bombing and navigation training was
carried out. . . . The AOC in C Bomber Command and AOC No 3

Group visited the squadron on the 26th to discuss the progress of the

flight refuelling trial and the programme of the long-range flight-

refuelled flights.”
The first of these long-range flights were made in April 1959, the

month in which Treasury approval was given for the establishment of a
tanker force of 16 Valiants. Not only were the flights successful; they

were well publicised, with Press, TV and news-reel coverage. No 214

Squadron’s ORB tells the story, recording what was still part of Trial
306:-

“Three long-range flight-refuelled flights were carried out this
month, two to Embakasi and one to Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia. Sqn
Ldr S Price and crew flew to Embakasi on 6 April followed by Fit Lt
B Fern and crew on the 7th.... Fit Lt Fern and crew set up an unofficial

record for the England—Nairobi flight with a time of 7hr 40min, an

average speed of 567mph. On both the outward and return flights the

aircraft was refuelled by No 214 Squadron tankers over Malta.

“For the third long-range flight, to Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia,

tankers were based at Idris for the outward flight and at Nairobi and

Idris for the return: on 16 April Wg Cdr M J Beetham and crew flew
from Marham to Salisbury in a record time of lOhr 12min - an average

speed of 522mph. This flight of 5,320 miles is the longest non-stop
flight by a jet aircraft yet undertaken by the Royal Air Force— RVs and

flight refuelling...took place over Idris on the outward flight and over
Lake Victoria and Idris on the homeward flight

“On 15 April, the day previous to the squadron commander’s flight

to Salisbury, a Press conference was held at Marham to explain the

purpose of, and the techniques to be used on, the flight to

representatives of the national and local Press, BBC and ITN television

news services and Path6 News. On the following day the hook-up over
Idris was filmed for TV and news-reel use from a PR Canberra from

Wyton*. Details of the flight then appeared in the Press and films were
shown on TV and cinema screens. The details of the flight also became

the basis of an article in Flight magazine.”

In the magazine article^ Wg Cdr Beetham was quoted as saying, after

arriving at Salisbury, that “the purpose of these flights, which will

continue to increase in range, is to perfect operating procedures,

especially rendezvous techniques and signals communications”. The
article commented that this underlined what he had said at Marham

' From No 58 Squadron, flown by Fit Lt P Major, photography being done at 40,000ft.
24 April 1959 issue.
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completed.at Marham was made and a successful [

Taking-in two other flight-refuelling trials en route (T.306A was
evaluation of the Rebecca/Eureka rendezvous aid and T.306B the

evaluation of NBS as a flight-refuelling positioning aid - and on 24

August Sqn Ldr S Price and crew “were detached to Boscombe Down
with an aircraft from the squadron to test a new type of probe and

drogue, the Mk 8, which gives a higher rate of flow and standardises
with the USAF”) No 214 were able to announce in their ORB that “with

the publication of the Final Report on the Flight Refuelling Trial dated
30 November 1959, Trial 306, which has occupied the major portion of

the squadron effort since January 1958, came to an end”. It could be
said, then, that from November 1959 the V-force had an operational

flight-refuelling capability.

No 214 Squadron had also maintained its bombing role. On 1

September two of its Valiants were on Sunspot detachment at RAF
Luqa, Malta, this number being doubled in the 16-22 September period

for Exercise Crescent Mace when eight successful sorties were made

against the US Navy’s 6th Fleet. The detachment ended on 7 October,

and during that month (its ORB recorded) “the squadron flew 25

flight-refuelling training sorties as part of the programme for the

training of new crews and the continuation training of experienced

crews. A total of 76 day and 15 night wet contacts were carried out

during these sorties. In addition ... 15 bombing and cross-country

details were carried out as part of the normal squadron bombing and

classification training”.
On 28 November 1960 VCAS (Air Mshl Sir Edmund Hudleston)

gave his approval to an operation which was to be  a spectacular
demonstration of RAF ability in flight refuelling  - a non-stop UK-

Australia flight by a Vulcan which had been proposed by the AOC
in C Bomber Command (Air Mshl Sir Kenneth Cross). In a letter to the

C in C, VCAS agreed that planning should go ahead for a flight in June

of the following year.
It was in fact on 20/21 June 1961 that a Vulcan Mk lA of No 617

Squadron, captained by Sqn Ldr M G Beavis^, flew non-stop from

Scampton to Sydney in 20hr 5min supported by Valiants of No 214

Squadron. The Vulcan refuelled over Akrotiri, Karachi, Singapore and

500 miles south of Singapore, nine tankers being involved along its

route. The operation triumphantly justified the C in C’s claim for it in

his original proposal as “an advertisement of our deterrent potential”®.

The first large-scale flight-refuelling achievement by Valiants had

been Operation Dyke (or Dyke Tankex, as it was also referred to) in

an

’ Word missing.
“ Later Air Mshl Sir Michael.

® Letter to VCAS. 24 Oct 60, in Flight Refuelling of Aircraft (June 55 - Dec 62) (1D9/94/8,
Pt 3). Total distance was 1 l,600sm and average ground speed 500kt (575mph), tvith four
fuel transfers.
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October 1960 when four Javelin FAW.Qs, plus two “spares” pre
positioned at Mauripur, Pakistan, of No 23 Sqn were supported out to

Singapore by No 214 Sqn in a Far East emergency reinforcement exercise.

This went off “without any serious incident or major unserviceability” (in

the words of No 23’s ORB compiler) and VCAS formally congratulated
the AOCs in C of the three Commands involved — Bomber, Fighter and

Transport (which provided Hastings and Britannia support).

No 214 Sqn had previously (in May 1960) flight-refuelled itself out to
Singapore. On the 25th/26th Valiant WZ390 captained by Sqn Ldr J
H Garstin took off from Marham at 1638hr and reached Changi at

0813hr(Z), covering 8,120sm‘ in 15hr 35min at an average speed of

520mph. This was the longest non-stop point-to-point flight made by

any RAF aircraft up to that date and it was supported by tanker Valiants

operating from Akrotiri, Cyprus and Mauripur.
In April 1959 the Treasury had given its agreement to a tanker force

of 16 Valiants^ and it was decided to form a second squadron as soon as

possible. “The demands for refuelling are clearly increasing beyond the

capability of one tanker squadron”, VCAS wrote to  D of Ops (B and R)
on 27 June 1961^. “Please let me know the implications of converting a

second Valiant squadron to the tanker role in September 1961.”
13 July** that BomberHowever, D of Ops (B and R) replied on

Command were of the opinion that a second squadron could not be

fully effective until about 1 January 1962, and recommended that this

date be accepted for the change of role, to which VCAS agreed. Bomber
Command were advised of this on 31 July and also told that plans for a

third tanker squadron were “still fluid” - that its conversion might have

to be postponed for a few months®.
The designated second Valiant tanker squadron. No 90 at Honington,

was told in August that there was a requirement for it to be fully

operational in the tanker role by the end of 1961. “All the training of air
and ground crews will be done by No 214 Sqn in conjunction with the

Flight Refuelling Ground School”, its ORB recorded. On 1 October No
90 relinquished its commitment to the Main Force bombing role and
in December — by which time it had three B(K).ls  — did its first FR

exercise, supporting Javelins to Malta.
In a minute to VCAS on 31 October 1961, D Air Plans said that

he had been “endeavouring to obtain financial approval” for a third
tanker squadron “since Plan ‘O’ was agreed by the Air Council at the

' This is the figure (given also as 7,052nin/452kt) quoted in a minute of 26 May 1960 from

D of Ops (B, BM and R) to ACAS(Ops). No 214 Sqn give a distance of S.llOsm out
to Singapore in their ORB and 7,805sm back from Buttenvorth to Marham, flown in 16hr

17 min at an average speed of 479mph.
2 Makins.J PS. Treasury, to Powell, PS, MoD, 27 Apr 59.
* In Flight Refuelling of Aircraft (I D9/94/8, Pt3).
●* Ibid.
® ACAS(Ops)/AVM Menaul, Air Staff (Ibid).
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beginning of the year”.

This agreement had been given on 22 December I960* when a Note

by VCAS'^ on Front-line Strengths of the RAF over the next ten years had

been discussed, the section relating to flight refuelling saying that the

patterns “include a third Valiant tanker squadron in addition to the two
for which Treasury approval had been given in April 1959”. VC AS

explained that the Treasury had made it clear that they would expect an

offset elsewhere if a third squadron were later proposed, and that the
reduction from 144 in the V-bomber front line constituted such an

offset. A third squadron was needed “to give the strategic striking force

a reasonable air alert capability” and to facilitate overseas reinforcement

operations. In its conclusions the Council invited AMSO to issue the

proposed squadron pattern “as Plan ‘O’, as at 1 January 1961”.

In his minute, D Air Plans explained to VCAS that the case for a

three-squadron Valiant tanker force rested “as much on its use in support

of transports as on its use for bombers and fighters”; but in view of

further possible delays he suggested that the provision of a third Valiant

tanker squadron should be given “absolute priority over tentative

development ideas for transport aircraft”.

Subsequently, DD Air Plans was asked to prepare a paper for the Air

Council giving “a comprehensive picture of the place of flight refuelling

in the RAF” and resolving the tanker requirement^. This paper
eventually came before the Air Council on 1 March 1962^ as a Note by

VCAS on Tanker Force Requirements®. As a result, the proposal for a

third tanker squadron was approved in principle, and VCAS was invited
to initiate a design study of the Victor Mk 1 in the tanker role. He had

said that this type was a “better choice” than the Valiant; it had a longer

fatigue life and its performance was more compatible with that of the
Lightning 3. In the 1961 Defence Review £0.6m had been allowed for

converting a third single-point Valiant squadron; he estimated that
conversion costs for a Victor 1 tanker squadron would be about £lm,

and the extra £0.4m would be more than offset by the Victor I’s longer

life. In the event, a third Valiant tanker squadron was never formed;
and on 22 November 1962 the Air Council decided that the Victor

should replace the Valiant in the tanker role, and that a third tanker

squadron should be formed “as soon as possible”.®

On the day before this meeting, some of the Valiant’s shortcomings

in the tanker role had been pointed out to VCAS in a minute from D Air
Plans^, who said that “the overriding one” was the fact that its fatigue life
finished in 1968; this alone ruled out its continued use in the role. Also,

* Conclusions 20(60), Top Secret Annex ‘A’.
2 AC(60)68.
® DD Air Plans 1/73.

■* Conclusions 3(62), Top Secret Annex.
® AC(62)9.
® Conclusions 16(62), Secret Annex ‘B‘.
’ D Air Plans/6760 in ID9/94/8 (Pt 3) Flight Refuelling of Aircraft (June 55 - Dec 62).
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developed by Flight Refuelling Ltd, and the skill and devotion of the
aircrew who established and practised the techniques, ensured that

in-flight refuelling became an accepted part of bomber and fighter

operations. Like helicopters, whose introduction was marked by

scepticism and prejudice but which came to be taken for granted, the jet
tankers have become an integral part of the operational scene - though

their area of deployment shifted to the Nato theatre with the ending of
Britain’s east-of-Suez commitments, and Victor K.ls of No 214 Sqn

(finally disbanded in January 1977) were succeeded by the more

capacious and pow'erful K.2s of Nos 55 and 57 Sqns. The introduction
of Victors into the FR (later known as AAR) role is described in a later

chapter.
As in the development of flight refuelling by jet tankers, so in the air

testing of atomic bombs. Valiants played a unique role. Reference has
already been made to the work of No 1321 Flight at Wittering, doing
ballistic trials with the 10,0001b Blue Danube atomic bomb during 1955.

The Flight concluded its work in this role at the end of January 1956,
then becoming part of No 138 Sqn; but the trials were continued,

leading up to the first air-drop of an atomic bomb, and for this purpose

a new Valiant squadron — No 49 - was formed.
Its first CO was Sqn Ldr D Roberts DFC AFC, who had commanded

No 1321 Flight, and its task was quite unequivocally set down in its first

ORB entry, for May 1956. Listing three Valiants and three crews on

strength, backed by ground-staff technician teams for first-line servicing
and for the trials, the ORB stated: “No 49 Sqn was re-formed* at RAF

Wittering under the command of Sqn Ldr D Roberts DFC AFC, on 1

May ... to carry out ‘F’ Series trials.”
Perhaps the clearest idea of how these trials fitted into the pattern of

British atomic weapon development can be gained from the Bomber

Command Development Unit’s first report on the “F” Series Trials,

which put them into historical perspective^. It recalled that “No 1321

Flight was established at Wittering in April 1954 to undertake
armament trials with a Ministry of Supply Valiant aircraft on behalf of
AWRE and RAE and know'n as Bomber Command Trial No 248/54.

There was a delay in releasing the aircraft and operations at Wittering

started on 15 June 1955. Between that date and 25 November 1955,

“eight 10,0001b stores Type F.4 and one Type F.6 were dropped at
Orfordness for AWRE. Ballistic information was obtained where

possible from the AWRE stores and this was done on three occasions. In
addition, five 10,0001b ballistic stores were dropped for RAE. A number

of flights were made over the bombing range and without stores loaded

in order to test special equipment.

It had previously been a Lincoln Mk 2 squadron, ceasing to operate as such on 1 August
1955.

'■* Bomber Command Development Unit, “F” Series Trials Progress Report No 1,16 .■Vug 56
(Witt/S.4064/Air).
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the magnitude of the damage likely to be suffered in atomic warfare.
“Two nuclear devices were exploded on steel towers, one on the

ground and one was dropped by a Valiant aircraft of the RAF. This was
the first nuclear weapon to be dropped from the air by Britain.”

This operation was the task towards which No 49 Squadron directed

its main energies and efforts during the summer and early autumn of
1956; it was not, like four of the other Valiant squadrons, involved in

bombing attacks on Egyptian targets in Operation Musketeer at the end
of October—beginning of November. Training for Buffalo was task

enough in the time available before the atomic tests, even if everything

had gone according to plan - which it did not, as the report again makes
clear*:

“The Valiants arrived at [RAAF] Edinburgh having completed part of

a bombing training programme in the UK. It was planned to complete

their training in Australia using the range facilities at Maralinga or

Woomera as required. The main reason for the non-completion of

training in the UK was the late delivery of aircraft and the lack of flight
clearance for certain items of equipment, notably the bombing system,

the automatic pilot and the radar altimeter. Unsuitable weather and

difficulties in obtaining bombing ranges also added to the delays.

“Both aircraft were fitted with a T.4 bombsight which had been

modified by the incorporation of drift smoothing. The system had

never been tested in a Valiant type aircraft, however, until 5 June 1955.

A&AEE gave temporary clearance for the installation after a six-bomb
detail had been completed from 19,000ft. During the training which

followed, ten practice 10,0001b bombs and 60 x 1001b bombs were

dropped in the UK by the two Valiant aircraft. The 10,0001b bombs

were primarily to prove the weapon and aircraft systems and the

100-pounders to prove the accuracy of the T.4 bombsight, particularly

in the hands of inexperienced crews. On completion of this training

programme in the UK, the results of which were not entirely

satisfactory, it was decided that the standard obtained, considering the

time available, was adequate and the aircraft and crews were prepared

for fly-out to Australia. Technical defects discovered during the UK

training phase were corrected, and modifications to the bombsight

sighting head and the Green Satin output improved the system and gave
considerably better bombing results at a later date. The whole of the

training programme in the UK could have been considerably improved

if more emphasis had been placed on overseas operations.”

In their preparation for Operation Buffalo, which because it was the

first British atomic weapon trial to include an air drop^ marked the

' Page 25, paras 81-82.

In Operation Hurricane (Monte Bello Islands. 3 Oct 52) the device had been exploded in

a frigate; in Totem (Emu Field. 300m N\V of Woomera), there were nvo tower bursts, 14 and
26 Oct 53; and in Mosaic (Monte Bello Is) there were likewise two tower bursts, on 16 May

and 19 June 56. In Buffalo there tvere two tower and one surface burst in addition to the air

drop, which was of a low-yield bomb (The Effects of Nuclear Weapons. US DoD 6).
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steep turn to starboard on to a heading of 240° true was executed in
order to position the aircraft correctly for the thermal measuring

equipment to function. During this turn 1.9 G was applied. The weapon

exploded correctly and the aircraft, after observing the formation of
the mushroom cloud, set course for base, where it landed at 1535hr.

The operation had gone smoothly and exactly according to the plans

drawn up during training. The bombing error was afterwards assessed

at 110yd overshoot, and 40ft right....”
Also in the air at this momentous time was the second No 49 Sqn

Valiant, WZ367, flown by Fit Lt Bates, which

“took off at 1415hr for Bhangmeter tests only, and took up position

on the predetermined race track orbit without aid from the ground

radars . . . which were fully occupied with the dropping aircraft. The
second Valiant was at 35,000ft and 5nm west of the target. At 2'A
minutes before detonation, the aircraft turned on to a heading of 250°
true, the bomb doors were opened and the system primed. On

detonation the clock stopped as expected and was removed from its

mounting. The Bhangmeter equipment on this aircraft also worked

satisfactorily*.”
The CAS (Air Chf Mshl Sir Dermot Boyle) got his first news of the

nuclear weapon drop in a Note from his PSO (Wg Cdr F D Hughes) on

11 October. This reported that “the signal we have received says no more

than ‘device successfully exploded’”.

A week later, on 18 October, a signal reached Bomber Command HQ
which said:

“For Commander in Chief and ACAS (Ops) from Commander Task
Force Buffalo [Air Cdre C T Weir DFC]:-

“On the departure of the Valiants of 49 Squadron for the United

Kingdom I would bring to your attention the industry and care

displayed by Sqn Ldr Flavell, his two crews and the ground staff in
preparing for the first atomic air drop.

“The operation was carried out with skill and precision and above all
without fuss.

“It was an honour to have the detachment under my command.”

Subsequently, DCAS (Air Mshl G W Tuttle) gave details of the drop in
a Note of 24 October to S of S for Air (Mr Nigel Birch). Saying that the
Minister would “have seen Press reports of the dropping of an atomic
device from a Royal Air Force Valiant on the 11 th October”, he went
on:

“The weapon, a Blue Danube round with modified fusing, in-flight

loading and with the yield reduced to 3^ kilotons, was dropped from the

Valiant aircraft at 30,000ft. The weapon was set to burst at 500ft and

telemetry confirmed that the burst occurred at between 500 and 600ft.

’ Report on Air Operations, page 38. In his personal account of Operation Buffalo -
Maralinga - Field of Thunder - Sq Ldr W E Jones described the No 49 Sqn participation as a
"first class bombing exercise".
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task did not finish there.

“The atomic cloud had to be tracked to ensure that any fall-out was

not contaminating populated, or other, areas of life. This task was also

successfully completed and by midday on 17 May 1956 the last aircraft
had returned to base.

“So ended the first sampling and cloud-tracking tasks of Operation

Mosaic. No 76 Sqn thus held the honour of being the first Royal .Ait-

Force squadron to be employed on atomic trials and to have the first

squadron crews and aircraft to enter an atomic cloud. That the whole
went smoothly and successfully is attributable tt> carefuloperation

planning and the unreserved enthusiasm and co-operation of all
ranks.”

The squadron’s primary upper .sampler aircraft. \VH978. was flown b\

the CO, Sqn Ldr J N B Boyd, with Fig Off ) Love as navigator and Cip

Capt S W B Menaul, the Task Group (.ommandcr, aboard as observer.
Their backer-up and photographic Ckmberra, VVH979. had Fig Offs

B H Newton (pilot) and E R Broadbank (navigator) as crew with Fig Off

D H King as observer. The primary lower sampler aircraft was WH976 (Fit

Lt I C B Brettell and Fig Offs P N Phillips and j  R Digby) and their

backer-up and photographic aircraft was

Bretherton, P K Fernee and J H Wilson).

No 76 Sqn performed the same role in Operation Buffalo, as part of the

Air Task Group*, and the commander’s report recorded that "new

sampling techniques were developed and proved successful
Canberra crew's on Operations Mosaic and Buffalo carried out at least

one sampling sortie, either as primary sampler or secondary

sampler/backer-up, and at least one tracking sortie. On ail the sampling

sorties good samples were obtained and delivered safely to the scientific-

laboratories. Although some of the equipment failed, there were no

operational failures from the flying standpoint. Every crew saw one or

more atomic weapons exploded, and learnt at first hand w hat nuclear

explosions are, w'hat they do, and how certain precautions to minimise

the effects of the explosion can be taken. They also learnt at first hand

the amount of work involved in mounting one of these operations,

which are extremely costly, and which demand meticulous planning,

exact timing and good discipline, both on the ground and in the air”“.

The squadron’s own account of its part in the operation was much

more prosaic that its record of participation in Mosaic:—

“During the month of October [its ORB recorded for October 1956 at

Edinburgh Field] the squadron was actively engaged in Shots 2, 3 and 4

of Operation Buffalo. Five crew s, aircraft and supporting groundcrew
were detached to RAF Maralinga for each shot. Shots 2. 3 and 4 being

fired on October 4, 11 and 22 respectively. The squadron was employed

WH962 (Fig Offs K D

All

‘ Which in addition to Valiants and Canberras included Varsities. Hastinffs.

Report, page 45.
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in the same roles as on Shot 1 [on 27 September]. All the tasks given to
the squadron were carried out successfully. The last few days of the
month were spent preparing for the return of most of the aircrews and
groundcrews to the UK in November, Operation Buffalo having been
brought to a successful conclusion.”
The Canberras and their crews returned to Weston Zoyland, as did

the two Valiants of No 49 Sqn, to Wittering, its ORB summing-up the
tasks in Buffalo as “target reconnaissance; simulated radar bombing
runs at Woomera and Maralinga; telemetry checks including one
concrete 10,0001b special weapon drop under radar survey with
visual release; two 10,0001b live special weapon drops on Kite target;
Bhangmeter (flash) measurements on the three phases of ground-fired
atomic explosions with a thermal flux measurement on Phase Three;
and the 10,0001b atomic weapon drop on 11 October 1956”. The two
aircraft, the ORB added,

“were used in all phases of the atomic explosion trials to carry
equipment capable of measuring the atomic bursts. During this time
training for the Air Burst progressed with telemetry checks, bombsight
checks and practice special weapon drops, all of which culminated in the
Atomic Drop by Sqn Ldr E J G Flavell being bhangmetered by Fit Lt R
N Bates on 11 October. After which the detachment returned to

Edinburgh from Maralinga, the forward flying base, and thence to the
UK where they joined the squadron on 27 October at Wittering”.
At Wittering, exercises, trials and training were going on for the

squadron’s part in Operation Grapple, the trials of a megaton-range
weapon - the first hydrogen bomb for the RAF — to be held in the
Christmas Island area, in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, during May
and June 1957, and described in a later chapter.
The other two specialist roles performed by Valiants, in addition

to flight refuelling and nuclear weapons trials, were strategic
reconnaissance’ and electronic countermeasures. That reconnaissance

was of high importance to the V-bomber force was emphasised by the
fact that the second Valiant squadron to be formed, with Mk 1 B(PR)
aircraft, had this role - operating from Wyton, the centre of Bomber
Command reconnaissance activity, already housing four Canberra PR
squadrons. As mentioned earlier, the new squadron. No 543, came into

‘ In this role, “Valiants were particularly useful because of the number of cameras they
could carry.... The RAF installed fans of cameras to provide horizon-to-horizon cover, an
expedient which reached an extreme in the Valiant B(PR). I which carried a camera crate in
the bomb-bay capable of holding a fan of eight F96s with 48in lenses and four F49 survey
cameras”: Photo Reconnaissance The Operational History, by Andrew J Brookes: Ian Allan
Ltd, 1975). Noting the structure of RAF PR at that time, he says that “in response to Suez,
and to meet the need to evolve new reconnaissance techniques to cope with the jet age, the
RAF decided once more to combine all its UK strategic reconnaissance forces into one Group.
Thus the Central Reconnaissance Establishment (CRE) came into being at Brampton on
April 1st, 1957, to control JARIC [the Joint Air Reconnaissance Centre) and the successor to
the PRU, the UK Reconnaissance Force, whose PR element following disbandment of 82,
540 and 542 Sqns comprised 58 Sqn and 543 Sqn, the latter having re-formed in 1955
with Valiant B(PR). Is".
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being after No 138 at No 232 OCl'. whic h was responsible for tlie
introduction of. and initial training on. \aliants; and its ORB tints

described its inception

“No 543(PR) Sqn was lot ined at RAF (iavdon as a Main Force

photographic reconnaissance scjuadron on 1 June H155 and should have
moved to RAF Wyton on 24 September, when all crews of VV Flight

would have completed conversion training at No 2!^2 OC.L'. . . . Due
however to insufficient accomodation and lack of tc'chnical backing.

RAF Wyton was unable to accept the scjuadron during September and

the date of the move to that station was postponed until 2(i October.

WgCdr R E Havercroft .AFC took command . . . on 1 .August and the

squadron started operating independentlv as a lodger unit at R.AF

Gaydon as from 24 September.”
No 543’s move to Wyton was not in fact accomplished until

November, and even then there were delavs: “ow ing to wcMther it was not

possible to fly the two serviceable aircralt from Ciavdon as had been

planned, but they were later tlown into Wvton on 21 and 22
November". The.se were VVP217 and \VP221. With a current strength

of four out of an establishment for eight \ alianis, the ORB reported

that “WP223 was at \dckers-Armstrongs for rectification and . . . was

collected from Wisley and brought to Wvton on 28 November. WP219 is

still at Gaydon undergoing a minor inspection". With the move to its

proper base achieved, the ORB recorded that “No 543 S(|uadron is part
of the Main Force Bomber ('.ommand Strategic Reconnaissance

Photographic Wing”. During December 1955 the aircraft strength
increased to five (with the loan of a \ aliant f rom Marham) to expedite

training, as WP219 was still at (iaydon and as the new st]uadron's ”B”

Flight had arrived from there, its four crews having completed their
conversion course at No 232 OCX’.

It was at the beginning of 195(5. therefore, that No 543 Sqn reallv got

down to training - though still with only enough A’aliants for its ".A”

Flight, and having to continue borrowing one from Marham and to

send a crew to Wittering for Hying trainitig on a 138 Sqn aircraft. Not
until 9 February was the squadron able to make a serious contribution to

V-force activity, when it

“took part in a Bomber C'ommand \’-forcc Interception IVial,

providing two Valiant aircraft out of a force of seven V’aliants and 18
Canberras. The purpose of the trial was to conduct a study of \’-force

penetration and interception problems and to observe the degree of

success that the fighters and radar defences achieved in dealing w ith the

penetration. Both of the aircraft provided completed the briefed route,

according to plan”*.

In this trial. No 543 was simply contributing two bombers; it was not

yet qualified to act in a reconnaissance role, but only emerging from the

No 543 Sqn ORB.
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OCU stage. For example, during March “the squadron carried out

normal continuation training. . . . For the first time a Continental

cross-country was included in the navigation exercises”. In April, when
its strength was up to ten Valiants, a sortie to Iceland and return was

included in the cross-country exercises. During May, No 543 was again
used in the normal bomber role: taking part in the Bomber Command

Exercise Rejuvenate - the purpose of which was to give Fighter
Command aircraft interception practice in the sector covering the
north-west approaches to the UK - the squadron “flew three night
sorties on the 5th and three day sorties on the 6th...  . All six sorties were

completed as planned”.

A Bomber Command Operational Research Branch report on
Exercise Rejuvenate* made an interesting comment on the Valiant

crews’ awareness (or otherwise) of interception. Giving figures for the

number of raids intercepted, it said that

“the source of data is mainly the raid reports submitted by bomber

aircraft after each sortie with the exception that in the case of the

Valiant raids the fighter claims (as supplied by Fighter Command) have

had to be used. By day, Canberra admissions have agreed very well with

fighter claims and the use of bomber admission data enables valid

conclusions to be drawn on interception rates. However, the Valiant

admissions in this exercise and in a minor exercise previously have been

appreciably less than the fighter claims. Whereas this difference applies
to three small raids only and is not statistically significant, there is a

strong possibility that Valiant crews are not aware of a fighter’s presence

with the near 100% certainty that applies to Canberras”.

During June 1956 the new SR squadron was able to spread its wings
abroad for the first time - one of its Valiants, captained by the CO (Wg

Cdr Havercroft), flying to Idris in Libya on the 24th to participate in

Excercise Thunderhead, designed to test Nato defences in the

north-eastern Mediterranean. The ORB noted with pride that with the

return of WZ394 to Wyton on the 28th, the squadron’s first Lone

Ranger sortie^ was completed successfully without incident and that “the

participation of an aircraft in Exercise Thunderhead .  . . was a

noteworthy feature in the squadron’s short history”. At this time,

one of No 543’s Valiants was doing flying trials with H2S Mk 9 Yellow

Aster. This was a non-scanning radar system which had resulted from

an Air Staff OR for equipment which would make it possible to carry

' Memorandum No 173 Interception of Bomber Aircraft during Exercise Rejuvenate —
May 1956.

® Lone Rangers were single-aircraft deployments overseas, designed to test mobility and
self-sufficiency away from base.
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out reconnaissance in all-weather conditions*. To meet this requirement,
Yellow Aster Mk 1 was produced as an interim measure. These trials

continued duringjune, July and August 1956.

The squadron had still not operated in its specialised reconnaissance
role, the reason apparently being that its Valiants were not yet suitably

equipped; but the picture was begining to change towards the end of

the year. Reporting in November 1956 on training the ORB said that

flights had been “severely restricted, due to the absence of several
aircraft at Vickers-Armstrong Ltd, Weybridge, and Marshall’s Ltd,

Cambridge, for major modification and servicing”; but it added:
“now that fully modified aircraft are becoming available, a series of

seven-hour cross-countries has been initiated, for general research into

flight planning, fuel loading and aircraft performance”.
From 9 October to 29 December 1956 a detachment from No 543

Sqn, with two Valiants, was at RCAF Namao, near Edmonton, Alberta,

on Operation Snow Trip — a Ministry of Supply/Bomber Command

joint project to assess the effect of w inter conditions on airborne radar

equipment'"*. Further phases of this exercise follow'ed during early 1957.
Not until May of that year, however, was No 543 able to demonstrate its
true role. The ORB recorded:-

“This month the squadron took part in its first operational
reconnaissance during Exercise Vigilant. The first four sorties that were

flowm were very successful, all the allocated targets being covered”.

Referring to the exercise (24 to 27 May) in more detail, the ORB said

that “tw'o crews were to fly each night... to carry out radar targeting
raids. The flights on the night of the 24th were cancelled owing to
w'eather conditions, but two flights w^ere completed on each of the nights
of the 25th and 26th . . .”. No 543’s Valiants w'ere still undergoing
modification, and for the first half of May only five aircraft were
available.

The technique of radar coverage of target areas was well exercised in

Canada, Phase III of Operation Snow' Trip taking into consideration
late winter, thaw' and early spring conditions and all the flying being

“directly concerned with the radar coverage of the various target

areas . . . obtained from various heights and with both radial and

sidescan radar”. In summing-up the influence of Snow Trip, the ORB

commented that the squadron’s detachment “gained considerable

experience of cold weather conditions and returned to the United

Kingdom with a host of data which will undoubtedly advance the

squadron’s operational role”.

' A note on Yellow Aster Mk 1 (OR3578) in MoD Defence Research Policy Committee paper

DRP/P(58) of 26 Feb 58 began: “The primary requirements of air reconnaissance have
hitherto been met by high-level photography by day and night. Its limitation to visual

conditions is unacceptable, and there is an urgent need for equipment which will make it

possible to carry out reconnaissance in all weathers".
“ “A survey of the DEW (distant early warning) radar chain across the Canadian Arctic

border" (Vickers Aircraft since 1908, by C F Andrews; Putnam & Co, 1969).
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Proof of its reconnaissance capability came in a visit by two of its

Valiants to Malta during June 1957 to give a presentation of radar

reconnaissance equipment and techniques to AFMED (Allied Forces,

Mediterranean), several special Sidescan sorties being flown before the

presentation. At this time, too, the first two 543 crews to be declared

“combat” were classified — Wg Cdr Havercroft and his crew at the end

of May, and Sqn Ldr G D Cremer and his crew during June.
It can be seen that, with modification of aircraft and training of

crews, with the detachments to Canada, with Lone Rangers, and with
practices for special events like the Battle of Britain “at home” display in
1956 and the Queen’s Birthday Flypast in 1957, plus participation in a
NATO Reconnaissance Symposium at Lahr in Germany, it was 18

months from the beginning of 1956 - when the squadron had settled-in

at Wyton - before it became operational as part of the Bomber

Command Strategic PR Wing. It then became involved, from 18 August
1957 onwards, in the Antler series of nuclear weapon trials at

Maralinga.
No 543 Sqn had two aircraft (Valiants B (PR) Mk 1 WZ391 and

WZ392) on detachment to RAAF Edinburgh Field, South Australia, for

these trials as part of Air Task Group Ander - “a composite force of

approximately one thousand men, operating eight different types of
aircraft, carrying out a series of nuclear tests at Maralinga Range” (to
quote from the squadron ORB). The detachment’s task was to “carry
out radar reconnaissance before, during and after” each of the three

nuclear explosions - on 14 and 25 September and 9 October 1957,

both of the Valiants participating on each occasion, doing both radar

and photograhic reconnaissance. Two of the three kiloton-range test
shots were exploded on towers and the other was suspended from a
series of balloons.

According to the report by the detachment commander, Sqn Ldr G D
Cremer, the PR Valiants and their crews did all that was expected of
them, although several sorties had to be aborted, because of

cancellations due to meteorological conditions on the range. “On the

postponement of a shot firing, aircraft and crews reverted to standby. As
the Valiants were operating from 450 miles away, it happened they
would be airborne before the cancellation was announced” - which

meant a loss of 2'/2 hours’ flying as the aircraft reduced their fuel load

to a safe landing weight. “On one occasion the cancellation was received

when the aircraft were at the take-off point with ten seconds to take-off’

- two highly disappointed crews having to return to dispersal.

On this detachment the Valiants also did radar reconnaissance (three

sorties) for the Weapon Research Establishment’s Blue Steel project, to
gather data. From departure from Wyton on 18 August to return there
on 22 October, the detachment lasted just over two months, and in the

words of Sqn Ldr Cremer was “most successful. . . both from the point
of view of the transit flights and the operations carried out at
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Edinburgh Field”.
In the electronic countermeasures role. Valiants and their crews did

not form a new squadron but re-formed an existing one - No 199, whose

Lincolns were then given the status of a flight. The squadron ORB
noted the change baldly but succinctly: “With effect from 2359hr on 30

September 1957, No 199 Sqn re-formed at Royal Air Force Honington
on Valiant aircraft. The unit at Hemswell flying Lincoln aircraft

becoming 1321 Flight”.

No 199 had been engaged in ECM operations during the war, from
mid-1944 onwards, in No 100 Group, as No 199 (BS  -bomber support)
Sqn, its Stirlings and the Halifaxes which succeeded them operating on

radio countermeasures with Window (metallised strips to confuse

enemy RDF) and Mandrel (airborne jamming equipment). The
squadron was disbanded in July 1945 but re-formed in the same role

during October 1951 as part of the Central Signals Establishment at
Watton, flying Lincoln Mk 2/4As and Mosquito NF.36s. But on 17 April
1952 it was transferred from No 90 Group to Bomber Command,

becoming a squadron in No 1 Group. The operational flying task it was

given on 9 May specified 88hr per month initially, divided among

Fighter Command (39hr), Anti-Aircraft Command (20hr), Bomber

Command (18hr) and the Royal Navy (1 Ihr). Lincoln pilots were to be

converted to Mosquito NF.36s so that they could fl y both types;

Mosquitoes were held on the squadron to make good the deficiency in
Lincolns and would be disposed of w-hen the Lincoln establishment had

been filled. It was not until early 1954, however, that the Mosquitoes

disappeared, and the squadron gained one Canberra B.2 in addition to
its nine Lincolns - the latter providing the main RCM effort for Bomber
Command and the other Services until the arrival of the first Valiants in

1957.

No 1321 Flight, to which the Lincolns were then assigned after the

re-formation of No 199 Sqn, had previously been engaged in Ministry

of Supply ballistic trials at Wittering but had completed this task early in
1956. As an ECM unit, it operated with Lincolns at Hemswell from 1
October 1957 until 31 March 1958, when it had two Lincoln B.2s.

No 199 Sqn, at Honington, operated a Canberra as well as Valiants

from January 1958 onwards, the latter being equipped with APT-16A,

ALT-7, Airborne Cigar, Carpet-4, APR9 and APR4, and Window

Dispensers'.

A letter from Bomber Command to Air Ministry in July 1957

explained the complexity of the numbering and locations of No 199

Sqn and No 1321 Flight.^ It said that owing to the modifications to be

' No 199 Sqn ORB for February 1958. These equipments were, respectively, jamming
transmitters (APT-16A and ALT-7), jammers (Airborne Cigar and Carpet-4) and search

receivers (APR9 and APR4) and foil dispensers.
*●* HQ Bomber Command to US of S (DD02), Air Ministry, on 2 July 1957

(BCS.86485/Admin Plans).
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VHF to UHF fighter communications.

“This brings out two principles of ECM philosophy: firstly that ECM

policy must not remain static but must take account of enemy

development; and secondly, the threat of ECM invokes a strategic

requirement for the continued development of ground radar and
communications with a consequent expenditure of effort and money.”

To show what this expenditure meant in terms of equipment fitted

into the V-bombers, the following was the fit in  a Valiant in October
1957:'

the crew when
A passive warning receiver system. This warns

they are locked-on by enemy ground radar.

(it) An active tail warner, with a special radome. This warns the
crew when the aircraft is being followed by an enemy fighter.

(tit) A system of jamming transmitters. At present these
contained in nine separate cylindrical drums, each being

approximately 3ft high, 18in in diameter and 2001b in weight.
These cover the metric and centimetric wave bands and are

intended to block the enemy’s ground radar, and

radio and radar. r- / , i
(it/) The jamming apparatus demands a system of water/glycol

cooling. This is an elaborate system of pipes, connected to a

special air intake and heat exchanger. (This is the most intricate

part of the airframe installation )
A turbo-alternator to provide the AC power necessary

operate the jamming apparatus.

(vt) Five separate sets of aerials connected with the RCM apparatus.
These are situated in the nose, tail, both wing-tips and beneath

the fuselage.
“The whole of the apparatus described . . . has had to be fitted into

the fuselage of an aircraft which was not designed to receive it. The

jamming system, with its cooling tubes and electrical connections
elaborate and extensive and occupies almost the whole of the rear half

of the fuselage ”
It should be noted here that V-bomber countermeasures were both

active and passive. In March 1959 Air Staff Targets were issued for
IRCM (infra-red countermeasures) designed to protect the V-bombers

from the guidance to enemy missiles provided by infra-red emissions

from the bombers’ jet engines. These ASTs were Nos OR 3604-6,

respectively Airborne Detection System for Warning of the launch of

AAGW; Infra-red Decoy Flares; and Infra-red Screening for Aircraft^.

AST OR3606 was cancelled on 13 April 1961, but a Specification for a

system for dispensing rapid blooming Window and/or Infra-red Decoy

(0

are

air-to-air

to
(V)

,  IS

' Note of a visit to Vickers-Armstrongs, Weybridge: AirB2(a), 25 Oct 57, in file RD/37/048
RCM in V-bombers Finance and Policy.
* File Cl52386/62 Infra-red Suppression in V bombers, Pt II.
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(OR3605) was produced in May 1961 by Microcell Ltd*.

In fact, Valiants had not been designed either for ECM equipment

nor for carrying fuel as tankers, though their role in photographic

reconnaissance had been envisaged from their inception - and they
could carry more cameras than any other RAF aircraft up to that time,

and on longer sorties. In performing these roles, and as bombers and

additionally as nuclear weapon trials vehicles, they proved themselves

to be the most versatile of the three types of V-force aircraft.

See note’', page 184.
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bombing accuracy will be attained”.
At the end of the first issue of OR 1089 the Air Staff noted that “to

maintain continuity” they would “prefer that the code name Blue

Boar be retained for this specific requirement”. In the second issue of
the OR, for a television/command control bombing system and an

associated 5,0001b HC missile, the Air Staff stated that “the bomb and

its associated equipment is required to be produced to be in Service use

in 1956”. A contract for the project had been placed with

Vickers-Armstrong in June 1950 and early in 1959  a contract had been

placed with EMI Ltd for television research.

While Blue Boar was still an active requirement, the Scientific

Adviser to the Air Ministry commented on the importance of such a

weapon in the airborne deterrent force armoury*. “The trend towards

greater heights and speeds”, he said, “makes accurate bombing by

conventional methods increasingly difficult. Development of the guided

bomb is therefore of the first importance, and research into methods of

guidance capable of operating in all-weather conditions by day and

night must be actively pursued”.

The need for a guided bomb was not disputed; the question was, the

means of guidance, whether TV-controlled or inertial. Some of the

arguments against the former have already been quoted; others were

that it required a cloud base not lower than 10,000ft for its efficient

operation, and that at night the target had to be illuminated by a 5,0001b
flare^. But there were doubts about the wisdom of stopping the

development of Blue Boar because of the absence of a suitable

alternative weapon. However, in June 1954 the decision to cancel the

project was finally taken^, S of S for Air agreeing on the 17th that it

should be omitted from the R & D programme.

As a result of the anticipated introduction of surface-to-air guided

weapons into the enemy’s defensive system around major vulnerable

areas, however, by 1960, it was considered necessary to initiate develop

ment of a stand-off weapon for the V-bombers. This would be self-

contained, able to proceed independently to a target once it had been

launched from the parent bomber. As will be mentioned later, the com

pany which eventually built the weapon which emanated from this Air

Staff thinking. Blue Steel**, regarded it as an aircraft.

Referring to the limitations of Blue Boar and putting forward

arguments for an alternative air-launched bomb, ACAS(OR) said in a

paper of 15 June 1954:

“In the light of the future requirement, it is proposed to produce a

' A Note by the Scientific Adviser on the Trend of Air Warfare. 29 .Apr 53. in AC
Memoranda as AC(53)31.
^ ACAS(OR) paper. Blue Boar - Policy, in Development of Blue Boar Guided Bomb

(1D3/946/2).
^ Ibid, Min DCAS/CGWLof24 Jun 54.
■* A V Roe were the prime contractors.
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weapon carrying an atomic warhead capable of being launched at

ranges up to lOOnm from the target and using an inertia guidance

system. This... system is the outcome of a programme of development

resulting from a previous attempt to couple inertia control to the Blue

Boar missile— The completion date for the weapon into service is
1960”.

ACAS(OR) went on to say that the completion of Blue Boar by 1958

would result in a weapon of limited operational use and one whose

Service life might be extremely short - to 1960. The proposed new

propelled, inertia-controlled missile “should result in an extension of
the useful life of the V-bomber force and should also enable more

accurate bombing of targets... by the utilisation of the best radar offset

aiming point within the range of lOOnm. This weapon should be

available by 1960”.

The Operational Requirement for this weapon (OR 1132 - A Propelled
Air-to-surface-Missile for the V-class Bombers) was issued on 3

September 1954 and accepted by the Ministry of Supply in November

of that year - on the understanding that the probable date of

introduction into service would be 1961/62, as against an Air Ministry

requirement for service in 1960 when the Mk 2 V-bombers were to be

available. The OR asked simply for “a propelled controlled missile for

use with the V-class bombers*”. It was to be capable of being launched at

ranges of up to 1 OOnm from its selected target, and only one missile was

required to be carried by each aircraft. Associated equipment in the

parent bomber, which together with the missile would form the

bombing system, would be NBS Mk 1, suitably modified for aiming the

missile - that is for determining, in conjunction with available

reconnaissance data, bearing and distance of the target from the release

point; Green Satin Doppler equipment for determining ground speed

and drift; and an accurate heading reference. The missile’s guidance

system and weapon fuze were also to be shielded as far as possible from

enemy countermeasures.

Two things are clear at the outset in the history of Blue Steel

development and its entry into service. First, that the idea of a guided
bomb dated from 1946 when it had become evident that the new jet

bombers were going to fly much faster and higher than their

piston-engined predecessors, but that the plan for TV guidance was

abandoned in 1953^ and succeeded in 1954 by an OR for a self-guided

bomb®. Secondly, that the achievement of a successful weapon of this

' Carriage by Valiants was deleted from the Requirement in 1958 (Min DCAS/.\CAS(OR)
of 9 June 58).

^ "The official position regarding Blue Boar is that no requirement exists, as it was
removed from the R&D programme when (it) was reviewed by the DRP Programmes
Sub-Committee. The removal was confirmed in a Minute from DCAS to CGWL dated 24

March 1953" - introduction to a paper from AC.AS(OR) to DCAS. 15 June 1954
(CMS 1879/ACAS(OR)/3250).

Which was also referred to (in the minutes of a Treasury meeting on 22 Nov 55) as a
“powered megaton bomb” (Blue Steel (OR 1132) Financial Aspects file - ID/47/296 (Pt 1)).
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kind

existed.

Blue Steel was the product of a Government/industry programme;

responsibility was divided between the Ministry of Supply and the

design company, Weapons Research Division of A V Roe Ltd. On the

Government side, departments at the Royal Aircraft Establishment,

Farnborough, acted as design authorities for the guidance, firing and
fuzing systems; RAE was technical adviser to DA Arm (Director of Air

Armament), the approving authority; and RAE Aberporth gave

technical assistance to Avro’s on specific problems. “Work at the firm
[said an RAE paper of April 1957]' is “mainly concerned w'ith design of

the missile structure and of the systems and services contained in it.
Apart from the continuing model tests in wind tunnels and free flight to

obtain aerodynamic data, the 2/5th scale model programme releasing

inert vehicle from a Valiant is scheduled to begin in January 1957 at
Aberporth ”

Referring to the scale models used in the first series of flight trials,

when they were dropped from a Valiant, the former chief engineer of
the Weapons Research Division of A V Roe & Co Ltd, Mr R H Francis,

said in a Royal Aeronautical Society lecture on 6 November 1963^ that
the model itself was, “by British standards of 1957, a missile of quite
substantial size . . . fabricated in a stainless steel to gain experience
with design and manufacture of steel airframes”. The model was

carried inside the Valiant’s bomb-bay and dropped in the same way as a
ballistic bomb; the first trials objectives
the end of 1958^.

Putting Blue Steel into an historical perspective, Mr Francis said that
it could be regarded “not only as a step in the evolution of the steel,

high-supersonic-speed aircraft, but also of the two-stage aircraft. ... Its

predecessors were the Porte Baby fighter of the First World War, the
Mayo composite flying-boat of the 1930s, the Vickers supersonic
dropped model experiments in the UK in 1946 and the US Rascal

missile of the early 1950s. Related missile projects were the
ground-launched Navaho and its X-10 model flight test vehicle and
Blue Boar”.

Mr Francis recalled that during 1954 there were some studies at RAE

and A V Roe of the possibilities of stand-off bombing, which led to the

placing of a contract with A V Roe for a design study of a stand-off

bomb suitable for the V-bombers. From this study came a proposal for a

missile “which is, in substance, the present Blue Steel”.

going to be difficult, particularly as no prior experience
was

an

substantially achieved” bywere

' Report ARM.NW 1/57.
* Astronautics and Guided Flight Section; published in RAeS Journal, May 64 (Vol 68.

No 641,).

* Two Valiants on charge to the Controller of Aircraft, WP199 and WP206, were used for
Blue Steel trials.
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A development contract was placed with A V Roe by the Ministry of
Supply in March 1956, and there were three other main contractors:

Elliott Brothers (under RAE design authority) for the inertial

navigation system; de Havilland Engines for the power supply turbines

and also for some of the special propulsion motors to be used in the

early test vehicles; and Armstrong Siddeley for the Stentor propulsion

motors. Armament Department, RAE, were responsible for the

armament system; and A V Roe for all other equipment and the

airframe, also being co-ordinating contractors.

In the second phase of development, when full-scale test vehicles of

various degrees of complexity were flown, the problems encountered

were more complicated than those in the first phase, Mr Francis said.

“The development of techniques of manufacture of stainless-steel

airframes took longer than expected, and more development was found
necessary on some of the internal systems than had been planned”. Also

a number of components were found to need special manufacture to

meet the Blue Steel reliability requirement. Among the many that had
to be made specially for the missile were “silicon diodes and tran

sistors, tantalum capacitors, rate g)'ios, position gyros, accelero

meters, servo motors, hydraulic servo valves, explosive valves,

hydraulic accumulators, electrical relays, printed circuit board materials
and so forth”.

The final phase of development was flight trials of the operational

type Blue Steel, and the missile was accepted into service in December
1962.

Mr Francis’s remarks in his paper need to be borne in mind, as

representing the company’s point of view, when Air Staff criticisms of

A V Roe 8c Co for delays in developing Blue Steel, voiced in 1960-61, are

mentioned subsequently. It should also be remembered that Blue Steel,

both in size and in the number and complication of its control systems,

was virtually an aeroplane - in fact the company regarded it as such. It

was 35ft long, with small delta-shaped moving foreplanes, half the span

of its rear-mounted 13ft wing, and rear-mounted upper and lower fins.

Powered by a hydrogen-peroxide' — kerosine rocket motor (DH Double

Spectre in the test vehicles, Armstrong-Siddeley Stentor in the

operational version), it was guided by inertial navigation and its flight

control and trajectory decision-making were purely automatic; its power

supply was by hydrogen peroxide turbine driving a hydraulic pump.
Once launched from a Vulcan or Victor, it had to accelerate through the

transonic speed range and “perform various manoeuvres at supersonic

speed” before reaching its target.

' High lest peroxide (HTP), an energy-rich material used as a motor propellant in missile
propulsion units and rocket motors: a solution of hydrogen peroxide and water, it looked like
clear water but had to be very carefully handled to avoid the risk of fire or an explosion.
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A description of Blue Steel and its warhead by the Royal Aircraft
Establishment* is relevant here. This said that the weapon was “being

developed to meet the Air Staff Requirement ORl 132 which asks for a

propelled controlled bomb capable of delivering a megaton warhead. It
is intended for carriage in the V-class bombers and to have a range of
100 miles after release. The weight of the bomb fully fuelled is expected
to be about 17,0001b and it is intended to attain speeds of about M2.5

and heights approaching 75,000ft after release to obtain a high degree

of immunity from the target defences. Guidance is to be effected by

inertia navigation”. The Blue Steel missile “forms part of an overall

bombing and navigation system combining the following sub-systems:
GPl Mk 6 and associated equipment, NBS Mkl A, Green Satin, inertia

navigator and associated equipment”^.
The launch weight of Blue Steel included about 400gal of HTP fuel

and SOgal kerosine, and its flight path after being released from a
V-bomber at 40,000ft involved first a dive to 32,000ft, when the engine

started; then a climb to 59,000ft, where speed increased to M2.3,

followed by a cruise/climb to 70,300-70,500ft, where burn-out occurred.

From that altitude the weapon would dive on to its target.
As the sketch^ on the following page shows, the fuselage of the missile

was divided into nine different compartments - each housing a separate

component or fuel - by a series of bulkheads. From the pitot head

rearwards these were: the flight rules computer (FRC); the autopilot;

the navigator; the kerosine and forward HTP (some 400gal) tanks,

which fed the kerosine and two peroxide pumps; the warhead (store);
the main fuel tank; the alternator and electrical power control unit

(EPCU); and the Stentor rocket motor which provided the power in

free flight.

' Report ARM. N\V 1/57 Royal Aircraft Establishment April 1957. Ref Arm 3399/1 lA
Third Progress Report on the Contribution of the RAE to the Nuclear Weapons Programme
July 1956-January 1957.
^ Minute. Tech Serv Plans/D of M2, 16 May 1961 (files on Devlt of Victor - C127845/60.

Ptlll).
’ Copied by the author at RAF Henlow, during research for this history, looking at a Blue

Steel stored there for forthcoming display at the RAF Museum, Hendon.
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Blue Steel launch-flight sequence was as follows:-

release at 40,000ft; after 4 sec, engine start; dive

then the trajectory depicted below
burn-out

80,000ft
70.300-70,500ft

depression angle
70,000 xruise climb

60,000 'pull-over
59,000ft
Mach 2.3

bunt
50,000

40,000
Release (about climb

35,000ft)

—32,000 —
30,000

20,000 engine
start dive

10,000

1,000

Referring to Blue Steel’s guidance and control system, Mr Francis

said in his RAeS lecture that this consisted of three parts: the navigator

(supplied by Elliotts), the flight rules computer and the autopilot (both

by A V Roe). “The navigator computes the present position of the

missile; the flight rules computer determines the flight plan, and the

autopilot commands the control movements necessary to obtain the

desired path, including the short-term stabilisation. Pitot pressure [the

pitot head was in the nose of Blue Steel] was chosen as the most suitable

and readily available measure of the aerodynamic environment by
which the control parameters could be selected...  . It was felt that Blue

Steel was more similar to an aeroplane than to the early generations of

intercepter missiles ”

The RAE description of Blue Steel said that it would carry the Green

Bamboo warhead. This was being developed at the AWRE (Atomic

Weapons Research Establishment) and it was common to the Yellow Sun

free fall weapon - the first British bomb with a yield in the megaton

range, chief armament of the Vulcans and Victors before Blue Steel
came into service.
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An overall contract for the design and development of a missile to

meet the requirements of ORl 132 was given to Messrs A V Roe & Co on

9 March 1956, and the greater part of the work was carried out at their

Weapons Research Division at Woodford, Cheshire'.
In his RAeS lecture on Blue Steel, Mr Francis said that most of its

development was done in the laboratory — not in flight. But during the

planning of the development in 1955 — when, as he said later, most of the
decisions about the missile’s aerodynamics were made - “there seemed

to be a number of problem areas where the information necessary to

finalise the missile design could be obtained only by free flight trials.
Also there was the need to build up a flight trials organisation which,

when eventually presented with the operational Blue Steel, would be

able to conduct proving trials efficienUy and safely. For these reasons it

was planned that two series of air-launched free flight test vehicle trials

should precede trials of the operational Blue Steel”.
This reference to a “flight trials organisation” appears to be to No 4

JSTU (Joint Services Trials Unit), formed in September 1956 “for the

purpose of familiarisation with the Blue Steel weapon and weapons

system prior to carrying-out joint MoS/Service acceptance trials”- and
based initially on the A V Roe factory at Woodford (later at Scampton as

No 18 JSTU with an Australian element at RAAF Edinburgh). It had
four main functions: “to maintain at the missile contractors’ works and

at other establishments specified by DAArm, a detachment of officers
and ORs for familiarisation and training on the missile and its

associated equipment, and to represent Service aspects at the earliest

possible time in the development stage; to gain flying and firing

experience with the missile; to assist in planning the acceptance trials;

and to conduct joint MoS/Service acceptance trials of Blue Steel in
accordance with the directives and programmes approved and issued by
the Blue Steel Trials Panel”^.

A full report by the Avro Weapons Research Division on Blue Steel'*

described the flight trials programme as being
“based on a series of some 140 test vehicles of increasing sophistication

leading up to a final vehicle, W.IOOA, intended to be a Service weapon

meeting the requirements of ORl 132. The first batch of these test

vehicles (Type No 19/15) are geometrically approximate 2/5th scale

models of the proposed weapon. Most of them are powered and

controlled and they were planned primarily to provide an early pilot

experiment to uncover difficulties likely either in the manufacture of
steel missiles or in the conduct of air-launched trials, but they also gave

' Blue Steel, MoSand No4JSTU Early Organisation-AH B No VB/154/i:^.
^ Ibid.
’ Ibid.

Blue Steel Weapon Plan Vol 1 Programme of Development and Manufacture for
Pre-flight and Flight Trials. Avro Weapons Research Division May 1958.
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aerodynamic and equipment environmental data. Overlapping with the

later stages of this pilot experiment are the full-scale trials, starting with

unpowered and uncontrolled vehicles (W.102) followed by vehicles
(W. 103 and W. 103A) which are powered and controlled but differ from

the final weapon by being built with aluminium alloy and, in some

cases, by having simpler equipment, and then by steel missiles (W.lOO)

which carry most of the proposed operational equipment apart from

the warhead system. There are then two other batches of steel missiles

which will have provision for the warhead system, and will include some

changes already found desirable since completion of the W.lOO design
and also include many modifications deriving from the W.lOO trials.
Some of the last batch (W. 100A) will be offered for Service acceptance
trials”.

Referring to the programme’s time-scale - and bearing in mind that
the Air Staff had asked in ORl 132 for “the missile and its associated

equipment... to be in service by December 1960” — Avro admitted that

even by early 1958 there was some slippage in schedule;-
“It is of interest”, they said, “to compare some of the forecasts of the

present Plan with those of its predecessor of September 1955. The latter

expected the pilot experiment to be completed ‘late in 1958’, while we

now expect it to overrun into the early months of 1959. The full-scale

trials were expected ‘to start at Aberporth* in January 1958’ while, in

fact, they did not start until May 1958. In general, therefore, the project

seems at present to be running some four to six months behind the

forecasts of September 1955.”

Bearing in mind the facts that Avro had had no previous experience

of designing and manufacturing missiles, and that the operational

demands of the Blue Steel requirement posed some particularly

difficult problems which involved a long and complicated test pro

gramme, the four-and-a-half years available from the date when the

contract was placed to that when it was required to be in service did not

seem an unduly long period - especially when compared with a

seven or ten-year time-cycle for manned aircraft.

Nor were the delays necessarily all on the contractor’s side; there

were some hold-ups in availability of test-bed Valiants. On 30 December
1957 DCAS (Air Mshl G W Tuttle) wrote to the Controller of Aircraft

(Air Chf Mshl Sir Claude Pelly) about Valiant WP199 which was to be

used for the first stage in flight-testing the inertia system being

developed by Elliott Bros for Blue Steel. He said‘ that the aircraft had

been at Marshalls of Cambridge for over a year for refurbishing and

modification, which was scheduled to be finished by October 1957.

“This seems to be a very long time”, he commented, “but even so, it

would have allowed over a year to carry out the inertia navigator trials in

preparation for the first guided Blue Steel air test. The current official

DCAS .5888/57.
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date for delivery is 31 December 1957, but I understand that the

aircraft will not in fact be available until April 1958 or even later. If this

is so it is difficult to see how a corresponding slippage in the remainder

of the Blue Steel programme can be avoided”.

CA replied on 16 January 1958* w'ith some comments about the
difficulties of finding suitable trials aircraft:-
“  we too, have been very concerned about the progress of Valiant

WP199 for inertia navigation trials and we have recently cancelled work

on this aircraft in favour of using another Valiant, WP206. I hope that

this latter will be available in April for the start of the IN trials...".

CA went on to point out that the troubles experienced with the IN

trials Valiant “emphasise the difficulties that we run into when we have

to rely on aircraft in the CA fleet which may not be entirely suitable for
the work that they have to do. WP199, an early production non

standard aircraft^, is a good example of this; even standard Valiant

modification kits had to be specially re-designed to allow them to be

embodied”.

Earlier (16 December 1957) DCAS had written to CA about the Blue

Steel Trials Organisation, insisting that the RAF should have ultimate

authority. He recalled that the main object in setting-up the JSTU

organisation for GW trials was (from the Air Staff point of view),
ensure that the earliest possible Service experience was obtained

with each weapon. For this reason we have always insisted that overall
functional control of the JSTUs should be vested in ACAS(OR),

although DGWT^, in effect, exercises day-to-day control of the units in

carrying-out the instructions of the Trials Panels (of which he is
chairman and on which all the appropriate Service and Ministry of

Supply interests are represented).
“In practice, this arrangement has worked admirably from our point

of view. We have a very close liaison with DGWT and through him with

the JSTUs in Australia and with the Range authorities. DGWT and his
staff have, over a period of years, established excellent relations with the

various departments and establishments concerned at home and

overseas by regular visits and in the process of ironing-out the many

practical difficulties which have arisen. We have found...that this

personal relationship is a most important factor in the...running of
GW trials 12,000 miles away.

“In short, I believe that DGWT’s organisation, which was expressly-

set up in the Ministry of Supply to run GW trials in Australia, is meeting

our requirements well and I think it would be logical for DGWT to run

the Blue Steel trials, acting as agent for D(RAF).B —

‘to

’ AH/783/019 CA/3/5/4.

It had been with CA since production on 18 December 1954 as the first Valiant of the first
20 ordered to be delivered.

’ Director of Guided Weapons (Trials) (Air Cdre B  A Chacksfield).
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“I fully realise that A&rAEE.. .also have an indispensable contribution
to make from their own experience...and I believe this could be fully

utilised through the existing medium of the Trials Panel as with other
GW”.

CA replied to this on 23 January enclosing an appendix headed

“Blue Steel Acceptance Trials Organisation” - which, as agreed to with

one amendment incorporated, read as follows: —

(i) Acceptance trials of Blue Steel will produce clearance for the
Mother Aircraft and for Blue Steel. The final clearance will be

for the weapon system as a whole.

(2) Joint Trials Panel under the chairmanship of D(RAF).B includes
DOR(C), DGWT, the Project Officer and co-opted members
such as A&AEE and the contractor.

(5) No 4 JSTU is an Air Ministry RAF unit which includes aircrew

and maintenance personnel and has attached to it  a scientific

element responsible to MoS.

(4) A&AEE will produce a draft Trials Programme in conjunction
with the MoS Development Project Officer, the Air Staff

Project Officer, HQ Bomber Command, No 4 JSTU, the

Contractor, RAE and other interested parties. The programme

will be approved by the Joint Trials Panel under the chairman

ship of D(RAF).B. Arrangements for using the range
Australia will be made in consultation with DGWT.

(5) Trials will be run under the joint control of OC, No 4 JSTU and

the Senior Officer in charge of the Scientific element which

will be supplied by A&AEE. OC, No 4 JSTU will have direct

access to DOR(C) as well as the project organisation in MoS.

Scientific staff associated with No 4 JSTU will be responsible to
the Commandant, A&AEE.

(6) Detailed functional control of the trial will rest with D(RAF).B as

chairman of the Joint Trials Panel. ACAS(OR) will retain

overall functional control of No 4 JSTU.

(7) Reports on the acceptance trials will be made to the Joint Trials

Panel, by No 4 JSTU and the Scientific Staff on their respective

aspects.

(8) Final clearance for the weapon system will be given by CA.

With so many exacting authorities, with the problems of

technology (a supersonic flying bomb had never before been produced

in Britain) and with the elaborate planning necessary for every trials

weapon (each had its own lengthy documentation, consisting of a

specification and trials instruction), it is no wonder that the Blue Steel

programme got behind schedule - making the Air Staff hopes of an
introduction into service in 1960 ever less realisable, and the MoS

estimates of 1961/62 ever more realistic.

Early in 1958 DCAS reported on the situation and mentioned ways in

which development might be speeded-up in order to come nearer

in

new

to
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During 1958, 1959 and 1960, trials of what was to be the Mk 1 Blue

Steel weapon continued. In his RAeS lecture on the development of

Blue Steel (already referred to) Mr R H Francis said that the objectives

of the first series of trials, using 2/5th scale models dropped from a

Valiant, were “substantially achieved by the end of 1958”. Main
objectives of these trials were to check the firm’s estimates of flight

dynamics, to develop the range safety procedure and to train personnel

in the techniques of large air-launched missile trials.
The second series of trials, of full-scale stainless-steel test vehicles to

be launched from Valiants and Vulcans, were “regarded as an essential

preliminary to the development of the operational type Blue Steel”.

Their purposes were to gain information on the supersonic environment,

with a realistic trajectory; to check conditions inside the missile when

carried by aircraft at high altitude; to confirm the adequacy of a simple

release system; and to examine the interface between aircraft-borne and

missile-borne equipment in a realistic environment.
Because Avro found difficulty in getting these trials started, largely

owing to the time spent in learning the techniques of manufacturing in
steel, it was decided to insert a number of full-scale aluminium-alloy test

vehicles into the test programme. Their auxiliary power was provided by

hydraulic reservoirs and batteries instead of hydrogen peroxide turbine,

and they had a minimum of aircraft-to-missile connections. The first
two of these vehicles - inert dummies - were launched during 1958, and

during 1959-60 some powered test vehicles in this series were launched.

“These flight trials of rudimentary full-scale test vehicles went a long

way to meeting the first three of the objectives listed”, said Mr Francis,

referring to the purposes of the trials, “but not, of course, the fourth”,

ie examining the interface between aircraft-borne and missile-borne

equipment. “For this we still had to await the originally planned and

more sophisticated steel test vehicles.

“These now had Stentor engines and towards the end of the pro

gramme approximated ... much more closely to the operational missile

than had originally been planned, thus partly atoning for their late

appearance. In fact, the last few...were very nearly the operational

type Blue Steel” ̂
Mr Francis said that because of the extension of the test vehicle

programme, “trials of the operational-type missile started with a much

greater back-log of development experience than would otherwise

have been available. A number of engineering weaknesses revealed by

the test vehicles might otherwise have found their way into the

operational missile. The result was that a high standard of performance

' In June 1960 Treasury approval was given for a production order for 75 Blue Steels
(Minute of 22 Jun 60, F.6/AUS(S) in ID9/194/4 Blue Steel). On 28 Jul 60 Sir Roy Dobson,
Avro chairman, phoned CAS (Air Chf Mshl Sir T Pike) to say that the first sophisticated
W.lOO had been flown at Aberporth (ID/47/296/Pt 2) - Blue Steel (OR1132) Financial
Aspects).
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and functioning reliability was achieved from the start of these trials,

and compensated for the previous pains and tribulations”.

However, lengthening the trials programme meant that there was no

hope of the Air Staffs original aim of having the netv weapon in

service by the end of 1960 being achieved - although when the

operational requirement was issued they were probably being over-

optimistic in allowing six years for the design, development and

acceptance of an entirely unique weapon, in fact  a robot aeroplane.

Justifiably, the Ministry of Supply had been less optimistic and
considered an in-service date of 1961/62 more likely. But as time went

on, mid-1962 looked to be the earliest date by which Blue Steel Mk 1

would reach the Mk 2 Vulcan and Victor squadrons. On 28 April 1961

the Minister of Aviation (Mr Peter Thorneycroft), reporting to the
Cabinet Defence Committee, recalled that

“Blue Steel was accepted as a requirement in January 1956. It was

then thought that the first delivery of missiles would be made to the

RAF in 1961/62. By the end of 1960, however, it had become apparent

(owing to delays in the development programme) that the number of

trial firings that could be expected to have been made by early 1962
would not be sufficient to enable the first deliveries of missiles to the

RAF to be approved for normal operational use. It is however expected

that by mid-1962 the functioning and safety of the w'eapon (including

its warhead) w ill have been sufficiently proved to enable the missile to be

used in an emergency, if required, thus providing  a deterrent capability.

Further trials will continue during the succeeding months to enable

approval to be given for normal operational carriage and use of the
missile.”

The Minister said that although the trials had not gone as well as was

hoped, “the programme allows some margin for delays, and there is no
reason at this stage to conclude that approval to use the missile in an

emergency could not be given by mid-1962”. He commented that

“development of a complex weapon of this type may reveal two kinds of
difficulty. Firstly, a basic fault in the concept, entailing major re-design -

costly in both time and money; nothing of this sort has yet appeared in

Blue Steel. . . . Secondly, detailed engineering faults and problems.

These we are encountering; they are a normal part of the development

process, and may be expected to continue”. To achieve the earliest

possible in-service date, orders had been placed for 57 missiles.
This total was made up of 48UE operational rounds (W.105) plus five

backing rounds and four proof rounds. In addition there were 16

training rounds (W.103A), ten with light-alloy and six with steel
carcasses.

The Minister of Aviation’s report to the Cabinet Defence Committee

on Blue Steel, like the public statements made on the weapon - for

example the bold assertion by the Air Minister (Mr George Ward) in
the Commons on 8 March 1960 that “Blue Steel is to be in service next
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year”, glossed-over some of ihc difficulties which surrounded its

procurement - its delayed entry into service, increasing costs of

development, and disenchantment felt hy the customer for the

contractor. There can be few major British defence contracts which

caused such bitter feelings. These were probably aroused by the fact

that, even in 1956, A V Roe were talking of a developed Blue Steel with

a range of 1,000 miles - Mr Ward’s predecessor Mr Xigel Birch having
been told on a visit to the firm in March of that year that they could

produce such a developed weapon by 1961/62, yet by 1961 they were

unable to deliver the goods in the shape of a 100-mile-range Blue Steel.

During those five years the Air Staff had watched the development of
Soviet missile defences and realised that if the \-bomber force were to

continue to be viable, not only was an operational capability with Blue

Steel required but there also had to be a successor to it with much

greater range. Yet the longer the trials continued the greater was the

delay before the stand-off bomb entered service; and the feeling must
have been that if the chosen contractors could not perfect a bomb to fly
100 miles, how' could they perfect one with ten times that range? Such a

feeling, aroused by a realisation of the immensity of the operational task
and frustration at the lack of equipment with which to perform it, can
be deduced from the criticisms and recriminations which became

common parlance in Blue Steel records from 1960 onwards.

Thus, a report to the Air Minister on 20 October 1960 made

reference to ‘‘grave shortcomings in the project management” which

had “dogged development progress” and said that if the history of the

system might be taken as a guide, it was difficult to envisage full CA

clearance being given by the last quarter of 1962. During that month
the Minister was informed that the estimated cost of Blue Steel had

gone up from £150,000 per missile (exclusive of warhead) to £250,000,

and that the current estimate for R&D expenditure was £60m

compared with an October 1958 estimate of £35m.
The Air Staff agreed “reluctantly” to reduce the number of proving

missiles by two and decided that the training missiles should be of

cheaper construction, estimated to cost £200,000 as against £250,000.

On this basis, financial approval for an expenditure of £21.2m

given by the Chancellor of the Exchequer in November 1960. The

production order, placed in December, was for 57 W. 105 operational
rounds (48 UE, 5 backing rounds and 4 proof rounds) and for 16

W.103A training rounds (10 with light alloy and 6 with steel carcasses).

In a particularly scathing minute to DCAS on 21 October 1960,
headed “Further Blue Steel Phantasies”, Air Cdre  S W R Hughes,
DRPS (Air), referred to “an entirely new proposal” by A V Roe made to
the Minister of Defence when he visited them on the 14th - adding a
“boost variant” to Blue Steel to give it a range of 850 miles from

aircraft or a ground-launched range of about half that. It would

to 100,000ft during flight and achieve a speed of M6.5. The Minister

was

an

soar
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“could do no less than suggest” that the firm presented their proposals

formally to the Mo A; no doubt “shining brochures with a CEP

embracing at least MoA and MoD” were “likely to be fired within the
next week”.

The writer went on to suggest that there was “quite enough jinx in

Blue Steel to keep us busy, without letting anyone worry about a

proposal of this nature at this stage”, and he recommended that “every

pressure should be brought to bear to ensure that Blue Steel Mk 1” was

delivered on time and up to specification, adding that “no encourage

ment should be given to the firm to divert effort or thought on any

other project until they have shown that they are capable of producing

this relatively simple 100-mile weapon before we take delivery of the

1,000-mile range Skybolt”*.

The Avro proposals were subsequently discussed at  ajoint AM/MoA

presentation in the Ministry of Defence on 7 November'^.

When the Parliamentary Under-Secretar)', MoA, Mr Geoffrey Rippon,

reported on Blue Steel progress to the Minister of Defence (Mr Harold

Watkinson) on 19 January 1961 he referred to the late in-service date

for Blue Steel - initial release to service in May 1962, with final release

in 1963, compared with a projected in-service date of 1961/62 - and

concluded with these unequivocal comments:-

“Even allowing for the fact that Blue Steel broke entirely fresh

ground, A V Roe’s past performance has not been satisfactory. They
have been left with no delusions about the effect of continued delays.

They have thoroughly overhauled their organisation and other resources

of the Hawker Siddeley Group have been brought in to assist. There is

no room for complacency, and everything now hangs on the success of
the Australian trials. We know of no further measures which could

reasonably be taken to improve their chances”®.

The reaction of the Air Minister (Mr Julian Amery) to this letter, a

copy of which had been sent to him, was to ask for DCAS’s advice “as to

whether there is anything that the Air Ministry can usefully do to

improve the situation”, and for any comments he might offer to the

Minister of Defence on the report**.
Some blunt comments came from ACAS(OR) (AVM R N Bateson),

who referring to Mr Rippon’s letter in a minute to PS/S of S on 27

January said that it “substantially confirms the long-expressed opinion

of the Air Staff that A V Roe programmes have been unrealistic”. He
went on: —

' I D/47/296 Pt 2 Blue Steel (ORl 132) Financial .Aspects.
*■* Ibid.
* In AF946/8(S) Pt 2 Development and Production of Power-guided Bombs (Blue Steel).

PS/SofS to PS/DC.AS on 23 Jan 61.
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“There is plenty of evidence of a weak management structure in the

missile division at A V Roe and this may need yet further overhauling.
“The Air Staff have always regarded the firing of the first navigated

round as an essential demonstration of a progressive and logical
development plan. It is therefore all the more regrettable that this first

attempt to prove the missile in free flight should be more than a year

behind schedule  It is my view that the first navigated round

constitutes an essential milestone, which must be passed successfully

before we can have any real confidence in the promise of an Initial

Operational Capability within the next twelve months.”

Clearly there was a crisis situation on Blue Steel at the beginning of
1961, and the Air Staff were being asked what was to be done. VCAS

(Air Mshl Sir Edmund Hudleston) was advised by DCAS (Air Mshl R B

Lees)* that the Minister of Defence was “likely to ask whether anything
can be done by the RAF to give Blue Steel some sort of operational

capability earlier than the ‘emergency’ release of June 1962. This
would be on the basis that aircraft, plus weapon, plus warhead must add

up to something better than a free-fall bomb even if the weapon is not

adequately tested and is of uncertain performance”. DCAS added that
the view of the ACAS (Ops and OR) staffs was that, “while this might

not make very much operational sense, it would be worth looking

carefully into the possibilities in view of the Parliamentary and Press

history of Blue Steel”^.
The Minister of Defence wrote to both the Air Minister and the

Minister of Aviation about Blue Steel at the beginning of February,

stressing the importance of being able to declare an initial operational

capability with the weapon at the earliest possible date.
Mr Watkinson told the Air Minister (on 1 February) that “it would be

helpful if we could have even one squadron with an initial operational

Blue Steel capability, say in January 1962”; and he told the Minister of

Aviation (on the 8th) that “we must keep up the heaviest pressure on the
firm”.

In his reply to the Minister of Defence, on 23 February, the Air
Minister said that deliveries of aircraft modified to carry Blue Steel were

due to build up from September 1961. He understood that the MoA

expected that sufficient aircraft and test equipment would have been

delivered by January 1962 to support one squadron of Mk 2 Vulcans; by

then, too, there should be sufficient trained air and ground crews. But

the position on missiles and warheads was less straightforward.

On present forecasts, he said, “we shall have enough missiles. The

question is, whether we shall be in a position to claim with confidence

that they would work”. Trials in Australia had already fallen behind

I PS/DC AS to PS/VCAS on 24 Jan.
■ For example, on 1/2 May 1960 there were newspaper reports of a “major row" between

the Government and the RAF over the preference for Skybolt over Blue Steel Mk 2 as a
V-force weapon.
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schedule and the first fully-navigated round had still to be fired. He

regarded it as an essential condition of any claim to operational

capability that the MoA should give a firm assurance, based on

completion of not less than 20 trial firings, that the missile would work.
He believed that this assurance should be possible before January 1962.

The Minister added that the proper warhead for Blue Steel* was not
due to become available before March 1962. But it would be possible to

equip missiles before then by the interim use of Yellow Sun warheads^.

He understood that the MoA considered that the operational reliability

of the latter in Blue Steel could not be fully guaranteed, but believed

they would be entirely safe in the air or on the ground. “If the MoA can

confirm this”, he concluded, “it should be possible to claim an

emergency operational capability for Blue Steel with the Yellow Sun
warhead”'^.

The difficulty, however, as the Minister of Aviation explained to the

Minister of Defence in his reply (on 2 March), lay not in the warhead

but in the weapon. The real question was “whether we will know that

Blue Steel will work by January 1962. The answer appears to be ‘No’”.

“The real difficulty”, he explained, “is with the weapon itself. The

truth about any plans to bring forward its operational capability is that

we are trying to speed up a programme which has already slipped. It is

impossible to be dogmatic now about the number of trial firings

required to establish whether the weapon will work. But, on any realistic

assessment of the development firing programme, we cannot expect to

have proved Blue Steel even to the very minimum standard by January

1962. I am convinced that it would be unwise to expect before June

1962 the emergency capability which the Air Ministry desire...”.

The Minister added that the firing of navigated rounds could now be

carried out more effectively in Australia than at Aberporth, and that

round 6 — which was to have been fired at Aberporth - would not now be

fired. He said that the firing of a longer-range round - “from which we

expect to derive more and better information” - was planned to take

place during March in Australia.

At this disclosure the Minister of Defence expressed dismay, and his
further comments (in a note of 15 March) reflected the annoyance and

impatience which Blue Steel development seems to have engendered at
this time. He said he was “disturbed” to learn about the non-firing of

round 6 - “the first navigational round, which was scheduled for July

1960 and was to be an important milestone in development”. He

recalled that he had sent minutes “enquiring about its progress” on 18

October and 24 November 1960 and on 8 February 1961, and added

sharply: —
' Red Snow.

Yellow Sun Mk 1 was in service 1960-63 and Mk 2 in service 1961-66. Both were

free-falling megaton bombs of approximately 7,0001b weight.
^ Meanwhile, RAF training had gone on in preparation for the new weapon: the first

aircrew Blue Steel course was completed at BCBS, Lindholme, in September 1961.
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“I should like to know more of the reasons for the decision to

abandon this round and to substitute a firing at Woomera. Does this mean

a further slippage? When will this firing take place? Is there any danger
that it too will be delayed? As you know, I have been closely questioned

in the House of Commons about Blue Steel in the past year and we must

both expect further questions in due course. I should therefore like to

be kept closely in touch with any changes in its progress. .  .”.

The Minister of Aviation did not reply until a fortnight later (on 15

March), when he explained that round 6 was not fired at Aberporth

because this would have delayed the departure of an aircraft to

Australia and held up the trials programme there. An unnavigated

round fired in Australia on 24 March had been only partially successful;

records on it had to be more fully analysed before further firings —

including that of a navigated round, which had been due to take place
on 28 March. He “shared the anxiety” of the Minister of Defence about
Blue Steel.

As a result of this situation, the Minister of Defence asked the

Minister of Aviation to put a paper to the Defence Committee on Blue

Steel*. This paper has already been referred to (see page 201); at the end

of it, the Minister suggested alternative courses to the CDC: to abandon

Blue Steel and to accept a gap in the credibility of the deterrent, which

would leave the Victors (which would not carry Skybolt)^ without a

stand-off weapon; or “to continue with the development and production

of Blue Steel, recognising and accepting the risk that it may come into

service somewhat later and cost more than at present estimated”. He

invited the committee to approve the second alternative.

At the CDC meeting, on 17 May 1961, Blue Steel was clearly put into

context as the V-force’s second-generation weapon  - with free-falling

bombs as the first and Skybolt as the third. To quote the minutes^:—
“The Minister of Aviation said that Blue Steel was a fully navigated

cruise-type missile with a range of lOOnm designed for launching from

Mk 2 Victors and Vulcans. It was intended to provide the main deterrent

weapon between the time when bombers equipped with free-falling
bombs were likely to become less effective against enemy defences, and

the introduction of Skybolt. Its cost was currently estimated at £60m for

R&D and £21m for production; of this total, some £44m had been

spent or committed. Trial firings had proved disappointing in some

respects, but it appeared that the difficulties were caused by teething

troubles rather than by any basic fault which might invalidate the

' In a minute of 17 April, AUS(A) (Mr RC Kent) commented (AUS(A)/136) that the paper
had been “inspired by the knowledge that the Daily Telegraph were to publish an article
suggesting that Blue Steel was so behindhand that it would have to be cancelled (Richard
Brett-Smith, Daily Telegraph, 15 April)”.
^ Whether they could or could not, or should or should not, was much debated: see later

references, when the proposed procurement of Skybolts is discussed.
’ D(61) 7th Meeting, minutes dated 24 May 1961.
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concept of the weapon. Further trials were proceeding at Woomera and

it should be possible to make a comprehensive review' tow'ards the end of

the year.”

The Minister of Defence summed up the meeting (at which the Air

Minister and CAS were present) by saying that, although progress had

been below expectations, the delay in development would not be critical
unless the fully-instrumented trials — due to be held towards the end of

the year - proved ineffective. There were no grounds for considering

abandoning the project at this stage.

The committee agreed that work on Blue Steel should continue as

planned, and invited the Minister of Aviation to report progress tow'ards
the end of the year.

In fact, long before the end of 1961 the Minister of Defence was again

asking the Minister of Aviation where the Blue Steels were, when they

w'ould start coming into service, and whether things could not be

hurried up at Boscombe Dow'n and Woomera. “I regard it as most

desirable”, he w rote to the Parliamentary Secretary, MoA, on 5 July (in
the absence of the Minister, who had left on a tour),

“to lose no time in getting some production w'eapons into the RAF, so
that they can begin familiarising themselves with them, even before

everything is ready for the w'arheads to be installed. I would hope that

they could start reaching the RAF by October”.

He enquired whether it might be possible to quicken the trials

procedures:-

“As to Boscombe Dow n, I would be grateful if you would let me know
what is being done to minimise the time that Blue Steel takes there, in

accordance w'ith the top priority which Mr Thorneycroft told me he had

arranged for the project. For example, is work going on on Saturdays

and Sundays? As to Woomera, I think it might help if I were to write to

Mr Townley.'. . . As I understand it, the problem is to get the
maximum flexibility in the allocations at Woomera so that tests can be

carried out without delay as soon as a round is ready”.

In his reply, on 14 July, Mr Geoffrey Rippon advised the Minister that
the main hold-ups w'ere at the manufacturers

“The Blue Steel rounds planned for delivery to the RAF later this

year are not production weapons but the W.IOOA pre-production

version. They are closely representative of the production rounds which
will emerge in 1962 and will enable the RAF to start handling and

maintenance trials, but [they] will not be operational. Recent setbacks,

primarily in the build of W. 100As at A V Roe, make it unlikely that these

trials can start in October, though we are examining with the Air

Ministry the possibility of making special arrangements to get one
W.IOOA to the RAF in October ... to allow familiarisation and other

preliminary work”.

Mr Athol Townley, Australian Minister of Defence.
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Referring to the Minister’s comments about Boscombe Down and
Woomera, he commented that

“the chief holding factor in the development of Blue Steel is not the

capacity available at Boscombe Down and Woomera, but A V Roe’s

ability to build and fire missiles .... Boscombe Down is not delaying the
programme nor is it likely to do so, and the introduction of weekend

working would not expedite matters. At Woomera, A  V Roe are being

given top priority and are... getting all the range time they can use. . ..

Some further improvement in the arrangements is still undoubtedly

possible ... but I should counsel against your writing to Mr Townley at
this stage”.

On 24 July the Minister of Aviation reported on the Blue Steel

situation, and what he had to say provoked an almost despairing reply
from the Minister of Defence. The former said that information

received since his PS’s minute of the 14th

“showed that the development and firing programme was not

proceeding as fast as we had hoped and that the production programme

might be slipping back. I therefore invited Sir Roy Dobson and Sir

Harry Broadhurst* to come and see me in order that I might impress on

them once again the importance of maintaining the programme and

satisfy myself that everything possible was being done to that end.

“We had a full and frank discussion. The firm cannot guarantee that

delivery of production missiles will start in June 1962. They will make

every effort to achieve this, but advised me that deliveries might be a

month or two late. The programme was tight to begin with but this

means that practically all the contingency margin in it is used up and it

is now very tight indeed. Nevertheless by altering our plans and fitting

warheads to the pre-production missiles which the RAF will have been

using for handling and maintenance trials, it should still prove possible
to maintain the emergency release in June 1962. I have instructed my

officials to explore this urgently with the Air Ministry....

“A V Roe are putting everything they can into the programme and

are deploying on it the full resources of the Hawker Siddeley Group. Sir

Roy assures me that everything that could be done is being done...”.

To this, the Minister of Defence replied on the 26th with a note of

weary resignation, “I am afraid”, he said,

“this is the same story that you and I have heard so many times

before. The firm really cannot seem to live up to any kind of delivery

promise that they make, I think we should look at this again in

September; perhaps when we all have to be about for the Farnborough

Air Show, Perhaps then the three of us who have political responsibilities

for this could have a meeting and decide whether we ought to take steps

to make it plain that present undertakings given by all three of us in the

House of Commons are unlikely to be kept”.

Respectively chairman and managing director, A V Roe & Co Ltd.
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During August, a report on Blue Steel progress was prepared*; it was
sent to DC AS on the 31st'^. It said that the dates in which the Air Staff

was most interested were (a) that on which an assurance could be

expected that the weapon had something like a 60 per cent reliability,

and (b) that on which the Scampton complex could be expected to be

equipped with eight operable and supported aircraft/missile combinations.

The report’s conclusions were that

“in spite of the top priority awarded to Blue Steel by all concerned

since October 1960, the time scale for this project is still going back.

“The project is now in such a state that the Air Staff feel that it is

impossible to make a firm forecast of the date on which we can expect an

initial operational capability. This situation is likely to obtain until the

flight trials of Blue Steel start to show' some reasonable measure of

success. Although, therefore, the MoA are now forecasting that we

might expect an IOC in about June 1962, all the available evidence and

past experience point to an IOC not being likely before late in 1962 or
early 1963.’’
The three Ministers - of Defence, Aviation and Air - concerned with

Blue Steel had a meeting about it on 26 September 1961; this followed a
discussion betw'een the Defence and Aviation Ministers, for which the

latter had sent the former a brief (dated the 14th) on the W.IOO/IOOA

trials in Australia. This said that, although tw'O faults had been

outstanding - failures of the auxiliary power unit and malfunctioning of

the rocket motor, neither was expected to be fundamental. Nothing in

recent firings had throw'n doubt on the weapon’s ultimate capability.

The programme had slipped by four/five months since the end of 1960,

but “subject to the outcome of our present discussion with the Air

Ministry on the details of the release to be offered, it should be possible

to provide emergency capability in June 1962, linked to the use of the 16

pre-production rounds being delivered to the RAF. Indications were

that the first production missile would not be available to the RAF until

August 1962. The first W.IOOA was due to reach Scampton in January

of that year, with RAF trials and training starting in February/March -

four/five months later than planned.

When the three Ministers met on 26 September^ the Minister of

Defence said he had called the meeting to consider the position they
should take on Blue Steel when Parliament reassembled; it would be

important to adopt a common line. The Minister of Aviation said that

though A V Roe’s programme had slipped by about four months in the

last year and there was probably still a certain optimism in their

' CMS. 2485/OR26a.
CMS.2485/9300.

MM 53/61, 29 Sept 1961. In 1D9/194/4-Blue Steel Jan 1961 toJune64,inwhichtnanyof
these papers recur, there is a Minute of 22 Dec 1961 from the Minister of Aviation to the
Minister of Defence telling him that a W. 100 “travelled the full range” on 12 Dec.
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forecasts, recent trials had gone better, the system looked like working
and it seemed probable that by June 1962 an emergency operational
capability would be achieved.

The Ministers decided that it was important in public statements not

to go beyond what had been already said, that progress should be

reviewed in January 1962, that care must be taken that public statements
about Blue Steel did not cast doubt on Skybolt (or vice versa) and that,

as more became known about Soviet SAGW point defences, criticisms of

the viability of the V-force with free-falling bombs might be expected.

The Air Ministry took the opportunity provided by this last point to

make an assessment of the V-force’s current capability against known

Soviet defences, sending it to the Minister of Defence on 28 September

with the comment that “after our meeting on Blue Steel...you

mentioned your concern at the latest reports which showed that the

Russians are likely to achieve full SAM coverage of their major cities by

the end of this year. I have since discussed the implications of this
situation with the Air Staff”. His note continued: —

“There is no doubt that the high priority given by the Russians to

SAM has made it more difficult for our bombers to penetrate to their

targets. This may mean that in the period before we get Blue Steel we
should not be able to achieve quite the same level of destruction as we

expected a year or eighteen months ago. For reasons given below,
however, we do not believe that the reduction in the effectiveness of the

V-force will be very serious.

“The JIG, in the recent examination of the air defence of the Soviet

Union up to 1965 (JIC(6I)8 final, issued in May 1961), forecast that

Soviet city defences would be complete by 1961. Bomber Command has
thus been able to make its plans in the light of this assessment for several

months. In particular they propose to reduce the effectiveness of SAM

defence by the following methods: —

(i) The use of ECM. By the end of the year the bulk of the V-force

should have an ECM capability.

(it) Tactical routeing to avoid known SAM sites. This has been

greatly assisted by the latest report.

(Hi) Increasing the number of aircraft allocated to the more

important and heavily defended targets.
“Bomber Command are also studying the operation of the V-bombers

at low level to take advantage of the reduced efficiency of the Russian

SAM at heights below 5,000ft. Our difficulty here is that the low-level

nuclear weapon which is being designed for the TSR.2 is not yet ready.
“There is the further consideration that the Russian SAM crews are

only now receiving their operational equipment, and that it will be some
time before they can work up to peak efficiency.

“I spoke yesterday to the Commander in Chief, Bomber Command,
who is well aware that the high priority given by the Russians to their
SAM defences has made his task more difficult. He is, however, quite
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confident that the medium bomber force, even operating without the

Americans, is still in a position to destroy the greater part of the targets

at which it would be launched. In an operation with tlie Americans

there should be no reduction in our joint ability to reach the targets,

though of course Russian SAM capability would necessarily impose
heavier casualties on both of us.

“None of this in any way lessens the need to press on with Blue Steel

as fast as possible. But I thought you might like to have this assessment

of our present capability, which is on the whole reassuring, and which I
am satisfied is sound.”

Blue Steel difficulties were not confined to the missile but involved the

aircraft as well, some indication of the complexity of the programme of

bringing the eight IOC Vulcan B.2s up to full operational Blue Steel

standard being conveyed in a minute of 29 November to DCAS from

Gp Capt D T Witt, who commented that “the need for this programme
was forced on us for three main reasons: (a) failure of the structural test

specimen giving rise to several strengthening modifications essential for
Blue Steel carriage, too late for these to be embodied in production;

(b) numerous minor aircraft modifications resulting from late modifi

cations to the missile; and (c) the Air Staff policy, which has been followed

(without much success) since mid-1960, of refraining from asking for

any modification which would delay delivery to service of these eight
aircraft... ”.

When progress on Blue Steel was reviewed at the beginning of 1962

the Cabinet Defence Committee, meeting on 12 January*, learned from

the Minister of Aviation that the firing of the W.IOOA rounds - closely

representative of the final production version, and to be used to prove
the Blue Steel system in Mk 2 Vulcans and Victors  - was about to start^.

He explained that the future programme depended critically on

achieving greater success with the W. 100 As than had been achieved with

the experimental rounds. By August or September, he said, “we should

have obtained enough preliminary information from launchings to

enable the Air Ministry to assume an emergency capability”. The CDC

invited him to report again in March, when the results of further trials
were known.

In fact, the Minister’s next report was made in early April^, when he

said that since the reopening of the Woomera range at the end of

January four further missiles had been fired. “Two of these, of which

one was the first representative pre-production W.IOOA round, hit the

target over the full range of approximately lOOnm. The third failed to

achieve its planned trajectory and was destroyed after 75 miles .... On

the fourth missile the engine failed to start because the wire lanyard

between the aircraft and missile broke on launching and did not release

the engine starting safety lock...”.

' Minutes of D.(62) 1st meeting.
Memorandum, D.(62)2, 3 Jan 62.
0.(62)19.
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He added that clearance of the weapon for safe carriage, with

warhead, by the RAF might go back from June to July 1962; but the Air

Ministry should still be able to assume an emergency capability in
August or September. The start of full-scale trials at Scampton had been

further delayed by a set-back in completion of operational test

equipment. “However, by using development test equipment and with
the assistance of skilled contractor’s staff at the airfield, we expect to be

able to start some of the trials in the very near future The first inert

training round is now with the RAF and will shortly be cleared for
carriage in flight.”
The Minister concluded that the case for Blue Steel had not changed

- a conclusion with which the CDC, at its meeting on 13 April’,
concurred; though it emphasised in discussion the embarrassment that
would be caused to the Government if the Blue Steel emergency

capability were not achieved by the autumn — though the accuracy

displayed by the weapon in the Woomera trials was encouraging.

In a memorandum accompanying his report the Minister said that
Blue Steel was “essential to the credibility of our deterrent until Skybolt
is introduced in 1965/66 and it will be available thereafter in Victors to

supplement Skybolt”.

Meanwhile, the threads of policy, materialising in Ministerial state

ments and CDC meetings, were being joined by the warp and woof of
Comber Command personnel experience — at station and squadron level
- with the new weapon that was soon to be introduced into service. In

August-September 1961 the first Blue Steel training courses were held
at the Bomber Command Bombing School, RAF Lindholme, and

during the latter month one of the NBS trainers there was converted

into a Blue Steel trainer. Early in the following year (as the Air Ministry
Quarterly Liaison Report for January-March 1962 noted) the first

Victor Blue Steel ground trainer was accepted from the contractors at
BCBS - on 6 February; and the first of the Blue Steel training rounds
was delivered to No 18 Joint Services Trials Unit at Scampton — during
March.^

In July 1962 a production-model Blue Steel was successfully

air-launched at Woomera^ and in September the long-awaited clearance

was given - for Bomber Command to carry operational Blue Steels on

its Vulcans in an emergency. On the 25th the Minister of Aviation (now

Mr Julian Amery) wrote to his successor as Air Minister, Mr Hugh
Fraser:-

' D.(62) 6th meeting.
“ AMQLR forJul-Sep 62 reported that "the second NBS/Blue Steel Procedural Trainer for

use by operational aircrews was accepted into service at RAF Wittering on 11 Sep”.
* On 3 July the following signal was received in London: "Thorneycroft Woomera. Julian

Amery London. Greetings from Woomera. Have Just witnessed completely successful air
launching of production model Blue Steel”.
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“I am glad to be able to inform you that Sir George Gardner* has today
forwarded to DCAS a CA Release for Blue Steel to be carried on Vulcan

aircraft, complete with its operational warhead, in a national emergency.
“The clearance does not specifically authorise the launching of the

missile because the required trials to prove the safety of the systems are

not yet complete. However, no difficulties have been experienced up to
date which affect the safety after launch and we are confident that

further trials will provide the necessary proof. We expect to issue the

operational launch clearance in December 1962.

“We have issued the present clearance on the understanding that,
should a national crisis occur which warrants the carriage of the

operational Blue Steel with its warhead, limitations as to its use could be
overridden.

“In effect this means that you could declare an operational capability

with Blue Steel as soon as you consider that you are in a position to do
so”‘^.

The first V-force squadron to have Blue Steel was No 617 -

appropriately, in view of the pioneer role for which it had originally
been formed, in 1943^ - which had Vulcan B.2s at Scampton; and two

pertinent questions discussed by the Air Staff in the latter part of 1962
were as to when an operational capability should be declared, and when

a Press visit to the first BS squadron should be held.

The idea of a Blue Steel Press facility, the date for which would have to

be dependent on the declaration of an operational capability with the

weapon, had been mooted by the then Air Minister (Mr Julian Amery)

during May 1962. He said he would like to make a presentation to the
Press towards the end of July, though realising the importance of being

able to show a more complete weapon system, which might be easier a
month or so later - adding that he “did not wish to lose valuable

publicity for Blue Steel by putting-off a presentation until September
when public interest would have shifted to the Skybolt trials”. He asked

DCAS (Air Mshl Sir Ronald Lees) to consider the question of timing.

This proposal was further discussed on 28 May, when DCAS told the

Minister that he would prefer August or September for a Press visit to

Scampton, and it was inevitably bound up with the prior achievement of

an operational capability with Blue Steel. However politically desirable

the publicity might be, in view of the delays which had occurred in the

programme it was unwise to seek it until any claim that might be made
could be seen to be soundly based. This was the tenor of the minute

DCAS wrote on 12 October, advising deferment of a Press facility until
there were sufficient tested missiles in service  - in fact a further

' Controller of .Aircraft, Mo.A.

'●* In AHB 1D3/946/8. Pt 1 Development of Blue Steel.
^ The attack on the Mohne, Eder and Sorpe dams, 16/17 Aug 43. No 617 had been

re-formed on 1 May 58 as a Vulcan B.l squadron; it got Vulcan B.2s from Sep 61 omvards
and in July 62 received its fi rst Blue Steel training rounds.
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postponement, for at a meeting on 16 July S of S had accepted his

advice that a Blue Steel Press facility should be “delayed until the
autumn”. In his minute DCAS recalled that the Minister of Aviation had

written to S of S on 25 September to say that a limited CA clearance had
been issued on Blue Steel and that the RAF could declare an

operational capability as soon as they were in a position to do so. He
went on:-

“The clearance given by the MoA says, in effect, that missiles -

complete with operational warheads - may be carried on Vulcan Mk 2s
but not launched. The restrictions which remain will be lifted one by
one as soon as the MoA trials to prove the safety of the system are

completed. Nevertheless CA makes it clear to me in a covering minute

[of 24 September, in which CA had said that the weapon had been
cleared for and could be flown in a fully ‘warlike’ configuration and

was capable of being launched] that the trials have progressed

sufficiendy far for the Air Ministr)' to .. . take the risk of launching the
missiles should a national crisis justify our overriding the prohibitions
which remain. We have examined the clearances given and are satisfied

that by cutting certain corners and taking certain risks we could, if
necessary, use Blue Steel in an emergency.”
DCAS then entered into details of what was involved in getting the

new weapon - which was quite different from anything which Bomber
Command had ever operated before - into its initial squadron service,

and stressed the need for sufficient numbers, saying that the principal

factor preventing the declaration of an emergency operational capa
bility was the rate of build-up of missiles and associated equipment: the
numbers of available aircraft, trained aircrew and warheads should

present no difficulty. The first operational missile, he added,
“should be available and fully tested by about mid-October. Sub

sequently the rate of build-up will be such that four fully tested
missile/aircraft combinations can be available by mid-November; six by

mid-December and eight (a full squadron’s worth) during January
1963”.

He commented that the emergency capability of these systems would

be limited by the following factors: a four-hour generation time would

be needed to get an aircraft/missile combination ready for a sortie;

the aircraft would lack rapid take-off capability, even after a four-hour

generation period*; once missiles had been fuelled with high-test

peroxide they could remain on aircraft for a maximum period of

approximately seven days, because of uncertainty over the life of HTP
in the missile tanks; and after fuel had been removed a missile had to be

dried out before it could be refuelled, but drying-out facilities would not

' A large instructional handbook, “RAF Wittering Blue Steel Generation", contains 42
photographs and descriptive captions.
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be available for some time to come. DCAS added the recommendation

that

“we should wait until at least we have a full squadron capable of

emergency operation before claiming to have an emergency operational

capability. We have always contended that a squadron is the minimum
size of force necessary to substantiate an initial capability. Nevertheless I

recognise that public statements have been made to the effect that Blue

Steel would be operational this year and that it could be politically

embarrassing to defer a declaration until next year.

“If you consider that the possibility of political embarrassment

demands an earlier capability, then it w'ould be possible to claim an

emergency capability with six missiles in mid-December, or even with

only four in mid-November. I should recommend that we do not declare

the capability until at least six missiles are operational.
“I recommend that we do not make a special public announcement

about this capability, and that the Press facility at Scampton should be
deferred until we have sufficient tested missiles to claim an emergency

operational capability, at which time an appropriate statement could be
made.”

At a meeting with CAS and DCAS on 29 October, the Air Minister

agreed with DCAS’s reasoning; it was decided that, when at least six
missiles were operational, an appropriate statement should be made -

perhaps in connection with the proposed Press facility - indicating that
Blue Steel was in squadron service.

However, Bomber Command HQ had reservations about the advis

ability of a Press visit to Scampton at all, as the Air Ministry’s Chief
Information Officer' indicated in a minute'^ of 18January 1963, when he

suggested “some time early in February” as “the earliest practicable
date”:-

“I have . . . been waiting for an assurance from Bomber Command

that Blue Steel as now' supplied to No 617 Squadron, and its supporting

ground environment at Scampton, are sufficiently well developed to be
able to present them safely to the Press as a viable going concern.

Headquarters Bomber Command have now confirmed that this is so

but have entered reservations as to the wisdom of having a facility at all.

“Whilst I agree that it would be unwise to present Blue Steel at a time

which might suggest that the RAF is supporting the exaggerated claims
that have recently been made for it, this can be avoided by proper

handling and timing. Such a facility should be based on the original

concept of Blue Steel coming into squadron service as planned, and the

assessment that the w'eapon will be effective until some time in the

second half of the decade, dependent upon the development of Soviet

defence systems. If we can stick to our original ground in this matter, I

do not see any particular hazards....”

Air Commodore J Barraclough.
CIO/17350/9493 to PS/SofS.
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CIO added that if the Press facility were delayed much longer, "we will

be departing from precedent in these matters and inviting suspicion”;
and at a meeting on 25 January the Secretary of State agreecl to the

holding of a Press facility at Scampton in mid-February. But the AOC
in C Bomber Command still had reservations, which he expressed in a

letter to DCAS on 7 February'

“You will I know appreciate that the withholding of clearance to put

acceptance rounds on aircraft for the purpose of bringing them to
readiness does, to an unpredictable extent, prejudice the Blue Steel

Press facility.^

“To me ‘an operational capability’ means bringing an aircraft to 15
minutes’ readiness for operational take-off, and that is why 1 asked for
clearance, so that we could show this aspect.
“Of course the fact that now no aircraft at readiness will be shown

does not mean that the facility will not be successful Nevertheless we

are running a risk, slight though it may be, that this subject w ill come

up....
“I have already expressed my preference for the Press facility at a

later date; but nevertheless I believe we have already done enough, and

have enough at Scampton, to provide a successful Press facility on Blue
Steel....”

The Press visit to No 617 Squadron at RAF Scampton on 14 February

1963 provided public proof that the V-force was now- armed with a
stand-off bomb of lOOnm range; but in the meantime, at the end of

1962 its intended successor, the American GAM-87 Skybolt with ten

times greater range, had been cancelled by President Kennedy and his

proffered alternative of submarine-launched Polaris missiles had been

accepted by Prime Minister Macmillan at the Nassau conference of
18-21 December 1962^.

In a leading article on 21 February entitled “The Weapon that Never

Was”, Flight International commented that the Press facility “provided
the first official statement by Bomber Command after the demise of

Skybolt” and that it “was by way of a fanfare marking the introduction
of Blue Steel into RAF service”. The article commented that

“throughout his briefing the C in C made not a single reference to

Skybolt, the Command’s Weapon That Never Was. He concentrated

entirely on a Bomber Command with Blue Steel as principal weapon,

carried in Vulcan B.2s and, subsequently, Victor B.2s. .  . . Bomber

Command have now buried the past and look to the future — with a

British air-launched missile that will last for ‘quite a number of years’

and which (in the Command’s view) gives the United Kingdom a
credible nuclear deterrent defence force”.

' BC/126/CINC.

^ Withholding clearance did not prevent missiles being loaded into aircraft but prevented
live warheads being put into missiles.
* Bahamas Meetings December '62 Text of Joint Communiques, Cmnd 1915.
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At the Scampton briefing the AOC in C said that his Command had
“learned about Blue Steel as it was tested”. Two units had been

responsible for bringing it into service - No 18 Joint Services Trials Unit

at Scampton and No 4 JSTU at Edinburgh Field, Australia. There had

been firings from Vulcan B.ls and B.2s, flown by both Service and

civilian pilots, and there had been “many successes” as well as some

failures. It was hoped to fire training rounds at Woomera later in the

year. I n addition to No 617 the two other Vulcan squadrons at Scampton

were to be equipped with Blue Steel: No 27’s training was well
advanced and No 83’s would follows The next Blue Steel station would

be Wittering (Victor B.2s), where facilities already existed.

No 139 (Jamaica) Squadron there did not, however, start their
conversion to the role with modified aircraft (B.2Rs) until October

1963: their first sortie with a training missile was flown on the 24th. A

year earlier the AOC in C had complained to DCAS that Handley Page

had “fallen down badly in the production of the Victor Mk 2 Blue
Steel”. Originally there were to have been six Blue Steel squadrons,

three of Vulcans and three of Victors; but the delay in getting the Victor
B.2Rs into service led to an Air Council decision on 10 February 1964 to

allot the third Victor B.2 squadron to the strategic reconnaissance role.

VCAS (Air Mshl W H Kyle) explained to the Council that because of a

slippage in production, resulting in the third Blue Steel Victor squadron

not being in service until May 1965, the operational benefit of a third

squadron would be enjoyed for less than a year, since it was planned to

withdraw one of the squadrons in the first quarter of 1966 for

conversion to the PR role to replace the Valiants of No 543 Squadron. In

a Note to the Council he said that in view of the expenditure and effort

involved in converting a Mk 2 Victor squadron to the Blue Steel role it

was difficult to justify so short an effective period at the originally

planned strength; the plan had therefore been reviewed.

The alternative proposed was that only two Victor B.2 squadrons

would be equipped to carry Blue Steel and that the third squadron

should proceed direct to the strategic reconnaissance role in 1965.

There would be economies if such a decision were taken quickly -

possibly £100,000 in not carrying out Blue Steel modifications, plus

some £200,000 on fuel and repair costs which would not be required for

the Valiant PR squadron. The Air Council Standing Committee

endorsed VCAS’s proposals, and on 24 February 1964 CAS told them

that S of S had given his approval.

By early 1963, therefore. Blue Steel was firmly in service with the

Vulcan squadrons’; and on 21 August an Air Ministry Nuclear Weapon

' On 17 January DC.AS told the .Air Council (Conclusions 1(63)) that of the 13 Blue Steel
missiles so far delivered, six had still to complete their acceptance tests; and on 28 March he
reported (Conclusions .5(63)) that six acceptance missiles at Scampton could be used
operationally in an emergency.
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Clearance for its use on QRA Standby was issued, although the weapons

were to be unfilled and unfuelled except in an emergency: it was not
until 16 April 1964 that CA gave clearance for “a filled and fuelled

operational Blue Steel weapon to be used with the Vulcan B Mk 2 Quick
Reaction Alert”.

However, with the cancellation of Skybolt, which had originated from

a joint USAF/RAF requirement in 1959 for a 1,000-mile-range
air-launched ballistic missile, the Air Staff now had to find means of

extending the operational life of the Mk 2 V-bomber/Blue Steel

combination until the introduction of the Royal Navy’s Polaris missiles.
The effects of Skybolt’s cancellation, and the eventual return to

free-falling bombs as prime armament of the V-force, will be described

in Chapter XXIV. The implications of this new situation were succinctly

stated in the Air Ministr)' Quarterly Liaison Report for January-March

1963, which said that “since the last report was prepared, Skybolt has
been cancelled and Polaris substituted, with the result that Bomber

Command will have to maintain the independent deterrent without

Skybolt for longer than was foreseen. To improve their chances of

penetrating enemy defences it has been decided to give the aircraft a
low-level capability by

(a) providing a nuclear weapon which can be released from very low
altitude.

(6) modifying Blue Steel to enable it to be launched from below
1,000ft*.

(c) improving the performance at low level of the bombing and
navigation fit of the V-bombers”.

The problem of modifying Blue Steel w'as compounded by the fact

that it was still at that time being introduced into service; and only a
month before he handed over the command of the bomber force to his

successor Sir John Grandy (on 1 September 1963) Sir Kenneth Cross

expressed scepticism as to the weapon’s realiability and readiness
potential. Writing to CAS (MRAF Sir Thomas Pike) on 30 July‘S he said

that the chances of a missile being fit for powered launch at the launch

point were no better than 40% and the probability of a missile reaching
the target after launch was about 75%. This meant that “of, say, six

weapons on Readiness, two or at the most three will be launched and the

' VCAS (Air MshI Sir Ronald Lees) told the DRPC on 8 May 63 that the modifications
necessary, which concerned the flight rules computer and the arming and fuzing mecha
nism, were “comparatively slight” (DRP/P(63)3I). To reduce radiation risks in the event of
an accident during MoA/Air Ministry Blue Steel trials, natural uranium was substituted for
fissile material in the warheads and the HTP was diluted with water.

® 1D9/194/4 Blue Steel Jan 61-Jun 64.
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remainder will have to be carried over the target and dropped free fall.

Of those launched, one will probably fail to reach the target”. He added
that although there was as yet no experience of maintaining Blue Steel
aircraft on Readiness, it was evident that the frequency of changing the

aircraft/missile system would be appreciably greater than with a free-fall

weapon. Considered in the context of a full-scale generation of 75% of
the Blue Steel force during an alert, he concluded, “the low reliability

implies that on present assessment only 14 missiles out of 36 could

actually be launched, and 11 would reach the target”’.
Sir Kenneth went on to say that it was already evident that the time

needed to generate a Blue Steel weapon system could not be reduced
much below seven hours even when no defects arose, and might take

between ten and 15 hours; so steps were being taken to maintain some

missiles permanently in a partly generated state. What concerned him
more, however, was the time it would take to recover from either a

full-scale exercise or an emergency generation of weapons. Owing

mainly to the need to dry out missiles after draining the HTP (high-test

peroxide), with only one drying unit being scheduled for each station,
the time could be “as long as 15 days for a station to recover its normal

peacetime preparedness”. His prognostications for the future were

equally gloomy

“The reliability of the weapon may of course improve with more

experience but I am doubtful if we can expect anything significant,

particularly in view of its future role at low level, and the dependence

for serviceability on the performances of so many associated equip
ments in the aircraft.

“No doubt improvement in performance will occur as with other

equipments in the past, but there are so many basic faults in Blue Steel
from a readiness aspect that it is very doubtful whether they can be
overcome”.

CAS commented in reply (on 9 August) that the conclusions had been

based on “a small sample of R&D firings and the experience gained so

far from the trials at Scampton”; it was to be hoped that when

modifications had been embodied in production missiles there would be

“a noticeable improvement in performance and generation time”.

In August 1963 the Ministry of Aviation gave clearance for the use of
unfilled and unfuelled Blue Steels on QRAs with Vulcan B.2s, and on 4

October the new AOC in C visited Scampton, where he saw a

demonstration loading of a Blue Steel missile and  a QRA exercise.

Subsequently he wrote to S of S for Air (Mr Hugh Fraser), after the

latter has visited Scampton on 18 November, to tell him what was

required “if we are to have an efficient and viable weapon system by next

' The RAF bought 57 Blue Steels, four or them for in-scrvice proof firings (Bombers -
Powered Bombs Blue Steel - Post Acceptance Trials (IDt)/B. 18-11)).
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year*”. Authority was required, he said, to fuel missiles at readiness on
aircraft with warheads fitted; to fit thermal batteries into readiness

missiles and to leave them there, so obviating the system of last-minute
loading; and to fly missiles with warhead loaded, and fuelled, from

main bases to dispersals so as to test the weapon systems’ capability to

withstand long periods of readiness on dispersals^.
However, four months later the AOC in C wrote to VCAS (Air Chf

Mshl Sir Wallace Kyle) to say that no decision had been made on “the
most important recommendations” in his letter of 19 November 1963 -
that thermal batteries should be left in the missiles on QRA and that
armed missiles on QRA should be fuelled.

Approval for a “wet” QRA involved the Nuclear Weapons Safety

Committee, and a long paper was prepared in the Air Force Depart
ment for their consideration and that of the MoA^, the NWSC discussing
it on 14 July 1964.

Early reasons militating against the use of Blue Steel as a quick-

reaction weapon had been set out long before it came into service, in a
minute from DCAS (Air Mshl R B Lees) to CAS (Air Chf Mshl Sir

Thomas Pike) on 22 July 1960“*. These were, in the case of the warhead,
whose design included thermal batteries which various British Safety

Committees considered should not be stored permanently in the

warhead capsule but inserted at the last possible opportunity before

take-off, this insertion probably taking as much as 30 minutes; and in

the case of the electric power control unit, which “as currently

designed” would take approximately 20 minutes to stabilise the

electrical power to the quality required by the missile. It was considered

then that, as Blue Steel was late coming into service, items such as these

which denied it “a really rapid reaction capability” could be rectified
before operational missiles became available.

' “Service environmental trials ended at Scampton on 31 December 1963 and Blue Steel is
now fully in the hands of Bomber Command” (AMQLR for October-December 1963).

■ Correspondence in ID9/194/4 Blue Steel-January 1961 tojune 1964.
* Ibid.

* I n Development & Production of Power-guided Bomb (Blue Steel) I D3/946/8(S), Pt 2.
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CHAPTER XIV

THE GRAPPLE TRIALS

Britain’s thermonuclear weapon tests over the Pacific Ocean in

1957-58 were a major scientific and tri-Service operation, with the

Army — who did all the engineering work at Christmas Island, the Royal

Navy and the RAF playing leading parts in support of the Atomic

Weapons Research Establishment trials. The RAF were to drop the test

weapons which, in production form, they were later likely to have to use:

they were therefore participating in the Grapple tests as potential

customers for the scientists’ products. The Valiant crews dropping the

weapons would have the unique experience of bombing with the weight
of destructive power other V-force crews would subsequently be enabled

to deploy.
Planning for these megaton weapon trials had begun in 1955, the Air

Council receiving their first intimation in a note by DCAS’ in which he
said:—

“The Director of the Atomic Weapons Research Establishment is

planning a series of atomic weapons trials in 1956/57. The first of these

is Operation Mosaic and is planned for Monte Bello in the spring of

1956. The second is Operation Buffalo, which will include an air drop

from a Valiant aircraft of the Mk 1 weapon and the trial of the prototype

of a tactical weapon^; in addition there will be two or three experimental

explosions. This operation is planned for Maralinga in the autumn of
1956. The final operation is Green Bamboo. The venue for this is not

yet firm but the spring of 1957 is the most probable date.”

DCAS added that DAWRE had so far asked the RAF to provide air
support for Mosaic and Buffalo; similar tasks would “almost certainly”
have to be undertaken for Green Bamboo^.

A month later, a brief for the Secretary of State for Air gave more
specific details of the proposed Operation Gazette (as Grapple was then
called). This said that the Director, AWRE, wished to test a thermonuclear

weapon (Green Bamboo) in the spring of 1957. The only likely area
where such a test could be carried out was the south-west Pacific, and

there were four possible methods of mounting the trial, one of which

was a drop from a V-bomber to give an air burst over an uninhabited

island. Preliminary investigation had shown that the most suitable area

appeared to be Malden Island, but there was to be  a photographic

survey of a number of islands - Malden, Penrhyn, Christmas, McKean,

Palmyra and Aitutaki - to find an airstrip where the Task Force could be

based, and a target area.

' Air Council paper AC(55)37 dated I9jul55 (CMS.2680/55).
'■* The air drop was of a Blue Danube round; the other trials were tower bursts.
® This was the original code-name, changed to Gazette and then to Grapple.
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Thor and BMEWS
.1// photographs are Crown Copyright

Thor arrival: the last of the 60 Douglas IRBMs delivered to the RAF
being unloaded from a C-124 Globcmaster of the USAF Military Air
Transport Service at North LuiTcnham on 26 April 1960. Like its 59
predecessors, it had been flown in from Santa Monica, California

A Thor being
raised to the

launch position
at RAF Fcliwcll,
where the first of
Bomber
Command’s

strategic missile
squadrons, No 77
(SM) Sqn, was
formed on 1

September 1958
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Thor in the

launch position,
with squadron
personnel in
protective
clothing

Routine Thor

practice count
down, with
oxidant loading
taking place, and
showing the
support and
assembly
buildings and
high-intensity
lighting
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The conspicuous “golf balls” ai Fylingdalcs in Yorkshire, the ballistic
missile early warning station officially declared operational on 17
September 1963, Ibrming part of the USAF BMEWS system, with radars
at Thule in Greenland and Clear in Alaska. Fylingdales significantly
increased the warning time for the V-bomber force

Tracking radar -
said to be able to
“delect an object
the size of a door
over Siberia”
and unceasingly
searching - inside
the sky-blue
honeycomb of
the 140fi “golf
ball”
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CHAPTER XV

MEGATON WEAPONS

Blue Steel had a megaton warhead, Red Snow, which was also used in
the Yellow Sun Mk 2 free-falling bomb which the Vulcans and Victors

carried. These megaton-range weapons* were the physical and
operational outcome of the policy enunciated in the 1955 Statement on
Defence and of the Operation Grapple tests at Christmas Island in the

Pacific during 1957 and 1958. The Statement had said: “The United

States Government have announced that they are proceeding with

full-scale production of thermonuclear weapons. The Soviet

Government are clearly following the same policy.  . .  . The United

Kingdom also has the ability to produce such weapons. After fully
considering all the implication of this step the Government have

thought it their duty to proceed with their development and
production”. The first (interim) megaton bomb had been supplied to

Bomber Command in March-April 1958. Its developed successor.
Yellow Sun, has been described as “the keystone of the offensive

deterrent policy”.^

Clearly, Statements on Defence reflect policies which have been

adumbrated, argued about and approved some considerable time

previously, and the hydrogen bomb decision was no exception. In

mid-1954 the Cabinet Defence Policy Committe had approved a
recommendation by the Chiefs of Staff and as a result of this approval
an Air Staff Requirement, ASR No ORl 136, for a thermonuclear bomb

was circulated on 15 July 1954 and issued on 6 June 1955.

This OR asked for a bomb which could be carried internally in Valiants,
Vulcans and Victors; it was not to exceed 50in in diameter (“if it can be

made smaller it will be an advantage”) or 7,0001b in weight and it was to
be in service in 1959.

When the Cabinet Committee on Defence Policy, under the
chairmanship of the Prime Minister (Sir Winston Churchill) made its

decision on 16 June 1954 to authorise hydrogen bomb production, it

stipulated that no statement of Government policy in this matter should

be made, and that work on the development of the bomb should be

carried on as unobtrusively as possible.^
The Chiefs of Staff Memorandum which the Cabinet Committee had

before it was based on a report by the Working Party on the Operational

Use of Atomic Weapons, whose members were Sir Frederick Brundrett

(chairman). Sir John Cockcroft, Sir William Penney, General Sir Frederick

Morgan, the Deputy Chiefs of Staff and the Scientific Advisers to the

three Service Ministries. Their report examined the technical and

' A yield of 500kr and upwards was classified as  a megaton yield.
^ RAE Progress Report of April 1957; see subsequent reference.
* Also that it was “desirable” that the cost should be concealed as far as possible.
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military implications of undertaking the manufacture of hydrogen
bombs in the UK. They came to the conclusion that there was a choice

of three policies: to continue with the present programme (the 62in

diameter Mk 1 Blue Danube weapon and a new 30in design), leaving
H-bomb development to the Americans; to ask the Atomic Energy
Executive to take special steps to increase the AWRE staff and to start

work on the hydrogen bomb — “with the object of producing a test

explosion in 1958 and a production of Service weapons thereafter’’ -
and to continue with the present programme; or, to continue with the

present programme and to add the hydrogen bomb, accepting the
delays incurred by competition between the Mk 1, the 30in weapon
and H-bombs.

The Working Party’s report also concluded that it appeared to be

possible for the UK to make a number of hydrogen bombs each year,
that new capital expenditure of about £10m would be required and that

possession of the H-bomb would “go a long way towards overcoming
the difficult problems of terminal accuracy’’. It added that, whichever
course were taken, there wold be no effect upon the country’s atomic

weapon potential until after 1957; that an increase of stocks of H-bombs

beyond a certain limited figure did not “confer any corresponding

military advantage”; and that a test of a complete H-bomb “would
involve certain practical and political problems and consideration of
their solution should start at once”.

In putting this report to the Cabinet Committee the Chiefs of Staff
(whose memorandum was signed by Admiral of the Fleet Sir Rhoderick

McGrigor, MRAF Sir William Dickson and Lt-Gen Sir Harold Redman,
VCIGS) recalled that in their memorandum on UK Defence Policy they
came to the conclusion that this policy must be “to possess the means

of waging war with the most up-to-date nuclear weapons”. They there
fore made four recommendations: that immediate approval should be

given to putting in hand a programme for the production of hydrogen
bombs annually for five years, starting not later than 1959 and subject
to review in the light of developments, and that if a programme
started now and sufficient staff recruited, a test of two weapons should

be possible in 1958. Secondly, the present programme for the pro
duction of other types of nuclear weapon should proceed as planned -

certainly until 1957, but should be subject to review. Thirdly, that the

existing R&D programme for the improvement of the Mk I bomb and

development of the smaller weapon should proceed as planned in
addition to work on the hydrogen bomb. Fourthly, that special steps
should be taken to enable the Atomic Energy Executive to increase staff

at the AWRE, so as to achieve this programme.

The Committee on Defence Policy accepted all the CoS

mendations; it also suggested that an approach might be made to the
Canadian Government for a free supply of tritium. (The Working Party
Report had said that the AEA had considered the supplies of materials

were

recom-
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and that “certain of them offer no difficulty, but tritium will involve

special measures. To manufacture enough tritium for ten hydrogen
bombs a year we would need a new pile. This could be built at

Dounreay . . .”.) The subsequent Cabinet decision of 26 July 1954 to

approve the development of H-bombs* was as much a watershed in
British military policy, in degree if not in kind, as the original Ministerial

decision of 8 January 1947 to authorise R&D work on atomic weapons
had been. As in the latter case, the UK had followed the USA (1945)

and the USSR (1949) in achieving possession of nuclear bombs, so the

UK would be following the USA (1952) and the USSR (1953) in the

achivement of thermonuclear weapon potential. (The first US thermo

nuclear explosion was an experimental device in a surface burst, at
Eniwetok on 31 October 1952; it was code-named Mike. The first

Russian thermonuclear explosion - in the atmosphere - was on 12

August 1953, referred to by the Americans as Joe 4. In his book The
Advisors: Oppenheimer, Teller and the Superbomb^ Herbert York says that the

Russians claimed that Mike was not a “real hydrogen weapon” - “only a

very cumbersome and untransportable structure”. Joe 4 was exploded

on a tower. The first US air drop of a thermonuclear weapon was on 20

May 1956 at Bikini).
When Sir Winston Churchill made reference to the hydrogen bomb

towards the end of 1954, in the Commons debate on the Queen’s

Speech on 1 December, he did not disclose the momentous decision that
had been taken by his Government five-and-a-half months earlier. “The

advance of the hydrogen bomb”, he said,

“has fundamentally altered the entire problem of defence, and
considerations founded even upon the atom bomb have become

obsolescent, almost old-fashioned. Immense changes are taking place in

military facts and in military thoughts. We have for some time past

adopted the principles that safety and even survival must be sought in
deterrence rather than defence.. . and this, 1 believe, is the policy

which also guides the United States ..

' The Cabinet “approved in principle the proposal that the current programme for the

manufacture of atomic weapons .. . should be so adjusted as to allow for the production of
thermonuclear bombs” (Cabinet CC(54) 53rd Conclusions).
W H Freeman &: Co. 1976.

* Commons Hansard, Col 176 at a Chiefs of Staff meeting on 22 Apr 54 (COS(54)45th

Mtg) the CAS (Sir William Dickson) said it was essential that Britain should be able to
maintain her influence through the possession of offensive power. For this reason it was of

paramount importance “that we should develop the hydrogen bomb".
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The Chiefs of Staff decided on 6 April 1955 to develop as first priority

a weapon with a yield of about one megaton'. The Air Staff Requirement
No OR 1136 for a Thermonuclear Bomb was accepted by the Ministry of

Supply on 28 July 1955^. At the same time the MoS agreed to an in-service
date of 1959. This was the start of the programme which led to the

Grapple series of tests at Christmas Island in mid-Pacific during 1957
and ’58, to the introducdon of an “interim” megaton bomb (Violet Club)

to RAF service in early 1958 and to the introduction of Yellow Sun

Mk 1 - first British bomb with a yield in the megaton range - in 1960.

During March 1956 members of the OR4 and OR 19 staffs saw
various weapons under development at RAE Farnborough, among
them Yellow Sun — drawings and a full-size wooden mock-up were

shown to them. Their report^ said that the first cases were being built;
the bomb dimensions were 240in length, 48in diameter, and it had fixed

fins — if larger fins were required they would need to be flip-out because
of the restricted size of the Valiant bomb-bay - and an extremely blunt

likely to keep the speed within the limits for ballistic stability”.nose.

The spherical warhead weighed about 3,5001b, giving a completed

weapon weight of about 6,5001b. The report added that the firing
circuit was considered suitable for trials, though not yet suitable for

Service use - more development was required; it would probably be

used in the Grapple trials.

The suggestion that an interim megaton bomb might be put into service
before Yellow Sun - which in fact occurred with the assembly of Violet

Club at Wittering in March 1958 - was first made in October 1956, when

it was related to the parallel development of the tactical atomic bomb Red

Beard, which was also regarded as a Blue Danube replacement. DGAW”*

had suggested in a note of 11 October^ that if the Buffalo and Grapple
trials were successful, it should be possible to begin deliveries of a form

of Red Beard warhead by about January 1958 and a form of megaton
warhead at about the same time. If this could be done, it would mean that

the warheads would be ready before the bomb bodies being designed to

take them. The suggestion was, therefore, that it might be possible to

provide interim designs of bomb bodies so that the RAF would have

weapons earlier than at present planned. A note commenting on this idea®

said that a decision on the megaton warhead was needed because apart

from the political importance of having a megaton bomb as soon as possible

there was the question of using two years’ production of U.235, if this

were not used until production of the first Yellow Suns in 1959^.

* DCAS paper for the Air Council, March 1956, Review of the R&D Programme.
* Minute to DOR(A), Air Ministry, on 28 July 1955, ref 7/ARMT/4339(TS. 121/1).
* OR19(a)of 21 March 1956 in AF/CMS29/64 Pt 11 file Megaton Bomb-OR 1136.

■* Director-General of Armament and Weapons, MoS.
® XY/109/02.
® CMS.2327/53.
’ In Nov 56 an Air Staff Requirement for a Multi-megaton Bomb was drafted, with a yield

of 3.5 megaton.
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At a meeting held by DGAW on 24 October, attended by Air Ministry

representatives, it was stated that if the Grapple results were successful

the production of a form of megaton warhead could begin in August
1957. There would be three alternatives, all in a Blue Danube case —

Green Granite, Green Bamboo or Orange Herald. The Air Ministry was

asked to say whether the principle of having an interim megaton bomb

in 1957 was agreed, and if so, which version was required.

A minute sent to DCAS on 2 November 1956 by ACAS(OR)*, enclosing

a copy of this note, suggested that from the political standpoint the RAF

ought to accept the interim megaton bombs - probably only getting

about ten before the Service weapon. Yellow Sun, was put into
production^.

In a report of April 1957 the Royal Aircraft Establishment described

progress with the development of Yellow Sun, discussed the possible

alternative warheads and pointed out that the weapon’s in-service date

depended upon the outcome of the Grapple trials. It said that “the
Yellow Sun weapon to meet Air Staff Requirement ORl 136 will provide

the first British bomb having a yield in the megaton range; as such it is

the keystone of the offensive deterrent policy. It is intended for carriage
in the V-class bombers and will have a diameter of 48in and a length of

approximately 20ft. The weight will be about 7,0001b.

“The weapon is being designed around the Green Bamboo warhead

under development at AWRE. The means of making a warhead in this

range of yield wholly safe in storage and transport has not been

finalised, but all schemes of providing in-flight insertion of some part of
the fissile material have been abandoned

“Consideration has also been give to the alternative warheads Green

Granite and Short Granite, which are being tested at Operation

Grapple. Both are fission-fusion-fission types and differ only in that
Short Granite is smaller and lighter. Neither warhead requires ENl
(external neutron initiation). Nuclear safety is ensured by some form

of in-flight-insertion.

“Although Yellow Sun is a free-falling ballistic bomb and is stabilised

by conventional cruciform fins, it is unconventional in shape in that

the nose is flat. This shape has been selected in order to keep the bomb

as simple as possible. The nose shape has a high drag and it aids

simplicity in two ways. First, it assists in stabilising the bomb, even from

the highest altitude, and this permits the use of fixed fins of a span
which can be accommodated in the bomb cell and thus avoids the

complication of a flip-out tail. Secondly, it keeps the bomb at a subsonic

speed in that part of the trajectory where an airburst is required; this

greatly simplifies the task of fusing by barometric means ..

'CMS. 2327/53/ACAS(OR)/827 in file AF/CMS29/64 Pt II Megaton Bomb-OR1136.
‘■^During this month (November 1956) an Air Staff Requirement for a Multi-Megaton Bomb

was drafted. This became Air Staff Target ORl 153, for nuclear warheads with yields of
more than one megaton (AF/CMS 89/64 Pt I Multi-megaton Warheads - ORl 153).
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After referring to the division of responsibilities between RAE and

AWRE the Yellow Sun description continued

“The Air Staff Requirement calls for the weapon to be in service in

1959. Although full warhead and nuclear safety information has not yet
become available, it may still be possible to meet this date, but final

information must not be delayed beyond August 1957.

“Preliminary investigation indicates that if after Grapple, Short

Granite becomes the preferred warhead, no serious delay should occur,

but Green Granite would require a larger and heavier weapon, so that

much of the ballistic and fuzing work already well advanced would have

to be repeated, and the in-service date would have to be set back at least
nine months.

In a Second Progress Statement on Yellow Sun, issued later that year,^

RAE again referred to the warhead permutations and to the possibility
of introducing an interim megaton weapon. It recalled that

“The Operational Requirement (OR1136 Issue 2) calls for the

development of a megaton bomb, the type of warhead to be carried not

being specified except that it shall be capable of use in both Yellow Sun
and Blue Steel. The original requirement was for incorporation of the
Green Bamboo warhead and much of the work done has been on the

assumption that this warhead will be used. It has however been evident
for some time that as a result of the Grapple trials another warhead

might be preferred, and preliminary investigations were made at an

early stage into the problems which would arise if one of the Granite

type of warheads were chosen. These have been followed by further

work, especially in connection with the possible use of Short Granite.

The general position now is that an early decision as to type of warhead,
and information on associated matters such as nuclear safety systems, is

essential if development of the weapon is not to be held up”.

Recalling that the OR had stated that the weapon was to be carried

internally in Vulcans and Victors, the original requirement for carriage
in Valiants having been cancelled - though they would continue to be

used for development trials until other types became more readily
available, the statement said that the aiming system would be NBS, as

fitted in the V-bombers - no special development being needed for this,
and added:

“Yellow Sun is being developed as a fully engineered weapon to meet

the requirements of the OR. The provision of an interim megaton

weapon only partially meeting these requirement is planned for
introduction into service considerably earlier than Yellow Sun ...”.

Just over a fortnight after the Yellow Sun progress meeting (at which

the RAE report was discussed) had been held on 16 July 1957, A/DDOR2

I

' Report ARM.NW 1/57 Royal Aircraft Establishment April 1957.
Arm 3450/11/GS Royal Aircraft Establishment, Armament Dept. Bomber Armament

Division, 5Jul 1957.
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minuted DDOps(B) on 2 August to say that the RAF had been offered

a pre-production version of the bomb in the period June - September

1958 and to ask about the application of these weapons to the Vulcans
and Victors which would be available at that time*. He added that he

could see no reason why the policy which excluded the Valiant should

be changed, and DDOps(B) expressed agreement in his reply, com

menting that the high-yield weapons should always be reserved for the
superior aircraft^.

Clearly there was some doubt and indecision about the type of
warhead to be used in Yellow Sun, and the removal of uncertainties

depended mainly upon the results of the Grapple trials. In a paper

dated 15 August, entitled Airborne Megaton Weapons, CA Ministry of
Supply examined the development of the ORl 136 bomb “in relation to

the whole programme of airborne megaton weapons”. His paper had
been agreed by DGAW and AWRE, and the Air Staff had been closely

consulted in its preparation^.

Referring to the October 1956 proposal to introduce an interim
megaton weapon**, he said that

“the object was to give the RAF a megaton capability at the earliest

possible moment. It was . . . proposed to base the interim weapon on

one of the bombs to be dropped in Operation Grapple and it was
stated that the date of introduction to the Service of Yellow Sun would

not be affected by the interim missile....

“The results of Operation Grapple were such that none of the rounds

dropped was immediately applicable to the interim weapon, but AWRE

were satisfied that the principles had been cleared sufficiently for them
to offer various alternative warheads to the Air Staff for consideration.

The Air Staff, largely on the basis of numbers which could be provided,

chose a warhead similar in outside shape to Green Bamboo but having

a yield of half a megaton ... known as Green Grass.”

He said that promised deliveries of interim weapons with this

warhead were one weapon by the end of 1957, four by April 1958 and

16 by April 1959, and described the weapon as being

“based largely on the present Service weapon. Blue Danube, weighing
of the order of 11,0001b with a diameter of 62in. The warhead will

be Green Grass with firing circuitry developed for it by AWRE and

used at Grapple....”

CA Ministry of Supply commented in critical tones that “throughout

the discussions on this interim megaton weapon the general approach

has been that, in the interests of providing a megaton capability to the

RAF at the earliest possible moment, the Service is prepared to sacrifice

rigorous testing, proofing and clearance of the weapon and to introduce

' Wg Cdr G M Brisbane/Gp Capt Tait (CMS.2467/54 in AF/CMS29/64 Pt 111).
“ DDOps(B)/TS.1095/82A of 9 August 1957.
^ AV/442/01 and AV/154/01 (draft copy in Megaton Bomb ORl 136-.'\F/CMS29/64 Pt 111).
■* By DD/.A.WRE at a meeting chaired by DGAVV. See earlier reference.
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special maintenance procedures in association with AWRE. Furthermore,
the Air Staff were willing for the same reason to discount many of the

provisions of ORl 136”.
Referring to “the weapon to ORl 136 - Yellow Sun”, he said that

“development began in July 1955 of a megaton weapon to Air Staff

Requirement ORl 136. The bomb, which is 50in diameter and weighs
7,0001b, is being developed by RAE and is progressing well. The agreed
forecast date of mid-1959 includes full testing and the normal clearance

procedures
“A re-assessment of the Yellow Sun programme has recently been

made primarily to examine the possibility of offering an earlier

capability to the RAF in view of the successful progress of the

development but also taking into account the desirability of switching-
the Short Granite type of warhead if and when this is cleared by

AWRE. This later type of warhead is very desirable because of the
smaller amounts of fissile material needed ...”.

The Limited Approval stage of Yellow Sun with a Green Grass
warhead and last-minute safety could be achieved by June 1958 and at

that date a few weapons, representing the number of available

warheads, could be supplied to the Service. The LA stage of Yellow Sun

with a Short Granite type warhead and last-minute loading could be

achieved by the end of 1958, provided that a decision to use this
warhead were made in the first half of that year.

CA’s paper then discussed the proposal that Yellow Sun development
should be stopped in favour of the continued Service use of Violet Club
- the Interim Megaton Weapon, “conceived to bridge the gap between

ailability of megaton warheads and completion of development of the

weapon to ORl 136”. If this were agreed, he said, “Violet Club would be
the only megaton weapon in service until Blue Steel became available in
1961/62”.

Comparing the two weapons - for example pointing out that Yellow
Sun was about 3,0001b lighter than Violet Club, thus extra fuel or

equipment could be carried; and that YS had been engineered for
rdiability and met the requirements of ORl 136, while VC had been

accepted with the minimum of proof and clearance testing and fell
short of ORl 136 in many respects - CA recommended that development

of Yellow Sun to the full provisions of ORl 136 should continue; that in

mid-1958 at the Limited Approval stage it should be given an initial
introduction to the Service; and that the plan for the Interim Megaton

Weapon, Violet Club, should proceed until Yellow Sun at the LA stage
was available to the RAF. Thereafter, Service use of VC should be

discontinued and the warheads transferred to Yellow Sun.

CA’s proposal that Stage 1 Yellow Sun should be introduced into
service in June 1958 was accepted, with its equipment implications; thus

in September 1957 A/DOR(C) minuted D Air Arm:-
“As you know CA is proposing to the DRP (AES) that Stage 1 Yellow

over to

av
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Sun be introduced into service in June 1958. This bomb will be for

carriage and release by Vulcans and Victors.

“We shall require by June 1958 at least 18 Vulcans fully modified and
equipped. The Victor should be cleared, modified and equipped as

soon as possible after the Vulcan, starting not later than September
1958. These numbers should increase at the rate of three a month until

all Vulcans and Victors are modified.

“Would you please say whether production and clearance of ancillary

equipment will meet this programme

On the 27th DC AS minuted DGAW: “We are anxious to get megaton

weapons into service as soon as we can. We most certainly think it

worthwhile to have even as few as five by the time the Yellow Suns come

along. At the same time, we are anxious to get Yellow Sun as soon as we

can, because it does not have the serious operational limitations of
Violet Club....”

On 28 October 1957 a meeting was held at St Giles’ Court to discuss

the introduction of Stage 1 Yellow Sun, the chairman^ explaining that

the bringing-into service of this weapon in the following year “had many

far-reaching implications. Much of the equipment involved would not

have reached the limited approval stage by the time it was necessary for

orders to be placed with the contractors concerned. In order to ensure

that equipment would be available in time it would be necessary for the

MoS and Air Ministry finance branches to decide how equipment,

which must be ordered in advance of the LA stage, could be covered

financially”. He stressed at the end of the meeting that everybody
realised that it was necessary to work to a very tight schedule; all possible

steps should be taken to prevent the programme slipping.
The Yellow Sun bomb which was to be introduced into Bomber

Command service during 1958 differed from its predecessor Blue

Danube in being smaller (7,0001b as against 10,0001b) and more

powerful (in the megaton range as opposed to the original kiloton-range
weapon)®. A demonstration and acceptance conference was held at RAE

Farnborough on 19 December 1957, when its installation in a Vulcan
was shown.

I

' LM CMS.2467/54 of 18 September 1957, in AF/CMS29/64 Pt 111.
- ADAArm 3 - Minutes. Ref AY/344/02 in AF/CMS29/64 Pt IV - Megaton Bomb ORl 136.
^ The number of contractors involved was illustrated by a meeting to review progress on

the project held at Hunting Engineering Ltd, Luton, on November 1957 - attended by-
representatives of the Ministry of Supply, Air Ministry, Kelvin Hughes. Portsmouth Aviation,

Southern Instruments, Microcell Ltd, Langham Thompson Ltd and Hunting Engineering
Ltd.
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CHAPTER XVI

CO-ORDINATION OF RAF/USAF ATOMIC STRIKE
PLANS; PROJECT “E” WEAPONS AND TARGET

SELECTION

One of the results of possession by Britain of nuclear weapons, and
of aircraft with which to deliver them, was closer co-operation with the

Americans in this field - leading to the co-ordination of RAF/USAF

nuclear strike plans, and the associated supply of American nuclear

weapons to the Royal Air Force, under agreements reached in 1957.
This meant that in any future conflict the Bomber Command V-force

and Strategic Air Command would act in concert from the outset,
unlike the informal day/night (US 8th Air Force/RAF Bomber Command)
co-ordination of the Second World War, the two strategic bomber arms

only operating formally together during the Combined Bomber
Offensive of 1943-44.

The supply of atomic bombs to the UK by the United States had been

discussed by the Cabinet Committee on Defence Policy, at the instance
of the Minister of Supply (Mr Duncan Sandys) on 24 June 1954*. A
minute from him to the Prime Minister (Sir Winston Churchill) had

recorded a conversation during a recent visit to Washington with
President Eisenhower in which the latter had “intimated that the

Americans intended to allocate a certain number of atomic bombs to the

RAF in the event of war”, and that planning was going forward on that

basis. The Minister of Supply had drawn attention to the need to ensure
in advance that British aircraft were capable of carrying these weapons,

and the President “had promised to discuss with General Twining, the
Chief of the US Air Force, whether there were legal difficulties in

disclosing the information” needed for this purpose.
S of S for Air (Lord De L’Isle and Dudley VC) said that General

Twining had now informed CAS that the USAF were willing to make
available to the RAF “the equipment and technical data .  . . required to

enable us to modify our aircraft so as to carry and deliver atomic

weapons of American design”. They were also ready to assist in the

re-designing of RAF aircraft and with training, and contemplated

“making arrangements of their own in the UK to store, assemble and

load atomic weapons of American type for the RAF”. These arrange
ments, he added, “were not dependent on any change in the present

terms of the US Atomic Energy Act

were likely to be approved by Congress by mid-July, and the Americans

might then be able to provide more extensive information. They had
asked that any information received from them in the meantime should

be treated with the greatest reserve, so as not to prejudice the progress

of amending legislation through Congress.

certain amendments to which

DP(54)4th Mtg-Confidential Annex.
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After the Minister of Supply had said that US-designed atomic

weapons "differed considerably from British ones” and a “considerable

range” of modifications would be needed, the Committee took note that
the Prime Minister would “take occasion during his forthcoming visit to

Washington to put on record his appreciation” of the US offer, invited S
of S to “concert with the Minister of Supply the terms of a draft letter to
President Eisenhower about the offer of technical information to adapt

British aircraft to carry US atomic bombs” and agreed that “detailed

arrangements” for such modifications “should be worked out in
consultation with the American authorities through Service channels”.
The moves towards co-ordination of nuclear strike plans had their

origin, on the British side, late in 1954 in a shrewd observation by the
then Minister of Defence (Mr Harold Macmillan). The Air Minister

(Lord De L’Isle and Dudley VC) had written to him on 14 December

about the size of the medium bomber force, saying that he was going to

propose that a front line of 240 was “the right figure”.

In his reply, on 23 December, Mr Macmillan asked several pertinent

questions — the first three of which were: what would be the tasks of the
force in the initial phase of war? how would these tasks be integrated

with those of the US Strategic Air Command and of the tactical air
forces under Saceur? and what size force would be needed to carry out

these tasks? The second of these questions, in so far as it concerned the

V-force, was taken up by the Air Staff at a meeting a month later. At this

meeting, held on 25 January 1955, VCAS (Air Chf Mshl Sir Ronald

Ivelaw-Chapman) linked up the factors of American reluctance to
release atomic information with the time-scale for the viability of the

V-force. Agreeing with the need for co-ordinating the latter’s use in

war with SAC, he wanted an assurance that a request for release of
information was likely to be acquiesced-in by the Americans. What was

the biggest stumbling-block - the fact that the V-force was unlikely to be

fully built up for at least two years, or the McMahon Act?' A point made

in discussion by ACAS(Ops) (AVM L F Sinclair GC) was that from

contacts he and the CAS had made during their visit to the US early in

1954 it seemed clear that while the Pentagon was ultra security

conscious, General Lemay^ might be prepared to release information on

a need-to-know basis - subject to prior Government-to-Government

agreement in principle. A stronger case could be made were the V-force

immediately available.

VCAS thought there was a strong case to be made on the time factor:

the V-force would start to build up in March 1955 and would reach full

strength during 1958; detailed RAF-USAF planning, following the
disclosure of information by the Americans, would take a year to

complete and need to be phased-in during the build-up - so it was

' Signed by President Truman on 1 .August 1946 and designed to secure a US monopoly of
atomic weapons until international control could be achieved.
“ Commander, SAC, from 19 Oct 48.
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important to have the information as quickly as possible. In view of the
unique position occupied by General Lemay as Commander, SAC, and

of his personal relationship with the US President, it would be best if the

approach were made at Prime Minister-President level. A paper should

be drafted for CAS, who might be prepared to say that he would

follow-up an approach by a visit to General Lemay.

During September 1955 CAS visited the United States, and a brief

written for him, on co-ordination of strategic air operations, set out

clearly what it was hoped to achieve. Its opening paragraph said that

“the primary aim of the defence policy of the United Kingdom is to

prevent war” and that “the main instrument for achieving this aim lies

in the nuclear capability, together with the means of delivery, which is

possessed by the United Kingdom and the United States alone. We
should achieve a closer association with the United States world-wide in

the field of defence strategy. This is particularly important in strategical

operations, where Bomber Command and the Strategic Air Command
will be attacking components of the same vast target complex. It follows

that unless there is a full exchange of information and a co-ordinated

plan of attack, wasteful overlapping and dangerous omissions will
result”.

The talks which MRAF Sir William Dickson had in Washington were

with his opposite number in the USAF, General Nathan F Twining, and

the co-operation which eventually resulted was initiated at a meeting
between senior officers of the two air forces at the Air Ministry in

August of the following year. This was referred to by Sir William’s
successor as CAS, Air Chf Mshl Sir Dermot Boyle, in a note for the CoS

Committee which they considered at the beginning of 1957 and which

set out in detail the proposals for co-ordinated strike plans and for the

supply of atomic weapons to the RAF in the event of a general war. (It is
worth noting that training for LABS techniques had already gone on,
DOR(C) (Air Cdre W R Brotherwood) informing the Head of S6 on 31

October 1956 that 15 officers from squadrons. Groups and Command

HQ of Bomber Command and 2nd ATAF had “done a course under
USAF instructors on loft and toss bombing and on the qualities and

handling of the Mk 7 weapon which is to be carried by the Canberra”,

adding: “these... officers constitute our instructors for the future”. In
his letter, which was about a public announcement  - or not - on Project
E, DOR(C) went on to say that groundcrew would begin training in

handling and bombing-up techniques, and that the bomb-carrier
manufacturer (M L Aviation Ltd) would be delivering carriers to MUs

with the Aero GIB Rack - “the only item likely to give the show away” in
terms of security.

Sir Dermot reminded his fellow Chiefs of Staff that he and his

predecessors had “been trying for some years to persuade the USAF to

begin joint planning for the use of the British and American strategic
air forces. Until recently, little progress had been made, mainly because
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the Americans were not willing to discuss the subject with us until we
had a medium bomber force in existence. However, earlier this year the

Americans, having realised that the V-bomber force was becoming a

reality, sent a team of senior USAF officers to London, to discuss with

the Air Ministry the co-ordination of the nuclear strike plans of the

USAF and RAF and, also, the provision of American nuclear weapons

for the RAF in the event of war. At this meeting', outline arrangements

for putting these measures into effect were approved, together with a

concept of Allied nuclear operations and an outline plan of action for

these operations.

“The United States Secretary of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff

have now approved these arrangements. Copies of the documents, as

agreed by the US authorities, are attached to this note. ..
The documents to which CAS referred were three Annexes: the first.

Terms of Reference for measures to furnish the Royal Air Force with

United States atomic weapons in the event of general war and to
co-ordinate the atomic strike force of United States Air Forces with the

Royal Air Force”; the second, “Concept of Allied atomic air operations”;

and the third, “Brief plan of action”.

CAS went on to say that “in his covering letter informing me of

American agreement (Annex D), the Chief of Staff of the USAF has

stated that he would welcome early notification that these documents

have been approved by the appropriate UK authorities. When this

approval has been received, he expects that the Joint Chiefs of Staff will

direct action to be taken to implement the terms of reference.. .”.

Annex A’ dealt with the co-ordination of atomic strike plans by the

two air forces and with the supply of US atomic weapons to the RAF. It

drew a clear distinction between that part of the RAF committed to

Nato, in which case co-ordination was to be the responsibility of the US

C in C Europe and Saceur; and the non-committed part, in which case

responsibility was to be that of the RAF and USAF. Operational plans

for the employment of all RAF “atomic capable forces” were to be

co-ordinated by the US “unified and specified commanders and

approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff’. As to the weapons, these were to

be kept in USAF custody on RAF operational bases, the RAF providing

“physical facilities and normal base support” and being responsible for

“operational delivery and loading capability^.”

' Held 15/16 August 1956. Unfortunately no record has been traced, though on 13 Dec 56
ACAS (Ops) said in a minute to PS/VCAS that “as regards co-ordination with SAC the latest
development was the discussions, under the chairmanship of DCAS, held with a USAF team
last August. You have a copy of the minutes of these discussions”. Added in pencil is a
pointer to the word ‘copy’ and the comment, “Flagged in ’Encircle’ folder attached”. It has
not proved possible to locate this folder. The ACAS(Ops) minute is in the US/UK Strike
Plans folder in 240/16 Co-ord of US/UK Strategic Bomber Force.

‘●^These papers are in the folder. Co-ordination of RAF/USAF Nuclear Strike Plans - AHB
1D6/R13, Pt 1.

^ US atomic weapons were supplied to V-bomber and Canberra squadrons.
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Annex ‘B’, dealing with the concept of Allied atomic air operations,
stated the basic premise that in a general war atomic weapons would be
used from the outset. It considered that such a war would consist of two

phases — an initial one of comparatively short duration, “characterised

by an intensive exchange of atomic blows”, and a subsequent one of
indeterminate duration - a continuation of the initial one, at reduced

atomic intensity. It put the case for a co-ordinated RAF/USAF bomber

effort by saying that the destructive power of megaton-yield weapons
made survival “an issue of primary consideration
necessary for the Allied retaliatory atomic air offensive “to be conducted
with maximum possible speed and effectiveness, and with its weight of
effort unwaveringly exerted against the highest priority targets”. In
other words, for quick reaction by the two air forces, operating
according to predetermined plans which would avoid overlapping and
make the best possible use of available resources for successful
retaliation.

— thus it was

Annex ‘C’, the ‘Brief of Plan of Action’, said that the general

of the counter air offensive would begin with “heavystrategy
co-ordinated attacks against airfields, logistic facilities, control centres

and command headquarters”. The resulting contraction of this

complex of facilities would force concentrations of surviving enemy
airfields, which would then beaircraft to regroup on remaining

attacked. exploit the vulnerability of such concentrations”.

Operations would be co-ordinated “to the maximum extent possible”
with reconnaissance, fighter, electronic countermeasures and other air

to

support.
In his letter of 12 December 1956 (Annex ‘D’) General N F Twining,

Chief of Staff, USAF, said that “except for minor changes” the annexes

were the same as those agreed to by RAF and USAF representatives  at
their London conference in August.

A paper prepared for the Chief of the Air Staff in advance of the CoS

Committee meeting to consider these Anglo-American proposals said’

that “the arrangements for co-ordination of strategic and tactical

nuclear operations . . . are the most important development in recent

years in planning for the UK strategic bomber force. They represent

further evidence that the United States regards this country, both

militarily and economically, as a good investment. This is also shown by

the tentative proposal to let the UK have a 1,500-mile ballistic missile,

probably in about 1959^, and the apparent American willingness to make
as few difficulties as possible about stockpiling warheads for this missile

and for Corporal”^. The writer went on to say that he thought it could be
justifiably claimed that the major factor leading to these developments

' ACAS(P). 7Jan57.
® This was Thor, deployed by RAF Bomber Command 1958-63: see chapters XVII and

XXI. American proposals for this deployment were first made at the beginning of 1957.
® A surface-to-surface guided weapon.
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was “the emergence, even on a small scale, of the UK as a nuclear power

with a strategic striking force of its own”.

The Chiefs of Staff, at their meeting on 8 January 1957*, agreed that

CAS’s paper should be forwarded to the Minister of Defence, inviting

him to obtain Ministerial approval of it; and they added two

reservations. One was that, provided Ministerial approval was obtained,

it should be made clear, when informing the US of UK agreement to the

three Annexes, that this agreement “in no way prejudiced our right to
determine the future size of the V-bomber force and the number of

weapons we should produce”. Secondly, the Chiefs of Staff said that, in

forwarding this report to Ministers, it should be made clear that

co-ordination of plans in no way implied “relinquishment of our
national control” of the RAF bomber force.

At the end of January the Minister of Defence (Mr Duncan Sandys)

wrote to his opposite number in Washington, Mr Charles Wilson, whose

reply on receipt of the approved proposals made it clear that the US

Government’s agreement to co-ordinated strike plans and the supply

of weapons stopped short of the release of any atomic energy
information. His letter, marked Restricted Data - Atomic Energy Act of

1954 and dated 1 February, said:-

“I have received your letter of January 30, 1957, with respect to the
letter and enclosures dated 12 December 1956 from the Chief of Staff,

United States Air Force, to the Chief of the Air Staff of the United

Kingdom.

“I agree that it is appropriate for you to authorise the Chief of the
British Air Staff to discuss with the Chief of Staff of the United States

Air Force and with General Lauris Norstad^ arrangements for

implementing measures:

(1) to furnish the Royal Air Force with United States atomic bombs

in the event of general war; and

(2) to co-ordinate the atomic strike plans of the United States Air

Force with the Royal Air Force.

“You will understand, of course, that with respect to measure No 1

the provisions of United States legislation must govern and that the

United States cannot engage in a commitment to transfer custody of

such weapons to the Royal Air Force other than by Presidential decision

in strict accordance with his constitutional and legislative authority.”

Following this correspondence, the chairman of the CoS Committee

(MRAF Sir William Dickson) wrote to CAS on 5 February explaining

that the Minister of Defence had himself conveyed the UK

Government’s approval of the proposals (in his letter of 30 January

‘ COS (57) 3rd meeting. The Chiefs of Staff had themselves subsequently endorsed, at their

meeting on 23 Sep 57 (COS (57) 72nd Mtg), a Strategic Target Policy for Bomber Command,

as expressed in a paper by the CAS (Air Chf Mshl Sir Dermot Boyle); and at a later meeting,
on 16 Oct 57 (COS (57) 224), their discussions took account of negotitions to furnish the

RAF with US atomic bombs in the event of general war, and to co-ordinate the USAF nuclear

strike plans with those of the RAF. See file Strategic Target Policy - Bomber Command (AHB
ID9/90/22).

Nato Supreme Commander.
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“Mr Wilson drew special attention to the United States legislative
difficulties which were bound to affect the arrangements for the first of
these two measures.”

CAS then went on to discuss the proposed change. “From my point of
view”, he said,

“it would greatly help from the constitutional and security aspects if
you could agree to the Memorandum of Understanding being divided

two parts directly related to the two measures covering the
agreement in principle between our two Governments. Morever, there is

a practical point in this in that, whilst the Royal Air Force V-bombers

already have a growing nuclear capability with United Kingdom
weapons, on which planning co-ordination between our two air forces

could now go ahead, it will, I think, be at least  a year before any V-force

aircraft are modified to take United States weapons*.
“Against this background, I have had the Memorandum of Under

standing divided into two parts but so far as possible have retained the
original wording. It would greatly help me if you could agree to a
division on these lines - subject, of course, to any amendments which
are necessary to reflect your special points.

“I am sorry to have to put this back to you but I would hope that the

alterations do not pose any major problems from your point of view. . . .”
They did not, in fact, as was clear from the reply by General White of

8 August in which he said:

“I am in agreement with the Memorandum of Understanding as

enclosed in your 24 July letter and am forwarding it to the Commander-
in-Chief, Strategic Air Command, as the basis of further discussions
with the Bomber Command.”

This Memorandum, together with the Thor Agreement of 1958,
form the bases of RAF/USAF - Bomber Command/SAC collaboration

during the existence of the V-force.

The C in C Strategic Air Command said in his reply that when he
visited the Pentagon in the near future he looked forward to discussing

with the Chief of Staff how co-operation between SAC and Bomber

Command could best proceed, and suggested that the two Command
Headquarters should get into touch with each other direct, a procedure

with which CAS expressed agreement when he wrote again to General
White on 11 September^.
These RAF/USAF discussions on the co-ordination of nuclear strike

plans inevitably impinged on the formulation of strategic target policy
for Bomber Command, a note on which by the CAS was discussed by the

Chiefs of Staff Committee on 23 September^. It agreed to submit it to

into

' Owing to the modification programme previously referred to.
Correspondence in 1D9/240/3 (Pt 3) US/UK Strike Plans.

* COS (57) 72nd meeting.
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the Defence Committee, emphasising the “likely contingency” of

retaliatory action with the USAF. On 21 October DCAS (Air Mshl Sir

Geoffrey Tuttle) sent a copy of this CoS-approved paper - Strategic

Target Policy for Bomber Command - to the AOC in  C(Air Chf Mshl
Sir Harry Broadhurst), saying that it had not yet received Ministerial
sanction but was sent so that “you may proceed with discussions with

Strategic Air Command and also with your own operational planning”.
On 20 November the chairman of the CoS Committee (MRAF Sir

William Dickson) informed the Chiefs of Staff that the Minister of

Defence (Mr Duncan Sandys) had decided not to submit the paper to

the Defence Committee at the present juncture - that it was better to
wait until more was known of American plans from the joint Air Force

talks which were taking place, but in the meantime he approved the

paper as the basis for planning. In a subsequent progress report to the
Chiefs of Staff, circulated on 20 May 1958, CAS said that two meetings
had been held between SAC and Bomber Command with Air Ministry

representatives. Examination of separate BC and SAC plans had shown
that every Bomber Command target was also on SAC’s list and that
both Commands had doubled-up strikes on their selected targets to

ensure success. A fully integrated plan had been produced, taking into

account BC’s ability to be on target several hours before the main SAC
force from bases in the USA. Under the combined plan, the total

strategic air forces disposed by the Allies were sufficient to cover all

Soviet targets.
It was in mid-1958 that co-ordination arrangements between SAC

and Bomber Command were discussed and implemented, a Co-ordina
tion Conference at Bomber Command HQ (19-22 May) comparing the

two Commands’ operational plans in detail - including targeting,

routeing and timing*. As a result (in the words of the report) “potential
conflicts were isolated and opportunities for mutual support . . .

explored”. One purpose of the conference was “to complete the
co-ordination of atomic strike plans and combat operations applicable

to the period 1 July 1958 to 30 June 1959”; another, “to review the
status and progress of the support programme for the supply of USAF

nuclear weapons for the strike forces of RAF Bomber Command not
committed to Nato”. Its main recommendation was that approval be

granted to the co-ordinated strike plans.
Subsequently the AOC in C Bomber Command (Air Chf Mshl Sir

Harry Broadhurst) visited SAC HQ at Omaha on 4 June to confer with
the C in C (General Thomas S Power), the main purpose of his

discussions there being - as he reported in a letter to VCAS (Air Mshl
Sir Edmund Hudleston) on the 25th —

“to prepare a co-ordinated nuclear strike plan, based on the target
directive contained in COS(57)244 dated 16 cSctober 1957, which could

' Bomber Command/Strategic Air Command Co-ordination Conference Report and
Recommendations 19-22 May 1958 in 1D9/240/16, Pt  3 US/UK Strike Plans.
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be put into effect should combined nuclear retaliation by Bomber

Command and Strategic Air Command ever be required. The plan,

approved by C in C SAC and myself, is applicable to the period 1 July
1958 to 30 June 1959, is targeted to utilise stocks of British, and after

October 1958 USAF, nuclear weapons for the Medium Bomber Force,

and includes targets for the first Thor squadron expected to be

operational in January 1959 ..

Thus, in this practical embodiment of RAF/USAF nuclear strike

plans, co-ordination of those plans and the supply of US nuclear

weapons to the RAF were inextricably linked'.

VCAS’s reply, on 7 July, presaged some of the difficulties which were

to occur over the actual supply of US nuclear weapons, when he
commented:

“I note your remarks concerning the custody of US weapons. I shall

be very interested to see General Power’s proposals, since we have been

having some difficulty in the sense of undue restrictions over the access
to LABS-fitted aircraft.

“I think the key to the problem is in the interpretation of‘release for

employment’. General Blanchard [Commander, 7th Air Division] has

agreed verbally with us here that should the need arise to move

bombs/aircraft in earnest to dispersal his interpretation would be

satisfied if one of his representatives accompanied them. However, it will

be better to have the matter tidied up officially by Power”'^.

Project ‘E’ Weapons

Project ‘E’, which was the part of RAF/USAF collaboration relating to
the V-bombers and the Canberras, lasted until early 1965 as far as

Bomber Command were concerned (in RAF Germany it continued
until 1969). In the TBF at Marham it went on until the Valiants were

withdrawn from service in January 1965, but in the Vulcan/Victor force
it came to an end in March 1962. The reasons for its termination in the

V-force were twofold: British megaton weapons had begun to be

supplied to the RAF in 1958 and became increasingly available after the
introduction of Yellow Sun Mk 2 in 1961; and the strict US custodial

arrangements made it difficult for the V-bombers to employ dispersal

techniques with Project ‘E’ weapons. This difficulty had early been

appreciated; in mid-1958 the AOC in C Bomber Command had had his
attention drawn to

“the question of dispersing, in time of tension, that part of the

V-force allocated to support Project ‘E’®. It is clear that refusal to release

or delay in releasing the American weapons could make it impossible to

' Correspondence in ID9/240/16, Pt 3.
See later comments on Project ‘E’ weapons and V-bomber dispersal.

^ Acting DD Bomber Ops (Wg Cdr A R Scott)/AOC in  C Bomber Command, 13 June
1958.
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disperse these aircraft with the rest of Bomber Command

This point was made at the highest level early the following year when
CAS (Air Chf Mshl Sir Dermot Boyle) wrote to the CoS, USAF (Gen

Thomas D White), on 16 March 1959 about “one problem” which was

“fundamental to our joint plans” and arose directly from “the

regulations governing the custody of US atomic weapons allocated for
the use of Bomber Command”. These meant that these weapons could

“neither be flown to dispersal airfields”, nor could Bomber Command

aircraft “become airborne carrying them under a precautionary

landing concept”. The result was to frustrate the Command’s dispersal

and alert plans, and CAS asked the Chief of Staff “how best we might
resolve this situation”.

In his reply (31 March) Gen White said he had instructed his staff “to

seek a method by which your ‘V’ force could disperse with US

weapons”. He visualised a method “not involving a transfer of custody

but rather temporary possession by the RAF under specific conditions

and for specific purposes”; but he warned that “approval of any such

interpretation
Defense”.

Subsequently an appreciation of the future of Project ‘E’^ recalled

that it had “become technically effective from 1 October 1958, based on

the arming of 72 aircraft at three stations with US Mk 5 weapons. The

major parts of the SSAs at Honington, Marham and Waddington have
been modified to conform to US technical criteria and are exclusively

occupied by USAF; the necessary aircraft modification programme is

nearing completion; carrier, control, training and handling equipment

is being delivered”.

What General White said about any change in the custody arrange

ments for US weapons being “beyond the purview of the DoD” implied

that a change in US law would be required. As the Appreciation of the

Future of Project ‘E’ put it: “US law requires that US personnel retain

physical possession and custody of all US nuclear weapons until

authority to release them is received from US Joint Chiefs of Staff,

through HQ Strategic Air Command. Bomber Command cannot

guarantee to implement their dispersal and alert plans with this element

of the MBF unless the US Atomic Energy Act is amended to permit

timely release of weapons, or some other effective formula”.

There was another operational disadvantage
“Because the SSAs on three Class I airfields are committed to Project

‘E’, UK weapons must be stored on the remaining Class I airfields, and

in depots. In consequence, UK weapons are not disposed in the best

locations to meet the unilateral strike plan, in which aircraft from ‘E’

stations must be used. Moreover, Yellow Sun weapons must be held at

beyond the purview of the Department ofwas

' This and subsequent correspondence are in AF/CMS 255/64, Pt 11 ‘E’ Weapons - V-force
- Policy.
^ An Appreciation of the Future of Project 'E' (V-force), by D of Ops (B & R), 8 May 1959.
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greater concentration than is desirable from safety aspects.”

This D of Ops (B 8c R) paper suggested that there were alternative

courses of action - to continue Project ‘E’ until 1961/63, or to make a

formal approach to the USAF to end or reduce the project. It concluded

that the RAF should propose its progressive termination.

Project ‘E’ had been discussed politically on 4 May 1959 at a meeting
between the Secretary of State for Air (Mr G R Ward) and his US

opposite number the Secretary for Air (Mr James H Douglas) when the

former explained the problem with which the RAF was faced over its

bomber dispersal plans “in relation to the movement of Project ‘E’

weapons” and Mr Douglas “undertook to pursue the matter further
with the State Department”*.

At that time the Project ‘E’ situation was complicated by the

possibility that the RAF would be offered USAF Mk 28 bombs (1,9001b
HC) instead of, or in addition to, Mk 15/39 bombs (7,5001b HC). Copies

of a feasibility study of equipping the V-bombers to carry the former
were circulated in May^ and subsequenUy DDOps (B) was asked several

questions about it® — which aircraft would be required to carry it; in

which configuration it would be required; would there be a requirement

for dual or multiple carriage; and if it were accepted, would the

requirement for the Mks 5“* and 15/39 weapons be cancelled. Matters

reached a higher level when on 4 August 1959 A/ACAS (Ops) (Air Cdre

P G Wykeham) minuted VCAS (Air Mshl E C Hudleston) to say that

decisions were urgently required on two aspects of Project ‘E’ - its
future status and the programme for phasing it out, and the

development of a capability for the medium bomber aircraft to carry a

multi-megaton ‘E’ weapon (the Mk 15/39).
He said that the custody requirement of American law imposed a

serious limitation on the usefulness of Project ‘E’ to the MBF. ‘E’

weapons could not be dispersed and there was no guarantee that they
would be made available in time for the force to get airbone. Three of

the Bomber Command SSAs were occupied by these weapons; another

station (Scampton) had no nuclear-weapon storage on the airfield; and

the only stations on which UK weapons could be held alongside the
aircraft were Wittering, Cottesmore and Finningley. “If we consider the

case of an enemy attack with a very short period of warning”, he

commented, “any delay in releasing ‘E’ weapons could mean that less

than half of the MBF could be rapidly brought to readiness”.
He advised that UK stocks of both megaton and kiloton weapons were

expected to match aircraft by the end of 1959, so that phasing-out of
Project ‘E’ could theoretically start at that time. Because ‘E’ weapons

were more powerful than the equivalent UK ones, the total power of the

‘ AHB file Organisation and Establishment of Thor Units (ID3/90/9/7, Pt 1).
^ LM DDOR2 (Gp Capt A J M Smyth)/PS to DCAS and others, 11 May 1959.
* By DDOR2 - minute of 18 June 1959.

See Appendix 9 for details of US nuclear weapons supplied to the RAF under Project ‘E’.
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strike would be reduced, but this factor had to be weighed against

doubts concerning the release of‘E’ weapons.

As to the Mk 15/39 weapons, A/ACAS (Ops) commented that despite

a number of approaches at various levels, there was still no assurance
that these would be delivered to Bomber Command. In any event they

would have the same disadvantages, in respect of weapon release and

dispersal, as the other ‘E’ weapons. If it were decided to terminate

Project ‘E’ fairly soon, there would be little point in proceeding with

development to give the medium bombers this capability, since

production of the necessary equipment was expected to take about nine
months after the confirmation of orders.

He concluded that a lack of decisions concerning Project ‘E’ was

holding up planning, particularly in respect of nuclear weapon storage,

while the development effort being devoted to the Mk 15/39 suspension

equipment might be wasted.
However, a meeting held by VCAS on 7 August decided that

Project ‘E’ should not be phased-out until sufficient British megaton

weapons were available to match the build-up of medium bomber

aircraft; so it would be necessary to provide storage to accommodate 144

megaton weapons by April 1962.

Both questions, the provision of storage for nuclear weapons and the

possible acquisition of US Mk 15/39 bombs by the RAF, proceeded a

stage further in the autumn of 1959; but although the Air Council

decided on 22 October that the Mk 15/39 weapon should neither be
asked for nor taken it was not until July 1960 that they agreed to the

phasing-out of Project ‘E’.
When VCAS informed AMSO (Air Chf Mshl Sir Walter Dawson) on

11 August 1959 of the meeting on the 7th he went on to tell him of the

storage requirements for megaton weapons - 24 at Honington by 1 July

1961, 24 at Coningsby by 1 November and 24 at Waddington by April

1962 - and said that he would be presenting a paper to the Air Council,

meanwhile asking that preliminary planning be instituted for the

provision of this storage.

An extremely detailed paper was prepared, asking the Council to

approve the addition of nuclear weapons storage and servicing capacity
“to complete the long-term requirements for the Medium Bomber Force”,
at a cost of about £850,000. In effect it oudined the future operational

capability of the MBF, for it said that the amount of extra weapon

storage capacity required depended on the following factors: weapon

policy, aircraft deployment, the status of Project ‘E’, storage policy and
criteria for new warheads, the number of warheads held and produc

tion forecasts, and the storage capacity already available.
As to weapon policy, the paper said that the MBF’s Mk 2 aircraft

would be armed with Blue Steel, for which it was intended'to provide

sufficient megaton warheads (Red Snow) for one strike. The MBF Mkl
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elements and the Shadow flights* would carry free-falling bombs which
ideally would also be of MT yield; the possibility of dual carriage of

free-fall weapons for these aircraft was being investigated. It was also
proposed to set up a reserve of KT weapons for ad hoc re-strikes.

On aircraft deployment, the paper said that under draft Plan ‘H’ the
MBF would consist of 144 aircraft based on six Class I airfields — as

follows (by squadrons): Coningsby, three Vulcan B.2s; Cottesmore, three

Vulcan B.2s; Honington, two Victor B.2s and one Victor B. 1; Scampton,
three Vulcan B.2s; Waddington, three Vulcan B.ls; and Wittering, two
Victor B.2s and one Victor B. 1.

Regarding Project ‘E’, it noted that currently 72 medium bombers
were armed with USAF weapons, and that the SSAs at the stations where

they were based (Honington, Marham and Waddington) were not
available for the storage of UK nuclear weapons. With the exception of
Marham, which would continue to be armed with ‘E’ weapons for
operations in support of Saceur, Project ‘E’ was to continue until UK

megaton weapons matched the effective strength of the MBF.
As to storage policy, the paper said that to ensure that the required

reaction times were achieved, free-falling weapons and warheads for
Blue Steel “must be housed on the same base as the aircraft” which were

to carry them. They would be held in SSAs on Bomber Command Class

I airfields. Criteria for the storage of the present MT warhead for

Yellow Sun Mk 1 (Green Grass) called for the holding of not more than
one per building, while “the new warhead for Yellow Sun Mk 2 and
Blue Steel (Red Snow) will also have fissile material built in and single

storage will apply”. As to “the planned KT weapons (Red Beard) the
fissile material is removable and is stored separately. Four RBs can be
held in the same space as one Yellow Sun....”
Storage capacity available or planned on MBF stations showed that

nine of them — Coningsby, Cottesmore, Honington, Finningley, Scamp-
ton, Waddington, Wittering, Gaydon and Marham - had buildings

designed to house MT and KT weapons.
When the Air Council took its decision on 7 July 1960 that Project

‘E’ for the strategic bomber force should be phased-out^ it considered a

paper of 14 June by VCAS^. This urged that a date of June 1961 should
be adhered to, for two reasons: American weapons delivered to Bomber

Command had only half the nominal yield they were previously
thought to possess, and the advantages of the Mk  5 over the British
kiloton weapon (Red Beard) now seemed to be “much smaller than at

first appeared”; and existing Project ‘E’ storage space was needed to

accommodate UK weapon production. These proposals, VCAS pointed

' le, that would be used operationally if the need arose. This paper, N uclear Weapons Storage
for the RAF- Long Term R^uirements Note by VCAS, was sent to ACAS(Ops) by DofOps (B, BM
and R) on 18 September 1959.
^ Conclusions 10(60).
® Project ‘E’ Weapons for the Strategic Bomber Force (AC(60)31), Note by VCAS.
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out at the meeting, did not affect the provision of Project ‘E’ weapons

for the force assigned to Saceur. The Council agreed that the

phasing-out of these weapons for the SBF should start in June 1961.
Some weeks before this Air Council decision the Prime Minister (Mr

H Macmillan) had asked the Minister of Defence (Mr H Watkinson)

whether there were any plans for “sharing of bombs with the Americans
should the situation deteriorate”, and had been told in reply:

“The answer is Yes. Under what is known as Project ‘E’, they provide
us with the balance needed to ensure that all the V-bombers are

supplied. This is not just a plan; the bombs are here. The proportion of
American bombs will diminish until, about the beginning of 1963,

we have enough British-made megaton bombs for the whole force.

“The above applies to the V-bomber force. We see no need to produce

British bombs to replace American bombs for the forces assigned to
Nato”*.

In fact the dates subsequently agreed to were 1 July 1961 for

Honington and 30 March 1962 for Waddington. On 6 September 1961
D of Ops (B 8c R) (Air Cdre G R Magill) minuted PS/VCAS to report that

arrangements had been made for the phase-out at Honington on 1 July

1961 and that “this operation” had been “successfully completed”. The

Americans had not yet been informed of a more precise date for

Waddington than “the latter half of 1962”, and should be given “at least
six months’ notice” of RAF intentions so as to have sufficient time to

make administrative arrangements. A month later (10 October) he
wrote to the AOC in C Bomber Command (AM Sir Kenneth Cross) to

say that his proposal for an early phase-out of Project ‘E’ weapons at

Waddington had been agreed and a convenient date would be the
completion of the SSA extension; also that staff arrangements could be
made with the USAF “in order to reach a mutually convenient

programme for the phase-out”.

On 15 November HQ Bomber Command (Wg Cdr F S Hazlewood)
wrote to D of Ops (B & R) to say that a meeting was shortly to be held at

Waddington to finalise the date of the completion of works services on
the SSA extension. When that date was known it would then be possible

to approach HQ 7th Air Division, USAF, with a proposal for

phasing-out the ‘E’ weapons.

The meeting was held on 22 November, and on the 28th Wg Cdr

Hazlewood informed D of Ops (B & R) that it had been agreed that the

change-over date from American to British weapons was to be Saturday,

17 March 1962, and that all US weapons would be out of Waddington by
30 March 19622.

' Minute M206/60, 16June 1960 and reply of 22 June in AF/CMS 255/64, PtlllEWpns-
'V’ Force - Policy.

Correspondence in file AF/CMS 255/64, Pt 111 E Weapons - ‘V Force - Policy.
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As to Marham and the time required to make administrative

arrangements, the Deputy Commander, 7th Air Division (Col Wilson R

Wood), wrote to DDOps(B) on 23 December 1960 to say that the revised

date of “around 30 June 1961” quoted at a Project ‘E’ meeting at HQ
USAFE on 27 October for the vacating of RAF Marham by 7th Air
Division “fitted in very well” with USAF plans since a large number of

their personnel at Marham had overseas tours terminating at that time.
He added that owing to the eight months’ lead time in programming
USAF overseas personnel movements it was a matter of considerable

urgency that confirmation of the revised phase-out be received

an early date”.

However, Marham, with its Saceur-assigned squadrons, was a special
case in the use of American nuclear weapons by V-bomber aircraft. On
29 December 1960 ACAS (Ops) (AVM T O Prickett) wrote to Saceur and

to the Commander, 7th Air Division, about the plan “whereby Valiant
squadrons at... Marham” were to be “equipped for the dual carriage of
Mk 28 weapons”. He said it had been agreed that the second and third
Valiant squadrons would be transferred to Saceur with effect from 13

July 1961, and the capability for the dual carriage of Mk 28 weapons
would also take effect from that date.

He added that the major problems created by the presence of ‘E’
weapons, which were stored on three airfields, were that since no

storage space was available on these stations to permit holding enough
British weapons to match aircraft in the National Plan, considerable
road movement of these weapons from two maintenance units would be

necessary if the plan were put into operation - greatly retarding the rate
at which weapon systems could be generated; and since formal approval
for the movement of ‘E’ weapons in aircraft to dispersal airfields had

never been given, the reaction capability of the units at the three stations

must be prejudiced. For these reasons, it was considerd that American

weapons should be returned to the USAF as soon as was practicable.

The timing of this return had to be related to the completion of works
services for the storage of Yellow Sun Mks 1 and  2 and Red Beard

weapons at Honington and Waddington, the availability of usable British
weapons at those stations, and the transfer of the one remaining MBF
squadron (No 148) at Marham to the Saceur force in the middle of
1961*.

Works services at Honington were due for completion in June

1961 and those at Waddington by April 1962, so storage for Yellow Sun

and Red Beard weapons should be available from those dates; forecasts

suggested that sufficient numbers of British weapons would be available

by the time the works services were complete; and the transfer of No 148

Squadron at Marham to the Saceur force in July 1961 would allow the

at

No 148 Squadron was Saceur-assigned from ISJuly 1961.
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complete withdrawal of all Saceur-assigned ‘E’ weapons from that
station at that time.

Gp Capt A H C Boxer (Gp Capt Plans, Bomber Command) said that

the fact that a clearance for the carriage of Red Beard by Victors might

be withheld complicated the issue at Honington, where two squadrons
of these aircraft were based, the third being equipped with Valiants*. It

was therefore proposed that the weapon dispositions should be:

Honington — July 1961, Yellow Sun Mk Is to match 16 Victor Mk Is, and

Red Beards to match eight Valiants; and Waddington - April 1962,
Yellow Sun Mks 1/2 to match 24 Vulcan Mk Is and if Yellow Sun

availability were inadequate, numbers to be made up with Red Beards.

If this disposition were agreed, he concluded, all SAC Project ‘E’

weapons could be returned to the USAF by May 1962 instead of

December 1962 which it was believed was “the present intention”.

In his minute of 6 September 1961 to PS/VCAS (already referred to)

D of Ops (B & R) specifically noted the exclusion of Saceur-assigned
aircraft from the Air Council decision about ‘E’ weapons, saying that as

a result of the build-up of British weapon stocks the Council had agreed

in July 1960^ that weapons supplied under Project ‘E’ should be phased

out progressively in the period June 1961 - the latter half of 1962,

“except, of course, for Saceur-assigned aircraft”.

It was not until July 1965 that the last USAF personnel left Marham,

the ORB for the following month recording a “nil” return for both
officers and airmen. While the TBF had been in existence — up to

January 1965 when the Valiants were withdrawn from service - there
had been some 70 USAF personnel at the station. Thus in January 1964

there were eight officers and 63 airmen, in June seven officers and 73
airmen, and in December nine officers and 73 airmen. Even in June

1963 there were nine officers and 43 airmen, but by July there was only
one officer left and three airmen. The station recorded its last training

with 2,1001b (US Mk 43) weapons — ie practice loadings - in January
1965^

The implications of the Air Council’s decision about Project ‘E’

weapons were conveyed to the Americans during August 1960. On the

2nd, the Commander of 7th Air Division (Maj-Gen C  B Westover) had

written to ACAS (Ops) (AVM J Grandy) to say that HQ Strategic Air

Command had been pressing for “immediate information concerning

RAF weapons requirements in order to submit them to the Joint Chiefs

of Staff for consideration”. SAC had been “tentatively” given “the

following data” - 72 weapons, three detachments required until 1 July

1961; subsequently, 24 weapons, one detachment, required until 1

December 1962. These tentative figures would become firm on the

' The three squadrons at Honington were Nos 55 and 57 (Victors B.l/IA) and No 90
(ValianuB.I/(K)l/(PR)Kl).
“ Conclusions 21(59) Item III, amended by Conclusions 10(60) Item IV.
^ Figures from RAF Marham ORB.
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10th, unless 7th Air Division could furnish SAC with more accurate

RAF estimates prior to that date. Gen Westover asked to be advised.

In reply, on the 12th, A/ACAS (Ops) (Air Cdre R J  P Prichard)
advised him of the Air Council’s decision that the need for weapons

supplied under Project ‘E’ to the V-force would be “reduced from the
end of June 1961”. The requirements, which he understood had been

“passed to your HQ by HQ Bomber Command”, were confirmed as;
existing arrangements for 72 weapons and three detachments until 1

July 1961; subsequently, Honington to be deleted from the programme.
As the aircraft at Marham became allocated to Saceur the overall

weapon requirement would then reduce, to 24 weapons and one
detachment at Waddington by October 1961, continuing at that level
until December 1962 when Waddington too would cease to require

Project ‘E’ weapons”. In conclusion, A/ACAS (Ops) thanked the
Americans for their assistance “both in the past and for the period yet to
come”^

At the end of 1960 HQ Bomber Command urged the Air Ministry

that American weapons should be returned to the USAF as soon as

possible, because of storage problems and because they could not be
moved to dispersal airfields.^

Writing on 2 December to DDOps(B), Gp Capt Boxer suggested that
details should be agreed for the withdrawal of Project ‘E’ weapons

“assigned to this Command for use by the Medium Bomber Force in the
Co-ordinated Plan”. He said that in the past it had been accepted that

these weapons should only be withdrawn as British megaton-range

weapons became available - a policy based on the belief that ‘E’

weapons were in the megaton class. But it had been established “beyond
all reasonable doubt” that they were in the kiloton range. So the reason

for the retention of ‘E’ weapons was “largely invalidated”, and as stocks

of usable British weapons increased, the drawbacks associated with

holding US weapons “greatly outweighed the advantages”.

Target Selection

One other matter affected by the RAF/USAF Memorandum of

Understanding, as far as the co-odination of atomic strike plans was
concerned, was the selection of targets for the V-bombers. During 1957

work had been done on a strategic target policy for Bomber Command,

but this became more urgent when the CAS was due to visit the Chief of
Staff of the USAF and the AOC in C Bomber Command was to have

planning discussions with the Commander, Strategic Air Command. It
was clearly important for the RAF to have a policy approved by the

Government, and for its leadership to be in a position to discuss it.

' Correspondence in AF/CMS 255/64 Pt III ‘E’ Weapons - ‘V'* Force - Policy.
2 Ibid.
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before meeting the Americans and learning of their plans. Among the
reasons for the co-ordination proposals had been the importance of

avoiding overlapping attacks on targets, and of making the best possible
use of available bomber resources and weapons.

Before the V-force came into being, the idea of a Targets Committee

had been put forward. On 30 September 1954 ACAS (Ops) had
minuted VCAS:-

“For the past few years there has been no requirement for a Targets

Committee to advise on target selection or decide priorities for target
studies, mainly because the Canberra force receives its target infor
mation direct from Saceur.

“With the introduction of the V-force, I feel we should have a

properly constituted Targets Committee to advise on target selection
and to co-ordinate the activities of the various bodies who deal with

targets and target material. The Committee should also be responsible
for ensuring that Bomber Command knows which targets it is likely to
be called upon to attack in war and that all necessary target material to

enable the Command to fulfil its tasks is prepared and issued

“To meet these requirements, I suggest the formation of a Targets

Committee. . . . ACAS(I) agrees with my suggestion and if you approve

the composition of the Committee and the terms of reference, I will go

ahead and get the Committee functioning.”

VCAS approved the proposal to re-establish a Targets Committee^ and

ACAS (Ops) minuted D of Ops (2) on 8 October to say that target studies
and preparation of target material were at present “limited to those

currently under study” — of Soviet airfields and Naval bases facing
Western Europe - but that once the committee had been formed and
was working he would approach VCAS, who “will then decide whether

the time is ripe for an approach to be made to the Chiefs of Staff for

guidance on hirther target studies”®.

The terms of reference of this Targets Committee were updated
during 1957 to bring them into line with current strategic thinking; on

26 November A/ACAS(Ops) (Air Cdre B K Burnett) wrote to VCAS

outlining the committee’s origins and asking for approval of the

change. He explained that its membership consisted of DDOps(B) as

chairman, and representatives from JIB, AI5, HQ Bomber Command
and “other branches of Intelligence and Operations as required”. At its

last meeting, on 31 October, “its working was examined and some new
terms of reference were drafted to take into account current strategic

policy as expressed in the strategic targets policy which has now been
approved by the Chiefs of Staff’.

1

' BFdr417/DDOps{B).
2 VCAS 1385 of 5 October 1954.

* These papers are in VCAS Target Data folder - AHB 1D9/90/22 (Pt 1). VCAS was
responsible for directing the V-force build-up: see minute. PS to VCAS, 26 April 1955 - “in
the general context of your direction of the ‘V Bomber Force build-up and of your

approval in October last year of the setting-up of a Targets Committee".
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The revised terms of reference, as approved by VCAS, were that

“The Air Ministry Targets Committee is responsible, under
ACAS(Ops), to VCAS.
“The functions of the committee are:-

To advise on and keep under review the relative importance of
enemy target systems for strategic air attack.

To formulate a priority list of targets within the target system
policy decided by the Chiefs of Staff Committee, to be issued

by ACAS(Ops) to the Commands concerned.

To co-ordinate target studies in conjunction with the USAF,
where appropriate.

To examine and comment on proposals received from outside

the Air Ministry involving the attack of strategic targets by
RAF bomber forces.”

VCAS’s approval was eventually conveyed to ACAS(Ops) on 9 April
1958, after a delay owing to the papers having been mislaid.

ACAS(Ops) reported to CAS on 19 April on strategic target policy for
Bomber Command; he said that he had received from the Command

their report on the meeting held with SAC to co-ordinate plans, and
that the final progress report would shortly be ready for CAS

Subsequently CAS put his memorandum. Progress Report on USAF/
RAF Co-ordination of Nuclear Strike Plans to the Chiefs of Staff

Committee - as subsequently described.

With the forming of V-bomber squadrons from 1955 onwards, target
policy became a matter of urgency, and with the co-ordination of

nuclear strike plans with the USAF Strategic Air Command, one of even

greater urgency. Writing to CAS on 12 September 1957 to send him a

draft paper for the Chiefs of Staff Committee on Strategic Target Policy
for Bomber Command, DCAS (Air Marshal G W Tuttle) commented

that it was “important that strategic target policy is approved before the
C in C Bomber Command can begin co-ordinating planning with
Strategic Air Command”^.

This paper® referred to the CoS Committee meeting on 28 May 1957“*

when the Chiefs of Staff had “approved a paper by the Joint Planning

Staff and the Joint Intelligence Committee, paragraph 9 of which
advised that broad target policy for Bomber Command should be
decided by the Government on advice from the Chiefs of Staff. Detailed

target selection would remain the responsibility of the Air Ministry and
should cover two eventualities:—

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

1to see .

‘ LM. ACAS(Ops)/PS to CAS, F. 135 l/Ops.2562 of 19 April 1958.
“ DCAS 4211/57 in folder Strategic Target Policy  -Bomber Command (AHB ID9/90/2).

’ Soviet Target Systems and the ability of the Western Powers to attack them.
●* COS (57) 42nd mtg, Minute 3.
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Co-ordinated action with the USAF;

Action on an emergency basis in a situation in which the United

Kingdom was forced into unilateral retaliation ”

The paper on Strategic Target Policy for Bomber Command was
considered by the Chiefs of Staff Committee at its meeting on 19

September 1957' and at the next meeting, on 23 September, was

endorsed after being subject to some amendments.^

Subsequently, on 15 October 1957^, the Chiefs of Staff put forward a
Memorandum to the Defence Committee of the Cabinet, in which they

recommended its endorsement of the paper on Strategic Target Policy

“as the basis of Bomber Command’s strategic target policy”. This

paper was subsequendy approved by the Minister of Defence and the
Chief of the Air Staff was authorised to “initiate appropriate action with

the USAF for the co-ordination of nuclear strike plans”**. In a

Memorandum circulated on 20 May 1958^ CAS summed-up the

situation which had then been reached, on target policy and on
co-ordination with the Americans. He recalled that

“in COS(57)224® the Chiefs of Staff submitted their recommendations

on the broad principles which should govern Bomber Command’s

Strategic Target Policy. In WFD/256 dated 20 November 1957 the

Chairman (MRAF Sir W Dickson) conveyed the Minister of Defence’s

authority ‘for me to begin the co-ordination of plans with the

Americans on the basis of this paper and asked me to report progress in
due course to the Chiefs of Staff”’.

CAS then went on to describe what had happened at the RAF/USAF

meetings in mid-November (14-15)1957- two had been held between

SAC and Bomber Command, with Air Ministry representation - and
what had been planned. He explained that

“Examination of the separate Bomber Command and SAC plans has

shown that every Bomber Command target was, understandably, also
on SAC’s list for attack and that both Commands had doubled-up

strikes on their selected targets to ensure success. A fully integrated plan

has now been produced, taking into account Bomber Command’s

ability to be on target in the first wave several hours in advance of the
main SAC forces from bases in the US.

“Under the combined plan, the total strategic air forces disposed by

the Allies are sufficient to cover all Soviet targets, including airfields and

air defence. Bomber Command’s contribution has been given as 92

(a)

ib)

' COS(57)208.
COS(57) 72nd meeting.

* COS(57) 78th meeting.
●* WFD/256 of 20 Nov 1957.
® Copy in 240/22(SAFE) Pt 3 - Co-ordination of Offensive Air Operations.
® 16 Oct 57.
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aircraft by October 1958, increasing to 108 aircraft by June 1959. 106

targets have been allocated to Bomber Command as follows
(a) 69 cities which are centres of government or of other military

significance.

17 long-range air force airfields which constitute part of the
nuclear threat,

(c) 20 elements of the Soviet air defence system.

“It is intended that a third meeting should be held this month to

co-ordinate the actual routes and timing and ECM tactics of the aircraft

attacking the targets selected. Full tactical co-ordination of operations
will thus be achieved.

“In addition to the co-ordination of war plans, Bomber Command

and SAC are also studying such measures as the use of each other’s

bases, the integration of Intelligence warning and post-strike recovery.

Bomber Command participate in monthly exercises in the UK Joint
Co-ordination Centre and in August will take part in a world-wide
exercise*.

“Arrangements have also been agreed between the RAF and USAF to

co-ordinate Thor strike capability as this becomes effective. This, of

course, is particularly important in view of the very short time of flight

of these weapons.”
In his conclusions, CAS invited his colleagues “to note the satisfactory

progress which had been made in co-ordinating the operational plans
of Bomber Command and SAC” and that a joint plan would be in

operation on 1 October 1958; adding that he was able to state that “the
combined plan produced by Bomber Command and SAC satisfies

paragraph 4(a) of COS(57)224^ and that the target policy for Bomber
Command in this ... plan is based on operational considerations”.
CAS’s Memorandum was considered by the Chiefs of Staff on 30

May 1958^; they agreed that another memorandum, based on it and in

the form of a progress report, should be prepared and submitted to the
Minister of Defence. This followed a suggestion CAS himself had made

during the meeting, that if the Minister wished to discuss further details
with the Chiefs of Staff, “it would be desirable to bring in a staff officer

from Bomber Command who would be in the best position to give

details of the current United States plans”.

(b)

' This may have been Operation Tornado, though it has not proved possible to verify this.
^ Which said that “in the event of co-ordinated action with the USAF, the target policy for

Bomber Command should be determined solely by operational considerations of timings,
tactics, aircraft performance and weapon availability, subject to the proviso that the
combined strike plan should include targets which must be hit in the first strike if the war is
to be finished quickly and the damage done to the UK and Western Europe kept as low as
possible”.

® COS Cttee Confidential Annex to COS(58) 46th Mtg on 30 May 1958.
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The subsequent CoS Memorandum, of 5 June 1958*, said that,

following the meetings between Air Ministry, Bomber Command and

SAC representatives when separate BC and SAC plans had been

examined^, a fully integrated plan had been produced “taking into
account Bomber Command’s ability to be on target in the first wave

several hours in advance of the main SAC force operating from bases in

the United States”. Under the combined plan the total strategic air

forces disposed by the Allies were “sufficient to cover all Soviet targets”.

Bomber Command’s contribution had been given as 92 aircraft by

October 1958, increasing to 108 by June 1959. The Command had been

allocated 106 targets. It had been agreed that Bomber Command

should work through the US Joint Co-ordination Centre at Ruislip, the

US Chiefs of Staff agency in the UK for the co-ordination of US atomic
strike forces. In addition to the co-ordination of war plans. Bomber

Command and SAC were studying other measures such as the use of
each other’s bases, the integration of Intelligence warning and
post-strike recovery. It was also intended to achieve full tactical

co-ordination of operations. The memorandum added that arrange

ments had been agreed beween the RAF and USAF to co-ordinate Thor

strike capability as it became effective, and concluded by saying that a

fully co-ordinated joint plan would be in operation by 1 October 1958.
In a letter of 7 July 1958 to the AOC in C Bomber Command (ACM

Sir Harry Broadhurst), however, VCAS (Air Mshl E  C Hudleston)

remarked that it was “highly satisfactory” that the combined plan was to
be “effective 1st July”; and on the 11th the Minister of Defence (Mr

Duncan Sandys) went to Bomber Command HQ for a presentation on

it, a brochure containing a summary subsequently being produced^.
This co-ordinated plan was subsequenUy re-written annually.
How these Chiefs of Staff/Cabinet Defence Committee/Minister of

Defence decisions on strategic target policy eventuated in terms of a
directive to Bomber Command, and how the re-constituted Air Ministry

Targets Committee was not involved in target selection, was clearly

explained in a paper — Notes on UK Target Selection and Co-ordination

Developments over the past 10-12 years - dated 26 August 1960. This
recalled that

“In January 1957 the Joint Planning Staffs of the Ministry of Defence

produced an excellent paper called Allied Strategic Nuclear Attack in

Global War in 1957 and its Consequences’. The introduction to this

paper under the heading Action Suggested by the 1957 Study’
contains the following paragraph on target selection: —

‘The responsibility for the selection of strategic targets is at present

' COS(58)148.

‘‘‘ .An examination which had showed that "every Bomber Command target was ... also on
SACs list for attack".

* Bomber Command/Strategic Air Command Co-ordination: Summary of Bomber

Command Presentation - 11 July 1958 (copy in file 240/22(SAFE) Pt 3 Co-ordination of
Offensive Air Operations).
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vested in the Air Ministry. The British strategic air forces are, however,

the supreme instruments of national defence policy. We therefore
consider that broad target policy should be decided by the Government

on advice from the Chiefs of Staff. Detailed target selection would

remain the responsibility of the Air Ministry. It would be essential for

this target selection to cover two eventualities: —
(a) Co-ordinated action with the USAF;

(b) Action on an emergency basis in a situation in which the United

Kingdom was forced into unilateral action’.
“At their COS(57)42nd meeting the Chiefs of Staff Committee

endorsed this view and invited the Air Ministry to take note that they

should be kept informed from time to time of progress on, inter alia,

target selection.
“As a result of the appearance of the above JIC paper, but also

because of the growing need for SAC/BC co-ordination needs and our

requests for ‘big E’ weapons, the Chiefs of Staff met in October 1957 to
decide on a strategic target policy for Bomber Command (see COS(57)

224). The conclusions of the CoS Committee were:-

(a) In the event of co-ordinated action with the USAF, the target

policy for Bomber Command should be determined solely by

operational considerations of timings, tactics, aircraft performance

and weapon availability, subject to the proviso that the combined

strike plan should include targets which must be hit in the first
strike if the war is to be finished quickly and the damage done
to the UK and Western Europe kept as low as possible,

(a) If the UK should be forced to take unilateral retaliation against

the USSR, the target policy of Bomber Command should be to
attack the Soviet centres of administration and population.
This is the most effective target system for our limited
resources.

“As a result of this. Air Ministry, together with JIB,^ drew up a list of

131 Soviet cities whose population exceeded 100,000; from these 131
cities, 98 were chosen which lay within 2,100nm of UK and they were

graded in priority according to population, administrative importance,
economic importance and transportation. This list was approved by

CAS and put into the C in C Bomber Command’s directive as an

Appendix in November 1957. This list was last brought up to date in

June 1958.”

The paper then went on to say, referring to the AM Targets

Committee, that though it had approved terms of reference it had not

been active since April 1958; that Bomber Command did its own target
selection, for both unilateral and SAC co-ordinated war plans, adding:

“We, in Bomber Ops, do not know what these specific selections are for

I

* This was paragraph 4a, quoted earlier in a footnote.
^ Joint Intelligence Bureau.
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either plan, since the Command does not divulge its plans as it is
required to do under the terms of the C in C’s directive.'

“It is ‘self-contained’ for all relevant targetting processes, ie,
production of folders for the medium bomber force. This also includes

targetting for Thor and Blue Steel”.

Thus operational planning and the organisation of training for the

V-force of Bomber Command were guided from 1958 onwards by the

strategic target policy approved by the Cabinet Defence Committee and

the Chiefs of Staff, by the agreement to co-ordinate nuclear strike plans

with the USAF Strategic Air Command, and by the contingency of

possible unilateral action should the United Kingdom be involved in
unilateral retaliation.

The Memorandum of Understanding between the Royal Air Force

and the United States Air Force of 24 July 1957 resulted in a
co-ordination conference between Bomber Command and Strategic Air

Command held from 19 to 22 May 1958, which completed the

co-ordination of combined atomic strike plans and combat operations

relevant to the period 1 July 1958 to 30 June 1959. To quote from the
report of the conference,^ one main result was that “the operational

plans of each Command were compared in detail to include targetting,

routeing and timing. Potential conflicts were isolated and opportunities

for mutual support were explored. Procedures for continuing the

co-ordination process as plans change with time were considered. ...”

Writing to VC AS on 25 June 1958 about co-ordination between the
two Commands, the AOC in C Bomber Command^ referred to the

Memorandum of Understanding and to “the agreements and
recommendations reached at HQ SAC, Omaha, on 4 June 1958

between the Commander in Chief, Strategic Air Command, and

myself’. He said that the main purpose of the discussions had been “to

prepare a co-ordinated strike plan, based on the target directive
contained in COS(57)244 dated 16 October 1957, which could be put
into effect should combined nuclear retaliation by Bomber and

Strategic Air Command ever be required. The plan ..  . is applicable to

the period 1 July 1958 to 30 June 1959, is targetted to utilise stocks of

British, and after October 1958 USAF nuclear weapons for the Medium

Bomber Force, and includes targets for the first Thor squadron,

expected to be operational in January 1959”. The  C in C added that
“strike details of the Bomber Command contribution to this plan will be

lodged with the SAC Joint Centre in UK before 1 July 1958. The plan
was completed without the revelation by either participant of details

concerning nuclear weapon yields or stock-pile numbers”.

This co-operation was between bomber forces which were extremely

' This remark echoes the wartime relationship between Bomber Command HQ and
D/Bomber Ops.

In Co-ord of US/UK Strategic Bomber Force, 240/16.
■'* BC/TS.85397/CinC.
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disparate in size; by December 1958, for example. SAC had 380 B-52s
and 1,367 B-47s* in its bomber force compared with 45 Valiants, 18
Vulcans and ten Victors. But there were other bases of comparision. as
r , ^he Minister of Defence on 25
July 1958 “mdicating the advantages which our Bomber Force possesses
m relation to SACs alert force”.^ He said that, in assessing the value of
Ae Bntish contribution to the Western nuclear deterrent it was

™a of SAc LT’’^’'* 1 ""u'' ‘1’^ ''-force with

of ‘ insignificant. Not

speed and effectiveness^ofauack deterrence was

superior 2ertSn“^:tighTa‘„d%p^^^^^^^
those of the SAC, with crews fnd technfr^^ ~ though not in range - to

As to quickness of reaction, although the m '
enemy air attack than the USA RomK vulnerable to

would give the ability to launch di;tholtTead°^^^^^ dispersal plan
less . Further, the location of the UK bomb ^ J minutes or
dispersal concept and the performanr together with the

retaliatory strike RAF bomberl would ^
SAC stnke forces based either in Fur targets ahead of the

Referring to the imno.!

protection ofWestern Europe and ̂ he UK n A contribution to the
in the US. whatever its size stau^ ^^rce based

Russia in time to prevent a second R ̂  could attack the heart of

said that the V-force, "far from h^ ‘hose areas. He

and relatively insignificant auxiliarv '‘’’e expensive
spearhead of, and largest contrihm ̂  ° deterrent”, was the

Anglo-US retaliatory strike. Though whe possibly decisive
™“ a ̂  “"’Parison tXhe V equipped and manned it
7““ S-^^er than such a trecf ™POrtance
of the high performance of its - because

enemy and because a large nron^*^^-^’ it was nearer to the

launched simSltan^o'^ l' r " “**‘'1 brought to
With the formidable destnir," ‘l'*P®''®®‘l “‘‘‘fields,

weapons (in the RAF invemo “T ^"'l f““-out of megaton
decision to attack “centres of onwards), and with the

were forced to take unilateral mml-“°" P°P‘‘'“‘ion” if the UK
Command was reverting to itn ‘^“7 ^SSR. Bomber

tombing. Should such a sUual Po'iey of area

bludgeon rather than as a raX “ "’““‘‘I I’' as a

^Covering letter ref CAS.l^y I^‘f6-I97l (HQS.\C).
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During 1960 the AOC in C Bomber Command (Air Mshl Sir
Kenneth Cross) told VCAS (Air Chf Mshl Sir Edmund Hudleston) that

neither Strategic Air Command nor Bomber Command were prepared

to reveal, even to each other, the nuclear yield allotted to each target

under the co-ordinated plan. He said that the nominal figure for

planning purposes was one megaton “but this varies between kiloton-

range yield in the case of our Blue Danube to multi-megaton bombs in

the SAC armoury”, commenting: “in this area alone there is a barrier to

co-ordination, and duplication and wastage is inevitable until American
legislation is altered*”.

'Letter of 17 May 60 on Target Co-ordination Conference at SHAPE, in VC.^S folder
Target Information and Data (AHB 1D9/90/22 Apl 55-Oct 65).
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CHAPTER XVII

THE THOR AGREEMENTS

195H w as a w atershed year for Anglo-American co-operation in nuclear
strike plans, both as to weapons and their means of delivery; for in

addition to the RAk'-L SAF/Bomber Command-Strategic Air Command

co-ordination arrangements there were US-UK agreements on Thor
I RBMs, under w Inch they would be deployed to Britain and manned by

RAF persfjiincl. The inter-Ciovernmental treaty was published as a

White Paper (Cmnd .36(3) in February 1958 under the title Su/>p/y 0/
liallistic Missiles hy the United States to the United Kingdom^. But the idea of
sue b prciject had been mooted some 18 months previously by the
Americans-. In January 1958 the Air Council were told by DCAS (Air

.MshI .Sir Ccoffrey Tuttle) that a Thor proposal

“luul first been mentioned when the US Secretary of the Air Force

visited London in July 195(3. It had then been envisaged that, in return

for the right to station IRBM in this country, the Americans would

provide us w ith quid f)ro quo in the shape of advanced fighters. Following

a visit by the .Minister of Defence to Washington in January 1957, and

the Bermuda Conference in March, it emerged that the Americans were

thinking in terms of four squadrons of IRBM, two of them to be

manned by the U.SAF and two by the RAF, to be deployed in this country

in 19.59. The Prime Minister made a public statement about the project
in April 1957, and the Minister of Defence obtained authority at a

●Ministerial meeting chaired by the Prime Minister on 30 May 1957, to
pursue negotiations with the Americans, reporting back to the Defence
Ca)mmittee before concluding an agreement”^.

As a result of his Washington visit in January 1957 the Minister of
Defence (Mr Duncan Sandys, who had Just taken over this post)
telegraphed the Prime Minister (Mr Harold Macmillan, who likewise
had assumed office during that month) to say that “the Americans have
explained their proposals for deployment of the 1,500-mile range
ballistic rocket to Britain”. His telegram** continued:-

“They are most anxious in view of progress of Russian ballistic rockets
that rocket deterrent should be established in Britain as soon as

possible. Their plan provides for bringing into operation by the end of
19(30 ’ sites manned by British personnel. . . .

“United States would provide weapons and specialised equipment,
including anything costing dollars. Nuclear warheads would be held

'  In file on t>clcncc Policy Discussions with Americans (1D6/R. 13A, Pt 1. PA Folder).
- The implications of basing Thors in the UK were being actiwly considered by the Air

Staff in mid-195(1: see Thor Policy (Pt 1). AHB ID/47/298 file.
’ .Air C;ouncil Conclusions ‘1(58). 3()January 1958. in file V/9/220 - American Intermediate

Range Ballistic Missiles.
■' No 187. 80 January 1957.
’ The first Thor in fact arrived by M.ATS C-124 Globemaster on 29 August 1958.
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under same conditions as nuclear bombs for British bombers. We would

undertake site works and would provide general supporting equipment.
United States estimate of the cost to us for the four sites* is £10 million,

apart from costs of personnel and their training and housing^.

“Proposal would give us a megaton-rocket deterrent in Britain at least

five years before we could provide it ourselves®. Whatever may have to be

cut out of our defence programme, I am sure we must find a place for

this project, the deterrent effect of which will be very significant and the

cost very moderate”**.

Two days before this telegram was sent the RAF had been briefed on

Thor, at a meeting in Washington on 28 January. Subsequendy the

Commander, RAF Staff, BJSM (AVM A D Selway), wrote to DCAS to say
that

“The first part of the meeting was the presentation to us of Thor.

This was done in typically thorough American fashion, with many

charts and diagrams, and it was noticeable that some of these were

headed with such titles as ‘British Training Programme for Thor’ and

so on. It became very obvious that the Americans are anxious to give us,

under certain conditions, Thor as soon as possible...®.

“The original proposal seems to be to set us up with four squadrons of

Thor. Each squadron consists of 15 missiles, which involves the

employment of 500 men. That is to say, 60 missiles and 2,000 men ....”

In February 1957 DCAS was supplied with a note on Thor which said

that it was the USAF intermediate-range ballistic missile, a single-stage

liquid oxygen/kerosine rocket based on one North American 150,0001b

thrust motor. It was 65ft long and 8ft in diameter with a launch weight

of 110,0001b, and thus was “basically similar to but a little smaller than

Blue Streak”. Strategic mobility ranked high in the stated requirements

for Thor, and the present concept was “to employ simple trailer/erectors

and to locate the weapons in groups of three, to  a total of 15, on existing

SAC airfields”. A Defence Review Costing Exercise in March 1957 oudined

the original proposals (later modified) as being for two sites to be entirely

constructed by the United States and manned initially by US service

personnel; two further sites to be constructed by the United Kingdom,

to be brought into operation with British personnel; all four sites to be a

UK responsibility as regards manning and operation wef December

1960; the US to be responsible financially for all material produced in

the US — ie missiles, specialised equipment and spares (the US estimate

' There were eventually 20 Thor squadrons - each site parenting five.
^ A cost estimate of 19 February 1958 (in file V/9/220) was £ 1.45m in total for a main station

and four satellites.

^ le with Blue Streak, then under development.
Mr Sandys’ enthusiasm for Thor reflected his pro-missile feelings.

®“If we need medium-range ballistic missiles, this is what the British need as their
'intercontinental ballistic missile [due to the United Kingdom's proximity to the Communist
empire]. Let’s investigate whether they can build their own, and if we can help them, then
we won’t have to bother” - a summary of US IRBM views in 1954-55 in The Mighty Thor, by
Julian Hartt (Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1961).
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for the cost of this being £5.7m per site); and the UK to be responsible

financially for non-specialist supporting equipment (US estimate £2.9m

per site), cost of land and work services. The writer of this minute*
added: “I have been informed by DOR(C) that each of the four Thor

sites would contain 15 missiles deployed in five clusters of three each..
It seemed also that the Americans were anxious to establish a missile

front line with Thors until their longer-range weapons were deployed,

and it was the consequent increase in UK vulnerability which later
caused the Chiefs of Staff concern. AVM Selway commented that

“Before the meetings took place we met in the Embassy on Sunday

night to agree on a line of action, and at that time were rather at sea over
the Americans’ own policy regarding Thor - especially since they are,
of course, much more interested in longer-range weapons. One of the

diagrams shown to us on the following day, however, seemed to solve this

question as it displayed pictorially how much of the USSR could be
covered by Thor shot off within an 80® arc from bases in UK, Turkey and
Okinawa”.

In 1957, as has been seen, the RAF and USAF were much involved in

high-level discussions on the co-ordination of nuclear strike plans and

the supply of American atomic weapons for Canberras and the V-force,

leading to the Memorandum of Understanding finally agreed in

August of that year. During this time, the Thor missile was under

development. The possibility that it might be allocated to the RAF had
first been mooted in the signal of 30 January from the BJSM about the

American presentation. At this time the RAF had its own ballistic missile

system. Blue Streak, under development - based on an Air Staff

Requirement No OR1139 of 8 August 1955. It was considered that

operating Thor might provide some useful advance experience for the

deployment of the British MRBM*^, although Blue Streak was intended

to be fired from underground'^.

The Americans put their proposals for the deployment of Thor in

the UK formally to the Minister of Defence in a Memorandum of

US-UK Discussions sent to him on 1 February by the Secretary of

Defense. This suggested, “in view of the importance of deploying a

ballistic deterrent at the earliest possible date”, a “crash program”

under which an experimental squadron of five missiles could be

deployed at a USAF base in the UK by July 1958 - paid for and manned

by the United States. Then four regular sites would be developed, the

experimental squadron being disbanded when these became available.

Although this is not what in fact happened, the Memorandum

illustrated the urgency which the Americans attached to the deployment

of Thor, which at that stage was still an unproved weapon. It was

' Corres in file on Thor Policy (AHB ID/47/298 Pt 1).
^ “Should we get Thor, we shall presumably gel some fairly early experience of surface

sites” (min ACAS(P)/S.6, 1 March 1957).
’ OR1139. para 13.
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acknowledged by the Minister on 18 February 1957^

Under the USAF designation SM-75 (WS 315A), designed and built

by Douglas Aircraft Co, the missile had then been under development

for just over a year. In a paper on Thor - Possible Allocation to the

RAF, DD0R9 wrote on 6 February 1957 that it had been “put in hand as

a full-scale project just over a year ago, and
“the most strenuous efforts have been made to achieve initial

operational capability as quickly as possible. The first test launching has

just taken place. A failure resulting in the loss of the round occurred
immediately after take-off;. . . but this . . . does not necessarily imply a

major set-back.

“The target in-Service date is 1958. If achieved, this will represent an

unprecedented rate of development. By comparison, the ‘agreed date’

for Blue Streak is 1966 and the earliest operational capability might be
1963 or 1964”.

In fact the first four launchings from Cape Canaveral, Florida, were

unsuccessful^; but the fifth produced a flight of 1,100 miles (1,770km)
and the sixth one of 1,350 (2,170km), while the ninth test missile far

exceeded its design performance by flying 2,700 miles (4,345km), and

the weapon was ordered into production^. Its planned range was 1,500

miles (2,414km), carrying a megaton-range warhead; this range was
“much too small to enable it to be based in the USA” and “the American

plan is to locate 15 weapons on a SAC airfield'*”.

During the early part of 1957 there were extensive Defence Review

Costing Exercises of items related to the possible deployment of Thor in

the UK, ACAS(O) in sending details of these to DCAS on 5 April

expressing the “strongest possible opposition” to the USAF plan of

having 15 weapons on one base because of the “complete vulnerability

to enemy attack”®. The manning requirements for ballistic missiles were
also considered in detail.

On 18 April a draft agreement on the deployment of US IRBMs in
the UK® was sent to the Minister of Defence via the British Ambassador

in Washington by the Secretary of Defense (Mr Charles Wilson). It said
that

“Pursuant to the agreement in principle between the Prime Minister
... and the President... reached at Bermuda on 22 March 1957, and in

‘ Correspondence in Thor Policy file (AHB ID47298 Pt 1).
‘^Thor 101 failed to lift off; 102 was destroyed by the range safety officer after about

35 seconds' flight; 103 blew up before ignition; and 104 flew for 92 seconds before
breaking apart. (The Mighty Thor, by J Ham; Duell, Sloan and Pearce, New York, 1961).
Out of 18 Thor R & D firings from January 1957 to October 1958, seven were successful,
four partially successful and seven were failures (Min. DCAS/S of S, 12 January 1959 in
Organisation and Establishment of Thor Units (AHB ID3/907/7 Pt 1)).
^ Jane’s All the World's Aircraft, 1958-59 and 1962-63.
■* DDOR9 paper.
® DOR(C)/TS.4486/8863. in file Thor Policy (AF/CMS814/65 Pt 1).
® This was the American draft of 16 April 1957 (see fi le Deployment of American IRBM in

UK May 1957/1958 - AHB ID9/240/17 Pt 1).
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support of the purpose of the North Atlantic Treaty .... the following

arrangements and understandings are agreed regarding the proposed

deployment of the United States Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile in
the United Kingdom”.

It proposed that the US might deploy one experimental squadron of

about five missiles at a USAF base in the UK “as rapidly as possible”,
and that four squadrons of 15 missiles each would be deployed in the
UK “as rapidly as practicable”; and it said that missiles, specialised

equipment, training facilities and spares would be provided at US
expense.

The memorandum on deployment of US-produced IRBMs in the
UK, which did not name a specific missile (which could have been

Jupiter, the comparable US Army weapon being developed by Chrysler
Corp), was closely analysed by the Air Staff and discussed at meetings in

the Ministry of Defence on 6 May and at the Ministry of Supply on the
13th. These comments and discussions led to the Minister of Defence

suggesting that British representatives should go to Washington to draft
a definitive agfreement*, and to the Secretary of State for Air writing to
him on 29 May to say that there was much more to be discussed than the

Minister had indicated. He agreed that “the main points are those
summarised in ... your paper, but there is a tremendous lot in some of

them. The introduction of any new weapon into the Royal Air Force
involves a mass of important considerations - technical, operational,

logistic and financial - and here we are dealing with a radically new type
of which we have no experience”.
The Minister of Defence said at a Prime Minister’s meeting on 30

May, when his memorandum was discussed, that the draft agreement
on the deployment of American IRBMs in Britain was “broadly on the

lines which he had discussed with the US Secretary of Defense”. Several
points - including total cost of the project and division of financial
liability between the two Governments — needed further clarification,

but the main issue to be settled was the arrangement for controlling the
operational use of the missiles.

After its discussion of the issues, the meeting confirmed the principle
of joint agreement for operational use of the missies by both US and
British units; agreed that the question of the use of American missiles if
fitted with British warheads should not be raised in negotiations on the
agreement; authorised the Minister of Defence to indicate general
acceptance of the US draft agreement as a basis for detailed negoti
ations - for which he was to arrange for British representatives  to go to
Washington; and invited him to submit the agreement in its final form
to the Defence Committee for confirmation^.

‘ Memorandum GEN.570/4.

Minutes of Prime Minister’s Meeting GEN.570/2, 30 May 1957. It is interesting to note that,
at a meeting held by the Minister of Defence on 27 May, the possibility of Polaris as an alternative
to Thor as an IRBM was raised by the First Sea Lord (Thor Policy file, ID/47/498, Pt 1).
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The Secretary of State for Air considered it important that a

fact-finding mission should go to the US in connection with the IRBM

proposal before any detailed agreement was negotiated, and both the
Minister of Supply and of Defence agreed with this. On 15 June,
however, the Commander of the US 3rd Air Force (Major-General

Roscoe C Wilson) wrote to CAS to suggest a meeting at his HQ to discuss

technical aspects of the proposed agreement.
General Wilson explained that, in an effort to expedite planning for

the deployment of IRBMs to the UK, the Secretary of Defense had
“requested the Air Force to assume responsibility for initiating
discussions on a service-to-service level with the RAF”. A team from the

US, with the latest information on the project, was due to be in UK from

27 to 29 June; the basis for their discussion would be the technical

aspects of the proposed US-UK agreement, such as the selection of
sites, development of the missile and its preparation, security and
training. He suggested a meeting on 27 or 28 June.
CAS told the Secretary of State for Air on 20 June that he thought

that this invitation should be accepted, with the RAF team headed by

DCAS, and S of S concurred. In a briefing prepared by DDOR9*, it was

pointed out that if the Americans were to site Thor on their bases there

would be real danger to the civilian population - for example, if a

failure occurred on a firing from Brize Norton with a trajectory passing

over the London area. It was suggested that the underground sites on
the east coast being selected for Blue Streak might be offered to the
Americans, in return for an undertaking that they should develop them

to be capable of taking both Thor and Blue Streak.
In the event, a 25-strong Air Ministry/MoS team attended the 27-29

June conference at South Ruislip. From the discussions — which were on

a fact-finding basis; the Americans did not attempt to negotiate^ - it

emerged that Thor (with Jupiter still being regarded as a possible
alternative) could not be sited underground, and that the Americans

were “desperately anxious” to get their IRBMs deployed in the UK, and

quickly^. Costing was not considered by the conference, and a technical

mission to the US was still required.

The Secretary of State for Air expressed concern, in a minute to the

Minister of Defence on 15 July, that Thor was not designed to be sited

underground - so that its operational and deterrent value were
diminished; also that the USAF were determined to locate the first 30

missiles on two sites (15 at each), which must be highly vulnerable,
maintaining that “only by this means can the deployment be effected

rapidly and cheaply”. He thought that an idea of the cost was an

essential preliminary to negotiations, and that it was not necessary to

' 25June 1957-ref CMS.3037/57.

^ Report by DCAS to S of S (through CAS), 1 July 1957.
’ Ibid. A record of the discussions in Thor Policy file AHB ID/47/298 (Pt 1) shows that joint

RAF/USAF organising committees were set up.
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send a technical mission to the US in the form originally envisaged-

points with which the Minister concurred in his reply of 6 August.
On the 9th DCAS sent detailed RAF replies to questions raised at the

South Ruislip meeting in a letter to the Commander of the 7th Air
Division, SAC, Major-General W H Blanchard; one of the most

important of these answers was that the use of East Kirkby and Sturgate
for the deployment of the first two IRBM squadrons could not be

accepted, suggesting Hemswell and Feltwell instead. Subsequently
DCAS told the Secretary of State for Air' that he had discussed the

position with General Blanchard, who expected to receive further
instructions from Washington “in about two weeks”.

According to a meeting which took place in Washington on 17

September, however, there did not appear to be any great urgency on the
American side about the deployment of Thor in the UK: for Mr Donald

Quarles, Deputy Secretary of Defense, apologised to the British
Ambassador (Sir Harold Caccia) for “the delay in replying to the
Minister of Defence’s letter to Mr Wilson of June 11, enclosing a note

of eleven points requiring further discussion on the IRBM project. . .
Mr Wilson’s reply to Mr Sandys’ letter should be ready within a few

days. . . . Meanwhile, there had been certain developments since the
Minister of Defence’s visit and the Bermuda Meeting”.

Mr Quarles said that the Thor and Jupiter projects had been

proceeding in parallel, but a committee had recently been set up to
consolidate development in a one-weapon project. The US still expected

to be ready for initial IRBM deployment in the UK “about the middle of
1959”. The original plan had been to site the first two squadrons on US
bases, but this had been modified at Bermuda. The UK “had asked to

have all four squadrons on United Kingdom bases”, and would

therefore be responsible for the civil engineering at all four bases, with

the US bringing-in special equipment. When asked by the Ambassador
whether there was any danger that the overall agreement “was being

held up by lack of agreement upon details” Mr Quarles said that to

some degree this danger existed; lack of decision on the weapon

provided some excuse for not pressing ahead with the details -
considerable time would be required for working-out the agreement

and the build-up of the bases^.

' DCAS/Secretary of State (through US of S) CMS2960 Siting of American IR Ballistic
Missiles in the UK 22 August 1957.
* Record of a Meeting in the office of the Deputy Secretary of Defense, 17 September 1957

in file on Thor Policy, AF/CMS 814/65 (AHB 1 D/47/298 Pt 1). The record included a note of
plies “along the following lines” to the 11 points.
® In a report of the meeting in a letter of 18 September 1957 to Sir Richard Powell, MoD,

Sir Harold Caccia the British Ambassador said there wasn’t a great deal of discussion
“pardy because no-one on our side knew much of... what had been going on over the past
months. No one here, for example, had received the results of the RAF-USAF meetings held
in the UK in June”. (AHB file ID9/240/17 Pt 1 Deployment of American IRBM in UK).

re
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Referring to this meeting with Mr Quarles in writing to S of S for Air
on 19 December 1957, DC AS said that it was accepted that “we are

obliged to finalise the agreement without any precise knowledge of the
financial implications” and that it would be examined “between the

Ministry of Defence, the Foreign Office and ourselves”. On the question

of operational control, the draft agreement said that this would be “the

subject of joint determination between the two Governments”: Mr
Sandys had pursued this further on his recent visit to Washington, and

had suggested that for political reasons the first squadron to be based in
the UK should be under British command — though it was unlikely that

the Americans would be prepared to accept this.

The “revised draft agreement on deployment of the United States
Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile in the United Kingdom”, dated 17

December 1957, spelt out the purpose of this as “pursuant to the

agreement in principle between the Prime Minister of the United

Kingdom and the President of the United States reached at Bermuda

on March 22, 1957, and in support of the purposes of the North

Atlantic Treaty . . .” and set down the following deployment plan: four

squadrons of 15 missiles each to be deployed in the UK as rapidly as

possible; missiles and related equipment of the first two of the four

squadrons to be under US operational control, and to be transferred to

UK operational control as soon as they were available; the US to
undertake to train UK personnel; and sites for the four squadrons to be

prepared by the UK. Weapons, materials, equipment and training were
to be furnished by the US “pursuant to the Mutual Security Act of 1954,
as amended...”.

It was not until 9 December 1957 that the Chiefs of Staff knew

unequivocally that the IRBM to be deployed in the UK would be Thor

and not Jupiter, Sir Richard Powell telling the CoS Committee that the
Americans “had now decided that the United States Air Force would be

the Service involved and the weapon would be the Thor missile”. CAS
(Air Chf Mshl Sir Dermot Boyle) said that the Air Ministry “had not yet

received any details of the project from Strategic Air Command”.
Early in 1958, from 20 to 24 January, discussions were held at the Air

Ministry between Major-General Blanchard and Air Mshl Tuttle and

their staffs and as a result a draft Technical Agreement between the
USAF and RAF was formulated - “on the establishment of Intermediate

Range Ballistic Missile (SM-75 Thor) Bases in the United Kingdom”.

This gave the timetable for the first squadron as three missiles by July

1958, three more by September and the remaining nine by the end of
1958.

It said that each squadron was to be deployed on five sites, each one
containing three missiles, and gave the following squadron locations:
the first, at Feltwell, Honington, Witchford, Marham and Watton; the

second, at Hemswell, Caistor, Ludford Magna, Waddington and
Bardney; the third, at Driffield, Full Sutton, Holme-on-Spalding  Moor,
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Riccall and Leconfield; and the fourth at Dishforth, Scorton, Leeming,
Marston Moor and Sherburn-in-Elmet. Main base for each squadron

would be the first station named. (These did not change, but many of

the other locations subsequently differed from this list).

On 27 January CAS told the Minister of Defence that the USAF had

agreed with the RAF “that the four squadrons of Thor IRBMs should

be dispersed from the start and sited as follows ...” - naming the four
main bases as Feltwell, Hemswell, Driffield and Dishforth. Two days

later a note by CAS expressing concern at the “unsatisfactory state of
affairs” which existed “regarding the establishment of American

IRBMs (Thor) in the country” was considered by the Chiefs of Staff.

This note, reproduced as a CoS memorandum and forwarded to
Ministers as an expression of their views, said that they were “opposed

to being rushed into this commitment”, which in their view was

“designed to serve American ends more than British”.
The Technical Agreement also said that the first squadron would be

manned initially by USAF personnel, but that “RAF personnel will

replace the USAF personnel as soon as the Royal Air Force is prepared

to operate the weapon”.
On 29 January 1958 DCAS sent copies of the IRBM Agreements to

the Air Council* with a recommendation that they be accepted, and at a

meeting on the 30th^ he outlined the steps which had led up to this

proposed deployment of American missiles in the United Kingdom,

recalling that it had been first mentioned when the US Secretary of the
Air Force visited London in July 1956^:

“It had then been envisaged that, in return for the right to station
IRBM in this country, the Americans would provide us with quid pro

quo in the shape of advanced fighters.

“Following a visit by the Minister of Defence to Washington in

January 1957, and the Bermuda Conference in March, it emerged that
the Americans were thinking in terms of four squadrons of IRBM, two

... to be manned by the USAF and two by the RAF, to be deployed in this

country in 1959. The Prime Minister made a public statement about the

project in April 1957, and the Minister of Defence obtained authority at

a Ministerial meeting chaired by the Prime Minister on 30 May 1957, to

pursue negotiations with the Americans, reporting back to the Defence
Committee before concluding an agreement.
“Discussions between the two Governments had resulted in the draft

documents reproduced as Appendices A’ and ‘B’ to DCAS’s paper;

and Air Force to Air Force discussions, culminating in a series of

meetings held during the week 20-24 January, had resulted in the draft

technical agreement reproduced as Appendix ‘C’”'*.

‘ AC(58)5.

“ Conclusions 3(58).

® le before the Suez operations (October 1956), which upset Anglo-American relations.

■* These were, respeaively, the main agreement, a secret agreement and the technical agreement.
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DCAS went on to enumerate the disadvantages of the American

IRBM proposals: the weapons would never be within effective British
control; they were still essentially in the R&D stage; the deployment

would entail a capital expense of about £10 million for the UK and an

annual manpower bill of some 4,000 men; the presence of “these highly
vulnerable missiles” would make the UK a more attractive target for

attack; if the project were to succeed, the danger of pressure to abandon

“our independent IRBM deterrent. Blue Streak”, would increase; and

the way the Americans were handling the project, and remarks Saceur

had made about IRBM deployed in Europe, suggested that they “had by

no means dismissed the possibility that the weapons in this country

might ultimately come under the operational control of Saceur”.

In considering these points prior to communicating with the Ministry
of Defence, the Air Council followed the advice of the Secretary of State

for Air, who suggested that they should not “take too negative a line”

on the project — Ministers were “well aware of the disadvantages, some

of which they had already accepted”. CAS, however, urged that the UK

“should not commit itself to any expenditure until we had more con

vincing evidence that the weapon would become fully operational

within a reasonable period of time”. On the “extremely complex

financial arrangements” envisaged for the project, the Council agreed

that these should be examined at official level by the Treasury as well

as by the Ministry of Defence. The Secretary of State commented that

the agreements as a whole “raised issues on which he thought the
Minister of Defence would wish to consult the Defence Committee” -

there were notable divergences from the pattern envisaged when

Ministers last discussed the project on 30 May 1957. In its conclusions

the Council invited PUS to arrange for the MoD to be informed of the
substance of their discussion, noted that S of S would write to the

Minister of Defence on the wider political implications of the agree

ments as a whole and on the consequences of accepting the American

proposal for an accelerated deployment, and decided that a committee

should be set up under US of S to consider problems of works, lands

and public relations* and to report back to the Council.

The Cabinet considered the deployment of US IRBMs in the UK at

its meeting on 12 February 1958^, having before it a memorandum

by the Minister of Defence, to which were annexed drafts of the

documents constituting the proposed Agreement with the US Govern

ment for this deployment. As a result of their discussion - subject to

further consideration of points made during it - the Minister was

authorised to continue negotiations with the US authorities on the

' At the Air Council meeting (Conclusions 3(58)) the Secretary of State had said he
“considered that the land clearance and works aspect of the Thor project raised delicate
issues of public relations, and that if the scheme were to go through smoothly ... a very close
w’atch would need to be kept on all activities which would come to public notice".
“ CC (58) 16th Conclusions.
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basis of the draft documents. He was also invited to submit the final

draft of the Agreement to the Prime Minister for his approval, and to

circulate the draft of his proposed Parliamentary statement about it,
“together with details of any further amendments of substance to the

text of the Agreement which he might find it necessary to propose”.

The Cabinet approved the draft Agreement with the US Government

for the deployment of IRBM units in the UK (subject to three
amendments which the Prime Minister “had invited President Eisenhower

to accept”) on 18 February 1958 and “invited the Minister of Defence
to announce the conclusion of the Agreement” - the Foreign Secretary

being invited to instruct HM Ambassador in Washington to arrange, if

possible, the signature on the 24th of the documents comprising it -
in Parliament on that date, and to arrange for the simultaneous

publications of a White Paper “comprising such parts of it as need not
remain secret”'.

The deployment was also considered two days later by the Home
Affairs Committee^, which invited the Secretary of State for Air to

consult the Financial Secretary to the Treasury about expenditure on
the first site, and also to submit to the Cabinet his proposals on local

consultation and right to object, the financing of the project and the
manning of the squadrons. It also “took note that the Home Secretary

would at once report the position to the Prime Minister”.
On 25 February 1958 tbe Agreement to deploy American IRBMs in

the UK became public knowledge with the appearance of the White
Paper mentioned at the outset of this chapter - Supply of Ballistic
Missiles by the United States to the United Kingdom (Cmnd 366) — and a
Parliamentary statement by the Minister of Defence. Referring to the

original agreement in principle between President Eisenhower and
Prime Minister Macmillan at the Bermuda Conference, the White

Paper included a Memorandum - datelined Washington, 22 February
1958 - which laid down the main parameters of IRBM deployment .

In particular (in view of the original American plan to man the first
two squadrons with USAF personnel), it said that the missiles were to be
“manned and operated by United Kingdom personnel”  — who would
be “trained by the United States Government . . . at the earliest
feasible date”. A decision to launch the missiles would be a joint one
between the two Governments, and references to IRBMs in the

Agreement did not include nuclear warheads, which the US Govern

ment would provide — warheads so provided remaining “in full United
States custody”. The Agreement itself was to remain in force “for not
less than five years”.

‘ CC(58) 17th Conclusions, 18 Feb 58.
‘■*HA(58) SrdMtg, 14 Feb 58.
* The negotiations were also publicised in Treaty Series No 14 (1958) Exchange of Notes

between the Government of the United Kingdom and the Government of the United States
concerning the Supply to the UK Government of Intermediate Range Ballistic Missiles
(together with Memorandum), Washington 22 Feb 58 (Cmnd 406 - April 1958).
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In his Parliamentary statement on 24 February Mr Sandys told the

Commons succinctly what was in the Anglo-American agreement*. He
reminded the House that at their meeting in Bermuda the previous
March the Prime Minister and President Eisenhower had “agreed in

principle that certain guided missiles would be available for deployment
in Britain” and continued:

“This was followed by technical studies by the military and scientific

staffs of the two countries. These studies having now been completed.
Her Majesty’s Government and the Government of the United States
have concluded an Agreement, setting out the arrangements for the

supply and deployment of these weapons.

“The missiles will be manned and operated by units of the Royal Air
Force.

“The Agreement provides that the missiles shall not be launched
except by a joint positive decision of both Governments.

The nuclear warheads will remain in American custody and will be
kept in an unarmed condition

explosion; and the weapon is designed in such a way that it would be

impossible for it to be launched accidentally.^

he United States will supply the missiles and specialised equipment

at ̂ ^ir expense and will also pay for the training of British personnel
m merica. Britain will meet the cost of providing and constructing
the sites and a «
of this

“The

so that there can be no risk of a nuclear

supplying certain items of equipment. The British share
expenditure is estimated at about £10 million,

mostl will be deployed in small numbers on dispersed sites,
A  ̂t:tive or disused RAF airfields. These sites will be mainly in

Lincolnshire and Yorkshire,

agreem^”^ nriajor fact the Minister omitted to mention was that the

conver years. It had resulted from the Bermuda

Minister® March 1957 between the President and the Prime
in the U formed the political basis for the deployment of Thors
was offi K.ingdom between 29 August 1958, when the first Thor

1963 wh^ from a C-124 Globemaster at Lakenheath, to 27 September
as wil^ returned to the US. During this period,

to use be described, the RAF became the only air force
 ~~ "^ith training and live firings in the US and operational

29-35.

referred to the “d ^ September 197? a retired RAF officer, Mr Donald Hofford,
USAF officer procedure” used in simulated launches of Thors, an RAF and a

this coSJ!'*"’’/side,
discussions, 21-24 (covered by a Memorandum in the report on Anglo-American
UK Minister of n ̂  1957) the President had recalled earlier discussions between the
a concept under and US Secretary of Defense “in which there had been outlined

(iRBMs) might be"^"'*^*^ United States-developed Intermediate Range Ballistic Missiles
became available f for deployment in the United Kingdom, when such missiles
Minister that in i?*- President said he was glad to be able to inform the Prime
orraneements ~ United States Government was agreeable to working out
arrangements for making IRBMs available to the United Kingdom. . ". ^
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deployment in Bomber Command as part of the Western strategic
nuclear deterrent.

Shortly after the Parliamentary statement by the Minister of Defence

on the deployment of American IRBMs in the UK, ACAS (Ops)
(AVM R B Lees) circulated a minute on 10 April confirming where the
first RAF Thor squadron would be sited. It said that Feltwell,
Thetford in Norfolk, would be the main domestic and technical base,
with a launching pad of three missiles; associated with it would be four

launching pads of three missiles - at North Pickenham, Shepherds
Grove, Tuddenham and Mepal. On 20 May ACAS (Ops) reported that
the second squadron would be at Hemswell, in Lincolnshire, with
associated launching pads at Bardney, Caistor, Ludford Magna and
Coleby Grange.

At the Chiefs of Staff meeting on that date the committee concurred

with the view of the CAS (Air Chf Mshl Sir Dermot Boyle) that it
would be wrong militarily to deploy Thor operationally until they
satisfied that it could function efficiently: a brief was to be prepared
for the Prime Minister to take to the United States early in June.

The Thor project in the UK was code-named Emily and on 4 June
1958 a list of officers concerned with it - at the Air Ministry, HQ
Bomber Command and HQ 7th Air Division — was circulated. The

organisation of missile bases and squadrons was, however, something
entirely novel for the RAF. Early in the year AMSO (Air Chf Mshl Sir
Walter Dawson) had admitted that “neither the Americans nor ourselves
have any practical experience to draw upon for the exact requirements
of a unit of this sort”.

While the acquisition of sites (former RAF airfields which had been

returned to agricultural use) and their development as Thor bases

was in progress, CAS again expressed disquiet about “pressure from
the Americans to deploy Thor in this country before we can be satisfied

that it has achieved a satisfactory operational performance”. In a

minute of 20 June he reminded S of S (Mr George Ward) that the Chiefs

of Staff felt strongly on this subject - early in the year they had
expressed “grave misgivings” about the proposed deployment of Thor
in the UK — and asked that the Minister of Defence be invited

consider the problem as a matter of urgency before any final decisions
were taken. On the 23rd, S of S suggested to the Minister that there
should be “an early discussion” to “consider what our next step ought
to be”.

A Technical Agreement between the RAF and the USAF was signed
on the 26th and at a meeting on 2 July the Minister “authorised the

RAF to accept the first 15 Thor missiles, starting in August, for the
purpose of training . . . and working-up the first squadron”. Even after

the first one was established in September 1958, however, there

doubts about the formation of further ones beyond  a second, for which
personnel had already been trained. S of S told the Minister of Defence

near

were

to

were
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on 19 January 1959 that “operationally” there were no grounds which

justified “our taking weapons for the second squadron”. Thor was

“still in the development stage. No single missile” had “as yet attempted

a full operational test or been tried out over the 1,500nm range”. He
considered that “in view of the administrative and training factors . . .

we should be Justified in accepting one more squadron”, but recom

mended that this “should not in any way commit us to taking the third

and fourth . . . until we are satisfied that the weapon development

programme is proceeding satisfactorily”*.
Because of such doubts as to ‘Thor’s operational capability, the Air

Staff had stuck to a literal interpretation of the Anglo-US Agreement,

that the missiles were being supplied for training purposes, but at a

meeting held by S of S on 27 April it was agreed that the position that

“the weapon was still only of training value” could no longer be held
“indefinitely with the Americans”. It was decided to send a team of

experts to the US “with the object of reporting to the Air Ministry and

the Ministry of Defence whether Thor was now operational”.
However, the relevant talks were held in the UK in May with Mr James

H Douglas, Secretary of the Air Force, though without prejudice to the

proposed visit to Washington, Mr Douglas welcoming “the proposal of

an early visit by a British team to consider the operational acceptability”

of Thor. But on the political level, the Foreign Secretary (Mr Selwyn

Lloyd) felt strongly that “no announcement about the operational state

of Thor should be made for the time being as he considered that such a
statement could have a harmful effect on the Geneva talks’’^. Clearly, at a
time of international discussions, in which the Russians were involved,

about a peace treaty with Germany, it could be prejudicial to

acknowledge publicly the operational capability of American missiles in

Britain. This point arose at a meeting held by S of S for Air on 16 July,

when it was said that “against the background of the Geneva talks it

still remained undesirable to make any announcement about the initial

operational capability of Thor”^.
Subsequently DCAS (Air Mshl Tuttle) met General Blanchard,

Commander, 7th Air Division, USAF, and on the 20th reported to S of S

that the latter “quite understood the problems involved in making a

statement about the capability of Thor at the present time”; then, two

' DCAS had also expressed some environmental and political doubts about the Thor

deployment. In a paper sent to S of S for Air on 19 Jun 58 he warned that “about 40
American citizens" would arrive and settle on Feltwell by the end of the month, their
numbers increasing progressively until there were about 400 by the end of the year: “you
will have seen AMStD's minute regarding the car caravan camp for them”. Also he said he
had been informed that the Thor missiles for the R-AF had “United States Air Force painted
on them instead of roundels”, which “could be quite embarrassing when they are noticed

by the people of Feltwell and the surrounding villages”. He was “arranging for re-painting,

subject to American agreement”.
“ Minute, PS to S of S/DUSI, 3 Jul 59. in Organisation and Establishment of Thor Units

(ID3/909/7 Pt 1).

■'* APS to S of S/PS to DCAS, 16 jul 59 (Ibid).
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days later, DCAS urged S of S that the provision of Thors for the third
and fourth squadrons should not be impeded. There was “a constant
flow of missiles”, he said;

“The Feltwell squadron is fully deployed, all the sites of the second

squadron at Hemswell capable of accepting missiles have their full
complement, and the Hemswell maintenance facility is also full. Unless
we call a halt to the steady flow of missiles from factory to the UK, . . .

our only course of action is to start storing missiles at Driffield, the

Headquarters of the third squadron. In view of the very encouraging
test results, there can be no reason for delaying the receipt of weapons
for the third and fourth squadrons, and I have therefore informed

Major General Blanchard that he may fly-in missiles ultimately
earmarked for the last two squadrons. Had I not done this, we would be

forced to suspend the flow of missiles early next week...”

Subsequently there were reports in the British press in early August
1959 about the operational state of Thor missiles, based on an article in

the 27 July issue of the US magazine Rockets and Missiles. On the 7th
there was one in the News Chronicle alleging that there was a US-UK

dispute as to whether or not warheads should be fitted to the Thors;
and later - in the 2 November issue of the Daily Express - Mr Chapman
Fincher averred that political disagreement between the UK and the US

had become so serious that it could imperil future military aid, and that

“for fear of souring relations with Kruschev, the Prime Minister has

ruled that the Thor rockets delivered ... a year ago cannot be declared

‘operational’”.
On the 3rd, in answer to a question from the Prime Minister about

“how matters stood about the operational capability of Thor”, the
Minister of Defence (Mr Harold Watkinson) said that they were

answering Press questions by saying that the Air Ministry had not

“completed all the technical examination needed” before the weapon
could be declared operational. Subsequently, with the approval of the
Prime Minister and the Minister of Defence, Thor’s operational

capability was publicly acknowledged on 9 December 1959 when the
Secretary of State for Air (Mr George Ward) stated in the Commons, in

reply to a Question, that “as a result of the test firings which have taken

place in the USA* and in the light of the progress made in the training

programme, we are now satisfied that Thor is able to take its place as

part of the operational front line of the Royal Air Force”.

A problem then arose as to the number of combat training launches

RAF personnel were to be allowed to do each year. Under the Thor

Agreement the US Government were responsible for providing missiles

for training, and the Air Ministry and 7th Air Division had agreed that

eight were required per year for CTLs; but on 18 December 1959 S of S
for Air informed the Minister of Defence that the US Secreatry of

' The Air Ministry Quarterly Liaison Report for July-September 59 said that a further
eight missile firings had taken place from Patrick AFB, Florida, seven had been successful.
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Defense had “for economy reasons” halved this number to four, and

asked if the Minister would make representations about “adhering to the

original programme”. In response to a letter of 12 January 1960 from
Mr Watkinson, the Secretary of Defense said that he was unable to

increase the limit of four launches per year for budgetary reasons, but

agreed with the Minister’s second point - that the missiles fired would

be taken from those deployed in the UK, not supplied direct from the

manufacturers. This reply was accepted by S of S with some

reservation: he pointed out to the Minister on 23 March that it would
not be until December 1960 that a fully modified missile taken from the

UK was fired at Vandenberg AFB. This would be alright provided the

tests were satisfactory; but only 14 more missiles would tlien remain to
be fired.

The other point raised about the Thors deployed by Bomber

Command - the fitting of warheads to them - was resolved on 10 May

1960 when the Minister of Defence gave his agreement to these being

fitted. At the end of March, prior to a meeting between the Minister and
the US Secretary of Defense, PS to S of S for Air had advised his

opposite number in the MoD that “certain American politicians” were

aware that warheads were not being fitted to Thors in the UK and that as

a result “a certain amount of pressure” was “building up in the USA”*

The British Thor deployment was sustained by a massive American

airlift; “one of the requirements of the specification was that Thor and

its support equipment should be air-transportable in aircraft like the
C-124 and C-133, and the 60 Thor supplied to Bomber Command . . .

were all delivered by air, representing a total airlift of more than 25m lb

(11,340,000kg) of missiles and ground support equipment^.”
Some idea of what was involved in this airlift can be gained from a

book on Thor, where the author thus describes the “means of delivery”
from California to the UK®:-

“That vital link had been developed to near perfection by the 1607th

Air Transport Wing of MATS’ Eastern Air Transport Force. They
learned the hard way, while hauling nearly 6,000 tons of missiles and

materiel for RAF Feltwell alone; that was approximately 300 C-124

flights, usually from Long Beach, California, by way of Dover AFB,

Delaware; Harmon AFB, Newfoundland; with possibly another stop at

Lajes AFB, in the Azores, depending on the load factor.

“Frequently, the cargo itself demanded tricky flying. Rate of descent,

for instance, was restricted to prevent pressure damage to Thor tanks.
And when AC Spark Plug guidance units were aboard, take-offs were

more exacting than ever.

“Costing thousands of dollars each, the guidance unit gyroscopes

were suspended in a lubricant which had to be maintained within

' Correspondence in Organisation and Establishment ofThor Units (.AHB ID3/909/7 pt 1).
Jane's All the World's Aircraft, 1960-61.

^ The Mighty Thor Missile in Readiness by Julian Hartt (Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1961).
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exacting temperature ranges throughout the flight. The control of this

depended on power from the C-124s after engine start and ground
power disconnection. To make sure that there was no drain of that vital

power supply, pilots had to keep their outboard engines throtded up to
l,200rpm even while waiting for take-off clearance. That meant they
had to keep their brakes set against the pull of the props. Again, to
prevent excessive power drain from the cargo, they only checked out the
airplane’s various power circuits after reaching level-off, and even then

checked items but one at a time. Contractors sent along ‘birdwatchers’,
as they quickly came to be known, on such deliveries to watch the gauges
for trouble. On landing, a battery system - saved for this moment —

was cut in to keep the heat within tolerable range until ground power
again could take over”.

This airlift had been organised under the aegis of the 7th Air
Division, SAC, whose history provides concise summaries of the main
stages:—*

“Under an early 1958 agreement, the United States and the United

Kingdom shared responsibility for the Thor missile program. The
United Kingdom agreed to build four bases and to man four Thor

squadrons, while the United States agreed to furnish the missiles and

provide training for the RAF crews. Effective 20 February, the 705th
Strategic Missile Wing (IRBM-Thor) was activated at Lakenheath RAF

Station and assigned to the 7th Air Division. It was responsible for

monitoring the Thor program and for providing technical assistance to

the four RAF squadrons. Thor training for RAF crews began at
Vandenbergon 15 September 1957”.

Named after General Hoyt S Vandenberg, USAF Chief of Staff

1948-53, this West coast facility - Vandenberg AFB — was constructed

primarily as a space base, for the launching of large satellites and space
vehicles in orbits which could not be readily achieved from Cape
Canaveral. From it, the USAF fired its first ballistic missile - a Thor — on

16 December 1958. A vivid description of the establishment and

geographical location of Vandenberg occurs in the book on Thor
already been quoted from.

It comments:—

“The keen foresight of Air Force planners .. . was a significant factor

in the early 1956 selection of Camp Cooke for transformation into

Vandenberg AFB. Just below Point Arguello, the Californian coast turns

sharply eastward. From there to the Straits of Magellan and Tierra del

Fuego at the southernmost tip of South America, the coast line of the

continent slants almost steadily eastward. That geographic fact makes

this middle seaward jut of California the one suitable point in the
continental United States where rockets can be fired due south without

endangering populated communities or friendly neighbors by falling

The Development of Strategic Air Command 1946-1971 (HQ, SAC, Offutt AFB, Nebraska).
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boosters or early ‘destructs’. Nothing but the sea stretches between

Vandenberg-Arguello and Antarctica”.
The SAC history recorded that, during 1959,

‘on 16 April an RAF crew launched its first Thor from Vandenberg
part of the training program. By the end of the year, three squadrons

of Thor IRBMs had been turned over to the Royal Air Force and were

operational in the United Kingdom”.
Then, in 1960, that

22 April, the fourth and final Thor squadron, which had been
trained at Vandenberg AFB, California, was accepted by the Royal Air
Force, thus completing the deployment of this IRBM to the United

Kingdom”.
A detailed description of how the Thors were deployed and operated

in RAF Bomber Command occurs in Chapter XXI of this history.

as

on
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CHAPTER XVIII

EXERCISES AND COMPETITIONS; DISPERSAL
TECHNIQUES; LIFE IN THE V-FORCE

By the end of 1958, when Anglo-American co-operation in strategic
nuclear warfare roles had been fully established  — with agreements on
the co-ordination of strike plans, the supply of US atomic weapons to
the UK, the deployment of Thor IRBMs in Britain and co-operation
on the uses of atomic energy for mutual defence purposes (under a
US-UK agreement signed on 3 July 1958) - the V-force of Bomber

Command had grown to 15 squadrons. In No 1 Group there were three

of Vulcan B.ls — Nos 83 at Waddington, 101 at Finningley and 617 at
Scampton; in No 3 Group there were two of Victor B.ls, Nos 10 and

15, both at Cottesmore, and all seven Valiant B.l squadrons - Nos 7
and 90 at Honington, 148, 207 and 214 at Marham, and 49 and 138 at

Wittering. In addition there were Valiants in No 18 Squadron (part of
the ECM force) at Honington and they equipped No 543 Squadron at
Wyton (part of the Bomber Command Strategic Reconnaissance Wing).
At this time, too, guided missile units appeared in the RAF Order of

Battle - including the first two Thor squadrons. No 77 at Feltwell,

which had received its first missile on 19 September and 13 more by the
end of the year, and No 97 at Hemswell, which did not actually re
form until 22 July 1959.

Also in this period the RAF stations used by USAF Strategic Air
Command - Fairford and Brize Norton in Oxfordshire and Greenham
Common in Berkshire — were crowded with B-47s under the dispersal
programme, organised to counter the Soviet missile threat. As the

history of SAC described it:

“During the tremendous expansion of the early and mid-fifties, bases

had become overcrowded, with some of them supporting as many as 90
B-47s and 40 KC-97s‘. ... As the Russian missile threat became more

pronounced and warning time became less, SAC bases presented

increasingly attractive targets. It was necessary to break up these large
concentrations of aircraft and scatter them throughout more bases ”

Later, referring to “termination of B-47 rotational training”, the
history says:

“The success of the ground alert program and Reflex Action

prompted SAC to discontinue the 90-day rotational training program
that had characterised B-47 operations since 1953. The 100th Bomb

Wing, the last B-47 wing to become combat ready, was the last B-47

wing to perform the 90-day rotational training. This assignment was

conducted at Brize Norton RAF Station . . . from early January to

early April. Upon departure of the 100th, B-47 Reflex operations

Piston-engined tankers, superseded by KC-135 jet tankers.
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began at Brize Norton. Reflex had already commenced in early January
at Greenham Common and Fairford”*.

These Reflex operations took place in 1958 and involved, rather than

complete wings, a small number of aircraft from several wings. The
SAC history has recounted that in July 1957
“Reflex Action commenced with four Second Air Force Wings

sending five B-47s each to Sidi Slimane Air Base, French Morocco.

This new system of operation was based on the premise that a few crews

and aircraft on ground alert at oversea bases would be more effective

than maintaining entire wings at these bases on 90-day rotational
training assignments. If successful, SAC planned to replace the 90-day

rotational program at all oversea bases with Reflex Action, with aircraft
and crews being frequently rotated from bases in the United States..
The presence of B-47s in the UK, together with the V-bombers and

Thors - a very visible presence to anyone flying over England at light
aircraft level (2,000-3,000 ft) in the late 1950s-early 1960s and seeing
the Oxfordshire/Berkshire airfields crowded with distinctively-shaped
B-47s and the white Valiants, Vulcans and Victors on V-force bases and

white Thors pointing skywards, meant that greater destructive power

was concentrated on UK bases than at any time since the Second World

War; and it was to increase, as the number of V-bombers grew and the
total of Thors delivered rose to the 60 which had been allotted.

As an indication of the scale of logistics involved in the latter

operation, HQ Bomber Command’s ORB for May 1959 reported that
“since the beginning of the project, the supply Air Movements Section
has turned round 178 USAF transport aircraft and handled 2,490 tons

of equipment” - in relation to No 97 Squadron at Hemswell; and in
June, referring to No 98 Squadron at Driffield, the ORB said that

“during the month 21 USAF transport aircraft were turned round,

involving 355 tons of equipment. Other USAF equipment received by
sea, rail and road totalled 707 tons”.

Speaking in the defence debate in the Commons on 26 February 1959
the Minister of Defence (Mr Duncan Sandys) quoted the Commander-

in-Chief of the USAF Strategic Air Command (General Thomas S
Power) as saying that

“The British V-bomber force, with its high-performance jet aircraft
and thermonuclear weapons, is an essential element of the Western

deterrent and it has an important place in our joint operational plans,
which are now fully co-ordinated.
“Should the free world ever be attacked by the Soviet Union, rapid

reaction would be vital. Having regard to Britain’s closer proximity,
we rely on her V-bombers to provide an important part of the first

wave of the Allied retaliatory force. I am therefore particularly glad

to observe the steadily growing combat capability and state of

* Reflex Action, started in 1957, was the deployment of a few B-47s instead of the 90-day

rotational assignment of whole wings.
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readiness of RAF Bomber Command”.

Operational readiness was a matter which was to exercise the Air Staff

and Bomber Command HQ during the late 1950s.

For Bomber Command in its V-force period, the readiness was all:
training, exercises, maintenance, accommodation and hours of duty all
tended to this one end - the ability to get a fully operational V-bomber
off the ground in the minimum time possible, so as to give the force
invulnerability from attack in order to fulfil its nuclear deterrent role.

In this aspect of quick reaction the V-force revived the “scramble”

techniques of wartime Fighter Command. For Bomber Command the

implications of introducing a 24hr, seven-day-a-week quick reaction

alert system throughout the squadrons were far-reaching, particularly
as they involved manpower. The AOC in C Bomber Command (Air

Mshl K B B Cross) told VCAS (Air Mshl Sir Edmund Hudleston) in a

letter of 26 June 1959 that a good deal of progress had been made

readiness; there was an impressive list of re-organisation and action on
many items. But “the one stumbling block of manpower shortages
dominates all else” - so much so that improvements in actual readiness

capability in the squadrons since the previous July had been
“lamentably slow”.

The C in C referred to a request^ he had had from the Minister of
Defence (Mr Duncan Sandys) to send him a note on the readiness

position of the medium bomber squadrons in the Command, the

attendant problems not being new ones. “My predecessor in January,
and both of us since,® have warned the Air Ministry about the effects on
our readiness of the shortages in the supply of aircrew servicing chiefs,
air radar fitters, and in some of the non-technical trades”. He said that

the supply of ASCs was “a sorry story”, and unless some drastic action
were taken he could not forecast the effects after about nine months.

over

In an enclosed Progress Report on the Readiness of the Medium

Bomber Force the historical background outlined made clear the
stresses which would be imposed on the available resources of
manpower:—

“On 7 July 1958 Bomber Command was directed to introduce a

readiness capability into the medium bomber squadrons which would
meet the following conditions:—

(a) Strategic Warning: 24 hours’ notice, after which 75 per cent of
the force should be at readiness, armed and dispersed.

(b) Tactical Warning: 40 minutes, capable of being sustained for
one month, and/or 15 minutes sustained for one week.

‘ Hansard Cols 1414-1424

* Made verbally on 19 June, when the Minister visited Cottesmore and flew in a Victor of No
10 Squadron on an NBS/RBS bombing attack.
^ Air Chief Mshl Sir Harry Broadhurst relinquished the appointment of AOC in C

Bomber Command on 20 May 1959 and was succeeded by AVM K B B Cross. AOC No 3
Group, with the acting rank of Air Marshal.
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(c) On notification of an emergency, the generation rate of all
medium bomber aircraft on the strength of stations was to be

20 per cent in two hours, 40 per cent in four hours, 60 per
cent in eight hours, 75 per cent in 24 hours.

id) The above conditions were to be met at any time of the day,
weekends or holidays throughout the year. Six additional

airfields were to be provided to bring the total number,

including six operational Class 1 bases, up to 36 airfields.
“These instructions were confirmed at a meeting called by the Minister

of Defence with the Secretary of State for Air on 21 July 1958.
“The Command was subsequently directed to submit the revised

establishments required at medium bomber bases to the Air Ministry

for approval, and an analysis of the manpower requirement for
readiness and the introduction of the two-shift/18hr system was

completed. This analysis revealed that the dates by which the readiness
capability of the medium bomber squadrons would be governed by the
supply of manpower, particularly aircraft servicing chiefs and technicians
for the servicing of the navigation and bombing systems..

The provision of a limited number of additional personnel at a cost of
about £50,000 a year to enable the bomber force to maintain the same
state of readiness over weekends and holidays as during the working

week was one of the “specific measures to increase the readiness of
Bomber Command” approved by the Defence Committee on 21 July
1958. The others were “to assist the Force to maintain a 15-minute

readiness to a period of up to seven days by providing sleeping quarters

adjacent to aircraft at main bases” and the provision of six additional
dispersal airfields.
At the end of his letter to VCAS, the C in C commented that the

current position over the readiness of the MB squadrons was that one

squadron could meet the requirements then, six more would meet them
by the end of the year and a further five by April 1960. For the rest,
he could not forecast, but he thought it fair to say that all the medium

bomber squadrons
“if warned now during the working week, could meet the aircraft

generation rates needed, and some disperse themselves; though they
could not all be prepared on arrival in the time required, or be

maintained for the full periods needed”.

In addition to the manning problems which occupied the C in C

Bomber Command during the latter half of 1959 in his correspondence

with VCAS, other factors which would help to reduce the MB force
reaction time were being dealt with, as evidenced by a minute from

DGO to ACAS(Ops) on 22 October, saying that

“A request has been received from HQ Bomber Command for the

addition of turning loops at runway ends at dispersal stations Pershore

There seems to be a word missing in this last sentence although the sense is dear.
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and Leeming. These will enable ‘stream’ take-offs instead of back

tracking and take-off by individual or pairs of aircraft. The loops will
permit a reduction in take-off time of, possibly, five to eight minutes for
four aircraft

“Planning of the works services required at Pershore and Leeming is
going ahead ..
On 2 November the Director of Bomber, Ballistic Missiles and

Reconnaissance Operations wrote to the AOC in C Bomber Command

to say that a trial was required

“to determine the minimum take-off time for a dispersed flight of
V-aircraft under the following conditions:—

(a) Cockpit readiness awaiting scramble order;

(b) Aircraft positioned on runway or immediately adjacent to
take-off point.

“The interval of elapsed time between the executive instructions and

‘wheels up’ for the first and last aircraft is to be recorded together with
such information, stemming from the trial, which you may deem
valuable for planning purposes”.
In a comment to DGO on his minute of 22 October about turning

loops at Pershore and Leeming to help to reduce reaction time, ACAS

(Ops) said in his reply of 6 November* that the construction of readiness

platforms at either end of a main runway was “by far the best method of

getting aircraft off in the short interval of time commensurate with the
kind of threat we may expect in the future”. He added that Bomber
Command had been instructed to conduct trials to determine the

minimum reaction time for aircraft at cockpit readiness positioned at
runway thresholds; and at the end of his minute said he would inform

DGO of “any change in Air Staff policy which calls for the planning of
ORPs as a general requirement”.

Writing to CAS on 9 November about the provision of recreational
facilities at Bomber Command stations to alleviate the long periods of
duty by personnel there, the AOC in C said that the Alert and
Readiness scheme, after initial delays, was now “well under way” — the
first two stations had started and others would follow, until by June 1960

eight should be taking part. The scheme required the presence on the
station of sufficient personnel to bring to readiness in 24 hours a high
proportion of aircraft on the station, and the commitment would

continue for 365 days in the year. He commented that “restriction on

the liberty of individuals on such a scale, added to the inconvenience of

working an 18-hour/two-shift system, particularly against the background
of an almost universal five-day week, is bound to become a real hardship
as time goes on”. Hence the need for recreational facilities, which he
went on to outline.

' Delayed, he explained, “in order that further discussions might be held with Bomber
Command”. Ref F.l lO/Ops.
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Other aspects of medium bomber reaction times being studied at this

period were engine starting times* and the provision of dispersal
airfields — of which there were to be 30, ACAS (Ops) minuting VCAS on
14 December 1959:

“On the current dispersal plan, work has progressed to the stage

where 16 airfields are now ready for use, a further eight on which

planning has reached an advanced stage but on which no construction
work has yet started would become available during 1960, and the final

six for which we have not yet received Treasury approval will not be
available before 1961 ”2.

He suggested, however, that in view of a possible change in policy to
meet a lower reaction time than the 15 minutes currently being planned

for, work might be suspended at the remaining dispersal airfields until

the policy had been reviewed.
Early in 1960 the AOC in C reported to the Air Ministry that the

Medium Bomber Force had from 1 February a readiness capability

covering both weekends/public holidays and weekdays, commenting
that

“Exercises have indicated that, although initial generation rates are

slower than those it was originally hoped could be achieved, the

requirement of 75 per cent of the Force to be armed and ready within

24 hours can confidently be expected should it be called upon in an

emergency to come to readiness during weekdays.

“In order to achieve a readiness capability over weekends and public
holidays, 25 per cent of the available aircraft are held at two hours’

readiness during these periods with supporting ground and air crews
even though the two-flight/two-shift system is not yet fully operative

throughout the Command. . . .

While these procedures were being brought into practice, a long-term
view of future prospects was expressed by ACAS (Ops) (AVM John

Grandy) in a letter to SASO, Bomber Command (AVM TAB Parselle),

on 15 February.** He said that planning for the MBF, in conjunction with
the IRBM force,

“must be towards the acquisition of an airborne ballistic missile either

in long-endurance aircraft or aircraft with almost instantaneous

reaction time based on tactical warning of ballistic missile attack from
BMEWS. . . .5

“One aspect of the problems which will undoubtedly arise is that of
low-level penetration of Russian air defences. This has already been

»3

' A/DOR(A) on 7 Dec 59 quoted 105 sec for starting the remaining three engines of the Mk
1 V-bombers while taxying on one, 35 sec for those of a Mk 2 Vulcan and 105 sec for those
of a Mk 2 Victor.

Facilities required included domestic and technical accommodation, bulk fuel installation,
WT masts, ECM storage and electronics centre.
* Letter to US of S, Air Ministry, 8 Feb 60.
■* F. 1351 (S)/Ops. AVM Grandy was subsequently to become AOC in C Bomber Command

(1963-65).
® The BMEW station at Fylingdales became operational in 1963.
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referred to by VCAS in his correspondence with your C in C concerning
the SAC Bombing Competition, and it would seem to be being tackled
seriously by the Americans.* Other aspects include technical and

organisational requirements to ensure the rapid reaction necessary to
make use of the information BMEWS can give us^.
“While I would certainly not wish to suggest that we should interfere

in any way with the responsibilities of the Command in these matters,

I feel that considerable benefit would accrue if the problems confron

ting us could be studied jointly by your Headquarters and the Air
Ministry. .. .”
The Minister of Defence had called for six-monthly reports on the

state of readiness of Bomber Command, from January 1960 onwards^,

and in the report for 1 July - 31 December 1959 it was stated that the

increasing missile threat would make it necessary to reduce the 15-
minute readiness capability to about three minutes, which could be
achieved with cockpit readiness; also that the introduction of operational
readiness platforms was now being planned jointly by Bomber Command
and the Air Ministry.

This report also referred to support facilities at dispersal airfields
(when General Thomas D White, USAF Chief of Staff, visited RAF

Cottesmore on 17 June 1959 he was shown a simulated dispersal camp,
with operations caravan, signals and scramble facilities); to the inability

to disperse medium bombers armed with Project ‘E’ (US) weapons, a

problem already referred to in this history; to communications,
including further facilities which the missile threat would demand — like
telescramble direct to aircraft being held at cockpit readiness, and

improved conference facilities between the Air Ministry, Bomber
Command and Air Defence Operations Centres and between the

AOC in C and the two Group Commanders; and to two exercises which

had been held during the six-month (July-December) period — Mick, in

July, to practise the alert and arming procedures without the dispersal
of aircraft; and Mayflight II, in November, to practise all aspects of
the Bomber Command readiness plan. (“As you are aware”, one of

Wittering’s wing commanders put it to another in June 1961, “Mayflight

is virtually a pre-planned Mick plus the actual dispersing of aircraft”.)^

Later in 1960 proposals were put forward to increase the reality of
Bomber Command alert exercises by carrying-out no-notice dispersal
of the MBF under the code-name Micky Finn - an intensification of

Mick and Mayflight, the new idea (and its implications) being set out

’ The establishment of seven special air routes over which SAC bombers would fly low-level

training missions was jointly announced by SAC and the FAA in November 1959 {The
Development of Strategic Air Command, 1946-1971).
* Fylingdales, the AOC in C stated in February 1963, would increase the warning lime to

eight minutes.

^ Minute. DCDSA^CAS. 30 July 59 (RWM/889) in 90/18 Operational Readiness of the RAF.

Minute, Wg Cdr Ops/Wg Cdr Admin, Wittering, 6 June 61 in IIH1/243/2/2 (Pi 2) RAF
Wittering Bomber Command Alert and Readiness Plan —Policy).
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in a letter to VCAS from the AOC in C on 28 October in which he

explained that, so far,
“Alert exercises have fallen into two classes

(a) ‘No notice’ exercises such as Exercise ‘Mick’ which have been

conducted within the Command’s resources except for the
supply of weapons by Maintenance Command and the USAE

These exercises have necessarily stopped short of dispersal of
the Force.

(b) Exercises of the ‘Mayflight’ type which have included all

aspects of the dispersal plan up to and including the scramble
but which have been planned for and known about some time
in advance.

“Both types of exercise have limitations and the ability of the Force to

react within the time laid down can only be properly tested by a ‘no
notice’ exercise of the Mayflight type. Moreover, to obtain a true
picture, such exercises should be held both on a normal working day

and also during a weekend. It would then be possible to test, inter alia,
the following vital aspects of the Bomber Command Alert and
Readiness Plan:—

(a) The Command’s ability to disperse without prior warning.

(b) The plan and procedure for recalling personnel who are away
on weekend leave,

(c) Transport Command’s ability to find the necessary aircraft at
short notice.

(d) The ability of the various dispersal airfields, which belong to
the Ministry of Aviation and other Services and Commands,

to react rapidly and to provide the necesssary airfield facilities
out of working hours and without previous warning.

(e) The ability of the Air Commander, Home Defence Forces, to

supply the necessary reinforcements”.

The AOC in C went on to say that there were so many agencies

involved in no-notice exercises of this scope — Exercise Micky Finn, his
letter was headed - that they could only be initiated with special authority
from the Air Ministry. He asked for consideration of the proposal, and
said that if it were agreed in principle, staff work on the details could
begin.
This overriding obsession with operational readiness, to demonstrate

the reality of the MBF in its strategic nuclear deterrent role, was

reflected in the work of the squadrons in achieving and maintaining
combat readiness - both of aircraft and crews. A study of the ORBs
(Operations Record Books) of three of the Main Force squadrons, plus
personal recollections of former crew members, shows the kind of

exercises and training being done during 1960. To give a differential
cross-section, and to show that there were common denominators, a

squadron of each type of V-bomber has been studied - in fact the first of

each type to be formed: No 138 (Valiants) at Wittering, No 83 (Vulcans)
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at Waddington and No 10 (Victors) at Cottesmore. Certain kinds of

exercise were common to all three, and therefore presumably to other
squadrons - station exercises. Group exercises (Groupex), Command
exercises (for example Exercise Yeoman, a major UK air defence
exercise, in May) and Nato exercises (like Fallex, in September). So
were the routine training sorties - profiles,* Compex (in preparation
for Command bombing and navigation competitions), RBS (radar

bomb site) sorties and continuation training flights. Common too were

the Lone Ranger and Western Ranger flights by single aircraft - the
former eastwards, to Wildenrath, Luqa, El Adem, Nairobi, Salisbury
the Persian Gulf; the latter westwards, chiefly to Offutt AFB, Nebraska

- designed to prove the mobility and independence from base facilities

of the medium bombers and their crews. Other regular exercises were
Kingpin^ and Kinsman, the latter a squadron dispersal as opposed to
Mayflight, which was a Command dispersal exercise. In each case the

squadrons had their appointed dispersal airfields: No 138 went to
Gaydon,^ No 83 to Leeming and No 10 to Boscombe Down; normally,
four aircraft and crews were dispersed. A reference in the last-named

squadron’s ORB to Exercise Mayflight III in July almost reflects the

AOC in C’s reference to “exercises of the ‘Mayflight’ type’’ in his
letter to VCAS, referring to “a BCAR [Bomber Command Alert and

Readiness] exercise in which, on receipt of the relevant alert, certain

aircraft and crews were detached as rapidly as possible to the dispersal
airfield. .. ’’. Or, in an earlier reference to Kinsman (during June), “the
purpose of the exercise was to practise day-to-day operating from
Boscombe Down, which is the squadron’s dispersal airfield under the

BCAR plan’’.
A full list of 36 medium bomber dispersal airfields approved for

Operational Readiness Platforms, circulated in February 1962, showed
the following three categories: —
Class 1 Airfields with ORPs and Facilities for Four Aircraft:

Finningley
Coningsby

Honington

Scampton

Wittering
Cottesmore

Waddington

Gaydon

Wyton

or

‘ A staple ingredient of V-force training, these were basically long cross-country flights into
which simulated testing circumstances were injected, like emergencies or diversions,

monthly Command exercise.
* Pershore and Middleton St George were also used, but in Sep 61 these were changed to

Filton and Yeovilton.
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Dispersal Airfields with ORPs and Facilities for Four Aircraft:
Burtonvvood
Bedford

St Mawgan
Ballykelly
Kinloss

Dispersal Airfields with ORPs and Facilities for Two Aircraft:
Filton

Leconfield

Leuchars

Lossiemouth

Boscombe Down

Pershore

Cranwell

Middleton St George
Yeovilton

Leeming
Llanbedr

Coltishall

Valley
Manston

Brawdy

Lyneham
Wattisham

Stansted

Elvington
Prestwick
Machrihanish

Bruntingthorpe

In circulating this list, HQ Bomber Command commented

“The present Bomber Command dispersal airfields were developed

in 1959 to enable the Medium Bomber Force to operate at 15-minute
readiness. The threat of ballistic missile attack has now made necessary

an organisation to enable the MBF to be launched within the warning

period to be expected from the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System
(BMEWS) which will be ready at Fylingdales in 1963*. This warning

period can be as little as three minutes, depending on the type of missile
attack. . . .

“To take advantage of reduced warning times, operational readiness

platforms and associated equipment have been designed to enable
aircraft to stand adjacent to the runway.. . .

“A building programme is now in hand for the construction of ORPs

and supporting facilities at 36 airfields”^.

' Operational 17 Sep 63.
“ List and letter in IIH1/243/2/2 RAF Wittering Bomber Command Alert and Readiness

Plan - Policy.
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In February 1960 the AOC in C Bomber Command (Air Mshl Sir

Kenneth Cross) reported to the Air Ministry that the MBF had a

readiness capability covering both vveekends/public holidays and
weekdays. He said that exercises had indicated that, although initial
generation rates were slower than those it was originally hoped could be

achieved, the requirement of 75% of the Force to be armed and ready
within 24 hours could “confidently be expected” should it be called

upon in an emergency to come to readiness during weekdays.
He went on to explain that, in order to achieve a readiness capability

over weekends and public holidays, 25% of the available aircraft were
held at two hours’ readiness during these periods with supporting
ground and air crews, even though the two-flight/two-shift system was

not yet fully operative throughout the Command ‘.
It was noted in mid-1960 that daily average serviceability of the

Vulcan was about 39% of the MBF, and of the Victor about 33%. The

Valiant had a serviceability rate of 57%. In a minute conveying these

figures to VCAS (Air Mshl E C Hudleston) on 30 June, S of S for Air
(Mr G R Ward) commented that they compared poorly with the
standard of 75% or over “which we have assumed for our studies of the

future capability of the deterrent force”, adding: “In my view it casts
doubts on our capacity to mount an effective contribution to the
deterrent with 72 Vulcans”^.

In his reply, on 7 July*, VCAS commented that the Monthly Summary
which S of S had seen did not reflect the Command’s true capability to

meet the requirement of having 75% or more of the Force serviceable
and “combat ready” within 24hr of strategic warning of global war.

What the figures did show, he said, was that “we can meet the essential
readiness requirement of 20% of the Force available within two hours of

receipt of warning”. He commented further on 27 July, after Exercise

Mayflight III, that the Command’s capability to generate the planned

proportion of combat-ready aircraft had “considerably improved” since
the previous year’s Mayflight exercise’*.
In addition to their Western Ranger flights, the V-bombers were also

familiar with North American skies through their participation in the

USAF Strategic Air Command bombing competitions. The first in

which they took part, in 1957, has already been referred to; the next was
in 1958, at March AFB, California, from 13 to 18 October, when two

Valiant teams, each with two aircraft and four crews, competing in the
B-52 class, did well - one coming 7th overall, out of 41 teams, and

the other 20th overall. In the overall crew placings, Sqn Ldr R W

' Correspondence in ID9/90/18 Operational Readiness of the RAF.
* Ibid.
® Ibid.

■* Not only the V-bombers were involved in readiness exercises. For example, in 1960
Varsities and Hastings from the BC Bombing School, Lindholme, provided transport
support in Mayflight V (7-9 May) and Mickey Finn (20-22 Sep) respectively.
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Richardson of No 148 Sqn came ninth out of 164 individual crews,
Wg Cdr S Baker (CO, No 138 Squadron) 12th and Wg Cdr F C D Wright

(CO, No 148 Squadron) 30th. A remarkable tribute was paid to the Valiant

crews from the two Marham-based squadrons in a US newspaper. The
Boston Herald, which said in its editorial column on 18 October:—

“Out at Riverside, California, a British bombing team placed seventh

in this year’s ‘World Series’ of high-altitude bombing, scoring 1379.7

points against the first place 1520 points. In the first of the three runs

the Royal Air Force team, under Wing Commander Sidney Baker, came
in third.

“Is this good? Well, the Americans had 140 Strategic Air Command
crews in the contest, four from each of 35 bases, while the British had

just four teams altogether. The Americans were on home grounds; the
British in unfamiliar region.
“On each of three nights the crews are sent off on simulated bombing

missions. The first target, for instance, was a specified corner of a Butte,

Montana, department store. Observers equipped with electronic tracking
devices determine the accuracy of the strikes, and other points are

added to the score for navigation.

“It is a terrifically exacting test, demanding the utmost in equipment
designing, crew training and command skill. Targets are a precise point,

like the geometric center of a gasometer in Windsor, Ont....

“The Royal Air Force has more than met the test....”

In London, S of S for Air (Mr George Ward) minuted the Prime
Minister on 4 November:—

“In view of your interest last year you may like to have a brief report

on the participation by the Royal Air Force crews in this year’s SAC

bombing and navigation competition.
“41 teams entered, 39 from the United States Air Force and two from

the Royal Air Force. Each team consisted of four crews.

“All crews flew the same route, which involved attacking three targets

followed by an astro-navigation leg of about 950 miles.
“Our best individual crews came 9th, 12th and 30th out of 164. In the

team events our two Wings were grouped with ten B-52 Wings and they
came 3rd and 8th in their class and 7th and 20th overall out of the 41

Wings.

“These are very good results, and what is particularly encouraging is

the very marked reduction in the bombing and navigation errors as
compared with previous competitions. These reductions are doubly

pleasing because the conditions under which the competition was flown
were much more severe.

“Although they were operating far from their main bases the

unserviceability of the bombing equipment of the Valiants was better

than that of any of the American Wings. There was no airframe or
engine unserviceability’’.

S of S included a copy of the comments by The Boston Herald, and the

Prime Minister replied on the 5th: “I am delighted. Well done” - a
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The annual competitions held in Bomber Command were compre
hensive and exacting. In the 1962 Bombing and Navigation Competition

the targets included the south-west corner of a hangar on Ouston
airfield in Northumberland, the centre of the footbridge at Hooton

railway station in Cheshire and the centre of the road junction in
Enford village on Salisbury Plain'. Each squadron entered the final
round with a two-crew team, each crew making one competition flight,

starting with a scramble from their home base, then a high-altitude

profile which included an astro-navigation leg and three simulated
blind-bombing attacks scored by RBS (radar bomb sites). During these
attacks the crews encountered NBS jamming and had to use their ECM

against ground radar and make an evasive bombing run.
The flight profile started with a navigation stage which took the

V-bombers to a point off the Netherlands coast, then north-eastwards to

a point off the Danish coast, northwards over Norway then south-
westwards to Glasgow and Northern Ireland and eastwards back to
Scotland and Newcastle where the first bombing target was; their

attacks were scored by the RBS units at Ouston, Haydock and Larkhill.

From the last target a leg ran east by north to a point over south-east
London.

The 1963 competition (held 20-24 April) was renamed the Bomber
Command Combat Proficiency Competition and was described by the

AOC in C (Air Mshl Sir Kenneth Cross) as an “annual stocktaking of

our Operational State ... an opportunity for crews and squadrons to
show what they are worth in the most stringent conditions, short of

actual operations”.
The new title had been introduced, the competition brochure

explained, not only because it helped to describe the content of the

competition more accurately but to emphasise that there were “factors
other than bombing and navigation . . . equally vital to the success of an

operational sortie in war”.
The competition had a preliminary phase, flown during the first

three months of the year, when all the competing squadrons (Nos 9, 10,
12, 15, 27, 35, 44, 49, 50, 55, 83, 100, 101, 139, 148, 207 and 617) had

to complete 12 sorties - consisting of a scramble take-off, communications

test, navigation stage followed by two bombing runs, and an ECM test -
to decide the award of the Medium Bomber Squadron Efficiency

Trophy^.
The final phase of the competition was made up of navigation,

bombing and ECM tests like those in the former Bombing and

Navigation Competition. Targets were the signpost at the junction of

Bomber Command Bombing and Navigation Competitions AHB ID9/982/5 W6-folder
toPt2.

^ Presented to Bomber Command by No 460 (RAAF) Sqn Association to commemorate
over a thousand aircrew killed in action whilst flying with the squadron during the Second
World War.
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Emms Hill Lane and East Crane Row in the Ouston RBS complex, and
the centre of a school quadrangle on the south-east outskirts of

Knighton, Radnorshire. The navigation stage started from a point

north-east of the Norfolk coast, went straight up the North Sea between
the Shetlands and Norway, then westwards on to a parallel track down

through the north of Scotland to Glasgow. A communications test en

route required AEOs to record a message consisting of 50 four-letter
groups transmitted from the Bomber Command W/T Control Centre at

a speed of 22 wpm.

No 83 Sqn also reported a special trial during April 1960 —
simultaneous four-engine starting, to reduce the scramble take-off time

— and in May Fit Lt M C Hempstead and his crew, who had been doing

the trials, got airborne 57 seconds after the scramble order had been
given.

Thus were the policies adumbrated at Command HQ and Air Staff

levels, to improve the operational readiness of the medium bomber
force*, put into practice by the squadrons in trials, training, exercises and
operations.

Significantly also, new equipment - in the shape of Mk 2 Vulcans and

Victors - was shortly to be introduced into the V-force. During August

1960 the ORB of No 83 Sqn noted that it was to be located at

Waddington (where it had been based since becoming the first Vulcan

unit in the V-force) during the conversion of crews and re-equipment

with Mk 2s, but was to be redeployed to Scampton from 10 October,
subject to the completion of training and equipment with the new type.
This was the shape of things to come, when No 83 Sqn was re-formed

at Scampton on 10 October as the first Vulcan B.2 squadron^. It was the
shape not only of Vulcan and Victor B.2 squadrons but also of the

Blue Steel force - the B.2s armed with stand-off weapons.

' In 1961, when all RAF Commands were asked to report on their Alert and Readiness
Plans, the AOC in C Bomber Command (Air Mshl Sir Kenneth Cross) told VCAS (Air Chf
Mshl Sir Edmund Hudleston) in a letter of 9 Sep that 76% of his aircraft were expected to be
available in 24hr, 86% in 48hr and 91% in 72hr (AHB file 1D9/90/18 Operational Readiness
in the RAF Jan 61-Nov 62). On 13 Jul 61 the Minister of Defence (Mr Harold Watkinson)
had approved proposals for improving the readiness of the Mk 2 V-bombers by giving them
simultaneous engine starting. This involved modifying their compressed-air starling system,
which had to be done by the manufacturers under the aegis of an R&D project, as opposed
to modification of the electrical starting systems of the Mk 1 aircraft which could be done by
Service engineering resources on V-force stations, enabling all engines of the Mk 1/1 As to be
started within 30sec (Ibid).
^ In 1961, Scampton-based B.2s of Nos 83 and 27 Sqns penetrated US air defences “at a

very high level" in Exercise Skyshield, the SAC/NORAD air defence exercise, the former
operating from Lossiemouth and the latter from Kindley AFB (No 1 Group history).
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CHAPTER XIX

Mk 2 V-BOMBERS AND THE REDUCTION OF
THE VICTOR B.2 ORDER

The introduction of Mk 2 V-bombers into the V-force from 1960

onwards — No 230 OCU receiving its first Vulcan B.2 on 1 July and No

83 Squadron its first on 23 December* and No 232 OCU (at Cottesmore)
its first Victor B.2 on 1 November 1961 and its second on the 7th — did

not reflect simply an engineering development of Vulcan/Victor B.ls

into the more powerful B.2s, with engines producing almost twice as
much thrust (20,0001b as against 11,001b). Behind this Bomber

Command accession of strength lay years of debate at Cabinet and

Ministerial level on major issues affecting the medium bomber force -
its ultimate size, and the numbers of each type which should form its

front line; its viability, resulting not only from numbers and quick-

reaction procedures but also from penetrative capability with the B.2s
and Blue Steel stand-off bomb; and its cost, in relation to overall

defence expenditure. In a word, there was nothing automatic about

bringing-in the B.2s, with their respective engine programmes - Bristol
Siddeley Olympus for the Vulcan and Rolls-Royce Conway for the
Victor. (The Vulcan B.ls also had Olympus engines, but the Victor B.ls

had Armstrong Siddeley Sapphires.) Their introduction resulted from
Air Staff thinking about the continuing validity of the British

independent airborne strategic nuclear deterrent force in an
environment of increasingly more sophisticated Soviet missile defences.

(On 1 May 1960 the American U-2 pilot F G Powers had been shot down

by a surface-to-air missile when flying over the USSR at 65—70,000ft, a

higher operating altitude than the V-bombers had been designed for^.)
After the B.2s came into squadron service they formed, from 1962/63
onwards, the Vulcan/Victor Blue Steel force. Had the Skybolt ALBM

(air-launched ballistic missile) been put into production by the
Americans the Vulcan B.2s would have carried two each, supported by

Blue Steel-carrying Victors.
Ministerial discussions on the ultimate size of the V-force had been

going on since 1954. At that time the Air Minister (Lord De I’lsle and
Dudley VC) had pressed for a front line of 240 medium bombers, and

in a memorandum of 4 April 1955 the Minister of Defence (Mr Harold
Macmillan - shortly to be succeeded by Mr Selwyn Lloyd) supported
him. This memorandum came before the Cabinet Defence Committee

‘ Re-equipment of the Waddington Wing with B.2s began on 23 Dec 65 when Wg Cdr J
Pembridge, OC No 50 Sqn, flew the first from Woodford to Waddington.

This incident “spelt the end of the high-altitude bomber. The same missile that shot
down the U-2 . . . also shot down the XB-70 programme and forced conversion of the B-52
to a low-altitude mission” (The Wild Blue, by Steven L Thompson and Walter J Boymen;
Century Hutchinson, 1987).
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on 2 May, and the Committee authorised the placing of orders for a
further 50 aircraft for the Medium Bomber Force, and agreed that crew

training should be based on the assumption that the ultimate front line

strength of the force should be 240; but it decided to resume

consideration of the final figure.
The size of the MBF, and the possible development of the Vulcan and

Victor as part of it, were questions that continued to be debated during

1955 and 1956 and were not finally answered until 1957. In October

1955 the Air Minister argued strongly that the number of medium
bombers should not be reduced below 200, putting the case for this in

the contexts of Nato and the Western strategic nuclear deterrent.
Writing to the Minister of Defence (Mr Selwyn Lloyd) on the 5th he
said:-

“The sanction behind Nato is not the number of divisions which can

be fielded by the Allied Powers. The field forces are inferior in number
to the Russian and satellite forces. . . .

“The sanction is the hydrogen bomb and the means of delivery. The

American Strategic Air Command was designed to knock Russia out
over a period of 30 days. The Americans have admitted in private that

they are under-insured for this task. A properly balanced and effective

British medium bomber force has an integral and vital part to play in
the Deterrent.. . .

“I have given reasons why, in the view of the Air Ministry, this force
ought not on military grounds to be reduced below 200 aircraft. It

seems to me that whatever else is marginal in our defence plans,
including some of the other functions of the Royal Air Force*, this really
essential element must stand”.

A decision to proceed with developing the Mk 2 V-bombers was taken

at a meeting of Ministers on 31 May 1956, when the whole of the
military aircraft programme was considered. This meeting “agreed that

the Vulcan development
“should be limited to the Vulcan 2C, that the Victor 2A should be

developed, and that both these aircraft should use the Conway engines;

agreed that the Bristol Olympus 6 engine should be dropped from the

defence programme; and invited the Minister of Supply to discuss with

the Chancellor of the Exchequer whether the Bristol Olympus 6 engine

should be continued as a civil project and if so what arrangements

should be made for financing this ... work”^.

' In Nuclear Politics - The British Experience with an Independent Strategic Force 1939-1970
(OUP, 1972) Andrew J Pierre comments (p 151) that “as a result of the priority given to
bombers the RAF capacity for air transport was woefully neglected for a number of years
until Suez exposed its inadequacy”.

GEN.514/2nd Mtg. Note of a Meeting of Ministers. Phase 2C Vulcans were those with new

engines and re-designed wings: Phase 2A Victors were those with Conway engines
introduced and a modified wing enabling the aircraft to reach 56,000ft target height. It was

the great increase in thrust available with the developed Conway and Olympus engines that
enabled the Air Council on 23 July 59 to curtail the RATO programme (Conclusions 17(59)):
see Victor/Vulcan Development and Production-AHB ID3/942/5 Pt 1).
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concerned that future weapons for the maintenance of the deterrent

were being considered individually, without regard to the cumulative
cost to the defence budget in future years; and he asked whether Blue
Streak and Blue Steel Mk 2 could be afforded. The conventional forces

not be starved of equipment owing to any duplication in the
provision of weapons for the deterrent”. The Chiefs of Staff should

examine the deterrent weapons programme as a whole and consider

whether it represented the best military means of ensuring the
country’s security.

Much the same feelings were expressed by S of S for War, who said

that expenditure on Army equipment amounted to only 3 per cent of

total defence expenditure, compared with 16 per cent in the United

States. About £10m a year more should be spent on Army equipment
during the next five years. He thought there should be a re-costing of the
whole deterrent programme, and a reassessment of the balance of the
country’s defence effort, before final decisions were taken.

The Minister of Defence (Mr Duncan Sandys) said that the views
expressed by the First Lord and S of S for War “in effect, called in

question the basic policy of maintaining a British contribution to the
deterrent”. If that policy were right, the contribution had to be efficient

and maintained with up-to-date weapons. The cost of maintaining
effective deterrent would amount to about £300m a year; there were a
number of ways in which this could be reduced, but were they consistent

with the approved policy? He mentioned several possibilities and said

that, as a matter of course, forward costings of the whole programme
would be kept under review. If members of the Board wished to suggest
alterations to the present policy they should put forward detailed
proposals.
The Minister said he was convinced of the need to maintain a British

contribution to the deterrent. To this end, the V-bomber force should be

built up to the present approved strength and should be provided with

the necessary powered bombs to prolong its effective life. He proposed
to make a recommendation on those lines to the Defence Committee. He

asked CDS (MRAF Sir William Dickson) to arrange with the Chiefs of
Staff to consider the points made in discussion and to examine whether

the planned programme for the deterrent forces absorbed too great a
proportion of the available defence effort - and if so, which elements in

those forces could be reduced without destroying the validity of the
deterrent.

In a subsequent Memorandum to the Cabinet Defence Committee
3 November 1958 the Minister of Defence recommended that the

Cabinet’s decision of 2 August 1957 — that the V-force front line should
be 144 aircraft, 104 of them Mk 2s - should be confirmed; that Blue

Steel Mk 1, when successfully developed, should be introduced into

RAF service; and that, unless there proved to be  a better American

alternative. Blue Steel Mk 2 should be developed.

must

an

on
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The CDC, at its meeting on the 5th, approved these proposals in

principle — subject to further review on lines indicated by the Prime
Minister (Mr Harold Macmillan): that is, in the course of the

comprehensive review of the cost of the deterrent and its defence which
the Committee were to undertake. (In a minute on the following day the

Prime Minister referred to the possible abandonment of Blue Streak;

and at a Defence Board meeting on the 13th the Minister of Defence

said that “the difficult question whether to continue with the development

of Blue Streak” had “still to be finally decided”  - so clearly the

MRBM’s future was in doubt long before its actual cancellation.)
When the CDC discussed the Memorandum further, at their meeting

on the 18th, the proposals were provisionally agreed to — “subject to
further review in relation to the level of defence expenditure as a
whole”. This occurred after the Prime Minister had said, among other

comments, that on the understanding that a decision on Blue Steel Mk 2

would be postponed for the time being, the Committee “might

provisionally agree that the medium bomber force should not be
f^urther reduced”.

This decision to have a V-force front-line strength of 144 aircraft held

good throughout 1959, the final orders for Mk 2s having been placed

early in 1958 - for 39 Vulcan B.2s on 22 January and for 30 Victor B.2s

on 18 March. But in the meantime the procurement picture for the

strategic deterrent force had changed drastically. While the Mk 2

V-bombers were originally intended to carry Blue Steel Mk 1 initially,

and later the Mk 2 version of that weapon, the latter project was
cancelled in favour of the American Skybolt — two of which could be

carried by a Vulcan B.2. It was therefore estimated that “the same

deterrent threat as that represented by the force approved by the
Defence Committee in August 1957” - that is, a front line of 144

V-bombers, including 104 Mk 2s - could be “broadly achieved with 72
Mk 2 Vulcans, each carrying two Skybolts”. So, the argument continued,

this reduced requirement opened-up the possibility of saving money by
reducing the order for Mk 2 Victors; for, “if the airborne deterrent is to

consist exclusively of Vulcans carrying Skybolt, the need for Victor B.2s

will be limited to the number required for the interim Blue Steel force to

contribute to the deterrent while the Vulcans are being modified to

carry Skybolt, and for photographic reconnaissance”. On this basis, the

Air Ministry estimated that the Mk 2 Victor order could be cut by 25,
from 57 to 32.

A draft note, which though undated appeared under  a covering

minute of 13 July 1960, referred to the V-force having been “built up to

the point where it consists of 96 Mk 1 aircraft, with the necessary

nuclear weapons”*. A possible reduction in the number of Mk 2 Victors,

'As at 30 June 1960 the totals of aircraft in the V-boinber squadrons were 104 (authorised)
and 106 (on hand) (RAF Monthly Statement).
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At the receiving end: piloi’s-cyc view of the probc-and-drogue refuelling
system, from the cockpit of a Phantom

Lightning F.IA of No 56 Sqn refuelling from Valiant B(K).l of No 214
Sqn, whose tankers - with those of No 90 Sqn - supported oversea
deployments by RAF fighters in the 1962-64 period
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Another angle on Valiant-Lightning refuelling, showing the bomb-bav
tank and the hose reel system

Initial Victor conversion to the FR/AAR role was as iwo-poini tankers,
one of which - a K.IA of No 57 Sqn - is seen here replenishing two
Buccaneer S.2Bs
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Ai the receiving end: piloi’s-eye view of the probc-and-drogue refuelling
system, from the cockpit of a Phantom

Lightning F.IA of No 56 Sqn refuelling from Valiant B(K).l ofNo 214
Sqn, whose tankers - with those of No 90 Sqn - supported oversea
deployments by RAF fighters in the 1962-64 period
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Another angle on Valiani-Lighining refuelling, showing the bomb-bay
lank and the hose reel system

Initial Victor conversion to the FR/AAR role was as two-point tankers,
one of which - a K.IA of No 57 Sqn - is seen here replenishing two
Buccaneer S.2Bs
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The ultimate Victor tanker conversion - a three-point K.2, XL233, of
No 55 Sqn

Receiver aircraft view of Victor K.2
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The strategic reconnaissance role: two views of a Valiant B(PR)K.l of
No 543 Sqn, showing the underside of the aircraft with photographic
installation and bomb-bay into which the camera crate capable of
holding eight F96s and four F49 survey cameras was loaded
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V-force Aircrew/Groundcrew Activities
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\’aliam of No 138 Sqn bcin
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.  . . Victor . . .

.  . . and Vulcan. The aircraft entrances were also designed as emergency
exits
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\'aliani of No 138 Sqn and Vulcan of No 617 Sqn, from Wittering and
\\ addington respectively, at Pinccastlc AFB, Florida, for the 1957 USAF
Strategic Air Command bombing competition
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1

Servicing a Vulcan B.2 of ihc Sirikc Wing ai RAF Akroiiri, Cyprus, in
1969

I

Vicior B(K).1A XH588 of No 55/57 Sqns over Malaya in 1965 I
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CHAPTER XXII

VALIANT ASSIGNMENT TO SACEUR: THE TBF

At the beginning of 1960 one of the Valiant squadrons, No 207, was

assigned to Saceur (Supreme Allied Commander Europe). As the

squadron Operations Record Book put it: “With effect from 1 January
1960, No 207 Squadron is operationally at the disposal of Saceur, but

for training and administration will continue to come under the control
of Bomber Command”. This “dual control” arrangement was succincdy

described in a minute of 4 April 1962 from AC AS (Ops) to VC AS, which

said that “operational control of the assigned Valiant force is exercised
by Saceur. C in C Bomber Command is responsible direct to him for

operational readiness and efficiency of the force. Bomber Command
Operational Centre is linked by direct telephone lines with SHAPE

Operational Centre. Saceur’s orders are passed direct to BCOC by this
line and from there to Marham on the Bomber Command network”.

No 207 was the first of three Valiant squadrons to be assigned to
Saceur in the tactical bomber role; in 1961 two more were so assigned -

Nos 49 and 148, on 1 and 13 July respectively. No 49 moved to Marham

from Wittering in June 1961 to become part of the Saceur-assigned
bomber force, and No 148 (like No 207, already at Marham - so the
whole 24-bomber force was concentrated there) noted in its ORB: “The

squadron was assigned to Saceur from 13 July and is now committed to

keep one aircraft and one crew at 15 minutes’ readiness in the QRA
dispersal”.
This decision to assign three Valiant squadrons to Saceur, approved by

the Air Council on 15 May 1958* and subsequently agreed to by Saceur,
was based on several different factors, formed part of a larger discussion

on the uses to which surplus Mk 1 V-bombers could be put and was

implemented only after careful consultation with Saceur.

The origins of the Valiant Tactical Bomber Force dated from towards
the end of 1957, when at their 20 December meeting the Air Council^

considered a paper by VCAS (Air Mshl E C Hudleston) on the

Deployment of Valiants in 1961 and the Provision of Flight Refuelling
Capability after 1961*. In this he suggested that three squadrons of
Valiants should be formed in 1961 to replace the Saceur-assigned

Bomber Command Canberras'* - as part of a long-term plan “to make the

best use of the Valiants that will become surplus to the front line in
1961”*. VCAS went on to comment that Saceur

' Conclusions, 11(58), Top Secret Annex‘B’.
^ Conclusions, 28(57), Top Secret Annex 'A.

* Paper No AC(57)92,6 Dec 57.
■' “All the light bombers are committed to the support of Saceur and... constitute the main

part of his striking force” (British Bomber Policy - note by CAS (Slessor), 1 Mar 52).
* A front line of 144 V-bombers.
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Canberra force (64 UE) had been agreed to by the Council at their

meeting on 15 May 1958 and had subsequently been approved “in
general terms” by Saceur. But it had become clear “towards the end of

last year” {ie, 1959), VCAS added, that Saceur’s approval was
unqualified”. It appeared to have been given “on the assumption that
the Valiants would have a multiple-carriage capability and that one

Valiant would replace two nuclear-capable Canberras”. This require
ment had been re-affirmed in a letter from the Assistant Chief of Staff

(Air and Special Operations Division) (Major-General R T Coiner, Jr,
USAF) at SHAPE on 6 November 1959 to AVM J Grandy, ACAS

(Ops), in which the writer had said that it was understood that the
Valiants would be substituted “with a ratio of one Valiant for two

atomic-capable Canberras, but. . . with the multiple delivery potential
of the Valiant the loss in numbers of aircraft in this particular instance is

acceptable”.

VCAS’s paper went on to say that the practicability of giving the
Valiant a dual carriage capability depended almost entirely on the

nuclear weapon chosen. There were three possible bombs: the Mk 5
(6,0001b) with which the Valiants were at present armed under Project

‘E’; the Mk 7 (1,6501b) currendy carried by the Canberras; and the Mk

28 lightweight weapon, not presently supplied under Project ‘E’.
The Mk 28 was “the most suitable weapon to provide the Valiant with

a dual carriage capability”. A modification programme, including
clearance trials, to enable the three squadrons to carry it could be

completed in about 12 months from the decision to go ahead. The cost
would be between £150,000 and £250,000. VCAS invited the Council to

agree that CAS “should inform Saceur that we intend to provide a dual
carriage capability for the assigned Valiant force”, but for this, weapons
supplied under Project ‘E’ were required to be replaced by Mk 28
weapons on the same terms.

Having discussed this paper, the Air Council agreed on 4 April that
the Valiants assigned to Saceur should be adapted to carry two nuclear

weapons each — “provided that Mk 28 bombs could be obtained under
Project ‘E’ on the same terms as the present weapons, and that
satisfactory financial arrangements for the adaptation of the aircraft
could be made”. Saceur was not, however, to be informed of this
decision until it had been established how the cost of the modifications
could be met.

On 17 May DCAS (Air Mshl S C Elworthy) informed CA(Sir George
Gardner) that the Valiant force to be assigned to Saceur would be

“provided with the capability of dual carriage of the United States Mk
28 bomb, to be supplied under Project ‘E’ terms”, adding: “We have
been told by SHAPE that the weapon can be made available, and l am

writing to ask you to accept the task of providing the carriage
pability”. Preliminary feasibility studies had been initiated in October

1959 and CA staff had indicated that it would be technically possible to

not

ca
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achieve an IOC by April 1961, building-up to a total of 24 aircraft by
June. He asked for confirmation that the project could be accepted.

Although this confirmation is not recorded, the implication is that it
was, for on 29 December 1960 ACAS (Ops) (AVM T O Prickett) wrote to

Saceur and to the Commander, 3rd Air Force, to say that it had been
“agreed that the second and third Valiant squadrons will be transferred

to Saceur wef 13 July 1961 and that the capability for the dual carriage
of Mk 28 weapons will also take effect from that date”.*

Some of the operational changes affecting the first Saceur-assigned
Valiant squadron. No 207, were evident in its activities during 1960. In
July, its ORB recorded,

“the squadron took part in another alert and readiness exercise,

code-named May flight 3. During previous exercises of this nature, part
of the squadron has been deployed to a diversion airfield in accordance
with the Bomber Command Alert and Readiness Plan. Now that

operational control of the squadron has been transferred to Saceur, this

deployment is no longer required, and for Mayflight 3 all No 207
Squadron aircraft operated from Marham”.

Scramble take-offs were still the order of the day, however, and on 21

July “a visit by Imperial Defence College students ... gave the squadron
a chance to demonstrate their improved ‘scrambling’ ability, made

possible by the introduction of the simultaneous starting eqipment. To

open the flying display, four suitably modified aircraft were parked
immediately alongside the active runway, with the crews seated and

strapped in at ‘cockpit’ readiness. The signal to ‘scramble’ was given
by the visiting Commandant, and the last aircraft was airborne within
Imin 50sec of the Very being fired..

In September of that year No 207 was involved in Nato exercises:—

“Exercise Flashback and Exercise Swordthrust II represented two

phases in the Nato Fall exercise. Exercise Flashback commenced at

1200hr on 20 September, when the six crews participating were brought
to 45-minute readiness. ‘Scramble’ was given by Saceur, through HQ
Bomber Command, at 0715hr on 21 September. . .. Flashback involved

the simulated attack on targets in southern Europe and ... Swordthrust
II the search for, and simulated attacks on, the aircraft carriers of No 2

Carrier Strike Group in the Lofoten Islands sea area, and simulated

attacks on selected Norwegian and UK targets”.

Later in 1960, on 10 October, the squadron was incorporated in
Saceur’s QRA system, which necessitated (the ORB recorded) “the

maintaining of one aircraft and crew at 15-minute readiness at all times,

in addition to the normal generation standby system. Each tour of duty

as Quick Reaction Alert crew is for 24 hours, starting at 0900hr.

' AF/CMS 279/64 - Project E - Mk 28 - Saceur-assigned Valiants. The Mk 28 was “a
lightweight weapon which embodies the latest design features for efficient and safe
operation. It. . . can be supplied in a retarded version”. (VCAS Note on Dual Carriage for
Saceur Valiants, 16 Mch 60).
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The crew is housed during the day in a suitably equipped rest room in

the Operations block and at night in a five-berth caravan; meals are

provided in the aircrew buffet”.
On the 13th of that month Saceur himself visited Marham “to review

those Bomber Command squadrons assigned to Nato”  - all of them, at

that date, Canberra squadrons apart from No 207. “After inspecting
the aircraft and crews of Nos 207, 9, 12, 35 and 58 Squadrons and four

aircraft and crews representing the Medium Bomber Force” - Nos 9

and 12 having come from Coningsby, No 35 from Upwood and No 58 (a

PR squadron) from Wyton — “Genei^ Norstad watched  a demonstration
and simultaneous start and scramble take-off by four Valiants of No 207

Squadron ... all aircraft being airborne within Imin 25sec”. Later, in a
letter of thanks to the AOC in C Bomber Command (Air Mshl Sir

Kenneth Cross), General Norstad said that the scramble was

“tremendously impressive and without doubt the best I have witnessed”.

The implications of operating V-bombers armed with US nuclear
weapons were clearly shown in an Operational Plan sent by Bomber
Command HQ to Air Ministry on 16 January 1961, relating to the
1,9001b (Mk 28) bomb.' This said that the Saceur QRA aircraft would be

“held in readiness in an alert parking area which, with the exception
of a removeable barrier across the access taxiway, will be entirely

enclosed by a 6ft chain-link fence. Permanent security lighting to the

same standard as at present in use at supplementary storage areas will

be provided to illuminate the area during the hours of darkness. This

parking area will be able to accommodate up to four aircraft
“Aircrew and groundcrew at readiness will be accommodated in

buildings within 250yd of the alert parking area....”
Subsequently (on 3 March 1961) Bomber Command issued security

regulations, which said that the US Custodial Detachment - presumably
at Marham, but the station was not specified - would

“retain custody of special weapons being transported to the alert site

from the storage area, retain custody of all special weapons on QRA and

those additional weapons brought to a QRA status and provide a
minimum of one US custodial with each weapon on alert status. When

two weapons are loaded on an aircraft, an additional US custodial will

not be required”.

Wg Cdr R D Alexander, who was on No 148 Squadron at Marham

until he was posted to No 3 Group HQ in February 1962,^ has recalled in
an interview with the writer that he and his Nav/Radar, Fit Lt K Alport,

went on a course at RAE Farnborough on the Mk 28 weapon, which had

a warhead variable in destructive power from 60 to lOOKT. Only the
QRA aircraft, however, were armed with live bombs: two Valiants were in

the QRA area, a wired compound, and the crews did  a 48hr standby

duty.

' In file Project E - Mk 28 - Saceur-assigned Valiants (AF/CMS 279/64).
He had an Exceptional rating and his crew were Select Star.
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Each crew had two targets per aircraft in their Saceur role, and one or

two in their National role. The Mk 28 weapons were later replaced (in
early 1964) by Mk 43s. None of the crews knew each other’s targets,
and when they went off on an exercise sortie (Edom — which tested the
crews’ reaction times, Mick or Checkmate) carried ‘Go’ bags which

contained their flight plans - updated according to the latest Intelligence
information. Another exercise was Titton, in which No 148 Sqn was

involved in September 1961: its object, explained the No 49 Sqn ORB
for that month, was “to give crews a more realistic experience of what a
possible operational sortie would contain’’. The “Bomber Command
Alert and Readiness Plan is followed, the aircraft is flown in combat
conditions with simulated electrical failures’’. In its June 1962 ORB No

49 Sqn further described it as “a maximum-range training profile with
a scramble start made as operationally realistic as possible’’.
Dual carriage by Marham Valiants was of the high-level Mk 28 bombs,

to be dropped from about 45,000ft; the change-over to low-level,
lay-down Mk 43 weapons occurred during 1963. On 15 March of that
year D of Ops (B & R) (Air Cdre A W Heward) minuted ACAS (Ops)
(AVM D G Smallwood) to say that “the Valiant Saceur-assigned force is

shortly to become operational with an American lay-down weapon, the

Mk 43, which is RAF-designated the HE 2,1001b HC bomb, in place of

the high-level weapon, the American Mk 28 or HE 19001b HC bomb’’,

adding: “The planned date for the operational change-over to the new
weapon is 1 April and for a Tactical Evaluation by SHAPE is 25 March.
The necessary agreements were signed yesterday by VCAS and the

Commanding General Third Air Force, which will enable the Americans

to release operational weapons to us for loading on to the Valiants to
meet the requirement of the Tactical Evaluation and the QRA
commitment.. .’’.

A fortnight later, on 29 March, ACAS (Ops) wrote to all AOCs in C to
inform them that arrangements had been concluded with the Americans

“for the operational use of the HE 2,1001b bomb with the Saceur-
assigned Valiant force’’. Referring to the loading of operational

weapons of this type on to Valiants, under conditions laid down in an

Air Ministry letter of 6 December 1962, he quoted an amended

instruction as now reading: “Two bombs aircraft HE 1,9001b HC or two
bombs aircraft HE 2,1001b HC’’. Thus it was clear that the Valiants were

to carry two of the Mk 43 weapon, as of the Mk 28*. In its ORB for April

1963 No 207 Sqn recorded that “on the very first day of the month the
squadron, with the other Saceur squadrons at Marham, received the Mk

43 weapon from the USAF and so operationally has  a true low-level
capability, being able to attack targets at low level. For National targets,
however, we are still committed to the ‘pop-up’ attack”.

' This correspondence is chiefly about the loading and flight carriage of nuclear weapons; it
occurs in AF/CMS 22/64 Pt IV Nuclear Weapons Operational Policy. The Mk 43 weapon is
●'bedevilled...by problems of US custodianship" wrote D of Ops (B & R) to AC.AS (OR) on 9 Aug 63.
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When the three Valiant TBF squadrons (Nos 49, 148 and 207) had
been established at Marham in 1961 there were still three Valiant

squadrons in the Main Force, and at the beginning of 1962 the
AOC in C Bomber Command (Air Mshl Sir Kenneth Cross) asked the

Air Ministry to approve the modification of these aircraft for low-level
operations. In a letter to VCAS (Air Chf Mshl Sir Edmund Hudleston)
on 26 January* he said that the build-up of Soviet defensive systems had

grealy reduced the Valiants’ chances of survival at high level. Having

no ECM and being too slow to be routed in company with ECM-

equipped Vulcans and Victors, they were vulnerable'not only to missile
defences and the latest Soviet fighters but also to the older Fresco
aircraft^ which still formed the bulk of the Soviet fighter force. There

was now no area within range of Bomber Command aircraft not

defended by numbers of supersonic fighters and no worthwhile target
not defended by SAMs.

The only practicable alternative for the operation of the Valiant force,
therefore, was to avoid a high proportion of these defences by “sending
the Valiants at low level”. This could be done with “relatively minor
modifications” to the aircraft, on the lines described in an attached

paper. A new co-ordinated plan was due to come into effect on 1 July,

and it would be unrealistic to expect the Valiants to continue in the

high-level role until July 1963. Work on the new plan had already

started and it was important that agreement to operating the Valiants at

low level should be given as quickly as possible, and that the necessary

authority for converting them “should follow at an early date”.
Low-level operations by the Valiants, the AOC in  C was told by VCAS

on 13 February, depended on Saceur making retarded weapons
available. But he added that “unfortunately there appears to be no

practicable means of providing similar weapons, either British or
American, for use during the life of the one remaining MBF Valiant

squadron following the disbandment of No 138 Squadron”. On present

plans, he said. No 7 Squadron was to be taken out of the front line
before the end of 1963. In view of this, he did not believe that the

advantages to be gained by converting it to the low-level role were
sufficient to justify doing so. As to the long-term {ie TBF) Valiant

squadrons, subject to suitable assurances that retarded weapons would
be made available for the assigned force, VCAS agreed in principle to

the AOC in C’s proposals and staffs were being instructed to progress
his requirements in consultation with Bomber Command HQ.
In the event, the Valiant contribution to the MBF came to an end

during 1962. At the very beginning of that year No 90 Squadron at
Honington was switched to the flight-refuelling role, which it
performed until its disbandment there on 2 February 1965 when the
Valiants were phased out of service. Nos 138 and  7 Squadrons at

' Correspondence in Bombers - Valiant Modifications (ID9/B.3-30).
*/r,MiG-17.
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Wittering disbanded there respectively on 1 April and 1 October: in a

signal to the latter on their disbandment day the AOC No 3 Group
(AVM B K Burnett) referred to No 7 as “the last of the Main Force

Valiant squadrons”.

The phasing-out of Valiants from Bomber Command service during
1965 is described in detail in Chapter XXVII of this history.
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CHAPTER XXIII

BLUE STREAK AND BLUE STEEL MK 2

In the mid-1950s, when the V-force was coming into being, the Air

Staff issued requirements for new weapons which would improve

Bomber Command’s capability for strategic nuclear retaliation:
OR1139 (8 August 1955) for a ballistic missile (Blue Streak) with a

megaton warhead (OR1142) and a range of 1,500-2,OOOnm; OR1149

for a flying bomb with a 1,OOOnm range (7 May 1956); and ORl 159 (28
May 1958) for an extended-range (600nm) version of Blue Steel. The

purpose of these projected weapons was to extend the viability of the
British deterrent force into the late 1960s, following the Mk 2
V-bombers armed with Blue Steel. As a Defence Research Policy Staff

paper put it in June 1957, reviewing current defence research and

development*
“As Soviet defences improve, the range of the powered bomb must

be increased. This may be achieved by developing Blue Steel or

embarking on a new project - ORl 149. ORl 149 may have a range of
about 1,000 miles

“The ballistic missile, .. . of all the projects of which we have
knowledge, has the longest life as a deterrent”.

On 22 July the Air Minister (Mr George Ward) had written to the

Minister of Defence (Mr Duncan Sandys): “I consider the early

development of an operational British ballistic missile and its

deployment — in underground sites - as the single most important
military project in this country”^.
A similar view about the importance of a ballistic missile deterrent

had been expressed by VCAS (Air Chf Mshl Sir Ronald Ivelaw-

Chapman) a year previously^, when he said that “the development by

the United Kingdom of a ballistic missile to replace the manned

bomber as a deterrent must be given the highest priority”. The idea of
missiles entirely replacing bombers never became accepted doctrine,

however, the 1957 Defence Statement** referring to the V-bombers being
“supplemented by ballistic rockets” - that is, the Thors to be supplied

by the United States; and Blue Streak was envisaged as “sharing the

responsibility” for the deterrent with the V-force, under the concept
of a “balanced deterrent”. But because it operated from fixed

sites, both types of delivery system were needed
“Inflexibility is an inherent characteristic of ballistic missiles, both in

mode of operation and deployment. The converse is true of a manned

bomber weapon system. Flexibility is a prime requirement in war

' “Review of Defence Research and Development", 4 Jun 57 (File No 125/07/05).

1D6/R.36 (Pi 3) Defence Research and Development Estimates and Priorities.
* Note of 7 Jun 56 on the Future Size and Shape of the RAF.
■* “Defence - Outline of Future Policy” (Cmnd 124).
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operations. ThcreR>re. it is logical to assume that for this and other

cogent reasons the RAF must maintain a manned bomber weapons
s\ stem. If, however, the capability of our offensive forces is to remain at

a fairly constant level, as dictated by financial considerations,  then

clearly a balance must be struck between the parts to be played by the
missile and manned bomber weapons systems within our offensive

striking force...

In the event, apart from the Thor period (1958-63) the RAF never

deployed a mixed (surface-to-surface missile/aircraft) strategic nudear
deterrent force, nor operated Blue Streak, which was abandoned as a

military rocket on the promise of the US Skybolt to fulfil ORl 149; and a

.Mk 2 version of Blue Steel was never developed.

The Air Staff Requirement for Blue Streak - “a medium-range
ballistic missile system" - stressed its complementary, rather than

replacement, character vis-a-i>is the bombers. “Although the ballistic

missile may eventually replace the manned aircraft as the major

component of the strategic deterrent, it is likely that the greater

flexibility of the latter will continue to be required for many years. The

primary requirement is . . . for a missile system complementary to the
bomber force, to serve both as a deterrent and as an effective means

of delivery in war". However, since “future enemy defensive systems are

likely to include ground-launch guided weapons of increasing range,

speed and lethality ... it may be impossible to reach the major target
areas by either subsonic or supersonic bomber aircraft without prohibitive

losses. If we are to maintain a medium-range strategic bombardment
threat, the ballistic mi.ssile offers the best chance of delivery of nuclear
warheads. . . ."

The missile envisaged was to be capable of being fired at targets up to
2,000nm distant, and of subsequent development to reach ranges of

2,500nm, though the Air Staff would accept a minimum range of

l,500nm; it was to be designed to carry a nuclear warhead, and

intended for use from prepared sites in the UK and the Middle East

initially, though ultimately in any part of the world. It was required to be

in service “as soon as possible”, and the ASR was forwarded to the

Ministry of Supply on 8 August 1955. Later that year, and early in 1956,

several Air Staff papers were written, and meetings held, on the

operational employment of Blue Streak.

The issuing of this ASR had followed some two years’ preparatory
work, for “in August 1953 the Air Staff called for an evaluaton of all

possible solutions to an Air Staff target for a strategic bombardment

missile”, and “the industrial organisation for the development of [the]

project w as settled in April 1955” - the de Havilland Propeller Co being

“nominated as the firm responsible for the co-ordination of the weapon

system and design”. The de Havilland Aircraft Co were to be

' .\ Preliminary Study of a Balanced Deterrent in the period up to 1970 (file on Guided
Weapons - .AHB il.A/1 l/2/2(i).
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responsible for the airframe, Rolls-Royce for propulsion, Sperry

Gyroscope Co for inertial guidance and Marconi for ground radar and

communications link, while a special re-entry test vehicle was required

for experimental work: this was Black Knight - to be designed and flown

by RAE and produced by Saunders-Roe. Other possible main contractors

considered by the Ministry of Supply were Bristol Aeroplane Co and

English Electric*. A Ballistic Missile Division was created at RAE to

exercise technical supervision and assist the project.

Reporting to S of S for Air (Mr Nigel Birch) on progress early in

1956^, ACAS(OR) (AVM H V Satterly) said that full-scale missile design

was under way, and it was hoped to begin firing some full-scale missiles
in 1959 or 1960.

The Air Ministry meetings held on Blue Streak during 1956

discussed such questions as launching sites in the UK and deployment

overseas; the maximum range ultimately required; the type of site

needed (with respect to vulnerability); the warning period and the time

needed for launching; and the need for air transport for components of

the missile.^ On 20 April there was a meeting at RAE Farnborough when

the Ballistic Missile Division gave a presentation on the present stage of

development of Blue Streak, when assurances were offered that,

provided no major problems arose, the in-service date of 1965 should

be achieved “or even improved on”.^ However, the Air Staff had to find

answers to several questions about the missile’s operational employ

ment - for example, how many would be required? Should the

launching sites be under or above ground? What was the optimum

number of missiles per site? Was there to be a requirement for rapid

re-alignment to a new target? These and many other questions formed

the subjects of Air Staff operational studies during 1956. At the end of

that year, on 14 December, there was a high-level presentation on Blue

Streak at the Air Ministry, under the chairmanship of CGWL (Con

troller, Guided Weapons and Electronics), Dr Robert Cockburn. So far,

everything seemed to be going according to plan, although there were

many problems still to be solved - particularly those peculiar to a

fixed-site missile system. But the overwhelming problem, that of the

cost of a large, complex and entirely new kind of weapon, was never to

be solved and finally brought about the abrupt ending of the programme

early in 1960. Financial considerations had, indeed, begun to affect it as

early as 1957 — when two of the associated contracts were cancelled.

Reporting to the Air Council in July, DCAS (Air Mshl Sir Geoffrey

Tuttle)® said that “recent economy measures” had “necessitated a

' DCAS Note, 26Jan56, toSofS.
“ The Medium Range Ballistic Missile: Note on Development Programme and Progress

(Development of British Medium Range Ballistic Missile (Blue Streak) (AHB ID3/946/9 Pt 1)).
* Record, 27 Jan 60 meeting at Whitehall Gardens, in Guided Weapons - Surface to

Surface. Blue Streak/Thor (AHB 11 A/11/2/26) file.
Loose Minute, OR 14/GW (NP)1,2 May 60.

^ Progress Report for quarter ended 30 june 57, prefaced by DCAS Note of 17 July.
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readjustment of the Blue Streak R&D programme, resulting in
cancellation of the contracts for the Marconi radar guidance system and

the English Electric insurance inertial guidance system”. The R&D
time-scale had been extended, so that the first firing was scheduled for

November 1960 and the first operational capability date was 1965.
When DCAS next reported on the missile to the Air Council, in a

paper considered on 13 February 1958*, he again emphasised the
financial constraints on the programme but urged that it should be

more strongly based.
He recalled that when his last Progress Report on New Weapons had

been considered, he had been asked to present “a separate and detailed

progress report on Blue Streak” - with special emphasis on the extent to

which the programme had been retarded ‘‘by lack of funds and
enthusiasm”. Referring to its present status, he said that in August 1957
a revised development programme had been submitted to the Defence
Research Policy Committee which limited the total cost of development
to about £80 million, and added:

“It was stated that, providing there were no subsequent financial cuts,
the revised programme would provide missiles of unestablished
reliability to meet the Air Staffs relaxed accuracy requirements by the
end of 1963, and a limited number of missiles to meet the full

operational requirement by 1965. The DRPC accepted the revised

programme but expressed concern that the total cost contained no
allowance for contingencies.
“The issue by the Ministry of Supply in December 1957 of a detailed

development programme confirmed our fears that the revised pro
gramme was unlikely to provide a limited operational deployment in

1963 nor, probably, a missle developed to the full Air Staff requirement
by 1965”.

DCAS went on to express the view that, at that time - early 1958, the

Blue Streak programme was “planned at too low a rate”; it was an

“austerity programme” and “under-financed” — the missile’s develop
ment was proceeding at “a dangerously slow pace”. Under the
arrangement at present envisaged, 23 test firings were proposed for
completion by the end of 1963 and only the last ten would have the
thrust-controlled motors required for full-range operational missiles.
He considered that the number of test firings should be stepped-up to
least 35. He understood that the Ministry of Supply had recently

reviewed the austerity programme and concluded that not only was it
under-financed but that insufficient technical insurance was incor

porated. This review had culminated in a paper to the Ministry of
Defence which had

“strongly represented these views and concluded that the total
development bill might reach £160 million - double the present

Blue Streak Progress (Note by DCAS, AC(58)8).
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programme. The new programme recommends an increased rate of
firing, further spending on the test beds at Spadeadam,^ and certain
technical insurances. MoD agreement and Treasury approval have not

yet been given to this revised programme and, as  a result, it has not yet

been possible to take action in industry. The development of Blue Streak
is therefore proceeding at what I believe to be a dangerously slow pace,

and I regard it as of the utmost importance that the Air Council strongly
endorse the new programme recently submitted to the Ministry of

Defence by the Ministry of Supply”.

DCAS invited the Council to note “the serious position” regarding
the current Blue Streak programme, and that MoS had presented a
revised and more satisfactory one to the MoD; and to agree that the

MoD should be urged to endorse the MoS programme as soon as possible.
The Council “took note” of the Blue Streak position as DCAS had

outlined it and agreed that the Secretary of State (Mr George Ward)

should impress upon the Minister of Defence (Mr Duncan Sandys) the
importance of “establishing a firm and realistic programme” for the
weapon - bearing in mind the points S of S had made in discussion: that
the Defence White Paper about to be published^ “stated that a British

ballistic rocket of... advanced type was being developed on the highest

priority in... co-operation with the United States”; and that this,
“combined with the provision of £ 17m for this project included in the

1958/59 R&D estimates, should encourage industry to believe that we

were sincere in our intention to press on with Blue Streak”.
When the Council next considered Blue Streak, at its meeting on 6

March^, DCAS produced some comparative costs which he had received

from the Ministry of Supply: for developing the V-bombers and their
propelled bombs, £ 160.5m, excluding any intra-mural expenditure; for
Blue Streak, £160m, including intra-mural expenditure. Just over two

months later, when he gave the Council his quarterly Progress Report on

New Weapons'*, DCAS had discouraging news about the missile: a
Ministry of Defence working party was looking into how its develop
ment and its introduction into service could be accelerated, but the

prospects of quicker progress were “not great”. VCAS (Air Mshl Sir

Edmund Hudleston) pointed out that if the weaon were to be received

in 1962, underground construction should begin in mid-1959.

But, in mid-1958, the Government decided that plans for accelerating
Blue Streak should be held in abeyance, and set in motion an assessment

of how much would be saved if it were not developed as an operational

weapon: these were the consequences of meetings of the Defence Board

' The Ministry of Aviation/Supply missile testing establishment at Spadeadam, Gilsland,
Cumberland.

^Cmnd 363, Feb 58.

* Conclusions 6(58).

Conclusions 11(58), 15 May 58.
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on 31 July* and of the Cabinet Defence Committee on the following day^.
The Defence Board came to the conclusion that Britain must

continue to maintain an independent element of nuclear deterrent

power, a policy which involved providing a ballistic rocket to succeed the
medium bomber “in due course”. While this rocket had to be under

British control, it need not be of British manufacture; and if it were

possible to obtain Thor without political restrictions, together with

design information about its warhead, this would provide an acceptable
interim solution. In that event, dropping Blue Streak and switching
resources to the development - with the Americans  - of a Polaris-type
solid-propellant rocket should be considered. In view of these pos
sibilities, plans for accelerating Blue Streak should be held in abeyance;
but nothing should be said to the contractors.

When the Minister of Defence (Mr Duncan Sandys) reported to the
Cabinet Defence Committee on 1 August about the Defence Board’s

discussion he confirmed the views on possible closer collaboration with
the United States on a ballistic missile, and that “it now seemed less

necessary to accelerate the rate of development” of Blue Streak - views
which the CDC endorsed, with the proviso that a detailed assessment

should be made of the financial savings obtainable if the missile was not

developed as an operational weapon.
The Minister went further when he told the CDC on 10 September®

that the desirability of stopping the development of Blue Streak should
be investigated following “successful discussions” held recently in the

US and “the new prospect” of Anglo-American co-operation in the

exchange of nuclear information. If a missile/warhead programme were
inaugurated, with American help, it might result in a better weapon
than Blue Streak; but it would take longer to complete, and in order to
maintain the independent deterrent the effective life of the V-force

should be extended by developing Blue Steel Mk 2. If there still seemed
to be a gap in capability before the new rocket became available, a

supply of Thor or other medium-range rockets might be acquired
without “strings” and equipped with nuclear warheads, though a
decision on such a purchase need not be taken for several years.

During the committee’s discussions the points were made that, from
the strategic standpoint, the abandonment of Blue Streak could only be
accepted on certain conditions: that an assurance was obtained from the

US that, if a medium-range rocket of more advanced type were to be
developed, their full co-operation — in terms of information — would be

forthcoming; that the US would be willing to make supplies of Thor (or

similar rockets) available “without strings”; and that the development of
Blue Steel Mk 2 was continued in order to prolong the effective life of
the V-force to about 1969.

' DB/C(58) 1st Conclusions.
2 D.(58) 16th Mtg.
* Minutes, D.(58) 18th Meeting.
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When the implications of such actions were discussed it was pointed

out that, if Blue Streak were ultimately abandoned, it should be made

clear that Britain intended to continue participation in the development

of long-range rockets; and when a decision to stop Blue Streak

development was made public it should be represented not as an
abandonment of interest in that field but as a result of new co-operation
with the United States. The committee invited the Minister of Defence

to “examine in greater detail” the feasibility of adopting the revised

policy outlined in his memorandum* and the Minister of Supply

(Mr Aubrey Jones) to arrange for work on Blue Streak to be
“unobtrusively retarded”, pending a final decision on the project.
DCAS reported on the Blue Streak situation to the Air Council on 24

September.^ He said that the Defence Board had instructed the Minister

of Defence to examine whether it would be possible to obtain Thor “in a
form which would provide an independent British deterrent”, and to

collaborate with the Americans in developing a second-generation
ballistic missile. Pending an answer to these questions, the Board had

decided not to proceed with the Minister’s plan for accelerating the
development of Blue Streak to provide an initial operational capability

by the end of 1962. If satisfactory arrangements could be made with the

Americans, it might be decided not to proceed with Blue Streak as an

operational weapon at all.

The present position, DCAS said, was that the Air Ministry, Ministry

of Supply and the contractors had agreed to an accelerated technical
programme to give an IOC by 1963, but the Treasury had not
sanctioned this. On top of it, the Minister of Defence had asked for the
“even greater acceleration” referred to, which in turn would cost more.
As to the stage reached with the project, DCAS reported that

development progress continued satisfactorily but slowly®. Tests of

full-scale motors at the Rocket Propulsion Department, Westcott, had
“exceeded expectations”. The Director-General of Works was setting-up

a team to work on the design of underground launching sites, in
collaboration with the de Havilland Propeller Co. On this aspect of the
project the most urgent task would be the construction of an

operational prototype site in the UK.

At the Cabinet Defence Committee meeting on 10 September, when the

Minister of Supply had been “invited to arrange ..  . for work in progress”
on Blue Streak “to be unobtrusively retarded”, the Prime Minister said

that during his forthcoming visit to Washington the Minister of Defence
“should endeavour to obtain satisfactory assurances on the degree of
United States assistance which his proposals assumed”. This visit was

' Memorandum by the Minister of Defence on ballistic rockets (D.(58) 47).

® Conclusions 21(58), Top Secret Annex.
® When the Air Council Standing Cttee considered this Progress Report on New Weapons

on 15 Sep (Conclusions 14 (58)) CGWL said he thought the words “but slowly” might be
misunderstood: development was continuing according to schedule.
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“were inflexible and could be used only as a deterrent against a Soviet
attack on the UK”. But he agreed that it would be imprudent to stop
work on Blue Streak, though the position should be reviewed in 12
months’ time.

In his summing-up the Minister of Defence said that the discussion

had shown general agreement that a land-based rocket would be

required to maintain an independent British deterrent in succession to

the V-force — without excluding the possibility of either a new manned
aircraft or a sea-launched rocket. He added that, unless the cost of

providing developed versions of Thor was considerably less than that of
continuing with Blue Streak, work on the latter should be continued

with a view to its deployment in 1965.

In conclusion he asked the Minister of Supply to prepare an analysis
of the cost of providing developed versions of Thor to meet UK
requirements, either by purchasing complete weapons from the US or

by undertaking the necessary further development and production in
the UK; and also to prepare detailed proposals for further R & D on
solid-fuel rockets.

When the Cabinet Defence Committee met on 5 November' to consider

both defence expenditure and ballistic rockets, the Chancellor of the

Exchequer (Mr Heathcoat Amory) suggested that the development of

Blue Streak should be abandoned; he had expressed concern at the rise

in defence expenditure, from £ 1,465m currently to an estimated

£ 1,650m in 1960-61. But the Minister of Defence pointed out that

abandoning Blue Streak meant abandoning the IRBM, since Thor
“would only last for another eight or nine years” and the Americans did
not intend to develop another intermediate-range rocket. The committee
expressed concern that a concentration of effort on the deterrent and

its defence might leave insufficient resources available for conventional

forces; and in his summing-up the Prime Minister (Mr Harold

Macmillan) stressed the agreement on this point, and said that the two
main possibilities for significant economies were in relation to the
deterrent and its defence.

In its discussion on ballistic rockets the committee had before it a

memorandum by the Minister of Defence^ in which, having recapitulated

the options considered by the Defence Board at its meeting on 20
October, he reiterated the conclusion that, if the Government wished to

maintain an independent British contribution to the nuclear deterrent
after the mid-1960s the development of Blue Streak had to be proceeded
with, with the aim of deploying the weapon in 1965. This conclusion

had been reached after discussions in the US following his earlier

proposal^ to stop the development of Blue Streak.

' D.(58) 24th Mtg.
“ D.(58) 57.
* In D.(58) 47.
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The committee, however, had reservations: in conditions of nuclear

sufficiency* it might become less important to have all three elements of
the British deterrent as currently envisaged - bombers, Thor and Blue

Streak. The Treasury estimated that expenditure on the development
and deployment of Blue Streak would amount to between £400-£600m,

that the final cost might be appreciably higher and that if underground
sites were constructed their cost might be considerably greater than

originally estimated; the cost involved in buying Thor and developing a
later British rocket should be analysed; and Polaris, in whose

development the UK were participating with the US Navy, “might at a

later date be developed for installation in British ships or submarines”.
When he summed-up this discussion the Prime Minister said that he

felt further consideration was required before decisions were taken on

future policy. An alternative to the proposals by the Minister of Defence
would be to plan on the assumption that the bomber force and Thor
would provide an adequate British contribution to the deterrent for

about ten years, and that a decision on the development of other British
projects could be deferred for the time being. He said it would be
helpful if the committee could have an indication of the cost of these
two alternatives; and the Minister of Defence, in consultation with the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, was invited to circulate a memorandum

on the lines suggested by the Prime Minister.
On the same date as this CDC meeting a draft Air Council paper by

DCAS on Blue Streak was circulated^. This sought the Council’s formal

approval of the principle of underground siting for Blue Streak and
outlined a deployment plan based on the assumption that the missiles
would be housed in, and launched from, underground sites. It
estimated that the first firing of a Blue Streak from an R&D

underground launcher could probably take place in Australia between
January and March 1962. It said that l/6th scale firing tests were

currently being done at Westcott, and full-scale tests from a representative
firing tube were to be made at Spadeadam. A study was also under way

of an alternative design of site in which the prepared missile was housed

underground and raised to the surface immediately before firing.
DCAS considered that it would be necessary to build in the UK an

engineering prototype of the operational site; this would serve to prove

some of the civil engineering problems and purely Service requirements;
it should be completed by late 1961 and would be RAF-controlled,  but

for the first 12 months the Ministry of Supply, the contractors and the

RAF would all be concerned in conducting engineering and launch
procedure trials there. The operational sites would need to be at least
six miles apart, and about 70 were required for the missile force to be

' As described by the Prime Minister in the discussion on defence expenditure - a situation
in which the US and USSR could destroy each other.
“ Draft AC Paper, Blue Streak, Note by DCAS, in file Guided Weapons - Blue Streak/Thor

(AHBIlA/11/2/26 Pt 1).
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effective. DCAS asked the Air Council for approval of the use of
underground sites for Blue Streak; to authorise the construction of a

prototype operational site in the UK; to endorse the proposal to
conduct a preliminary design study on a “lift” type of underground site
{ie where a missile was raised to the surface before firing); and to

endorse the proposal to base future plans on the deployment of
approximately 70 twin-shaft {ie two-missile) sites. At the outset of his

paper, DCAS referred to the Council’s “acceptance in principle” of 4
April 1957* that the case for underground sites was “very strong”, a
decision having been deferred until firm and detailed cost estimates
were available.

However, while the Air Staff could make plans for the eventual
deployment of Blue Streak, it was still one of the options being
considered by the Government to succeed the V-bomber/Blue Steel/Thor

era; and when the Cabinet Defence Committee again discussed ballistic
rockets at its meeting on 18 November^, the question of the costs of future
strategfic nuclear weapon delivery systems loomed large. The committee
had before it a memorandum by the Minister of Defence^, in which he

argued that the development of Blue Streak should go ahead, while at

the same time the progress of Polaris should be watched. He said that
the cost of this development was estimated to be about £200m

(including about £50m already spent or committed), spread over the
next eight years. The missiles would begin to come into service in 1965

and a deployment of 100 would be completed by 1970. The cost of
production and deployment would be about £280m, so the whole
programme would cost about £480m“*. He said he had given further
thought to the proposal to buy Thor “without strings”, to stop the
development of Blue Streak, to concentrate on research and then
“decide what course to adopt”; but the more he looked at it the less he

liked it: it had serious disadvantages, which he enumerated. He thought
that a submarine-based deterrent offered certain “very important

theoretical advantages” over a land-based system, but the feasibility of
Polaris had been “by no means” fully proved, nor was it possible to
forecast what its cost would be. In sum, the Minister believed that the
choice could be narrowed-down to two alternatives  — Blue Streak or

Polaris. If the UK were starting from scratch, there might be a case for
waiting until the Polaris prospects became clearer. But £50m had
already been spent or committed on Blue Streak; and he concluded

that, while the progress of Polaris should be watched, the development
of Blue Streak should go ahead as planned.

' Conclusions 9(57).

2 D.(58) 26th Mtg.
* D(58)63 - Ballistic Rockets.

■* The memorandum noted that the development, production and deployment of the
V-bomber force and its weapons (excluding the fissile component) would have cost £570m.
Running costs of the V-force were about £30m p.a.; those of “the rocket project” would be
about£IOm p.a.
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During the committee’s discussion on the memorandum the point
was made that the effective life of the V-bomber force and of Thor

would be much the same, and that thereafter there would be a need to

rely on Blue Streak or a new manned aircraft or a weapon of the Polaris

type. While a submarine-based deterrent might offer certain important

advantages, the feasibility of the Polaris system had not been fully
proved and its cost could not be forecast; and from the military point of
view it would be desirable to plan for a combined static and mobile
deterrent: the best course might be to continue the development of
Blue Streak, without commitment as to its operational deployment and

without prejudice to the possibility of adopting Polaris when further
information on it was available from the United States.

It was pointed out tliat current expenditure on Blue Streak was largely
attributable to the provision of capital facilities, such as test gear and
instrumentation, at Spadeadam and in Australia. These were urgently
needed for test purposes and their construction could not be deferred
without delaying the weapon’s development. Further, abandoning Blue
Streak would have adverse effects on industry in the UK and on Anglo-
Australian relations in the context of the test facilities at Woomera.

In summing-up the Prime Minister said that despite the arguments in

favour of proceeding with Blue Streak’s development it was important

to achieve, if possible, some economy in defence expenditure. If the
bomber force were to constitute the main UK contribution to the

deterrent for some years to come, it was for consideration whether

decisions on the “scale and form” in which the subsequent stage of the
deterrent should be developed might be deferred. It would be helpful

to the committee to consider in greater detail the possibilities of making

savings in respect of Blue Streak and Blue Steel during the next two
financial years - not excluding the former’s complete cancellation, to

determine whether some reduction could be made in present plans
during the interim period, before final decisions were taken on later

developments. An analysis of the expenditure attributable to these
projects in that period should be prepared; and if it proved impossible
to reduce that expenditure significandy, it might be necessary to
reconsider the possibility of achieving some economy in the V-force
itself.

The committee invited the Minister of Defence to arrange for MoD,
MoS and Treasury officials to prepare for it a detailed analysis of
expenditure attributable to R&D in connection with Blue Streak and
Blue Steels Mks 1 and 2 during the 1959-60 and 1960-61 financial

years, together with an estimate of the net saving which would be
achieved by the cancellation of Blue Streak, after allowing for
cancellation charges. The Minister was also invited to examine, in the

light of the result of this analysis, the possibility of making further

economies in the main items constituting the nuclear deterrent,
including the MB force.
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When the CDC again discussed the costs of Blue Streak and Blue

Steel Mk 2*, in the context of reducing expenditure in the 1959-60
Defence Budget and on the basis of memoranda submitted by the
Ministers concerned^, the view was expressed that it might be unwise to
decide to abandon Blue Streak until further consideration had been

given to the form which the UK deterrent should take from the late
1960s onwards.

In pointing out that “drastic action” had been required to reduce

defence expenditure to £ 1,530.45m - as against the £1,510m budget
limit for 1959-60 postulated by the Chancellor - the Minister of Defence
said that a further reduction could not be achieved without re-opening
“major issues of policy” which the committee had reviewed during the
previous months, commenting that it could not be accepted that the
defence of the UK by the nuclear deterrent was less important than the
discharge of overseas commitments by conventional forces; and a

Ministry of Supply submission showed that if a proposed saving of £5m
on Blue Streak in 1959-60 were to be increased to £10m, industrial

development would be reduced by about 50%, design teams would have
to be dispersed and a 12 months’ postponement at this stage would

mean that the weapon would not be operational until 1969 or 1970.
The committe faced a choice, in the Prime Minister’s view, in coming

to a decision on the defence estimates for 1959-60, between taking

drastic policy decisions, particularly on the deterrent, and deferring

such decisions for a further period, provided that defence expenditure
was reduced to “a tolerable level” by other measures. In the event, the

CDC “took note” that the Prime Minister “would arrange for further
consideration to be gfiven to the issues involved in deciding the level of
defence expenditure”. Thus the future of Blue Streak, as a major item
in this expenditure, was uncertain at the end of 1958.

On 16 December S of S for Air (Mr George Ward) had proposed to

the Minister of Defence (Mr Duncan Sandys) “a study of future weapon
requirements for the deterrent, both airborne and submarine”; and this
was reflected in a Minute of the 22nd from the Minister to the

Chief of the Defence Staff (MRAF Sir William Dickson), which said that

the Chiefs of Staff had “no doubt been considering the respective

advantages and disadvantages... of basing our nuclear deterrent

underground or under the sea” and suggesting that “we ought to have a

discussion of this matter at an early meeting of the Defence Board”.
CDS responded by putting a Minute to the CoS Committee®, which it
considered on 1 January 1959 in a discussion on missile systems, as to

the best means of studying “the respective advantages and disadvantages

' D.(58) 31st Mtg, 22 Dec 58.

^ Eg, by the Minister of Defence on Defence Expenditure 1959-60 (D.(58)86), on Blue
Streak (D.(58)87) and on Fighter Command (D.(58)88); and by the Chancellor of the
Exchequer and the S of S for Foreign Affairs on the size of the armed forces (D.(58)79 and
D.(58)82).
»WFD534.
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from the British standpoint” of basing the nuclear deterrent underground
or under the sea*.

The chairman (Lord Mountbatten) said that the Minister had called
for the committee’s views “in time to consider them before the

meeting of the Defence Board”, but it was not possible to give a
considered view until more technical knowledge of the two systems’
characteristics was available, and he considered that some months would

be needed to carry out the necessary study. Although the Joint Planning
Staff could set down the known facts in a report, he did not believe they
were qualified to prepare the kind of report needed: this should be
done by a small high-level working party, of which the Vice-Chiefs of

Staff should be members, and which could co-opt other experts as
necessary for assistance and advice. He suggested that Sir Richard
Powell (PS, MoD) should be the chairman.

The CoS endorsement of a special study led to the setting-up by the
Minister of Defence in mid-1959 of the British Nuclear Deterrent Study
Group, whose subsequent reports had a powerful influence on strategic
policies. But VCAS (Air Mshl Sir Edmund Hudleston), representing the
CAS, expressed reservations: he thought that the proper body to
assemble and set out the known facts was the Defence Research Policy

Committee. When that had been done, a separate body might
“adjudicate between the alternatives”, so that the Chiefs of Staff could

then advise Ministers as to the best system to choose.
Sir Richard Powell, however, said that the Minister of Defence

accepted that the proposed study would take about six months. The

investigation could not be confined to a simple comparison between
Blue Streak and Polaris; it had much wider implications, and he did not
consider that either the Joint Planning Staff or the DRPC were best

qualified to make such a review: an independent body would be
preferable. It might consist of five or six members, including scientists
and representatives of the Chiefs of Staff, Foreign Office and Treasury.
He himself would accept the chairmanship, if the Minister of Defence

agreed, as he considered this to be “the most important single defence
policy problem” that had to be decided.
The Chiefs of Staff invited Sir Richard to discuss his proposals for

making the study - which it was agreed would take about six months -

with the Vice-Chiefs of Staff, before submitting them to the CoS

Committee, which on 13 January ̂  invited him to propose the composition
of and terms of reference for a working party. The terms proposed
were “to examine future policy for a British-controlled contribution to

the deterrent”. However, after being approached about it by his PS on
23 March the Minister decided that this study - which had “to some
extent.. . become an argument about the relative merits of Polaris and

Blue Streak” (commented to DCDS on 30 Apr) - should be deferred sine die

next

‘ COS (59) 1st Mtg. IJan 59.
COS (59) 4th Mtg.
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In the interim, DCAS (Air MshI Sir Geoffrey Tuttle) reported at

length to the Air Council on the status of Blue Streak, presenting a
lengthy Note for their consideration on 30 April*. In summarising
what he called “the first comprehensive report” on the weapon, he said
that progress was satisfactory within the financial limitations imposed.

The organisation for its development - with de Havilland Propellers as
prime contractor, co-ordinating de Havilland Aircraft (main structure),
Rolls-Royce (propulsion) and Sperry Gyroscope (guidance) - seemed to

be working well. Comprehensive test facilities were already in use at
Hatfield and major static-test facilities, for full-scale testing of

propulsion and ground systems, were well advanced at Spadeadam. All
test launchings would be done at Woomera, where it was planned to

launch the first Blue Streak in 1960. DCAS sought the Council’s
endorsement of the use of underground sites, as “the only worthwhile
method” of ensuring the weapon’s credibility.This was needed because
the Treasury did not consider that “statements so far made” constituted

“explicit Ministerial acceptance of the principle of underground

deployment”. (The February 1958 Report on Defence, for example,

had spoken of an “advanced type” of British ballistic rocket “designed
for launching from underground”.)

In the discussion on the status report, DCAS recalled that the

intention to site Blue Streak underground had already been publicly

announced; he did not believe that the question of how many weapons

precisely would be required need affect the principle of underground
siting. CGWL (Controller of Guided Weapons and Electronics, MoS)
(Dr R Cockburn) said that the Ministry of Supply were in full agreement

with the idea of underground launching. The Council, too, concurred —
deciding that “Treasury approval to the principle of underground

launching should be sought as a matter of urgency”.
The Council had noted “with satisfaction” the progress in Blue Streak

development which DCAS had set out in his report, which detailed the
Governmental and industrial ramifications of the project - technical

direction of R&:D aspects being vested in the RAE (subject to MoS policy
decisions) and the Rocket Propulsion Establishment at Westcott pro

viding R&D facilities for “important aspects of propulsion system

development”. There had been “very close liaison” from the start with

related American projects through the US/UK Ballistic Missile Advisory

Committee, and firm-to-firm agreements had been completed between
DH Propellers and Convair (Convair Division of General Dynamics
Corp)^ on structure and overall systems and between Rolls-Royce and
North American Aviation on propulsion systems. It was intended that

the Air Ministry Works Department should be responsible for building

' Blue Streak-Status: Noteby DCAS. 22 Apr 59(AC(59)37). AC Conclusions, 10(59), 30 Apr 59.
Prime contractors for the Atlas ICBM, the first inter-continental ballistic missile to reach

production status outside the Soviet Union (Jane's All the World’s Aircraft, 1958-59 edition).
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the operational underground facilities, including the engineering
prototype K.ll', while “purely R&D developments elsewhere"
being built by the Ministry of Works as agents for the MoS. A Joint
Design Team of AMWD, MoW and DH Propellers had been formed in

September 1958 to co-ordinate the design of the prototype and
ensure the successful integration of the missile and its system with the
launcher”.

Thus there was progress with Blue Streak on a broad technical and

industrial front; but progress on the political/military front, in deciding
whether the United Kingdom should go ahead at all with a land-based
strategic nuclear deterrent weapon, was much slower and more

complicated. It was the strategic and national implications of the latter
decision which were to come within the purview of the British Nuclear
Deterrent Study Group.^
What DCAS asked the Air Council for was an endorsement of the

principle of underground deployment for Blue Streak, and this

given at the 30 April 1959 meeting, when it was agreed^ that the missiles

should be sited underground and that Treasury approval to the
principle of launching from such sites “should be sought as a matter of
urgency”.

However, Treasury approval was not forthcoming, and the main lines
of the final batde over Blue Streak - between the Minister of Defence and

the Chancellor of the Exchequer - began to be drawn during 1959.
Shortly after the Air Council meeting at the end of April, the Air

Ministry sent a paper to the Treasury on the deployment of Blue Streak.^
In a cost comparison, this said that the Ministry of Supply had
estimated that “the total R&D cost of a below-ground Blue Streak
(including money already spent) would be £160-200 million, and that

the savings effected by accepting above-ground deployment would be in
the region of £3.5 million”. The conclusion drawn was that the choice of

an above-ground deployment would reduce R&D costs by approxi
mately 2 per cent and deployment costs by about 10 per cent, and that
this “marginal difference in cost” represented the difference between
“an effective and an ineffective system”.

Another Government Department involved in Blue Streak deploy
ment was the Home Office, for the missiles - of which there were likely
to be 100^ - would not be sited on disused RAF airfields like the Thors.

were

‘to

was

' The “best choice" for which - “subject to confirmation by on-site checks of satisfactory
geological factors” - appeared to be RAF Duxford, “because of. . . close proximity to the
main assembly factory and ... adequate domestic accommodation and the technical services
... when the site is taken over by the RAF”.

” Which the Minister of Defence decided on 16 June 1959 should go ahead with its
examination of “the future of the British-controlled contribution to the nuclear deterrent".

* Conclusions 10(59)-TS Annex.

■* Deployment of Blue Streak (R H Melville/D R Serpell), 8 May 59, in file Development of
British Medium-range Ballistic Missile (Blue Streak) (ID3/946/9 Pt I).

^The figure used for planning purposes in 1959 (LM, ACAS(Ops)/VCAS, 26 May 59)
(ibid).
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“For strategic reasons”, the Minister of Defence wrote to the Home

Secretary (Mr R A Butler) on 5 June 1959, “wide dispersal throughout
the country will probably be necessary, geological conditions permitting.

But on present information much of the eastern half of England
appears to be geologically unsuitable”. * He added that survey work had
still be to carried out “to determine which areas of the country are

suitable for extensive underground construction”.

By the end of July 1959 (when the BNDSG held its first meeting-on
the 27th) the Treasury had still not been convinced about the

justification for the cost of Blue Streak deployment, on top of the costs

of the development programme, which had risen. An Air Staff paper of
29 July^ said that although the Minister of Defence had reiterated in the

defence debate^ that the missiles would be put underground, and the Air
Council had approved this requirement in April,'* “we have not yet
brought the Treasury finally to accept this thesis ”
The rise in costs was a double one. During August the Air Ministry

reported to the Treasui*y® that the cost of underground deployment had
risen from £2 million to £2.88 million per site — excluding the cost of the
missile; and development costs also rose. At the beginning of September

the Minister of Supply (Mr Aubrey Jones) wrote to the Minister of

Defence to report that “De Havilland Propellers have just told us that
their work on the agreed Blue Streak programme will cost substantially

more in this financial year than they have previously estimated...”,

sending a copy of his letter to the Chancellor of the Exchequer (Mr D
Heathcot Amory).

In his reply, of 8 September, the Chancellor pointed out sharply® that
the £6 million excess expenditure which “seemed to be in prospect”
contravened a directive by the Prime Minister and  a collective
Ministerial decision:—

“The basis on which we agreed that the Blue Streak programme
should be proceeded with during this financial year was ‘one year’s
deliberate and unobtrusive retardation’; and in his Minute of 27
December 1958 the Prime Minister directed that the estimate should be

reduced by £1 million in addition to the reductions previously agreed
between your Ministry and the Treasury. It is indeed surprising to learn
that the Prime Minister’s direction has not been implemented.

“I make every allowance for the difficulties of financial estimating
and financial control in a major project of this kind But I must say
quite frankly that I take a very serous view of the situation which

' Rock masses 300-500ft thick were required (paper in Guided Weapons - Surface to
surface Blue Streak/Thor (I I A/11/2/26).)

“ AMSO/S of S (through US of S).
29 Feb 59.

■* 30 April meeting.
® Letter Melville/Serpell, 12 Aug 59.
^ Finance was a major, though by no means the over-riding, factor in the decision to

abandon Blue Streak as a weapon.
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appears to have developed. When, on a matter of major financial
importance, Ministers take collectively at Estimate time a difficult and

carefully considered decision, I am entided to expect that all possible
steps will be taken to ensure that that decision is adhered to. I must warn

you that I shall be most unwilling to sanction any considerable increase

over the Estimate figure in this year’s expenditure on Blue Streak...”.

Copies of this letter were sent to the Air Staff (CAS, PUS, DCAS, etc),

as were copies of the Minister’s reply, in which he told the Chancellor
that MoS officials had increased their efforts to secure economy in the

programme; they had carried out a detailed review of work in hand and
to be put in hand, but this scrutiny had not resulted in the savings

looked for — “on the contrary, we are faced with the increase of the

order of £6 million”. He nevertheless thought that it was “desirable to

continue to finance this existing programme”.

The Minister’s letter was written on 15 September, and on the
following day the Minister of Defence wrote to the Chancellor to urge

the continued funding of the Blue Streak project:-
“Much though I regret the apparently inevitable overspending .  . .

during the current financial year, I should like to express my strong

support of the Minister’s view that we must continue to finance the

existing programme for the time being, and defer any decisions on our
future course of action until we know precisely what the issues are ”

In addition to the cost of development referred to by the Minister of

Supply there was a further big item of expenditure, the cost of building

the prototype underground launching site (K.l 1). On 15 October there
was a Blue Streak presentation at the de Havilland London office,
attended by Air Ministry, MoD, MoS and Treasury representatives,  to

describe the system’s engineering features and the timing of plans for
its deployment. An Air Ministry minute describing this meeting*
commented that “the Treasury reserved their position, but we believe

that their misgivings now relate not to the technical concept but to the
mounting cost of the . . . R&D programme . . . and the possibility that
the British Nuclear Deterrent Study Group under Sir Richard Powell,

which is considering possible deterrent weapon systems in the period
from 1965 onwards, may recommend the abandonment of Blue
Streak”.

When DCAS reported to the Air Council on 9 November^ he referred

to excess expenditure in the current financial year (1959-60) of £2
million and also to the prototype underground site, for which Treasury

approval was required. This site had yet to be chosen, although
construction was scheduled to begin in the following January; its cost
was estimated to be £4.7 million. The Council “invited DCAS to keep

' DUSl to VCAS (through DCAS), 22 Oct 59.
Progress Report... on Weapons Systems... (AC(59)88,30 Oct 59).
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1
[them] informed of any major developments”.

Meanwhile the Chancellor of the Exchequer had again expressed
concern, in a letter of 4 November to the Minister of Defence (now Mr

Harold Watkinson) about the rising costs of Blue Streak, and his verbal
duel with Mr Duncan Sandys (now Minister of Aviation following the

Government changes) was to be continued in correspondence between
them about the programme. The Chancellor reminded the new

Minister of Defence that the previous Minister of Aviation had “urged

that the existing programme should continue to be financed, at any rate

until policy questions could be put and answered”; but
“the development of Blue Streak is now expected to cost £6 million

more than the total fixed, with the concurrence of the Prime Minister,

for 1959-60, and £11 million more than the last estimate for 1960-61

.... Further, the Treasury are being asked to agree to substantial new
commitments, such as K. 11, and certain works projects in Australia
“The whole situation is the reverse of satisfactory. I understand that

the Working Party under the chairmanship of Sir Richard Powell, which
is considering the future of the UK deterrent,^ expects to be able to make

an interim report, covering Blue Streak, by the middle of November.
After that date Ministers should be able to decide whether Blue Streak

shall continue and, if so, on what terms”.
The Chancellor added that in the meantime, until the report was

available, he was “reluctantly prepared” to accept the financial

implications of allowing work now in progress to continue and to defer
decisions on major new commitments.

Clearly, by November 1959 there was a question mark over the Blue

Streak programme; but the Minister of Aviation, who had been sent a
copy of the Chancellor’s letter, made a strong plea to him for its
continuance. Writing on the 25th, he said he was “content that decisions
should await a study of Sir Richard Powell’s report” but added that he
must make it plain that the project had reached a stage at which
“hesitations which have bedevilled progress need to be removed”. He

put Blue Streak into the context of the nuclear deterrent force;
whatever was done,

“the maintenance of an independent British nuclear deterrent is

bound to be a costly business But the military power, security and

influence which it gives us is out of all proportion greater than
anything we could hope to obtain by devoting a similar sum to forces of
any conventional kind. It may, of course, be argued that we should scrap
Blue Streak and change over to some other form of nuclear deterrent....

Whether we go in for rockets launched from the ground, from the sea
or from the air, the next generation of nuclear deterrent is likely to cost

something of the order of £500 million. We have already spent £50

‘ Conclusions 23(59) - TS Annex.

This was British Nuclear Deterrent Study Group.
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million lue Streak and it would cost a large sum of money to wind it
up... .

In all the <j*ycumstances, I hope that an early decision may be taken

!? S Streak at the full planned speed...”.
rni Qf I960 there was an Air Staff meeting on the siting
o  ue rea , under the chairmanship of the Secretary of State, when

papers an maps relating to possible deployment of the weapon were
discussed - with particular reference to the first installation. The

^e^ploymems^^f ^ paper should be prepared setting-out possible

to

S of S pointed out, the view of the Minister of
Defence was that any discussion on deployment should await completion
of the Powell Committee report - which was “likely to recommend
continuation with Blue Streak in underground sites”, so the Air
Ministry would shordy be asked to state their plans for deployment and
in particular for the first site”.'
Meanwhile the Minister of Aviation continued his duel with the

Chancellor over the programme. Writing on 8 January 1960 to ask for
£2 million more for installations at the Woomera range in Australia, he
reiterated his theme that “unless we decide... to do without Blue Streak
we must not fail to do all that i

programme proceeds efficiendy”.

The Chancellor, however, refused categorically to sanction expen
diture on the

as

necessary to ensure that [the]IS

proposed facilities at Talgarno, impact area for the
Woomera range, and so informed the Minister of Aviation on 21

January; but the latter was not to be put off and returned to the attack.
Leaving for a visit to South America, he dictated  a minute when on his

way to London Airport
Chancellor’s rebuff:-

the 25th, having just received theon

“One thing I wish to emphasise is that, unless and until we decide to
cancel Blue Streak, development should be allowed to go ahead at the
full planned rate. To go on with this cosdy project at a rate so reduced
that the weapon would come into service late would be to get the worst
of both worlds.

“Therefore, unless the Defence White Paper contains an announce
ment that Blue Streak is to be abandoned, which I... would ... strongly

resist, I must ask you to give the ‘all clear’ so that further serious delays
can be avoided”.

No argument or persuasion, however, would move the Chancellor -
who in a reply of 4 February (“at a time”, as he said, “when the future of
the weapon is the subject of a searching review as a major question of
defence policy”) referred to the Prime Minister’s directive of the
previous December that all steps which could be taken to reduce

expenditure on Blue Streak, without giving an impression that the
programme was being abandoned or retarded, should be taken.

Minutes in Guided Weapons — Surface to Surface Blue Streak Thor (I I A/11/2/26).
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The Chancellor’s reference to “a searching review” of Blue Streak
comprehended the work which had been done by the British Nuclear

Deterrent Study Group and the contribution made by its report to
influencing the Government’s final decision on the weapon. This work
had been going on since the middle of the previous year.

Although CDS had made his suggestion for a study of a land-based or
undersea nuclear deterrent at the beginning of 1959 and the Chiefs of

Staff had approved this idea, the BNDSG did not start work until late in
July that year. This was because the Minister of Defence (as already
mentioned) had directed that the study should be deferred;* the reason
for this, it subsequendy transpired^, being that he did not wish to cast
doubt on the future of Blue Streak. After a Chequers meeting in early
June, however, the Minister agreed to the terms of reference which had

been proposed for the study and to the membership of the group^. Its
task was “to consider how the British-controlled contribution to the

nuclear deterrent can most effectively be maintained in the future and
to make recommendations”; and its composition reflected the perma
nent heads of Government Departments concerned with defence, and

the leaders of the Services, under the chairmanship of Sir Richard
Powell (MoD): Sir William Strath (MoA), Sir Frederick Brundrett

(MoD), Sir Patrick Dean (FO), Mr B D Fraser (Treasury); the three

Vice/Deputy Chiefs of Staff — Vice-Admiral L G Durlacher, Lt-General
Sir William Stratton and Air Mshl Sir Edmund Hudleston - and Sir

William Cook (MoA).

During five months’ work before its report was produced at the end
of 1959 the BNDSG held 13 meetings and in its research consulted not
only the Service Ministries but also specialist bodies like the Joint Global
War Study Group and the Air Ministry Strategic Scientific Policy
Committee (whose members were Sir Solly Zuckerman and Sir William
Cook and Professors M J Lighthill and W R Hawthorne and which
produced its own report. The Nuclear Deterrent — 1970 and After, 5
October 1959). The BNDSG conclusions, as far as Blue Streak was

concerned, were that until the Soviet Union had deployed an efficient

system of defence against ballistic missiles the weapon “would not be
vulnerable once it had been fired and had successfully got away from

the launching-point”; but that “whether deployed underground or on

the surface” it would be “vulnerable to pre-emptive attack”. It would
therefore be effective only if it were fired first, for example, in reply to a
Soviet attack with conventional weapons. Because Blue Streak missiles
could only be successfully fired before a Soviet nuclear attack on the

UK, it would not strictly be necessary to deploy them underground,
although such a deployment would “considerably complicate the task of

‘ Minute from CDS to DCDS, 30 Apr 59, in file Possible Future Nuclear Deterrent Weapon
Systems (BND Bnd -TS407/101/024/63 Ptl).

■’ Minute, 8 May 59, Powell/Minister (ibid).
* Minister's office to Powell, 16 Jun 59 (ibid).
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the Soviet forces in return for a proportionately small increase in cost”.
In its recommendations, the Study Group said that if a “fire first”

weapon were acceptable, the development of Blue Streak should

continue (pending decisions on certain questions which it posed); and
in the light of factors set out in its conclusions. Ministers should
consider whether further work to enable Blue Streak to be fired from

underground sites should proceed.

The report went on to recommend that Ministers should consider
whether it would be acceptable for the UK to be seen to be wholly

dependent between 1965 and 1970 upon the United States for the

weapons (apart from the warheads) used by the British contribution to
the nuclear deterrent. If the answer to this was “yes” an approach
should be made to the US Government with a view either to ensuring

that the V-bombers were armed with WS138A (Skybolt) by 1966, or to

obtaining a number of Polaris-firing submarines by a comparable date.
If, again, the answer was “yes” and when satisfactory arrangements had
been made on the lines proposed, then Blue Streak should be cancelled.
If the answer was “no”, or if satisfactory arrangements on either of the

lines proposed {ie, Skybolt or Polaris) could not be negotiated, a “thin
period” for some time after 1965 would be “inevitable”; and the choice

would then lie between accepting the limitations of Blue Streak and

continuing with its development and deployment, or cancelling it, and

accepting whatever gap there might be in the continuity of the
British-controlled contribution to the nuclear deterrent, in order to

develop an effective mobile weapon system as soon as possible. The
Study Group, it was added as a final recommendation, “should
complete its investigtion of the most suitable form of long endurance
mobile ballistic missile systems” ̂

Copies of its Interim report, setting out the options for the
Government on strategic nuclear delivery systems  - Blue Streak, or

either Skybolt or Polaris - went to Ministers, including the Prime
Minister; and early in 1960 the latter drew up a memorandum on

deterrent policy which was considered by the Cabinet Defence Com
mittee on 24 February^. It said that in the 1960s  a position of nuclear
equipoise would be reached, which might affect the shape and size of
Britain’s contribution to the Western nuclear deterrent; but he was

satisfied that, in order to maintain an influence in world affairs, she
must remain “in the nuclear business”.

The Prime Minister set out certain principles - including making “a

significant effort in the field of the strategic nuclear deterrent” and
maintaining an ability to provide British warheads for “whatever

weapons systems” might be adopted - and said that, on the basis of
these, the Minister of Defence considered that “the present plan for

‘ This second study by the BN DSC was begun in April 1960.
D.(60) 1st Mtg. The Prime Minister’s memorandum on deterrent policy was D(60)2.
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developing and deploying Blue Streak as a military weapon” should be
abandoned. He supported this recommendation, for the following
reasons: the V-force, with Blue Steel Mk 1, would be fully effective until

1966; it might be possible to prolong its effective life for several years
after 1966, by

“obtaining from the United States, without conditions, supplies of the
air-launched, rocket Skybolt”; and it seemed likely that, in the 1970s,

some “mobile means of delivery” of the deterrent would “hold the

field” - air-launched, like Skybolt; or launched “from a mobile platform
on land, or on or under the sea, like Polaris”.

The committee agreed with the deterrent philosophy outlined in the
memorandum, and the Minister of Defence said that he had the

support of the Chiefs of Staff in favour of the development of mobile
weapon systems and the abandonment of Blue Streak. Attended by all

the main protagonists — the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Ministers

of Defence and Aviation and the Secretary of State for Air — this
meeting preceded by a day one of the Air Council when members learnt

from DCAS that development of Blue Streak continued to be
satisfactory; that telemetry and instrumentation cabling had been
delayed and the firing date for Round F.l was scheduled for October

1960. This information was contained in his Progress Report to 31

January 1960 on Weapons Systems not yet fully released'.
The Minister of Aviation, while continuing his advocacy of Blue

Streak — he thought that mobility would not in practice provide any

military advantage for the strategic nuclear deterrent force; the Russians
would have to launch an attack on the UK of such  a scale to neutralise 60

underground Blue Streak sites that it would involve “the virtual
certainty” of US retaliation, said that he would not dissent from the

recommendation to abandon Blue Streak as a weapon if development of

it continued as part of a UK programme of space research.

In the Chancellor of the Exchequer’s view the issues before the

committee should not be determined solely on financial grounds; he did

not wish to see all UK efforts in strategic nuclear deterrence abandoned,
but limited resources would call for some reduction in present plans —

he had “never accepted any commitment for expenditure of the order

of £500 millions on the deployment of 60 Blue Streak missiles” and
“could not escape the conclusion that further expenditure. .  . would

be wasteful and would only provide a weapon system that was out of

date when it became operational”.

When the Prime Minister summed up he said there were three main

reasons for aiming to develop a strategic nuclear force of the greatest
possible mobility: the Chiefs of Staff had concluded that there would be

no military value in a static missile and that development of Blue Streak
as a weapon should be cancelled; mobility had political advantages — it

AC(60)9
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made the UK deterrent more credible; and deployment of missiles on

fixed sites had an adverse effect on public opinion, and there would be

“particular problems” in siting Blue Streaks in the west country.
Pointing out that about £60m had been spent on Blue Streak, and

that an effort must be made to get every possible advantage from this

expenditure and to try to preserve the scientific and technological skills

acquired in the development of ballistic missiles, the Prime Minister
proposed that the Ministers who were direcdy concerned “should put in

hand an urgent study of the means of mitigating the consequences” of

not proceeding with Blue Streak as a military weapon.
These were conclusions with which the committee - with the Chiefs of

Staff in attendance - concurred: it decided provisionally that the

existing programme for the deployment of Blue Streak as a military
weapon should be abandoned, while agreeing that this provisional
decision should be reviewed in the light of the results of the study which

the Prime Minister would arrange, of the way in which the development
of Blue Streak might be continued for scientific and technological
purposes.

A report of this study* came before the Defence Committee on 21
March^, but the Prime Minister said that a final decision could not yet

be taken about the future of the Blue Streak project; and in the event

the committee agreed that the 1960/61 estimates should be reduced by

about £10m on account of Blue Streak, “provided that the reasons for
the reduction were not revealed”, and to give further consideration to

the project’s future at a later meeting.
The Defence Committee’s provisional decision of 24 February - that

the deployment of Blue Streak as a weapon should be abandoned; a

decision to be reviewed in the light of an enquiry as to continuance of

the rocket for scientific purposes - was confirmed at its meeting on 6
April.^ At the latter date the committee considered a Report by Officials

on the adaptation of Blue Streak for space research, and its previous
provisional decision to abandon the missile’s development as a weapon;
and the Prime Minister said that there were two main issues to decide:

whether it would be militarily acceptable to rely on the V-bombers with
Skybolt, rather than on Blue Streak, as the UK strategic nuclear
deterrent force from about 1965 onwards; and whether it was

reasonable to assume that Skybolt and eventually Polaris (if it were
needed) would be made available by the Americans on reasonable

terms. In other words, he was warning the committee that Blue Streak
should not be cancelled unless there were reasonable reserve options.

On these two points, the Minister of Defence said that after recent
technical assessment and in the light of a Defence Board discussion on 4

‘ Interim Report by Officials (GEN 709/1) about the possible development of Blue Streak
for scientific and technological purposes.

'■* 0.(60)11.
® D (60) 3rd Meeting, Minutes.
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April* the consensus of opinion was that, in circumstances other than a
surprise saturation attack, V-bombers with Skybolt would have certain
advantages over Blue Streak. The bomber force had qualities of
mobility and flexibility which were useful for conventional operations as
well as for nuclear deterrence; and it had the advantage that it could be

launched on a radar warning “without an irrevocable decision being
taken to launch [a] nuclear attack”. The Minister of Aviation “agreed
that there would be certain financial and political advantages” in

depending on the V-bombers and Skybolt rather than on Blue Streak
for strategic nuclear deterrence in the later 1960s. He thought that,
from the military point of view, there was no marked advantage one way
or the other; in these circumstances he would concur in the decision

that the development of Blue Streak as a weapon should be abandoned.
As to the terms on which missile systems might be obtained from the

United States, the committee considered the outcome of talks which the
Prime Minister had had with President Eisenhower on 28-29 March

1960 at Camp David to be “very satisfactory”. The Americans had
indicated their willingness to make Skybolt available, and it should be

possible to reach a similar understanding as regards Polaris. In summing

up that part of the meeting (that is, before considering the future of
Blue Streak) the Prime Minister said that the committee’s discussion

“showed that their provisional decision to abandon Blue Streak as a

weapon could now be confirmed”.
The decision was made public in a Parliamentary statement a week

later when the Minister of Defence said in the Commons^:—

“The Government have been considering the future of the project

for developing the long-range ballistic missile Blue Streak and have
been in touch with the Australian Government about it, in view of their

interest in the joint project and the operation of the Woomera range.
“The technique of controlling ballistic missiles has rapidly advanced.

The vulnerability of missiles launched from static sites, and the

practicability of launching missiles of considerable range from mobile

platforms, has now been established. In the light of our military advice
to this effect, and of the importance of reinforcing the effectiveness of
the deterrent, we have concluded and the Australian Government have

fully accepted that we ought not to continue to develop, as a military

weapon, a missile that can be launched only from  a fixed site.
“Today, our strategic nuclear force is an effective and significant

contribution to the deterrent power of the free world. The Government

do not intend to give up this independent contribution and, therefore,
some other vehicle will in due course be needed in place of Blue Streak

to carry British-manufactured warheads. The need for this is not

immediately urgent, since the effectiveness of the V-bomber force as the

' DFB(60)3rd-Conclusions, when a paper by the Minister of Aviation. "Vulnerability of the
V-bomber Force", was discussed.
^ Commons Hansard, Vol 621, Cols 1265-6, 13 April 1960.
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vehicle for these warheads will remain unimpaired for several years to

come, nor is it possible at the moment to say with certainty which of

several possibilities or combinations of them would be technically the
most suitable.

“On present information, there appears much to be said for

prolonging the effectiveness of the V-bombers by buying supplies of the
airborne ballistic missile Skybolt which is being developed in the United

States. Her Majesty’s Government understand that the United States
Government will be favourably disposed to the purchase by the United

Kingdom at the appropriate time of supplies of this vehicle.
“The Government will now consider with the firms and other

interests concerned as a matter of urgency, whether the Blue Streak

programme could be adapted for the development of  a launcher for
space satellites ”
So ended Blue Streak — for military, financial (it had cost £84m) and

logistic reasons — less than five years after it had begun as Air Staff
Requirement OR 1139. It was to be succeeded, as the proposed next

strategic nuclear weapon for Bomber Command, by OR1149 - for a

flying bomb with 1,000nm range, a requirement planned to be fulfilled

by Skybolt, whose hoped-for acquisition and subsequent cancellation
form the themes of the next chapter. Because of plans to purchase

Skybolt, and because of delays in getting Blue Steel into service, the Mk

2 version of the latter weapon was not put into development, being
cancelled on the authority of the Minister of Defence (Mr Harold

Watkinson) at the beginning of I960'.
Blue Steel Mk 2 was cancelled three months before the cancellation of

Blue Streak. On 1 January the Minister of Defence had written to the
Minister of Aviation^ about a minute he had had from S of S for Air on

Blue Steel Mk 2, saying that he had “agreed with the Chancellor that

this project should be dropped from the programme” - and would the

Minister therefore “proceed with the formal cancellation of Blue Steel,
Mk2”.

The reasons for the cancellation of this developed version of the Avro
stand-off bomb were threefold, and resulted from discussions which

had been going on in the Air Staff, the Defence Board and the British
Nuclear Deterrent Study Group for several months: first, it was felt

that design work on Blue Steel Mk 2 was proving detrimental to the
development of Blue Steel Mk 1 and TSR.2; secondly, it seemed likely
that by the time the Mk 2 version entered service its effective
operational life would be only about two years; and thirdly, there was a
prospect of obtaining supplies of the American air-launched bomb
WS138A (subsequently known as Skybolt), which promised greater

' Minute to Minister of Aviation, 1 Jan 60, in file Blue Steel (OR1132) Financial Aspects
(lD/47/296,Ptl).

‘●*This and other Minutes quoted are in the 194/4 Blue Steel file - ID9/194/4 18-1,
sub-folder A.
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range and effectiveness than Blue Steel Mk 2. There was no doubt that a

long-range powered guided bomb was required for the V-bombers in the
face of increasingly effective Soviet missile defences and counter
measures — hence the Air Staff Operational Requirements ORl 149 and

ORl 159; but the question was, whether the weapon decided on was to
be British or American'.

On 24 June 1959 S of S for Air (Mr George Ward) had written to the
Minister of Defence (Mr Duncan Sandys) to say that in December 1958
the Prime Minister had

“agreed that work should continue on Blue Steel Mk 2 (ORl 159)
until 31 August this year. During the intervening period, we were to

examine the possibility of certain alternative American projects.
“This has now been done but it is certain that we shall not be able to

come to a final decision by the end of August. We must, therefore, take

stock now of where we are going or . . . we shall be in . . . danger of
having no long-range weapon at all”.
S of S went on to say that the only firm project under development

was ORl 159; the development of an American weapon had not yet

been approved by the US DoD, whose final decision was not expected
before October, so it would be “the end of the year before we . . . have

sufficient knowledge to make a choice”. He recommended that work on
ORl 159 should continue until the end of 1959, “by which time we

should take a final decision between the adoption of this or the
American project”^.
The Minister of Defence, in a minute of 14 July to S of S, concurred

in this decision^.

Later in 1959 a study was made in the Air Ministry of the credibility
of Blue Steel Mk 2 as a deterrent system. Prepared by the staff of the
Scientific Adviser”*, it concluded that the weapon introduced “a

step-functon in invulnerability” compared with the Mk 1 version and
that alterations in its flight profile could extend its credibility further, at
the expense of “some delay” in its introduction into service.

Towards the end of that year it was becoming evident that

development work on the Mk 2 was affecting progress with the Mk 1 and
with TSR.2. On 1 December VCAS (Air Mshl Sir Edmund Hudleston)

put a series of blunt questions to the PS, MoA (Sir Wiliam Strath),
asking him to confirm if effort had been diverted from Blue Steel Mk 1
' The Defence Research Policy Committee had on 17 Dec 57 agreed in principle to the

development of a longer-range version of Blue Steel (Blue Steel Mk 2): see Bombers -
Powered Bombs Blue Steel - Effect of curtailing the programme (ID9/B. 18-1). The idea of a
long range (1000-mile) guided bomb had been mooted in 1956 as a means of maintaining
the deterrent “long after the V-bombers might otherwise have become obsolete" (Science 2
Memo No 258 On the Value of a Long Range Guided Bomb. 14 Mch 56 in ID6/476 (Pt 3)

Bombs, Weapons, Explosives and Ammunition).
- In Nov 58 the USAF/RAF Task Group had concluded that the USAF proposals “more

than meet the requirements of ORl 159” (Note by CA - Paper for DRPC, 20 Dec 58
(DRP/P(58)103).

■’ Development and Production of Power-guided Bomb (Blue Steel), ID3/946/8(S), Pt 2.
■* J E Henderson, Sc 2/955, 17 Nov 59.
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to the Mk 2, that consequently the Mk 1 would be late, that resources at

RRE (Royal Radar Establishment) were insufficient to deal with the Mk
2 and TSR.2* and that if the Mk 2 were proceeded with, TSR.2 “could

not be produced by 1965”.
In his reply, on 3 December, the Permanent Secretary said that in his

Ministry’s view the effort which A V Roe had been applying to ORl 159
had been detrimental to the progress of Blue Steel Mk 1, and that there
would be “a serious clash” at RAE Farnborough between the Mk 2 and

equipment for TSR.2 if both the latter projects were to proceed in
parallel. They believed that “complete cancellation of Mk 2 work at A V
Roe would assist... in obtaining delivery of the Mk 1 system at the

earliest possible date”.

Reporting on this letter to S of S on 15 December, DCAS (Air Mshl S
C Elworthy) said that in the light of it “CAS, VCAS and I have reluctandy
concluded that we should be prepared to agree to the cancellation of
Blue Steel Mk 2, because of the threat to Blue Steel Mk 1 and the

TSR.2”. But he did not think that any formal acceptance of cancellation
should be volunteered until Ministers had had an opportunity of

considering the recommendations of the British Nuclear Deterrent

Study Group - which VCAS was “still endeavouring to convince . .. that
the V-force, if equipped with WS138A (Skybolt), could continue to pose

an effective deterrent up to about 1970”.

S of S subsequently had a meeting with the Minister of Defence about
future deterrent weapons, and a discussion with CAS, PUS,VCAS and
DCAS (on 22 December), when they came to the conclusion that a

“tactical advantage” seemed to lie with offering to drop Blue Steel Mk 2
in return for firm conditions - that assurance would be given that this

step would remove obstacles to the development of the Mk 1 and of
TSR.2; and that the need for a deterrent weapon for the V-force to

succeed Blue Steel Mk 1 should be firmly accepted.
As an outcome of this discussion, S of S minuted the Minister of

Defence on 30 December 1959 to say that he was prepared to agree to

the discontinuance of development of Blue Steel Mk 2, subject to two

provisos — that assurances would be given that this “would remove any

obstacles to the development of Blue Steel Mk 1 and TSR.2”; and that
the need for an effective long-range guided missile to succeed Blue Steel
Mk 1 should be firmly accepted. This could be WS138A or “another

weapon”: the importance of WS138A had been stressed in the report by
the British Nuclear Deterrent Study Group (as will subsequendy be
shown in the course of the account of Skybolt negotiations).

It was on receipt of S of S’s minute that the Minister of Defence
wrote to the Minister of Aviation on I January I960 (as already quoted)

' "...the resources of the RAE and RRE were insufficient to achieve two Marks of Blue Steel

... as well as the TSR.2” (Sir Frank Cooper, former PUS, in Foreword to T C G James’ Defence
Policy and the RAF).
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to say that he had agreed with the Chancellor of the Exchequer that

the Blue Steel Mk 2 project should be dropped, and asking him to
proceed with its formal cancellation.
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CHAPTER XXIV

PLANS FOR SKYBOLT: THE EFFECTS OF ITS
CANCELLATION: THE LOW LEVEL ROLE

As has been seen, the Air Ministry agreed to the cancellation of Blue
Steel Mk 2 at the end of 1959 on condition that the need for “an

effective long-range guided missile to succeed Blue Steel Mk 1” was

firmly accepted.

The weapon envisaged as fulfilling this need was WS138A, Skybolt;
and in his minute of 30 December to the Minister of Defence conveying

agreement to the termination of Blue Steel Mk 2,  S of S for Air went on

to ask the Minister to write to the US Secretary of Defense “to explain

our need for WS138A, to emphasise the importance of its development
in a form in which it could be carried by the V-bombers and to express

the hope that the United States will be in a position to negotiate the

terms of a joint project at an early date”. S of  S added that he could also

explain RAF interest in Skybolt during his forthcoming visit to the
United States.

It was, therefore, at the beginning of 1960 that British interest in

Skybolt was formally conveyed to the US Government; and as it was in
December 1962, at the Nassau Conference, that President Kennedy

formally gave Prime Minister Macmillan the news of the weapon
system’s cancellation, this British interest in the American air-launched

long-range missile lasted exactly two years, and its demise had profound
effects as far as the V-force was concerned: for with the Polaris

submarine-launched ballistic missile system being offered to Britain as

an alternative, and accepted, the days of V-force responsibility  for

strategic nuclear deterrence were numbered.

At the beginning of 1960, however, means were being considered of

extending the credibility of V-bombers armed with Blue Steel Mk 1 into

the 1970s. The possibility of providing them with  a Mk 2 version of this

powered guided bomb (to ORl 159) came to an end with its cancellation

at the beginning of 1960. The two alternatives then were WS138A and

the ground-launched ballistic missile Blue Streak; but as has been seen,
the future of Blue Streak was under consideration at the beginning of

1960, and by February of that year a decision had been taken to

abandon it as a military weapon. So effectively, the only realistic prospect

of continued viability for the V-force after Blue Steel lay in Skybolt - the

only air-launched ballistic missile in the armoury of the Western world.
Towards the end of 1959 the British Nuclear Deterrent Study Group

wrote of the prospects for this system, and of its possible acquisition for

carriage by the V-bombers:-*

' British-controlled Contribution to the Nuclear Deterrent: Interim Report by the British
Nuclear Deterrent Study Group, 31 Dec 59 (BND(SG) (59)19(Final)).
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Aerojet and GE‘ was assembled ... to assist the Weapon System Project
Office. After about four weeks of intense study this group expressed
doubt about several aspects of the Douglas proposal and suggested a
design of their own. After considerable discussion .  . . Douglas ... agreed
that the .. . design offered a better chance of success by 1963, the date the
weapon is required in service”.

This alternative design was presented
“ad hoc

14-15 January 1960 to an

group of experts set up by the USAF. its chairman reporting
his views to the Air Force and the Department of Defense, and a final
presentation being made to the Director of Research and Engineering,
DoD (Dr Herbert F York), on 29 January. Three days later the Secretary
of Defense (Mr Thomas Gates) approved the development of GAM87A
but imposed some technical and managerial reservations. Changes
technical specifications, other than necessary design changes, were not

to be made without approval of the office of the Secretary of Defense;
management like that successfully employed in ballistic missile

development was to be used; and the Director, R&D, DoD, was to

review the programme once every four months for at least two years.
The Air Force had to provide increased funding out of its
resources; and range requirements were to be limited.

The USAF accepted these reservations on 3 February 1960; and thus
(as DCAS commented) it appeared that “after numerous vicissitudes

GAM87A is firmly on the road, at least until 1 May when the first of Dr
York’s reviews is due”.

on

to

own

A report dated 8 February, by Gp Capt G V Fryer, the RAF
Requirements Interchange Officer at HQ, USAF^, said in its summing-
up of the latest position on XGAM-87A that “following the presentation
to the Fletcher Committee on the 14th and 15th January 1960, HQ
USAF and Dr York were briefed in turn on the Delta II missile...: both

were received with favour and on 1 st February the Deputy Secretary of
Defence approved the XGAM-87A programme. His letter of approval
listed certain minor provisos, all of which were acceptable to the USAF,

whose endorsement of the programme was given two days later. Thus,

after a series of ups and downs, XGAM-87A has finally earned a clean
bill of health: it has been funded to the tune of $95m through FY 1961

and should lead to the production of a devastating addition to the

West’s deterrent inventory some four years hence”.

It is important to note, however, in view of its eventual cancellation,

that the Skybolt programme was hedged about from the beginning with
many restrictions and qualifications, appertaining both to the design
and to the management of the project. Also that, in parallel with the
possibility of the RAF acquiring this weapon, the alternative of

' Douglas Aircraft was prime contractor for Skybolt, Nortronics Division of Northrop was
sub-contractor for guidance, Aerojet-General for the propulsion system and General
Electric for the re-entry vehicle (Jane's All the World’s Aircraft, 1962-63).

ID9/194/4 Sub Folder A (of three) Blue Steel, March 1959 to 1960.
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acquiring Polaris was being considered; it did not spring unexpectedly
out of the Nassau conference.

In its report of 31 December 1959 the British Nuclear Deterrent

Study Group had recommended that Ministers should consider

whether it was acceptable for the United Kingdom to be seen to be

dependent between 1965 and 1970 on the United States for weapons to
be used in the British contribution to the nuclear deterrent; and that if

so, an approach should be made to the US Government with a view to

ensuring that the V-bombers should be armed with WS138A by 1966,

or to obtaining a number of Polaris-armed submarines by a comparable

date. If satisfactory arrangements on either of these lines were

negotiated. Blue Streak should be cancelled.
After its cancellation the BNDSG was re-activated to look at the

relative merits of seaborne or airborne long-endurance mobile plat

forms for the launching of ballistic missiles. In  a note of 12 April 1960

its chairman' summed-up its task against the background of the
abandonment of Blue Streak as a military weapon by saying that the

Americans had “indicated their willingness” to make Skybolt available

“at the appropriate time”, but that it had not been expedient “to seek a
similar understanding as regards Polaris”. In discussing UK deterrent

policy. Ministers had “recognised the possibility of a gap in the

continuity of the British-controlled contribution to the nuclear deter
rent”, but there had been “no substantive decision that such a gap

would be politically acceptable”. The group’s task was “to consider

what long-endurance system or systems should be adopted and when”.

By the spring of 1960, to use Roman terminology, the omens were

propitious for Skybolt to be acquired for the RAF as successor to Blue
Steel. The Mk 2 version of the latter had been cancelled and Blue

Streak, the alternative deterrent weapon, was about to be cancelled, the
Skybolt programme was under close DoD control and the Secretary of

State for Air, after visiting the United States, expressed his enthusiasm
for the weapon:

“I am convinced that we must have it or something like it to ensure
that the V-bomber force, in which we have invested so many millions of
pounds, remains a worthwhile and effective contribution to die deterrent

in the years after 1965.

“During my visit ... I had the opportunity of discussing WS138A

with the Secretary of the Air Force, with Strategic Air Command and
the Commander of the 1st Missile Division, and also with the

manufacturers. It is quite clear now that the Americans are continuing

with the project, and also that it will be compatible with carriage on the
V-bombers”^.

' Sir Edward Playfair, who had replaced Sir Richard Powell. The other change in member
ship was that of Sir Solly Zuckerman for Sir Frederick Brundrett.
^ Draft minute, 27 January 1960.
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The Prime Minister (Mr H Macmillan) suggested that 100 Skybolts
should be ordered, as an earnest of British intentions. “I am sure we

should not leave the Americans in any doubt”, he wrote to the Minister
of Defence on 10 May*, “that we shall want at least a reasonable number

of these weapons.
“Should we not consider putting a provisional order for, say, a

hundred? This will ensure that in making the design they will take

account of the need to make it compatible with the V-bomber. Have you
discussed this with the Chancellor? We must not be straddled between

Polaris and Skybolt and getting neither one nor the other.
“I reckon a hundred would cost a sufficiently substantial sum to make

the Americans take it seriously. It might be possible to call it a

provisional order. My object is to achieve the design that is in accordance
with our needs. If you wish I will speak to the President^ about it next

week and ask him how I am going to ensure that we get what he, I know,
wants us to have”.

But the Chancellor of the Exchequer (Mr D Heathcoat Amory) was
decidedly more cautious. “I very much hope,” he told the Prime
Minister on the 11th, “that we shall not find it necessary to put in an

order for this weapon at this stage”^.
The CAS (Air Chf Mshl Sir Thomas Pike) was single-mindedly

enthusiastic about Skybolt, describing it on 16 May as the project which,

“in conjunction with the V-bombers, is the cheapest of all the possible

courses of action open to us to maintain the effectiveness of the
deterrent”^.

Some scepticism was expressed, however, as to whether it was right to
continue with the V-bombers as carriers of deterrent weapons. The case

for adopting Skybolt, wrote the Minister of Aviation (Mr Duncan
Sandys) to the Prime Minister on 25 February 1960,

“is that it would provide us with a mobile deterrent invulnerable to

attack. However, this depends upon the ability of our bomber force to

get off the ground within the short warning period available, or to
maintain a substantial standing patrol in periods of tension which may
be prolonged”.
The Minister added that he was not suggesting that they should “go

back on the provisional decision reached yesterday” — that is, the
Defence Committee decision of 24 February 1960^ to abandon Blue

Streak as a military weapon, which implied reliance on Skybolt or
Polaris; but he thought that the Committee “should satisfy itself on this

very crucial point”.
On the same date as the Defence Committee meeting the Foreign

' PM’s Personal Minute, Serial No M150/60.
'■* le President Eisenhower.
MD9/194/4 Blue Steel.
■* Minute to PUS.
® D(60) 1st meeting, Minutes.
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Office had initiated an approach to the Americans about Skybolt and

Polaris; for in a message of 24 February the British Joint Services

Mission in Washington had been told* that the plan for deployment of

Blue Streak was being reconsidered, on the assumpdon that satisfactory

agreement could be reached on two alternative missiles, the
air-launched WS138A and the submarine-launched Polaris. A new

weapon system was wanted from about 1965, when Russian defences

would be getting too effective for the short-range air-launched missile
“about to be introduced” {ie. Blue Steel). The V-bombers “could

remain effective with WS138A at any rate for 1965-70”. The

requirement was to buy the missiles ready-made, to use with Bridsh

warheads and with no conditions attached to the purchase. BJSM was

asked whether the US Government would say what the prospects were

for making WS138A “technically suitable” for use with the V-bombers,

and if the acquisition of these weapons by 1965 could be counted upon;
whether it would be possible at a later stage to make the Polaris system,
and perhaps the submarines, available; and whether these missiles
could be made available unconditionally, if Britain provided the

warheads. These weapon systems were to form part of “a co-operative
effort in developing the total deterrent forces of the West”.
In just over a month the availability of these American missile systems

to Britain became the subject of conversations between President

Eisenhower and Mr Macmillan — at Camp David, Maryland,on 28-29
March — which resulted in a Memorandum of 30 March. Thus, in what

might be described as a cart-before-the-horse situation, Skybolt was

authorised to be supplied to Britain long before it had any viability as a
practical weapon system^.
A record of the Camp David discussion^ shows that the Prime Minister

conveyed to the President the British Government’s view on future
deterrent systems - that it had come to the conclusion that Blue Streak

was no longer a suitable weapon and its development for military
purposes would stop. He hoped that the President “would be able to

give him some assurance about the possibility of supplying Skybolt
and/or Polaris missiles, if on examination these proved to be what the
United Kingdon needed to replace Blue Streak”. Owing to Australian
involvement in Blue Streak, with the provision of range facilities at
Woomera, there was some urgency about a decision  - the Prime
Minister explaining that “because of Mr Menzies’ timetable in
connection with the Commonwealth Conference” he wished “to secure

' Foreign Office to Washingion, No 762 (Appendix  B to Minutes of Defence Committe, 24
Feb 60).

Reviewing George B Kistiakowsky's A Scientist at the White House: The Private Diary of
President Eisenhower's Special Assistant for Science and Technology (Harvard University Press) in The
Times Literary Supplement for 18 Nov 77 Prof Margaret Cowing wrote: “Skybolt is a familiar
name to the British because Kennedy later promised to supply this missile to Macmillan but
then had to cancel it; Kistiakowsky tells us that although in 1959 it was energetically

promoted by both the contractor and the Air Force it had little substance except on paper".
=* PM(W)(60)4th Mtg Item 5.
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acquisition of Skybolt when it discussed them on 20 June I960*. In
speaking about his Note^ on the missile the Minister said that by

acquiring 144 of them, with spares and associated equipment,
“we should be able in the later 1960s to maintain with the Vulcan

Mk 2 bombers a deterrent force equivalent to that previously planned
for Blue Streak. The Victor Mk 2 bombers would not be adapted for
Skybolt, but could be a complementary component of the deterrent with

a developed version of the British powered bomb Blue Steel, if

necessary. It would be in our interest to respond without delay to the
American desire to expedite the joint development of Skybolt, in order
to ensure that it would be fully compatible with our requirements”.
Mr Watkinson added that, “on present estimates”, the cost of the

British requirement would be between £76 million and £115 million

(depending on the unit cost of the missile), with  a dollar content of up to
£108 million.

The US Department of the Air Force/UK Ministry of Aviation
Technical and Financial Agreement of 27 September linked itself, in its

introductory paragraph, to the earlier agreements of that year.
“Pursuant to the Understandings reached”, it said,
“between the President of the United States of America and the

Prime Minister of Her Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom
on 29 March 1960, and the further Understandings reached between
the United States Secretary of Defense and the Minister of Defence of

Her Majesty’s Government on 6 June 1960 relative to the air-to-surface

missile known as Skybolt, the United States Department of the Air Force

and the United Kingdom Ministry of Aviation agree to co-operate in the
development of the Skybolt missile to permit it to be adopted both by
the United States Air Force and the Royal Air Force. This Agreement
provides for the co-operative development of the missile, re-entry
vehicles and associated equipment, and deals with technical and

financial arrangements appertaining thereto. It is understood that at

this time this is purely a Research and Development program, no
production having been authorised by higher authority”.
After this international fanfare - with its reservation that Skybolt was

currently “purely an R&D programme” - the Agreement stated three

objectives for the Department of the Air Force: that it would make every

reasonable effort to ensure “successful and timely completion” of

Skybolt development; that it would at all stages “take fully into account”
UK requirements for the missile and its associated equipment; and that

“provided the missile [was] successfully developed, its compatibility with

Vulcan Mk 2 bombers assured and a production programme established
and maintained” the Department would make available to the MoA on a

reimbursable basis missiles and associated equipment, spare parts and

‘ C.(60)97.
® Extract from CC{60)35th Conclusions, in ID9/194/4 Blue Steel (including Skybolt).
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modification kits and operating data, schedules, etc. Referring to

compatibility, the Agreement said that the MoA would make “every

reasonable effort” to proceed with a development programme for
adaptation of Vulcan Mk 2s — there was no mention of Victors — to carry

Skybolt, and that a British warhead, “compatible with a US entry

vehicle”, would be “selected and provided by the appropriate autho
rities of the United Kingdom after consultation with the United States

Air Force”. Under the heading of “exchange of information” the

Department agreed to furnish the MoA, after the Agreement came into

effect, with a “full disclosure of the progress made in connnection with

the development work on the project”. Finally, either party was entided
to “terminate its interest in the project at any time” — though neither was
to do so without prior consultation with the other.

Thus before the end of 1960 the Royal Air Force was firmly linked to

the future supply - though no date or numbers were mentioned in the

Agreement, which limited itself to the R&D programme - of an
American air-launched ballistic missile for the V-bomber force, to
succeed Blue Steel ̂

The possibility of this American ALBM failing to materialise was also
considered before that year was out, the British Nuclear Deterrent

Study Group deciding on 9 September that a Blue Steel Mk lA might

have some validity^ and producing a draft report for the Minister of
Defence on the 13th. He had asked them to consider “to what extent a

developed Blue Steel Mk 1 and/or the TSR.2 would provide until about

1968 a reinsurance against the failure of Skybolt and an independent
contribution to the Western nuclear deterrent force”. In the case of

Blue Steel, the Study Group’s report® said the choice would lie between

“a comparatively simple development”, the Mk 1 A, increasing the range
to 250nm, and a higher-performance variant, the Mk 1*D, which would
have a range of 350-440nm but would not be in service until 1965/66.

BNDSG did not recommend developing any version of the latter; as to

the former, they were awaiting a further paper from the Air Staff*. As to
TSR.2, it could be regarded as an insurance against the failure of
Skybolt in the sense that “if Skybolt were to be cancelled we could say

* The Minister of Defence also asked the BNDSG to consider whether, in addition, an

improved version of Blue Steel and a missile for launching from TSR.2 should be developed
(Chairman’s Memorandum, 6 Sep 60, in TS 407/101/024/63, Pt 111 - Possible Future
Nuclear Deterrent Weapon System (British Nuclear Deterrent BND)).

Minutes, BND(SG)(60) 2nd Mtg in Development & Production of Power-guided Bomb
(Blue Steel) 1D3/946/8 (S) (Pt 2). However, on 10 May 60 the BNDSG concluded that there
was no justification on any grounds for ordering  a Blue Steel Mk lA system (BND(SG)(60)
4th Mtg (Ibid)).

® BND(SG)(60)10.

The Air Ministry view, in a subsequent Note (circulated on 19 Sep 60), was that the Mk 1A
would offer “certain advantages" over the Mk 1 though it would be “subject to serious
limitations”. Even its “marginal advantages” from an operational standpoint would be
desirable, “provided that achieving them did not further delay the development of Blue
Steel Mk 1” (TS 407/101/024/63, Pt 11 — Possible Future Nuclear Deterrent Weapon System
(British Nuclear Deterrent BND)).
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penetration of, and immunity from, Soviet defences) proved that, short
of continuing with the development of Skybolt, the only weapon system
of comparable effectiveness would be the Polaris submarine.

According to messages from Washington to London at the time of the

McNamara—Thorneycroft talks, Skybolt had its supporters in the United

States. On 14 December a telex from DRS Washington to the MoA
quoted from a memorandum to the Secretary of Defense from the

Secretary of the Air Force, following the latter’s meeting with Douglas,

Aerojet and Northrop principals* to examine the status of the pro

gramme. This memorandum said that “no basic technical problem” had

appeared in the programme, and that if the expected success with the
guided launches was achieved, development would be on schedule. The

view was expressed that there were “no grounds for cancellation on

technical considerations”. But the message added: “Rubefy reported to

be exploring possible alternatives, including three separate Polaris
submarine concepts submitted recently to him by the Chief Scientific

Adviser, MoD”. Another message, on the following day^, said that the
USAF, in the person of General Curtis LeMay, its Chief of Staff, were in
favour of continuing with Skybolt - otherwise their manned deterrent

ended with the B-52/Hound Dog combination.

These meetings and messages were all preparatory to the decisive

President Kennedy — Prime Minister Macmillan talks of 18—21 December

1962 at Nassau in the Bahamas. A brief prepared for the Prime
Minister by the MoD had said that none of the three alternatives

proposed by Mr McNamara in his talks with Mr Thorneycroft were

acceptable; it urged that a strong case should be put to the President for
continuing with Skybolt, or making available an alternative weapon
system, a submarine-based rocket. The alternative of Hound Dog had
been considered but turned down by the RAF, mainly on two grounds:
that major modifications would be required to fit it to Mk 2 Vulcans and
Victors, and that it could not be introduced into service in less than four

or five years.

The Nassau decisions - to cancel Skybolt while offering to continue its

development on a US/UK 50/50 basis (an offer which was not accepted)
and to provide Polaris instead — were embodied, with a US alternative

offer of Hound Dog and a British proposal to assign forces to Nato, in a
joint Statement on Nuclear Defence Systems. This was one of the

communiques issued after the talks, and of the ALBM it said:—
“The President and the Prime Minister reviewed the development

programme for the Skybolt missile. The President explained that it was

no longer expected that this very complex weapon system would be
completed within the cost estimate or the time-scale which were

' With Douglas as main contractor, Aerojet-General were responsible for the propulsion
system and Nortronics Division of Northrop for guidance.
^ Dr Rubel, deputy to Dr York, DoD Director of Research and Engineering.
* Emson, RAFS Washington, to AM, 15 Dec 62.
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projected when the programme was begun.
“The President informed the Prime Minister that for this reason and

because of the availability to the United States of alternative weapon

systems, he had decided to cancel plans for the production of Skybolt by
the United States.

“Nevertheless, recognising the importance of the Skybolt programme

for the United Kingdom, and recalling that the purpose of the offer of

Skybolt in 1960 had been to assist in improving and extending the
effective life of the British V-bombers, the President expressed his
readiness to continue with the development of the missile as a joint
enterprise between the United States and the United Kingdom, with
each country bearing equal shares of the future cost of completing
development, after which the United Kingdom would be able to place a
production order to meet its requirements”*.

The Prime Minister, “while recognising the value of this offer”,
decided not to avail himself of it “because of doubts that had been

expressed about the prospects of success for this weapon system and
because of uncertainty regarding date of completion and final costs of
the programme”. When Hound Dog was offered as an alternative he

could not accept “in the light of technical difficulties”.

When the possibility of the US providing Polaris was discussed, the
two leaders agreed that any decision “must be considered in the widest
context both of the future defence of the Atlantic Alliance and of the

safety of the whole free world”; that the issue “created an opportunity
for the development of new and closer arrangements for the organisa
tion and control of strategic Western defence”. The Prime Minister
suggested, and the President agieed, that a start could be made “by
subscribing to Nato some part of the force already in existence. This
could include allocations from US strategic forces, from UK Bomber
Command, and from tactical nuclear forces now held in Europe. Such
forces would be assigned as part of a Nato nuclear force and targeted in
accordance with Nato plans”.

British submarine forces developed under the Polaris agreement were
to be “assigned and targeted” in this way; the agreement itself said that
the US would

“make available on a continuing basis Polaris missiles (less warheads)
for British submarines. The United States will also study the feasibility
of making available certain port facilities for such submarines. The
United Kingdom Government will construct the submarines in which

these weapons will be placed and they will also provide the nuclear
warheads for the Polaris missiles”.

The agreement added that
“these forces, and at least equal United States forces, would be made

available for inclusion in a Nato multilateral nuclear force”.

* Cmnd 1915. The Air Staff Requirement No 1187 for an Air-launched Ballistic Missile
System was eventually cancelled on 22 Feb 63 (1 D/47/297 (Pt 4) Skybolt Policy).
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On New Year’s Eve 1962 - a day when times past and things to come
are traditionally celebrated — the Ministers of Defence and Aviation

and the Secretary of State for Air met, with CAS in attendance, to

consider the situation created by the cancellation of Skybolt and the
proposed provision of Polaris*. The Minister of Defence said there were
two problems to consider: measures which could be taken to close any
gap in the British strategic deterrent before 1970, and the question of a

reinsurance against the risk that the Americans might not supply Polaris
missiles.

In discussion of the gap it was pointed out that from about 1965 the
credibility of the deterrent would diminish; bombers would find it

increasingly difficult to get through and this problem would be very
serious from 1967 - when the Skybolt force would have been completed

— until 1970, when the Polaris system would be in service. Among the

more promising means of improving the deterrent during this period
were (i) an improvement in electronic countermeasures; (ii) a greater

degree of dispersal of aircraft - which would involve the lengthening of

runways and provision of new buildings, but not the construction of new
airfields; and (iii) the development of a lay-down megaton bomb which
would enable the V-bombers to make low-level attacks and the TSR.2 to

contribute to the strategic deterrent.
Another possibility was to increase the range of Blue Steel - “to 250

miles in about four years, at relatively small cost” - but aircraft carrying

it had to be flying at 40,000ft or more when it was released and would

therefore be vulnerable. Or, as low-flying V-bombers would be vulnerable
to guided weapons of the PT.428 or Mauler type^, it might be useful to
develop ORl 168 - a tactical air-to-surface guided weapon for TSR.2 - to

carry a megaton warhead.
When the Ministers discussed reinsurance against the risk that Polaris

might not become available, the Minister of Aviation said that - subject

to confirmation after further study - a British Skybolt or Polaris-type

missile could be developed by 1971/72; it might be possible to develop a

Pandora-type missile with a total range of 1,250 miles, of which 550
could be at low level; and the possibility that Black Knight^ might be
developed into a ballistic missile was mentioned.

At the end of the meeting the Minister of Defence asked Sir Robert

Scott and Sir Solly Zuckerman’* to arrange for a paper to be presented to

him by 15 January, recommending what action should be taken to
extend the credibility of the deterrent from 1965 to 1970. On

reinsurance, he thought it not possible to build and buy Polaris and also
to develop an alternative.
The main operational advantages of Skybolt, it had been pointed out

' MM(62)31.
■ Cancelled BAC and US (GD) surface-to-air missiles.
* Ballistic research rocket.

Respectively PS, MoD, and Chief Scientific Adviser to the Minister of Defence.
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in an Air Staff paper on the future of the deterrent*, had been its range
of 1,000 miles and the fact that two could be carried on one Vulcan -
which meant that an airborne alert could be maintained reasonably

economically without resort to flight refuelling, and tlie fact that all its

flight would have been ballistic - making it immune to the growing SAM

defences which were expected to make penetration by aircraf^t and

cruise-type missiles at high altitude impossible during the era under

consideration (1965-70). Any substitute weapons, therefore (the paper

concluded), “must be judged by the extent to which they reproduce
these capabilities”.
The Air Staff said in December 1962 that the V-force front line

planned for the later 1960s was 72 (UE - unit establishment) Vulcans

and 16 (UE) Victors, a total of 88 (UE) V-bombers. There were enough

Blue Steels to equip 48 (UE) of them, leaving 40(UE) to use free-falling

bombs. This force would not be able to pose a threat as large as the
planned Skybolt force would have done.

The Skybolt programme, as far as the RAF was concerned, formally

ended on 3 January 1963 — when the Ministry of Defence stated that

“the decision not to proceed with Skybolt should be regarded as taken
in the statement issued at the end of the Nassau discussions”.

Accordingly, action to “wind up. . . the programme” was to “proceed
forthwith”^.

Easier said than done, for the programme had international and

widespread implications, and the immediate problem was how to extend

the credibility of the airborne deterrent in the pre-Polaris period. As for
the immediate effects on the RAF, when the Air Council Standing

Committee had considered these on 31 December they dealt with the
“phased withdrawal of Service and other staffs in the United States” - ie

those in Washington and the 200-odd personnel plus dependents at
Eglin AFB, Florida, forming the British Joint Trials Force; cancellation
of the Skybolt course at RAF Newton; the possibility of restoring cuts
made under the Defence Review economies; unfavourable publicity
about future prospects of the RAF, resulting from the cancellation

decision, which could affect recruiting adversely; and whether the
USAF might give up any of their bases in the UK as a result of the

cancellation, thereby affecting the proposal to allocate Gaydon to
Transport Command. These were housekeeping matters; and there
were industrial effects: on 28 December a list had been issued of 15

development contracts which had been terminated^: these included, for
example, a main contract with the USAF for missiles and equipment for
R&D trials of Skybolt/Vulcan; a main development contract with A V
Roe for adapting Vulcans to the Skybolt role; and another with A V Roe

* Future of the Deterrent, Pt 1 1965-1970 - DCAS 629/63 in Bombers - The Deterrent
Future of the Deterrent (ID9/B.1 65. Pt 1).

® Minute, AUS(A)/PS to CAS, AMP, AMSO and others,  3Jan 63.
» US/AirB,28 Dec 62.
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comments to make on it. CDS referred also to the minute by the Chief
Scientific Adviser on the development of nuclear warheads suitable for

lay-down weapons; he believed the committee would wish to endorse
these recommendations.

In the CoS discussion on the memorandum, the speed with which it

had been produced was explained by the need for Ministers to reach
decisions before Parliament reassembled the following week, on
measures to be taken to maintain the credibility of the deterrent in the

pre-Polaris period. The committee “took note” of the memorandum,
endorsed the minute by the Chief Scientific Adviser and took note that

he would forward his recommendations - about the high-yield

warheads for the lay-down weapons - to the Minister of Defence.
The British Nuclear Deterrent Study Group also contributed to the

formulation of deterrent policy in this critical post-Nassau period; at a

meeting on 21 January 1963 it discussed arrangements for giving the
deterrent as much credibility as possible in the pre-Polaris years*. Its view
was that the main expedient was to ensure the possibility, by developing

a high-yield lay-down bomb and by “adopting various other measures”,
that the V-bomber force would be able to penetrate into the Soviet

Union at low level. It thought that consideration should also be given to
the development of “some form of stand-off weapon” for use at low

level, and agreed that there would be an advantage in diversifying the

deterrent force, “particularly with the TSR.2, even after the advent of

Polaris”. But “a careful assessment of the cost implications and

time-scale would be necessary before any decision was taken on a

stand-off weapon”.
This BNDSG meeting - held “to take stock of the present position on

matters arising out of the Nassau decisions, following the visits of Sir
Solly Zuckerman and his team to the United States and of Mr Nitze and
his team to the United Kingdom”^ - was advised that the Minister of
Defence “had it in mind that, once the terms of assignment to Nato had

been worked out, all British deterrent forces, including those of the

RAF, would be assigned to Nato, while retaining at the same time a
national deterrent role for which there would be separate targetting

arrangements”^.
It was the Minister of Defence memorandum on the deterrent in the

pre-Polaris period which was to be the keystone of future defence policy,

however, subject to its approval by the Defence Committee of the
Cabinet-which endorsed the proposals on 23 January^. At that meeting the
Minister (Mr Peter Thorneycroft) introduced his paper by saying that

' Minutes, BNDSG/M(63) 1.

^ The Zuckerman visit to the US was mainly to discuss the Polaris options. Mr Paul H Nitze
was Secretary of the US Navy 1963-67.
^ At the Nassau conference Mr Macmillan had suggested to President Kennedy that British

strategic nuclear deterrent forces - ie V-bombers  - be subscribed to Nato.
D(63) 1st meeting.
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from about 1965 the ability of the V-bombers to penetrate Russian

anti-aircraft defences would gradually diminish, so that the credibility

of the British contribution to the Western strategic nuclear deterrent
would fall for a time below that which would have been achieved if

Skybolt had been available. He was convinced that any attempt to devise

a British weapon to take the place of Polaris - should the American

undertaking to supply Polaris not be fulfilled - would be financially and

politically unjustifiable. The question therefore was, what measures

might be taken which could be effective by — say  - 1967, for the period

of about two years before British Polaris-firing submarines could mount
an adequate deterrent?
The Minister said that the Air Staff had concluded that, for this

purpose, it was necessary to enable the V-bombers to deliver their attack

at low altitude — which would involve strengthening the Victor airframes
and fitting both Victors and Vulcans with additional navigation and

bombing equipment. It would also be necessary to continue the
development of the lay-down bomb designed for TSR.2, so that it could

be dropped with a warhead in the megaton range from either the

V-bombers or TSR.2s. The full cost of a programme on these lines
would be £27-30 million over the next five years.

It was pointed out during discussion that although current plans
provided for a reduction in the V-force front line, and although each

bomber would carry only one lay-down weapon instead of two Skybolt

missiles. Bomber Command could still destroy a substantial number of

major targets. With the expected development of Russian anti-aircraft
defences, this capability would be reduced; but the deterrent effect of

the V-force would continue to be substantial, up to 1970.
The further point was made that, for security reasons, it was

undesirable to suggest publicly that a low-level bombing capability had
been specially developed to compensate for the loss of Skybolt. In any

announcement of measures to be taken to fill the “missile gap” it would
be important to emphasise the wide diversity of methods available to the
RAF for the delivery of nuclear missiles.

Also, in working-out particular measures, normal procedure for
inter-departmental consultation would be followed. If examination
showed that further modifications to Blue Steel, or the development of

another rocket weapon, might help to improve the position during the
1967-69 period, proposals on those lines would be brought before the
committee separately.
The committee agreed, subject to the normal processes

inter-departmental consultation, to the proposals in the Defence
Minister’s memorandum for modifications to the V-bombers and for

development of a high-yield lay-down bomb; and took note that the
Prime Minister, in consultation with the Minister of Defence and

Secretary of State for Air, would consider the terms of a public
announcement about “measures to be taken to continue the

of
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effectiveness of the British strategic deterrent forces in the period
before the full deployment of Polaris”.

Because of changes made in the memorandum between its draft form

and that finally approved by the Defence Committee on 23 January, and
because this document — The Deterrent in the pre-Polaris Period — is
seminal to the last six-and-a-half years of the V-force’s existence, the
whole text* is given here:—

“I have been considering, in the light of the Nassau agreement on
Polaris, what additional measures should now be taken to improve the
credibility of our nuclear deterrent during the period before our Polaris

force becomes operational. My main assumptions are that, in the
absence of Skybolt, the credibility of the V-force equipped solely with
Blue Steel and free-falling weapons and operating at high altitude as at
present must inevitably diminish to some extent beyond 1965; that we

cannot have an adequate Polaris deployment before 1969 if we go for
submarines equipped with 16 missiles, or 1971 if we go for the
eight-missile type of submarine; and finally that the defence burden

that we face demands that we restrict expenditure on deterrence to the
minimum level consistent with credibilty.

Possible Objectives
“Additional measures in the deterrent field could have one or more

of the following objectives. Firstly there are those measures which will

improve the capability and therefore the credibility of the V-force

between 1965 and the time when we expect to have Polaris in service.

Secondly there are measures directed to re-insuring thin our own
resources, against a failure to obtain Polaris from the A ricans.

“I do not believe that it would make sense eith ■ politically or

financially for us to work on any other assumptio; than that the
detailed negotiations with the Americans will give ui a Polaris force
and that this will give us an adequate deterrent, with the TSR.2 as a

useful back-up. If the best course was to proceed with a separate
development on our own, the right choice would have been to complete
Skybolt. This we have rejected, and I am sure rightly. My
recommendation is that we should now limit ourselves to such

additional measures in the deterrent field as will show worthwhile

results within two or three years after 1965. . ..

“The steps that I propose relate to the V-force and the TSR.2. They

are based on the Air Staff assessment that, beyond the middle of this

decade, V-bombers must go in at low level if they are to penetrate

Russian defences. Trials by Bomber Command and experience with the

training of the Valiant squadrons assigned to Saceur have convinced
the Air Staff that low-level attack by the V-bombers is practicable
operationally.... The following are my proposals

D{63)2, dated 15 Jan 63.
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The Front Line

“Subject to further consideration when we know more clearly what

are the Defence Budget prospects as a whole in the new situation, I

propose that we leave current plans for the run-down of Bomber
Command unaltered. This will mean that by 1965 the current strength
of 120 front-line aircraft will decline to 88, made up wholly of Mk 2
Vulcan and Victor aircraft, which will remain in service until we have

our Polaris force. Towards the end of the decade, the TSR.2 will come

into service and, though . . . intended for a tactical role, it can provide
useful strategic support. It may be that we shall have to consider

purchasing further TSR.2s for this purpose.. .*.

Deployment

“There should be no change in existing plans to operate on ground

alert from a total of 36 airfields in this country.
“In last summer’s discussions in the Defence Committee on the

Skybolt programme, great importance was righdy attached to providing

part of the V-bomber force with the capacity to operate on airborne
alert. At present, however, the Air Staff do not believe that it would be
possible to mount an effective airborne alert with weapons of a lesser
range and greater degree of vulnerability than Skybolt, at any rate

without appreciable additional expenditure on tankers

Method of Operation and Associated Weapon Requirement

“To enable the bomber force to operate at low level, high priority

should be given to developing the lay-down bomb being designed for
carriage by the TSR.2 and Buccaneer to carry a high-yield warhead (in
addition to one of low yield) and using it to arm both the V-bombers and
TSR.2. A decision to do this is required now.
“In addition, I understand that it may be feasible to convert the

existing Blue Steel Mk 1 weapons for release at low altitudes, or to

develop a considerably lighter and simpler rocket weapon, of which two
to four could be carried by each aircraft.^ Either weapon would greatly
improve the chances of successful penetration of the heavily defended

target areas. However, costs would be appreciably higher than those for
the lay-down bomb^ and neither weapon could be available in quantity
before 1967 or 1968, by which time any low-level penetration by the

V-bombers will be getting increasingly difficult.  I have instructed that
these possibilities be examined quickly. Should either prove a worth-

' It is possible that feelings in the Labour administration which took over in October 1964
and cancelled TSR.2 in April 1965 were exacerbated against the aircraft by Conservative
proposals to use it as a strategic bomber.

There were more than 20 proposals for alternative weapons following the demise of
Skybolt, listed in Bombers - The Deterrent - Future of the Deterrent (DCA^ 1-65, Pt 1).

® In the list just mentioned, this was described as “cheap".
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while proposition, I will make proposals separately about it, but 1 would
emphasise that in any event it is not a substitute for the lay-down bomb.

“As a first step towards achieving the capacity to bomb from low level,

the Mk 1 V-bombers in the existing plan should convert to a low-level

role this year, using existing weapons. Existing weapons would not be
satisfactory in the long term, since their use requires the bomber to

climb to a minimum safe height, which may be as much as 26,000ft, for

the actual release of its bomb. At this stage of its sortie the bomber

would be vulnerable to high-level defences, though for a relatively
limited period. I understand, however, that the miminum dropping
height might be somewhat reduced by a comparatively simple modi
fication, and I recommend that this should be pursued.

Number of Weapons Required

“The number of weapons required must be studied further. For the
moment, it has only been possible to make some arbitrary assumptions
for the purpose of costing the associated warhead programme. The
assumptions are as follows:
(a) Instead of the warheads approved for Skybolt, there will be

high-yield warheads for lay-down bombs.

(b)) In addition, of warheads for lay-down bombs already approved

for the TSR.2, about half will now be provided in the

high-yield version. (Previously all were to be of low yield.)

Other Requirements

“Navigation equipment for the low-level role should be provided for
the whole V-bomber force.

“Further study is required of the possibility of equipping the force
with additional electronic or other countermeasures for operation in

the low-level role. This study is being concentrated on equipment that
can be in service with the V-force within two or three years after 1965:

preliminary examination shows that this will rule out major expenditure
in this area.

Costs

“A detailed re-costing of the airborne deterrent is not possible pending

further study. In principle, however, the capital and running costs of the

front line in the 1960s and its deployment should remain broadly

unchanged, since there are no proposals to change the size of the front
line, the number of airfields, or the peacetime rates of training effort.
“For the rest:

(a) The additional new expenditure involved in developing a high-

yield version of the lay-down bomb is estimated at about
£5 million for research and development, and £10.5 million

for production
(b) The only other firm requirement which can be costed at this
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stage is the provision for the whole of the V-bomber force of

improved navigation equipment for the low-level role now
being Fitted to the Valiants. In addition, there is likely to be

expenditure on an airframe modification for the Victor Mk 2

and on improving the electronic countermeasures capability

of the V-force. A provisional first estimate of the cost of these

measures is £1.25 million for research and development and

£11 million for production, a total of £12.25 million.
“It seems therefore that for a relatively modest additional

expenditure of about £30 million spread over the next four or five

years, we can do a good deal to maintain the credibility of the deterrent

in this decade. Some of the improvements proposed, for example those
in low-level navigation equipment, can be made in the next two years:

others will take rather longer, but the general pattern will be one of

successive steps, all giving value in the pre-Polaris period. I am sure that
these measures must be taken...”.

In conclusion, the Minister invited the Defence Committee,

“Subject to the normal processes of inter-Departmental consultation

to approve a programme limited to the measures proposed in this paper
for the improvement of the deterrent capacity of the V-bomber force

and for the arming of the TSR.2 to enable it to operate in the strategic
deterrent role”.

The committee’s approval of these proposals meant that the
memorandum formed a blueprint for Britain’s airborne strategic

nuclear deterrent force in the 1960s: its RAF implications were spelt out

in a paper, Bomber Command in the period 1963-70, which was
approved by the Air Council on 14 March. Before that, however, the

Government sought Parliamentary approval for its new defence policy

in a two-day Commons debate (30-31 January) and secured this despite
an Opposition motion of no confidence, which was defeated by 337

votes to 234, the main motion (“That this House approves the Statement
on Nuclear Defence Systems issued following the Bahamas Meeting in
December 1962”) being subsequently carried by 330 votes to 236.

The Prime Minister (Mr Harold Macmillan) was chiefly concerned to
justify the Polaris agreement and to exculpate the Americans from any
blame for the ending of Skybolt, which had “the full and enthusiastic

support” of the US Services and Government, but during 1962 the

Americans “developed serious doubts” about the system. He said that
the decision to stop it might mean for the UK “a short period in this
decade when our V-bombers may find it more difficult to penetrate”.

Once an agreement on an effective contribution to Nato’s nuclear
forces had been worked out, “we should be ready to assign our
V-bomber force for the defence of the Western Alliance”.

The Minister of Defence took up the latter point, of a British
contribution to Nato nuclear deterrence, when he spoke later in the
debate. Mr Thorneycroft said that while independence was important.
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interdependence mattered too: the problem of a Nato deterrent had
been a major matter of discussion on both sides of the Atlantic, and

there were many unsolved problems about control and deployment.
The British suggestion was that “we should subscribe or allot or assign
V-bombers to strengthen the alliance”, while being “free to use them

ourselves”. While working closely with Strategic Air Command, the
V-bombers would be kept in Bomber Command. The whole of “this
formidable deterrent strike force” was available to Nato; talks could

start at once with Nato and Saceur as to targetting and planning*.

Meanwhile the Air Staff had been making plans for the continuance
of airborne strategic nuclear deterrence without Skybolt, on the lines
approved by the Defence Committee; and these plans were outlined in a
paper put before the Air Council on 14 March by VCAS (Air Mshl Sir

Wallace Kyle)^. In his Note-Bomber Command in the period 1963-70-

VCAS said that the cancellation of Skybolt had made it necessary to
review the method of operating the V-force until 1970, when British

Polaris submarines should be operational. Referring to the 23 January
Defence Committee meeting, he said that Ministers had approved
certain measures which would help to preserve the effectiveness of the
force in the period under review; the council would wish to take note of

those measures and to consider them in great detail. He also referred to

the offer by Ministers to assign the whole of the V-force to Nato, saying
that discussions were taking place with the US on the problems involved.

It was the Government’s intention that assignment should be on the

following terms: the Government retained the right to order the use of

British forces at discretion, if supreme national interests were at stake;
forces must be available to meet national commitments outside Nato, in

conditions of lesser emergency; and states of readiness, deployment and

dispersal, logistics and support of the assigned forces must remain a
national responsibility.

Describing the defences against which the V-force would have to

operate, VCAS said that they had become increasingly effective against
high-flying aircraft, and by 1966/67 were expected to include an

effective system against high-level cruise-type missiles. For these

reasons, deep penetration at high level was not feasible - it would
require an airborne ballistic missile with stand-off qualities, and no such

British weapon existed or could be developed in time. On the other

hand. Intelligence had indicated that the Russians had had no greater
success than the Americans or the British in developing effective

low-level defences other than a possible SAM key point defence system,
which would provide the only serious opposition to the V-bombers
operating in a low-level role.
VCAS affirmed that in the absence of Skybolt, therefore, low-level

' Commons Hansard, 31 Jan 63, Col 1164.
2 AC(63)9.
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attack was the only method offering a reasonable chance of penetration.
The V-bombers would fly out at high level, descend while still outside

early-warning radar cover and go to their targets at low level. Bomber
Command trials, and experience gained with the Saceur-assigned
Valiant force, had shown that there was litde difficulty in locating targets

while at such levels - given the appropriate navigation equipment.
He next detailed the weapons required for low-level operations: there

were no British ones in existence, but Ministers had agreed that high

priority should be given to increasing the yield of the warhead for the

lay-down bomb being designed as a low-yield weapon for the TSR.2 and
Buccaneer. The resultant high-yield bomb should be available for

V-force use by mid-1966 and would also be valuable for TSR.2 in the
strategfic deterrent role. Additionally, the Minister of Defence had
instructed the Ministry of Aviation to see whether it would be possible to

modify the existing version of Blue Steel for low-level launch - which, if
it could be done within the next few years, would “clearly increase the

striking power of the V-force”.
Dealing with modifications required for low-level operations, VCAS

said that Victor Mk 2 airframes would need some strengthening; a

programme to do this had been approved in general terms by Ministers.

Assuming an effective fatigue life of over 5,000hr, and that crews were
allowed 32 hours’ low-level training a year*, the V-force would not

become life-expired until about 1970.

Until the lay-down bomb and/or low-level Blue Steel became
available, he believed that the V-force would have the best chance of

penetrating to its targets by operating as follows:
(a) Mk 1 aircraft would fly a high-low-high profile and be armed

with Yellow Sun Mk 2 - release height for which required an

aircraft to climb, in the target area, to about 20,000ft; during
this climb it would be vulnerable to SAM defences. It was

hoped that the dropping height of Yellow Sun Mk 2 could be
reduced: the Minister of Defence had decided that this

possibility should be pursued.
(b) Initially the Mk 2 aircraft, which would include an element with

free-fall bombs as well as Blue Steel, would operate at high

level against fringe targets; but it was proposed, as soon as

possible, to operate Mk 2 aicraft with free-fall bombs in the
low-level role. Blue Steel aircraft would be converted to the

low-level role as soon as the missile had a low-level capability.

The other parameters for the V-force of the 1960s described by
VCAS were: low-level training — either actual, along routes already
available in Germany or to be provided in the UK, or simulated;
continued acceptance that it was “neither economical nor effective” to
mount an airborne alert, although the possibility would remain open to

The amount of training done by crews of the Saceur-assigned Valiants.
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review; an emphasis on the 36 dispersal airfields already planned being
provided for ground-alert purposes, with facilities for 100 aircraft on

operational readiness platforms - the minimum for 88 UE in the front

line and 24 tactical bombers assigned to Saceur; installation of

additional navigation and electronic equipment (to which Ministers had
given their approval) in the V-bombers, including modified Sidescan

radar and Green Satin* aerials to give better low-level performance,

topographical moving maps — as developed for the Saceur Valiants —
and radar altimeters; and an ECM fit to counter continuous-wave (CW)

radar, “the only effective radar for SAM systems and fighters operating

against low-flying aircraft”.

VCAS said in conclusion that an accurate costing of the improvements

needed to enable the V-force to operate at low level was not possible,

pending further study; but in principle the running costs should not be
significantly different from those of the ground-alert force approved

for the pre-Skybolt period. He invited the Air Council to take note of the

measures which had been approved, “subject to the normal processes of
inter-departmental consultation, to preserve the effectiveness of the
V-force pending the introduction of British Polaris submarines”. The
Council took note, and invited VCAS to institute the necessary action -

also noting that he would be preparing a separate paper on weapons

requirements. Thus the way in which the V-force would operate, for the
last six years of British airborne strategic nuclear deterrence, was laid

down in the spring of 1963.
The AOC in C Bomber Command (Air Mshl Sir Kenneth Cross),

who was present at the meeting, said that the improvements mentioned
in the paper would not be necessary until 1965 — Skybolt would not, in
any case, have been available before then. After that date, the lay-down

bomb and low-level operations would give a good chance of making
successful attacks. It would be an advantage if the in-service date of the

lay-down bomb could be brought forward, and low-level Blue Steel

would be a valuable alternative weapon. When asked by S of S (Mr Hugh
Fraser) whether the Skybolt cancellation and the need to employ
low-level tactics was having any effect on morale, the C in C said that the

need for low-level tactics had been appreciated before the decision to

cancel Skybolt, and to date there had been no morale problem^.

On 11 April S of S wrote to the Minister of Defence to recommend to

him “some comparatively simple and inexpensive modifications” which,
he said, would enable Blue Steel to be launched “at a height of no more

than 1,000ft up to 50 miles from the target”. Estimated cost of this
would be “up to £4’/2m” and the modified weapon should be ready for
operational use in less than two years^.

' A self-contained navigation aid, giving continuous information on track, groundspeed
and distance flown.

As an ex-member of the V-force put it to the author, ‘'Skybolt or no Skybolt, we’d have
had to get down among the weeds anyway".
* ID9/B. 1 -65 Bombers - The Deterrent - Future of the Deterrent.
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A week later, on the 18th, ORl initiated Standard of Preparation No

54 — for modifications to the V-bombers to give them a low-level

capability, explaining that “the decision to cancel .  . . Skybolt . . . has
much reduced the future credibility of the V-force deterrent in the face

of expected Soviet air defences against medium- and high-flying
aircraft”, but that “in view of the lesser Soviet capability likely to exist

during the next few years against aircraft flying at low level, it has been
decided that the medium bomber force will operate in the low-level

role”. So, improvements were required to the aircraft mechanical
standards “to enable them to withstand flights at high speed/low level,

and to the navigation/attack systems to permit low-level penetration and

weapon delivery”.
This Standard of Preparation was issued on 3 May and is referred to

subsequently in Chapter XXVI on Low-level Blue Steel and Lay-down

Bombs. It was later to be superseded (on 5 May 1964) by ASR No 380
Medium Bomber Force Aircraft - Low-level Role.

On 23 April the Minister of Defence directed that low-level Blue Steel
should be considered by the Defence Research Policy Committee. “I
think it essential”, he minuted S of S for Air, “before this project is
submitted to the Defence Committee, for it to be considered by the

DRPC and the Chiefs of Staff. I realise the urgency, but special

arrangements can be made to complete these necessary processes

quickly as possible”.

At the DRPC meeting, on 8 May, the War Office opposed approval of

the paper^ requesting endorsement of the proposal to provide Blue Steel
with a low-level launch capability, on the grounds of weapon system
vulnerability, and subsequently DCIGS (Lt-Gen Sir John Hackett)

suggested the setting-up of a small body to consider this; but in reply
DCAS said that as the War Office seemed to have doubts about the

wisdom of filling the gap resulting from the cancellation of Skybolt, the
best course of action would be to refer the matter to the Chiefs of Staff.®
The Chiefs of Staff considered modifications to Blue Steel to give it a

low-level launch capability at their meeting on 14 May 1963“* when they
endorsed a note by the Air Ministry for use by the Defence Research
Policy Committee: this note had proposed to the DRPC that a project
study on the necessary modifications should be carried out, at a cost of
£60,000. The cost of the actual modifications would be £20m to give the

missile a low-level trajectory, or about £3m to give it a low-level launch

and an “up and over” trajectory. The DRPC agreed to such a project
study being undertaken® and in October of that year approved proposals

1

as

' ID9/B. 1 -65 Bombers The Deterrent - Future of the Deterrent.

DRP/P(63)31.

* DCAS 2191/63 (9 May).
33rd Mlg/63: extract from Minutes in ID9/194/4 - Blue Steel Jan 61-Jun 64.

^ Minute from S of S to the Minister of Defence, 24 May 63 (Ibid).
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to enable Blue Steel to be modified for low-level launch. As DCAS (Air
Mshl Sir Christopher Hartley) reported to S or S (Mr Hugh Fraser) on
the 16th, “the modification is a relatively cheap one. It will cost only
£3.5m in development. . . . The production costs will be about £7,000
per missile with £0.4m for modification to the test equipment”.* The
Minister was further told, in a letter from the AOC in C Bomber

Command (Air Mshl Sir John Grandy) after he had visited Scampton,
that the first low-level trials weapon had been successfully launched at
Woomera that morning (19 November) from a Vulcan flying at 300kt at
2,000ft.2

Towards the end of 1963 S of S and the Minister of Aviation asked the

Minister of Defence (Mr Peter Thorneycroft) for a long-term decision
on Blue Steel low-level modification, and on 20 December he told them

he had decided to approve an extension of the holding contract for a
further three months.^

One other consequence of the Nassau Agreement during this year
was that the whole of the V-bomber force was assigned to NATO - a

decision formally conveyed, “in implementation of paragraph 6 of the
Nassau communique”, by the (3hief of the Defence Staff (Earl

Mountbatten) to Saceur on 23 May, with the proviso that “bearing in
mind . . . the dual role of the force and the UK commitments outside

Nato for the defence of the free world, HMG had decided that they
must retain the right to order the use of British forces at discretion, if

they decide that supreme national interests are at stake; forces must be
available to meet national commitments outside Nato in conditions of

lesser emergency ...; and states of readiness, deployment and dispersal,
logistics and support of the assigned forces must remain a national
responsibility...”.

During 1964 the Blue Steel modification programme began to show
positive results. The Air Ministry Quarterly Liaison Report for
January-March said that “missiles, modified for deployment at either
high or low level, have now been developed and firing trials completed.
Acceptance firings are now in progress and the programme will be
complete before the end of 1964”. The next (April-June) issue noted
that “acceptance firings are going well and should be completed before

the end of this year. Meanwhile the modification programme to give

' Minute of 16 Oct 63 (in ID9/194/4 - Blue Steel Jan 61-Jun 64).
^ Letter of 19 Nov 63, in which he went on to state that “whether the missile is to be

launched from high or low level, its basic structure will not be altered and the problems of
generation, recovery from generation and maintaining a high state of readiness will remain"
(Ibid).

® Minute to the Minister of Aviation, copied to the Chief Secretary to the Treasury and S of
S for Air (Ibid). The changes to Blue Steel required by the Air Staff had been embodied in
ASR 1132, Issue 4, retaining the original specification and introducing new low-level launch
requirements (LM of 18 Sep 63, ACAS(OR)/DCAS in 1D9/B.18-100 Bombers - Powered
Bombs Blue Steel - ASR 1132 (Issue 4) Low Level).) Issue 4 was dated 16 Sept 62 and a
revised Issue 4 was circulated on 26 May 65. All 57 missiles were to be modified (T/MoD

minute of 13 Apr 64 in ID/47/296 Pt 2 Blue Steel (ORl 132) Financial Aspects).
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Blue Steel a low- and high-level capability is in hand and ̂ 1 the missiles
should be modified by the end of this year”. Acceptance firings seeni to

have been completed earlier than expected, for the October-December

AMQLR reported: “Acceptance firings of the Blue Steel We^ons
System were successfully concluded in October. The Blue Steel Force

has both a high-level and a low-level capability’. _  o ,
During 1966-67 a post-acceptance launch programme for Blue Steel,

code-named Operation Fresno, was mounted: it consisted of two
launches each from Victors and Vulcans. The first was from Victor Mk 2
XH673 of No 100 Sqn over the Aberporth Range on 27 May and

reported as being completely successful; the second was from Victor B.2
XH675 of No 139 Sqn on 26 August, the ORB noting that the weapon
was “launched at maximum range and landed 640yd from the target.
The first launch from a Vulcan took place on 31 May 1967, when (in the

words of AMQLR for April-June 1967) "the ""“''f
miles from the target and the impact error was ‘’OeSyd . adding

Steel missiles have thus been fired successMy, wt* the
be launched”. This last firing

now

“Three Blue
fourth and final one of the series yet to

was recorded in the AMQLR for July-September 1967.-
“The second Blue Steel missile to be launched from a Vulcan was fired

successfully on 7 July 1967. The missile was fired at low-level and flew as
planned for a distance of 35 miles with an impact error of 515yd.

“The programme of four in-service Blue Steel firings has now been
successfully completed”.
These Vulcan B.2 firings were both from a Scampton Wing aircraft

XL390, that on 31 May by a No 27 Sqn crew and on  7July by a No 617

Sqn crew.
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During the 1963-66 Indonesian Confrontation period’, however,

V-bombers were regarded as part of the forces capable of being
deployed by FEAF. In one of the plans drawn up^, to come into operation

should the Indonesian Air Force attack targets in Malaysia and/or

Singapore in riposte for Commonwealth action against para-military

bases whence infiltrations were being mounted®, the V-bombers were to

take part in operations designed to eliminate Indonesian air strike

capability. These operations would either be carried out with the
assistance of Australian and New Zealand forces, using RAAF Darwin
as a strike base**; or with those forces in a defensive role, Darwin being
unavailable and the V-bombers from RAAF Butterworth operating out

of Labuan®. As far as V-force squadrons were concerned there were three

aspects to their task during Indonesian confrontation: rapid deploy
ment to the Far East; detachment at Tengah or Butterworth; possible

operations against Indonesian targets.

During November 1963 HQ Bomber Command had issued an

Operation Instruction® that under Operation Chamfrom four medium
bomber aircraft and five crews were to be detached from their parent

stations to RAF Tengah or to RAAF Butterworth’; and the Bomber
Command ORB for December 1963 recorded, under Special Commit

ments, that arrangements were made to airlift servicing parties and

spares pack-ups from RAF stations Honington and Cottesmore in
support of four Victor Mk 1 As from each of these stations. In the latter

month four Victor B Mk 1 As of No XV Sqn flew out from Cottesmore

to Tengah in Exercise Chamfron, then early in January 1964 this

detachment moved from Tengah to Butterworth, and in February the
crews were rotated. The detachment continued until 30 September
1964 when it was handed-over to Vulcan B Mk 2s, of No 12 Sqn, RAF

Coningsby. It was paralled by another Victor B Mk lA detachment, of
four aircraft from No 55 Sqn at Honington, this commitment being
taken over from 17 October 1964 by No 57 Sqn, also Honington-based.

The latter squadron’s ORB noted that “the first flight made by each
crew was a familiarisation with the local area, including the circuits of

RAAF Butterworth and RAF Changi. There was only one profile, and

the majority of the other flights were bombing at Song Song and China
Rock ranges”. No 12’s record, however, was more picturesque - as

perhaps befitted a Vulcan B Mk 2 squadron:-

“On Friday, 2 October, Wing Commander J R Tanner, Flight
Lieutenants D H Hulse and N G Steel and their crews flew from Gan to

Butterworth, bringing the squadron detachment to four aircraft and

‘ Dec 63-16 Aug 66.
® Code-named Addington.
® Operation Mason (FEAF Op Order 10/65).
■* Addington One.
® Addington Two.
®No 14,23 Nov 63.
’ HQ Bomber Command Op Order No 4/63.
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five crews. No 12 (B) Sqn had arrived and took over the Chamfrom
commitment from No 15 Squadron, Victor B Mk Is. At midnight in the
Officers’ Mess bar No 15 Sqn’s plaque came down and the fox’s

mask of No 12 Sqn took its place”.

An illustration of the rotation of crews during Chamfrom detach
ments was given in the No 55 Sqn ORB for May 1964,which said that

this rotation began during that month “with Fit Lt Farlam and his crew

leaving Honington on the 12th. Fit Lt Gallienne and his crew returned

on the 21st. Wg Cdr Houston left Honington with his crew on the 20th

to take over command from Sqn Ldr I C B Brettell ”

During March the squadron was involved in an alert exercise, the

supposition being that hostile aircraft would make a dawn attack on the
airfield on the 12th. “To counter this, two Victors were prepared for
take-off before dawn on 6'/ihr flights so as to be off the airfield during
the strike. The two other Victors were loaded with 21x1,0001b HE

bombs and put on 20-minute readiness. The four aircraft were
dispersed about the airfield. The exercise was terminated at OQOOhr on

12 March....” But in September there was a real alert:-

“At the beginning of the month relations between Indonesia and

Malaysia deteriorated.. . . Night flying was cancelled and a day training
sortie recalled. Operational generation of aircraft was started. No 55

Squadron Victors and other Tengah-based aircraft were dispersed on
the airfield. Victors 649 and 594 were prepared with 14xl,0001b bombs

and fuel and given Combat Ready checks. They were allocated to Fit Lt
E J Randell and crew and Fit Lt R J Russell and crew, who had

completed briefing on targets and were flight-planned for rapid
dispersal to Gan. Victors 645 and 646 were prepared for dispersal
without bomb loads. All crews were brought to one hour’s readiness”.

From 5 to 8 September crew readiness was maintained at one hour;
air raid shelters - sited on large monsoon ditches - were constructed

with timber and sand bags near the dispersed aircraft, barrack block

and squadron offices. From 10 September crew readiness was relaxed to
three hours; on the 13th the squadron commander and specialist
leaders went to HQ FEAF for a conference and were introduced to a

new plan, for which target study and flight planning then began. On 16
September “Fit Lt R J Russell and crew in Victor 594 and Fit Lt Bissell
and crew in Victor 594 were dispersed to RAAF Butterworth with target

Go-Bags and side arms”.
The alert lasted nearly all the month. From 22 to 26 September, “the

readiness was relaxed to 17 hours . . . bombs were removed from the

aircraft. Limited training sorties were flown by all crews during this
period, in order to regain flying efficiency....” Then on 27 September,

“the readiness was relaxed to 48 hours and the dispersed aircraft

1

Commemorating the fact that it had been a Fairey Fox squadron 1926-31.
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returned to Tengah. It was now possible for normal air and ground

training to be resumed”.

Another aspect of Chamfrom operations was illustrated by No 57 Sqn’s

participation in Exercise Hot Squirrel from 3 to  5 February 1965 - “to

test the fighter defences of Northern Australia and to familiarise crews

with operating from Darwin”.

It is worthy of note that the transit flights to this exercise took place
under cover of darkness. “The aircraft took off from Tengah at

midnight”, the ORB recorded, “arriving at Darwin at dawn”. Four

Victors were involved, an extra crew and groundcre\v flying to Australia

in a Transport Command Britannia. Having left Tengah on 1 February

they returned there on the 8th, “again at night”.

The No 12 Sqn detachment to Butterworth in fact lasted only just

over two months; by 13 December, as the result of  a high-level change of

policy, all the aircraft and crews were back at Cottesmore. Operating in

a tropical climate, far from the support facilities enjoyed in the UK, had

brought new experiences and some problems. “Generally the aircraft
flew well”, the ORB reported for October 1964. “The main troubles

were caused by dampness in the electrical systems, due to heavy

monsoon rain and an unexpected rash of hydraulic defects. Second-line

support facilities were not as good as those enjoyed in the UK, but these

shortcomings were generally overcome by ingenuity. The line accom

modation was inadequate for a long detachment”.

Early in 1965 the rapid reinforcement of the Far East by V-bombers

was practised. On 11 May the CAS (Air Chf Mshl Sir Charles Elworthy)
minuted the Minister of Defence for the RAF (Lord Shackleton*):-

“On 7 April you approved a practice reinforcement of the Far East by
eight Vulcans. The exercise has now been completed and you may like
to know how it went.

“The exercise was initiated by a request for reinforcements from the
Commander in Chief, Far East^, at 1400hr on 26 April. The Air Force

Department^ issued a warning to the Commands concerned and, after a

simulated interval for political release and initiation of diplomatic
clearances to overfly Turkey and Iran, the executive order was given at
midnight.
“The first Vulcan took off 1 '/2hr later and reached Gan in 26 hours'*.

The complete force of eight Vulcans reached Gan within 32 hours - that
is, 42hr after the C in C Far East initiated his request for
reinforcements.

“Bomber Command simulated the bombing-up of all eight aircraft

before departure from their base. The Vuicans were supported by

1

' CAS 2526.

Admiral Sir Varyl Begg.

^ Since 1 April 1964.
■* 0045hr on 27 April to 0601 on 2 May were the Cottesmore-Gan departure and arrival

times in the F540.
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servicing crews carried in two Britannias and a Comet.
“All Vulcan crews had a ten-hour rest at Bahrain, and after a quick

turn-round at Gan, they could have been on target in Indonesia within
48hr of the C in C’s request.

“The Air Commander FEAF* then deployed the Vulcans forward to

Butterworth and Tengah, and they could have operated from bases in

the Malaya peninsula within 72hr of the C in C’s request.
“This exercise was well worthwhile, and has demonstrated once again

the efficacy of the V-bomber reinforcement arrangements for Plan
Addington”.

Exercise Spherical, as it was called, had been reported on to the
Chiefs of Staff by CAS on 27 April, before it had been completed. He

told them^ that, after receipt of the C in C’s signal and the AFD
warning to the Commands concerned at 1600Z on 26 April,

“after a built-in delay to simulate bombing-up time, the first aircraft
had been declared combat-ready at 2100Z that day and the eight at

0320Z on 27 April. The executive order to go had been delayed until
2300Z; this allowed time for securing political release and catered for

time needed to initiative diplomatic clearance to overfly Turkey and
Iran. The first aircraft had been airborne at 0045Z and the eighth at
0623Z on 27 April.

“At noon on 27 April, six Vulcans were en route between El Adem

and Muharraq and the two remaining ones were about to leave El

Adem. Route transport support, consisting of one Comet and three

Britannias, was proceeding according to plan; the Britannias were

programmed to reach Gan early on 28 April.
“The Vulcan force was due to be complete in Gan at 0845Z on 28

April; this meant that the force, operating from Gan, could be on target
within 48hr of the C in C calling for reinforcement ”

The squadron which did this rapid reinforcement exercise was No 35,
based at Cottesmore with Vulcan B Mk 2s. Their ORB for May 1965
summed it up by saying on the 6th, when the last two aircraft returned:

“Exercise Spherical was completed this month. This was a ‘no-nodce’
exercise to check the feasibility of reinforcement of FEAF by Bomber

Command at short call. Seven aircraft were flown by crews of 35 Sqn,

who also supplied two extra crews. A total of eight aircraft double-

staged out to RAAF Butterworth or RAF Tengah. The crews then flew

back to RAF Cottesmore in single stages”. The Vulcan specifically

mentioned by CAS, XM600, flown by the squadron commander, Wg
Cdr D B Craig,^ and his crew, took off from Cottesmore at 0045 on 27

April and landed at El Adem at 0418hr. It left there at 0728hr, reaching
Muharraq (Bahrain) at 1151hr. That was the end of the first double

stage, the crew having their ten-hour rest and taking off at 2151hr for

‘ Air MshlPGWykeham.
COS 21st Mtg/65,27 Apr 65.

^ Later ACM Sir David and CAS, then CDS.
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Gan, which they reached at 0230 on 28 April; then at 0745hr on 29

April XM600 took off for RAAF Butterworth, where it landed at
1212hr - in other words, being in the Far East a couple of days after

leaving the UK, with a 6'/2hr gain in time.
It seems quite clear that the V-bombers’ presence in the Far East,

and the fact that they could be got out there so quickly, had a deterrent

effect during the Indonesian Confrontation period. In a report on

Operations in Malaysia, 1 April-31 December 1965, the Commander in
Chief, Far East (Air Chf Mshl Sir John Grandy, who had succeeded

Admiral Sir Varyl Begg in May), said that “four reinforcement medium
bombers (Victor or Vulcan) were retained in the Command throughout

the period. This ensured that all principal targets under contingency
plans were covered with forces immediately available. There is little
doubt that this force has provided a valuable deterrent to confrontation

being conducted on a larger scale ”
On 13 August 1965 No 9 Sqn (Vulcan B Mk 2s) had taken over the

detachment at Tengah from No 57 Sqn (Victor B Mk  1 As); then early in
March 1966 another Vulcan B Mk 2 squadron - No 35, making another
visit to the Far East, this time to stay - took over the “Matterhorn

Medium Bomber Force commitment” at Tengah, maintaining it until

August 1966. During that month the squadron had detached three
aircraft to RAAF Darwin for Exercise High Castor,  a test of the

Australian SAM and fighter defences, the Vulcans finding the RAAF

Mirage III-Os “formidable”; when on the 14th, while the Vulcans were
still on the exercise, “orders were received” - to quote from the

squadron ORB - “covering the withdrawal of the medium bombers to
the United Kingdom. This followed the signing of the Bangkok

agreement by Malaysia and Indonesia, ending the confrontation
between these two countries. The aircraft returned to Tengah on the
17th ” Confrontation was over, and the V-force had played its part.
The first Vulcan B Mk 2s to be withdrawn from the Far East following

the end of confrontation, XM657 and XM645, captained by Fit Lts J M

Morgan and B Dorrington respectively, arrived back at Cottesmore on
26 August 1966; and the last arrivals, XM610 and XM612 captained by
Fit Lts P G Franklin and A M Mitchell, came in on the 30th: their return

“completed the withdrawal of the Medium Bomber Detachment from
the Far East”.1

Cottesmore ORB.
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tactical bomber, tanker and strategic reconnaissance; and it is quite clear,

from the squadron Operations Record Books, how these roles were
allocated.

The new low-level role was given to the Vulcan and Victor Mk lA

squadrons — at Waddington (Nos 44, 50 and 101 with Vulcans),

Cottesmore (Nos 10 and 15 with Victors) and Honington (Nos 55 and
57 with Victors). Training for it began in March 1963 — the weather

during January and February had been exceptionally severe, with snow

and ice all over Britain', No 44 Sqn recording that “training for the
low-level role” began on the 12th, the CO (Wg Cdr  F R Lockyer) and
the two Flight Commanders flying “the first of their required five
low-level exercises. Each crew” — the compiler noted — “will fly four
low-level sorties at 1,000ft agZ and will then be checked by the squadron

or flight commander at 500ft agV\ On 25 February four No 57

Squadron pilots (Fit Lts L S Ketcher, P G Lawson and J D Ward, and Fg
Off E J W Gregory) had given a briefing on low-level operations to No
139 Squadron (Victor B.2s, later that year to convert to the Blue Steel
role) and on 1 March No 57 Sqn themselves received a briefing: a
lecture on low-level flying techniques, given to the aircrew by a team
from RAF Marham, where the Valiant Tactical Bomber Force was

based^. In April No 101 Sqn ORB noted that low-level training sorties

had been flown by Wg Cdr A Griffiths (the CO), Sqn Ldr A M Laidlay and

Fit Lts E H Macey, J O H Lewarne and A Shepphard and their crews,

while during May “all crews carried out one or more low-level sorties”.

Similarly in June and July, when training flights included low-level
flight-refuelling sorties.^
No 55 Sqn recorded in its ORB for April 1963: “This month was the

start of low-level sorties. On 29 April Fit Lt D Mobberley and crew flew
on the first with success. The squadron was, by the end of June, to be
fully trained in low-level flying to be able to meet the Command’s new

policy”. Also in April one of the Vulcan squadrons at Waddington, No

50, noted that “during the month the squadron commenced to train in
earnest for the low-level MBF role . . Then in May one of the Victor

* No 27 Sqn at Scampton recorded in its ORB for January 1963 that “the whole of Britain
spent most of January covered in ice and snow. Intense frost, freezing fog, snow and high
winds made mock of scheduled flying... ”, though “the extremely cold weather did not
hinder the readiness exercises involving the Alert crews, although much anti-freeze and

sweat was expended in keeping QRA aircraft at full readiness".
The Waddington ORB for March recorded that “a major change of policy came with the

introduction of low-level profile flight by Vulcan Mk lA aircraft, thus giving the force

alternative operational techniques. A presentation on the subject was given by a briefing
team from RAF Marham on 5th March..

® The Honington ORB for Apr 63 mentions Trial No 467 - Low Level In Flight Refuelling:
“To avoid the need to penetrate enemy early-warning radar cover at high altitude it might be
desirable to extend the low-level range of certain MB aircraft by means of IFR. The object of
Trial No 467 was to determine the feasibility, by day or night, of IFR as a means of extending

the low-level range".
■* On 12 Jun 63 the squadron lost an aircraft, XH477, which crashed in hills near Aboyne

in Aberdeenshire on a low-level training flight.
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squadrons at Cottesmore, No 10, commented in its ORB that “it can be

seen that the squadron has now undertaken a low-level attack role. Due

to aircraft fatigue limitations the majority of sorties are now

undertaken at 1,000ft agl, with every third sortie at 500ft agl. Low-

level training took priority over all other flying during the month..

“Due to aircraft fatigue limitations . . This was one of the factors
which had to be taken into account in planning for the new role, which

inevitably lagged behind its implementation at squadron level with

existing aircraft and equipment, designed for high-level operations.
Commenting on 1963 operations, the history of No  1 Group says that “a

major policy change” in that year was “the declared intention to operate
the Vulcan 1A free-fall squadrons in the low-level role from 1 June. The
Mk 2 force followed suit and actually changed roles from 1 May 1964”.

The major policy decisions and their formulation have already been
referred to: the Minister of Defence memorandum on The Deterrent in

the pre-Polaris Period, approved by the Cabinet Defence Committee on

23 January; and the VCAS paper Bomber Command in the Period
1963-70, approved by the Air Council on 14 March. In sum, these
documents authorised the use of the V-bombers at low level and the

development of applicable weapons - modified Blue Steel and a
lay-down bomb. The technical implications of these decisions, however,

took very much longer to work out — during the remainder of 1963 and

into 1964. They concerned the aircraft themselves and the modifica
tions to them which would be necessary, and the weapons they were to

carry; the former were the subject of a Standard of Preparation and the

latter of Air Staff Requirements.

Standard of Preparation No 54, which had the tide Medium Bomber
Force Aircraft - Low-level Role and was issued on  3 May 1963*, showed

in its 63 paragraphs and three appendices just how complicated was the
business of converting a high-level force to low-level operadons, its four

opening paragraphs spelling-out the new situation and what the Air
Staff considered was necessary to meet it:-
“The decision to cancel the Skybolt long-range air-to-ground missile

system has much reduced the future credibility of the V-force deterrent

in the face of expected Soviet air defences against medium- and

high-flying aircraft. However, in view of the lesser Soviet capability likely
to exist during the next few years against aircraft flying at low level, it
has been decided that the Medium Bomber Force will operate in the
low-level role.

“The operational aim is to evade organised defences as much as
possible; this may be achieved by flying as low as possible en route,

avoiding ring defences by the use of stand-off weapons where available.
“The Victor Mk 1/lA and Vulcan Mk 1/lA will be withdrawn from

Over the signatures of ACAS(OR) and DOR(C).
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bomber service by mid-1965, but the Saceur-assigned Valiants are
planned to continue in service until the late 1960s*. Modifications to

these aircraft systems are required to give them  a low-level capability

commensurate with their planned lives in the bomber force.

“The Mk 2 V-bombers are required to pose a measure of deterrence
until at least 1970, and as such must be modified to enable them to

operate in the low-level role against an increasing Soviet defence

capability”.

The SoP said that since weapons releasable at low level, or at pop-up

height^, would be available for the whole MBF by the third quarter of

1963, modification to aircraft systems to give them low-level capabilities
were required “as soon as possible”. All marks of Vulcan and Victor

free-fall aircraft were required to have a capability appropriate to
pop-up weapon delivery by the third quarter of 1963; and in the case of

Mk 2 aircraft, major modifications were to be applied where possible in
production or during retrofit programmes.
Hard on the heels of Standard of Preparation No 54 came the draft

Air Staff Requirement No 1132 (Issue 4) - a new version of the original
Blue Steel OR - which was circulated on 13 May 1963 and said that “the
Air Staff requires the further development of the Blue Steel missile to

enable it to be launched from Mk 2 V-bombers flying at the lowest

possible level”. The modifications necessary were to be “the minimum
compatible with the requirements ’ - launch from the lowest possible

level in the height band 250ft-i,000ft - and the requirements would

apply to all the Blue Steel missiles in service. This ASR, dated 26 May

1965 in its final form, contained 56 paragraphs covering every aspect of
Blue Steel low-level operations.

The SoP, which was to be superseded on 5 May 1964 by Air Staff
Requirement No 380 with the same title^, detailed the weapons to be
carried by the different marks of V-bomber in the low-level deterrent
role:-

Valiant Mk 43 lay-down bomb, and possibly Red

Beard'* pop-up delivery
Yellow Sun Mk 2 pop-up delivery^

ditto
ditto

ditto

High-yield ASR 1177-type lay-down bomb,
when available

Post-retrofit Victor Mk 2 Blue Steel low-level release when available
ditto

Victor Mk 1/1A
Vulcan Mkl/IA

Pre-retrofit Victor Mk 2

Vulcan Mk 2/Free Fall

Vulcan Mk 2/Blue Steel

* In ihe event, the Valiant force was withdrawn from service in January 1965.
^ le following a rapid climb after a low-level approach to a target.
® Both are in Bombers — The Deterrent — Future of the Deterrent (DCAS/B. 1-65 Pt II).
Red Beard was a tactical atomic bomb.

® During 1963 BCAS teams modified YS Mk 2 weapons for low-level delivery (BCAS ORB).
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The V-bombers’ operational mission was described as having a

high-low-high profile, with “a low-level phase of up to l.OOOnm in the

extreme case”. In training, this phase would normally be of the order of

350-500nm. A capability to operate in all weathers was required, the

height at w'hich aircraft would fly varying at the discretion of the

captain, according to prevailing conditions: it might be as low as 50ft in
good visibility or up to 1,000ft in poor visibility. Pop-up manoeuvres

were required for delivery of Yellow Sun Mk 2 and possibly for Red
Beard. In these, the SoP stated, “the aircraft will climb to a weapon

release height of the order of 12,000ft, and it is accepted that the speed

of entry . . . might have to be less than the ultimate cleared speed of the

aircraft, so that the operational manoeuvre may be properly simulated
in training”.

This type of training was to be conducted over the UK, North

America and possibly North Africa, and the SoP pointed out hazards

peculiar to low-level flying — turbulence, impact damage (from
hailstones and bird strikes), visibility and temperature. Pilot’s Notes
were to be amended “to include advice on handling the airframe/engine

combination at high speed/low level, including the pop-up manoeuvre
where appropriate”.

Referring to modifications to the V-bombers for low-level operations,
the SoP said that their equipment standard for that role should not

affect their capability in the high-level role in limited war, using either

HE or nuclear weapons, nor equipment incorporated for other specific
purposes — for example, rapid start and take-off and autoland systems.

As to the strength of the aircraft, modifications to the Valiant and the
VulcanA^ictor Mk 1/1 As were not required; strengths of the Mk 2 types

were to allow all-up weights of 225,0001b for the Victor and 220,0001b
for the Vulcan.

Flying so close to the ground in their new role (weapon launch was to
be “at the lowest practical height”) the V-bombers were to have the

maximum possible self-defence through electronic equipment and
camouflage. For low-level operations the Mk 2s had to carry four types
of ECM (electronic countermeasure) fit - ARI 18105 passive warning
receivers, ARI 5919 active tail-warning equipment (to be replaced by

ARI 5952), rapid-blooming window and infra-red decoy flares. They
were additionally to have, for pop-up manoeuvres and high-level

(limited war) operations, ARIs 18074 VHF communications jammer,
18075 metric radar jammers, 18076 centimetric radar jammers, 18205
L-band radar jammer, 18146 X-band jammer (in the Victors) and 18051

window (gravity-launched). As to camouflage, the Valiant and Vulcan/
Victor Mk 2 metal upper-surfaces were to be “coloured by a variegated
pattern of greys and greens”, while under-surfaces could remain in the
white anti-flash standard. The first Waddington Vulcan to be so

camouflaged, XH505, was flown to HSA at Bitteswell on 24 March 1964
to be painted in the new colours.
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Then there were modifications to the navigation/attack systems.

Sidescan radar installations (ASR 3600) were required in all Mk 2
aircraft, which were also to have Decca Mk 4 roller maps. For dead

reckoning, Green Satin Mks 1 and 2 were to be modified “to function

down to the lowest possible height”, and all Mk 2 aircraft were to be

equipped with the GPI (ground position indicator) Mk 6. Also for the
Mk 2 V-bombers, a terrain-avoidance/clearance radar was “highly

desirable”. (They were subsequently fitted with General Dynamics

terrain-following radar.)
The SoP added, in referring to maintenance and reliability, that MBF

aircraft had to be “capable of reverting to their full performance in

high-level operations, when required for limited-war situations”. The Air

Staff accepted that pre-flight changes would be necessary in some cases,

but the required servicing effort was to be minimised. Further, the effect

of high-speed/low-level flight on the serviceability of the entire aircraft
weapon system was to be considered.

It was clear that the change-over to a low-level role for the V-force
during 1963, both with Blue Steel weapons and free-fall bombs,
involved considerable planning and logistic problems. It is clear also,

from the Standard of Preparation issued by the Air Staff in May of that

year, that flexibility of operation was to be retained for the force - for

low-level, high-level and limited-war roles.
Serious concern was expressed by the AOC in C Bomber Command

(Air Mshl Sir Kenneth Cross ) during 1963 about the reliability of Blue

Steel. Writing to CAS (MRAF Sir Thomas Pike) on 30 July* he said that
he had recently had its reliability, and the associated problem of
maintaining it at readiness, examined by his Research Staff; and
although their studies had only been based on R&D firings in Australia
and limited experience gained from the Joint Service Trials at
Scampton, their conclusions were “far from reassuring”.
As to reliability, the chances of a missile being fi t for powered launch

at the launch point were no better than 40%, while the probability of a
missile reaching its target after launch was about 75%. This meant that
“of, say, six weapons on readiness, two or at the most three would be
launched and the remainder will have to be carried over the target and
dropped free-fall. Of those launched, one will probably fail to reach the

target.” He added that although there was as yet no experience of
maintaining Blue Steel aircraft on Readiness, “the frequency of
changing the aircraft/missile system will be appreciably greater than

with a free-fall weapon”; and he came to the glum conclusion that

“considered in the context of a full-scale generation of 75% of the Blue

Steel force during an alert, the low reliability implies that on present
assessment only 14 missiles out of 36 could actually be launched and 11

would reach the target”.

BC/S. 6400/CINC.
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The AOC in C was equally concerned about the problems of
generating missiles:-

“It is already evident that the time to generate  a Blue Steel weapon
system cannot be reduced much below seven hours even when no

defects arise, and may take between ten and 15 hours. We are therefore

taking steps to maintain permanendy some missiles in a pardy
generated state. What concerns me more, however, is the dme it will take
to recover from either a full-scale exercise or an emergency generation
of weapons. Owing mainly to the need to dry out missiles after draining

the HTP (one drying unit only is scheduled for each station), the time

could be as long as 15 days for a station to recover its normal peacetime

preparedness. We shall obviously have to be very careful before
mounting a full-scale exercise, if in fact we can ever risk doing so,”

CAS replied in placatory terms, saying that he shared the C in C’s

concern about the shortcomings of Blue Steel',

“but as you say we are basing our conclusions at the moment on a
small sample of R&D firings and the experience gained ... from the

trials at Scampton. We can expect to learn a great deal about the
deficiencies of the weapon - and the way to correct them - from these

trials, and we must hope that when the appropriate modifications are
embodied in the production missiles we shall see  a noticeable improve

ment in performance and generation time.

“Similarly, we can certainly hope for improvements in the method
and the time taken to dry out the weapons..

Blue Steel had perforce become from the outset both a high- and a

low-level weapon - ipso facto; for its acceptance into service coincided
with the introduction of a low-level role for the V-force, and the trials by

the JSTU (No 4 Joint Services Trials Unit in Australia, which did the

Blue Steel acceptance trials, for which the V-bombers flew out weapons^)
reflected this dual capability. Remarks in the opening chapter of No 4

JSTU’s final report, on the operational background to the trials,
summarise admirably the whole course of tests of this air-to-surface

weapon and the sea-change to which it was subjected in the course of
development:-

The Conception

“The operational requirement for an air-to-surface stand-off weapon
system was the subject of discussions in both Air Ministry and the
Ministry of Aviation in the early 1950s. From these studies emerged a
firm operational requirement (OR1132) which was issued in late 1954.
The first contract on Messrs A V Roe called for a design study of a
stand-off bomb suitable for carriage by Royal Air Force V-bombers.

C4

‘ CAS.2392,9Aug63.
^ These flights were called Blue Rangers, No 83 Sqn (the third Vulcan squadron to get Blue

Steel) doing its first in November 1963. The BS Vulcan squadrons' base, Scampton, housed
the other Blue Steel trials unit. No 18 JSTU.
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“Work on the project by the newly constituted Weapons Division of
A V Roe started shortly afterwards and from these preliminary studies

came the proposal for a missile which, in substance, is ... Blue Steel....

“The Operational Climate

“It was originally envisaged that the missile should be employed solely

at high level, with release heights in the order of 50,000ft, and all the
early design and development work was to this end. The operational

conception was of a force of V-bombers standing outside the enemy

defensive network and launching missiles travelling at speeds between

M1.5 and M2.5 and attaining an apogee of 70,000ft, whilst covering a
range of approximately lOOnm. At a later date it was planned to replace
the Blue Steel system with the American weapon Skybolt.

“Following the cancellation of Skybolt, to ensure that the period of

credible deterrent offered by the V-bombers could be extended, it was
decided to use the main V-force in the low-level role. A feasibility study
revealed that only minor modifications were required to adapt Blue
Steel to the low-level environment and contracts were placed on Hawker

Siddeley Dynamics Ltd, Woodford, for design and development of
these modifications in mid-1963.

“The Australian Trials

“This then was the background to the Australian Blue Steel trials.

Following the launching of 2/5th scale models from Valiant aircraft,

full-scale test vehicles approximating to the final operational missile

were launched during 1960. The WlOO series of Blue Steel missiles,
however, were not launched until 1961 and it was February 1962 before
the first WIOOA Blue Steel missile (virtually the production operational
round) was released at Woomera.
“All the missiles launched before November 1963 were released at

high level, the first low-level launch being made at 2,000ft from a
Vulcan on 19 November 1963. The final trial of the series was, in fact, at

high level - on 16 October 1964 to prove the dual capability of the

system; whilst the final low-level release was made at 1,000ft above
ground level, at 350kt IAS, from a Victor aircraft on 19 August 1964”*.

On 16 October 1963 DCAS minuted S of S for Air to say that the

DRPC had approved the proposals to enable Blue Steel to be modified
so that it could be launched at low level. This modification was “a

relatively cheap one”: it would cost “only £3.5m in development,
though this would be reduced by £ 1.25m if a decision were taken

quickly because certain work at present planned on high-level Blue Steel
development need not be done”. Production costs would be about
£7,000 per missile with £0.4m for modification to the test equipment.
To modify Blue Steel in this way “would be very much cheaper than

equipping the 48 Blue Steel aircraft with laydown bombs”.

Blue Steel Acceptance Trials - Australia No 4 Joint Services Trials Unit (Pts 1-4).
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When, a month later, S of S visited RAF Scampton to see Blue Steel for

himself the AOC in C Bomber Command (Air Mshl Sir John Grandy)

wrote to him on the following day (19 November) to say that “the first

and most important requirement” was to get Blue Steel into the
low-level role as quickly as possible”; he had heard that day that the first

low-level trials weapon had been launched that morning from a Vulcan
flying at SOOkt at 2,000ft. But there were certain requirements, like an

efficient heating system for the HTP and gyros when the missile was at

readiness on an aircraft; authority to fuel missiles at readiness on

aircraft with warheads fitted; authority to fit thermal batteries to
readiness missiles and leave the batteries on them; and authority to fly

missiles with warhead loaded, from main bases to dispersals in order to
test the capability of the weapon systems. When these problems had
been overcome, the C in C said, “Bomber Command will have an

excellent and viable deterrent and strike capability”.
He had sent a copy of his letter to VCAS, who on the 26th wrote to S

of S answering several of the points raised. Thus, the HTP heating

problem had been resolved by adopting a method of ducting warm air

into the missile; the problem of gyro heating had been to provide a
suitable and reliable ground power source: twelve generators were being
ordered on an interim basis to cover QRA commitments; Bomber

Command had “the dispensation, in an emergency, to load fuelled

missiles with warheads fitted”; fitting the thermal batteries to missiles
on QRA aircraft was “specifically excluded” by the terms of the CA

Release: however, the matter was being re-examined in an attempt to
meet the Command’s requirements; and the carriage of Blue Steel

when fitted with an operational warhead raised special problems -

because of the complexity of the missile, and in particular because of
the presence of some 400 gal of HTP and the tendency of the missile to

leak: he felt that “we should not try to extend the authority to carry
free-falling weapons to Blue Steel until we have had a reasonable
amount of experience on the behaviour of the missile, and its general

handling characteristics”.
There were still delays in the Blue Steel modification programme,

however, and in December 1963 the Ministers of Aviation and Air wrote

to the Minister of Defence to request an early decision. The former said
that the RAF could be given a low-level operational capability within six

months of a decision to go ahead on the full project; the latter that he

fully supported the Minister of Aviation’s request for an early decision
to go ahead with the modification of Blue Steel for the low-level role. On
the 20th the Minister of Defence (Mr Peter Thorneycroft) gave a

qualified approval for work to proceed - an extension of the holding
contract for low-level Blue Steel for another three months, at an

estimated cost of £0.65m; and initial production expenditure over the
same period of time amounting to about £0.1 m. These decisions had in
fact been conveyed to the Mo A and the Treasury by the MoD on the 16th.
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On 1 July 1964 the Controller of Aircraft (Mr Morien Morgan) sent
DCAS (Air Mshl Sir Christopher Hartley) a CA Release “for the

carriage, and launch in an emergency, of Blue Steel in the low-level
launch role from Vulcan B Mk 2 and Victor B Mk 2 aircraft”. He said

that Blue Steel firing trials were due to be completed by the end of the

year and he expected to offer DCAS “a find CA Release, covering
weapon effectiveness, accuracy, etc,” in about March-April 1965. He
also included a clearance “for flights to dispersal airfields in peacetime
with live warheads (less thermal batteries) fitted to weapons on Vulcan B

Mk 2 aircraft”^ On the 14th the Nuclear Weapon Safety Committee had

endorsed a joint MoA/RAF paper on the mounting of  a Blue Steel

QRA, subject to the thermal batteries not being held in the partially or

fully inserted position. Subsequently, in November of that year, the CA
Release was amended to include the Blue Steel Victors - giving

clearance for filled and fuelled QRA, including flights to dispersal with

operational warhead pods, by Victor B Mk 2s^.
Also during 1964, major endorsements of the programme of

modifications required for the V-bombers’ low-level role were given, by
the Chiefs of Staff on 14 May, by the Weapons Development Committee

on 24 June and by the Minister of Defence (Mr Peter Thorneycroft) on

27 July*. The programme as finally agreed showed some changes from

the original one: it was not thought necessary to undertake work to

improve the Victor’s fatigue life, requirements for navigation system
improvement were reduced, and it was concluded that it would not be

possible in the time available to obtain the special low-level ECM

equipment at first envisaged. On the other hand the programme
proposed took account of extensive low-altitude flying trials, ground
trials on the effect of bird strikes, work on the engines to give protection
against bird strikes and to assess the effects of sustained low-level
operations, the installation of a terrain warning equipment and the

development of long-range fuel tanks. The total estimated R&D costs
were £2.2m and the estimated production cost about £llm. The

estimated production costs of the connected project for modifying Blue
Steel for the low-level role had gone down from £0.8m to £0.25m‘*.

Serious problems arose with the handling of Blue Steel missiles while

they were in service, particularly on Quick Reaction Alert (QRA)
aircraft: these related to the HTP (high test peroxide) and kerosine

propellants in the missiles, the thermal battery supplying electricity to
the warhead and the incompatibility of aircraft de-icing fluids with HTP.

' 1D9/B. 18-90 Powered Bombs — Blue Steel CA Clearance.

* Minute. DCA/RAF to DCAS, 25 Nov 64 (Ibid).
* AHB ID9/B.6-80 ‘V’ Bombers Low Level Role and 1D3/946/8 (Pt 1) Development of Blue

Steel.

■* Submission to Secretary of State, 24 July 64 (Ibid). The Air Ministry Quarterly Liaison
Report for Jan-March 1964: “Blue Steel Missiles, modified for deployment at either high or
low level, have now been developed and firing trials completed. Acceptance firings are now in
progress and the programme will be complete before the end of 1964”.
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On 30 July VCAS (Air Mshl W H Kyle) wrote to the Minister (RAF)* to

point out the risks involved in converting the Blue Steel QRA
commitment to the powered role: the presence of HTP and kerosine

within the weapon inevitably increased the potential risk of fire; on the
other hand, the absence of propellants meant that the weapon could

only be used as a free-fall bomb, which was quite unacceptable. He said
that HTP was readily soluble in water and its activity could be reduced

quickly by dilution. Special handling and monitoring procedures had
been introduced, designed to ensure that the condition of the

propellant during fuelling and while on QRA was regularly scrutinised;
and a fire tender, water tender and crews were constantly on duty at the

QRA site. The Nuclear Weapons Safety Committee had considered

these safety proposals and endorsed the handling procedures for QRA

aircraft carrying Blue Steel, and had confirmed that - given these
safeguards - the fire hazard was in their view acceptable.

The other problem VCAS mentioned was that of the thermal battery,
which provided the only source of electrical energy to the warhead: it
could be inserted after the weapon was in position on the aircraft, but
this took ten minutes or more, while QRA V-bombers could become

airborne in two minutes; so to match this capability the aircraft should

be held on QRA with the thermal batteries inserted - which the MoA

opposed, but they had devised a scheme whereby the batteries could be
located in a semi-installed position. Tests were to be held to see what

happened if a missile were accidentally dropped while on standby, or

crushed under its parent aircraft. Meanwhile, CA clearance had been

given for the mounting of QRA by Vulcan aircraft \vith ready-to-use
Blue Steel missiles, but without thermal batteries installed, and similar

clearance for the Victor was expected shortly. VCAS added that he would

approach the Minister separately on the question of the thermal
batteries when this had been cleared with the NWSC, and meanwhile,

clearance had been given to insert the batteries on standby in the event

of an emergency. On the following day (31 July) PS to the Minister
informed PSA^CAS that in view of the special precautions referred

to by VCAS, and the conclusions reached by the NWSC, the Minister

(RAF) agreed that this form of QRA might be introduced.
The other problem, that of HTP/de-icing fluid incompatibility -

mixing HTP with DC2A aircraft de-icing fluid resulted in an instan
taneous explosion, came to light in November 1964, and on the 26th

ACAS(Ops) (AVM D G Smallwood) wrote to DCAS to say that as an
immediate action, the use of de-icing fluid on aircraft fitted with
powered missiles had been forbidden. Then on 11 December the
AOC in C Bomber Command (Air Mshl Sir John Grandy) \vrote to

DCAS (Air Mshl C H Hartley) referring to this “belated discovery” and

AF/B18-93 DCAS Powered Bombs - Blue Steel - Use on QRA Aircraft ID9/B.I8-93.
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saying that a working party had looked into de-icing methods on the

Vulcan and Victor and had concluded that provided commonsense

precautions were taken - “including keeping the working areas clear of

catalytic material” — the probability of HTP and de-icing fluid
“combining in combustible quantities” was remote. There was currently
a total ban on using de-icing fluid on aircraft armed with fuelled Blue
Steel and he understood that this could not be lifted until the situation

had been considered by the NWSC. The C in C continued:—

“We have already had some freezing temperatures and slight snow,
and we must expect more. Unless the ban on the use of de-icing fluid is

lifted very soon, therefore, I may have to use unpowered missiles in

order to maintain Blue Steel QRA aircraft in a flyable state.”

He added that he was extremely reluctant to take this step and would

be most grateful if DCAS would do all he could to bring the problem
before the NWSC as quickly as possible.
A Memorandum of 22 December from the Ordnance Board to MoD

- D of Ops (B&R) RAF, signed by the chairman, OB/AAEE Blue Steel
Safety Committee, said;-

“The OB AAEE Blue Steel Safety Committee are satisfied that the

proposed precautions [to be taken when de-icing Victors and Vidcans

with DC2 when fitted with Blue Steel operational missiles] are adequate
and reduce any risk of fire to a minimum compatible with maintaining
the state of readiness necessary for QRA aircraft”.
On the matter of the insertion of thermal batteries, in February 1965

VCAS (Air Mshl B K Burnett) informed the Minister (RAF)* that a

modification had been produced which permitted the batteries to
remain in a partially inserted position during standby with absolute

safety; when they needed to be fully inserted, during an emergency or
when a ‘scramble’ signal had been given, a simple action taking some
ten seconds was required to complete the sequence. So, if this

modification were incorporated into all Blue Steel missiles. Blue Steel

reaction time would be comparable with that of Yellow Sun. The NWSC

had endorsed these proposals, technical clearance had been given and

the Minister’s covering approval was now sought for the partial
insertion of thermal batteries into Blue Steel missiles on standby alert,

which was subsequently given^.
The RAF purchase of 57 Blue Steel missiles had included four which

were specifically for in-service proof firings by Bomber Command after

the weapon’s entry into service, the firing programme allowing for

launches over the RAE Aberporth range in April, July and October
1966 and in March 1967. The missiles were to be fuelled with kerosine

and HTP but would carry inert warheads.

VCAS 788, 10 Feb 63.
PS/VCAS to PS/Minister (RAF), 22 Feb 65.
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The first of these proof firings in fact took place on 27 May, a Blue

Steel being launched from a Victor B.2 flying at 1,000ft asl at 350kt IAS.

Its components functioned properly and it impacted within 1,000yd of
the 25nm range target*. The first Vulcan launch was on 31 May 1967,

described as being “from an angle-off of 68° from the 43-mile target,

from a height of 1,000ft AMSL and at a speed of 350kt”^.

Blue Steel began to be phased-out of service during the last quarter of

1968^: the two Victor B.2 squadrons at Wittering, Nos 100 and 139, were
disbanded on 1 October and 31 December respectively; the Vulcan B.2

squadrons at Scampton went on in the Blue Steel role until 1969-70 -

No 83 being disbanded on 31 August 1969, No 27 ceasing operations as
a Blue Steel unit and reverting to a free-fall role on 31 December 1969^

and No 617 making its final training flight carrying a Blue Steel missile
on 21 December 1970, its ORB recording for that month that “all

squadron crews have now been converted to the free-fall role and as
from 31 Dec 70 there will be no further Blue Steel training
commitment”.

The aircraft were converted as well as their crews; from September

1969 there was a steady feed-in of Vulcan B.2s from RAF Scampton to
HSA Ltd at Bitteswell for conversion, this programme going on until

late 1971. The Blue Steel missile holdings at Scampton were gradually

decreased until the end of 1970 — beginning of 1971, and the Missile

Engineering Squadrons were disbanded - that at Wittering by the end of

March 1969 and at Scampton by the end of March 1971.
Thus Blue Steel, conceived as a high-level weapon but adapted for

low-level use also^. The new weapon to be used in the low-level role, by

the Mk 2 free-fall Vulcans, was the high-yield® ASR 1177-type lay-down
bomb. This resulted from a Joint Naval/Air Staff Requirement (NASR

1177) for “a general-purpose nuclear bomb”, the introduction to this
requirement clearly setting the scene for the new weapon - as far as the
RAF were concerned - in the pre-Polaris period. It said that
“Because of envisaged enemy countermeasures and the need to

change aircraft approach and delivery tactics, the existing British
nuclear bombs Yellow Sun, Blue Steel and Red Beard will be unsuitable

as primary weapons beyond 1975’. Morever, with the cancellation of

' ID9/194/4 Blue Steel June 64-Oci 1969.
Ibid - Minute. ACAS{Ops)ArCAS, 21 Jun 67.

® AF/CT 3415/65, Pt I Blue Steel - Operational Use and Phase Out.
Its ORB had earlier commented with some bitterness that on 1 July at OOOlhr “Quick

Reaction Alert (QRA) ended without fuss at midnight. A congratulatory signal tvas received
from the C in C, thus marking the end of one of the most important chapters in the
squadron’s history. It seemed a pity that there was no greater recognition for a job well
done".

® The Blue Steel Vulcan and Victor Mk 2 squadrons had a low-level role like the free-fall
squadrons (see The Times for 21 Sept 64, describing a low-level sortie in Victor XL190 of No
100 Sqn from Wittering).

® The low-yield version (6001b) was to be used in the Canberra B Mks 15 and 16.
’ Yellow Sun was the megaton bomb. Red Beard a tactical atomic weapon.
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Skybolt as the planned replacement for Yellow Sun and the introduction

of Polaris unlikely to become fully effective before 1970, an urgent need
exists for a new bomb to maintain the United Kingdom independent
deterrent during the interim period and as supplementary capability
thereafter.

“By 1966, the manned bomber aircraft may survive enemy defences
in the European theatre and deliver a successful strike only by flying at
high speed at very low level. Yellow Sun and Blue Steel are designed for
release at medium/high altitude* where the delivery aircraft and/or

bomb is vulnerable to interception, whilst Red Beard cannot withstand
the low-level flight environment, is limited in method of fuzing and
delivery, and possesses some undesirable safety restrictions when held

at readiness in an operational state^. Early replacement is essential.

“The replacement bomb must be multi-purpose by design. It must

satisfy joint Naval and Air Staff requirements for carriage and delivery
in current medium-bomber aircraft and planned high-performance

aircraft, to exploit fully their low-level strike capability against strategic
and tactical, hard and soft targets . . . , with corresponding different
warhead yields

“Research and development studies show clearly that such a bomb

can be produced fully within the time-scale. However, to maintain an

effective United Kingdom nuclear deterrent during development of the

Polaris weapon system, priority is to be given to production of the
high-yield version for the RAF medium bomber force....”

The object of the Requirement, as far as the Air Staff were concerned,

was a bomb (WE 177 Type B) “for delivery in the laydown mode by June
1966 and capable of modification for delivery in the ballistic, loft and

retarded modes”. It was to be “as small and light in weight as possible”;

including the tail fairing, the weight of the Type B version was not to
exceed 1,0001b. Dimensions of the Type A (6001b) and Type B bombs
were similar: 144in long, with a carcass diameter of 16.5in and tail fm
span of 24in.

WE 177, for which the civilian contractors were Hunting Engineering

Ltd, was on trials during 1965 and expected to be in service by the first
half of 1966. A progress report of 20 July 1965^ forecast “approval to the

Service of the type ‘B’ weapon for lay-down delivery in temperate

climates by mid-February 1966, plus or minus nine weeks. .  .”. Another
progress report referred to Service trials being held between 28
February and 6 July 1965: one of the trials vehicles was at Cottesmore
and was loaded into, and flown in, a Vulcan. A report on this trial said in
its Introduction that

“RAF Cottesmore was tasked . . . with flying trials on the ASR 1177

* Blue Steel was to be capable of release at heights between 30,000ft and 60,000ft
(OR 1132).

* Red Beard had no provision for in-flight loading.
® Minute from OR30(RAF)/150 headed “WE 177 Progress”.
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weapon system, to establish its compatibility in  a Service environment,

prior to a general release to service. A total of 50hr flying was required

for Store No 2, involving simulated bombing runs at high and low level
in a Vulcan B Mk 2 aircraft.

“The trials vehicle was a type ‘B’ 9501b weapon...”.

Although it had been hoped that the WE 177 ‘B’ weapon would be in
service by mid-1966*, deliveries did not begin until September of that

year. A report to the Air Force Board in October^ said that these
deliveries were two months later than forecast and eight months behind

the target date. The final delay had been caused by “warhead

modifications, a safety requirement and the need to obtain the Prime

Minister’s approval for road movement". But Bomber Command was

now - that is, in October 1966 - “able to operate QRA with this

weapon”. The Ministry of Aviation was increasing the output of WE

177Bs so that the order would be completed by May 1967. Meanwhile,
Service Handling Trials were continuing at Cottesmore and Akrotiri,
and the question of “limited environmental trials” in the Far East tvas
under discussion with the MoA. The trials at Akrotiri, held from

October 1965 onwards, were those originally scheduled for FEAF-that
is, tropical trials - but not held in that theatre because of political
circumstances at the time, during the 1963-66 Indonesian Confron

tation period^.

' An Aide-Memoire for a meeting at RAE on 1 Dec 65 on CA Clearances of WE 177 said
that the Air Staff had hoped to achieve an operational capability of the VulcanAVE 177 ‘B’
system by February 1966 and that the latest forecast date for delivery was February 1966.
^ Annex to AFB(66)35.

® “VCAS has accepted the Air Commander FEAF’s request that, for the time being, the
trials rounds of WE 177 should not be deployed to FEAF.. (Minute, D of Ops (B&R) to
DOR3(RAF), 23 Aug 65).
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squadron should undertake the equipment clearance trials, though
these would be under MoA direction.

On 26 November 1964 VCAS (Air Mshl B K Burnett) advised the

Minister (RAF) about the implications of the Valiant repair programme
- involving 40 aircraft over a period of five months at a cost of about

£250,000, according to the Ministry of Aviation. He said that, subject to
the Minister’s comments, he intended to give instructions for this to

proceed as quickly as possible; and on 30 November the Minister

signified his approval.
But in early December the Valiant fatigue problem took a turn for the

worse: inspection had revealed a crack in the front spar bigger than that

in the rear spar; as a result, a signal was sent to Bomber Command on

the 9th ordering the cessation of flying in the Valiant force, except in a
national emergency.^ Saceur, to whom the three TBF squadrons at
Marham were assigned, was advised of this new development on the
11th. At the end of December VCAS told the Minister (RAF) that he

hoped that “sufficient evidence and analysis” would be available by
mid-January 1965 “to permit objective decisions on the future of the
Valiant fleet”.^

A note prepared for the Prime Minister early in the New Year on the
Valiant^ said that its R&D costs were difficult to identify because a good

deal of its equipment and its engines were common with other aircraft;

development of its airframe had cost about £I0m, and 100 Valiants had

been bought by the RAF at a cost of £57m. At one time there were 72
Valiants in the RAF front line, but since 1959/60 their numbers had

been: 24 assigned to Saceur as a TBF, equipped with 48 American
nuclear weapons; 16 converted for use as tankers; and eight in the SR

role. The total number of Valiants, including those used for training
and research, was currently 61.

On 15 January VCAS told S of S and the Minister (RAF) that
investigations had shown that 60 out of these 61 RAF Valiants were

suffering from fatigue damage, and that it was the opinion of the MoA,
Vickers and the RAF that none of them “could be cleared as fully safe to

normal design standards for flight”. He intended to put it to the Air

Force Board Standing Committee that there was “little alternative to

withdrawing all the Valiants from service” - a view with which the

committee concurred at its meeting on the 18th, and which the Chiefs

of Staff discussed the following day, primarily with reference to the

Saceur commitment.^ Subsequently, Saceur was informed personally of
the decision by the AOC in C Bomber Command on the 25th.

1

' LMs in ID9/B.3-40 (Pt 1) file Bombers, Valiant  - Fatigue Life.
2 LMs, ACASlOpsjA'CAS and VCAS/Minister (RAF), ibid (Pt 2).
* VCAS.7750,31 Dec 64, ibid.

Subsequendy incorporated in an annex to a minute from S of S to the PM (who agreed
with the proposals on the Valiants) on 20 Jan 65.

® COS 4th mtg/65.
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While the decision to ground the Valiants - announced in a Ministry
of Defence statement on 26 January 1965 - was received with

equanimity at No 232 OCU, Gaydon, which had its Victor training

commitment, the noble phrases of the AOC in C received a cynical echo
at Marham, where the TBF and tanker squadrons were based.

The OC Gaydon (Gp Capt A H Chamberlain) said in his ORB

remarks that “the end of January (1965) brought the decision to
withdraw all Valiant aircraft from service and saw the end of Valiant

training at Gaydon”. He recalled that the first course had started there
on 1 February 1955 and that “since that time, 1,475 aircrew of all

categories” had been trained on Valiants, “in addition to many

hundreds passing through on refresher courses”. A decision was
awaited on the disposal of the station’s remaining Valiants (there were

four still on the strength).
Marham’s comments were much longer, more detailed and quite

bitter in tone; a long entry in the January 1965 ORB was headed “The

Valiant Story”. It said:

“The story of the decline and fall of the Valiant force began on 6
August 1964 and ended, for the RAF at any rate, on 26 January 1965.

Between these dates there had been a period of restricted flying and

another in which the grounded aircrew drew on their experience alone

for the ability to deliver their weapons in war.

“Inspection of WP217 after landing at Gaydon on 6 August showed

only too plainly that the aircraft had suffered major damage. The

fuselage skin below the starboard inner plane had buckled, popping the
rivets; the engine door had cracked and on the top surface of the

mainplane between the two engines the rivets had been pulled and the

skin buckled. The primary cause of the damage was  a broken rear spar
on the starboard side. All Valiants of a similar age and life pattern were
grounded forthwith.

“By 25 August a manufacturer’s working party had been set up to
discover the extent to which the Valiant fleet was affected by metal

fatigue, and on 17 September XD818* was given an A’ category, and by
the 21st 15 other Valiants had been categorised. Eventually all the

Valiants were divided into three categories:-

Flyable to 5% of remaining fatigue life-12
Flyable in an emergency - 19
Grounded — 5

a. Cat A

b. Cat B

c. Cat C

“For a time only the Valiants in Cat A’ flew again but eventually some

Cat ‘B’ aircraft were also cleared for limited flying. Each aircraft was
fitted with recorders and a most assiduous watch was kept on the

readings in order, if possible, to relate fatigfue co-efficients to heights
flown and weather conditions. The Saceur-QRA commitment was
maintained throughout.

' This was the aircraft which had made the first live drop of a British thermonuclear
weapon in Operation Grapple and which was subsequendy preserved.
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“In the meantime two aircraft in Category ‘B’ were given to teams
from 19 MU who literally hacked out with axes sections of the spars for
further examination by metallurgic experts. After further inspection of
these parts all the aircraft were grounded on 11 December 1964, from

which date until 26 January' 1965 the QRA force continued but no

flying took place.' Aircrews embarked on a period of intense and varied
ground training and interest visits.

“On 26 January 1965 the long-awaited and much-postponed

announcement was received at Marham — by permission of BBC radio

and television. Not until 1730hr, when most personnel had gone home
for the night, was an official signal received. This authorised the
disbandment of No 214 Sqn, cessation of QRA and the ending of all
Valiant training.

“The official news and the MoD announcement was numbing in both
its effect on Marham and its matter-of-factness. Marham’s contribu

tion to Nato, which was by far the most powerful and reliable of any RAF

station, was dismissed and great play was made of the loss of tankers.
There was no doubt at Marham or at Shape which was the greater loss.

“It is understood that one Valiant is to be preserved for historic

purposes, but the future of the rest is not finally known”.

This unusually frank and bitter comment, over the signature of the

station commander (Gp Capt P A Kennedy), was understandable in
view of the fact that Marham had been a Valiant station for nearly nine
years: No 214 had been formed there on 15 March 1956 as the second

of the Main Force squadrons in the V-force, followed on 1 May by No 49

and on 1 July by No 148, and Valiants had operated continuously out of
Marham since that year. Now they were to be broken up there - with one

exception, XD818, which dropped the first British megaton bomb in
the Grapple trials in May 1957 —and the crews re-deployed.^
With the withdrawal of its Valiants Bomber Command was unable to

fulfil the three roles they had performed — strategic reconnaissance,

flight refuelling and TBF contribution to Saceur’s forces — until they

were either replaced or an alternative arrangement made. In the case of
SR and FR the Valiants were replaced by Victors; in the TBF role there

was no replacement — as a matter of policy the medium-bomber

' The times of each practice alert during January, and the times of the last aboard crew
member of each of the three TBF force squadrons (Nos 49, 148 and 207) were given in the
ORB, and Marham described as “an operational base .. .up to 26 January”.

Marham linked-up the preservation of this Valiant with the arrival of its first Victor

tankers in a ceremony on 25 May 1965 attended by Gp Capt K G Hubbard who captained
XD818 when it dropped the megaton weapon on 15 May 1957. A plaque to commemorate this
aircraft and Valiants in general was unveiled; it recalls that the first prototype flew on 18 May
1951, that the Valiant was the first of the V-bombers, was designed to deliver nuclear or
conventional bombs and that “originally intended to be a high-altitude bomber,... was also
employed in the reconnaissance role, as a tanker and latterly as a low-level tactical bomber”.
It says that the “world-wide capability” of the V-force is typified by XD818, in which No 49

Sqn crews flew nearly 600 sorties, accounting for most of iu 2,560 flying hours, and the
names of 22 overseas bases it visited are commemorated. The inscription ends: “Together
with the rest of the Valiant force,XD818 was taken out of service on 26 January 1965”.
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commitment to Saceur was allowed to lapse. These changes will be

described in turn, beginning with the least-complicated one, the

re-equipment of No 543 Sqn at Wyton with Victor SR Mk 2s from May
1965 onwards.

This had been decided upon well before the first symptom of trouble
with the Valiants occurred; it had been discussed in the Air Ministry

during I960', and on 23 April 1964 there was a progress meeting at
Wyton to discuss the introduction of Victor 2s and the conversion of

crews. No 543’s ORB recorded that it was expected that the first would

be delivered in March/April 1965 and thereafter new aircraft would

arrive at the rate of one a month. After the acceptance of the second

Victor it was proposed to phase out the Valiants on a one-for-one basis.

Central Reconnaissance Establishment (under whose aegis the

squadron operated) proposals for aircrew training during the re

equipment phase included the recommendation that three squadron

crews, including that of the CO (Wg Cdr A W Tarry), should be
converted to Victor 2s.

No 543 had had a foretaste of Valiant troubles in July 1964, during
Operation Pontifex^, when four crews and three aircraft were positioned
at Salisbury Airport, Southern Rhodesia, and WZ394 “developed a
crack in the rear spar which necessitated [it] being returned to base for

repair”. However, the detachment completed its task successfully by 12

August and the last Valiant to return - leaving Salisbury on the 20th

and routed via Duala in the Cameroons “to carry out a special task” (as

the ORB enigmatically noted) - reached Wyton on the 26th. But there
was nothing enigmatic about the spar troubles which were revealed
during September. As the ORB put it:—
“Early in the month Valiant WP223 was taken out of 1st Line pending

a spar inspection. Later in the month under special Technics
Instruction No 122B all aircraft were taken out of 1st Line for

inspection of the rear spar inner plane, by CWP (contractor's working
party). The results of these inspections revealed that only one aircraft
was fit to fly a limited number of hours. Six of the remaining seven -
WP223, WZ380, WZ389, WZ392, WZ394, WZ397 and WZ391 - were

available for use in emergency only. These aircraft were to be serviced

and combat-readied as required”.

The squadron comment on this situation was that “after the results of

the rear spar inspections were known there were serious policy
discussions on the subject of the future crew requirements and the

' At a technical progress meeting on 11 Apr 60, tvhen the chairman explained that “the
Victor Mk 2 in the long-range PR role should be in squadron service commencing the third
quarter 1961” (files on Development and Introduction of Victor Aircraft - Pt III, C
127845/60).

An air survey of Northern and Southern Rhodesia and Bechuanaland, to be carried out

by a 543 Sqn detachment under the control of CRE. Covering approximately 400,000 square
miles of territory, meaning that 66,000 miles of successful flight lines needed to be flown, it
was believed to be the largest task of this nature ever undertaken by the RAF.
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future flying programme ... By the end of the month these problems
were still not resolved”.

No 543 in fact went through a very difficult seven-month period -
marked by aircraft being inspected, limited in flying hours, grounded

and finally withdrawn from service, and crews being reduced in
number — until May 1965 when the first of the Victor 2s arrived. The

bad news had broken at the beginning of October 1964, when, after the
squadron’s nine Valiant B(PR).ls had had their rear spars inspected
during September, only two were found fit to remain in first-line service,
and that under strict limitation

“WZ391 and XD826 are to be flown to achieve 12 hours per month

for each of the squadron’s five crews. It is expected that, at this rate of
use, the aircraft will remain in first line until the re-equipment of the
squadron is complete.

“Valiants WZ380, WZ389, WZ392, WZ394 and WZ397 are to be kept
fully serviceable for emergency use only.

“WZ223 is to be semi-stored in a fully equipped condition and
recovered once a month and fully serviced.

“WZ382 is to be stored and only deterioration servicing carried out”.

So much for the engineering implications. On 1 October the crews
were told that

“following the inspections of the rear mainplane spars, the Valiants

were to be withdrawn from 1st Line with the exception of one aircraft,

which was limited to 40 hours’ flying per month. Therefore the policy
was to retain five crews to meet the War Role in the case of National

Emergency, when four of the Valiants, taken out of 1st Line, would be

recovered. The intention was to keep the remaining pilots in current
flying practice and for their crews to fulfil a limited classification

commitment. The three crews earmarked for training on the Victor 2
PR aircraft, plus two other crews, were nominated to remain on the

squadron. In case any member of these crews was taken off flying
permanently, a reserve crew was selected to remain in a non-flying

capacity. The crews not selected to remain on the squadron were told

that postings would be found to meet, as near as possible, their
individual requests”.

Later that month limitations were introduced on duration of flights

and manoeuvres which could be performed:

“... flying training for pilots was further reduced by a restriction
limiting circuit flying to 40 minutes during a particular sortie. Other

limitations were restricting the aircraft to 30® angle of bank, 0.5G and
250kt indicated airspeed. The arrival of Valiant XD826 from Gaydon*

on 14 October improved the flying prospects and it was agreed that
selected crews should fulfil their classification tasks as far as possible,

with an average of 12 flying hours a month”.

This aircraft had had Category B repairs and a unit refit at Gaydon (No 232 OCU ORB).
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During November the squadron had two aircraft available for flying,
and five crews; priority was given to training for the classification

commitment, and two half-yearly crew checks and an instrument rating
test were completed.

RAF Wyton, parent station of the UK reconnaissance and special
duties force (Nos 51, 58 and 543 Sqns), noted in its ORB for December

1964 that 543’s six-monthly classification requirements had been

fulfilled before its last two Valiants had been grounded. These hitherto

serviceable aircraft, WD391 and XD826, were grounded on 10
December so that checks could be done on their rear spars. The
squadron were supplied with a pair of Canberra T.4s to keep the pilots
and navigators in flying practice. At the very end of the year, on 31
December, the first crew to convert to the Victor  2 (Sqn Ldr J A

Holland, Fit Lts R A Norman and D Christison and Fg Off K Smith)
began their course at No 232 OCU, RAF Gaydon.
The “word from on high” about the future of the Valiants - that they

were to be withdrawn permanently from RAF service  - was received at

Wyton (as at Marham) in a signal from HQ Bomber Command on 26
January 1965; but there was none of the bitter reaction there had been

at Marham: at CRE, the station and the squadron the announcement
was noted without comment. CRE’s documentation of the decision was

brief and factual: “the decision not to repair Valiant aircraft spars”, its

ORB noted, “was received from Headquarters Bomber Command by

Signal on 26 January 1965. No 543 Sqn has meanwhile been relieved of

its war plan commitment pending the introduction into service of the
Victor B (SR) Mk 2 aircraft”.

During February the squadron’s Valiants (“categorised as Cat 5
components by HQ Maintenance Command on 26 February”, as

CRE’s ORB recorded) were dismantled and in March they were
scrapped. Meanwhile four crews - three of them “old hands”, one a new
crew — were training on Victors at No 232 OCU.

Sqn Ldr J A Holland and his crew, who had been the first to convert at
Gaydon, delivered the first of No 543’s new aircraft - Victor B/SR Mk 2

XL230 — from Radlett to Wyton on 19 May 1965, CRE noting in its ORB

that this marked “the start of re-equipping... No 543 ... with the
Victor” and that further scheduled deliveries between then and

November would “bring the squadron back to full operational status by
the end of 1965”.

The acquisition of Victors by No 543 Sqn — two had arrived by June

1965, three by August, four by September, five by November (although
in that month XL230 had to be returned to Handley Page for wing
strengthening) and six by January 1966 - meant that RAF strategic

reconnaissance capability was greatly improved: its new SR aircraft had
both a better performance and more efficient photographic equipment
than their predecessors. A description of No 543’s enhanced
effectiveness, referring to the Victors’ range, speed and height
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advantage over the Valiants, went on to appraise their qualities thus: —

“The range of the Victor is at least 40 per cent greater than that of the

Valiant, while its capability for photographic coverage is more than

double. With its improved radar equipment the new Victor can map
with radar an area of 750,000 square miles in six hours. Five Victors
could cover the whole of the Atlantic in less than seven hours, and on a

single sortie could produce radar photographs for  a mosaic of the
whole of the Mediterranean which would enable a count of every ship to
be made.

“The Victor carries over three times more photoflashes for night
photography than the Valiant, and is also fitted with improved

navigational equipment enabling a higher standard of accuracy to be
attained. A new Rapid Processing Radar Unit is carried which provides
in-flight processing of a continuous strip record of the radar picture
obtained by the aircraft.
“The F96 reconnaissance cameras carried in the Victor have a

superior performance to the cameras carried in the Valiant and
Canberra PR.7 aircraft. The cameras can also be fitted with lens cones

of various focal lengths, thereby providing operational flexibility.
Forward coverage is three times more than before because more film

can be carried in the magazines, and lateral cover on each flight-line is

increased by mounting a fan of up to eight cameras so that the area

covered overlaps on each camera. All the equipment is designed to

provide intelligence at the largest possible scale with high resolution and

minimum distortion for detailed photographic interpretation.
“The squadron is supported in its role by a team of photographers

and photographic interpreters”. ‘
With its re-equipment No 543 were also involved in trials, not only of

the camera fit but also of the aircraft: HQ Bomber Command, the RAF
Wyton ORB recorded in June 1965, “have directed that a Priority A is to
be carried out to confirm that the Victor B/SR Mk  2 in the Radar

Reconnaissance role is able to carry out the operational tasks previously
undertaken by the Valiant (PR) Mk 1 in the maritime search role”. That

the new aircraft had this capability seems to have been soon confirmed,
for in September the ORB noted that 543 had flown three maritime

co-operation exercises during the month and that this task was

becoming “a regular and increasingly important part of the squadron’s

role”. Its aim was “to combine the advantage of the high, fast search
capability of the Victor with the low-Ievel capability of the long-range
maritime patrol aircraft, to achieve an efficient and economical

coverage of shipping movements*’.

No 543 appears to have become operational again in the SR role
(albeit with only three aircraft — two in full operational service and one
undergoing an acceptance check) in mid-August 1965; for when

Extract from an article on No 543 Squadron in Air Clues for July 1966.
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officers from the Joint Services Staff College course were shown round

one of the SR/B Mk 2s on the 12th they “were also shown photographs”

- the squadron ORB recorded - “taken on the previous day’s sorties,

the first by a No 543 Sqn Victor”.*

The type’s reconnaissance qualities tvere comprehensively detailed

in a history of Handley Page aircraft*^, tvhich said that “in addition to

having highly developed radar mapping and sideways scanning
capability,

“the Victor SR.2 carried a day-reconnaissance camera crate which was

compatible with the two large bomb-bay fuel tanks giving 40 per cent
longer range than that of the Valiant B(PR).l; for night reconnaissance,

108 photo-flashes could be carried in the bomb bay in three canisters

with one bomb-bay tank, or 36 photo-flashes in one canister with two
bomb-bay tanks. The cameras used were F96 Mk 2 for day photography,

F89 Mk 3 for night work and F49 Mk 4 for surveying and mapping.

Each 8in photo-flash was of several million candle-power, but since most
of the SR.2’s operations were maritime it carried less comprehensive
ECM equipment than the B.2R*. One Victor SR.2 could photograph
every ship in the whole Mediterranean in a single seven-hour sortie,

bringing back 10,000ft of exposed film for processing either at Wyton
or at the Joint Air Reconnaissance Centre nearby at RAF Brampton;
infra-red and ‘false-colour’ infra-red photography was particularly
valuable and successful”.’*

No 543 Sqn establishment was for eight aircraft, and this total was
achieved in April 1966. Unfortunately one of the Victors, XM716, was
destroyed in an accident which occurred on a demonstration flight
during a Press visit to Wyton on 29 June 1966. It was being flown by Sqn
Ldr J A Holland, who had captained the first of 543’s crews to convert

to the Victor (as already recorded). However, despite this sad loss, the
aircraft strength remained at eight and the squadron was therefore in
full working order again from early 1966 - just over a year after it had
been withdrawn from operations.

In the case of No 543’s re-equipment, although it took a long time to
accomplish, leaving the RAF with a significant gap in strategic
reconnaissance capability, there were no political or military
complications; as has been noted, plans to re-equip the squadron Avith
Victors had been made before the Valiant troubles began: the Central

' The only sortie recorded for 11 August was Navex and PR C/T (4hr 30min)by Fit Lt J G
Marmam and his crew.

’●* Handley Page Aircraft since 1907, by C H Barnes (Putnam &Co Ltd, 1976).
® B.2R was the retrofitted version, resulting from “a second retrofit production line for

B.2s to modify and extend their ECM installadons, to install Comvay Col7 engines and
rapid take-off equipment, aimed at reducing ‘scramble’ time to one minute per aircraft, to
provide for carriage and launching of Blue Steel, to introduce fixed-droop leading edges...
and to provide increased stowage for ‘Window* dispensers. . . (ibid ).

False-colour infra-red gave “a more effective penetration of camouflage than infra-red
black-and-white film” according to the Air Clues article already quoted.
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Reconnaissance Establishment* said in its ORB for March 1964 that

notification had been received that No 543’s re-equipment with Victor

Mk 2s would start “in the second quarter of 1965”. But in the case of the

Valiant tanker squadrons there was a military need to maintain a

flight-refuelling capability, and in the case of the TBF force the politics
of the British contribution to Saceur.

A decision to re-equip the tanker force with Victors, and to have three
squadrons in this role, had been taken in 1962; its implementation was

hastened by the Valiant troubles. During 1961 the Air Staff had
considered the possibility of Victor tankers; a minute of 25 May 1961 (D

of Ops (B &: R)/D Air Plans), referring to the latter’s minute of 18
April), expressed the view that there was “no technical reason . . . why
the Victor 1 should not be used as a tanker”). Then in the spring of
1962 the Air Council endorsed the ideas of a third squadron (in
addition to Nos 214 and 90) and the use of Victors for flight refuelling:

on 1 March 1962^ it gave approval in principle to the third squadron
proposal and invited VCAS (Air Mshl Sir Wallace Kyle, who had just

assumed this post) to initiate a design study of the Victor 1 in the tanker
role. VCAS subsequently reported to the Air Council in a paper dated

20 November 1962 on the The Re-equipment of the Tanker Force with
Victor Mk 1/1A Aircraft: this recommended that the Council should

confirm the introduction of the Victor as a replacement for the Valiant

as a tanker, and also confirm the requirement for  a third tanker

squadron. The Council agreed to these proposals at its meeting on 22
November and invited VCAS - who had said that he was “satisfied that

three tanker squadrons were essential to support fighter reinforcement
along all the routes we might be required to use”  — to initiate the
necessary action.

The proposal to make Victor B. 1/1 As into tankers received further

endorsement early in 1963 from both the Chief Scientific Adviser, MoD
(Sir Solly Zuckerman), and the Chiefs of Staff. On 3 January CSA
minuted the Chief of the Defence Staff (Earl Mountbatten) to say that at
their meeting on 12 December 1962 the Defence Research Policy

Committee had considered a proposal that a development contract
should be placed for the conversion of Victor B. 1/1 As to the tanker role

- a proposal based on the results of a project study which had been

approved the previous May. CSA’s minute, summarising this study, said

that the development cost of the conversion was estimated to be

£850,000, and the estimated cost of converting 27 aircraft was £7m. It

ended by saying: “The DRPC endorsed the proposal for a develop
ment contract to be placed. I should be grateful, therefore, for the

’ Which had become an operational Group on 1 Apr 63, assuming full responsibility for
the tasking, control and training of the UK Reconnaissance Force (Bomber Command Org
Policy file AF/CT 3127/65 Pt II).
^ Conclusions 3(62).
® Conclusions 16(62).
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CoS’s comments on this proposal”.

In response, the Chiefs of Staff gave their approval on 24 January

1963‘ to a development contract to be placed for converting Victor B Mk

1/lAs to the tanker role, instructing their Secretary to inform CSA
accordingly. But complications - both financial and industrial - then

arose, and continued throughout 1963 and 1964.

The financial complication sprang from Treasury reluctance to agree
to expenditure on a third tanker squadron or to approve the cost of
modifying Victors for flight refuelling, and the industrial complication
from Ministry of Aviation reluctance to give Handley Page
contract: these difficulties became evident in mid-1963.

On 23 May the CAS (Air Chf Mshl Sir Thomas Pike) gave the Air

Council^ some disquieting news about the tanker proposals which had
been approved at the beginning of the year: he said that the Treasury
were withholding agreement to the modification of aircraft for a third

Victor FR squadron until they knew the results of the Defence Review

and the deliberations of the Oversea Policy Committee.® He added that
he understood that the Treasury had also withdrawn their agreement to
the modification of Victors for the first two squadrons, commenting
that these squadrons were vital to RAF operational plans. AMSO (Air
Mshl Sir Walter Merton) said that an early decision was necessary to
avoid a general hold-up of work, and PUS (Sir Maurice Dean) offered to

raise the matter personally with the Treasury to see what could be done
- an action which the Council asked him to take, and to report back on
as soon as possible.

The industrial complication came to light when at an Air Ministry/
Mo A meeting on 13 August the Ministry of Aviation expressed
reservations about giving a contract to Handley Page because of doubts

about the company’s financial soundness; and subsequendy, negoti
ations between Handley Page and Hawker Siddeley Aviation
possible merger reached deadlock.
But at the end of 1963 came the news that the Air Council wanted to

hear. “You will wish to know”, VCAS (Air Mshl Sir Wallace Kyle) was told
on 19 December,^ “that the Treasury have agreed in principle that 24 Mk
1 Victors should be converted to the tanker role. ..  . It is unfortunate

that. . . the price of this project has risen.... The original estimate was
for £7m and covered 27 aircraft. The latest information from the MoA

[is] that the conversion of 24 aircraft will cost £8m”.

However, there still remained an industrial problem, as to which
company was to do the work. Summing-up the situation on 16 March
1964, PUS (M T Flett, who had succeeded Sir Maurice Dean) told the

Secretary of State for Air (Mr Hugh Fraser) that as a result of the “18

a new

on a

* 6th Meeting/63.
^ Conclusions 10(63).
® On overseas commitments.
AUS(A) (F Cooper)/PS to VCAS.
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months’ battle with the Treasury” full financial authority had been

given for the necessary R&D expenditure and for the first 16 sets of
flight refuelling equipment; but “the division of the embodiment task
between HSA and HP” still had to be sorted out as well as a final

examination of the two firms’ quotations.

This uncertain situation continued throughout 1964. On 27 May the

Minister (RAF) (Mr Fraser - whose title had been changed with the
advent of the Ministry of Defence and the Air Force Board on 1 April
1964) was told by PUS(RAF) that an estimate had been obtained from

Hawker Siddeley and a quotation from Handley Page that had made it

possible to draw up “a soundly based estimate of the cost of the project”.

At a meeting on 12 June held to agree on arrangements for a Victor

tanker conversion programme the chairman (Gp Capt  R R Goodbody,

DDE9 (RAF)) explained in his opening remarks that the Treasury “had

given limited financial approval to the conversion of Victor B.l/IA

aircraft to the tanker role. The approval was limited to 12 aircraft and

the conversion of a further 12, to make up the establishment, would be

the object of further financial negotiations”. Then on 9 July the

Minister was told by AUS(S) (Air) (B Humphreys-Davies) that the

Treasury had “authorised the completion of the manufacture of all the

modification sets and the flight-refuelling equipment, and the feed-in

of the 15 aircraft’ which the Ministry of Aviation now propose to allocate

to Handley Page for conversion”. But the Treasury had “refused to

authorise the allocation of any aircraft to Hawker Siddeley until they

have been given a more convincing explanation ... of the necessity for

incurring an extra £1.3m by sub-contracting part of the work to
Hawkers”. However, this question seems to have been resolved during

the next two months, for on 15 September the Minister was told that the

Treasury had authorised the balance of the nine tankers planned to
have embodiment work done by HSA.

In the meantime the Valiant spar failure troubles had occurred and

further complicated the tanker situation. On 17 September VCAS

informed DCAS (Air Mshl C H Hardey) that although the outcome of

the current investigation into Valiant fadgue life was not certain, at least it
was known that the life of the tanker force would be “considerably less

than . . . expected”. He asked DCAS to press the MoA to “speed up the

administrative work” and to bring pressure to bear on HSA to carry out

the technical work as quickly as possible. “In this way”, he added, “we
may relieve what is bound to be a difficult situation with our tanker
force”.

It seemed from DCAS’s reply that work had already begun on the

conversions; he told VCAS on 14 October that though contracts with

Handley Page and HSA had still not been let, “we have been repeatedly

assured that work has not so far been held up for want of full contracts”.

The other nine being converted by HSA.
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It also looked as though all the work would go to Handley Page: on 27
November PUS (MoA) (Sir Richard Way) asked PUS(RAF) if he would

agree that all 24 Victors should be converted by their original
manufacturers; there had been labour difficulties at HSAs Armstrong

Whitworth division and Handley Page had been “very resilient in the

face of their problems”. Commenting that estimates of the costs of the

conversions were an average of £108,000 per aircraft or £2.592m in

total, compared with an estimate of £3.7m “under the present plan”'. Sir

Richard added: “I understand that owing to recent fatigue troubles with

the Valiant, you are now more anxious ... to complete the build-up of

your Victor tanker squadrons immediately....”

The Air Force Board agreed that the conversions should be done by

Handley Page: on 9 December PUS(RAF) wrote to PUS(MoA) to say

that they were “only too anxious to give the whole job” to the company

“in view of the savings which would result”. However, there were two

qualifications: an assumption that the MoA no longer felt it necessary to
give some of the work to Hawker Siddeley, in order to insure against
“the virtual disappearance of Handley Page from the aircraft industry”;

and if that assumption were correct, PUS(RAF) said that it was

necessary before the Air Force committed itself to Handley Page for the

whole order for the company to provide firm proposals as to delivery

dates and prices which were acceptable to the two departments.

However, with the complete withdrawal of Valiants from service in

January 1965^ the provision of alternative tankers became an urgent
matter, encapsulated in a proposal put to the Air Force Board on 8

February 1965 for a force of six two-point Victor tankers — as opposed to
the full three-point conversion — which would become available from

June onwards. This proposal, approved by the AFB,^ had been put
for\vard in a joint paper by VCAS (Air Mshl B K Burnett) and DCAS.**

In this, they stated quite blunUy that the withdrawal of the Valiants

had “left the Royal Air Force without a flight refuelling capability”, and

said that under present plans — ie for the conversion of Victors as

tankers, which (as just described) had been under discussion since 1961

- this capability would not be restored until the first of the Victors came

into service in the last quarter of 1965. With the first due to be delivered

in August and to enter service in October, and an initial one-tanker-per-

month production rate, only five would have been produced by the end

of the year and the first squadron would not be complete until the end

of February 1966.

The paper went on to say that before any flight-refuelling tasks could
be resumed Victor B.l/IA bomber crews would have to be converted to

the tanker role, and that following this, fighter aircraft crews in both the

* le the HP/HSA division of the task.

^ Announced by the Ministry of Defence on 26 January.
® Conclusions 3(65), 8 Feb 65.

Victor Mk 1/1A Tanker - Crash Programme (AFB SC(65)5).
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UK and Cyprus would have to be trained in refuelling from the

Victor’s wing-mounted refuelling points.* Six tankers were the mini

mum number required for this training task, and also for mounting a
limited reinforcement operation. Even that limited capability would not

be achieved until early 1966, and with current political tensions in the
Middle and Far East, such an operational limitation was unacceptable.
It was therefore essential to get six tanker aircraft into service “as

rapidly as possible”.

Three alternative ways of achieving this were considered in the paper:

borrowing or buying American tankers; speeding-up the existing Victor

three-point tanker conversion programme; or producing six partially
modified Victor tankers. The first two alternative courses were rejected.

If there were a loan or purchase of American aircraft, air and ground

crews to operate them “would hardly have completed training before
re-training on the Victors became necessary”. This option was therefore
not considered further, though the paper said that the possibility of
assistance from tankers operated by the USAF was being investigated.
As to the second course, the paper noted that for  a Victor to be

converted to a three-point refueller — two points in wing-mounted pods

for fighters, one in the fuselage for bombers and transport aircraft —
took eight/nine months; and a study had shown that acceleration of the

first six aircraft incorporating the modifications was not possible
because there was insufficient time to advance the delivery of the

long-dated materials required for the modification kits and some

sub-contracted equipment.

The third alternative, producing six partially modified Victors, could
be achieved in one of two ways - either by fitting only the central
fuselage refuelling point, or by fitting only the wing pod installations.
The supply of components for the latter was further ahead than for the

former, and the latter presented a simpler modification and permitted a

much quicker turn-round time. The fact that wing-pod installations
“would not provide a capability of refuelling V-bomber aircraft” was
“acceptable” since it was “not vital to current reinforcement plans”.

Describing the implications of the Victor two-point tanker crash

programme, the paper said that a Handley Page study had shown that

six of these aircraft could be produced by the end of August 1965,
deliveries starting with two in June. Clearance flying could be

completed on the prototype tanker which was already flying. As Victors
already being converted by the company were “in an advanced state of

strip-down and re-build”, it was proposed to feed-in six fully serviceable
Victor Mk 1 As into a special conversion line and to embody “only those
modifications essential to give them the two-point refuelling capability”.
To produce the first of these tankers by June, the first of the six Mk 1 As
had to be fed into the conversion line early in February and the last early

By contrast with the Valiant’s FR equipment in the fuselage centreline.
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in March. Under present Victor squadron run-down patterns it would

be possible to provide aircraft to meet this programme without affecting

the planned V-force front-line strength.

The paper then went on to describe the capabilities of the two-point

tanker, the effect of their production on other Victor programmes, and
the financial implications.

The two-point tankers (it said) would be Victor Mk 1A bombers fitted

with two podded hose drum units — one on each wing, a hose drum unit

control panel in the cabin, a slighdy modified fuel control panel in the
cockpit and “minimum wiring and piping modifications”. Standard
bomber-type overload fuel tanks would be carried in the bomb-bay,
giving a total of 81,0001b of fuel, of which 48,0001b would be capable of
being transferred through the wing-mounted installations. This would
give “a similar capability to that of the Valiant tanker, with the added

advantage of two refuelling points”.

As to the effect on other Victor production, the paper said that as the

two-point tankers would use components and manpower destined for
the full specification tanker programme, the latter would inevitably be
delayed; indications were that it would yield the first two full-standard

tankers by December 1965, but only one month’s delay would be
incurred in completing the whole programme. Starting a two-point
tanker programme would affect the Victor Mk 2 (SR) retrofit production
line by a diversion of labour, but it was believed that the requirement
could be drawn from the centre of this line and that no delay would
occur on the first three SR conversions.

Setting-out the financial implications, the paper said that the
approved plan for the Victor tanker programme had envisaged a
conversion line divided between Handley Page and Hawker Siddeley -
on the advice of the Ministry of Aviation, because of the former’s

uncertain future, in order to safeguard the tanker programme and also
industrial backing for the Victor generally. Total estimated cost of the

project on that basis was £7.75m, which had been approved by the
Treasury. The MoA had subsequendy “taken a more favourable view of

Handley Page’s prospects” and proposed to give them all the work,
with an estimated saving of about £lm. The paper commented that with
the withdrawal of the Valiant the urgency of the Victor programme

again became predominant and fully justified the application of part of
that saving to the crash programme - the cost of the latter depending on

whether or not the six two-point tankers were subsequendy returned to
the firm for retrofit to the full specification. On the assumption that
they were, the best “broad estimate” available from the MoA for the
extra cost of the programme was about £0.5m. This included the costs

involved in interfering with the main contract, subsequent retrofit of the
six two-point tankers, and disturbance to the Victor Mk 2 (SR)

programme. Treasury approval would not be required, and the first two
aircraft could be “fed into the firm next week”.
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The paper then went on to make a subtle point about the need for

careful selection of Victors for two-point tanker conversion.

It pointed out that to offset the sudden loss of the Valiants meant that

in addition to regaining a flight refuelling capability as soon as possible
the Victor tanker force had to be maintained at as high a level as possible

during the time it was building up to its ultimate strength of 24. It

therefore suggested that a significant benefit would be achieved if the

aircraft for two-point tanker conversion were selected not from those
which would otherwise have been fed into the full tanker conversion

programme but from those destined for the OCU (one), long-term

storage (two) and “in use” reserve (three). The main programme would
then be uninterrupted. Towards the end of it, wing pods from the

two-point tankers would need to be withdrawn, but by that time at least
18 three-point tankers would be in service and the former two-point

tankers would then revert to their original planned roles.
The paper went on to say that although this proposal would bring

“significant operational benefits” in 1966 it would involve some extra

cost and a temporary change of role for six Victors, and would therefore

need to be submitted for Treasury approval, but added: “It would

suffice, however, for the Committee' to approve the crash programme on

the assumption that the two-point tankers would ultimately be converted
to the full tanker specification. This would enable aircraft to be fed into

the programme immediately, thereby permitting the earliest possible

re-introduction of an in-flight refuelling capability”.

The Committee were invited to endorse the proposed crash pro
gramme to produce six two-point Victor tankers at an extra cost of
about £0.5m, on the assumption that these would ultimately be brought

up to the full tanker specification, and to agree that the question of
whether these tankers should be retained in the front line for some

months longer by the expedient suggested should be considered
urgently at staff level. On 8 February 1965 the Committee approved^

these proposals and agreed that action should proceed immediately.
They also invited VCAS to inform the Minister (RAF) and the Secretary
of State for Defence.

In explaining the situation to the Minister on 11 February, VCAS told

him^ that Handley Page had said they could produce six two-point

tankers by the end of August 1965, the first two being delivered in June.
To do this they needed to feed the first aircraft into the conversion line
“early this month”; and this could be done “if we make available, as we

propose to do, serviceable Victor Is rather than diverting aircraft which

are already being stripped-down for the full conversion programme”.
In fact Handley Page managed to get the first two Victor two-point

' AFB Standing Committee.
^ AFB SC Conclusions 3(65), 8 Feb 65, Secret Annex B.

^VCAS.810 Victor Tanker Crash Programme in Use of V-bombers in Tanker Role
(ID3/901/11 (Pt 1)).
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current FR practice, and if nothing were done to remedy this situation

the position would deteriorate - to the extent that 25% of RAF fighter
pilots would need refresher training and the remainder would be
untrained. Six Victor tankers would be insufficient to dispose quickly of

this training commitment.

In reporting on the tanker situation to the Chiefs of Staff on 23

February* VC AS (representing CAS) had said that the crash programme

was being achieved “at the expense of a slight delay to the availability of

the Victor reconnaisance squadron”, but from July/August there would

be “a small tanker capability”, sufficient to meet Fighter Command’s

training requirements and to provide limited support for overseas
reinforcements. He added that, as an interim measure, negotiations
were under way with the United States for the loan of two KC-135s to be

stationed at Upper Heyford to maintain the Lightning F.2 and F.3

squadrons and for one KC-135 to be based in Turkey to perform a

similar function for the Cyprus-based No 29 (Javelin) Sqn. This
programme was not yet finalised; the USAF was willing to help, but

Treasury approval was still awaited, though not expected to be withheld.
VCAS informed CAS on 23 March^ that these negotiations had been

successful. On the same day the latter told the Chiefs of Staffs that

Treasury approval had been given for the use of three KC-135s and
VCAS told the Minister (RAF) that the first one, with an advanced

planning party, was to arrive at Upper Heyford the following day and

both tankers would be “in place” and ready to start training on about 5
April.

This RAF/USAF flight refuelling training was known as Operation
Billy Boy, and a Fighter Command/NEAF Operation Order of 2 April"*
explained what it involved;

“Due to the temporary lack of in-flight refuelling tankers in the Royal
Air Force an alternative tanker source is needed to maintain the

in-flight refuelling proficiency of the fighter squadrons of Fighter
Command until the situation is restored by the introduction of the
Victor tanker into RAF service towards the end of 1965.^ The USAF has

agreed to provide sufficient KC-135 tanker support to meet the training
requirements of Nos 23, 56, 74 and 111 (Lightning) squadrons of

Fighter Command and No 29 (Javelin) Sqn of NEAF for a period of six

to nine months. Training for Fighter Command squadrons will

commence on 5 April. Training for No 29 Sqn will commence on 26
April subject to the successful completion of negotiations with the
Turkish Government”.

Two KC-135S would be based at RAF Upper Heyford “to provide one

' cos 10th Mtg/65.
2 VCAS 1708.
* COS 15th Mtg/65.
●* FaWEAF Joint Op Order No 5.
® The estimated in-service date for the two-point tankers, however, was mid-1965.
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sortie per working day for Fighter Command squadrons from 5 April

until further notice. At approximately two-monthly intervals one of

these aircraft would deploy to Adana/Incirlik to provide one sortie per

day for six days for continuation training of No 29 Sqn During the

initial period of training of No 29 Sqn a separate, additional tanker will

be provided for a period of up to ten days”.

Leuchars-based No 74 Sqn recorded in their April 1965 ORB that

pilots had “started on Exercise Billy Boy, which is in-flight refuelling

from KC-135 tankers based at Upper Heyford - the initial training

being 1 ‘/2hr sorties refuelling with 3,0001b each sortie. By the end of the

month nine pilots had completed a minimum of three refuelling
sorties”.

Then in May “several sorties were again flown on Exercise Billy Boy,

the flight profile being one hour with the tanker followed by 40
minutes’ Pis”.*

Meanwhile No 29 Sqn at Akrotiri had made their Billy Boy contacts:
on 23 April their Javelin FAW.9s had been fitted with refuelling probes

and under-w'ing tanks, and from 26 April to 1 May they achieved 406
engagements with a KC-135 of the 611th Air Refuelling Sqn, USAF,

detached to Adana from Seymour-Johnson AFB for this exercise. Each

morning during this five-day period (No 29’s ORB recorded) the

tanker was on station for four hours and eight or ten Javelin sorties were

flown on to it, four of the fighters daily filling up their tanks and flying

three-hour cross-countries. “No major difficulties were encounterd,

although the boom and hose system was new to all crews.^ Everyone tvas

impressed by the accuracy and professional attitude of the USAF crew,
who did a flypast on the last day to let the groundcrew see the aircraft”.

No 56 Sqn at Wattisham, which had just converted from Lightning

F.lAs to F.3s in April 1965, did their Billy Boy training during May and
their ORB for that month made some interesting comments on it -

particularly regarding the USAF equipment and method for flight

refuelling, noting that the KC-135 “has a rigid refuelling boom to which
is attached a seven-foot flexible hose and drogue”, which called for “a
different receiver technique to that used on the hose-and-reel-equipped

Valiant”. In the 24-28 May period five tanker missions were allotted to

the squadron with three pairs of Lightnings on each tanker. Although

only one sortie was cancelled owing to Lightning unserviceability, “two
were lost when the tanker was forced to return to base with a probe end

stuck in the drogue. Four probes were lost in the 27 sorties achieved,
which is about the rate expected from the results of other squadrons".

Leuchars-based No 23 Sqn also suffered from broken probes on its
Lightning F.3s during tanker training with the USAF. Its April 1965

ORB, noting that 22 conversion and 25 continuation training sorties

* Practice interceptions.
RAF fighter pilots were used to the hose and reel system.
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had been completed during Billy Boy, commented that the loss of

probes on 15% of those sorties had been “unacceptably high”; and the

CO (Sqn Ldr J McLeod), while recording proudly that since 75% of No

23’s pilots had had previous experience of in-flight refuelling and the

squadron “had initially the lion’s share of the KC-135” it was now “in

the position of being the most experienced one on in-flight-refuelling
the Mk 3 Lightning”, it had also “broken the largest number of probes”
- a weakness which would be “largely eliminated by a current

modification”.

No 111 Sqn, also with Lightning F.3s and like No 56 based at
Wattisham, made the interesting comment in its ORB for April that
“initial contacts on the ‘boomed’ KC-135s proved relatively easy

compared with the Valiant tanker”. But the CO (Sqn Ldr G P Black)
noted in his remarks on the Ihr 45min refuelling sorties flown with

the tankers of 919 Sqn, SAC, that “the kinking and shortness of the
KC-135’s hose and drogue (9ft)” had “proved more

probe rivets”, and that remaining in contact for prolonged periods of

up to five minutes had been “more exacting and tiring than Valiant

refuelling”.

During May, as has been recounted. No 55 Sqn moved to Marham to
start their new role; and once they had become operational with their

Victor tankers they would give the RAF fighter pilots the opportunity of

renewing contact with familiar flight-refuelling equipment. Their ORB
for that month had recorded that the squadron would be “equipped

initially with six Victor Mk lA two-point tankers and would have an

aircrew strength of eight crews, and had commented: The re-equip
ment with two-point tankers is an interim measure only and at a later
date these aircraft will be withdrawn and replaced with the more

versatile three-point tankers. Possession of the two-point tanker does not

permit Victor-Victor refuelling operations and is  a severe limitation to

the squadron’s long-range capabilities”. In this first month of their
new role No 55 began a No 3 Group trial to ascertain the two-point

tanker’s fuel consumption; this was to be flown in two phases, in the
first with the refuelling hoses stowed and in the second with them
trailed, the Victors being flown at a steady 270kt RAS (rectified

airspeed).
In June the squadron got up to a strength of five aircraft and

Handley Page received Ministerial congratulations for having supplied
them; the Minister for the RAF (Lord Shackleton) informed the

Minister of Aviation (Mr Roy Jenkins) on 3 June that at a recent Air

Force Board meeting “great appreciation” had been expressed at the

way the company had “helped us over a rather critical situation in
regard to tankers following the grounding of the Valiants”. Their

“speedy conversion of the Victor tankers” was “meeting a most
important operational need . . . which indeed might be crucial in

providing us with a capability to carry out urgent reinforcement

strenuous on
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1
operations overseas

During July the No 3 Group trial was completed, a Tanker Training

Flight was formed at Marham^ and No 55 “got down to the day-to-day

business of training the pilots of No 74 Sqn” - which would supply the

receivers in the forthcoming Tankex to Cyprus - “in the techniques of

in-flight refuelling”, nine successful sorties being made with nine pairs

of Lightnings. This exercise, which occurred in August, marked the
reinstatement of the RAF tanker force; or, as the Victor squadron’s
ORB described it,

.  the culmination of two-and-a-half months’ training and effort

on the part of both air and ground crews in the shape of Exercise

Forthright 22 and 23.

“This exercise involved the redeployment of four Lightning aircraft

of No 74 Sqn to Royal Air Force Akrotiri [It] was completely

successful although a one-day delay was incurred by a double pod

failure on the return phase when four Lighmings of No 19 Sqn were
refuelled back to Leconfield”.

No 74 endorsed these comments, their ORB recording that conversion

to the Victor tankers of No 55 Sqn had begun on 20 July and had

“progressed smoothly”; by the end of the month “all previously

IFR-qualified pilots had flown at least one sortie each on the new
tanker”. As to the Victor-supported detachment in the following month:

“Exercise Forthright 22 saw the deployment of four F.3s with six pilots

and a ground support party to Cyprus. The aircraft left Leuchars for
Wattisham on 13 August and took off from Wattisham on the 14th,

flight-refuelling to Akrotiri. All ... arrived on schedule, after an

average flight time of 4hr lOmin. This marked the first occasion that the
Victor tanker has been used for an operational overseas deployment ”

In preparation for their flight-refuelled return to the UK, six No 19
Sqn pilots converted to receiving from the Victors during July, and

found no undue difficulty in the change from the Valiant. The

squadron’s flight refuelling officer (Fit Lt E J Scott) also investigated

low-level tanking, finding it possible but extremely difficult - reactions
which were to be borne out, after No 19’s return to Leconfield in early

August, by a demonstration described with some vivid comment in the
ORB:-

“ Low-level tanking has ... been a feature of the month - for Exercise

Unison® at the RAF College, Cranwell. Fit Lts Scott and Wratten, the

pilots involved, have found that this sort of display flying is possible only

if the ‘plug-in’ is carried out over the sea - where conditions are

relatively smooth. The Victor’s wing is particularly prone to flexing in

‘ AFB Conclusions 9(65), 27 May 1965.
Formerly the Victor flying element of No 232 OCU (RAF Gaydon Org Policy file -

AF/CT4063/65 PtI).
® The fourth in a series of biennial gatherings organised by the CoS Cttee for senior

officers and defence officials of Britain and the Commonwealth countries.
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turbulence, and the whip effect at the basket end of the drogue is quite

frightening if a Lightning is not on the end to tone it down.”

By October No 55 Sqn had its full strength of six Victor Mk lA
two-point tankers, and that month went further afield than Cyprus - to

Tehran, refuelling four Lightning F.3s of No 74 Sqn which were to
participate in an IIAF (Imperial Iranian Air Force) Day on the 17th.

Exercise Donovan, as this was called, involved supporting the Lightnings

from Akrotiri to Iran and on their return flight. With it and other

exercises No 55 were well “in business” from August 1965 onwards, and
at the beginning of December were joined at Marham by No 57 Sqn,
albeit in an interim phase with Victor Mk 1/1 As but changing its role for

re-equipment as a tanker squadron with three-point Victors. As its ORB

explained, the remainder of its aircraft had “gone either to Radlett for

tanker conversion or to St Athan for major inspections”. As the latter

were completed the aircraft would be used to replace those on the

squadron, which would then themselves go for majors or tanker
conversions.

No 55 Sqn had been “at home” to the Press on 9 August 1965, before

its supporting role in the deployment of Lightnings of No 74 Sqn to

Cyprus, and one of the reports which resulted (in Flight for 19 August)
gave a useful summary of the flight-refuelling situation to that date and

of the prospects when Bomber Command acquired Victor three-point
tankers. It said that

“with the premature retirement of the RAF’s Valiant tankers last

February due to fatigue problems, the Service was temporarily deprived

of operational air-to-air refuellers. Following a prototype conversion last

year, the RAF accepted an offer from Handley Page to convert Victor
B.IAs to tankers much more rapidly than would otherwise have been

done. Now, after only six months, including a two-month work-up, 55

Sqn based at RAF Marham has five Victor tankers operational, with
more to come. On 14 August they took part in an exercise in which four

Lightning F.3s flew to Cyprus non-stop in 4'/2hr.

“The first Victor tankers have two refuelling points; the hoses and
drogues are unwound from two underwing pods which can be used
simultaneously. When the ‘customer’ has made contact, he edges
forward until the yellow part of the hose has wound back to the pod and

he is then in the optimum position for accepting fuel, which starts to
flow automatically. The Victor captain flies the tanker while the co-pilot

manages the 31-cell fuel system and keeps a check on tanker eg

movements. The navigator/radar works the pod and hose-trailing
controls. Most fuel transfers are performed in stable air above 30,000ft;

it takes about four minutes to refuel a fighter and about ten minutes for
a bomber. The Victor B.IA tanker conversion carries 52,8501b of
transferable fuel.

“The present two-point tankers will not be converted to the

three-point standard to which later Victor conversions will be made.
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The three-point refueller will have an additional hose/drogue unit on
the fuselage underside. This will be a tremendous advance on the old

single-point Valiant tanker on which failure of the hose/drogue
equipment meant the complete waste of the sortie. The RAF will
subsequently form two more Victor tanker squadrons at Marham”.

Although one of these two more squadrons, No 57, had gone over to
its new role with its arrival at Marham in December 1965 (as just noted)
it was starting from scratch and was far from being operational either in

terms of equipment or training. Its first three-point tanker, XA937, did

not arrive until 14 February 1966 and went straight into the Aircraft

Engineering Squadron so was not available for flying until March. The

aircrews concentrated on continuation training in their existing Victors
and did ground training courses - on the three-point tanker at
Finningley and on the Mk 20B/Mk 17 HDU (hose drum unit)

equipment at Marham, and the squadron set up a tanker trials cell to

co-ordinate the trials flying required under a No  3 Group directive.
This was designed to confirm performance data for the Victor
three-point tanker and to establish a Tacan/Collins rendezvous

procedure and flight-refuelling procedures prior to the planning and
execution of FR exercises or operations. It was in four phases: a
performance trial to confirm climb data and cruise consumption, both
in a “clean” condition and with hose/hoses trailed; Tacan/Collins RV

procedure; FR procedures with Lightnings; and tanker-to-tanker FR
procedures.

In March, No 57 Sqn was able to start the No 3 Group trial with its

first three-point tanker (XA937) and to begin crew conversions.

Lightnings of Fighter Command taking the opportunity of “prodding”
on six of the familiarisation and handling sorties. But the change-over
to flight refuelling was a gradual process, as evidenced by the ORB for
April, which recorded that crew strength had been raised to 12, which

“gave the opportunity to release another crew to the tanker role”; it also
noted some technical difficulties - unserviceabilities with the Mk 17

HDU^, which caused curtailment of the tanker trial early in the month.

On 4 April one of the Victors had lost the drogue from the end of its Mk
17 hose and 11 days later two of the squadron’s aircraft had had similar

occurrences, these incidents causing doubts about the stability of the
hose. A restriction on the trailing and use of the Mk 17 HDU remained

in force throughout May, the tankers operating in  a two-point role; and
it was during this month that XA930, one of the four Victors flown over

Marham in formation on 1 December 1965 to signal No 57’s arrival

there to take up the new role of flight refuelling, was delivered to
Radlett by a squadron crew for modification as a three-point tanker.

1

' Victor Mk 1/1A Three-point Tanker Performance - Rendezvous, Flight Refuelling and
Procedures Trial (3G/S12370/6/ Ops; No 57 Sqn ORB, Feb '66, Appendix 1).
^ The three-point tankers had two Mk 20B wing pods and two 2,000 gal tanks in the

bomb-bay (file on Victor B.35/46 Instruments - AF/CT 761/65 Pts 1 & II).
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June 1966 saw the emergence of No 57 as an operational three-point

tanker squadron, for by then eight of its crews had achieved the

classification Operational (Tanking), it had six aircraft modified for the

role (though one was on loan to Boscombe Down) and it did its first

operational tanking exercise, with Lightnings to and from Cyprus, in

conjunction with three crews from No 55 Sqn. The ORB commented

that since this exercise (Forthright 46/47) was a “first” for No 57 the

initial briefing and preparation were “of necessity very thorough and

comprehensive”, and that “because of this the whole exercise was

completed successfully with tankers and Lightnings arriving at their

allotted destinations on time”. The last day of the month had arrived
“with one crew at Akrotiri and two... at Wheelus AFB” (Tripoli, Libya),

“having by now completed five Forthright sorties with all rendezvous
and transfers completed as planned”.

With two Victor tanker squadrons thus “in business”, a third was

formed in August 1966 to bring the flight-refuelling force up to its
planned strength: this was No 214, which had been the original Valiant
tanker squadron. It was officially re-formed at Marham on 1 July with an

establishment of eight Victor B (K) Mk 1/1 As and effectively re-formed

there on 1 August, after the crews of Wg Cdr D Mullarkey (the CO) and
Fit Lt G R Barrel! had finished their courses at the Tanker Training
Flight. Then on 8 August three crews (those of Fit Lts E J Longden, E F

Smeeth and W L Thompson) were posted in from No 57 Squadron.
Initially No 214 borrowed aircraft from No 57, but the first of its own

(XA938) was delivered to Marham on 27 September.
By the end of 1966 No 214 had seven Victor K.l/lAs' out of an

establishment of eight, and in February 1967 - in what its ORB
described as “the most eventful month so far for the squadron” — had
four crews involved in Exercise Forthright 59/60, taking Lightning F.3s
to Akrotiri and returning with F.6s; this meant that it was by now fully
operational as part of the tanker force. At that date too No 55 Sqn,

which had initiated the Victor flight-refuelling role with the “crash
programme” two-point tankers, had started its conversions to, and

re-equipment with, the three-point version: in January aircrew had
completed the three-point refuelling course and the Engineering Flight

went on a one-week course at the Flight Refuelling School for
electricians, airframe and engine fitters, to familiarise them with the

operation and servicing of the Mk 17 HDU of the three-point tankers,

the first two of which were delivered to No 55 during January. By the

following month it had two two-point and three three-point tankers,
against an etablishment for five two-point and three three-point Victors
(K.lAs).

Thus the three-squadron Victor tanker force at RAF Marham (Nos 55,

The designation K. I referred to the three-point Victor tankers.
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57 and 214 Sqns) was operational from the beginning of 1967^ and it
continued in that form for the next ten years, sustaining and improving

the RAF flight refuelling capability. When on 12 June 1967 command

of No 55 Sqn was handed-over by Wg Cdr P B McCorkindale, CO since

25 May 1965, to his successor Wg Cdr R A Harvey it was recorded in the

ORB that “much of the credit for speedily converting the Victor into an
operational tanker after the demise of the Valiant must go to him”. This

squadron activity had been the fulfilment of the “crash programme"

decided on by the Air Staff in early 1965, followed by the industrial

activity of Handley Page in converting B.l/IA Victor bombers into
two-point tankers. The combined result had been that the gap in RAF

flight refuelling capability had been limited to ten months - from

October 1964 when Nos 214 and 90 Sqns had done the last Valiant

tanker operations to August 1965 when No 55 Sqn had first

operationally demonstrated the Victor’s flight refuelling capability.

Thus Victors had taken over the Valiants’ strategic reconnaissance
and flight refuelling roles, but neither they nor Vulcans were destined to
take over the tactical bomber role in support of Saceur. By decision of
the UK Government, as will now be described, the three Valiant TBF

squadrons at Marham - Nos 207, 49 and 148 - were not replaced after
the Valiants were withdrawn from service. The Valiants themselves had

succeeded Canberras in assignment to Saceur (as described in an earlier

chapter), but a 1965 proposal that the Valiants should be replaced by

Vulcan B. 1/1 As was rejected by the Government.

This proposal had been made by Saceur (General L Lemnitzer), as
reported by CAS (Air Chf Mshl Sir Charles Elworthy) to the Air Force
Board on 8 February 1965^, when he said that Saceur “had suggested

that the squadrons assigned to his command should be replaced by

Vulcan 1 aircraft”. CAS went on to comment that although there was a

view that this proposal should be resisted, on the ground that the
financial saving represented by the Valiants’ withdrawal was badly
needed, “it could ̂ so be argued that we had certain obligations to
Saceur which we could not easily ignore”. He added that a paper was

being prepared “examining the problem in detail”.
This situation, in which the question was whether or not to replace

the TBF Valiants, had been reached after four months’ uncertainty of

which Saceur had been kept regularly apprised. He was originally told of

the fatigue troubles, which were more widespread than had at first been

thought, by UK NMR Shape® (Air Commodore C B E Burt-Andrews) on
6 October 1964. Then, when towards the end of November it was

thought that 40 out of the total 61 Valiants were repairable by a simple
modification and would last at least to the end of 1968, UK NMR was

instructed on 1 December to report this latest position personally to

‘ In June of that year it successfully flight-refuelled 13 Lightning F.6s of No 74 Sqn from
RAF Leuchars to RAF Tengah, Singapore, and back in Operation Hydraulic.
^ Conclusions, Meeting 2 (65).
® National Military Representative, Supreme HQ, Allied Powers Europe.
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On the following day the Secretary of State for Defence himself took
up the matter of the Valiants with the Air Staff. In a minute sent to
VCAS‘ he said that the Prime Minister had asked whether Saceur had

been “kept in the picture from the start about the fatigue failure in the
Valiants”. He had also asked when Saceur had first been told and

whether three other points had been brought out: the effect on 2nd

TAP and on RAF capacity to refuel strategic bombers, and the

possibility of re-assigning the latter to a tactical role. The minute asked

for answers to these questions as soon as possible.
They came the next day^, in a resumi of the situation up to the CoS

meeting: this assured the Ministers that Saceur had been “kept fully

informed throughout about the Valiant fatigue problem”; he had first
been told on 6 October that

“a fatigue fault in the Valiants had been discovered and that an urgent

technical investigation was being carried out; he was subsequently kept
informed of developments and eventually advised by CDS by telephone

on 22 January that we were having to disband the Valiant force. No
mention of a possible replacement of the Tactical Bomber Force was
made. On the instructions of the Chiefs of Staff..  . this was followed up

by a personal visit from the AOC in C Bomber Command on 25

January to explain the detail of the Valiant decision. In the course of the
C in C’s discussion with Saceur, he was asked whether it might be

possible to replace the Valiant TBF with some Vulcan Is which are . . .

planned to go out of service this year. When pressed, the AOC in C said

he thought that this would be possible but that it would be a matter for
consideration by the Chiefs of Staff and HM Government. The Strategic

Bomber Force is, as you know, already assigned to Saceur®; to re-assign a
part of it in the tactical role would merely be ‘robbing Peter to pay
Paul”’.

The minute added that the points about the effect on 2nd TAF and

the RAF capability to refuel strategic bombers had not been mentioned
to Saceur.

On the same day (28 January) CDS brought S of S comprehensively
up to date on the situation and asked for a decision. Recalling that on

the 20th he had sought approval for the Valiants to be withdrawn from

service and for the “necessary action to be taken to inform Saceur” -

approvals which had been given, he reminded the Minister that he had

told him that a study was being made of various alternative ways of

meeting the TBF commitment to Saceur, “using some of the other

V-bomber squadrons”. This study had been completed and was

considered at “our meeting on Tuesday, 25th January”.'* CDS added that

' APS/SofS to Secretary to VCAS, 27 Jan 65.
2 VCAS510,28 Jan 65.
* As from 23 May 1963, under the Nassau communique Statement on Nuclear Defence

Systems.
■* This date should be 26 Jan (the CoS Cttee meeting already referred to).
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he was attaching a copy of an Air Force Department paper “from which
you will see that it would be a practicable proposition to replace the
Saceur-assigned Valiants with an equivalent number of Vulcan Mk 1

aircraft, which we had planned to phase out of service later this year”.*
He went on;—

“At our meeting, we took into consideration the fact that the

withdrawal, without replacement, of the 24 Valiants would undoubtedly
meet with a bad reception in Nato circles, particularly as we had had to
withdraw certain other assigned and earmarked aircraft We further

took into account that an uncompensated withdrawal would discredit us

in Saceur’s eyes, since to abandon this capability in circumstances
which he knows it is within our power to redress is to imply that we have
hitherto assigned to him a force which, in our view, has little military
significance. Our action could also cast doubt in the minds of our other
Nato allies on the worth of our offer to contribute the Medium Bomber
Force to an Atlantic Nuclear Force.

“On the other hand, it could be argued that there is no good military
case for the Tactical Bomber Force because Saceur already has at his
disposal far more nuclear weapons than he requires and because his

longer-range targets could be better dealt with by the external nudear
forces of the Alliance. As a consequence, the TBF could be withdrawn

without affecting the credibility of the deterrent. This argument does
not, however, take into account that the TBF provides Saceur with his

only all-weather capability for reaching his more distant tacdcal targets.
A refusal to replace the force would thus strengthen Saceur’s hand in
his demands for IRBMs....

“At official level the Foreign Office favour the proposal for
re-equipping the TBF, both for the general effect on the Nato alliance

and because of the many other withdrawals in Nato-assigned forces
currently being made.

“You may feel that it would be prudent to defer a definite decision

until we have received the official reactions of Shape and the Nato
Council. However, because Saceur has already raised the question of
re-equipping the TBF with Vulcans and because the Valiant crews have

been grounded since 9 December 1964 ... we should welcome an

indication of your initial reaction to this problem”.

Saceur’s own view, that the replacement of TBF Valiants by Vulcan
Mk Is should be considered by the UK Government, was conveyed to

CDS by CAS on 28 January, with some observations on possible

consequences if they were not. In a minute headed “Future of the

' The recommendation at the end of this paper was  a double one: that S of S be asked to
approve the offer to Saceur of 24 Vulcan Is as replacement for the TBF Valiants and that
authority to proceed with modification and supply programmes be given as a matter of
urgency. Modification to the Vulcan Is was for dual carriage of US weapons, to give Saceur
the same delivery capability as he had had with the V^iants. Cost of the modification
programme was roughly estimated as about £0.5m, and of operating the Vulcan force until
1968/9, £5.4m compared with £5.9m for the Valiant force.
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Saceur-assigned Tactical Bomber Force”* CAS said that CDS “might like
to know” that he had had a message from Deputy Saceur (MRAF Sir

Thomas Pike) “in the following terms”

“There is a letter in the post from Saceur to CDS acknowledging the

removal of the Valiant Force from his EDP (Emergency Defence Plan)

and requesting that the UK Government should consider the replace
ment of the Valiants by available Vulcan Mk 1 aircraft as soon as

possible. I feel it important that you should not lose sight of the effect
that a serious reduction in the UK contribution to ACE (Allied

Command Europe) Air Forces could have upon major OF-6 posts in
ACE. It could well occur that our tenure of Comaircent and ComTwo-

ATAF and other essential posts might be jeopardised. Other nations,...

I am sure, will not be slow to take advantage of the situation if the
Valiants are not quickly replaced.”

However, as will be seen, they were not to be. On  8 February the Air
Force Board were brought up to date on the situation, CAS reporting
that Saceur “had now been informed of the decision to withdraw the

Valiant force from service and had suggested that the squadrons

assigned to his command should be replaced by Vulcan 1 aircraft”. He

then went on to comment that “although there was  a view that this

proposal should be resisted, on the grounds that the financial saving

represented by the withdrawal of the Valiants was badly needed, it could

also be urged that we had certain obligations to Saceur which we could

not easily ignore. A paper was being prepared examining the problem
in detail”^.

Three days later the Secretary of State for Defence expressed the view

to CDS that the Valiants should not be replaced. Giving the reaction
requested on 28 January, S of S said that the Valiant force “was not one
that was available for worldwide use” and that as CDS had said in his

minute, Saceur already had at his disposal far more nuclear weapons
than he required, and longer-range targets could be better dealt with by
external nuclear forces. S of S went on:

“The Valiants were due for replacement about 1968 by TSR.2s. In

discussions on the aircraft programme, our revised planning now
envisages a reduction in our European capability. My inclination is to
use the withdrawal of the Valiants as a convenient opportunity of

reducing our contribution in Europe. The resources saved could be

regarded as a contribution either to the reduction that must be secured

or towards items which now seem to me to require higher priority....”
S of S added, however, that he would “wait for the result of’ CoS

studies “before taking a final decision”.

By now it was clear that replacement of the Valiants “hinged upon
political and financial, rather than on military, considerations” - as the

' CAS 616A (in State of Readiness of V-bomber Force - MO 3/5/1, Pt 2).
*■* This was the AFD/DS note which the Chiefs of Staff considered on 23 Feb 65 - see p 495.
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Acting CDS (Admiral Sir David Luce) put it to the Chiefs of Staff on 23

February, when they discussed* an Air Force Department note putting

the financial alternatives: the cost of re-equipping the TBF with Vulcan
1/1 As, and the saving which would be made if the force were not

re-equipped.

Acting CDS, who was in the chair, said that the AFD costing showed

that if the TBF were not replaced the savings stemming from the
withdrawal of all Valiants would be £13.8m. The force could be

re-equipped with Vulcans at a total cost of £0.5m over and above what
the cost would have been had the Valiant remained in service. He

apprised the committee of what had happened since they considered

the Valiant TBF replacement on 26 January: that S of S had told CDS
on 11 February that his initial reaction was not to replace the Valiants,
and that Saceur had urged that serious consideration be given to

re-equipping the TBF, in view of its importance as an element of his

“already inadequate all-weather strike capability”.

VC AS (Air Mshl Sir Brian Burnett), representing CAS, took up this
latter point: he said that the TBF was “the only strike force with an
all-weather capability directly under Saceur’s control”. There was no

problem about replacing the Valiants with Vulcans, which could readily

be modified to carry two American weapons each. From the purely

military point of view it made good sense to replace Saceur’s

all-weather bomber force for such a small outlay, but the decision was
“clearly a political one”.

This aspect was emphasised by Mr E J W Barnes of the Foreign

Office, who said that re-equipment of the TBF had implications

“considerably wider than those affecting Saceur”. Although it could be
argued that the UK were under no legal obligation to maintain elements
such as the TBF which were included in the North Atlantic Council

Annual Review, there was a strong moral obligation to do so,
particularly as it had been maintained that the Valiants made a valuable

contribution to Saceur’s nuclear strike plan. He had accepted the loss
of Canberras on a temporary basis^ but was clearly unhappy about the
prospect of no replacement being found for the Valiants, when he knew
this could be obtained at little cost. Further, the TBF required no

expenditure of foreign currency, and abandoning it could weaken the

UK’s position in Nato, as well as undermining the claim to certain
major posts.

A further financial point made in subsequent discussion was that,
although it was obviously cheaper to allocate 16 rather than 24 Vulcans to
the TBF, station overheads would remain the same and savings would be

‘ CoS lOth Meeting/65.

The Saceur-assigned Valiants at Marham (three squadrons of eight aircraft each, ie 24
Valiants each carrying two weapons and therefore covering 48 targets) had replaced three
squadrons of Canberra B.6s (16 aircraft each, with one weapon per Canberra, therefore
also covering 48 targets).
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achieved only in operating and modification costs. A rough estimate of
the order of cost was £12m for 16 aircraft and £7m for eight, compared
with £ 14.3m for 24.

In his summing-up, Acting CDS referred to both financial and

political aspects. Noting that the Secretary of State’s initial reaction to

the Valiants’ replacement had been unfavourable but that he had
deferred a final decision until after studies on the subject had been

completed, CDS suggested that he should be informed of the cost of

replacing the Valiants, of the savings which would be realised if they

were not replaced, and of the importance which the Foreign Office and

Saceur attached to the UK continuing to assign a TBF to Nato. This

submission to S of S should include a costing figure for the compromise
solution of re-equipping the force with 16 instead of 24 Vulcans, and

Acting CDS considered that it should be prepared in consultation with
the Foreign Office and the Defence Secretariat.

The committee agreed with these remarks, “took note’’ of the AFD

paper and instructed the secretary to prepare a draft minute to S of S in
the way suggested.

Subsequently the matter of whether or not to replace the Valiants of

the TBF with Vulcans moved into higher political spheres of decision; in
a minute of 4 March the Minister of Defence set out the pros and cons
for the Foreign Secretary and then put his own view. There were four

arguments in favour of replacement:-

“Saceur knows about the Vulcans and has already pressed us to make
these available to him to compensate for the loss of the Valiants. If we do

not replace them, Saceur will lose 48 long-range all-weather strikes (two
bombs to an aircraft), the major portion of such forces as are wholly
under his control.

“We are already unpopular with Saceur and, to a lesser extent, with

the Nato Council for the extent of temporary withdrawals of forces that

we have had to make to meet our inescapable commitment elsewhere.

Failure to replace the Valiants may lead to increased difficulties with the

Council when we wish to remove other forces temporarily or per
manently. ...

“The French may well get to hear that Saceur is objecting to our
withdrawals and, in particular, to our position on the Valiants, and they
may use this against us, possibly in connection with the negotiations for
theANF'.

“It may also be more difficult to counter German attempts to gain
additional senior posts, and thereby influence, in Nato at our expense.”
But there were “strong arguments”, S of S said, “on the other side”:-

“Whatever Saceur may say, I do not believe that we need worry too

much about this reduction in his own forces, given the strength of the

external American nuclear forces. In any case, he still has assigned to

Atlantic Nuclear Force.
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him the rest of the V-bomber force.

“The targets covered by the Valiants could only be attacked in

circumstances of general war; and the targets whose potential destruc
tion deters the Russians are covered several times over by American
nuclear forces.

“Although replacement by Vulcans would cost only £0.5m more than

we had planned to spend on the Valiants, the possibility of not replacing

them and so saving nearly £14m over the next few years is attractive
when we are considering savings by 1970 of the order of hundreds of

millions of pounds. This is an unexpectedly favourable opportunity of
making an economy which is unlikely to occur again.”
S of S added that the UK had no reason to be ashamed” of the

temporary withdrawals from Nato; it had “a perfect right” to withdraw

forces in the event of an acute overseas emergency. As for longer-term

reductions, he doubted whether the continued assignment of 24

Vulcans would “much affect the popularity” of any proposals the UK
might make. A decision not to assign the Vulcans would be “evidence of

our firm intention to take a realistic view of Nato strategy” and to
“reduce defence expenditure wherever we can”. His conclusion was that

the UK “should decide now to tell Nato that we find ourselves unable,

with the pressures on our defence programme, to replace the Valiants
for the few remaining years of their planned service life. .. ”. He hoped

the Foreign Secretary (Mr Michael Stewart) would agree.
But the Foreign Secretary disagreed. He understood, he said, the

financial attraction of not replacing the Saceur-assigned Valiants, and
that the military case was “questionable”; but he considered the political
arguments for the UK continuing to fulfil its commitments were
“overriding”. The removal of the Valiants from Saceur’s command was

of quite a different order from the temporary withdrawals of forces
which had had to be made. He recalled that

freely entered into a commitment at the time of our last Annual

Review to raise and maintain certain forces and assign these to Nato,

including a tactical bomber force of 24 Valiants. Although this is not a

legal commitment ... it is an obligation which we ought to fulfil if we
possibly can. The fact that replacement aircraft exist, that Saceur knows
they are available, and that the additional cost over the estimated

expenditure of maintaining the Valiants is so small, all argue for making
the replacement. Moreover, as the Vulcans will be based in England, we
have the opportunity to make a significant contribution to Nato without

any detriment to our balance of payments position.”
The Foreign Secretary further averred that a decision to replace the

Valiants “would be a timely mark of our loyalty to Nato and help to mute
criticism of our other withdrawals”. He advised S of S that he was sending
copies of his minute to the Prime Minister, Chancellor of the Exchequer
and Minister of Aviation; and when the Prime Minister (Mr Harold
Wilson) saw his copy on 12 March he asked that the subject should be

we
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put on the agenda of the Defence and Oversea Policy Committee. At a

meeting of the latter on 19 March 1965 the question of the TBF

replacement was finally decided ̂

The committee considered minutes by both the Secretary of State for

Defence and the Foreign Secretary and both Ministers put their points

of view verbally, the former proposing that the Government should tell

Nato that it was unable, with the pressure on the defence programme,

to replace the Valiants, the latter emphasising that if they were not
replaced, the effect on the UK’s relations with its Nato allies and with

Saceur might well prejudice its case if it subsequently wished to press for
further withdrawals or reductions of its Nato forces.

In his summing-up of the subsequent discussion the Prime Minister
said^ there was general agreement on the committee that the Valiants

should not be replaced and that the Government’s reply to Nato

should be “on the lines suggested by the Secretary of State for Defence”,

adding that it should be “prepared to reconsider the matter if there

were strong adverse reactions, particularly from the United States
Government, which might prejudice the case for a subsequent reduction
of ground forces”. The committee invited S of S “to be guided by the

Prime Minister’s summing-up in informing Nato in the sense he
proposed”.

However, S of S subsequently challenged the Prime Minister on his

summing-up as recorded in the minutes, saying that it had been agreed
that “the caveat should be omitted”. It would, he averred, “place the

Chief of the Air Staff in an extremely difficult position because it would

be quite impossible to keep the TBF at Marham in limbo until the
decision had been ratified”. He added: “the position of the crews would

be particularly difficult since they have been in enforced idleness for
three months already. For this reason I strongly recommend that the
final sentences should be deleted”.

But the Prime Minister stood his ground. On reconsideration, he told

S of S^, he still thought the sentence represented “the right balance of

advantage” - that the initial reply to Nato “should be to the effect that
we do not intend to replace the Valiants, but that we should ... be ready
to reconsider the matter” if there were a strong adverse reaction. He

added that he appreciated the difficulty with which “this tactic”

confronted CAS, in so far as it involved keeping crews in limbo “until we

reach finality”. But, he asked, need that take very long? And was it not

preferable to trying to force a premature decision which might turn out
to be wrong?

On 25 March the Foreign Office advised the UK Delegation to Nato
that Ministers had decided that Nato should be informed that they

' OPD(65).
2 Minutes, DS17 (Cabinet), 22 March 1965.
* PM's personal minute, M.25/65,24 March.
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found themselves unable, with the pressure on the defence programme,

to replace the Valiants previously assigned to Saceur and saw no

overriding military justification for doing so.
The Foreign Office advised that it would be necessary to inform

Saceur “at an early date”, and it was proposed to do this “by a message

from the Defence Secretary communicated through you”, adding that

“in view of Parliamentary interest, and of the need to redeploy the RAF

personnel now at Marham, the Defence Secretary \vill have to make a
statement soon”.

In a letter to Saceur on 26 March, delivered personally by the

Permanent British Representative to the Nato Council in Paris (Sir

Evelyn Shuckburgh) on 29 March’, S of S said that the Government had

been giving urgent consideration to the possibility of replacing with
modified Vulcan Mk Is the Valiant bombers which had been withdrawn

from service, adding:-

“We have given full weight to the concern which we know that you feel

about the diminution of the nuclear strike forces assigned to you, as a
result of the withdrawal of the Valiants. But, after taking most careful

account of all the operational and other factors involved, we have come

to the view that the proposed replacement of the Valiants for the few

remaining years of their planned service with Nato cannot be jusrified

by military or other considerations sufficient to override the counter

vailing need to deal with the serious pressures on our defence

programme. You may be assured that this does not diminish our

intention to maintain the fullest possible support for Allied Command

Europe, or our understanding of your problems.”
S of S finally told Saceur that he intended to inform Parliament on

1 April, and his statement there was as follows:-

“After most careful consideration of all the operational and other
factors involved, the Government have formed the view that replace

ment of the Valiants for the few remaining years of their planned
service with Nato cannot be justified by military or other considerations

sufficient to override the countervailing need to deal with the pressures

upon our defence programme. Saceur and the North Atlantic Council
have been so informed”.^

This was the last public word about the TBF Valiants, but the Air Staff

had to wait a little longer before getting final authority to disband the

force: until 14 April, when VCAS was told, in a minute from PS/S of S
for Defence, that “the decision of the Defence and Oversea Policy
Committee about the Valiants^ was such that we have had to await the

reaction of our allies to our announcement before finally disbanding
the force at Marham”. Reactions had been received from Saceur and

' Message from UK Del to Nato to FO (No 82), 29 Mch 65.
“ Hansard (Commons), Written Answers, Cols 275-276.
ODP(65) 16th Mtg, item 2.
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the Americans* and there had been “no pressure on us from our allies to

replace the Valiants”. The minute concluded: “In these circumstances,

the Secretary of State agrees that you should now act on the decision

that the Valiants will not be replaced.”

Thus ended the third act in the 1965 saga of the Valiants: after their
replacement in the SR and tanker roles by Victors, their non

replacement in the Tactical Bomber Force.

1
UK Del tel No 82 and Washington tels 751 and 759, respectively.
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